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EDITORIAL NOTE

This book is the result of a Consultationof more than 30 experts from around the
world, convened by ARTICLE 19 and the HumanRights Centre of the University
of Essex, who met for two days to discuss the highly complex and controversial
issue of the effectiveness of laws which prohibit "hate expression". The experts
were divided into three working groups and each group was asked to address one
of the following questions:
1. How have anti-hate expressionlaws worked in practice in various
countries?

2. What kinds of expression,if any,shouldbe prohibited,and can international standards provide any guidance in this area?
3. What are the mosteffectivesanctionsandremediesfor hateexpression?
Discussionwas lively and intense and, predictably, few points of consensus were
identified. One point on which agreement was resounding was that more research
was needed. Various areas for further study were identified, including close
examination of the experiences of a range of countries having different kinds of
laws, different traditions, different economic, social and political conditions, and
experiencingdifferent degrees of inter-communaltensions. This book, born from
these challengesand encouragedby the enthusiasmof participantswho felt that the
Consultationpapers presented new information and insights,aims to contribute to
the debate.
At the outset, we wish to make abundantly clear what we did not set out to
accomplish.First, the book does not purport to be comprehensiveor even representative.The fact that we have no papers from Africa,only a brief overview from
Latin America, two papers on Eastern Europe, and two from Asia by no means
reflects a lack of appreciation of the enormity of the tensions between national,
ethnic and religious.communitiesin many countries throughout those areas. Even
among western democracies our country studies are not reflective of the full
diversity of approaches to hate expression.
Second, the book focuses on the implementationand effectiveness of hate
expression laws. Contributors were not asked to discuss other, possibly more
effective, measures for responding to hatred, discriminationand violence.
Third, and relatedly, the book adopts a primarilylegal approachto examining
issues,rather than, for instance a sociologicalor political scienceapproach.We are
pleased to offer in Part V one paper each froma sociologicaland a political theory
perspective.
Fourth, we did not ask contributorsto addresshate expressionagainst groups
identifiedby characteristicsother thanthoseincludedin the internationalstandards:
namely, national or ethnic origin, race, colour, descent and religion. In the event,
few laws protect other groups from hate expression.
We also would like to make two definitional poiuts. First, the terms "hate
speech" and "hate expression" are used virtually interchangeably ("expression"
reflects the terminology of the international standards while "speech" is more
common in nationaljurisprudence) to refer to expressionwhich is abusive, insulting, intimidating, harassing and/or which incites to violence, hatred or discrimination. The terms"hatespeech laws" and, sometimes,"anti-hatespeech laws" are
used to refer to laws which prohibit one or all of three main categories of hate
speech: group libel, harassment and incitement.
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Second, the term "race", when used to refer to people, is highly suspect. As
stated by the two UN Special Rapporteurs on Freedom of Opinion and Expression
(in Chapter 6), a first step in seeking to promote tolerance and non-discrimination
is to avoid
the use of such a term as 'race' which, when applied to humau beings,
has no scientific meaning. Unequivocalrecognition of the human race
as one and indivisible appears to be regarded as the indispensable
preliminary for the struggle against racism.'
Nonetheless, the term is used throughout this book because of its widespread
acceptance - and the acceptanceof related words such as racism and racist- in both
common parlance and internationalllw. "Race" here includes colour and descent
as well as national and ethnic origin.
The introductorychapterswhichfollowelaboratethe parametersof thisbook,
highlight salient points of the country studies (Introduction)and set the context of
~e discussions, both in terms of principles (Chapter I) and facts about hatred,
discriminationand violence against minorities (Chapter 2).
The discussions of international standards are inlended to be readily understandable to those who are not versed in internationallaw (or law at all), and are of
interest for their history of ideas as well as for their summariesof current interpretations of those standards. The chapter by the two UN Special Rapporteurs on
Freedomof OpinionandExpression,drawnfroma preliminaryreporttheyprepared
for the UN in August 1991,proposes an innovativeand narrow constructionof the
"ha.te-related"restrictionson free expressionset forthin the internationalstandards,
which undoubtedly will contribute to the evolution of the interpretation of those
standards.
The policy statements from organizations included in Part V illustrate how
different human rights groups have come to termswith the dilemmasposed by hate
speech. While we canvassed a large number of organizationsconcerned with hate
speech it is a testament to the difficulty of the subject that relatively few produced
statements and even fewer had statements in hand. As a result, the organizations
represented in this book do not reflect the great diversityof organizationsworking
on hate speech. Nonetheless, we are pleased that our inquiriesprompted several of
them to grapple with the issue.
We hope that this book may assist other organizations and individuals to
clarify their own positions.
Sandra Coliver
Legal Officer, ARTICLE 19
May 1992

1 See para.56 of theirchapterin PartII.

2 The.Jnteptational
Conventionon the Eliminationof All-Formsof RacialDlscrlrninaiiondefines
"racial discrimination"to meandiscriminationbasedon "race,colour,descent,ornationalor ethnic
origin".

INTRODUCTION
Since its inception in 1986,ARTICLE 19 has endeavouredto contribute to public
debate on complex areas of freedom of expression. The balance between the
fundamentalright to freedom of expression and the right to equality is clearly one
such area. Accordingly, in April 1991, ARTICLE 19 together with the Human
RightsCentre of the Universityof Essexconveneda two-dayConsultationat which
over 30 experts from around the world participated.The Consultationitself was a
low budget affair with some of those attending covering their own travel costs; a
testament, perhaps, to the great interest and concern about how to address the
growingphenomenon of ethnic violence and hatred.
Aims and Contenis of this Collection
Following the Consultation,and with the consensus of participants,we decided to
compilea wider documentationof the laws by which hate expressionis addressed,
controlled or punished. A primary aim in publishing this collection is to pose core
questions and to offer a wide range of viewpoints. These include: how have laws
restrictingexpressionbeen appliedin practice?;what guidancedo the international
standardsprotectingboth freedomof expressionandequalityoffer?What evidence
is there that laws can have an impact on hate speech, or whether such laws in fact
promote non-discrimination?What too is the evidence that laws designed to curb
hate speech may also be used to restrict the legitimatepolitical exchange of ideas
necessary to a democratic society?
This book has brokennew ground.A numberof contributorshave undertaken
original research on patterns of implementation in their countries. Others have
brought together information not previously collected. Several have provided
policy perspectivesfrom counties, suchas SriLanka and Russia,from which views
on this issue are rarely received. Principledargumentsfor opposingall restrictions
on hate expression unless necessary to prevent imminent unlawful action or
face-to-face harassment, and the counter arguments, are systematically and cogently presented by the US contributors. Contributors from Europe as well as
Australia and Canada discuss the variety of laws and their implementationwhich
restrict hate expression and are seen to have value, even in liberal democracies,in
order to safeguard equality and dignity. Contributorsfrom Russia and Sri Lanka,
facing inter-ethnic and communal tensions which have racked their regions with
armed conflicts, suggest that narrowly-drawnrestrictions might help to curb the
violence.
Twenty-fourpapers examine the laws in 15countrieswhichregulatefreedom
of expressionin the interestsofracial, ethnic,religiousand nationalharmony.Other
papers discuss the apparent contradictions between different international standards which govern the rights to freedom of expression and equality and the
interpretationof these standardsby internationalbodies. The majorityof contributors to this volume discuss the experiencesin democraticcountries,where freedom
of expressionis highly valuedand protectedby constitutionand law and thus where
the issue of hate expression is most hotly debated. Most papers share the view that
laws which restrict free expression do not reduce hatred or violence. Others point
to the lack of empirical evidence as to the relationship between hate speech and
acts of violence.
Most contributors accept the premise that laws can serve a useful function,
and that problems lie in selective or indifferent enforcement.Thus it is repeatedly
• vii _

·maintained that the enactment of laws which restrict hate speech give "a clear
message about acceptable staudards" which will "eveutually establish bouudaries
with which most people feel comfortable". But eveu here, the real problem in
drafting laws which are sufficiently narrow and also effective is recognized.
Questions were raised as to whether such laws may distract from the need for more
effective measures, and some contributors worried about the ill-effects of successful prosecutions which create racist "martyrs" and those which result in acquittals
appearing to vindicate their racist ideologies.
There is general endorsement of the strict implementation of mechanisms
which fall into the category of social and cultural attempts to combat racism. Such
mechanisms would include: education on respect for ethnic diversity; non-discrimination in housing, education and employment; the adoption of anti-racist strategies
in schools, universities and the media; and increasing representation of ethnic,
religious and racial minorities in key institutions such as police departments and
the courts. These and various means to contain potential violence other than by
restricting free speech are important themes in this book.

ARTICLE19's Position
As a campaigning organization, ARTICLE 19 consistently protests the widespread
violations of the right to freedom of expression, and recognizes that governments
and organizations can and do use freedom of speech to promote opinions which are
antithetical to the common standards of dignity underpinning the human rights
movement.
ARTICLE 19 equally recognizes that laws, once on the statute book, can be
and are used by governments to discriminate against minorities whether these be
ethnic, religious or national. Even laws framed in a democracy, and however
carefully drafted, may be used subsequently to suppress the fundamental right to
freedom of expression. Such laws may be used to penalize members of oppressed
communities who attempt to promote a counter viewpoint or to stifle speech
advocating autonomy or other changes in government. It is, for example, discussed
in this volume that laws against racist speech in South Africa have not been applied
so as to ensure racial equality or to protect victims of racial abuse. In fact they were
used and intended to be used as measures to stifle growing black opposition to an
oppressive system; thus the government used the laws to punish the victims of its
racist policies. Another contributor points out how a Soviet law which prohibited
incitement to national racial hatred was regularly used to suppress dissident
movements and human rights activists.
The guarantors of democracy are many, varied and precious; one such
guarantor is the free exchange of ideas and opinions. What must be preserved at all
costs are both democratic discussion and the channels for its daily practice.
Unfortunately, at times, democratic discussion including hate speech (which may
involve insult, invective and deeply offensive racial slurs) necessarily involves
trampling on the ideas and beliefs held precious by others. ARTICLE 19's concern
is that these slurs and insults be met at all times by counterclaims, arguments and
discussion. To suppress such slurs is not to resolve the hatred but perhaps to drive
it underground and thereby encourage acts of violence. We have been at pains to
promote the view that speech should never be censored based on its content alone.
Any restrictions on expression should be justified only by reference to its impact
such as the likelihood of the expression leading directly to imminent lawless action.
ARTICLE 19 acknowledges the wide gulf between condemning ideas and
crirninalizing them. More simply put, we, in common with several contributors to
~
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this work, do not believe that criminalizing expression could ever resolve the real
problem of racism and racist discrimination. As one contributor has remarked, the
law can play only a limited part in creating a humane and gentle society.
Quite apart from the real threat to freedom of expression, anti-hate speech
legislation is notoriously difficult to interpret and enforce. "One must be realistic
in assessing the difficulties involved in regulating hate speech" as one contributor
writes. Any legislation in this area highlights problems of definition and interpretation; concepts such as "ridicule", "hostility" and even "hate" are open-ended,
necessarily subjective and potentially dangerous in the exercise of power.
One of the areas discussed is that of religious intolerance. The rise of both
Christian and Islamic fundamentalism in the US, Europe, the Middle East and Asia,
and Jewish fundamentalism in Israel, is a worrying phenomenon if only because
the adherents to these movements clearly attempt to impose upon the world a single
truth and this necessarily outlaws contrary views. Perhaps the most notorious case
is that of the fatwa or death sentence pronounced by the late Ayatollah Khomeini
against the British author Salman Rushdie following the publication of the novel
The Satanic Verses. In the thousands of articles which have been written on this
case, the basic facts have become blurred: a man who has committed no crime in
the country of which he is a citizen, has been condemned to death and, moreover,
his death is actively sought by a foreign power because of the offence his work of
fiction has caused Muslims. ARTICLE 19 unequivocally rejects the death sentence
and constantly asserts the right of any individual to publish his ideas in a work of
fiction.
At the same time we acknowledge that Muslims, amongst others, have every
right to protest publicly about the book in question and to broadcast the nature of
the offence and insult which they feel. Those on either side of this controversy must
be free to express their ideas and beliefs and to discuss them with their critics on
the basis of mutual tolerance, free from censorship, intimidation and violence.

Advancingthe Debate
At the end of the Consultation, the view was expressed that the issues were too
complex and the nexus between laws, protections and levels of hate speech too
immeasurable to justify any definitive statement. There was also a consensus on
the need for further study, especially of national experiences in trying to counter
racial and religious hatred and violence; this volume is a first attempt. There was
a common view that civil remedies were generally preferable to criminal sanctions.
In the final plenary session of the Consultation one participant long familiar
with United Nations procedures said that the UN in its wisdom only recognized
two types of meetings; those which were successful and those which were very
successful! The Consultation, he said, fell firmly within the latter category. In
retrospect, one of its successes has been that subsequent work has engendered this
reference collection of the laws and practice from 15 countries. We do not claim
that it is a comprehensive collection, but we very much hope that in publishing the
volume at this time, we may stimulate further thought, discussion and publication.
Meanwhile, ARTICLE 19 will continue to maintain a watching brief on hate
expression and the way in which it is dealt with by various countries throughout
the world.
Frances D'Souza
Director, ARTICLE 19
May 1992

PART I: Preliminary Considerations

Chapter 1
OVERVIEW OF A DILEMMA:CENSORSHIPVERSUS RACISM
Kevin Boyle
This book grew out of a consultation at Essex University in April 1991. The purpose
of the consultation was to explore the challenge set for defenders of freedom of
expression by the promotion of racism through speech. The clear tenor of the
consultation and of this collection is undoubtedly pro-freedom of expression, with
the onus on those who would restrict this freedom to justify censorship in the
interests ofracial equality and the elimination of racial discrimination. The case for
restriction on hate speech was made at the consultation and is also made in this
book. Indeed, the majority of the papers assume the case for at least some
restrictions on grounds of equality and dignity while conveying concern over the
effects of any such restrictions on the values underlying free speech.
Nevertheless, it is possible to conceive of a different selection of materials
and opinions which might operate from a starting point which favours equality and
non-discrimination over freedom of expression. Such a work would certainly be
useful in continuing the debate. However that may be, most of the articles, analyses
and policy statements collected in this book seek to find a balance between the right
to speak and the pursuit of racial, religious and communal justice and harmony, a
balance that requires the least interference with untrammelled freedom of expression.

THE MEANING OF BALANCE
If the weights on the balance favour free speech, is the metaphor of balance
appropriate? The actual. position, it can be argued, is that two human rights are in
conflict: the freedom to advocate distasteful opinions or to convey distorted or false
information and the conflicting right not to be a victim of discrimination and
prejudice.' On that analysis, to prefer freedom of expression is not toprefer the
countervailing freedom from discrimination. One right is subordinate to the other.
The balance metaphor, however .can be justified if some speech on some occasions
is restrained and on such occasion the right to be free from discrimination is
preferred to the free speech principle. It is in that sense that the title of the book,
StrikingaBalance, is justified. The search is for those circumstances and conditions
in which one right should be preferred over the other. There is also a need to offer
coherent justifications for which right is preferred in particular circumstances or
else, from the stand-point of freedom of expression, there is a risk that limitation
will encroach to the point where the right itself is threatened.
To point out that there are circumstances in which other interests should win
out over freedom of expression is not inconsistent with a strong commitment to the
value of freedom of expression. Equally to argue that the law should not interfere
with certain kinds of antisocial speech or insulting and denigrating publication does
not mean that free speech advocates are indifferent to the rights of racial or religious

For a thoughtful and extensive discussion of the injuries caused by racist speech, see Richard

DeJgado'schapterin PartII!.
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~no~ties ..To the contrary, they strongly believe that freedom of expression is a
Vitalnght m the struggle to defeat discrimination, bigotry and intolerance.
THE CHALLENGE OF RACISM

Howe~er influenced by standpoint, the protagonists in this debate will not dispute
the.evidence ~at .the.articulation of ~ejudice, the fomenting of hatred, the justificatio.n of discrimination and the demal of esteem for people distinguished by the
dommant group because of their common origins, their religion or their colour has
not abated in the modem world. The picture in Europe surveyed by Paul Gordon
(in Cha~ter 2) is especially worrying. The entire moral basis of the integration of
Europe IS challenged by the new urge to limit immigrants and asylum seekers and
the ?pen espousal of racism and xenophobia by mainstream democratic political
parties seeking to compete with the resurgence of fascist and racist movements.
These movements have extended their traditional hostility to Jews and other citizen
groups to immigrants and refugees from Asia and Africa as well as those crossing
European borders from the former Eastern bloc.'
•
. Thi~ book was ?ompleted in the days following the acquittal by ajury of four
white police officers ~n Los Angeles of the crime of assaulting a black man, Rodney
King. An amateur vidcotape which showed the officers assaulting Mr King had
been played repeatedly on television in the weeks and months before the trial. The
verdict, which contradicted the evidence of sustained assault recorded in the film
led to an explosion of rage across the United States and to at least 50 fatalities and
extraordinary devastation in California. The United States, which has given the
greatest emphasis to the free speech principle, has discovered the depressing truth
that a generation after the Civil Rights campaign, racism and poverty constitutes
as massive a gulf as ever, separating the life chances of the black minority from
those of the affluent white majority.
The different tendencies in the debate over the control of hate speech would
equally accept the irrefutable evidence that moral indifference towards or active
~n~ouragement of manifestations of hatred leads to the destruction of civilized
livmg, war and even holocaust. The entire and impressive structure of international
hu~an rights law since 1945 was built as a moral answer to the Nazi ideology of

racism.

The greatest focus of human rights initiatives since 1945 has been on efforts
invidious discrimination on grounds of race, gender
to ha~e .therigh~ to free
or religious belief llTev~rslbly accepted in the world. There have been significant
advan~es m that campaign. The ending of the system of apartheidin South Africa,
a political system built on racist theory, has been one of the major and profound
steps along the road to the elimination of racism.
. . O~er 125 states have ratified the main international treaty against racial
discrimination, the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimina~on (CERD Convention). This Convention has deeply influ~nced the domestic laws of most states discussed in this book. It not only outlaws
racist speech but. ~so the practice of discrimination, inter alia, in employment,
housmg, the provision of services and other fields. States, by virtue of Article 2 of
the Convention, are required to adopt a policy of positive action to eliminate racial
dis~rimination including measures which promote understanding among different
racial groups and assist minorities in social, economic, cultural and other fields.
. The creation of a public opinion against racial discrimination is evidenced in the
general acceptance of these norms which limit the individual's contractual and
property rights.

?e ':'010
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Public opinion in the United States and Europe (and, indeed, in India and
several other Asian countries) has shown increasing resistance to so-called affirmative action policies (or" special measures" as called forin Article 1(d) of the CERD
Convention) on behalf of excluded ethnic and religious minorities. The general
perception has been that such measures lack fairness. Without examining the
arguments here, it is nevertheless important to note that it is only at the extreme of
public opinion that voices are raised against the general norm of non-discrimination
which is firmly established in democratic societies.
But racism, racial discrimination and hatred have not yet been eliminated in
the same democratic societies. The literature which seeks to explain the continued
existence and indeed resurgence of racism, anti-Semitism and xenophobia strikes
a tentative note. A recent United Nations report concluded that "the primary causes
of racism and racial discrimination and apartheid are deeply imbedded in the
historical past and are determined by a variety of economic, political, social and
cultural factors. ,,2 Manifestations of racism on a global scale are linked in the study
to "such areas as conquest, the search for captives for racial slavery, the imposition
of racial exclusionary laws, colonialism and imperialism". Of particular interest are
what the report calls the "two great paradoxes" of history: that racism actually
increased as democracy expanded and that racism grew as science expanded. In the
late nineteenth century "scientific racism" flourished, spawning false theories and
doctrines used to justify the belief in the inherent inferiority of certain peoples or
the superiority of others as determined by genetically transmitted differences of
race.
We still live under the influence of these scientifically spurious ideas. Their
persistence explains the debate over the. use of law to seek to eliminate their
influence.
Might not endorsement of policies which firmly penalize racial hate speech
and publication contribute to that first goal of the human rights movement, that all
people should be treated as entitled to equal respect and dignity regardless of their
religion or national or ethnic origin? Would legal constraints on the expression or
display of bigotry and prejudice towards those who are the victims of discrimination
make a difference? Is censorship justified if it muzzles racism?
Much censorship down the centuries has been advanced for ideal causes to
promote versions of the good or the truth, whether secular or religious. It has almost
always ended in disaster in the constricting of debate, the suppression of dissent
and the corruption of the truth. The advocate of freedom of expression has no
difficulty in demonstrating the abuse of legal controls even on racial speech in
contemporary history. The South African laws against racial hatred were used
systematically against the victims of its racist policies. 3 In Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union laws against defamation and insult were vehicles for the
persecution of critics who were often also victims of state-tolerated or sponsored
anti-Semitism. 4 The writer Salman Rushdie has been subjected for three years to
persecution and a death sentence because his novel was declared an insult to Islam.
The crux of the dilemma for the free speech advocate is not a fear that the
language of intolerance or hate may contain truth which should be heard but rather
2 Political, historical, economic, social and cultural factors contributing to racism, racial
discrimination and apartheid (New York:UN, 1991).
3 See the chaptersby GilbertMarcusandLeneJohannesseninPartIll.
4 See the chapteron the former Soviet Unionby StephenJ Rolh in PartIll.

the old problem of quia custodiet custodies? Who is to oversee the censor? No
advocate of freedom of expression on human rights grounds could or does reject
the. v~lues which underlie the norms of non-discrimination. Human rights are
indivisible. The strong advocacy of anti-discrimination policy is a feature, for
ex~mple, of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) which, as Nadine Strossen
points out, is more regularly engaged in the struggle against racial discrimination
throug9 court challenges than it is in flghting restricrions on hate speech in the same
courts.
Nevertheless, against the reality that we seem to know little about the causes
and even less about the remedies for racial or religious prejudices and discrimination, could it be that advocates of freedom of expression need to rethink the
justifications advanced for privileging speech? That question will be returned to at
the end of this overview.
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

One approach to constructing an answer to the dilemma raised by haie expression
IS to examine what policies are in fact pursued by states, and what policies are
mandated by the international code of human rights standards elaborated since
1945.That is the approach adopted in this book.
Part I1I, Country Experiences, cannot claim to be comprehensive (one might
note in particular that it excludes the most populous of the world's states, China a
society which combines a traditional culture of xenophobia with total censorship).
BU~ for those countries which are examined, it is clear that they divide into the
ymted States and the rest. In the United States the balance is unequivocally drawn
m favour of freedom of speech. There is no federal regulation and minimal state
regulation of hate expression. No other country has the equivalent of the First
Amendment or the jurisprudence which has developed around it. In the other
countries the balance is found through the acceptance that racist speech must be
sanclIO~ed under conditions prescribed by statute. The chapters in this book about
the United States all address the contemporary context for discussion of the bate
speech issue in that country; namely, college campuses. That debate concerns the
compatibility of the constitutional values of freedom of expression with discipli~ary ~odes that restrain abusive and insulting speech directed at members of groups
Id~ntIfied by reference to such characteristics as ethnic or national origin, race,
religion, gender and sexual orientation.
No other country entry discusses the issue of campus hate speech. This is not,
presumably, because the phenomenon of racist expression in universities elsewhere
in the world does not present a problem, but because such regulation would be
unproblematic given the existence of constitutional and legislative standards which
allow fo~ the imposition of restraint by criminal or civil laws on hate speech.
Bxplanations for the disti~ctive position of the United States must include its history
as a society born m rebellion agamst, among other things, censorship. The fact that
it was a "drawing board" society built by immigrants made possible the assertion
o! ~ew pr~nciples of democratic republican order. In contrast, the European socieues WhIChthe waves of immigrants left could not.erase their histories of war
religious and ethnic quarrels and conflict.
'

5 See the chapterby Nadine Strossen in PartIll.

The contrast may also be influenced by the different legal cultures, civil and
common law, which have shaped mainland Europe and the United States. The First
Amendment's injunction that "Congress shall make no law ... abridging freedom
of speech or the press" reflects a distrust of federal regulation but also the
attachment to the English traditions of negative liberty. In contrast, the Roman Law
traditions of codification which bave shaped European law do not equate regulation
with restriction or repression. To the contrary, codification of freedom of expression rules including press codes, by specifying the scope of the right ~d
identifying limits, are seen as positive guarantees of these freedoms. The English
situation, where neither a formal constitutional guarantee of free speech nor
detailed codes of law exist, may be considered the least satisfactory system from
which to develop principled protection of rights in conflict.
It is worth noting that this contrast between the United States and the rest of
the world has always been present at least in the post-war era. The efforts after
World War II to establish a global code of freedom of information failed in large
part because of the unbridgeable gulf between the then-Socialist states and the
United States over the priority of right or duty and the role of the state in the
regulation of freedom of speech and the press.
The most important early debates on this subject took place at the United
Nations Conference on Freedom of Information in 1948.The key actors were the
United States and the Soviet Union. The fruits of that conference included a draft
set of guidelines for the world's press, a draft convention on freedom of information, a draft convention on the right to correction and a draft convention on the
gathering and transmission of news.
The conference, although it achieved much, failed over a central problem:
irreconcilable concepts of freedom and responsibility of the media. On the one
hand, the United States insisted on the widest definition of freedom. It accepted
that the press bad to act responsibly, but it opposed any role for the state in ensuring
truthful and ethical media standards. On the other hand, the Soviet delegates
emphasized responsibility before freedom, and insisted on the right of the state to
supervise the press." A chief concern of the Soviets was the suppression of war
propaganda and incitement to national hatred. While the goal of elimination of war
propaganda was shared by the US, at issue was the means. The US view was that
greater freedom of all communications would be the best answer to distortion; the
Soviets wanted state responsibility.
Ultimately, there was no way out of the deadlock over what the limits on
expression are and how they are to be enforced. The conference failed but had
influential effects for the modern debate over hate expression. Article 19of the
Universal Declaration was drafted at the conference, and the clause in Article 19
of the ICCPR that refers to the "special duties and responsibilities" in the exercise
of freedom of expression can also be sourced to the debate at the conference. The
United Nations Genocide Convention 1948 included as a punishable crime "direct
and public incitement to commit genocide". (The long campaign to pursuade the
United States to ratify the Genocide Convention succeeded in 1988.)Lastly, the
adoption of Article 20 of the ICCPR and its prohibition of war propaganda and
expression which incites national, racial or religious hatred was added to the text
of the ICCPR on the initiative of the Soviet Union and allied states, having been a
clause first promoted by the USSR at the UN conference.
6 G GarboA World of Difference: The lnumationai Distribution of Information: The Media and
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Article 20, paragrap~ 2 of the ICCP~ which is discussed in greater detail ill
P~t .Il of this book, requires the prohibition of advocacy of national racial or
religious hatred which constitutes incitement to "discrimination hostility or violence". The other international standard, Article 4 of the CERD Convention also
<i!scusS~d I~ Part goes further in requiring states parties to make punishable the
dissemination of Ideas based on racial superiority and to ban organizations which
promote such ideas: As Professor Partsch makes clear in his chapter, the duties
imposed br this ar~cle are to be implemented "with due regard to the principles
embodied m the Umversal Declaration of Human Rights". A number of states for
example the United Kin~dom and France, have on ratification entered reservations
?r unde~standings to Article 4, all of which are to the effect that implementation of
ItS requlTeme~ts are subject to the state's own norms on the balance between
freedo~ of opmion and expression and anti-discrimination policies," The CERD
Com.mIttee has responded by calling for the full implementation of Article 4 's
requirements,

!I,

. There cannot be said to be international consensus on the requirements of the
article. The two least reconcilable positions are those of some members of the
0'~ Com,~rnttee wh~, call for compreh:nsive censorship of racism, thereby
ignoring t?e d~e regard clause, and the national constitutional norm of the United
Stal:"s which ~Jects any law prohibiting incitement to discrimination or hostility.
National laws m other countries outlined in this book represent a search for balance
or harmony between those positions.

CONCLUSION
Is the US ~sition th~n the only one for freedom of expression advocates to adopt?
Does any half-way house sell the pass? The mternational and global standards
are half:way houses. Freedom of expression is asserted as a standard which
contracti?g stat~s must guarantee, but they have equally clear authority to limit that
fre~om m the 1Ote~est~ ?f promoting policies of racial equality and protection of
~thnIC a.nd other ".'m~nties. r:owever, so long as there is disagreement within the
mternahonal morutonng bodies on the precise nature of states' commitments it is
arguable ~h~t both freedom of expression and effective policies against racism are
~t nsk ",Similarly, unilateral interpretations by states through reservations to the
mternanonal standards must weaken these standards. The fact that the United States
as th: most powerful c?untry in the world has not ratified the CERD or ICCPR
highlights the problem.
The post-war efforts to achieve ~ comprehensive international protection of
freed?m .of information, discussed bnefly above, failed because of ideological
polarl.zation between the East and the West. In a new and welcome era in which
there ISno longer an ideological divide over human rights there ought to be a greater
op~ortunity to reach international consensus both on the human rights challenges
fa~l~g the world and on how to address them. Racism and racial discrimination
relIgIOUSand ethnic c~nflict are among the most pressing of the challenges in all
parts o~the world. Th~ Importance ?f.free and independent media for disseminating
education on human nghts and assisung the campaign against racism needs also to

7 ~~. ~fxth~Ito&~ text
of these andotherreservationsanddeclarationsto Art. 4, as well as to
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The US is expected to ratify the ICCPRin 1992, 16 years after it entered into force.
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be reaffirmed. The case for a new international effort by governments to reconsider
the agenda of further normative agreement on freedom of information through the
CSCE, the United Nations and other fora should seriously be debated. The experience of the UNESCO-sponsored efforts on this subject of the 1970s may still arouse
negative reactions to such a proposal. But this is a fundamentally changed world
in which the questions of balancing freedom of expression and the demands of
racial equality can be treated as an issue to be resolved within common commitments to democracy and human rights. It might also be added that the prohibition
on war propaganda in Article 20 of the ICCPR could also have importance for the
first time in examining the problem of the role of the the media in ethnic and national
conflict such as is being experienced at present in the former Yugoslavia.
Human rights organizations, both those working for racial justice and those
dedicated to the defence of freedom of expression, could re-examine the types of
arguments advanced for tolerating racist speech. If the presumption in favour of
freedom of expression were replaced with a presumption in favour ofnon-discrimination what would the actual effect be? Would the results be necessarily damaging
for free speech?
.
Some of the contributors in this book discuss the remedy of group libel as a
defence against hate speech. The case of defamation of the individual is, however,
a more interesting theoretical case to explore. The restraint on freedom of expression that the law of defamation in all countries represents is less controversial
because it is seen as a conflict between two fundamental, individual rights, the right
to a good name and freedom of speech. This conflict is also reflected in the
international instruments. Where freedom of expression, typically freedom of the
press, is given greater weight, that is invariably justified by some larger public
interest in the communication. Thus the Lingens Case decided by the European
Court of Human Rights followed the US Supreme Court's decision in New York
Times v, Sullivan in allowing greater latitude to the media in criticizing politicians,
even if this infringes their right to protection of reputation on the well-known
ground that political figures must tolerate such criticism in the interests of strong
political debate.
Applied to the issue of hate expression the libel standards might permit
priority only to speech that was truthful or, in the case of the expression of opinions,
what was a contribution to legitimate political debate.
Such an approach is not advocated here but is raised only to argue that it is
incumbent on the supporters of freedom of expression to Io<?kmore closely at the
political justifications for the minimum restraint on anti-SOCialhate expression. In
what precise ways do the least controls on hate speech contribute to the overall
social goal of equality and non-discrimination in a democratic society? There is a
communal as well as an individual dimension to human rights and freedoms.
Defence of the individual's right to promote racist views must not only be defended
in terms of individual right. but in terms of the communal interests in equality.
Those who advocate suppression of the ideas of hate equally have a task to
explain how effective such policies will prove or have proved. Beyond the declaratory effects oflaws which outlaw racist statements, what evidence can be pointed
to that, at least in isolation, suppression has deterred racism, intolerance and
bigotry? There is evidence in this book of the abuse of restrictions which would
justify the conclusion that little is gained and much is put at risk by punishing the
expression of ideas however loathsome. The persistence of ideas of racial an.d
indeed religious superiority within and between societies should engender scepticism that censorship is an answer. Perhaps what is needed is more, not less, attention
to be paid to these ideas so that they can be confronted and understood. Dialogue
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and democracy may prove in the long term more effective in understanding the
~ato.my of hate, and for that freedom of expression is a requirement This book
WI~h/ts hextenslvecollection of sources and materials, may help to stim~ate debat~
an urt er research on these questions, which are clearly needed.

Chapter 2
RACIST VIOLENCE: THE EXPRESSION OF HATE IN EUROPE

PaulGordon
... uncertain and afraid
as the clever hopes expire
of a low dishonest decade
0NH Auden: "September I, 1939")

At the end of the Maastricht summit in December 1991, the European Community's
Council of Ministers was moved to issue a condemnation of racism and xenophobia,
noting with concern that "manifestations of fascism and xenophobia are steadily
growing in Europe, both in the member states of the Community and elsewhere".
A few weeks later, a British court ruled that an asylum-seeker should not be
removed to a country where he feared he would be persecuted: this country was
not Sudan from which he had originally fled, but Germany where he had initially
sought refuge. What the diplomatically worded declaration and the Britishjudge's
unprecedented ruling had in common was that they were both responses to the wave
of racist violence that has been sweeping Europe, gathering pace over the past few
years. In this chapter, I sketch a picture of the racially motivated violence that has
been committed and continues to be committed throughout Europe, to illustrate the
nature of such violence, to show who is affected and in what ways, and to try to
~~:~x~is most devastating manifestation of racism and xenophobia to its wider
THE MEANING OF RACIST VIOLENCE

By racist violence, I mean acts of violence or abuse directed at people or their
property which are motivated, at least in part, by racism, that is by hatred or
contempt for people because of their skin colour, ethnicity, nationality or religion.
(I deliberately avoid the word "race" here as a pseudo-scientific category. This is
not, of course, to deny that a belief in its existence has consequences which are all
too real- as this chapter shows.) We are now witnessing examples of such violence
against people on all these grounds in every country of Europe, from the Atlantic
to the Urals, from the Mediterranean to the Arctic Circle.
THE NATURE OF RACIST VIOLENCE

Anyone who is considered an "other" can be the object of racist violence whether
this be on grounds of skin colour, ethnic origin, religion or culture. Frequently, of
course, such grounds merge, as in the case of Arabs who may be attacked because
of their religion, their ethnicity or their skin colour, or Jews who may be seen as

Generalsources used for this article include the press cutting libraryof the RunnymedeTrust;
Searchlight;Migalion NewsSheet; Race.a Class.':~ial issue "Europe;variationson a theme of
racism",Vol. 32, No. 3 (January-March 1991);andG Ford,rapporteurof The Committee oflnquiry
into Racism and Xenophobia, Report on the Firidings of the Committee oJ Inquiry (European
Parliament.1990).

both culturally and religiously different. One should not look for pure grounds for
such hate, but accept that many groups are in practice vulnerableto the expression
of what we mightloosely call "race hatred".In Europe at the present moment such
grou~s mclude rmgrant workers and their families, refugees and asylum-seekers,
Muslims, Jews and gypsies.
THE EXTENT OF RACIST VIOLENCE

It is impossible to quantify the extent of racist violence for the simple reason that

~ew Eur~pean. s~tes specifically monitor such acts. Even where this is done, for

~s~ce m Bntam ."'he~e all police forces maintain their ownstatistics of reported
mCld~nts, .the offic.ra!picture ISmcomplete, sometimes seriously so. Most victims
of racist V10~e?Ce, It ISestablished,do not report incidents either to the police or to
otherzauthontlesand the extent of such under-reportingmay be as much as 90 per
cent. !It~y event, to attempt to quantify the problem may be to miss the point,
for racist VIOlenceaffects not only those who are actuallyattackedbut all thosewho
may be a~cked by virtue of their being members of the victim group. The impact
of attacks, m other words, spreads far beyond the individual victims
. .That said, it has been estimated that there are some 70,000 racist incidents in
Britain each year, ranging from serious crimes such as murder, arson and physical
assault to lesser0rt:encesofverb~ abuse andcriminaldamagetoproperty.Incidents
reported.to the polJce numberedJust over 7,000 in 1990,an increase of 1,500over
the previous year. There have been 78 murders as a result of racist attacks since
1970, includi~g 9 in .th~ last three.years. In Germany the federal police recorded
some 1,800cnn:unalmCldentsagainst foreigners during 1991.4 While comparable
data are.not.available from other countries, it is clear from press reports, accounts
fro~ mmonty groups them~elves and other S?~ces, such as the 1990 European
Parh~ent mquiry into racism and xenophobia , that racist violence, as defined
above, ISnow widespreadand increasing.
ATIACKS ON FOREIGNERS OTHER THAN ASYLUM-SEEKERS

Even before the widespread violence of autumn 1991 when the world watched in
h~rror th~ daily attacks throughout Germany on migrants and asylum-seekers,
migrants u:'Germanyhad been the targetof numerousattacks.A Turkishyouthwas
~urde~ed m a racist attack in Ber~in in ·1989and the same year four people were
killed m an arson attaCk.m Bavan~ by a youth said to hate foreigners. In former
East Germany, Mo~mblcan and VIetnameseworkersin particular were the target
of atta~ks both individuallyand collectivelythroughattackson hostels.By autumn
1990, It was reported that black people could move around only in groups during
the day and had to stay indoors at night because of the threat of attack.6
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REFUGEES AND ASYLUM SEEKERS

Asthe numberof people seekingasyluminEuropeancountrieshasincreasedowing
to war, famine and persecution in Third World countries, so have Europ~an
attitudes become more hostile, manifested in an alarming number of physical
attackson asylum-seekersacross the continent.

C Brown,Black and WhiteBritain: the ThirdPSI Survey (London:Heinemann, 1984).

3 Hansard,6 June t991.3July 1991.

7 InternationalHerald Tribune,IS October1991.

8 TheTimes,30 January1992.

4 Germany Alert, 28 November 1991.
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In France 20 foreigners were murdered between 1986 and 1990,all but one
of whom was North African or of North Africanorigin. In at least half of the cases,
the motive appears to have been racist. The EuropeanParliament report noted that
racist attacks in France were unlikely to be reported unless they resulted in death
or very serious injury.
In Eastern Europe, the collapse of the communistregimes unleashed hatreds.
that hadpreviously been suppressed.In Bulgaria,7,000 Vio:tnamesewere deported
in April 1991in a panic response to a wave of racist attacks m Sofiaand other cures,
The Vietnamese embassy lodged formalprotests over incidents including attacks
in the street on its diplomats. Vietnamese workers have also been the target of
skinhead violence in Czechoslovakia and in 1991 a commission to investigate
attacks on gypsies was set up following a meeting between gypsy leaders and
President Vaclav HaveI's chief of staff. Gypsies migrating westwards to escape
collapsing economies in Romania and Slovakia found themselves the subject of
escalatingattacksby gangs of skinheads.There were also reportsof Arabdiplomats
being attack~d in Prague, and in Octobera Turkish workerdied in Pilsen as a result
of a beating. In Hungary,the MartinLuther King organizationestimatedthat there
werebetween 60 and 80 attacks on Arab, African and Asian studentsduring 1991.
Manyforeign studentswere reported to be carryingmace to protect themselvesand
to be staying indoors at night.
Race hatred has also spread to countries which were previously thought to
have little problem in this regard. In Italy, for example, a southern Italian migrant
was beaten to death in Verona in 1989 and in the same year four African street
vendorsnarrowly escaped death when fire gutted the caravan in which they were
sleeping. The following year, riot police had to be brought into Genoa to restore
orderafter attacks on Africans following the stabbingof ninepeople by a mentally
ill Tunisian.9 In 1991, two Senegalese workers were killed and a third wounded
when gunmenopened fire on their car with an automatic pis~l. ~e three men h~g
been taking a holiday in Rimini to celebrate the arrival of their residencypapers.
In Portugal, a government committee was set up in 1990 to investigate the
situationof the country's minorities after an upsurge in skinhead violence agai?st
Africans.And in Denmark,two British studentsof Asian origin were forced to give
up a year's placement after three days of racist threats.On their first evening in the
countrythey were surrounded by a group of men who hurled racist abuse at them
before they fled to their lodgings. The next days they were met with shouts of
"Denmarkfor the Danes".11
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The most dramatic single episode occurred in Germany in the autumn of 1991
when, over one weekend, there were more than 50 attacks, including one in which
some 500 people gathered outside a refugee hostel in Hoyerswerda in Saxony and
threw petrol bombs at it and at the police guarding it. The hostel dwellers eventually
had to be removed to an army barracks for their own protection. In Saarlouis, on
the French border, a young Ghanaian man lost his life in an attack on a hostel he
shared ,:"ith 20 others, and two Lebanese girls aged eight and six were seriously
burned m an arson attack on a hostel in the Lower Rhine. In Saarbrucken a Tamil
refugee lost his
leg when skinheads laid him across a railway track where a train
12

ranoverhim.
ill 1~90 a Kurdish man was beaten to death in Freiburg and in Rorschach,

three Tamils were shot at and one wounded as they walked home from work. In
August 1991, a firebomb was thrown into a refugee centre in Schaffhausen and
there were other reported fuebombing incidents in Thun, Basel, Munchenstein. The
Germ~ Federal Public Prosecutor counted 25 violent or suspicious incidents
mvolvmg refugees or asylurn-seekers in the first eight.months of the,year including
attacks with explosives and firearmsY
,
. In 1987 in. Lou~ain in Belgium, a refugee from Burundi was murdered by
ski?heads. In Britain, m January 1989 a young Somalian refugee, then a student in
Edmburgh, was killed by a white gang, and in January 1992 a Sri Lankan man who
had fl~d the violence of his country died as a result of a racist attack in east London.
In SWitzerland, four Tamil refugees died in an arson attack in Graubunden in 1989.
In Italy, in 1989 a South African refugee, Jerry Essan Masslo, was murdered in the
southern town of Villa Literno. A few weeks before, a public petition with vast
support had opposed local council plans to build a centre to house African seasonal
workers. The petition called for a ban on black people.
Even countrie~ with liberal records on asylum have witnessed an upsurge in
attacks directed agamst refugees. In Denmark, there have been violent attacks on
refugees themselves and on organizations and individuals supporting them. In
Norway, a man was convicted in 1989 of conspiracy to bomb a hostel for refugees
and the same year a bomb exploded in a Red Cross refugee centre in Eidsvoll. In
1990, Sweden. witnessed a wave of arson and other attacks on refugee centres
mcluding five m less than a week in May in which 11 people were injured. And in
Stockholm an Iranian political refugee, Jimmy Ranjbar, was shot dead by a sniper
who had already injured four other foreigners.
The re.sponse of the authorities to such violence has not been to offerrefugees
real protection from such hatred but to espouse even more restrictive asylum
policies.
MUSLIMS

It isdifficult to identify attacks on people specifically because they are Muslims,
as distmct from those on people because they are Asian, Arab or whatever and also
Muslim, but it is clear that such attacks do take place and are increasing. In March
199~, for ex~ple, a mosque in Rennes was bombed in an apparent response to
Pres~~ent Mitterand's denunciation of "crimes of stupidity, brutality and intolerance m the wake of the vlOlentdeath of three youug men of North Africau origiu

during the previous week. 14 Following the start of the Gulf War, a Muslim taxi
driver in the uorthwest of England was stabbed to death and there were reports of
attacks on up to 20 mosques.
ANTI-SEMITISM

The present wave of racist violence has also involved an app~ent resurgence of
anti-Semitic incideuts. Although there have always been such incidents, the past
few years have witnessed a dramatic increase. The desecration of the C~entras
cemetery in May 1990 outraged the world and led to huge demons~tion~ ~d
protests in France and elsewhere. A series of desecrallo~s followed m Bnta,?,
although little notice was paid to the fact that the desecration of Je':"lShgraves i.n
north London had occurred some days before the Carpentras atrocity. Such metdents were not, therefore, simply imitating what had happened elsewhere. as was
widely suggested at the time.
The same year, a Jewish cemetery in East Berlin was desec~ted and the
graves of Bertolt Brecht and his wife, Helene Wiegel, were daubed wi~h the words
"Jewish pigs". In 1991, the cemetery was desecrated for the third time when a
swastika and bag containing a pig's head were left in prominent view. In St Gallen
in Switzerland in July 1990, Jewish cemeteries were desecrated and headstones
painted with the slogans "Death to the Jews" and "Heil Hitler". Jewish graves m
Vienna's main cemetery were desecrated shortly before a visit by Tamar Kollek,
wife of the mayor of Jerusalem. This was at least the 25th incident of desecration
during the year in the Jewish section. The mayor of Vienna dismissed the incidents
as "bovish
YiS pran ks,,15
.
The Gulf War precipitated a number of anti-Semitic incidents in Britain. In
January 1991, a cemetery in Portsmouth was daubed with Nazi graffiti. The same
month, the offices of a Jewish school in north London were extensively damaged
by fire,and police extinguished a small fire on the roof of a synagogue in S~nes.
Jewish schools also reported an upsurge in the number of assaults on pupils. In
France, molotov cocktails were thrown at a synagogue in Lyon, although only slight
damage was caused. A synagogue near Strasbourg was also slightly damaged. In
Paris, frrebombs were thrown at a Jewish school. In Slovakia, a Jewish cemetery
was desecrated in September 1991 following the inauguration in the area of a
monument to Jewish victims of the Holocaust.
GYPSIES

The violent hatred experienced by Europe's gypsy population too frequently goes
unnoticed. Yet gypsies, like other minorities seen as different or "other", face
extensive violence. In Czechoslovakia, as mentioned above, complaints of attacks
from gypsies led to the appointment of a government commission of inquiry in
1991.In Spain, the country's half million gypsies have been the ~g~t ?fn?merous
attacks. All over France, gypsies face routine harassment and discrimination.

12 The Times, 16 October1991.

14 The Times, 16 March1990.

13 The Independent, 12 August 1991.

15 InternationalHerald Tribune, 12 October1991.

FASCIST INVOLVEMENT

answer to the expression of racism. Racist literature and racist violence are both
manifestationsof the same problem and that problem is racism.

It i~ tempting, when discussingracist violence, to seek to blame those who espouse
rac~1 hatred most loudly, namely, the members and supportersof fascist and other

CLIMATES OF OPINION

far n?h~ groups. Suchgroups offeran easy explanationfor horrendousoccurrences.
Yet It IS precls.ely for this reason that one must be wary of opting for this
explanation, It IS, of course, true that avowed fascists preach race hatred and
espouse d<:"trinesof racism, anti-Semitismand xenophobia. It is equally true that
many fascists have been mvolved m acts of violence against minorities.
In France, for example, 16 neo-Nazis were convicted in 1991 of a series of
~mb attacksagainst Arabimmigrantsin whichonepersonwaskilled and 19others
injured. The two gang leaders were sentenced to four years' imprisonment. In
Ger~any the same year, a gang of 15neo-Naziswas accusedof killing a Moroccan
immigranr :"orker, Jorge Gomndai, who was thrown from a train in Dresden in
March. Police had to protect mourners at his funeral from some 300 nen-Nazis
armed with clubs, knives and tear gas. In Norway Arne Myrdal, the leader of the
FMI (People's Party Against Immigration),was sent to prison for one year for his
part ill th~ bombing of an i~migrant hostel and 11 members of the Nasjonalt
Folksparti (NF) were se?t toj)J".!son
for bombinga mosquein Oslo.In Italy,a fascist
death squad, possibly WIthmilitaryconnections,is believedby police to have been
responslbl~ for nearly a dozen attackssince December 1990on gypsy or immigrant
targets.which left 15 peoj)le dead and 21 injured. To these one should add the
extensive ev~~ence of fascist terror, either j)lann.edor carried out, since the 1970~
aimed at ~hUCal ~pponents and the destabilizationof democraticgovernments.'
~splte suchmcontrovertibleevidencethatfascistsare involvedinthe violent
expression of hatred, the phenomenon of racist violence is far too extensive to be
laid only at the door of fascist groups, which are often very small. This is not to
underesUmateth.ehatred which such groups stir up or the influence which they
wield despitetheir smallnumbers.Rather,mypoint is thatracist violenceandhatred
ar~ phenomena which are wider in both origin and scope than the active membership or support of fascist groups.

To understand the growth of racist violence in any society it is necessary to
understandthe social and political climate in which it occurs.Racist violence is an
expressionof racism and flourishesin societieswhere racism has become respectable or at least is not widely and consistentlycondemned.Europe, it seems, is now
such a society. According to a poll carried out in 1988, one European in three
believes that there are too many people of another nationality or "race" in their
country,while about one in ten people say they approve of racist movements and
only 19per cent saythey disapprovecompletely.More than one in tworespondents
feel there are too many "others" (defined in terms of "race", nationality, religion,
culture or social class), although-such f~lings are I~V evident in co~tri~s. of
emigrationsuch as Portugal, Greece,Spain and Ireland. By 1991,public opimon
seemsto have hardened, with even higherproportionsof peoplein severalcountries
expressingthe view that there are too many immigrants, including 63 per cent in
the United Kingdom and about 55 per cent in France, Belgium and Germany.Not
surprisi~gly, there is also increasing opposition to granting more rights to immigrants.
Such a general picture is supportedby evidence from particular countries.In
France, a damning picture of racism was presented to the government by the
NationalConsultativeCommissionon HumanRights in March 1990.Not since the
war, Paul Bouchet, the Commission's president said, had people felt so free to
declareopenly their nationalistic opinions in preference to those on racial integration. It was considered all right now, the report said, for people to declare that they
were racist. Although the report claimed that there had been no manifest upward
trend in physical racist attacks, which oscillated between 43 and 70 a year since
1982,there had been a steep increase in verbal threats, such as tracts and graffiti.
An opinionpoll for the surveyfound that 76 per cent of Frenchpeoplebelieve there
aretoomanyArabs in France and71 per cent think thatthereare too manyMuslims.
A much smaller proportion, 46 per cent, believe that there are too many black
peoplein the country.!9 A September 1991poll shows that more than 40 percent
of the population believe immigrants who commit crimes or are unemployed for
morethana year shouldbe sent "backhome".The samepoll places the fascistleader
Le Pen at the top of the list1'Jpoliticians thought to have the "bestpolicies to solve
the immigrationproblem".
In Germany in response to a Der Spiege/ survey in 1989, 79 per cent of
Germanssaid theybelieved therewere toomanyforeignersin theFederalRepublic.
In Austria,accordingto an opinionpoll in October 1991,one in fivepeoplebelieves
that the rights of Jews in the country shouldbe restricted and that Austriawouldbe
betteroff without the Jews at all, while one in two Austriansbelieves that the Jews
are partly to blame for the persecution they have suffered?!

INCITEMENT TO RACIAL HATRED

Similw:ly, it would be ~ong to look to the availabilityof racist literatureto account
f~r racist ~lOlence. It IS true that a considerable amount of such literature now
circulates In Europe and that racism has spread to new technologywith new-Nazi
computer games such as The Aryan Test and Anti-Turkish Test available. in
Germany and other countries. Yet no simple causal connectionbetween literature
(or other material) and violence has been established. The most that can be said
WIthany certainty is ~at raci~t lit.e~ature probablyprovidesencouragementto those
who are already hostll~ to mmonnss ~d that it is sought out by racists. This is not
to ar~e that laws agamst ~e expression of racist hatred are wrong or irrelevant.
As Mi~hael Banto? argues m this volume, such laws can have an importance in
redrawing the hml.ts of what is acceptable in any society and in setting new
standards of behaviour, I do, however, caution against viewing such laws as an

17 Burobarometer,November1989.

16 ~~'ff~~"B~~~~ i9i~.Bell. The OtherFace cf'Terror:InsideEurope's Neo-NaziNelwork(London:

t

18 Eurobarometer,June 1991.

19 TheTimes, 28 March1990;FinancialTimes,30:March 1990.
20 TheEconomist,28 September 1991.

Such attitudes of hostility towar~s foreigners have found political expression
support for fascist and other extremist parties. Across Europe, such parties which
have emphasized ~err anti-foreigner policies have scored spectacular successes.
In France, the fascist Front National, which calls for the expulsion of immigrants
and an end to the "Islamification" of France, obtained two million votes in the 1989
electio~s. for the National Assembly and its leader, Jean-Marie Le Pen, obtained
four million votes (14.4 per cent) in the first round of the presidential election the
same year. The organization now has 10 representatives in the European Parliament, one deputy in the National Assembly and several hundred local councillors.
In. Germany,.the far right Republikaner Party (REP), which advocates the
repal;OatlO~ of foreign workers, won six seats in the 1989 European Parliament
electIo~s WIth7.1 per cent of the vote. The total vote for the far right was 2.6 million.
I~ B.erlIn the REP won 7.5 per cent and 11 seats in the local parliament. It scored
significant s~ccesses elsewhere, including nearly 10 per ceut of the vote in Stuttgart
and Manuherr~, a1t.houghItSfortunes appear to have declined after German re-unification, and It failed to win enough support to. gain any seats in the Federal
parliame~tary elections in 1990. In Belgium, the Vlaams Blok trebled its vote in
199.1 taking 21 per cent of the vote in Antwerp and wiuning 12 seats while the
National Front took one.
Even in ~ountries with more liberal reputations there are worrying signs. In
Den~ark for instance,the so-called Progress Party, which promises to expel all
MU~lims ~d refugees, won 9 per cent of the vote in 1988, giving it 16 of the
Parliament s 179 ~ats, while in Sweden the New Democracy party won 24
parliamen'!ITy.seats ~ September 1991. It would be wrong to see all those who vote
for ~xtr~mlstnght-wmg parties as ~e-hard fascists; many presumably vote for such
parties m protest at the perceived failure of the traditional political parties to address
therr ~oucerns. Ne~ertheless, it would be equally wrong not to see that all the parties
mentioned above directly address the question of immigration and are openly racist.
Support for them can and should be seen as a worrying expression of racism and
xenophobia.
·

III

POLITICAL RESPONSES
Faced with manifestation, of r~cis~. and x~no!,hobia such as SUPPO!'!
for far right
patties and VIolent ~ttacks on mlllontl~s: politicians have a choice. They can choose
to address such racI~m and confront It III a number of ways, for instance, through
vigorous condemnation backed up by the law and education. In few cases, however,
has this been th~ response. Or, as has been happening increasingly, politicians can
remam silent or indeed contribute actively to a climate in which minorities are seen
as a threat. In July 1991, f?r exampl~, Liselotte Funcke, the head of Germany's
Department for the Integration of Foreign Workers and their Dependents resigned
on the gro.unds that not enough was being done to curb racism, anti-Sem'itism and
xenophobia, She was quoted as havin? said that the "silence from the Chancellery
makes ~~i"0nder about the sort of pnonty given to the plight of foreigners in this
countr~ . . A few months later III a.speech marking the first anniversary of German
re-~mflcatlon, Chance~or Kohl failed to condemn the violence then taking place
agamst refugees and mIgrants, making only passing reference to the need to show

"tolerance and respect towards foreign citizens",23 At the same time, the German
Interior Minister, Wolfgang Schaeuble, told an emergency debate of the federal
parliament that asylum-seekers should be returned to any country which they had
passed through on their way to Germany.
Other political leaders have gone even further, actively portraying minorities
as a threat to their societies. In Britain, Margaret Thatcher, later to become Prime
Minister, spoke in 1978 of people's fears that they would be "swamped" by
immigrants; this sentiment was echoed recently by former French President Valery
Giscard d'Estaing who spoke of the "invasion" of France by immigrants and called
for a new citizenship law based on "blood" and an end to the automatic right to
24
citizenship by birth on French soil. Across Europe, sections of the press accuse
asylum-seekers of being "economic migrants" who are abusiug the refugee system,
and link immigrants to crime and other problems such as drug abuse and AIDS,
while Muslims are accused of being anti-European.
At the level of policy, the dominant response to current problems has been to
advocate increasingly restrictive immigration policies, especially concerniug family reunion and asylum rights. Nor is this limited to national policies. At the level
of the European Community too, increasing emphasis is being placed on the
creation of "Fortress Europe" within which there will be greater freedom of
movement for EC nationals at the expense both of the Community's "Thirteeuth
state" of several million immigrants, migrants and refugees and of those outside
the EC who will find it increasingly difficult to get in.
It may, at first sight, seem logical for politiciaus to advocate restrictive
immigration policies in response to perceived public concern about immigrants. In
practice, however, what this does is to couvey to people that they are right to feel
concerned, that black and other minority people are a problem whose numbers must
be restricted. Popular prejudices, in other words, are sanctioned by the state. Nor
does this achieve the professed aim of improving relations among peoples. As the
British experience shows, an immigration policy which states, in effect, that black
and Third World people - those portrayed as outsiders - are a problem to be kept
out, does not allay racism. Racist violence has not diminished as a result of the
increasingly restrictive immigration policies adopted since 1962. Rather, a racially
discriminatory immigration policy has made racism respectable and thus reudered
increasingly precarious the situation of minorities who are already resident.

CONCLUSION
There is an alternative: to challenge racism in all its forms. This would include firm
action by the police aud others against the violent expression of racist hatred. But
more is required. In order to chauge the environment in which racist hatred grows,
governments must commit themselves to policies and practices aimed at encouraging respect for the humau rights and dignity of those iu society who are regarded
as different.

21 TheGuardian,25 October1991.

23 The Daily Telegraph, 4 October1991.

22 The Daily Telegraph,13 July 1991.

24 The Guardian, 24 September1991.

PART 11:International Standards

Chapler3
RACIAL SPEECH AND HUMAN RIGHTS: ARTICLE 4 OF THE
CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL
DISCRIMINATION
Karl Jose! Partsch
This paper examines how the principle of freedom of expression can be reconciled
with attempts to suppress racial discrimination. The main inspiration for such
efforts is the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (the CERD Convention), which was adopted by the General Assembly in 1965 (one year before the two International Covenants on Human Rights)
and which entered into force in 1969 (seven years before the International Covenants). The CERD Convention has been in force since 1960 and had been ratified
by 129 states as of January 1992.
Are the measures provided for in this Convention compatible with freedom
of opinion and expression? Is it possible to strike a balance between the goal of
eliminating racial discrimination, which has been accorded high priority by the
international community, and "one of the most precious rights of man", as freedom
of expression is described in the French Declaration of 17891
Some general remarks are necessary at the outset The Convention is an
international treaty which imposes certain obligations on the states parties which
have ratified it. The main principle to which it is dedicated, namely the elimination
of racial discrimination, had already been addressed by Articles 1(2) and 55(c) of
the Charter of the United Nations, Article 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR) and Article 2 of both International Covenants on Human Rights.
Why then was a separate Convention on this matter needed? Frequently, it is said
that the development of the Convention W<lSa response to a revival of anti-Semitism.' The international concern regarding apartheid was also a motivating, if not
the decisive, factor. Developing countries, together with socialist states, actively
supported the Convention's drafting and adoption.
The CERD Convention elaborates to a much greater extent than the earlier
instruments the obligations of states parties to eliminate all forms of racial discrimination, and provides for machinery to promote its observance. The CERD Convention leaves to the states parties the discretion to determine exactly how they will
implement the Convention's obligations within their jurisdictions.
The monitoring of compliance with Convention obligations is entrusted to a
Committee of 18 independent experts, elected by states parties, called the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD). States parties submit
periodic reports to the Committee and send representatives to discuss reports with
Committee members. The dialogue between representatives and the Committee is
its most important working method, producing better results than written suggestions or recommendations could ever achieve.

See, e.g., Schwelb, "The InternationalConvention on the Eliminationof All Forms of Racial
Discrimination",
Isu.and Camp. Law Quarterly 996,997 (1966).
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THE CONVENTION'S COVERAGE
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co?,pr?mise reached after days of discussion, drafting and redrafting. Its interpretauon IS, unfortunately, still highly controversial.
'Yh~n the Convention was being drafted, the language recommended by the
Com~lIss~on on H~an Rights was that "all incitement to racial discrimination
resulting m acts of violence as well as all acts of violence or incitement to such
6
acts" sh?uld be punished by law. Its draft remained very close to Article 20 of the
Int~~~tIOnal Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, containing also the elements
of mcitement" and"violence".
Only in .the Third Committee of the General Assembly was it proposed to
declare a punishable offence all "dissemination of ideas lIjId doctrines based on
~acIaI s?penonty or hatred" without regard to violence. Political and highly
Ideological elements were thereby introduced. Five Scandinavian delegations
off~red a count~r-propos~. According ~ their text, a state party would be entitled
to unpose restnctIOns. to Implement Article 4(a) only if the restrictions respected
fundam~n~l human nghts. Their first draft provided that states parties must take
the reqU1~t~ ~easures to combat discrimination "with0llt lim[tin~ or.derogating
from th~ Civilnghts expressly set forth in Article 5. ,,8 In order to make this clause
more Widely a~ceptable, it was reworded: "with due regard to the rights expressly
set forth ?' Aficle 5". France then proposed an additional reference to the Universal
Declaration. AIl three proposals were combined in a compromise version and
finally adopted after abundant discussion.
There are three different schools of thought concerning the effect of the "with
due regard" clause on the obligations of states parties:
(1) statesparnes ~e n?t authorized to take any action which would in any
way limit or impair the relevant human rights referred to in the "with
due regard" clause;
(2) states parues must strike a balance between fundamental freedoms and
the duties under the Convention taking into account that the relevant
¥"arantees are ?ot absolute but subject to certain limitations authorized
m the relevant mstruments;
(3) states parties may not invoke theprotection of civil rights as a reason
to aVOIdenacting legislation to implement the Convention.
~o the first scho?l of thought belongs the United States of America, which has
Signed but not ratified the Convention. On signature it declared'
The. Cons~tu~i<?n of the United States contains provision; for the pro~ectIon of individual rights, such as the right of free speech, and nothing
m the Convention shall be deemed to require or authorize legislation or
othe~ action by the United States of America incompatible with the
provisions of the Constitution .... 10
The .d~clara~on ?f the ,united Kingdom is less radical. It interprets Article 4 as
requmng legislative action only when a state party considers it necessary, with due
regard to the UDHR and the rights contained in Article 5, for achieving the
6 UN Doe. N5921 (1965).

7

Amendment by Czechoslovakia, 20 GAOR. UN Doe. A/C.3/L.1220 (1965).

8 UN Doe. N6181,pa,..63
9

(1965).

Combal, 20 GAOR, UN Doe. A1C.3/SR.1315, para. 69 (1965).

10 See alsa 20 GAOR, UN Doe. A/C3/SR. 1318, para, 59 (1965).
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objectives of Article 4. In the Third Committee, when Article 4 had been put to a
vote, the UK abstained, and did not vote against, in the belief that the "with due
regard" clause sufficiently safeguarded freedom of expression. The Committee
later expressed the hope "that ~e reservation made by the UK on signing the
Convention would be revised".1
Canada has adopted the second perspective. In the Third Committee, the
Canadian delegate, Mr Macdonald, requested the Committee "to devise a balanced
legal formula which would allow the law to reach such offences without infringing
human rights and freedoms" .12Several states made similar statements when signing
or ratifying the Convention. 13 Austria and Italy declared "that the right to freedom
of opinion and expression may not be jeopardized". Belgium stated that the
obligations imposed by Article 4 "must be reconciled with [interalia] the right to
freedom of opinion and expression". France interpreted the clause "as releasing the
states parties from the obligation to enact anti-discrimination legislation which is
incompatible with the freedoms of opinion and expression" guaranteed by the
UDHR and Article 5. Reliance on a declaration of this sort would quite clearly
require a state to take into consideration not only the text and content of the right
itself but also permissible limitations upon it. The same should be understood of
declarations which include terms like "jeopardized" or "reconciled". The use of
such terms should not be interpreted, as done in the Commutcc's Study of Article
4, to suggest that the respective states did not believe that any legislation should be
adopted which restricted freedom of expression (which is the position of the first
school of thought).
The third interpretation was maintained at a seminar on recourse procedures
convened by the UN Human Rights Division in Geneva in July 1979. This school
of thought denies that the "with due regard" clause has any influence on the
obligations of states parties. It presupposes that freedom of expression can be
reduced to zero by relying on the limitation clauses. 14 This perspective fails to take
account, however, of Article 30 of the Universal Declaration which does not permit
the complete destruction of a human right through the exploitation of a limitation
clause.
The Special Rapporteur for the Committee's Study on Article 4 seems to have
had some sympathy for this perspective. 15 However, in the introduction to the
Study, issued as an official Committee document, it is stated: "It is clear that a
balance must be struck between article 4(a) of the Convention and the right of free
speech ... ".16 The present author is of the opinion that such an interpretation is in
conformity with the text and spirit of the Convention and adopts this position in the
rest of this paper.
11 35 GAOR Supp. 18, UN Doe. A/35/t8, para. 389 (1980).
12 20 GAOR, UN Doe. AIC.3/SR. 13t5, para. 24 (1965).

13 Texts of the reservations,declarationsand understandi~~ are reproducedin Centrefor Human
Rights,Status of lniernational InstrumentsUN Doe. STIHR!3.99-126 (988); see also Committee
ontheEliminationofRacial Discrimination,PositiveMeasuresDesignedto EradicateAliIncitement
to,andActsof,RacialDiscrimination,(hereafter"CERDStudy")(1986),alsoreferredto asCERD/2.
firstprintedas UN Doe A/CONF.l19/l0 in 1983.

14 See CERDStudy,supra note 13, atpara.108 (discussingthegeneralconsensusof the seminar).

15 See id.
16 Id.atpara.4.

. The ':wii? due regard" clause does not have equal relevance for all of the
vanous obligationsstateshave under Article4(a). Someof the restrictivemeasures
have a direct connection with freedom of expression, others only an indirect one
or even none at all.
These measures are now examined with special attentionto the impact of the
clause', Some examples from the practice of the Committee are quoted. The
Committee ~ely takes decisions a.sa whole except when preparing suggestionsor
recom~en~atIOns .. Thu~, observations made by Committee members during the
~O'."I.l1lttee s considerationof statesreports mostlyreflect the personal opinionsof
md~vld.ual member~, who ".'ay interpret the Conventionin their own way and may
be mchned to dismiss the significanceof Article4's introductoryparagraph.t7
Article~(a): Act.s by individuals.Article 4(a) prohibits the followingacts:
(I) all disserninattonof Ideasbased on racial superiority;
(2) all dissemination of ideas based on racial hatred'
(3) incitement to racial discrimination;
,
(4) ~l acts of violence against any race or group or persons of another colour or
ethnic group;
'·-.e,
(5) incitement to such acts;
(6) the provision of any assistance 10 racist activities, including the financing
thereof.
When Article 4 was adopted, the clause concerning the prohibition of ideas
base~ on racial superiority met with the strongest opposition. It is indeed hardly
po~sIble to define or even imagine the direct effect which the mere dissemination
of Ideas may have on the enjoyment of human rights or freedoms.The communication of ideasis protected by the right to freedom of expression. It is one thing to
co~demn certam ideas, .as I~ done m Article 4's introductoryparagraph, and quite
~ different thmg 10criminalizethem. In the absenceof the "withdue regard" clause
It would be ne.cessary,according to the text of Article 4(a), 10prohibit discussion.
Even If on~ might ~iIy do without the works of Count Gobineau,Houston Stuart
C~arnberlam and Richard Wagner, their suppression wouldbe highly unfortunate.
It ISworth recalling the comment of the UN Secretary-Generalmade during the
General Assem~ly's d!sCll.ss!on
of this issue: "in the case of freedom of speech ...
there are Zo?~S m WhIC~ IllS.both very difficult and ~ngerous 10draw the line
between legitimate and illegitimate exercise of liberty". 8
In seeking 10restrict the expressionof ideas based on racial superiority,care
must be taken to e?sure that freedom of expression is respected. Although some
counl;rteshave copied the text of Article 4 in their penal codes, many others have
a~stained fr.omincluding this restriction.Committeemembers who have criticized
this abstention tend to minimize the import of the "with due regard" clause.
. The secon~ ki~d of conduct which is prohibited - namely, ideas based on
:acral hatred -.~Ises Issuesdifferent.from ideas based on racial superiority.Hatred
IS ~. active dislike, a feeling of antipathy or enmity connected with a disposition
10injure. If this disposition is actualized it may be an offence. The German Penal
Code (Article 130(1)), for instance,prohibits "incitinghatredagainstcertain groups

of the population", if it is done in a manner "liable10disturb the peace". When the
Committee discussed Article 130(1), some members objected that the offence
imposed a condition which did not appear in the text of Article 4(a).19 It is
questionable whether the punishment of a not yet actualized idea of hatred is
authorizedby Article 29 of the UDHR, as being necessary10secure "due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others" or 10 meet "the just
requirementsof ... public order". In his answer, Germany's representativejustified
the impositionof such a condition by referring to the "with due regard" clause.
On similar grounds, Committee members raised objections to Section 70 of
the United Kingdom's Race Relations Act 1976 which required that a statement,
10be prescribed as "incitement to racial hatred", must be "threatening,abusive or
insuIting.,,20Under Article 4(a), legislation may require racist statements to be of
a certainintensity.Legislation cannot, however,requireproof of an intentionto stir
up racial hatred or proof that racial hatred was actually stirred up as a result The
Committeewelcomed the initiatives of France and the United Kinl5fomto abolish
requirementsto prove a subjective intention for acts of incitement I
Acts which constitute "incitement to racial discrimination" pose less of a
problem.Here a concrete act, defined in Article 1 of the Convention, is required.
As the prohibition of racial discriminationis part of the public order, problems of
an infringement of freedom of expression play a minor role. In instruments
implementingArticle 4(a), this offence should be clearly distinguished from the
offenceof dissemination of ideas based on hatred."
In practice the problem has frequently been raised as to whether intent is
required.According to many penal codes, incitementto an offence is only punishable when committed with intent, unless the act of incitement is a special offence.
Otherwise,merely negligent conduct is not punishable.
In someways it is remarkablethat Article4(a) makesincitement10,andaiding
or abetting, racial discrimination an offence when it does not require that racial
discriminationitself be made punishable. Acts of direct discrimination are only
coveredby Article 4(a) if accompaniedby the use of violence.
Thefourth and fifth offencesunder Article4(a) concernactsof violence.Such
acts, which are treated as crimes in virtually all countries, do not need special
explanationin this context Even the fact that they might be committed in connection with the exercise of the right 10free expressioncan hardlyjustify such acts.
The sixth offence, the financing of racist activities, although include~ in
Article4(a), mostly concerns organized activities,which are the subject of Article
4(b). Because this offence does not directly conflict with the right 10freedom of
expression,it will not be discussed here.
Criminalpenalties. A final question is whether states are obliged, under all
circumstances,10enact criminal provisions and 10entrust their application to the
courts (rather than, for instance, to specially constituted administrative bodies).
Although the text seems to require this, it can be questioned whether criminal
punishmentis an appropriate means to eliminateracial discrimination.The danger
19 32 GAORSupp. No. 18, UN Doe. A/32/18,paras. 84 aod 87 (1977).

17 SeeMbeahalic
andMahalic, supranote3, at74-101 . Thea~thors tend10 treattheopinionsof individual
mem rs as reflecting the consensusof the entire Committee.

20 33 GAORSupp. No. 18 UN Doe. A/33/18,para. 339 (1978).Section70 of the Race RelationsAet
1976hasbeen replacedbyPartIIIof thePublicOrderAct 1986.

18 20 GAOR,UN Doe. A/C.3/SR. 1316,pant. 4 (1965).

21 CERDStudy,supra note 13, paras.95 and130.
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exists that the offender found guilty of a discriminatory act, far from changing his
attitudes, may become even more stubborn and confirmed in his convictions. Public
proceedings in a court may also, inadvertently, provide the offender with the
opportunity to publicize his racist views.
There are some countries which have provided for an elaborate system of
conciliatory measures, taking into account the particular problems of particular
forms of discrimination, for example, in employment, housing, advertising, publications, meetings, education and training. Proceedings are entrusted to human
rights commissions which often work in cameraand with flexible rules of procedure and proof in order to facilitate the achievement of an appropriate solution.
They are entitled to order offenders to desist from similar acts or to satisfy and
compensate the claimant. Such measures to promote understanding and tolerance
and to combat prejudice are called for in Article 7 of the Convention. May such
conciliatory measures not only supplement but also replace penal proceedings?
The Committee was confronted with this question in reviewing the reports
submitted by Australia and Canada. The Australian Racial Discrimination Act 1975
is entirely limited to such conciliatory measures and does not provide for criminal
measures. In this Act a great number of discriminatory acts are defined as "unlawful", but not criminally punishable. In defending this solution against objections
raised by Committee members, the Australian representative argued that the
reference to "penalties" included civil remedies. This argument was rejected by the
Committee. The Australian government was repeatedly and with insistence requested to "abandon its reservation with regard to Article 4(a) of the Convention".
In Canada the promotion of racial hatred against an identifiable group is not
only "unlawful" but also, in certain circumstances, punishable under criminal law.
The dissemination of ideas, for instance, does not constitute a criminal offence and
instead is dealt with by a Human Rights Commission which attempts to facilitate
the negotiation of a voluntary settlement between the parties. The Canadian
government has reported that about 80 per cent of substantive claims were resolved
in this way.
Several Committee members objected to this lacuna in the implementation
of Article 4 and referred to "the clear meaning of its mandatory provision". Most
members, however, were impressed by certain decisions of the Canadian courts
and by the announcement that the Minister of Justice was in favour of reviewing
the relevant legislation. The Committee did not finally insist on its objections.
In principle, the Committee requires criminal sanctions for all of the offences
mentioned in Article 4(a), without agreeing expressly that criminal sanctions can
be substituted by conciliation procedures. However, it has displayed some flexibility on this point.

Chapter4
ARTICLE 20 OF THE INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON
CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

InekeBoerefijnand JoannaOyediran
Article 20(2) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
obliges states parties to enact legislation which prohibits "advocacy of national,
racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or

violence".1
THE DRAFTING HISTORY OF ARTICLE 20(2)

The drafting of Article 20 was debated extensively, and even the final text was
controversial: it was adopted by 52 to 19 votes in the Third Committee of the
General Assembly, with 12 abstentions. Several states parties made reservations
and declarations concerrting Article 20, incl~ding Australia, Belgium, Luxembourg, New Zealand and the United Kingdom.
The Covenant's drafting history shows that there was considerable debate in
the Commission on Human Rights as well as in the Third Committee as to whether
the Covenant should include an article prohibiting advocacy of national, racial or
religious hatred. 3 In the Commission on Human Rights, France, in favour of the
adoption of such an article, emphasized that the strong influence of modem
propaganda on "the minds of men" .,~~dered legislative intervention necessary.
France did not consider the provisions of Article 19(3) (which permit restrictions
on expression where prescribed by law and necessary to protect, interalia, public
order or the rights or reputations of others) to be adequate, as they did not impose
upon states parties an obligation to prohibit the advocacy of national, racial or
religious hatred."
A number of arguments were put forward in the Commission against the
adoption of such an article. Fears were expressed that its adoption might lead to
abuse and would be detrimental to freedom of expression. It was also contended
that legislation was not the most effective way to deal with the problem of national,
racial and religious hostility and that, if propaganda should constitute a menace to
public peace, Article 19(3) would be applicable.
The amendment submitted by the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities proposed that only advocacy of national,
racial and religious hostility which constituted an incitement to violence should be
made a punishable offence. Despite criticism that "hatred" was a subjective notion
not capable of being legally defined, an amendment proposed by the People's
Republic of China was incorporated into the Sub-Commission' s draft proposal so

1 Thefull text of Article20 is reproducedin Annexe,A.
2 The texts of the reservationsanddeclarationsareincludedin AnnexeB.
3 Thefollowing summa~ of the draftingdebate is drawnfromM J Bossuyt, Guide to the "travoux
pr.~aratojres" of the InternationalCovenanton CivU and Political Rights (Dordrecht:Martinus
Nijhoff, 1987),403 et seq.

4 Thecompletetext of Article 19is reproducedin AnnexeA.
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that incitement to hatred would also be an offence. This text was adopted by the
Commission on Human Rights by II votes to three with three abstentions.
Although there was general agreement during the debate in the Third Cornmi.ttee ~a: advocacy of national, racial ~rreligious hatred and war propaganda were
evils, SImilar arguments to those heard m the Commission were expressed for and
agains: the adoption of a wide-ranging article. It was alleged by those opposed,
including Ireland and the Netherlands, that governments would be able to invoke
the article to impose prior censorship on all forms of expression and to suppress
the opinions of opposition groups and parties. It was pointed out, moreover that
the article, in contrast to all the other substantive articles of the ICCPR, contained
no provision setting forth any particular right or freedom. On the contrary, it could
be used by governments to suppress the very rights and freedoms which the ICCPR
was designed to preserve.
Those in favour argued that, in view of the state of the world, the international
community as weIl as individual governments should prohibit all war propaganda
and all advocacy of national, racial and religious hatred. Yugoslavia stated that a
prohibition of o~ly !nciternent to violence would not represent any' progress in
mternarional Iegislation. Given that it was often acts of hostility or discrimination
that led to violence, any propaganda which might incite such acts should be
prohibited.
An amendment was proposed by 16 countries (Brazil, Cambodia, Congo,
Ghana, Guinea, Indonesia, Iraq, Lebanon, Mali, Morocco, Philippines, Poland,
Saudi Arabia, Thailand, United Arab Republic and Yugoslavia) which was accepted as the text of Article 20. Chile requested a separate vote on the phrase
"discrimination, hostility or", but the phrase nonetheless was adopted by 43 votes
to 21 WIth 19 abstentions, Paragraph 2 of Article 20 was adopted by 50 votes to 18
with 15 abstentions.

INTERPRETATIONS OF ARTICLE 20
Some international law experts view the prohibition of racist speech set forth in
Article 20 as merely an elaboration of Article 19(3) of the ICCPR, or of Article 5 5
which provides:
'
Nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as implying for any
State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or perform
any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms
recognized herein or at their limitation to a greater extent than is
provided for in the present Covenant.
<?thers view Article 20(2) as a distinct and additional basis for permissible restricnons. All ~gree, however, that Article 20(2) permits restrictions only on freedom
of expression and not on freedom of opinion, which is absolute (as stated in Article
19(1».
. Under Article.40(4) of the Covenant, the Human Rights Committee, which
monitors the comphance of states parties with the provisions of the ICCPR, may
adopt "general comments" on specific articles in order to provide guidance to states
parties about what to include in the reports they are required to submit to the
Committee. The general comments have, in practice, acquired the status of

5 See TurkandJoinet,atparas.50-52.

authoritative interpretations. In its general comment on Article 20, published in
1983, the Human Rights Committee stated:
I. n. In view of the nature of Article 20, States parties are obliged to
adopt the necessary legislative measures prohibiting the actions referred
to therein. However, the reports have shown that in some States such
actions are neither prohibited by law, nor are appropriate efforts intended or made to prohibit them. Furthermore, many reports failed to
give sufficient information concerning the relevant national legislation
and practice.
2. n. [Article 20's] required prohibitions are fuIly compatible with t.he
right of freedom of expression as contained in Article 19, the exercise
of which carries with it special duties and responsibilities. The prohibition under paragraph I extends to all forms of propaganda threatening
or resulting in an act of aggression or breach of the peace contrary to
the Charter of the United Nations, while paragraph 2 is directed against
any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes
incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence, whether such propaganda or advocacy has aims which are internal or external to the St:J~
concerned. The provisions of Article 20, paragraph I, do not prohibit
advocacy of the sovereign right of self-defence or the right of peoples
to self-determination and indepelidence in accordance with the Char~r.
ForArticle20 to becomefully effectivethereought to be a lawmaking

it clear thatpropagandaand advocacyas describedthereinare contrarytopublicpolicyandprovidingfor anappropriatesanctionin case
of violation. The Committee, therefore, believes that States parties
which have not yet done so should take the measures necessary to fulfil
the obligations contained in Article 20, and should themselves refrain
6
from any such propaganda or advocacy.
Three points set forth in that general comment are worthy of particular note. First,
Article 20(1) - which, by its terms, outlaws "propaganda for war" - is interpreted
narrowly; only advocacy which actually threatens an act of agression or breach of
the peace contrary to the UN Charter is prohibited. A "breach of the peace",
mentioned in Article 39 of the Charter, has been interpreted to mean the use of some
degree of armed force by one country against another. As the .general comment
makes clear, Article 20(1) does not prohibit advocacy of the nght of peoples to
self-determination and even independence, to the extent that they may be conceived
to have such rights under the Charter.
Second, Article 20(2) imposes an obligation on states parties to eD:acta law
which provides for "an appropriate sanction" in case of violation. The article, thus,
does not require criminal penalties, at least not for less serious forms of hate
advocacy.
Third, as of 1983 when the general comment was issued, the Comm!ttee was
clearly dissatisfied both with the failure of states parties to enact appropnate laws
and with their failure to report their laws and practice to the Committee.
The Committee has dealt with only one case in which Article 20 was directly
invoked. In J. R .T .andthe W. G. party, the authors of the communication, MrT
and the W. G. Party, had disseminated anti-Semitic views by playing pre-recorded
6 General Comment No."}1(19), 1983 Annual Report oftheHwnan Rights Committee, 38 GAOR,
Supp. 40, UN Doe. A/38/40, Annex VI (1983) (emphasis added).

messages on a telephone service which people could call and listen to. 7 They
continued to operate the service even after a Canadian tribunal had ordered them
to stop. The Federal Court sentenced Mr T to one year's imprisonment and ordered
the party to pay a $5,000 fine for non-compliance with the verdict of the lribunal.
Mr T and the W G party applied to the Human Rights Committee. The Committee,
in ruling the application inadmissible, stated:
[T]he opinions which Mr. T. seeks to disseminate through the telephone
system clearly constitute the advocacy of racial or religious hatred
which Canada has an obligation under Article 20(2) of the Covenant to
prohibit.

ANOTHER APPROACH: ARTICLE 5 OF THE ICCPR
The Committee has not yet adopted a general comment on Article 5, but it has used
this provision in a case concerning racist activities. The authors of the communication were M.A., a right-wing political militant and publicist, and his parents,
brother and sister. At the time of submission, M.A. was serving a sentence upon
conviction of involvement in reorganizing a dissolved fascist party. The authors
did not specify which articles of the Covenant they believed had been violated but
did allege that they believed M.A. had been convicted solely for his political
opinions and his non-violent actions in seeking to persuade others to embrace his
opinions. The Committee declared the application inadmissible on the ground that:
the acts of which M.A. was convicted (reorganizing the dissolved fascist
party) were of a kind which are removed from the protection of the
Covenant by Article 5 thereof and which were in any event justifiably
prohibited by Italian law having regard to the limitations and restrictions
applicable to the rights in question under the provisions of Articles
18(3), 19(3), 22(2) and 25 of the Covenant. 8

CONCLUSION
The Human Rights Committee has approached the issue of racist speech in two
ways. First, it has upheld the legitimacy of legislation on the basis that Article
20(2)'s prohibition of advocacy of racist ideas and acts is consistent with the right
to freedom of expression and authorizes the enacttnent of criminal legislation.
Second, the Committee has used Article 5 of the Covenant to uphold a conviction
for activity which did not primarily involve advocacy, but rather involved the
reorganization of a dissolved fascist party. The conclusion is that, one way or
another, the Committee is likely to rule inadmissible any applications which
challenge criminal convictions for making racist statements or engaging in racisJ
activities (unlessperhapsif the Committeeconsidersthe sentence to bedisproponionate).

7 CaseNo. 104/1981,JR.r . and the W.G d!!J.rlyv.Canada,in the1983AnnualReporto/theHunuJn
Rights Committee, 38 GAOR, Supp. 18, UN Doe.A/38/40, AnnexXXIV (1983). Fora discussion
of the Canadianproceedings,see John Manwaring'schapteron Canada;for a discussion of the
HumanRightsCommittee'sdecision, see para.59 of the chapterby DaniloTurkandLouisJoinet
11ltaty, No. 117/1981, inadmissibilitydecisionof 10 J\pr.1984,in the 1984 AnnualReport of
theHumanRighJsCommittee, UN Doe.A/39/40,AnnexXIV(1984).

Chapter 5
ARTICLE 13(5) OF THE AMERICAN CONVENTION
ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Joanna Oyediran
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8 MA.

2 See thediscussionof

9 See paras. 100-03 of the chapterby: Danllo TUrkand Louis Joinet in which they suggest that
impnsonmentof anylengthmay bea disproportionate
sentence for crimes involvinghateexpression.

3 See KarlJosef Partsch's chapteron Art.4 of the CERDConvention.

Article 13 is supplemented by Article 14 which declares:
"Anyone injured by inaccurate or offensive statements orideas disseminated to the public in general by a legally regulated medium of communication has the right to reply or make a correction using the same

communicationoutlet....

11

This mechanism could possibly be used by defamed racial, ethnic and religious
groups. However, Article 14 grants this right to "anyone", which may mean that it
ISnot exercisable by groups. If this were to be the case, an identifiable individual
would have to be defamed before any rights could arise under Article 14.
It should be noted that no states parties have entered reservations to Article
13(5) or to Article 14, and that neither the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights nor the ~ter~Am~can Court of Human Ri;hts have had any oecasion to
mterprer the obligations Imposed by those articles.

THE DRAFTING HISTORY OF ARTICLE 13(5)

Origi~all y the draft text of paragraph 5 of Article 13 wa's identical to fue wording
of ~cle 20 of the ICCPR. However, the US delegation considered the draft text
as It stood to be incompatible with the First Amendment to the US Constitution
which protects freedom of speech and the press. A recent decision by the US
Supreme Court, B~a~enburg v. Ohio, had ruled that the First Amendment only
permitted the prohibition of advocacy of the use of force, violence or violation of
the la.wwhen .it ~as directed to inciting or ~roducing imminent lawless action and
was likely to mcite or produce such action.
There was, however, a general feeling that some type of prohibition upon war
propaganda and hate speech should be retained. The paragraph was defended by
both El Salvador and Honduras, which had recently been at war with each other,
and whose delegates both expressed their belief that the press had exacerbated the
tensions which led to war.
After considerable consultation and redrafting the US delegation proposed a
compromise amendment which was found acceptable and became the text of
paragraph 5. Propa?anda and advocacy of hatred were to be considered as punishable offences only If they amounted to incitement to violence.

4 The Court has decided 0I:!;ecas~ involving Article 13. Inthatcase it ruled thatCostaRica's licensing
reqUl~men~s for joumalists Violatedthe guaranteeof freedom of expression and informationset
forth III Article 13(1».
5 395 V.S. 444 (1969).

Chapter6
THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF OPINION AND EXPRESSION:
CURRENT PROBLEMS OF ITS REALIZATION AND MEASURES
NECESSARY FOR ITS STRENGTHENING AND PROMOTION
Excerpts from Updateof the PreliminaryReportprepared for the UN

Sub-Commissionon Preventionof Discriminationand Protectionof
Minorities (UN Doe. ElCN.4/Sub.211991/9,16 July 1991)

DaniloTurk and LouisJoinet,SpecialRapporteurs
Editorialnote:In March 1988, the UN Commission on Human Rights requested
its Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities
(hereafter "Sub-Commission") to propose a study on the right to freedom of opinion
and expression. The Commission is a body of 53 governmental representatives,
which reports, via the Economic and Soeial Council, to the General Assembly. The
Sub-Commission is a subsidiary body of 26 experts who are nominated by governments but who serve in their individual capacities.
Pursuant to a request by the Sub-Commission, Danilo TUrk, then a member
of the Sub-Commission, prepared a working paper on how to carry out such a study
(UN Doe. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/26, 41,June 1989). In accordance with his suggestion, the Sub-Commission requested Mr Joinet (who had written a working paper
on the detention of persons for the exercise of their right to freedom of opinion and
expression, see UN Doe. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1987/15, annex I) to join Mr. TUrk in
preparing a preliminary report.
In their preliminary report (UN Doe. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1990/11), the two rapporteurs discussed the parameters of the right to freedom of opinion and expression,
particularly with reference to Article 19 of the ICCPR; the limitations and restrictions which may regulate the right, particularly as set forth in Articles 19(3) and
20; and the measures to be taken to promote and strengthen the effective exercise
of the right.
In the update of thepreliminary report from which the following excerpts are
taken, the rapporteurs examined at some length two issues of contemporary and
pressing concern: freedom of expression versus the struggle against racial discrimination, and freedom of expression and information in armed conflicts (with
particular reference to the Gulf War).
They also briefly addressed the issue of "prisoners of opinion". They commended the decision of the Commission on Human Rights to establish a working
group of five experts to examine cases of arbitrary detention occurring in any part
of the world (which held its first meeting in September 1991, elected Louis Joinet
as its chair and has been authorized to meet three times annually); and noted the
great importance of that development for the protection of the right to freedom of
expression. In particular, they offered their view that;
[I]n the field of human rights, detention is a "high-risk" measure not
only as a sanction which may be disproportionate to the requirements
of the maintenance of public order, morality, etc., but also in that, like
any universe of confinement, it carries the risk of leading to numerous
violations of human rights ... [A]ny arbitrary detention constitutes a
violation [of human rights], and any detention of a person by reason of
his opinions is by nature arbitrary unless that opinion was expressed
on

in defiance of a permissible restriction (defamation or advocacy of
racism might be examples).
In these cases, however, the ... Rapporteurs [are of the] view that, even
if the opinion expressed is open to sanction in virtue of a permissible
restriction, thatsanctionshouldnevergosofar asimprisonment.(paras.
21,23; emphasis added.)
The Commission on Human Rights, in March 1992, welcomed the update
and
expressed concern about "the extensive occurrence in many parts of the world"
of
detention of, and discrimination against, persons who exercise the right to
freedom
of opinion and expression; the intrinsically linked rights of freedom of
thought,
conscience, religion, peaceful assembly and association, and to participate
in the
conduct of public affairs; and the right to promote and defend these rights
and
freedoms. -r:heCommissioninvited the rapporteurs to submit a final report,
includmg ~onclusIOns and recommendations, to the Sub-Commissionat its August
1992
seSSIOn.
The update reflects the views of the two rapporteurs. If the final report
is
accepted by the Sub-Commission, which is likely, it will then acquire.additio
nal
status. A:lthoughthe Sub-Commission is a non-governmental body, because
the
report Willbe the first UN document in many years to interpret at any length
the
UN standards concerning freedom of opinion and expression, it will have
considera~le. JX:rsuasiveinfluence. If the report is accepted by the
Commission, which
agam ISlikely though perhaps with a few modifications, the report - and especia
lly
ItSconclusions and recommendations- will receive the imprimaturof an inter-go
vernmental body. Confirmation by the General Assembly would add a further
level
of inter-governmental acceptance.
The report undoubtedlywill assist theWorking Groupon ArbitraryDetention
in determining when a detention is arbitrary, and may have some influence
on the
n~l~ completed drafting of a declaration on the rights and
responsibilities of
individuals, groups and organs of society to promote and protect
human rights
(popularlyJa:owna~ the Draft~eclaration on HumanRights Defenders).Th
ereport
may be considered m appropnate cases by the regional inter-governmentalcou
rts
(of th.e Council of Europe, the European Community and the Organiz
ation of
Amencan States) as well as by national courts. Human rights campaigners
may
draw relevant portions of the report to the attention of governments which
appear
to have violated principles stated in the report.
In the excerpts which follow, the original style of headings and number
ing of
paragraphs has been retained; the one change from the original is that the
abbreviauons for treaties, declarations and inter-governmentalbodies used throughout the
book are ~so used here. In a few places, paragraphs have been inserted, set
off by
brackets, m order to complete or bring up to date discussions of internat
ional or
regi?n~ jurisprudence. Where the discussion refers to concep
ts discussed in the
prehmmary report, relevant paragraphs from that report have been inserted
, again
set off by brackets.

UPDATE OF THE PRELIMINARY REPORT
I. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF
THE
PRELIMINARY REPORT

A. Responseto the observationsmadein the preliminaryreport
6. [T]he rapporteurs wish to reaffirm categorically that freedom of opinion
and
expressionis a fundamental right, respect for which affects the e~ercI~
of ~ost
otherrights; the comments which follow should thereforebe examined m
th~ ~ght
ofthiscategoricallyrestated principle, wh~ch has the forceof a rule; any pennlSS
lble
restrictionscan only be by way of exception.
9. [Tjhe rapporteurs consider that the defence of a freedom n~essarily
entails
readinessto tackle the obstacles in its path; it would be paradOXical,therefor
e, to
imagine that a freedom could be protected without considering - if only iI.'"
order to
be forewarned against them - the restrictions that may be .Imposed on .It;for,.
as
comparative law teaches us, such restr!ctions occur even m the countne
s which
considerthemselves the most democratic.

10.There is no question but that the preliminary report, in reviewing the scope
of
the international instruments for the protection of that freedom (paras. 11-35),
~e
betterto emphasize their importav'ce,and in describingthetypo10glesofprou:e lion
afforded by States Members of the United Nations (paras. 51-6.2),catego
rically
confirmsthatfreedomof expressionand freedomof the pressconstitutefundam
ental
rights.
11. Whether the rapporteurs will or no, however, this re~iew of.the re~evant
texts
makes it clear a contrario that, taken as a whole, the mternauonal ?,strum
ents
concerningfreedomof opinion and expression,rightlyor.v:rongly- thatis .th~
w~ole
point at issue _provide for possible limitations on condition that those hml~lio
ns
do nOIcall into question the actual principle of the freedom protected.
Admittedly
theUN General Assembly, in its resolution 59 (1) of 14 ~cember .1946,reaffirme
that "Freedom of information is a fundamental human nght and ISthe touchst d
one
of all the freedoms to which the United Nations is consecrated".
12.The fact remains that the Universal Declaration of ~uman ~ghts (~HR)
of
1948,which in its article 19 protects freedom of expressl~n,.oplmon ~dmfo
~a
tion also contains in article 29 a general clause on restncuons pennlsslble
ma
de~ocratic society".

13. The same applies to article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil
and
PoliticalRights (lCCPR), which covers the same ground.
14 Another reference' the case law of the European Court of Human

co~fmns, on the one ru;nd,that freedom of express~on cons~t~tes one ?f theRights
basic

foundationsof a democratic society, one of tne pnme conditions for ItSJlf?g
ress
and for the full development of every individual; on. the other ~nd
It also
emphasizesthat freedom of expression may fome up agamst the exercls~
of other
freedoms and that it may not always be easy to set the fuudamental nghts
and
freedomsof the person in order of importance.
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15: study of curre.ntproblems in~olved in exercising the right to freedom of
0plUIOnand expression thus unavoidably raises the question of restrictions on
fr~~om o~ expressionand information;that question can be evaded only by a very
naive reading of the internationalsta."d31dsor by takingthe view that thepromotion
of ?"eedo,?s- and hence the promotion of freedomof opinion and expression_can
be immediate, total and absolute,whereashistory teachesus that it alwaysdevelops
as part of a process of democratization during which the limitations on it from
pressure of opinion to institutionalreform, grow less and less restrictive. '

16. It.wa.stherefore thought appropriate to suggest in the preliminary report that
the pn~clples affirmed by the.s~t of internationalinstrumentson the protection and
promo~on of freedom of opmion and expression should be taken as a basis for
refleclI~n and for exploring the possible reconsideration of such restrictions and
derogations,however "permissible"in a democratic society.
17:It would doubtlessbe possible to espouse the "pureprinciple" of the John SlI13rt
Mill wh~ on ~ev~ral occasions in.th~ I!ni~d Statesprovided in the following terms
a theoreticalJuslIftcationfor the judicial mterpretationplaced on the First Amendment of 1791 to the Constitution: "The Congress shall adopt no law ... reducing
freedom of speech or freedom of the press ...": But it has to be admitted in the
w?rds of Lord McGregor.ofDurris, ~ident of the AdvertisingStand31d;Auth0r,ttyof Londo~, at the Sixth InternalIonal Symposium on the European Human
Rights Convention and Freedom of Expression,that no democratic society has yet
re~oved ~e obstacles to full freedom of expression,and it is improbablethat any
will do so m the near future.
.
ma From a realistic standpointthere ~an.be no doubt that at the present time, as the
" any curr~nt proce~s~~ of ~emocralIzalIon testify, reflection about the concept of

dem~ratic necessity lS m most cases a factor for progress inasmuch as such
reflection tends towards the.abrogation of rules inimical to freedom of expression
or helps to forewarn ~s against arbitrary Orimpermissiblerestrictions.The whole
val~~ of such reflection lies precisely in combining the three criteria of legality
legllImacy,.~d democratic necessity in order to detect the actions of "those wh~
seek to legitimize abu~es against journalists and organs of information", it being
understoodthatprotecuon of freedomof expressioncannotbe limited tojournalists
alone.
19. A democraticsociety, as we havejust pointed out, is in a process of continuous
change; although that process includes phases of regression, it is also marked by
long periods of advancemenr.The reference to a "democratic society" therefore
pres?pposes, by its very nature, that restrictions on rights and freedoms will be
continuously questioned, whether in order to oppose such restrictions or in order
duce them by steadily entrenching the advances achieved. This will make it
to r.e
easier to und~rstand why the rapporteurs deemed it important to emphasize this
concept.In this sense, democracy is indeed a "tragic"political system for it is "the
only regimethat openly faces the possibilityof its self-destructionby laking up the
challenge of offering its enemies the means of contesting it" (Castoriadis).
1 Translator's note: Intheabsenceof the originaltext,thispassagehasbeentranslatedfromtheFrench.

20.Hence the purpose of the preliminaryreport and of this update is not to endorse
the systemof ''restrictionspermissible in a democratic society" but to describe it,
analysethe risks it presents, and consider how to reduce them as part of a push for
moreand more democracy. Consequently:
Firstly, the report was based on the premise that the right to freedom of
opinionand expression shouldbe interpretedextensively,in contrast to
the limitations which might be imposed on it, and which should be
interpretedrestrictively;hence the need to formulate"restrictionson the
restrictions";
Secondly, the report raised the question of derogations in exceptionalcircumstances by suggestionthat, under such circumstances,the
right to freedom expressionand informationoughtperhaps tobe pl-<:ed
in the hardcore of inalienablerights (paras. 167and 168),thussupporting
the thesis that the system of restrictions necessary in a democratic
society should lead to making freedom of expression an inalienable
right,within the meaningof thereportby Mrs N Questiaux,when a state
of emergencyis declared;in other wordsthat,even in thatevent,it could
notbe subjectedtorestrictionsbeyondthosepermissiblein a democratic
society in normal times;
The rapporteursaccordinglythought that, sincelimitationscouldbe
regarded as permissible only if they respected the standards of a
democratic society,it w091dbe appropriateto concentrate on analyzing
the concept of a democratic society which is discussed in chapter IT of
the preliminary report. They regard this standard and that of "democratic necessity" as essential factors in determining the limits to the
permissibility of restrictions. In view of the current world process of
democratization,special attentionshouldbe paid to theseaspects of the
exerciseof theright to freedomof opinionand expressionwith the idea
of ultimately developing a normative impetus which, by hemming in
the limitations more and more closely, would change the relativeness
of the right to freedom of opinion and expression into a right tending
towardsthe absolute.
[Followingare paras. 38-45 of the Preliminary Report:

(a)Permissiblerestrictions
38. [T]heproblem of limitationson the right tofreedomof expressionrequiresvery
careful consideration. Article 19(3) of the Covenant, and article 10(2) of the
EuropeanConvention, authorize restrictionson the right which they guarantee,as
a consequenceof "duties and responsibilities"under the European Conv~ntion and
of "specialduties and special responsibilities" under the Covenant. Article 13 of
the ACHRrefers solely to responsibilities.The African Charter simply stipulates,
in article9, that the right to express and disseminateopinions shallbe exerci~ed in
the context of the laws and regulations, but does not spell this out expressly IU the
caseof freedomof information.Chapter ITof the Charter,which concernsthe duties
of theindividual,does, however,contain severalprovisionsauthorizingrestrictions
in fairly broad terms.

(i) The principleof the legalityof the restriction
39. Limitations which are not "prescribed by law" (article 10 of
the European
Convention), "provided by law" (article 19 of the Covenant) or "express
ly established by law" (article 13 of the American Convention) and (purely for
information)
article 9 of the African Charter relating to laws and regulations are not
admissible.
40. The requirement that there must be a prior law is determined strictly.
According
to the European Court, the law must be clear, accessible, precise and
foreseeable,
without, however, being excessively rigid (The Sunday Times case,
para. 49, 26
Feb. 1979). Also, the world "law" is not to be understood in too formal
a sense:
under these provisions common law is in fact a law.

(11)The principleof the legitimacyof restriction
41. Then, even when provided for by the law, a restriction is permiss
ible only if it
has in view one of the objects limitatively enumerated b,ythe texts concern
ed. It is
noteworthy that the wider a law is, the less its constitutive element
s are defined,
the more difficult it is to monitor respect for this second criterion which
one could
call "legitimacy", and the easier it is for a State to claim to have
one of these
objectives in view or to divert laws from the objective which they claim
to pursue.
From this point of view, the control oflegitimacy is farfrom illusory;
it is the natural
extension of that of legality.
42. The Covenant, like the American Convention on Human Rights,
is concerned
with respect for the rights or the reputations of others, and protection
of national
security, public order, public health or morality.
43. The European Convention on Human Rights is more extensive in
referring not
only to national security and, somewhat redundantly, to territorial
integrity or
public safety and the prevention of disorder, but also to the preventi
on of crime.
The protection of the reputation DJ:rights of others is mentioned in the
same terms.
On the other hand, the Convention allows more numerous grounds
for legitimacy
when it authorizes restrictions "for preventing the disclosure of informa
tion received in confidence". One may think that public officials and member
s of the
armed forces are concerned here, but there also arises the question of
the protection
of privacy, particularly concerning computerized files - and also "for
maintaining
the authority and impartiality of the judiciary". Finally, article 16 of
the European
Convention on Human Rights legitimizes restrictions on the political
activity of
aliens as follows: nothing in articles 10, 11 and 14 shall be regarded
as "preventing
the High Contracting Parties from imposing restrictions on the political
activity of

aliens".

44. The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights appears to offer
less precise
protection; while article 27 envisages the duties of the individual
towards the
family, security, the State, etc. and affirms that "the rights and freedom
s of each
individual shall be exercised with due regard to the rights of others,
collective
security, morality and common interest", apart from the fact that this
concept of
common interest is very wide, article 29 makes it a duty for the
individual "to
preserve and strengthen positive African cultural values in his relation
s with other
members of the society, in the spirit of tolerance, dialogue and consulta
tion and, in
-40 -

,
.
f the moral well-being of society". It should
general, to contribute to the promotion 0
iteria of "cultural values" culture and,
be noted that there is a specific referen~e ~cr~~~~ ~nstrument as a justifica
tion for
its preservation do not ID fact appear ID a y
11' of the African Com, '
d
be larified by the future prac ce
:~:~~~~~~~l;~~nsth~ lev~ of principles, the econo,?
ic well-being of a country
should never justify restricting the freedom of expression.

(iii)The principleof democraticnecessity
,
'third
criterion found only in the European Convention on
45. Fmally, there IS a
"'t
" Even when provided for by the law,
Human Rights: ~t of "d~m~mllc necessi.Y'tives laid down, a restricti
on cannot
even when pursumg a pnon one of the obJec,
it which is interpreted
be permissible if it does n?t r.espond to a d~,?ocmllc:~~~~s~~ principl
e of prop orb th E
ean Court principally as requmng resp
.
f th
also respect for the
law and of the range offundamen
ng, I,
'f th Covenant and in article
also be linked to the restrictio~s imposed m ~lI1Jcle 2~ 0 a: Rights which
prohibit
13, paragraph 5 of the Amen~:o~~~ve~:I~~ti~~al ~~ racial hatred.
Restrict
ions
propaganw: for wtharandthany 'teria:e valid for they do not encroac
h
upon
the
correspondingto ese r~ en
'
essential substance of the right.]

ti~n~ity~Jt

d:D?r~~c, i~:::;~s ~~: f~~~~~~n~~~::a ca~

11.CURRENT PROBLEMS

!

A. Freedomof opinion and expression versus the struggle agains

t

racism
.
.
.d t
we analyze restrictions
30. The complexity of the quest.lOnbecd°',ll;s eV~:~n w henbetter
to combat racial
the
placed on freedom of expresSIOn an mtorm
,
discrimination.
b
. sible in most of the relevant
31. Such restrictions are acknowled?ed to . e perm~
r of countries are allowing
international texts; furthermore an mcreasmg num tuall confronted
with rising
them or prepa;ing to allow them, w~ether they are ac tic%Iarform of
revisionism)
e
racism(especially ID Europe, where It also ~es ~ ~
or with discriminatory behaviour patterns, m parllcu ar assoc ia ted ,with the stirring
up of nationalist designs, or do so for a preventive or even educatIonal
purpose.

.
tl dopted or supplemented a specific
32. Thus the.foll~wing coun~les(ha9v8e8rec)Ben ~~(1985) China (1987),
Colombia
body of leglSlallon' ArgentIna 1
,razl
'.
(1985) S
I
(1988), Cuba
(19,90)d
The
m
and Sweden (1989), Um~d ~m~ °th
stage' Australia cameroon, Chile,
countries have specific leglslallon m e drafting
I
.
,
Mexico, Netherlands, Niger, Spain, Sweden and Venezuela.

(1987),Fm~Ce

Ge0~~~r~~~:;~u~I~~g~.

io,~~r:g

. '1
. ti
on freedom of
33. In addition the question ~fperm~~l~e~s~lca:~~ has attracted theexpression in
attention of
the name of the struggle against~CI,
scnm n f them specialislS in the protection
severalnon-governmental
orgamzattons,some0
of freedom of expression.
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34. The NGO Article 19recentlyheld a conferenceon thissubject(London 27 and
28 April 1991). The ~onthly newsletter of the NGO Reporters Sans Fr~ntieres
regulm:lypublIshesarticleson the sametopic.In a communicationsubmittedto the
Comm.lsslonon.Human Rights at its forty-seventhsession,the NGO International
Co~ncI1 of J~w!sh W~men (ICJW) expressed concern at the fact that appeals to
racial .0;r~lIglOus VIOlencewere either tolerated or encouraged by certain
authoritiesm the name of freedomof expression.

society, relate to one of the objectives of the applicable law and be strictly
proportionate10 the aim of that law." Perhapsit would have been clearer to focus
on the legitimacyof the objective?

35. On.the other hand a great many countries see no need for restrictionsof this
type, either because they claim that the phenomenon of racial discriminationis
~o~n to them or because they consider it dangerous to prepare "emergency"
leglsl~tlOn on the subject and holdthat the general provisionsof ordinarylaw are

43.In thecaseof discriminatorymeasures,respectfor therightsof othersis directly
concerned.The rights of othersmaybe understoodin thiscontextto meantheright
to equality but also the right to dignity and to protection against degrading
treatruent,or again the right to information.
On the other hand, recourse to the idea of "publicorder", the boundariesof
whichare often ill-defined,presents more of a problem; in view of its vagueness,
there is a great temptation to [invoke] ... it in irrelevant circumstances, thus
committingin reality a perversionof legitimacy.

sufficient,

1. What legitimacy can attach to restrictions "necessary in a
democratic society" in order to combat racism?
36. The word "legitimacy"is used here in the same sense as in the preliminary
report.

~7. Gen~rally speaking, freedom of opinion and expressionand also freedom of
~formalton are Protected;.i~ viewof.this,theexpressionofracistideasmayperhaps
e regarded as an act of dismformatlonthat legitimizeslimitations.

38. As the Inter-AmericanCourtof HumanRightsaptlypoints out in a decisionof
13Nove.mber1985(para.70), a society whichis not "well"informedis not a truly
free .soclety; the.Court !!Ius affirms the principle that the right to information
requires that the mformalionshouldbe of a certainquality.

(a)T~e ~egiti.macy, under the international law of human rights, of
restrictions Imposed to combat racism
(I) The relevant instruments

39. Accordingto article 29 of the UDHR,restrictionson the rights it guaranteesin
general terms are permissible "solely for the purpose of securing due recognition
and respect for.the rights and freedomsof othersand of meeting the just requirements?f moralIty,public order and the general welfare".As we pointedout in the
preliminary report (paras. 41-44), most of the international instruments subsequently~~ncluded haveembodied,in varyingdegreesof detail,thesamegrounds
for the legitimacyof restrictions.
40. The C.SCEdocument of the CopenhagenMeeting on the human dimension
~eaffirms m paragraph 9.1.!!Ieright to freedom of expression. "This right will
include freedo~ to hold.opl.monsand to receive and impartinformationand ideas
.... "r?e exercise of this nght may be subject only to such restrictions as are
prescnbed by law and are consistentwith internationalstandards."
41. In a general clause on restrictions,the documentmakes the followingpoint in
paragraph 24: "Any restriction on rights and freedoms must, in a democratic
- 42-

42. The preliminaryreport (in paras. 124-26)also drew attention to the problems
involvedin interpreting the grounds for legitimacy (the rights of others, public
order,State securityand morality).

44.The groundsfor restrictionsconnectedwith State securitywill be specifically
consideredin section B, dealing with freedomof expressionin situationsof armed
conflict.
45.Thenotionof moralityappef1fsprimafacie to be inkeepingwiththespiritproper
to anti-racistlegislation;but i~carries in embryo the risk of outlawing something
which is merely not accepted by everybody. The idea of a moral consensus
justifyingrestrictive measuresmay carry the germ of a moral dictatorship.There
is no need here to labour the dangersinherentin the will to imposea moralorder Nazismis still in all our minds - or to emphasizehow dangerous it would be to
pleadmoralityin order to restrict freedomof expression.
46. Amongthe grounds that may be advancedfor restrictions,only the conceptof
the rights of others, the boundaries of which are fairly clearlydefined, seems apt
to justify the restrictionsneeded in the struggleagainstracism.Furthermore,from
thestandpointoflegal technique,thereferenceto therightsofothersaffordsabetter
basisfor the strictnessdesirablein definingoffencesinasmuchas the protectionof
thoserights involves a prejudice, which might be no more than hypothetical,and
hencea right to compensation,if only of a moral nature.The numberof behaviour
patternsconcernedwould thusbe strictlylimitedand therisk of extendingthe field
of repressionto the criminalizationof mere departuresfrom the prevailingnorm
wouldbe neutralized.Lastly,it is less dangerousto freedomsto imposerestrictions
withthe aim of reconcilingconflictingrights.
47. Moreoverthe explicit or implicitreferenceto the rightsof others findsan echo
incertainrestrictiveprovisionslaid downin thegeneralinterestby theinternational
instruments.
48. Thus article 29, paragraph 3, of the'UniversalDeclaration of Human Rights
providesthat "These rights and freedomsmay in no case be exercisedcontraryto
thepurposesandprinciplesof theUnitedNations".Thisprovisionis supplemented
by article 30, which reads as follows: "Nothing in this Declaration may 'be
interpretedas implying for any State, group or person any right to engage in any

activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and
freedoms set forth herein."
49. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states the same
principle in the same terms in its article 5, paragraph I.
50. The American Convention on Human Rights lays down the same rnle in its
article 29: "No provision of this Convention shall be interpreted as: (a) permitting
any StateParty, group, or person to suppressthe enjoymentor exerciseof the rights
and freedoms recognized in this Convention or to restrict them to a greater extent
than is provided for herein." The same applies to article 17 of the European
Convention ....
51. ... [A]rticle 5 of the International Covenant and article 17 of the European
Convention might justify, in the name of the rights of others, restrictive measures
for the purpose of combating racial discrimination.
52. Furthermore attention [is] drawn to the scope of the principle embodied in
article 20 of the InternationalCovenant,which provides that: "Anypropagandafor
war shall be prohibited by law" and that "Any advocacy of national, racial or
religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination,hostility or violence
shall be prohibited by law".There can be no better way oflegitimizing restrictions
to combat advocacy of racial hatred and incitement to discrimination.
[Article 13(5) of the American Convention on Human Rights similarly
provides that: "Any propaganda for war and any advocacy of national, racial or
religious hatred that constitute incitements to lawless violence or to any other
~imil:U: illegal action against any person or group of persons on any ground
mcluding those of race, color, religion, language, or national origin shall be
consideredas offences punishableby law." Article 13(5)is interestingbecause, on
the.one haod, it represents a narrower intrusion on freedom of expression than
Article 20(2) of the ICCPR in that it only prohibits "incitementsto lawlessviolence
or to any other similar illegal action"; on the other hand, it requires that such
incitements be considered offences, generally understood to mean criminal offences, whereas some experts maintain that Article 20 does not require criminal
penalties.]
[Note should also be taken of Article 13 of the InternationalConvention on
the Protection of the Rights of All MigrantWorkersand Membersof TheirFamilies
(reproduced in Annexe A). Paragraph I guarantees the right of migrant workers
and members of their families to freedom of expression subject, however, to
paragraph3(d) which permitslimitationsthat areprovidedby lawandare necessary
"[fjor the purpose of preventingany advocacy of national,racial or religious hatred
that constitutes incitement to discrimination,hostility or violence".]
53. The reader will need no reminder that the right to non-discriminatorytreatment
~Iearly consti~tes a fundamental right of the human being, guaranteed by all the
international}llstruments on human rights and the subject of a specific United
Nations instrument which entered into force on 4 January 1969:the International
Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination,known as
the CERD Convention. Under article 4 of that Convention, the States Parties have
undertaken to adoptpositive measuresdesignedto eradicateall incitementto racial
discrimination. Such positive measures may involve restrictions on freedom of

expression, for the States undertake more specifically to: "decJ.an:an offence
punishableby law all disseminationof ideas based on racial supenonty or hatred,
incitementto racial discrimination,"etc.
54.Thus this Conventiondoes not confine itself to legitimizingrestrictions; ~t g?"s
on to state that in certain cases those restrictions may be backed by criminal
penalties.It will be appropriateto return to this point m;'dto ll!vei~ speci~ attention
in connection with the criterion of democratic necessity which, m the mterests of
respect for human rights, presupposes inter alia proportionality of the re~triction
to the legitimate objective pursued.... [Ajrticle 20 of the ICCPR ~d article 4 of
the CERD Convention [as well as article 13 of ~e ACHR and ~c~e. 13 ?f ~e
MigrantWorkers Convention] constitute specific mstru~ents I~gtlimlz~ng limitations of or derogations from freedom of expression by indicating precisely what
behaviourpatternsjustify such restrictions.
55.Here again, what is meant is propaganda for or ~dvcx:acy. of hau;ed,incitement
to discrimination,hostility and violence and the disseminationof Ideas based on
racial superiority or hatred. This list, which appear~ to assu.methat the cU!pable
behaviour will receive some publicity, refers by implication to the notion of
indoctrinationand to that of false information or disinformation.
56. Is it fair to conclude from thin that freedom of expressionmight find grounds
for a limitationin the right to be'Wellinfo~ed? In othe~ word~, ~e right to ~~ w~1l
informed might serve as grounds for sancuonmg the dissemination of revisiorust
ideasor of an ideology based on the superiority of a particular race.
On this last point it would be desirable that internationalinstruments,befor.e
justifying measures that restrict freedom of expression, should perform thelT
educationalfunction properly by avoiding the use of such a tern.'as "race" w~kh,
whenappliedto humanbeings, has no scientificmeaning.Unequlvoc~ ~ogulllon
of thehumanrace as one and indivisibleappearstobe regarded as the indispensable
preliminaryfor the struggle against racism.
(ii) Decisionsof internationaland regionalauthoritieson

protection
The HumanRightsCommittee
57. The Human Rights Committee has handed down few significant deci~ions ?n
thesubject.Of 18selecteddecisionsdeliveredby the Committeemconnecuon With
article 19, only two decisionsrelate to racism.
58.Firstcase: CommunicationNo. 117/81,MA v, Italy, was declared inadmissible
rationemateriaeby the Committeeon ID Aprill?84. The author of the request did
not specifywhat articles of the Covenanthe considered to have been vlo~!"d. The
facts were as follows: in 1971, when he was 15 years old, the applicantjoined the
MovimentoPolitico OrdineNuovo; when this organizationwas disbandedin 1973
he joined the Movimento Sociale Italiano. After being prosecuted i~ 19:4 [for
attemptingto reorganize a dissolved fascistparty, wh,ic~ ha~ been a cnme m Italy
since 1952] he was sentenced in 1976 to 4 years rrn~nsonment. Before the
Committeethe Italian Government relied interalia on article 19,paragraph 3, of
the Covenant,arguing that the protection of national securityand public order was
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a legiti~ate objective. The Committee took the view that the acts alleged against
the applIcants were of .sucha n~ture as to be removed from the protection of the
Covenant by the operation of article 5 thereofand that in any case their prohibition
was justified by article 19, paragraph 3.
59. Second case: ~om~~ication No. 104/1981, JR.T. and the W.G. Party v.
~ana~? (declared lnadmlsslble.by the Committee on 6 April 1983).The so-called
W.O. Party ~d I.R.T. were CIrculating,by transmitting tape-recordingsover the
telePhon~, I?arti~ularly serious anti-Semitic messages.... [I.R.T. was sentenced to
one y,,:",s unpnson~ent and the Party was fined Can$5,000] on the basis of the
Can~dlan Human ~ghts Act, which declares it a discriminatorypractice to commUllIcatetelephollIcallyany matter likely to expose a person or persons to hatred
or contempt by reason interalia of their religion Or "race".2The State Party held
that the disputed provisions were designed to give effect to article 20 of the
Covenant and that, in contrast, the author's "right" to communicateracist ideas was
not Protected by the Covenant.

•

60. The HU?JanRights Committee took the view that the ideas which the applicant
sought to <!issemm.at.e
through the telephone system clearly constituted the advocacy of racial or relIgIou~ h.atredwhich Canada hadan obligationunder article20(2)
of the Covena?t.to prohiblr, It should be noted that the Committee was guided in
on~ ?f ~he decisions by article 19(3)and in the other by article 20, which directly
lcgitimfzes.such measures without requiring it to be proved that the restriction
applied on Its authority is designed to protect the rights of others public order or
other legitimate objectives.
'

The European Commission of Human Rights
61.

~e European Court of Huma~ Rights has made no explicit rnling on this

questio~ ~ut defined the scope of article 17 of the European Convention in its very

fir~t decision (Lawless, 1 July 1961),stating that the purpose of article 17,in so far

as It referred to ~oups or persons, was to make it impossible for them to derive
from the Con~ention any right!? engage in ~ny ~ctivity or perform any act aimed
at the destruction of any of the rights recognized m the Convention.
62.. The Europea.n Commission, for its part, has delivered several interesting
decisions, FIrstly It shoul~ be noted that, unlike the United Nations texts, article 14
of !he Euro~~n ConventIon guarantee; non-discriminationonly in the exercise of
a n~ht speCIfIcally.protected b~ th~ Convention.f To widen this unduly narrow
setting~ the CommISSIon!"ed, m VIrtueof article 3 which prohibits inhuman or
degradm~ treatm~nt, to give the protection of non-discriminationan independent
scope of ItSOW?m these terms: "Without prejudice to article 14, discrimination
based Onrace mIght under certain conditions constituteper se degrading treatment
2 Manwanng
[Ed. nOl~: Fer a furtherdiscussion of the facts of this case see the chapteron Canadabv John.
ID PartIIIof this book.]
•
J
3 Recently. the P~li2pl~nta!Y Assembly of the Councilof Europeagainrecommendedthata eneral
c(Rlausel1~4/1n9-9dOl,~crthunmba~lOn. should be !ntro~uced intothe EuropeanConventionon Human;ljghts
ec. I cause.
I
'h
us nngmg It mtc line With the standardsof the Covenant. whichincludessuch
a genera
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within the meaning of article 3 of the Convention" (10 October 1970 - Ann 13, p.
995,Asiatiquesd'Afrique orientale).
63.Reference will be made here to four of the Commission:s.dec.isionswhich are
essentialin this connection. The facts on which the first decision ISbased are ~ery
similarto those described in request No. 117/81 to the Human Rights Committee
whichhas already been cited. The secondcase concerns remarks deliber~t~ly ?Jade
duringan election campaign. The last two cases are concerned WIthrevisromsm.

64. First case: Request No. 6741/74, X. v. Ital~. c.oncerningarticles 10 and ~1 ~f
the Convention and also article 14. The CommISSIOn
took the view that making It
a criminaloffence to engage in intrigue aimed at reconstituting a fascist party was
necessary to public safety and to protection of the rights an~ freedoms of others.
Combiningarticle 14with article 10, it held that a diffe!':nce m treatm:nt reserved
to those who were guided by fascist ideology had a legitimatepurpose. namely: to
protectdemocraticinstitutions.An implicitreferenceto article 17of the Convention
shoulddoubtless be seen in this.
65. Secondcase: Request No. D 8348/78 and.8406/78.. Glimmervee~ and othersv.
Netherlands.The aim was to obtain a finding of VIOlationof article.10 of the
Conventionand of article 3 of the First Protocol guaranteeing free elections?Oder
conditionswhich will ensure the iJee expressiono.fthe opinion of the people m the
choice of the legislature. The applicant was Chairman of the Nederl~ndse Yolks
Unie,a party supporting, in particular, the idea that it is in the general interest of a
State for its population to be ethnically homogeneous. He was sentenced to t~o
weeks' imprisonmentfor circulatingtracts addres~ed to "Nethe~l~ders of thewhite
race" and containing such passages as the followmg: "Themajority of our population have long since had enough of the presence in our country of hundreds of
thousandsof Surinamese,Turks and other immigrant workers - 'guest' workers as
they are called - with whom, furthermore, there is nothing we can do here".

66.The authoritiesheld that the content of the tractcould.not~ d~sc~be~ as factual
information and that it constituted incitement to racial discrimination on the
understandingthat the notion of race included thatof ethnic group. (Thetra~ts were
confiscatedand the electoral lists bearing the applicant's name w.eremval.ldat,ed.)
The Government drew the Commission's attention to the internationalobligations
of the Netherlands under the CERD Convention.
67. The Commission held that the duties and responsibilities referred to in article
10(2),found clearer expression in a more general provision, namely article 17 of
the Convention.
68. The European Commission took both the CERD Conv~ntion a?d articl~ 17 of
theEuropean Convention as its guide in rnling that the applIcants ~lght not invoke
the provisions of article 10 of the Conventio?, an~ I~ declanng. the req~est
incompatible with the provisions of the Convention within the meanmg.of artlc!e
27(2),and therefore inadmissible (11 October 1979).The recourse to article 17, I~
the same way as recourse to article 5 of the In.ternational ~ovenant, made It
unnecessaryto prove legitimacyon groundsof public order, thenghts and freedoms
of others or other grounds.
_iJ.7_

69. The other two cases concern revisionism.
70, !bird case: ~equest No. 92351/81, X v. Federal Republic of Germany. The
applicant complamed against a judicial decision forbiddingX to exhibit brochures
according to which the murder of millions of Jews under the Third Reich was a lie
or a piece of Zionist trick~ry. The authorities were guided by the texts making
defamation an offence and It was specified that the ban was limited to the denial of
the murder of millions of Jews. The Commissionheld that the murder of the Jews
was ~ "known historic fact': establishedbeyond doubt by overwhelming proof of
all kinds. It therefore considered that the protection of the reputation of others
legitimized the restriction.
71. Fourth case: the case was more complex because the author of the request (No.
977~/82), Tv. Belgium, was not the direct author of the revisionist remarks. The
applicant was acting as the "author-publisherresponsible" for the publication of a
text ':""'tten by a former leader of the Belgian Rexist movement, who had been
conv~cted of com~U?icating with the enemy and deprived of "the fight to participate m any capacitym the running, administration,writing,printing or circulation
of a newspaper or any other publication in the event that such participation is of a
political nature".
72. This document, entitled "Letter to the Pope concerning Auschwitz" contained

a commentary calling into question the reality of the extermination of ~illions of
Jews at Au~chwit: and elsewhe~e and reducing the enormity of the Nazi atrocities
by cornpanson WIthother warume atrocities. The domestic authorities took the
protection of morality:mdthe rights of others and the defenceof orderas theirguide
m sentencing the applicant to one year's imprisonmentand a fine of 10 000 francs
and declaring the offending brochures confiscated.
'
73. The European Commission observed that the applicant had been prosecuted,
not ~s c~-author of an offen~l~e piece of writing,but for having participated in the
pUbl~cat~on of a piece of wntmg despite the fact that its author had been deprived
of hIS nghts. The Commission accordingly considered that the restriction on
freedom of expression was necessary to the defence of order and to safeguard the
authority of the judiciary.
74. He~ ar:tI~le 10, para~~h 2, provided the Commissionwith sufficientgrounds
for legitimizing the restncuons, Does this mean that article 17 can only be relied
upon wh~n the ~eat l?the dem?Craticsociety reaches a certain degreeof seriousness? This question WIllbe consideredlater on during the appraisalof the criterion
of the "democraticsociety" and its corollary, the criterion of proportionality.
[Ed, note: The following paragraph has been added]

The Committeeon the Eliminationof Racial Discrimination
(CERD)

a court case her employer had brought against her. The Netherlandsargued that its
obligationunder Article 4 was fully met by incorporationint? the Penal ~~e of
measures criminalizing racist speech and that Article 4 did not require It to
prosecuteevery case. The Committee observed:
[f]he freedomto prosecutecriminaloffences - commonlyknown as the
expediency principle - is governed by considerations o~ public policy
... [f]he Convention cannot be interpreted as challengmg the raison
d'etre of that principle. Notwithstanding,it should be applied in ea~h
case of alleged racial discrimination,in the light of the guarantees laid
down in the Convention.
The Committee found that the Netherlands had acted in accordance with these
criteria and that there was therefore no violation of Article 4 or 6. 43 UN GAOR
Supp.No. 18, Annex IV, UN Doe, N43/18 (1988).]

(b)The legitimacyunder municipal law of restrictionsdesignedto
combatracism
75. Here the rapporteurs have essentiallyreferred, firstly to the reports submitted
. by States Parties to CERD, secondly to the report on freedom of the press
throughoutthe world prepared by the NGO Reporters Sans Fronti~res in 19?I, and
lastly to the information collected at the couference already mentioned which was
organizedby the NGO ARTI~ 19.
76. Although almost all countries which have a written Constitutionguarantee.the
right to equality and non-discrimination,the constitutionalprotection of that nght
is in most cases confined to nationals.Valid grounds for legitimacymust therefore
be soughtin individual statutes.

77. A number of countries consider, as we have already pointed out, ~at the~e is
no need to refer to specific pieces of legislation in order to combat ':llclsm..el!?er
becauseoffencesunderordinarylaw makeit unnecessarytohave speclalleglslal1~m
on the subject or because - according to them - they have.no problem of' racial
discrimination.The question then arises whethersuchcountriesought nevertheless
to enact specific legislationeven though it meets no criteria of legitimacysave that
of abiding by the commitments made under the CERD Convention,
78.Thecriterionof democraticnecessity,whichis intendedtoprecludeperversions
of legitimacy,shouldnot be used as a mereendorsement.For examp!e, ~ince a c~up
d'etat in one country, the newspapersare no longer allowed t~ publish information
whichis "liableto inflameracial problems (betweenone ethmc group and another)
or prejudicialto peace and order". Consequentlymostjournalists are co~pelle~ to
practiseself-censorship,whereasthe questionis one thatwould.beworth diSC?SSI~g
democratically.In another country the head of the State secunty apparatus I.Ssaid
to have invited journalists "to write no more articles likely to upset ~e highest
authoritiesof the country", thus progressively install~g a ~andat~ry pn~r censorship that makes it an offence to "publish articles dealing WithSOCial,
regional and
ethnicdifferences",

CERD has decided only one individualpetition which alleged a violationof Article

4. In the case of Yilmaz-Dogan v. Netherlands, Yilrnaz-Dogan,a Turkish national,
brought an application against the Netherlands for failing to prosecute her employer. She claimed that her employer had made a racist statementin the course of

79. In contrast, several countries report that they have never, or almost never, had
to apply provisions permittingrestriction of freedomof eXI:"essionon the grounds
of the struggleagainst racism: Australia{5of the 26 complamtsfiledbetween 1986
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90. While the last-mentioned behaviour falls within the traditional definition of
complicity, the definition of racist activities as the principal act remains an open
question,while the idea of disseminationappears to require the existence of some
form of publicity to represent the materialelement.
91. As to restrictions, the reports of States Parties to the CERD Convention show
that in most instances they are couched in somewhatvague terms. Few countries
mention publicity as representing the material element (Austria, Barbados, Denmark and Kuwait).For some,publicityis not even a constituentelement(Sweden).
Similarly, few countries refer to intention (Austria, Barbados,Belgium, Denmark
and New Zealand). Somelegislationsworkon thebasis of the elementof intention,
a reversal of the burden of proof (Franceand United Kingdom).
92. Aggravating circumstancesmay be prescribed for non-specificoffences, depending on the motive (Argentina)or the intendedvictim (Algeria).In the case of
specific offences, publicity may also be accepted as'an aggravatingcircumstance
(Czechoslovakia).
93. Lastly, some legislationsfeaturerevisionism(Franceand the FederalRepublic
of Germany).French law in particular definesrevisionismby expressreference to
the definition of crimes against humanitygiven in article 6 of the Charter of the
NiirnbergTribunal annexed to tbe London Agreement.
94. The Rapporteurs are in favour of an exchange of views with CERD, at a
forthcomingmeeting, on the definitionof offences.

(b)The criterionof proportionalityas appliedto the legitimacyof
restrictionand the legitimacyof expression
95. Applying the principle of proportionality necessarily entails passing a value
judgement on the ideas expressed,whichis not the least of the difficulties- indeed,
not the least of the dangers - of imposingrestrictions.The interest of the person to
whom the expressionis addressed is taken into account.
96. Whatever degree of precision the legislator may achieve, the decisive role
remains that of thejudge. Even so, as we havejust seen,theFrench Actjust quoted
(1990)referredback to the definitiongivenin theCharterof theNiirnbergTribunal
and further providedthatpenalties would be applied only for disputing the reality
of crimes against humanity whoseperpetrators had been convictedby a French or
an international court; the purpose of this was to avoid a situation in which, in a
press trial institutedto investigatewhetherwritingsor remarks fell withinthe scope
of the Act, thejudge wouldfind himselfhavingto act as an historian,which would
be clearly outside his competence.
97. Before the Act in questionwas passed in 1990,thejudge (in the Faurissoncase)
had already foundit necessaryto specifythat "it was not for him to confirmhistory
or, in consequence, to take sides for or against the theses put forward by the
accused", and he confined himself to a finding of defamation.

98. Can it be argued that only deliberatedisinformationcouldjustify restrictions?
Betweenthe extremesof avowedopinionand true informationby way of disguised
opinion,tendentiousinformationand informationaboutopinions, the difficultyof
appraisalwill be readily apparent.

(c)Thecriterion of proportionalityas appliedto the extent of the
restrictionby comparisonwith the seriousnessof the behaviour
99. Article 4 of the CERD Convention enjoins States Parties to declare that the
behaviour patterns it defines are offences. In most so-called democratic States,
however,an offence can be defined, as we have seen, only through the characterizationof an element of intention;and it is specificallythis elementof intention
lhatimparts a degree of seriousnessto the offendingbehaviour.
100.The aforementioned article 4 no more specifies the nature of lhe criminal
penaltiesrequired than their degree of seriousness.In this connection,the question
of imprisonment calls for some discussion inasmuch as it raises a problem of
principlewithregard to the criterionof proportionality.Can theabuseof expression
really justify deprivation of liberty? Furthermore, apart from the fact that some
legislationsanalyzed in the reports of States Parties to the CERD Convention set
the maximum penalties very high, and when we know to what abuses resort to
imprisonmentcan give rise, ought not this form of penalty to be called seriously
into question in the context \'~ the present report?
101.Doesnot the trial that precedes the passageof sentencerather than the penalty
itself,performan educationalfunctionwhichis essentialin this connection?Resort
to ihe penalty of imprisonmentalsoraises the questionof its effectiveuess.In view
of its gravity, is there not a risk that the judges will either be reluctant to impose
thatpenalty where they have found the perpetratorguilty, or be wary aboutfinding
thatoffenceshavebeen committed- which,as we have seen,is a possibilityin view
of the somewhat vague definition of the offences. The difficulty is illustratedby
the regrettable example of a decision taken by Belgian judges who refused to
qualifythe term bougnouleas racist and decided that it meant "badlydressed".
102.But the non-effectivenessof a criminalpenaltygreatlyreduces its educational
and'preventivefunction (see the report of the Council of Europe on decriminalization, 1980)when it ... produces the opposite effect to that intended.
103.Suspensionof theright to be electedor afortiori of theright to be a newspaper
editor - other criminal penalties which can be contemplated - raises serious
questions,in particular when the offenderis not directlyto blame,whichin thecase
of newspapereditors is most often the case. The rapporteurs' opinionis that these
penalties should be imposed only as a deterrent, i.e., at the end of a period of
multiplerecidivism, implyingthat the offendercalled upon to cover the offending
passageswith his responsibilityhas in a sensebeen repeatedlywarned to cease and
desist.
104.Onthe other hand therightof reply -regardedas a criminalpenalty,not merely
as civil redress, and very widely extended to associations- and publication of the
convictingjudgement wouldnot presentany difficultieswithregard to theprinciple
of proportionality;the rapporteursencourage these measures.

Chapter7
105.To conclude on this point, the rapporteurs wish to emphasize that resort to
criminal penalties - accompaniedby the reservationsjust expressed- should form
part of a comp~ehensh:e policy whichgives priority to theeducationaland prevenuve approach.

CSCE STANDARDS ON INCITEMENT TO HATRED AND
DISCRIMINATION ON NATIONAL, RACIAL OR
RELIGIOUS GROUNDS

Step hen J Hoth

Human rights have been at the centre of the discussions in the Conference on
Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE, popularly known as the Helsinki
Process) from the outset. They were, in fact, one of the main concerns of the
Westerncountriesparticipatingin the CSCE, while the countriesof what was then
theCommunistbloc emphasizedconsiderationsof disarmamentand other security
issues.A third bloc, the Neutrals and Non-Alignedstates, supported the West on
the issue of human rights.' The different interests were finely balanced and the
CSCEhas advanced by a certain linkagebetween them or by, what is called in the
Helsinkiparlance, a "balancedprogress".
Commitmentsto respect and observe humanrights were already written into
the fundamentaldocument of the CSCE, the HelsinkiFinal Act of 1975.2 Popular
belief had it that human rights were embodiedin the so-calledThird Basket of the
Final Act. In fact, they were laid down in Principle VII, one of the basic ten
principlesof the Helsinki Process (which appeared in the First Basket); the Third
Basketrather dealt with "Co-operationin the Humanitarianand OtherFields", and
attemptedto give practical eff2Ctto some of the human rights obligationsthrough
humancontactsandco-operationbetweentheparticipatingstatesand theirpeoples.
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

Although freedom of expression was undoubtedly one of the rights that was
suppressedwith particular severity in the Communist countries, the two human
rights on which Western demands focused in the initial stages were freedom of
religionand the right to leave (freedomof emigration).Thus, in the HelsinkiFinal
Act freedom of expression was not expressly mentioned. Rather, some vague
phraseson the "importanceof information"and "disseminationof information",as
wellas on "the aim to facilitate the freer and wider disseminationof information",
wereincluded in the Third Basket's sub-sectionon "Information".
As the proces~ advanced, more and more new rights were written into the
adopteddocuments. In this respect, the CSCE process was more a mirrorthan a

Theoriginalparticipants in the CSCEwerethefollowing35 countries:Austria,Belgium, BUlgaria.
Canada. Czechoslovakia, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France German Democratic Republic,

GermanFederalRepublic, Greece, Hungary, Iceland,Ireland,italy, LiechtensteinLuxembourg,
Malta,Monaco, Netherlands,Norway,Poland,Portugal,Ra.mania,San Marino~~'pain, Sweden,
Switzerland,TheHolySee, Turkey,United Kingdom,UnitedStatesof America,U~.K, Yugoslavia.
Withthedisappearanceof theGDRthenumberfell 1034,OOtsubsequentlyAlbania,thethreeBaltic
States,twelveRepublicsof theCommonwealthof IndependentStates(RussiareplacingtheUSSR),
CroatiaandSloveniahave been admitted,so thatthe number of participants as of March 1992 was
51.
8 In thisconnection mentiofl:may be.ma~e of the lines pursuedin Franceby the NationalAdvisory
Commission on Human Rlghl~ which; m Its reportto the PrimeMinister(1990), addresses itself
essentially to preventionandgives punishment only a quarterof the chapteron responses to racism.

2 14/nlernationa/.Legal Materials (hereafter/LM) 1292 (1975).
3 The most importantdocumentsin the period before the EasternEuropeanrevolutionwere the
ConcludingDocumentof the MadridFollow-upMeeting of 1983(reproducedin 22/LM527 (983)
and the concluding Documentof the Vienna Follow-upMeetingof 1989 (reproducedin i8 ILM
5Z7(1989»).
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creator of the improvement of relations between East and West. 4 The documents
could include just as many rights as the "state of play" between the two blocks
would permit.
Thus, in 1989 at the Vienna Follow-up Meeting, it was possible to elaborate
slightly the Final Act's provisions on information in these terms:
They [the participating states) will make further efforts tofacilitate the
freer and widerdisseminationof informationof all kinds, to encourage
co-operation in the field of information and to improve the working
conditions for journalists.
In this connection and in accordance with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and their relevant international commitments concerning seeking, receiving and impartinginformationof all kinds, they will ensure
that individua~ can freely choose their sources of information (emphasis added).
The reference in this wording to the InternationalCovepant on Civil and Political
Rights qC<:Pl~.), however, throws light on an insufficiently appreciated aspect of
the Helsinki Final Act. Freedom of expression is included in the Act, although uot
explicitly. The Act contains a commitment by the participating states, in Principle
VII, to "fulfil their obligations as set forth in the international declarations and
agree,?ents ..., including interalia the International Covenants on Human Rights,
by which they may be bound". This is strengthened by an additional commitment
in Principle X to "fulfil in good faith their obligations under international law"
including "those obligations arising from treaties and agreements ... to which they
are parties". These provisions mean that the participating states that have ratified
the ICCPR are bound also throughthe Helsinki Final Act by Article 19 of that
Covenant on freedom of expression. Thus, freedom of expression has been a
CSCE-protected right from the outset, even if the Helsinki Final Act, for obvious
political reasons, had to avoid making this explicit in 1975 and could include it only
sub rosa.
The changes in the USSR and in Eastern Europe expressed themselves to their
full extent only at the Copenhagen Meeting of the Human Dimension of the CSCE
held from 5-29 June 1990. The Document adopted at this meeting included a
clear-cut undertaking on freedom of expression, in langnage reminiscent of Article
19 of the ICCPR. Therein, the participating states reaffirmed that
everyone will have the right to freedom of expression including the right
to communication. This right will include freedom to hold opinions and
to r~ei ve an~ impart information and ideas without interference by
public authority and regardless of frontiers. The exercise of this right
may be subject only to such restrictions as are prescribed by law and
are consistent with international standards. 6

4 However, at the criticalstage of the EasternEuropean changes in 1989~ 1990 the HelsinkiProcess
~e.rged .as a strong contributing factor to the reforms. For instance,the H~garian government
JUstified1t~ decision ~o open Its bordersfor East German refugeesto leave for the West at least in
part by claiming thatIt was boundto do so bycommitmentsit hadundertakenin the CSCE Vienna
document regardingthe free exercise of the rightto leave".

5 Jhe Vienna Concluding Document, para.34 (in the sub-sectionon "Information"
in the sectionon
Co-operation In Humanitarian andOtherFields").
6 Documentof theCopenhagenMeetingof the Conferenceon theHumanDimensionof theCSCEof
29 June 1990, Chapter11,paras.9-9.1, reproducedin 29 lLM 1305 (1990).

This commitment was subsequently repeated in other CSCE documents,
including the one adopted by the CSCE Summit in Paris in Nov~~ber.1990, whifh
was signed by all the heads of states or governments of the paruclpatmg states.
CURTAILING FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION ON ACCOUNT OF
NATIONAL, RACIAL OR RELIGIOUS HATRED

As the right to freedom of expression was not overtly expressed in CSCE ~ocum~nts
prior to the 1990 Copenhagen meeting, it is not sUfJ!risingthat protee.uon ag31~st
manifestations of national, racial or religious hatred did not find a place m the earlier
CSCE agreements either. One can hardly formulate tJ.1~ restriction of.a ri~h~ be~ore
the right itself is proclaimed. In fact, except for provisions on non-~Iscnmmall~n,
now an obligatory item in any human rights document, ~e CSCE did not deal With
national chauvinism, racist hostility or religious bigotry m any context before 1990.
More surprising than the absence from documents is the almost complete
absence of these issues even from the discussionsin the CSCE prior to Copenhagen.
Certainly, Western countries did not raise them, while Soviet block cou~tries
referred to them only as rejoinders to Western complaints about human nghts
violations in the East. On the principle that the best defence is an attack, Eastern
delegates referred, with propagandistic exaggeration, to the situation of the Blacks
in the USA neo-Nazis in Germany and anti-Semitism in various Western countries.
Ther~ are a number of reasons why the West did nottum its attention to the
problem of racism earlier. One l';~S that it had ~ore ~gent human ~ghts business
to attend to, such as religious freedom and errngranon, Second, detente was .not
sufficiently advanced to raise the issue, linked, as it is, to freedom of expression.
But, third, and perhaps most importantly, xenophobia and racism were not regarded
as such serious threats by the West in the late 1970s and in the early 1980s as they
later became.
The one exception was the issue of anti-Semitism in the Soviet U~ion which
was regularly raised by Jewish organizations in various Western .countnes.and, o.n
their urging, occasionally by Western delegates at CSCE meetings. Soviet ~tl
Sernitism was strongest in the 1970s and 1980s and Jewish orgamzauons submitted
reports on it to all major CSCE conferences (or, more precisely, to ~e dele!lates
attending them).8 This Jewish "lobby" was probably the only one which, pnor to
Copenhagen, drew attention to the subject of racism in the CSCE.
At the Copenhagen meeting, together with the provisions on freed?m of
expression quoted above, detailed provisions were also adopted on the subject of
national, racial and religious hatred. By paragraphs 40 through 40.7"of th~ 0nference's document, the participating states unequivocally condem.n to~htanan
ism, racial and ethnic hatred, anti-semitism, xenophobia and discrimination ... as
well as persecution on religious and ideological grou~ds"; recognize .the p~cu1ar
problems of Roma (gypsies); pledge to take effective measures': mc~ud~ng the
adoption of laws, "to provide protection against any acts that constitute Incttement

C:

7 Charter of Paris for a New Europe,21 November1990, reproducedin 30lLM 190 (1991).
8 Detailedreportson the Position of Soviet Jewry were submitted by an umbrella organizationof
JewishcommunitiescalledtheWorldConferenceon Soviet Jewry0l!the occasion ~f the fellow-up
meetingsin Belgrade in 1977 andMadridin 1980, the OttawaJ:v1eetlpg
of human rights expertsID
1985 and the 1986 Vienna Follow-up Meeting. The reports invariably cop-tamed.a?iapter on
"Anti-SemiticPropaganda".
(Thereports werepreparedby theInstituteof Jewish Affairs "! London,
andthe authorof ibis articlewas theireditor,workingin co-operationwith Dr LukaszHirazowicz
and Or HowardSpierof the Institute.)

to violence against persons or groups based on national, racial, ethnic or religious
discrimination,hostility or hatred, includinganti-semitisrn"; committhemselves10
protect persons and groups (and their property) who may be "subject to discrimination,hostilityor violence as a resultof theirracial,ethnic,cultural,linguisticor
religious identity";pledge 10"promoteunderstandingand tolerance,particularly in
the fields of education, culture and information"; and recognize the right of
individuals an~ groups to initiate and support legal complaints against acts of
discrimination.
Theseparagraphsin the CopenhagenDocumentwereendorsedby subsequent
CSCE meetings. The Paris Summit of November 1990 included in its Charter the
followiug statement
We express our determination to combat all forms of racial and ethnic
hatred, anti-Semitism, xenophobia and discrimination against anyone
as well as persecution on religious and ideologicalgrounds.10
The CSCE meeting on National Minorities held in Geneva from 1-19 July 1991
also ~~opted a number of provisions on the subject which, although largely a
repetition of those agreed upon in Copenhagen,contain some new elements,u
One new element in the Geneva document is the recognition that there has
been a "proliferationof acts of racial, ethnic and religious hatred, anti-Semitism,
xenophobiaand discrimination".The documentincludes,for the first time,mention
of religious hatred. (The Copenhagen documentspoke of "persecutionon religious
n. grounds".) In Geneva the participating states stressed "their determination 10
condemn, on a continuingbasis" acts based on race hatred,anti-Semitism,etc. This
is a commitment to a consistentpolicy, not just a one-timepronouncement.
Moreover, the Geneva text not only repeats the Copenhagen commitment 10
adopt appropriate laws against these phenomena but adds that the participating
states will also adopt "policies 10enforce such laws". This is an extremely useful
addition since existing laws against race hatred are often not sufficientlyenforced.
The word "policies"underscoresthe afore-mentionedcommitmentto action on a
"c?ntinu~ng basis". The Geneva report also adopted an entirely novel concept of
)Ielghtenmg awareness of prejudice or hatred and improving law-enforcementby
monitoring relevant statistical data.t2
In contrast 10 the CSCE meetings in Copenhagen, Paris and Geneva, the
Moscow Meeting of the Conference on the HumanDimension(CHD) (to September 104 gclOber 1991) adopted an incitement clause only in relation to migrant
workers. But it included another interestingprovision in its Documentby which
the participatingstates "recognizethat effectivehumanrightseducationcontributes
!o com~ting intolerance,religious, racial and ethnic prejudice and hatred, includmg agamst Roma, xenophobia,and anti-Sernitisrn."14This provision on anti-racist
education is, of course, not directly related to curtailing freedom of expression on
grounds of halred and discrimination,but it is not entirely irrelevant either.
9 Thefull textsof these paragraphsarereproducedin Annexe A.
10 Charter of Paris,note7 supra.

In a similar way, the CSCE Cracowdocumentin 1991included,as its Article
31, a provision that also relates 10education against prejudice and batred in the
specific context of monuments and sites of past persecutions,particularly of the
Holocaustof European Jewry:
The participating states will strive 10preserve and protect those monuments and sites of remembrance,including most notably extermination
camps, and the related archives, which are themselves testimonials 10
Iragicexperiences in their commonpast. Suchsteps need to be taken in
order that those experiences may be remembered, may help to teach
present andfuture ~'if"'rations of theseevents,and thus ensure that they
are never repeated.
ASSESSMENT OF THE CSCE STANDARDS

The detailed provisions of the Copenhagen meeting, reproduced in Annexe A,
containa number of useful declarationsand commitmentson the part of participatingstateson the subject of racial, religiousand other formsof hatred,They include:
- condemnation (paragraph40);
- measures of protection (40.2);
- promoting of understandingand tolerance (40.3);
- educational measures (40.4);
- remedies (40.5 & 40.7); and
- international commipcents (40.6 & 40.7).
However, from the point of view of this article, the commitment of particular
interestis the one contained in paragraph 40.1 regarding incitement. Regrettably,
the wording of this commitment falls short of international standards (notably,
Article 20 of the ICCPR and Article 4 of the International Convention on the
Eliminationof All Forms of Racial Discrimination(CERD Convention».16
The commitment undertaken by CSCE participating states is only 10introduce legislation against "incitement to violence", but not against "incitement to
discrimination,hostility or violence"(as stipulatedin Article20 of the ICCPR),nor
against"disseminationof ideasbased on racial superiorityor hatred" (as demanded
by Article 4 of the CERD Convention)."Incitement10violence"is much narrower
than "incitement 10discrimination, hostility or hatred", even if, according 10the
Copenhagenlanguage,suchviolencemustbe based on "national,ethnicor religious
discrimination, hostility or hatred, including anti-Sernitism". It means that, if
incitement10discriminationor hostility does not lead 10violence, and it is unclear
whethersuch violence must follow immediately or may occur some time after, the
incitementis not outlawed by the CSCE wording.
This obvious departure from the international formulae is all the more
inconsistentbecause paragraph40.1 of theCopenhagentextrefers 10a commitment
of participatingstates "in conformity with their internationalobligations". In this
respect it is relevant to note that out of the original 34 participants in the CSCE
(leavingaside the GDR and the new "intake"), 26 had ratified both the ICCPR and

11 The textsof these provisionsare reproducedin AnnexeA.
12 Thiswas introducedby the US delegation,followingthepatternofthe US HateCrimeStatisticsAct
of23 Apr. 1990, 28 USC534.

13 P~ragraph 38.1 of the Document on the Moscow Meeting of the Conference on the Human
Dimension (CHD) of the CSCE(4 October1991), reproduced in Annexe A.
14 Id. atpara.42.2.

15 Documentof the CracowSymposium on the:CulturalHeritageof the CSCEParticipatingStates(6
June1991), (emphasisadded).
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16 Thetextsof these provisionsarereproducedin Annexe A.

the CERD Conventionas of 1 January 1992.Thes9 states, therefore,clearly have
express "internationalobligations"in this respect.1
The explanation of why the CSCE regulation of hate speech or literature
shouldbe morelenient than the correspondingprovisionsin any otherinternational
document is to be found in the consensus rule of the CSCE. That rule made it
possible, indeed unavoidable,for the well-knownUS oppositionto the criminaliz~tion ofha«; propaganda to prevail. Based on the US SupremeCourt's interpretation of theFITstAmendmentto the US Constitution,over the last three decades,the
US delegates would only accept legal measures against so-called "performative
speech", that is, speech that is integrallyinvolved in bringing about illegalactionin this case incitement to violence.
The concessionmadeto theAmericansof includingan escapeclausefor them
in the words "in conformitywith their constitutionalsystems"did not prove to be
s.ufficie~t. ~e US delegationwas concernednot only with the impact any prohibition on ~cltement to hatred would have on its own domestic position; they also
thought It necessary to safeguard against such restrictionsin other countries.The
Canadian delegation submittedproposals both in Copenhagenand Genevacalling
for stronger measuresagainst hate speech which virtuallyall other countries were
ready to support. The US delegation, however, was unwilling to appreciate that
what may be appropriate for Chicago or Los Angeles may not be adequate for
Moscow, Bucharest or Warsaw.
Another weakness of the CSCE texts is that they do not address the issue of
racist organizations.The draftersof the CSCE document~Hhould havebeen guided
in this respect by Article 4(b) of the CERD Convention.
However, one provision in paragraph 26 of the Moscow document admits
(as do provisionsin previousdocuments)thatrestrictionson freedomof expression
~~ be ~posed "in accordance with international standards",thus upholdingthe
jusufication for any countrywhich desiredto followtherequirementsof theICCPR
and the CERD Conventionto do so.
A~ inte~esting featureof the CSCEprovisionsis that,for the first time in any
.
internationalmstrument,theymentionanti-Semitismand the problemsof Roma as
s~ific ~o~s of racism.t9 In the ~ase of Roma this is entirely new; in regard to
anti-Semitism,there were two previousattemptsin the UnitedNationsin 1964and
1967to have "anti-Semitism"includedin a text, but they failedbecause the USSR
~t that2tiO'me insisted that "Zionism"had to be mentionedtogetherwith "anti-Semitism",

ChapterS
RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE AND THE INCITEMENT OF HATRED

KevinBoyle
INTRODUCTION

Questions of balancing public order and religious harmony with tpe right to
freedom of expression are particularly sensitive in many societies. They are
questions which this book does not fully address for reasons of space and their
complexity.The subject deserves fuller and separate treatment.
This chapter will provide in outline an account of the internationalstandards
on freedomof religion and the initiativestaken at the internationallevel to combat
religiousdiscrimination and intolerance. It will also briefly illustrate the types of
restrictionsto be found in the national law (andalmost invariablyin thepenal law)
of many countries which limit freedom of speech in matters of religion or belief.
From the outset it must be said that many of these laws cannot be reconciled with
theinternationalstandardson either freedomof religionor freedomof expression.
The experience of religious discrimination,intoleranceand persecutionhas
been a feature of human existence throughoutrecorded time. All evidence points
to the conclusion that religious intolerance, the expression of hostility between
religions and different denominations or divisions within particular religions, is
increasingrather than decrcasi.igin the modem world.This is a reality in all parts
of theworld,developedand developing.Conflictoverrival ideas as.tothe meaning
of life as expressed in the world's religionshas been perhaps the chief spur of war,
sufferingand conflict in history. Ideology based on atheistic convictions in this
centuryhas sought the eliminationof religiousbelief withenormouscostsin human
lives.Today, re1jgiousrevivalism allied with nationalismis a cause of continuing
conflictand suffering.Oneexpert hascommented:"[M]anyfundamentalistleaders
encouragethe developmentof an exclusivist character i¥ particular religious and
ethniccommunitiesand classify 'outsiders' as inferior."
The struggleto achievereligiouslibertyhas been a fundamentalaspectof the
emergenceof the modem world.Freedom of expressionis the child of freedomof
religionand the two remain intimately connected. Both rights remain precarious
and are far from achieving universal acceptance.Censorshipremains the norm in
manycountries and the right to proclaim alternativeideas of religious truth which
contra~ict the orthodox or established version can still lead to persecution and
death.

1 See Chapteron Indiaby VenkatEswaranand Chapter on NorthernIrelandby ThereseMwphy.

17 Statusof ratificationsby J-B Mariein 4 Revue Universelledes Droitsde J'Homme45 (1992).

18 See AnnexeA for text of Article4(b).
19 Previously,only apartheidhadbeen singled outfor mention.
20 The 1,,:0 in,:idept~ occurred duringthl?draftingof the Conventionon the Eliminationof All Forms
of Racial Discrimination andthe draftmgof the {,stillabortive)Conventionon ReligiousIntolerance
respectIvely.The):'are describedin S J Roth Anti-Semitismand InternationalLaw" 13 lsraei

Yearboak aJHR.208, 2tO-II (191"

'
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2 T van Boven "AdvancesandObstaclesin BuildingUnderstandingandRespectbetweenPeople of
Diverse ReligionsandBeliefs,"13 HumanRights Quarterly438 (1991).

3 See,e.g., thecasesof allegedtorture8J!d4eath:inEgyptat~ehands of ~curity forceso.fap"apostate"
who convertedfrom Islam to Christianity.the persecutionof Baba IS and the Ql.f1stlans ID Iranl
Muslimsin Burma BuddhistMonksin Tibet andthe detailedevidence of persecution,murder ~a
disappearancesamong Shi'a religious leadersin Iraq;in the Rcp?rt submitted
to the Commission
on HumanRightsby MrAngelo Vidald' AlmeidaRibelro, SpecialRapp<?rtt?1r
<?n:'Implementatlon
of the Declarationon the Eliminationof All Formsof Intoleranceandof Discrimination Based on
Religionor Belief;' UN Doe. E/CN.411992/52(t8 Dec.198t).

On the internationalplane, combating intoleranceand discriminationtowards
others on grounds of their different religions or beliefs (which inclndes protection
of non-theistic beliefs), has been a central theme of the internationalhuman rights
movement since the establishment of the United Nations. A distinction can be
drawn between national and international measuresto secure the positive freedom
of religion or belief, including the elimination of discrimination and the more
difficult subject of combating the manifestation of intolerance expressed in acts
which are intended or which have the.l'ffect of arousing hatred and persecution of
others of a different religion or belief.
In examining the current rise of violence against minorities in Western
Europe, it is often difficult to isolate religious prejudice as the motivation for
discrimination rather than racial, ethnic and cultural prejudice. But the identification of many immigrants as Muslims is undoubtedly a source of the hostility
experienced by them. In other regions of the world where couIIict between
communitiespersists, religious difference is often one factor which combines with
ethnic differences to exacerbate tension especially where one group is identifiedas
a national minority. The challenge to national stability,public order and the rule of
law to which such inter-communal differences can give fise are real, asthe chapter
on India makes clear. It is also clear that the role of law in restraining sectarian
tension and conflict is secondary to the role of education and to positive policies
supported by state and faith communities to eliminate discriminationand promote
tolerance and dialogue.
Many religions make exclusive claims to truth.As historycontinuesto record,
many of the followers of different religions deny freedom of conscience to others.
The problem is exacerbated when religion is linked to the state as an official
religion. This was the case historically in "Christendom"and formally continues to
be the case in some countries. It is also a current reality with the Islamic religion.
Many of the restrictions placed on -freedom of expression in national laws and
constitutions are aimed at the protection of state religions from criticism or
challenge of any kind. Examples of such restrictions are given below.

INTERNATIONALANTI-DISCRIMINATIONSTANDARDS
The condemnation of discrimination on religious grounds is found in the United
Nations Charter, the Universal Declarationof Human Rights, the two International
Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, as well as in a host of other human rights texts. The "freedom of thought,
conscience and religion" guaranteed in the ICCPR for example, includes a prohibition of discrimination on the grounds of religion or belief, the right to manifest
religion in worship and observance and the right to adopt a religion or belief of
choice (Article 18).The HumanRights Committee whichoversees implementation
of this Covenant does on occasion raise questions related to Article 18 in the
examination of state reports and has considered several complaintsof violations of
freedom of conscience or religion under the Optional Protoco1.5

The CERD Convention might have encompassed concern with religio~s
discrimination, given that hostility directed at minorities is often aimed at their
entire culture including religion and language as well as colour. Moreover, ~e
Convention originated as a response to a rash of an.ti-Semitis,:"in ,the,l~50s. ID
WesternEurope, and the Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
(CERD)has always included anti-Semitism with~n its conce~s. Neverth~l~ss, the
definitionof racial discrimination in the Convention does not include religion and
a proposal to include religious discrimination was finally dropped i~ the dra,fting
of the Convention.' Religious discrimination and hatred currently ISa relatively
marginalissue for the Committee, although likely to become increasingly important.
At least one reason that racial and religious discrimination issues were kept
separatewas that the subjectof freedomof religion or beli~f had bee~ onstheage~da
of the United Nations as a special concern virtually from ItSbeg1On1Og.It remains
a concern.Depressingevidence of religious conflict,discriminationand !"tolerance
has been recorded annually since 1986 in the reports of the Human Rights Commission's Special Rapporteur on the subject?

The1981 UN Declaration
An important step in standard setting on religious intolerance and discrimination
occurredin 1981 when the General Assembly adopted without a vote the Declaration on the Elimination of All forms of Intoleranceand of DiscriminationBased on
Religion or Belief. The achi~';ement of a Declaration owed muc~ to the untiri~g
effortsof non-governmentalorganizations(NGOS!representing ~lfl~a!ly all ma!or
religionsand beliefs. In its preamble the Dcclaranon states that religion or !Jeli~f
for anyone who professes either, is one of the fundamental elements m his
conceptionof life, and that freedom ofreligion or belief should be fully respected
and guaranteed".1OIt is significant that the Declaration does not seek to define
religion or belief. This is because no definitions could be,agreed upon, ~s none
couldbe agreed upon when the texts of Article 18of the Universal Declarationand
Article 18 if the ICCPR were drafted. However, the understanding was that the
internationalguarantee of freedom of consciencecovered all theistic, atheistic and
agnosticbeliefs.
.
Work on the Declaration, along with a draft Convention, had commenced m
1962following a request to the Commission on Human Rights from the General
Assembly,The Commission decided to give priority to a declarationand requested
the Sub-Commissionto prepare it. A preliminary draft prepared by the Sub-Commission was considered by the Commission at its twentieth session in 1964. '!'he
Commissionprepared and adopted a draft convention by 1967. No further acuon,
6 See ProfessorPartsch, Chapter3.

7 For a summaryof CERD'sexaminationsof discriminationagainstreligiousminorities,see Odio
Senito's Study, supra note4, Annexe, para4.
8

4 See E OdioBenito,Eliminationof all formsof intoleranceand discriminationbased on religionor
belief, HumanRights Studies Senes No.'2 (New York:UN 1989),para15.

5 See id., Odio Benito Study. Annexe.
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u.. paras1-10.

9 See theRibeiroReport,supra note 3.
10 Foradetailedanalysisofthe 1981Declarationsee D J Suqiv~n "Advancing1h~ FreedomofReligion
or Belief Through the UN Declaration on The Elimination of Religious Intolerance and
Discrimination,"82 AmerJ Int'[ Law 487-520 (1988).
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however, was taken until 1972. In that year, work began on a fresh attempt to agree
upon a declaration, the question of a convention not being pursued. The Declaration
was finally adopted on 25 November 1981.
That it took almost two decades to agree upon a Declaration of eight articles
is testament to the sensitivities and complexities for many states in endorsing the
principle underlying the Declaration, tolerance for the diversity of religions and
beliefs in the world Since the adoption of the 1981 Declaration there has been
periodic discussion on reviving the idea of a Convention on religion and belief.
However, despite the efforts of NGOs, spearheaded by those representing rrligious
constituencies, this has not occurred and is unlikely to happen soon. I Many
consider that the greater polarization in the world over questions of religion migrl
entail a Convention which was weakerin its principles than the 1981 Declaration.
Although the 1981 Declaration couples intolerance with discrimination in its
title, it is primarily concerned with the question of discrimination. Thus it has no
clause equivalent to Article 4 of the CERD Convention on incitement to religious
discrimination or hatred, although in other respects it follows the structure of that
treaty. The draft convention and early drafts prepared by the Sub-C0"lTission of
what became the 1981 Declaration did have an anti-incitement clause.
The relevant clauses of the draft declaration prepared by the Sub-Commission
in 1963 read:
All incitements to hatred or acts of violence whether by individuals or
organizations against any religious group or persons belonging to a
religious community shall be considered an offence against society and
punishable by law and all propaganda designed to foster or justify it
shall be condemned.
In order to put into effect the purpose and principles of the present
Declaration all States shall take immediate and positive measures
including legislative and other measures to prosecute and/or to declare
illegal organizations which promote and incite to religious discrimination based on religion. 14
The preliminary draft of the proposed convention contained the following clause
on incitement:
State Parties shall ensure equal proteclion of the law against promotion
or incitement to religious intolerance or discrimination on the grounds
of religion or belief. Any incitement to hatred or acts of violence shall
law and all propaganda debe considered an offence punishable
signed to foster it shall be condemned.
The text of the draft convention adopted by the Commission on Human Rights in
1967 began with the same first sentence as the earlier draft and continued as follows:

PJ

Any act of violence against the adherents of any religion or belief or
against the means used for its practice, any incitement to such acts or
incitement to hatred likely to result in acts of violence against any
religion or belief or its adherents shall be considered as offences
punishable by law. Membership in an organization based on religion or
belief does not remove the responsibility for the above mentioned
16
acts.
States that placed their objections to these various drafts on the record did so 09
lines similar to those raised in the debates over Article 4 of the CERD Convention. I
For example, Sweden expressed a concern that the proposals to penalize speech
and association infringed its national standards of freedom of expression and
association. The United Kingdom considered that the Declaration should not
purport to create legal obligations and on that ground found the clause on incitement
in the early draft of the Declaration unacceptable.
In the event, no anti-incitement clause was included in the final text of what
became the 1981 Declaration. As already noted, the idea of a parallel Convention
was shelved in 1972.
The extension of the Declaration to include beliefs other than religious (at the
insistence of the then Eastern bloc countries) would have created considerable
difficulties over the adoption of an incitement clause. The Declaration's protection
of beliefs would have entailed that the reach of any anti-incitement provision based
on the declaration could include, for example, theprotection of beliefs of a political
nature.

Article20 of the InternationalCovenanton Civil and PoliticalRights
Article 20 of the ICCPR, discussed in Chapter 4, offers the only internation~1
standard that specifically concerns speech which incites religious hatred. 8
Article 20 prohibits, inter alia, the advocacy of "national, racial or religious
hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence". The
Human Rights Committee (which monitors compliance with the ICCPR)
has adopted a general comment for the gnidance of Slates parties in drafting reports
they are required to submit to the Committee periodically. The comment makes
clear that states are to enact laws which provide sanctions, though not necessarily
criminal, for advocacy of religious hatred While this obligation should constitute
an adequate international guarantee, comments made by Committee members suggest that many f.ountries do not appear to take their obligations
under Article 20 seriously. 9

11 Foranappraisalof thearguments onmoving towardsa Conventio!.1,
see WorkingPaperprepared~
Mr T van Boven for die Sub-Commissionon Preventionof Discriminationand Protectionof
Minorities. UN Doe. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989192(11 July 1989).
12 For various NGO andexpertviews, see J Salzberg,The Question-o!A UN ConventiononReligious
Intolerance:A FeasiblliiyStudy (Washington,D.e.: 1991».
13 I amgratefulto DonnaSuIlivanfor assistancewith researchon thissection.

16 UN Doe. Aj8300. Annex Ill.
17 See Chapter3 by Prof.Partsch on thedraftinghistoryof Art.4.

14 UN Doe. E/3873 (1964).

18 It shouldbe notedthata regionalinstrument.theAmericanConventionon HumanRights,contains
a provisionsimilar to Article20 of the ICCPR.See Chapter5 on Article13(5) of theACHR.

15 UN Doe. E/CNAI920.

19 See discussionof Article20 in Chapter4.

NATIONAL LAWS ON RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCEAND
DISCRIMINATION
A comprehensive study of national laws concerned with the elimination of discrimi?ation and intolerance on grounds of religion or belief is yet to be undertaken. There
IS an equal lack of systematic study of the compatibility of such laws with
international standards including both the requirements of the 1981 Declaration and
the prohibition of religious incitement and hatred in Article 20 of the ICCPR. A
further question is how far laws that impose restrictions on speech and publication
are compatible with the international standards of freedom of expression. Further
research on all these subjects is necessary.
What is known from United Nations and NGO reports is that serious violati?n.s of ~th .~eedom of c.onscience and religion, in particular the rights of
religious mmonnes, and the nghts of adherents of non-dominant religions or sects
occur m many parts of the world. One source of these violations is the enforcement
of laws which ostensibly protect religion and the expression of religious belief. As
noted above, such laws divide into those which are in principal or in practice aimed
at defending the dominant position of majority religions, typically offences of
blasphemy or insult, and laws aimed at the protection of minority faiths often from
the intolerance of the dominant religion.

The Offence of Blasphemyunder Christianity
The rationale for these offences was to punish error, heresy or other challenges to
the established truth?O In cases of Christianity the separation of church and state
in many Western countries led to the abolition of the offence or to its becoming
obsolete. In Britain, however, where there remains an established church, the
apparently obsolete offence of blasphemous libel proved to be capable of revival.
In 1977 the first prosecution for blasphemy in over 50 years was successfully
21
brought by a private citizen. The object of the prosecution was a poem depicting
Christ as a homosexual in a magazine called "Gay News". The legal interest in the
case w~s the question whether the intention of the poet, a respected writer, in
composing the poem was material to guilt. The House of Lords, the highest
appellate court in the UK, held that it was not. It was sufficient if it was intentionally
published and It produced shock or resentment among Christians. Lord Scarman
offered a definition of the offence:
Every publication is said to be blasphemous which contains any contemptuous reviling, scurrilous or ludicrous matter relating to God, Jesus
Christ, or the Bible or to the formularies of the Church of England as
by l~w establishe?' It is n~t !'Iasphemous to speak or publish opinions
hostile to the Christian religion or to deny the existence of God, if the
publication is couched in decent and temperate language. The test to be

20 SCurry Jens.en,.
The Knot ThatBinds Powe~ and Knowledge.(Oxford:OxfordVniversityPress,
1 'he Crime of Blasph.emyWhy u ShouldBe Abolished (The InternationalCommittee
1988), 46
~199~). Defence of Salman Rusfidie London, 1989); N WaIter, Blasphemy,Ancient and M04ern
M59,

21 Whitehousev. Lemon, [1979]A.C.6t7.

applied is as to the manner in which doctrines Ne advocated and not as
to the substances of the doctrines themselves.
The conviction was challenged before the European Commission of Human Rights
as a violation interalia of Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights
(ECHR) which guarantees freedom gf expression. The Commission, however,
declared.the application inadmissible? It decided that the restriction imposed upon
the applicant's freedom of expression was necessary under Article 10(2) for the
protection of the rights of others. People had a right not to be offended in their
n;ligi.ou.sfeelings by publications. The Commission was equally peremptory in
~sm~ss~ng arguments (under Article 14 of the ECHR) that the blasphemy law was
discnmmatory in its effects since it privileged the beliefs of the established
Anglican Church but offered no such protection from offence to feelings for
adherents of other faiths. Stated the Commission:
The applicants cannot complain of discrimination because the law of
blasphemy protects only the Christian but no other religion. This
distinction in fact relates to the object of legal protection, but not to the
personal status of the offender. 24
It is doubtful if such a narrow interpretation of the non-discrimination clause in the
Convention conforms to the spirit of the 1981 UN Declaration, while the Commis~~n' s decision on the free speech point rather confirmed the concerns of many that
n is one of the Convention's weaker guarantees. Meanwhile the decision of the
~tio.nal courts pr?voked considerable criticism and a majority of the Law Cornmission, the official law reform body, recommended the. abolition of the offence
without replacement. The minority favoured reform of the law to ensure that it
Pf?leCted thereligious fe~ling. ·,:,fbelievers of all faiths. The majority considered
this to be unnecessary and unprac!jgable because of the problem of defining religion
for purposes of any new offence. In the event, no action was taken.
Controversy in Britain over the blasphemy laws was rekindled in the wake
of the publication of The SatanicVersesin September 1988. The campaign against
the book by Britis~ !"!uslims resulted ultimately in the notorious edict or fatwa by
Ayatollah Khomeini on 14 February 1989, sentencing the author Salman Rushdie
to death. As the author who was forced into hiding under police protection has no
d~ub~ ruefully considered, the verdict was an extreme expression of the same
principles ~Islam as had been defended on behalf of Christianity in the GayNews
conviction. The punishment in that case, however, was a fine and followed a trial
not as in Salman Rushdie's case a sentence of death without trial in violation of
international law. The plight of Salman Rushdie is a revisitation to the Western
22 Id. at 685.
23 GayNewsv. UnitedKingdom 5 EHRR 123 (1983).

24 Id. at 128.

25 S Lee in La",!Blasphemyand the Multi-FaithSociety (Inter-FaithNetwork:and Commission for
Racial Equality,t989), 2-15.
26 }he text of the tatwa was reportedby theannounceron Radio Teheranon 14Feb. 1989, as follows:
.In thenameof God Alnughty.Thereis only one God, to whomwe shallall returnI wouldlike 10
inf9m1all the intrepidMuslimsin the worldthatthe authorof the book entitled The'SatanicVerses
whichhas been compiled,printedandpublishedinoppositionto Islam theProphet andthe Koran'
as well as those publisherswho were awareof its contentshave been sentenceato death.I call o~
!lilzealous Muslims to execute them quickly, whereverthey find them so thatno one will dareto
insult theIslamicsanctions.Whoeveriskilledon thispath will be regard~ asamartyrGodwilling"
(TheObserver,19 Feb. 1989).
•
.
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world of the ferocity of the religious laws it had known in the Middle Ages. It is
also a continuing reminder of the very limited extent to which freedom of conscience and artisticexpressionis in factrespectedor protectedin this modemworld
of global and instant communications.
An attempt to prosecute Salman Rushdie and his pUblis~rs in the British
courts for the offenceof blasphemouslibel failed in March 1989. 7 The magistrate
dismissed the summons which had been brought by a Muslim, on the ground that
blasphemyprotected only Christianity.On appeal the case was also dismissedon
the samegroundand an ap£licationto theEuropeanCommissionon HumanRights
was equally unsuccessful. 8

Lawsof Insultin IslamicCountries
The continued existence of an offence protectingonly the majority Christianfaith
in Britain from speech which insults or outrages religious feelings and its acceptance by the institutionsunder theECHR as compatiblewithEuropeanhumanrights
standards, at the least makes criticism by Europeans of the mirror image of such
laws in Islamic countries as they apply to Christiansopen to the charge of double
standardsand hypocrisy.The situationscan be distinguishedas laws protectingthe
prerogatives of Islam are enforced against other faiths with greater vigour and are
associatedwiththeviolationof otherhumanrightsin additionto freedomof religion
and freedom of expression.Nevertheless,critics undeniablyare undenminedto a
degree by the persistence and even growth of anti-Muslimsentimentand discrimination in Britain and elsewherein Europe.
An example can be cited from among manysuch Islamiclaws fromthe 1991
Report of the Special Rapporteur of the UN Human Rights Commission on
Religious Intolerance?9 The following offence was added to the Penal Code of
Egypt in 1982:
A penalty of imprisonmentfor a period of not less than six months and
not more than five years or a fine of not less than LE 500and not more
than LE 1,000shall be imposedon any person who exploitsreligion in
order to promote or advocate extremist ideologiesby word of mouth,
in writing or in any other manner with a view to stirring up sedition
disparagingor belittlingany divinely-revealedreligion or its adherents
or prejudicing national unity or social harmony.
The Rapporteur brought to the attention of the Egyptian government a range of
alleged violationsof the religiousfreedomof Christians(whocomprise 10percent
of the population), including violations resulting from the application of this
offence. In 1989the law was invoked to issue a warrantfor the arrest of Ms Nahid
MubammedMetwalli,a principalof a high schoolin Helmeit Al-Zatoun,who had
converted to Christianity and who was accused by the authorities of having
produced a tape recording "concerning her conversion to Christianity and her
apostasyfrom Islamin which she disparagedIslamand criticizedthe Holy Quran",
However, the warrantwas not executed since theprincipalhad not been seen since
27 R. v, ChiefMetropolitanStipendiaryMagistrate exparte Choudhury[1990]3 W.L.R. 986.
28 Choudhury v. The UK, Application No.

29 Rlbeiro Report,supra note 3,11·15.

17439/90.

July 1989. She was believed to have been murdered by her husband when she
converted.
A number of other teachersfrom the schoolwere arrested for conspiracyto
convertMuslimsto Christianityat the schooland for circulatingthe taperecording
"in a manner that showed contempt for the Islamic religion". The teachers were
allegedlytorturedby membersof the national securityforce followingtheir arrest.
Another person unconnected with the school who converted to Christianity al1egedlydied from torture following bouts of interrogationand rearrests between
June and August 1989. The government's reply to the enquiriesfrom the Special
Rapporteuramplifiedcertain facts about the cases and other concernsraised, cited
constitutionalprovisions on religious freedom and described the allegations of
killingsand torture as "purelyhypothetical".The arrestsand proceedingshad been
commencedunder the offence in the penal code because of the danger that "the
contents of the tape recording could cause a. deterioration in inter-communal
relationsthat might threaten the country's stabilityand security".30
The Special Rapporteur's report details many other illustrationsof persecutionof minorityfaiths in differentcountriesand of any religiousexpressionin such
countries as Vietnam, His report also expresses deep concern over the plight of
SalmanRushdie and over the impositionof the death sentence "from the highest
authorityof the Islamic Republic of Iran" for writing a book "expressingviews
consideredto be offensiveby followersofIslam".3 1

OtherIllustrationsof Restrictionson Incitementto ReligiousIntolerancein NationalLaws
~-

Examples of special laws on incitement of religious hatred or intolerance are
discussedin thechapterson India and NorthernIreland.Manyothercountrieshave
similarlaws.Thefollowing examples are drawnfrom thereport, EliminationofAll
FormsofIntoleranceandDiscriminationbasedon ReligionorBelief, preparedby
32
OdioBenito, Special Rapporteur of the UN SUb-Commission.
Her report identifiedoffencesin the penal laws of 13 states (Czechoslovakia,
Denmark,France, Iraq, Jordan, Madagascar,Mauritius,Panama, Portugal, Spain,
Sudan,Sweden and the SyrianArab Republic) whichreplied to a questionnairein
which she asked for informationabout laws which prohibit "the defamation of a
religion or belief, or of its members or leadership individuallyor collectivelyby
ridiculeor scorn, contemptor insultinglanguage,with a view to diminishingtheir
stature and exciting feelings of enmity or hatred or ill-will between them, or
incitementto such acts."
lllustrations include Israel's law which prohibits "publishing material or
uttering words or other material which are calculated to outrage the religious
feelingsor beliefs of other persons" and Spain's law concerning"carryingout acts
of profanationthat offend legallyprotected religious susceptibilities".
Examples from the fonmer Soviet states clearly reflect a hostility towards
religion:"encroachmenton theperson and rights of the citizen under thepretext of
30 Id. at 13, para.28. Forexample,serioussectarianconflict arosein thedistrictof Sanabouin Egypt
in May 1992 following the murderof 12 Christians andone Moslem. TheGuardian.'5 May 1992.
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32 Seesupra note 4.,

performingreligiousceremonies"(UkrainianSSR);organizingor directinga group
whoseactivityconductedin meguiseof propagatingreligiousbeliefsor performing
religious ceremoniesis harmfulto citizens' healthor otherwiseencroacheson their
personal rights or which incites citizens to refuse socialactivity or performanceof
civic duties or seeks to attract minors to such groups" (USSR).
An appreciationof me efficacyof suchlaws in checkingreligiousintolerance
wouldrequireconsiderableresearchindifferentcountries.Further studywouldalso
benefit me understandingof how the applicationof anti-religiousincitement laws
impacts on me right to freedom of expression, including freedom of press and
publication.

Churchand Staje
The separation of church and state is not specifical1yrequired by international
standards but me onus is on those who defend me ideas of fusion or special
relationships between a preferred religion and me state.to demonstratehow such
relationshipscan be compatible with a full implementationof the requirementsof
me 1981 Declaration. It must be said mat nothing in history or contemporary
experience anywhere in me world encourages me thesis mat me formal linkage
between me state and any single religion or secular ideology is compatible with
tolerance and understandingof me freedomof conscienceof those who differ.The
global objective of true religious liberty,through me eliminationof discrimination
and intolerance, will require more fundamental change in attitudes and within
religions man can be achieved by law alone. It is for mat reason mat me 1981
Declaration emphasizesdialogue betweenreligions and beliefs and education for
tolerance and understandin~ of me diverse "explanationsof memeaningoflife and
how to live accordingly'v' Freedom of expression is a vital right to enable mat
long term educationalprocess to succeed.

CONCLUSION
As with racist speech, me only safeguards mat laws prohibiting religious hate
speech will be applied to defend me freedom of religion or belief (including me
rights of minority religious groups) are to be found in democratic institutions,
includingan independentjudiciary. It is ultimatelymecourtswhichmustundertake
me task of ensuringin practice mat suchlaws are enforcedso as to balance the right
to freedom of expression and me right of individuals not to be me victims of
intolerance.However, where me law itself favours one creed, as where a religion
is establishedby me state, it is difficult to see how laws aimed at me elimination
of incitement and discriminationcan be other man ineffectiveat best and a source
of abuse of human rights at worst. In contrastto me duties of me state to condemn
theories of racial superiority and inferiority, me international standards do not
require countries to condemn me claims of religions to exclusive truth (although
they do require me elimination of any discriminationon me basis of religion or
belief, and me prohibition of bigotry and intolerance towards those who follow
different faiths),

33
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Whateverlegitimatejustificationscanbe advancedforrestrainingspeechmat
denigratesme beliefs of individuals,including on such grounds as me protection
of equality,religious freedom,public order and communityharmony,punishment
of speechbecause it chal1engesdoctrineor dogmaor insults God, religious figures
or authorities,or me state should be condemned as censorship. The existence of
offencessuch as blasphemyor insultto an establishedor paramountreligionshould
continueto be challenged.

PART Ill: Country Experiences
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RACIAL VILIFICATION: THE AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE

Kale Eastman
Racial vilification and racist violence have attracted a great deal of attention in
Australia in recent years. In 1991 the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission released its report on the National Inquiry into Racist Violence
(NIRV). The Inquiry, initiated by the Race Discrimination Commissioner, was in
response to the apparent increase in racist attacks on members of Australia's ethnic
community. The federal government has 'lcently announced that it would act on
the report's findings and change the law. State governments and broadcasting
authorities are also reviewing laws dealing with vilification. In short, both the law
and community attitudes are responding to a perceived need for change and better
means of dealing with racist violence.
The traditional approach to dealing with the problem of racial vilification has
relied on both criminal and civil laws. Anti-discrimination laws in more recent
times have created new statutory remedies providing avenues of complaint and
resolution by conciliation for victims of racist attacks. Racial vilification is used
here to describe public racist activities which include racist speech, graffiti,
statements, gestures, writings and publications which are intended to promote or
incite racial hatred.
Australia is a party to the Inte",,"!jonal Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR) and the International Covenant on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (CERD Convention). Both international treaties create internationallegal obligations for Australia to prevent racial discrimination.
This paper investigates the various approaches for dealing with the problem
of racial vilification in Australia by examining the anti-discrimination, civil and
criminal laws.
AUSTRALIA'S CONSTITUTION AND FEDERAL SYSTEM

Australia is governed as a federation. The Commonwealth of Australia consists of
a central government in Canberra, six state and two territory governments. The
Constitution delimits the powers between Canberra and the states. Section 51 of
the Constitution specifies the areas where the central government has power to
regulate, while the states pick up the remaining areas. In the event of a conflict
between federal and state laws, Section 109 of the Constitution stipulates that the
federal laws will prevail over any inconsistent state laws.
In 1900 when the Constitution was drafted, there was no concept of human
rights as we know it today. As a result, the protection of civil and political rights
was not specifically allocated to either the central government or to the states.
Unlike the USA and Canada, nations which also have a federal system of government, Australia does not constitutionally guarantee these rights by a Charter or Bill
of Rights.

1 SydneyMorningHerald, 16March1992;3.

In Australia, protection of human rights falls into the domain of international,
criminal civil and administrative law. Both Canberra and the states have responsibility. Canberra has attempted to minimize disparities between the states in the
area of human rights by relying on its constitntional "external affair~" power (~nder
Section 51) to implement international standards such as those mcluded m the
CERD Convention and the ICCPR, but made reservations to these Conventions to
cover situations when federal issues arise. The Commonwealth government's
power to enter into international treaties means that it must have the power to ensure
that Australia ~heres to its international obligations by implementing the relevant
domestic laws. The external affairs power does not act as a blanket for Canberra's
power to legislate. Human rights protection in Australia involves complex issues
of constitutional law in addition to the more general substantive and procedural
laws. The dual responsibility between Canberra and the states for human rights is
reflected in the myriad of laws at both the state and federal levels. There are often
many gaps in the law, and racial vilification is a typical example of where regulatory
power is not clearly attributed to either the states or the €ommonwealth.

THE FEDERAL RACIALDISCRIMINATIONACT
The Racial Discrimination Act (RDA) 1975 is a federal act which implements
Australia's obligations under the CERD Convention. The RDA makes discrimination unlawful on the grounds of race, colour, descent and national or ethnic origins
in the areas of equality before the law (Section 10), access to places and facilities
(Section 11), housing and accommodation (Section 12), provision of goods and
services (Section 13), the right to join trade unions (Section 14), employment
(Section 15), and advertisements (Section 16). It does not specifically cover the
area of racial vilification, although a provision to prohibit racial hatred was included
in the original Race Discrimination Bill? Racial vilification and racial violence is
not unlawful discrimination under the RDA and victims have no direct redress
under the RDA.

Rightsof Victims Underthe RDA
Discrimination is defined in Section 9(1) of the Act in identical terms to Article
1(1) of the CERD Convention. Unlawful discrimination is not a criminal offence;
rather, a person who is a victim of unlawful discrimination has the right to lodge a
complaint with the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC).
The right to complain is vested in the person aggrieved (victim) or by another person
acting on the aggrieved person's behalf.
Complaints are investigated by the Race Discrimination Commissioner. After
initial investigation the complaint will either be dismissed, if unfounded, or referred
to conciliation where all parties will be required to attend. The RDA provides the
Race Discrimination Commissioner with the power to use interim measures to
obtain information and documents and require compulsory attendance at concilia-

tion conferences. If a party fails to comply with any of the Race Discrimination
Commissioner's instructions that person may be liable to fines ranging from
Aus$ 1,000 to 10,000 (US$ 750 to 7,500).
Most disputes are resolved by conciliation resulting in a private, confidential
settlement. If the complaint is not settled by conciliation then the Race Discrimination Commissioner reports to HREOC which then conducts an inquiry into the
complaint. An inquiry is conducted in a quasi-judicial manner by hearing. The
adjudicator is usually the President or another Commissioner - the Human Rights
Commissioner, Sex Discrimination Commissioner or Privacy Commissioner. The
adjudicator's determination is not binding on the parties, and appeal to the federal
court is necessary to enforce the recommendations. Recommendations may include
an award of financial compensation to the victim of unlawful discrimination.

The National Inquiry Into RacistViolence (NIRV)
The Race Discrimination Commissioner also has power under the RDA to conduct
investigations or hold inquiries not arising from a complaint. The NIRV is an
example of the investigatory power into race related issues which may not fall under
the areas providing right of complaint. As the NIRV Report explains:
The National Inquiry into Racist Violence was initiated by the Human
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission following representations
to it about an apparent increase in the incidents of racially motivated
violence in Australia. In any society, racist violence is the most serious
expression of racism. The inquiries and investigation of racist violence
have, therefo{e, necessarily involved an examination of racism in our

community."
The NIRV found that the problem of racist violence needed to be addressed on
several levels. The report traces the history of racist violence in Australia, the
demographic history of racist violence against Australian Aborigines, people of
non-Anglo ethnic origin and people opposed to racism.
The report makes 18 findings which can be summarized as follows:
Racist violence, intimidation and harassment against Aboriginal people
is an endemic social problem resulting from racist attitudes and practices
which pervade public and private institutions. The problem is one of
racism in Australia rather than isolated acts of violence. (Findings 1-5.)
- Racist violence on the hasis of ethnic identity in Australia has not reached
the level experienced in other countries. Racist violence is usually perpetrated by young, male Anglo-Australians on the basis that the targets of
the racist intimidation and harassment are visibly different. (Findings
7-10.)
- In public places, the violence is unprovoked and on a "one-off' basis,
while neighbourhood incidents are often the result of sustained campaigns. (Findings 11-12.)
- Public authorities, on the who!e, do not respond effectively to reports of
racist violence. (Findings 14.)

2 Koowarta v, Bjelke-Peterson & Others (1982) 153 CLR 168. See also G Tr!ggs, "Australia's
Ratificationof theICCPR:EndorsementorRepudiation?".
31 lnt IandComparativeLawQuarterly
278 (t982).

4 Human RightsandEqualOpportunity Commission, Report ofNationalInquiryintoRacist Violence
in Australia (Canberra:AGPS, 1991),xvii.

3 P Bailey, HumanRighJs:Australiainan/nternationalContext(Butterworths,1990), 209~11.

5 Id. • '213, 2t9-220, 224.

The report concludesthat further legislationis requiredin orderto stem risingracist
vlotence'' as wel1as-1"implementAustralia's obligationsunder the ICCPR and the
CERD Convention.

The NIRV Reportand Freedomof Expression
Although the report details evidence of racial violence it contains very little
discussionabout the values of protectingfreedomof expressionor of the arguments
made by free expression proponents that limitationson racist speech (often a form
of political speech) could set dangerous precedents. Rather, the report focuses on
the acceptance of lirnitadons.onfreedom of expression in various contexts:
The Inquiry recognizes that this is a difficult area which requires the
strikingof a balance between conflictingrights and values.The right to
free speech, for example needs to be weighed against the value placed
on the rights of people from differentethnic backgrounds to enjoy their
lives free of harassment or violence. The evidence presented ·to the
Inquiry indicates that some people are deliberately inciting racial hostility and particularly in the case of racist graffitiand poster campaigns,
getting away with it. ... In recommending the amendment of the RDA
to prohibit the incitement of racial hostility, the Inquiry is not talking
about protectinghurt feelingsor injured sensibilities.Its concernis with
conduct with adverse affects on the quality of life and well-being of
individualsor groups who have been targetedbecause of theirrace. The
legislation would outlaw public expressions or acts of incitement, not
private opinions.Asin the caseof defamationlaws, thecontext,purpose
and effects of the words or material need to be considered before
determining whether or not they are exceptable under the Act. Saving
clauses shouldmake it clear that the legislationwillnot impedefreedom
of speech in the fol1owing forms: private conversation and jokes;
genuinepolitical debate; a fairreporting of issuesor events; literaryand
other artistic expression; and scientific or other academic opinions,
research or publications.
The threshold for prohibited conduct needs to be higher than expressionsof mereill-will to prevent the situationwhichoccurredin New
Zealand, where legislation produced a host of trivial complaints. The
Inquiry is of the opinion that the term "incitementof racial hostility"
conveys the level and degree of conduct with which the legislation
would be concerned.

Civil Remedies
The NIRV concluded ~at resort to civil remedies was "fraughtwith both legal and
practical difficulties". In particular, it stated that:

The Inquiry has found little, if any, evidenceto suggest that the victims
and targets of racist violence or harassment have had recourse to
existing remedies existing at common law for general forms of interference with rights to the integrity of the person's reputation or
property.',9
The civil remedies available to victims of racial vilificationinclude compensation
for defamation, assault, trespass and nuisance. Reliance on defamation laws in
Australiais difficult because of the costs involved in initiating civil litigation and
the time and court delays in reaching a resolution. At present defamation laws in
Australia are not uniform and are currently subject to review. Any reforms are
expectedto promote greater uniformityamong the states.

STATEANTI-DISCRIMINATIONLAWS
In May 1989, the New South Wales Parliament adopted the Racial Vilification
Amendmentto the NSW Anti-DiscriminationAct (ADA),the first law in Australia
to provide criminal and civil remedies for incitement to racial hatred.10The state
parliaments of Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia, Queensland and the
AustralianCapital Territory have enactedEqual Opportunityor Anti-Discrimination Acts. None, however, contain provisions which establish civil or criminal
remediesfor racial vilification.
The Tasmanian Anti-DiscriminationBill 1991, passed in the Lower House
of the Tasmanian Parliament on 15 November 1991,includes a racial vilification
provision, Section 18, which, if enacted, would create a civil cause of action for
any "public act that promotes OT expresses, on the ground of the race of a person
or a group of persons,hatred, :~rious contemptor ridicule of that person or group
of persons".
Western Australiarecentlyintroduceda bill which would makeracist harassmentunlawful. The Equal Opportunity AmendmentBill (yVA) 1991,which had a
secondreading on 28 November 199I, wouldprohibitracialharassmentin the areas
of employment, education and accommodation.Racist harassment under the bill
occurs when a person threatens, abuses, insults or taunts another person on the
groundof race and the target of the tauntsreasonablybelievesthat objectingto such
treatmentwould disadvantagehim or her in employment,educationor accommodation.
In August 1990 the WA Parliament passed the Criminal Code Amendment
(RacistHarassmentandIncitementtoRacial Hatred)Act 1990,makingit a criminal
offencefor a person possessingand/or publishingmaterial to incite racial hatred or
harassa racial group. Offencesare limited towritten or pictorialmaterial,including
posters,graffiti, signs, placards, newspapers, leaflets, handbills, writings, inscriptions,pictures, drawings or other visiblerepresentations.In September 1990 three
membersof the ultra-right wing AustralianNationalistMovement were convicted
of more than one hundred offences although, as of 1991,no prosecution under the
1990amendments had been initiated.

6 Id. 01269.
7 Id. 01294.

9 Id. 01277.

8 Id. 0129.

10 See Sharyn Ch'ang'sdiscussionofthe Amendmentin this section.

PROPOSALS FOR REFORM
The NIRV examined models of anti-racist legislation by looking at the United
Kingdom, Canada, United States of America, European civil law countries, New
Zealand, New South Wales Racial Vilification Legislation, Western Australian
Criminal Code Amendments and the former Human Rights Commission's proposals as models for new anti-racist legislation. The NIRV concluded that:
It has become necessary to take legislative action to outlaw certain kinds
of racist conduct. It is therefore now appropriate for Australia to take
steps to remove any qualification placed upon its ratification of the
CERD Convention and implement all obligations arising under it. 11
Accordingly, the NIRV recommended that the federal goyernment withdraw the
qualifications to full acceptance of the obligations under Article 4(a) of the [;ERD
Convention which the government had declared when it ratified the treaty! ,and
that it pursue the following legislative reforms:
Amendment of the Federal Racial Discrimination Act 1975 to prohibit
racist harassment and incitement of racial hostility, and to provide for civil
remedies similar to those already provided for racial discrimination.
Amendment of the Federal and State Crimes Act to enable courts to
impose higher penalties where there is a racist motivation or element in
the commission of an offence.
Extension of the prohibition of racial discrimination in the enjoyment or
exercise of human rights or fundamental freedoms in Section 9 of the RDA
to cover discrimination against those who have advocated against racism
and supported anti-racist causes, and inclusion of coverage for such
advocates in any new provisions for remedies for incitement of racial
hostility and harassment.
Amendment of the Federal Racial Discrimination Act to provide that
discrimination against or harassment of a person on account of that
person's religious beliefs be prohibited where the religion is commonly
associated with persons of a particular race or races or of a particular
ethnic group or groups and is used as a surrogate for discrimination or
harassment on the basis of race or ethnicity .13
The report also recommended changes in policy concerning education and community relations.

CONCLUSIONS
The Australian approach to dealing with racial vilification is extremely patchy in
terms of both the content of the law and the means of enforcement. There is a great
disparity between theorizing about what the law should be and what the law actually
is. There is confusion at the grass roots level as to whether acts of racial vilification
or racially motivated crimes should be treated as crimes or merely discrimination

11 Id. at 296.
12 See Annexe B for the text of Australia'sdeclarationon ratifyingtheCERDConvention.

13 NIRVReport,supra note 4, at 299-300.

subjecI to civil redress, and whether these matters should be dealt with publicly or
privately by conciliation.
The disparities may be a result of inaction by victims who are reluctant to
turn to the police and are unaware of statutory remedies. The NIRV recommendations are comprehensive but represent a clear preference for criminalizing racist
speech. Australia must be wary of adopting new criminal laws where it already has
ones which will deal with the problem. More evidence is needed of the effects of
conciliation as a means of resolving racial problems. Conciliation offers a quick,
cheap and relatively simple. means of resolution compared to expensive civil
litigation or public criminal action. Conciliation also provides the victims with
control over the direction and course of proceedings. It may provide more than just
financial compensation by facilitating harmonious community relations. The
"remedy" must fit the situation and circumstances of each incident.
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context of the radically unequal relations that operate between Aboriginal society
and the dominant non-Aboriginal society"."

AUSTRALIA: THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA IN PERPETUATING RACISM
ROLE OF THE MEDIA
Kitty Eggerking
RACISM IN AUSTRALIA

'fI.1eNlRV ~d RCADlC reports both address the role of the media in the perpetuanon of~c~s~. For NlRY, the m~ia "i~ central to shaping community attitudes"
play ~~ m c0n.'municating and soliciting the ideas,
and has a significant role
fears and ~~en~ents ~f racism and m informing and educating Australians about
eac~ o~er '. While noung the media's positive contribution "in exposing injustices
or hJgh~ghttng the problems faced by Aboriginal communities" as "a most important one, NlRV charactenzes the contnbution of the media in race relations in the
followmg manner:
The perpetuation a?d promotion of negative racial stereotypes, a tenden~y tow~?~ conflictual and sensationalist reporting on race issues and
an msen~lttvlty towards, and often ignorance of, minority cultures can
~ contn~ute to creattng a social climate which is tolerant of racist
Violence.
El1iott Johnston, Chairman of the Commission, on the other hand noted that there
had been:
a very. con~iderable change in treatment of Aboriginal people and
Abong.m~llssues by much of the media over the [two-year] life of the
Co~mlsslon .... Newspapers carry many more stories about Aboriginal
achielement, and they usually present it in quite a warm and supporting
way.
So~e ~0n.'mentators are of
view that racial stereotyping in the media is a form
of mstltuti?nal ~cis~. and not simply the result of the ignorance, lack of sensitivity
or ac~a~ bias of individual reporters. One Western Australian journalist wrote in a
submission to RCADIC:
Racial stereotyping and racism in the media is institutional not individual. That is, it re~ults from news values, editorial policies, from routines
of ?e,,:"s.gathering that are not in themselves racist or consciously
prejudicial, ... A story f~turing Ab?riginals [sic] is simply more likely
!,>.becove~~, or more.l~ely to survive sub-editorial revision or spiking
if It fits existing definitions of the sttuauon."
We at the Australian Centre for Independent Journalism agree with this view but
would a~d that th~ fail~e of i?diyidual journalists to uphold professional stan.furds
and th.e ~d?stry s ethical prmclples, as expressed in the Australian Journalists'
Ass~latton s Code of.~thics and the Australian Press Council's Principles, also
contri?utes to stereotypm~ and racism in the media. Studies of examples of racist
~rttng confirm that ~hb news criteria, insolent disregard of their audience,
madequate. news gat~enng (press releases from powerful interest groups all too
often formmg the mam source for a story) and insufficient attention to detail and

!l?

From the first days of white colonization racism has flourished in Australia. As one
commentator has noted, Australian racism is of two sorts, against two distinct
groups and for two distinct purposes:
We are dealing with two distinct, though interlocking, processes: the
first is the colonial land grab, which dispossessed the Aboriginal people,
and which was hased on physical and cultural genocide. The second is
the process oflabour recruitment, migration and settlement, necessary
first
to provide a workforce for an emerging industrial society.
process is one of destruction; the second is one ofincorporation.
Throughout the 200 years of white Australian history, racism has been part of the
national culture, and the tradition continues, as two important reports published in
1991 show. Both provide ample evidence of the harassment, discrimination and the
all-too-frequent racial hatred endured by Aboriginal people and migrants, particularly those from non-English speaking and non-Christian backgrounds.
One report was issued by the federal Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission (HREOC) following a two-year National Inquiry into Racist Violence
(NlRV). NlRV "was motivated by a widespread community perception that racist
attacks, both verbal and physical, were on the increase" in 1988, ironically thelear
of Australia's bicentenary, the official theme of which was "living together".
The other report is that of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody (RCADlC), convened in 1987 "in response to a growing public concern
that the deaths in custody of Aboriginal people were all too common and [that]
public explanations were ~o evasive to discount the possibility that foul play was
a factorin many of them". The report found that, in seven years from 1980 to 1987,
99 Aboriginal people died in police or prison custody, including 11 women, the
youngest of whom was 14 when she hanged herself in a cell. The mean age of these
99 people was 32; 43 of the 99 grew up away from their families, the result of
successive official policies of assimilation and integration.
The multi-volumed RCADIC report portrays in great detail and with great
empathy the patterns of discrimination, the lack of opportunities and the hopeless
circumstances of most Aboriginal people. While Aboriginal people make up one
per cent of the population, they represent 26.8 per cent of Australia's prison
population. According to the Commissioners, "race relations are at the heart of the
... deaths in custody of Aboriginal people", and the 99 deaths must be seen "in the
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nuance, on both an individual and an institutional basis, are among the chief causes
of racist reponing.
MEDIA REGULATION

Commercial radio and television is regulated by the Australian Broadcasting
Tribunal (AB'!), established by the Broadcasting Act 1942 (Commonwealth),
which conducts licence renewal hearings, upholds broadcasting standards and has
formal procedures for complaint resolution. Section l6(1)(d) of the Broadcasting
Act provides that it is a function of the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal to, among
other things: "determine the standards to be observed by licensees in respect of the
broadcasting ... of programmes."
Pursuant to this directive the Tribunal has set certain programme standards
which include: Interim Television Programme Standards (lTPS), 12 September
1991 (regulating licensees of commercial television stations); Radio Programme
Standards (RPS), 12 September 1991 (regulating licensees of commercial and
public radio stations); and Children's Television Standards (CTS), 18 June 1991
(regulating licensees of commercial television stations in the transmission of
children's programmes and advertisements). These programme standards include
proscriptions against the transmission of any programme which:
(a) is likely to incite or perpetuate hatred against, or
(b) gratuitously vilifies, any person or group on the basis of ethnicity,
nationality, race, gender, sexual preference, religion or physical or
mental disability (ITPS 3 and RPS 3); or
(c) may "demean any person or group on the basis of ethnicity, nationality,
race, gender, sexual preference, religion, or mental or physical disability" (CTS 10).
The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), an independent, government-financed corporation modelled on the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), is
regulated under its own legislation. Nonetheless, it is required to take account of
the ABT standards. ' The Special Broadcasting Service, established in 1980 to
provide multicultural television and multilingual radio services for minority communities at present is held accountable by provisions contained in the Broadcasting
Act, but soon will have legislative status similar to that of the ABC.
In keeping with the British tradition, the press has long resisted government
regulation, and instead subscribes to self-regulation through the Australian Press
Council (APC). The Aims, Principles and Complaints Procedure of the Australian
Press Council (1989) includes the following in its charter: "The publication of
material disparaging or belittling individuals or groups by reference to their ... race,
nationality, colour or country of origin ... is a breach of ethical standards."
In addition the Australian Journalists' Association (representing 90 per cent
of full-time journalists) is supposed to hold its members in check through adjudication of alleged breaches of its Code of Ethics.
For residents of New South Wales (NSW) an additional avenue for complaints regarding matters of race, including against the media, is the Racial
Vilification Amendment, discussed by Sharyn Ch'ang in this section.

9

Australian Broadcasting CorporationAct 1983. Section 6(ii).

COMPLAINTS AGAINST THE MEDIA

Of the ~undry b<J:diesand mechanisms charged with regulating the media and witl
redressmg the gnevan~es of the public, only the ABT and the APe publicize detail!
of resolved cases. In .Its 14 years of operation through 1991, the APe received 1
total o~ 3,230 complm~ts~ 15 per cent of which it has decided to adjudicate. Of the
approxImately 480 adjudicated cases, some 56 concerned the issue of race, and 01
these 21 were upheld.
. C1~use 8 of !he. ~'~ 1!inciples states that "the publication of material
di~ara~ng o.r belittJmg individuals or groups by reference to their sex, race,

nabonal,ty ... ISa breach of ethical standards". On occasion however the APe has
Aboriginal
shown that it ~as a limited understanding of the concept of racism.
group comp~?,ned ~ the APe over the use of the word "black" in a headline. While
noung ~t "care IS needed in the use of the word 'black' to avoid any racist
connotauon , the APe stated the following as a reason for avoiding the term'
The Press Council agrees that the use of the tenn "Blacks" to descnbe .
Aborigines may be inappropriate because so many Aboriginal people
are of mixeddescentand could not be accuratelydescribedasbeing black to
It should be ~oted .that part o~ the Aboriginal definition of Aboriginality includes
anyone who Identifies as bemg Aboriginal. Thus, the very act of assessing the
degree of blackness may be perceived as racist:
~esitation o? the part of the dominant culture to classify part-Aborigmes as Abo':'gJn~s can be ~tter understood in terms of the racist nature
of race relationsin Australia and political strategy. It
The Australian Broadc~ng Tribunal received 12 333 complaints during the
fiv~-year period ~nding in June 1990. Of these, 1,860 were complaints about
raCIsm,.although It should be noted that in one year alone, 1987-1988, 1,638
complmnts were lodged against one Sydney talk-back show host, Ron Casey, who
conducted a personal campaign against Asian immigration. t2Removing this anomaly, the average number of racist complaints per year was 44, or around 2 per cent
of total complaints,
Comp!aints against another Sydney talk-back host, John Laws, present an
even more mstructive example of how race relations are handled because Laws
~h~lenged the ABT's authority all the way to the High Court. In March 1987 Laws,
m eight separate programmes, commented on Aboriginal policy, culminating in an
extraOJ;dmariIyrude exchange with an Aboriginal caller:
I 11tell you what, Stewart, I think that you are so typical of so many of
yo~ ~ce: You're belligerent, you're a bully, you're a loud mouth,
you re 111
mformed and you're plain bloody stupid.
Complaints were lodged with the ABT, and in November 1987 the Tribunal "found
that Laws had breached broadcasting standards on three days in March" and also

An

to APe, Annual Report (1989), 53.
It JRnIlORobi,l!son'(p"Thrthe
Pcolitie;s
of Identity",in J Sherwood(ed.), MulliculturalEducation:Issues and
va IOns e

: reatIVeResearch.1981).127.

12 In two 1987 programmes, Casey referredto staffin Chineserestaurantsas "chinks"and "weeds"
jggested that.vlOlencetowardssuch staffwas a~ropriate andreferredto Japaneseas "rottenlittl~
~t eyed devils to the NorthSC~wlDg us down'. The ABT foundthatCaseyhadbreachedRadio
gramme Standard3 (RPS 3) ID bcih programmesand ordered thatall of his futurebroadcasts
wereto be subjectedto a 100secondume lag beforegoing to arr witha seniorjournalisthavingthe
~~:ri~o~uldU~ g:r~~aterial by pressinga "dumpbuUo~" beforeany potentiallyoffending

announced that it would conduct an inquiry. In February 1988 Laws launched an
appeal against both decisions under the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review)
Act in the federal court, which found in favour of Laws. The ABT appeal'iq to the
full bench of the federal court, which overturned the earlier decision. Laws
sought, and was granted, leave to appeal to the High Court, which dismissed the
appeal in July 1991.
Following the High Court's decision, the ABT again announced an inquiry,
calling for submissions on how to deal with Laws. The President of the NSW
Anti-Discrimination Board sought leave to intervene in the ABT inquiry on the
ground that breach ofRPS 3 created the elfments of an offence under Sections 20C
1
and 20D of the Anti-Discrimination Act, In November 1991, a federal co~~ held
that the President did not have standing to intervene in ABT proceedings. This
case illustrates the problem of numerous regulators in overlapping fields; it is to be
hoped that, in time, their roles will be clarified and their actions better co-ordinated.

CONCLUSION
The Press Council does not believe that it is the press's function "10 educate society
on what is politically correct", and its chairman, David Flint, further argues "that
an accounting body cannot direct the press towards what it believes to be a
politically correct agenda, however noble, however sincere" .16Yet, clearly, as the
outcry against Ron Casey shows, the community at large is tired of ill-informed
and racist outbursts. Perhaps society is in a position to educate the media. It is no
longer acceptable to insist on blanket freedom of expression; that expression must
be qualified and balanced against other, sometimes competing, rights and obligations, in this case the right to be free from racial vilification and defamation.
Professor Flint's fears of an omnipotent "accounting body" are clearly unfounded
if the ABT's approach to inquiries and complaint handling is any indication.
Regulation through an official body at least guarantees access to the courts, whereas
anyone wishing to pursue a complaint through the APC must waive his or her right
to legal action. An umbrella "accounting body", however, does not need to be a
statutory body. What is necessary, from the public's point of view, is that there be
one body to deal with complaints quickly and effectively.
The Australian Centre for Independent Journalism is currently developing a
training manual which will discuss and re-evaluate issues of professionalism as
well as alert journalism students and young journalists to Australia's cultural
diversity and to the different issues and problems confronting minority groups. By
such means we hope to nurture a new generation of journalists, though we are also
keenly aware of the need to encourage editors and other senior personnel to
re-assess their practices. We are encouraged in this endeavour by the fact that both
the NIRV and RCADIC reports, released subsequent to the commencement of our
project, recommend the inclusion in journalism courses of issues of cultural
diversity.

13 SeeLaws v. ABT (1988) 81 ALR 372; (1990)93 ALR 735.

Chapter11
LEGISLATING AGAINST RACISM:
RACIAL VILIFICATION LAWS IN NEW SOUTH WALES 1

SharynCh'ang
INTRODUCTION

The Anti-Discrimination (Racial Vilification) Amendment Act No 48 of 1989
(hereafter "Racial Vilification Amendment") came into operation in New South
Wales on 1 October 1989 as an amendment to the Anti-Discrimination Act 1977
(NSW) (hereafter "the Act"). It was the first law in Australia to declare vilification
on the ground of race to be unlawful. Serious racial vilification is made a criminal
offence and less serious acts are made subject to civil or administrative remedies.
Until adoption of this Amendment, victims of racial vilific~tion in Australia had
no specific remedy under any state or Commonwealth laws.
In Australia, where multiculturalism is a declared policy of, and publicly
advocated by the Australian government.' racial conflict of whatever cause is
incompatible with such policies and contrary to the aim of maintaining law and
order in society. In recognition of this, and in the wake of Australia's increasing
racial, ethnic and cultural diversity resulting from ongoing immigration programmes, the primary intention of the NSW government's introduction of the
Racial Vilification Arn~.dment was for the provision of appropriate remedies to
redress racially vilifying conduct in the short and longer term, and reinforce the
concept of the social unacceptability of racial vilification. 4
The debate concerning the introduction of the racial vilification law was
predictably controversial. Despite the bipartisan support for the bill and the consistent backing from racial, ethnic, Aboriginal, Jewish, Islamic and Asian organizations, it took nearly two years to finalize and pass into law. During this time, the
antagonists challenged the philosophy of "legislating" against racism, and expressed their fear concerning the infringement of free speech. The resulting
amendment is therefore the product of extensive political and social consultation.
Two years have passed since the introduction of the Racial Vilificatio~
Amendment in NSW. Other states in Australia are following NSW's initiative,
The assistance of the NSW Anti-Discrimination Board is gratefullyacknowledged.However, the
views expressed are solely thoseof the author.

2 OtherAustralianlawsprovideremediesforracialdiscrimination,
e.g., Antl-DiscrimlnarionAct 1977
(N~W) and Racial DiscriminationAet 1975(Cth[Commonwealth});
forindividualdefamatione.g.,
Defamation Act 1974 (NSW)jandfursuchcrimesas offensive languageandsedition e.g., StX:lion
24D ofthe Crimes Act 1974 (Cth).
'
3 "Multiculrurallsm'' is a.comflex socialandpolicy conceptconnotingbothadescriptionof Australian
~clety an~ a prescnpuon 0 how Australiansoughtto behave. Itis relativelyrecentpolicy, defined
ID .~e National AB~nda for a Multicu:llUral
Austral,iapublishedby the Departmentof the Prime
Minister and Cabinet, Office of Multicultural Affairs (AGPS 1989). The Agendaincludesthree
aspects:culturalidentity,socialjustice,and:economicefficiency.

14 See SharynCh'ang's discussion of Sections 20C and20D in the following essay.

4 JohnDowd. thenAttorney-Generalfor NSW, SecondReadingSpeech,Hansard,NSW Legislative
Assembly,7491 (4 May 1989).

15 Mark v, Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, decision by Mr Justice Davies, unreported (22 Nov.
1991).

5 See discussionby KateEastmanof variousstatelaws andproposals.in this section.

16 APe Newsletter (Aug. 1991),3.
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Hounslow of the NSW Public Interest Advocacy Centre:
The resilientoldroots of prejudice and destructivenationalism arebeing
fed by many streams - by the agendas of the New Right and the Old
Right, and the spread of certain forms of extremely conservative fundamentalist Christianity. We are witnessing a resurgence in neo-Nazi
activity, including the crudest forms of racism being directed against
Asian and Jewish people. The League of Rights is still extremelyactive
especially in rural areas, promoting racial theories similar to those of
the Nationalist Government of South Africa or the former Nazi regime
of Germany, opposing non-white immigration and fanning the flames
of homophobia, anti-Semitism and nationalism ....
The leaders of these forcesare well organized.They have developed
an extensive network of political, religious and social groups, putting
out vast quantities of material and investinglots of time and energy at
grass roots level to convince people that their warped vision and ideas
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are rational and relevant to our time. When the more respectable
purveyors of subtle forms of racism (the Howards,Ruxtons, Morgans
and B4jineys) are added to this landscape, the picture looks grim
indeed.
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key objectives of the draft legislation
- to provide redress for victims of serious forms of racial vilification - not
covering trivial matters such as racist jokes;
to provide protection for members of all racial and ethnic groups - notjust
minority groups as was initially recommended in the first draft of the
legislation;9
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to provide a first line of redress for racial vilification by means of
conciliation and education in order to promote a quick and harmonious
resolution of complaints;
- to prosecute criminally only serious racially offensive conduct;
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;
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unique experience of the ADB in the area of racial discrimination generally, and the likelihood that most instances of racial vilification would
come first to the attention of the ADB, that the ADB's direct involvement
was both logical and essential.

7 B Hounslow, "TheNew Racial VilificationLegislationin NSW",

139 Civil Liberty 3 (Christmas

t989).

8 NIRVReport,supra note 5.
48. MuWculturalism:CriminalLaw
6 See AustralianLaw Reform Commission,DiscussionPaper
and EqualOpportunityCommission
(May 1991) (x)-(xi) andPart 4, 32-45; and HumanRights
hereafter "NIRV Report,1
Report of Natwnal Inquky in/a Racist Violence III Australia,
(AGPS:Canberra, 1991).
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RACIALVILIFICATION· AN OVERVIEWOF THE NSW LEGISLATION
Reflecting the NSW government's objectives outlined above, the 1989 Amendment
to the NSW Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 established two causes of action: a civil
action rendering vilification on the ground of race unlawful (Section 2OC), and a
criminal offence of serious racial vilification (Section 20D).

Section20C: Elementsof an UnlawfulAct
Section 2OC(1) of the Act declares:
It is unlawful for a person, by a public act, to incite hatred towards,
serious contempt for, or severe ridicule of, a person or group of persons,
on the ground of the race of the person or members of the group.
Section 2OC(2) exempts certain activities and provides that the following are not
unlawful:
(a) a fair report of a public act referred to in subsection (1); or
(b) a communication or the distribution or dissemination of any matter
comprising a publication referred to in Division 3 of Part 3 of the
Defamation Act 1974 [absolute privilege] or which is otherwise subject
to a defence of absolute privilege in proceedings for defamation; or
(c) a public act, done reasonably and in good faith, for academic, artistic,
scientific or research purposes or for other purposes in the public
interest, including discussion or debate about and expositions of any act
or matter.
In order for an action to be wotected on one of these grounds it must be done
reasonably and in good faith. 0
The government explained that the Section 20C(2) exceptions were included
"to achieve a balance between the right to free spee~h and the right to an existence
free from racial vilification and its attendant harms" . 1 However, some critics views
these exceptions as an overly liberal compromise which favours freedom of speech
at the cost of considerably diminishing the protective benefit the racial vilification
legislation could potentially confer.

Section200: Elementsof a CriminalOffence
Section 2OD(I) declares:
A person shall not, by a public act, incite hatred towards, serious
contempt for, or severe ridicule of, a person or group of persons on the
ground of the race of the person or members of the group, by means
which include
(a) threatening physical harm towards, or towards any property of, the
person or group of persons; or
(b) inciting others to threaten physical harm towards, or towards any
property of, the person or group of persons.

The maxir~lUm penalties for violating Section 20D(I) are: for an individual, 10
penalty units (1 penalty unit = A$100/US$77), 6 months' imprisonment or both:
and for a corporation, 100 penalty units.
'
, .The obvious differences between Section 20C and Section 20D are the
additlon~l.element of a tJ:reat of or actual physical harm to a person(s) or property;
the requisue element of mte?t for the Section 20D criminal offence; and the lack
of any statutory defence against an offence for serions racial vilification.
. In keepi?g with the aim of th~ legislation to prosecute criminally only very
senous .0~e.nsIVe conduct, and to maintain a clear distinction between the functions
of conciliation and prosecution, a person cannot be prosecuted for an offence under
Section 2~D(I) withont the consent of the Attorney-General of NSW (who may
delegate his power of ~onsent to the Director of Public Prosecutions for NSW) npon
reference by the President of the ADB. If a decision is made by the President to
refer a J.Ilatterto ~e Attorney-General, the President must immediately advise the
complainant of ~IS or ~er right to request the President to refer the complaint to the
Equal Opportunity Tn~unal (EOT) fo.rjudicial determination. From this point, the
ADB ~an play no part m the prosecution process and is limited to an advisory and
reporting role.

Determinationof a RacialVilificationComplaint:Conciliation Civil
Actionor Prosecution
•
Detenninati~n

of al'3;cial vilific~tion complaint is generally a multi-step process.
Following receipt of a wntten complaint from a person (or representative
body on behalf~f a I1~e<! pe~son) of a vilified racial group, the ADB President
f'!st conduct,San mv.es\,gatl~n mto t!Jecomplaint (pursuant to Section 89). The Act
gIVe~ no guidance ~n defining an investigation, nor does it grant the ADB any
special powers, for instance, to compel the production of docmnents or the giving
?f statements ~nder oath. 12 However, investigative activity has been understood to
include checking w~ether the ~om~l~,nt i,s covered by the legislation; deciding
whether the allegations of racial vilification can be substantiated' and then if
appropriate, obtaining witness statements, informing the respondenis (if identifiable) of th~ alle8ations of racial vilification and seeking the respondents' reply to
the allegations.
After this initial investigation, but prior to any attempt to resolve the complaint by conciliation, 14 Section 89B(I) of the Actrequires the President to consider
whether an offence may have been committed under Section 20D.
If the Preside~t considers that the evidence does not support a criminal charge
and that the,c?mplaInt may be resolved by conciliation, the President must endeavour .c~ncIlIate the matt.e~ (~ection 92(1)). If a complaint cannot be resolved by
conciliation, or any conciliation attempt ISunsuccessful, the President must refer

'?

12 ~~)~k. "IsConciliationof Racial VilificationComplaintsPossible1".WithoutPrejudiceS (June
13 In£An0,nnD~tio~ .obt~ined in discussion with Nancy Hennessy, Senior Legal Officer, NSW
u- rscnmmauon Board(November1991).

10 Id, at 7490,
11 Id,

14 ~nc~liation is th' e namegivento thegeneralprocessof settlingconflictby bringingdisputingparties
get er to reach a voluntaryandmutuallysatisfactoryagreement.

the complaint to the EOT together with a report relating to any inquiries made by
the President into the complaint (Section 94).
If at any time during the consideration of a complaint by the President or the
EOT, the complaint is considered to be "frivolous, vexatious, misconceived,
lacking substance, or for any other reason should not be entertained", the President
or the EOT has the power to decline or dismiss the complaint (under Section 90(1)
or Section 111(1)).
11is notable that during the period from 1 October 1989 to 30 June 1991,
although 781 written complaints of unlawful racial vilification were lodged with
the President, none were referred by the President to either the EOT for civil
adjudication or to the NSW Attorney-General for criminal prosecution.
If the President considers that an offence may have been committed under
Section 20D, the President must refer the complaint to the Attorney-General for
NSW (Section 89B(2)). Such referral must be made within 28 days of receipt of
the complaint (Section 89B(3)). Once a referral to the Attorney-General is made,
the President may not endeavour to resolve the complaint.by conciliation, However,
the President is required to notify the complainant of the referral to the AttorneyGeneral and of the complainant's right to require the President to refer the complaint
to the EOT for civil adjudication. The EOT may stay an inquiry into the civil
component of the complaint until any proceedings for the alleged criminal offence
have been completed.
If the Attorney-General decides to prosecute, the case is decided summarily
by a single magistrate of a local court (Section 125). If the Attorney-General decides
not to prosecute, the civil component of the complaint is referred back to the EOT
for civil adjudication.
After holding an inquiry into a racial vilification complaint, if the EOT finds
the complaint substantiated, the EOT has the power to order the respondent to:
- publish an apology in respect of the complaint; and/or
.
publish a retraction in respect of the complaint (pursuant to Section
113(b)(iiia)); and/or
develop and implement a programme or policy aimed at eliminating
unlawful discrimination (pursuant to Section 113(b)(iiib)); and/or
pay damages to a complainant, with an upward limit of A$40,OOO(Sections 113(2) and (3)).
Where either a retraction and/or an apology are ordered, the EOT may also give
directions concerning the time, form, extent and manner of publication. The
intention underlying the terms of such power is to allow the EOT to tailor its orders
to the perceived needs and resources of the respondent and contribute to the public
education aim of the racial vilification legislation. The EOT's power to direct how
damage awards, if any, are to be applied, for instance, funding of an education
programme, also ensures that the social education function of the legislation is not
t5
lost by awarding large damages to individuals.
The scope and flexibility of the remedies for racial vilification are very similar
to some of the current and previous recommendations concerning remedies for
defamation as reviewed by various Australian federal and state law reform bodies.
For example, in 1979, the Australian Law Reform Commission recommended that

court-ordered corrections - which would enable a judge to specify the content and
details of the time, form, extent and manner of publication of the correction - be
included as a discretionary remedy in a defamation proceeding. In 1991, a joim
review of defamation laws by the Attorneys-General of Queensland, New Soutl
Wales and Victoria proposed court-recommended correction statements as ar
a,IternativetlPthe rising levels of monetary damages frequently awarded in defama
non cases. 11was acknowledged that "correction statements promptly inserted 0]
broadcast by a publisher may be very effective in partially, or even in some cases
fully, restoring reputation and assuaging damaged feelings".17
The NSW Defamation Bill 1991 now incorporates a proposal for court-reoommended correction statements. Given the similar nature of damage arising frorr
defamation and racial vilification - namely, injury to reputation - the convergence
in approach to remedy is a welcome recognition of that similarity.

ANALVSIS OF THE ELEMENTSOF SECTIONS20C'ANO200
In addition to the arguably broad exceptions in Section 2OC(2), there are severa
other preconditions which must be satisfied before alleged acts of racial vilificatior
will be found unlawful or criminally sanctionable. The following comments are
equally applicable to both sections 20C and 20D.
What Constitutes a "Public Act"?
The alleged act must be a "public act", defined in Section 20B of the Act to include:
(a) any form of communication to the public, including speaking, writing,
printing, disllaying notices, broadcasting, telecasting, screening and
playing of taIles or other recorded material; and
(b) any conduct (not being a form of communication referred to in paragraph (a)) observable by the public, including actions and gestores and
the wearing or displaying of clothing, signs, flags, emblems and insig-

nia;and
(c) the distribution or dissemination of any matter to the public with
knowledge that the matter promotes or expresses hatred towards,
serious contempt for, or severe ridicule of, a person or group of persons
on the ground of the race of the person or members of the group.
The conduct encompassed by the racial vilification law is clearly intended to be
limited to "public" acts and does not include communications or other conduct in
private, such as over-the-back fence or telephone communication between lwC
individuals. However, despite the apparent detail with which "public act" is
defined, its coverage remains ambiguous due to the law's failure to define the word
"public". There are at least three possible interpretations.
The broadest interpretation of "public" would include communication 0]
conduct heard or witnessed by a third person (who arguably must be of a different
race to the person being vilified, see below) in a private environment, e.g., at a
person's home. Alternatively, such communication or conduct must be before a
16 Attorneys-General of Queensland.NSW and Victoria, Reform of Defamation Laws Discussion
Paper No. 2 (199t).

15. NSW Government,Discussion Paper on Racial Vilification and Proposed Amendments to the
Anti-DiscriminationAct 1977 (December 1988), 4.

17/d. at para 7.1.
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third person, but not in a totally private setting, e.g., in a restaurant. Third, "public"
may require the communication or conduct to be to the public at large, e.g., ~e
soapbox preacher in the public park. Publications and broadcasts by the media
obviously fall within the category of public acts, while conversations solely
between neighbours do not.
Based on ADB data over the 21 month period from 1 October 1989 to 30
June 1991, the second most identifiable source of offender against whom racial
vilification complaints were lodged (the first being the media, discussed below) are
complaints classified by the ADB as arising in the context of neighbour disp~tes.
Complaints in this category accounted for 12 of 72 (16.6 percent) of th~ wntten
complaints in the first nine months (period 1) of the Amendment's operation (oral
complaints were recorded only beginning with Period 2). Neighbour comp1amts
increased to 20.2 percent (19 of 94) of the written complaint.sin the next 12 m~nths
(period 2), and accounted for 47 of the 314 oral complamts (the largest smgle
category, with only 36 oral complaints made against the me.dia).This r~present~ an
increase in the incidence of neighbour complaints from Penod I to Period 2 which,
if the trend continues, may warrant closer examination.
11is not assumed that all these complaints have in fact been accepted by the
ADB as falling within the ambit of racial vilification. However, the President is
duty-bound to investigate all written complaints and it would be ofinterest to know
how these complaints have been handled. Have they been withdrawn by the
complainant, declined 18 or conciliated by the President, or handled otherwise? .
Such information was not available at the time of writing. However, It IS
understood that most complaints falling into the Neighbour Disputes category have
been declined by the President pursuant to Section 90(1) on the basis that they are
lacking in substance. 19This is partly because, in neighbour dispute cases, "the racial
taunts and abuse often flow during heated arguments about something other than
the racial background of the protagonists", for instance, the overhanging tree
branches, sm~e from the barbecue next door or water run-off from the property
up the street. Such complaints are therefore unlikely to fall within the :'o~ t!Je
ground of race" element of the causes of action. While there have been no judicial
decisions in relation to racial vilification, it has been held in relation to other
disputes that "on the ground of' means that the actionable consideration (race) must
have a "proximate bearing" on the act charged as discrimination. Moreover, race
must have a "causally operative effect upon the decision to commit or the committing of the act of discrimination".zl The legislation therefore appears to require the
identification of race as a primary cause of the racial vilification complaint.
A second difficulty with the Neighbour Disputes category of complaints is
that even if the complaint discloses a racially vilifying act, the act often occurs
between two individuals outside the presence of any third person or of any third
person of a qualifying status (that is, of a different race to the person vilified). The
ADB has no authority to pursue complaints of such nature.
18 "Declined"means that the President is satisfied that the complaint is frivolous, vexatious,
misconceived,lackingin substanceorfor some otherreasonshould'not be entertained.
19 Nancy Hennessy, supra note 13 (November1991).
20 S Mark,supra note 11.
21 Director-Generalof Education & Anor v.Breen & Others (1984),EOC92..015,No. 75,429 (Street,
0).

Complaints falling into the category of Neighbour Disputes are therefore
frequently candidates forreferral by the ADB to Community Justice Centres (CJC)
for resolution. CJCs provide an alternative to court adjudication. They deal with
minor criminal or civil disputes by medication. When a complainant has not yet
been through a local CJC, this may be a satisfactory alternative. However, in those
instances where the CJC has failed to resolve a problem and a complainant then
seeks redress via the offices of the ADB, the complainant will find that there exists
no satisfactory legal remedy.
Although the government purpose excluded trivial acts of racial vilification
when delimiting the objectives of the racial vilification law, given the apparently
high incidence of complaints in the Neighbour Disputes category, does this lack of
remedy reveal a shortcoming of the amendments? At the very least, the data
discloses an area of social conflict which warrants consideration as to the efficacy
of some remedial action. The NSW government enquiry could usefully research
and address this question.

Incitement
In addition to being "public", an act, to constitute vilification, must "incite" hatred
of or contempt for the complainant. At least one other person must be present of a
different "race" than the potentially vilified complainant who might be incited to
hate the race of the complainant. There is otherwise no cognizable damage or cause
for compensation.
Thus, if racially vilifying statements were made by one person to, say, twenty
people of the same "race" in a public park, therefore meeting the "public act"
criterion, unless one accepts an argument that a person can be incited to hate his or
her own race, there is again no sanctionable act of racial vilification. 22 Such an
interpretation poses a severe constraint upon the potential of the Amendment and,
accordingly, some critics urge that merely expressing hatred towards a person or
group of persons on the ground of race should be punished as well as acts which
"incite" or "promote" hatred. Indeed, Sections 20C and 20D of the original draft
Anti-Discrimination (Amendment) Bill 1989 made it unlawful for a person, by a
public act "to promote or express hatred towards ..." rather than "incite hatred
towards ..." This more broadly defined activity of "promoting or expressing" racial
hatred would overcome the requirement of incitement of a third person ofa different
race than the complainant, without changing the spirit, purpose and operation of
the racial vilification law.

severityof the RacialVilification
A third prerequisite for legal action is for the public act to incite "hatred towards,
serious contempt for, or severe ridicule of' the complainant. The severity of the
racial vilification required to constitute even a civil wrong reflects the government's

intentionnot "tocover mattersof a trivialnature".However,it is not clear what
degree of severity is in fact legally redressable. Racial jokes, said with the lightheartedness of socially undiplomatic people, were not within the contemplation of
22 J Seeman, "RacialVilificationLegislationandAnti-Semitismin NSW: TheLikely Impactof the
Amendment",12 Sydney Law Review 596 (1990).

the legislation. At the other extreme, racially vilifying acts with a likelihood of
inciting or threatening violence are clearly covered.
Severity, and its varying degrees, is obviously subjective, and the context of
the public act is therefore important. Factors to be considered include the place
where the act occurred, what was said or done before and after the act, the general
social environment (for instance, during the Gulf crisis in 1991, there was an
increase in the number of reported complaints); and the style of the language or
flamboyancy of the conduct (for instance, one would expect cartoons and humorous
articles to be less likely to constitute racial vilification than blunt editorial comment,
but this may depend upon the depiction in the cartoon and even its juxtaposition to
other material in the publication).

"Race"- A ContemporaryDefinition
An understanding of the breadth of the meaning of "race" is pivotal to the cause of
action for racial vilification. Summarizing the essence of the complicated definitional problem, Colin Tatz, Professor of Politics at Macquarie University explains:
acts committed against groups because of their religion, ethnic origin
or culture are of the same order and species of behaviour as acts
committed in the name of race. Race-ism is a common and intuitively
understood term. It comes more easily off the tongue than ethnic-ism,
cultural-ism, religious-ism, tribal-ism. It is vital that we do not confine
the concept and practice of racism to action involving only people of
different physical (that is, anatomical) races. 23
Section 4 of the NSW Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 broadly defines "race" as
including "colour, nationality and ethnic or national origin". This definition roughly
follows that set forth in the CERD Convention, namely, that "race" includes
"colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin".24 While Section 4's ambit is broad,
concern has been voiced that it may not include what has been referred to in the
1988 Discussion Paper on Racial Vilification as "ethno-religious" groups. However, both John Dowd, the then-Attorney General of NSW, and Steve Mark, the
ADB President, were of the opinion that precedents from New Zealand and Great
Britain, ruling that Jews are to be recognized as a "race" for purpoz"fsof protection
against racial discrimination and incitement, should be followed.
Moreover, the Human Rights Commission has stated that, in cases where
"race" may be at issue, it is likely that a comz\llainant's genuine self-proclamation
of racial or ethnic origin would be accepted.

Individualand GroupRacialVilification
Unlike defamation law which protects the reputation only of individuals, theRacial
Vilification Amendment recognizes attacks upon "a person or group of persons".

Section 88 of the 1977 Act allows a "representative body" to lodge a complaint on
behalf, and with the consent, of an individual or individuals of the racial group
concerned (discussed below).
The "of the racial group concerned" requirement for lodging a complaint
means that only a member or members of the vilified racial group may lodge a
complaint. The Crown Solicitor's Office has reportedly advised the ADB that
Section 88(1) does not require that complaints be filed by, or on behalf of, the direct
"victim" of racial vilification; the complainant must merely be a member of the
vilified racial group?7 However, this condition automatically precludes persons of
a non-vilified racial group, who may well be affronted or offended by racist acts,
from directly benefiting from the Racial Vilification Amendment. Indeed, the ADB
has received some complaints and inquiries from individuals about racially offensive "public acts", e.g., racially vilifying posters in a public place, but because such
complainants were not of the racially vilified group, the ADB had no formal
authority to investigate the complaint. This appears somewhat contrary to the spirit
of the racial vilification legislation which was enacted to educate the public and to

reduceracialtensionin society.
The Australian ~w Reform Commission (ALRC), in its 1979 report on
defamation and privacy, 8 was unable to arrive at a unanimous view on the question
of group defamation. While the Commission received a number of submissions
from ethnic community groups in favour of a proposal for allowing group defamation, and two members of the Commission supported a provision for permitting a
member of a group to obtain an order for correction, declaration or injunction (bul
not damages) in respect of group defamation, the Commission's final view in
relation to group defamation was that the advantages of sanctioning generalizer
racial slurs and the educative value of legislation did not outweigh the difficulties
of providing an apt remedy and the risks of abuse of the law by feuding racial 0]
religious groups.
The provision of a representative complaint mechanism for racial vilificatior
is therefore relatively innovative. While it is clear that the majority of verbal aru
written racial vilification complaints received by the ADB have been lodged bl
individuals, a number of written complaints have been lodged by representative
bodies (although the ADB was unable to provide the precise numbers).
The inclusion of a mechanism enabling organizations to file reprcsentativi
complaints was predicated on the assumption that many individuals lack tlu
confidence to complain directly to a government organization, particularly in racia
vilification cases, where individuals may be hampered by difficulties with th'
English language and may be further deterred by the often intimidating nature 0
racial vilification. These potential complainants often need the assistance of ~hei
own community organizations to aid them in the complaint making proccss'
While this assumption was reasonable, the apparently low incidence c
complaints lodged by representative bodies raises several questions: for example
do potential and actual individual complainants know that their complaint may b
lodged by a representative body? Are such organizations in fact able to assist th

23 C Tatz,"TheEvil of Racism",15 AustralianJournalof ForensicScience 67 (1983).
24 See B.W. Vierd!8. The Concept of Discriminationin InternationallAw with Special Reference to
HumanRights ('lhe Hague:MartinusNijhoff, 1973),90.

27 NSW Anti-DiscriminationBoard,Racial VilificationPolicy-Document(15 July 1991).

25 See King-AnselIv.Police [197912NZLR531; Mandla v. DowelILee [198213 WLR 932. on appeal
[1983]2 WLR 620.

28 ALRC.Report No. 11, UnfairPublication: Defamationand Privacy (1979).

26 HumanRightsCommissionAnnualReport (1981-1982), 44-45.

29 DiscussionPaperon RacialVilification,supra note 14, at4.

individual complainant when approached to do so? Are the few complaints that
have been lodged so far by representative bodies seen to be of a more severe nature
than those lodged by individuals? Are complaints lodged by representative bodies
more likely to fall within the ambit of the Act and therefore more likely to be
conciliated or prosecuted, rather than declined or withdrawn? With appropriate
data, answers to these questions may provide some insight into the success or failure
of representative complaint procedures.

The Section20C(2)Exceptions
There are three categories of acts which are exempted from civil liability. The first
is a "fair report of a public act". The ADB's advice is that "to be fair, the report
must be free from embellishment or comment that could itself amount to racial

vilification11.30

Arguably, the obvious subjectivity inherent in such a notion of "fairness"
provides considerable room for the media to report without close attention to the
potential for promoting negative stereotypes and inciting ridicule or contempt.
The second exemption from the racial vilification provisions extends to any
publication which is entitled to an absolute privilege, a concept imported from
defamation law. All statements made in the course of parliamentary or court
proceedings and all documents submitted to, or published under the authority of,
parliaments or courts, are accorded absolute privilege and thus may not form the
basis of an action for racial vilification. This exemption is not controversial.
The third exception broadly excuses racially vilifying public acts if such acts
are done "reasonably and in good faith" for "academic, artistic, scientific or research
purposes", or "in the public interest". The press urged adoption of this exemption
as being necessary to protect comment and opinion by journalists as well as by
persons interviewed. 31
Concern has been expressed that the first and third exemptions are so broad
that many of the most insidious forms of racist expression could escape the ambit
of the law by canny legal argument.

Is Therea Requirementof Intent?
Section 20C does not include an express requirement of intent to incite hatred,
contempt or ridicule. However, where the alleged vilification involves distribution
of materials to the public, under Section 20B the distributor must have knowledge
of the nature of the materials' contents. Section 20B clearly was intended to exempt
innocent distributors such as newsagent proprietors and letterbox delivery workers.
In contrast, Section 20D(I) expressly require proof of intent to commit the
offence of serious racial vilification.

30 See NSW Anti-DiscriminationBoard,RacitJlVilification- Key Points/or Media Personnel (August
1990).

31 AustralianPressCouncil, SubmissiononRacial Vilificationto NSWGovernment(April1989).Itis

appreciatedthaton occasion, ajournalistorbroadcastermay havelittleorno controloverstatements
~a~e.by interviewees in live-to-air interviews. In such cases, the mere broadcasting of a racially
vtl!fymg.staternent would constitutea "publicact"by the broadcastingstation,butmay reasonably
fall within the Section 2OC(2)(C)exception. This would not, of course exempt the individual
intervieweefromprosecutionfor racialvilification.
'

Efficacyof CriminalSanctions
The absence, so far, of any criminal prosecution for racial vilification in NSW raises
two obvious questions. Have there been no complaints of such severity to warrant
criminal prosecution? Or does the legislation set a threshold of proof which is so
high that convictions would not be possible even in serious Sfses?
From discussion with the ADB's Senior Legal Officer it appears that there
have been at least some cases which, on their facts, would constitute serious racial
vilification. The main reasons for the lack of criminal prosecution include the
complainant's unwillingness to participate in the prosecution of the offence,
inability to identify the offender, or pursuit of an action for assault or other criminal
offence instead of racial vilification.
Prior to enacttnent of the racial vilification law, certain etlmic community
organizations argued that only criminal sanctions would satisfactorily curtail racial
extremists. However, widespread concern for the preservation of civil liberties in
general and freedom of speech in particular, led the ADB to conclude that if only
criminal sanctions for racial vilification were available, a community backlash
would likely result.
Summarizing the experience of the United Kingdom, New Zealand and
Canada, where racial vilification is treated as a criminal offence only, the ADB
stated that: "present enforcement problems, particularly where complaints are
investigated by the police, lead to a tendency towards narrow interpretation by the
courts; and reveal a general reluctaoce to convict. 33
It is too early in the operation of the legislation to pass judgement as to the
effectiveness of its criminal provisions. Although racial violence or the threat of
such violence appropriately comes within the ambit of the criminal law, the absence
of referrals to the Attorney-General over the last two years highlights questions
about relevance and efficacy of the criminal provisions.
In light of the Australian Law Reform Commission's current inquiry into
whether the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) should be amended to create an offence of
incitement to racial hatred and racist violence, and ongoing consideration of the
introduction of racial vilification laws in other Australian States, a more detailed
analysis of the reasons why criminal prosecutions have not ensued from complaints
lodged with the ADB should be undertaken.

RACISMAND THE MEDIA
Despite the controversy surrounding the introduction of the 1989 Racial Vilification Amendment, there was widespread consensus that acts of racial vilification
and hatred should be condemned. Even the voices of opposition to the bill, such as
the Australian Press Council (APe), vigorously supported the "widespread community consensus that racial vilification or incitement to racial hatred is a serious
matter and an infringement of the right of all citizens to a dignified and peaceful
existence free from harassment and vilification. ,,34
32 Nancy Hennessy, supra note 12.
33 NSW Anti-DiscriminationBoard,Proposal10Amend theAmi-DiscrimlnationAct to RenderRacial
VilificationUnlawful(July 1988).
34 AustralianPress Council,supra note 30.

Although the media were not the only group opposed to the racial vilification
law, they were the most vocal. This opposition was clearly expressedby the APC
iu two papers, one on racial vilification submitted to the NSW government (April
1989), and the other, on the Incitement to Racial Hatred Bill, submitted to the
Western Australian government (May 1990).
The APC is a voluntary association of organizations and persons involved
with the Australianpress. One of its objects is to "makerepresentationsconcerning
freedom of the press". The Council was active in the debate on the issue of the
introduction of the NSW racial vilificationlegislation,urging that such laws would
unduly inhibit free speech and the media's freedom to report ou racial issues.

Freedomof Speech- ImportantBut Not Absolute.
The APe's starting point was its recitation of Article 19 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Politic,!/Rights (ICCPR) and Article 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. 5 However, these international documents which
enshrine freedom of expression as a fundamental human right clearly recognize
that certain restrictions may legitimately be imposed upon free speech in order to
promote social harmony and public order.36
Likewise, democratic jurisdictions which guarantee freedom of speech by
written constitution (the United States) or by custom and common law (the United
Kingdom and Australia) qualify this right by laws such as those concerning
contempt, defamation and confidentiality.
The APe's principal concern was "the impact of the proposed [racial vilification] legislation [on freedom of speech],,?7 In particular, it was alarmed by the
potential [the law] will have for establishing a precedent for other well intended
proposals to restrict freedom of speech that may have a very severeand detrimental
effect on our basic freedoms?8
The expression of caution against a gradual proliferationof other restrictions
on free speech is a legitimate one, for the preservationof our right to free speech
is important. However, of itself, and in the context of an increasinglymulticultural
Australianpopulation, this author does not believe that the argument is sufficiently
persuasive to deny protection fromracial vilificationfor the individualor the group
to which he or she belongs. As for other laws which the APe fears may be
introduced, such as those to sanction vilification on such grounds as religion or
sexual preference, these must be consideredon a separatebasis with due consideration given to the proper balance to be struck between the restraint of free speech
that such laws may impose and the social benefit that such laws may bestow.

that th~ mass media contribute significantly to racial conflict in Australian society.3 While no one would deny that racial conflict is the result of a number of
forces, the mass media are often identified as primary protagonists in promoting
racist attitudes in Australia, albeit inadvertentlyat times.
As one commentator has remarked:
Accordiug to many groups within the community, the media has been
guilty, on various occasions, of pandering to racist feelings in the
community, even if they have not encouraged them. For example,
Aboriginal groups argued at the Human Rights Commission Enquiry
intoRacist Violencethat their "numberone enemy" was the media.The
media were responsible for creating negative feelingsabout places like
Redfern (in Sydney) where a lot of Aboriginals lived, and promoted
stereotypes of them as being criminal, drunk and unemployed.40
Similarly,Carl Harbaum, Chairman of the Federation of Ethnic Communitiesand
Councilsof Australia, commentingon the media in the contextof the social impact
of immigrationin Australia, stated:
[The press] has a pivotal role to play in the developmentof images and
opinions about our society and the people who make it up. This vehicle
has not always used its ability to influence and shape opinions with
wisdom and balance. In debates on immigrationand multiculturaiism
it is more often than not the extremepositions that are presented by the
press. Any hint of racial tensions or behaviour that can be deemed
"un-Australian"tends to be highlighted and blown out of proportion.41

Complaintsof RacialVilificationAgainstthe Media
While the media have claimed that their contributionto racial hostility "should not
be over emphasized,,42,the data provided by the ADB identifies the media (print,
radio and television) as constitutingthe principal categoryof offenderof the racial
vilificationlaw. Written complaintsagainst the media in Period 1 accounted for 20
(27.7 per cent) of the 72 written complaints, of which 13 were against the print
mediaand 7 were against radio and television. In Period 2, complaints against the
mediacomprised 38 of the 94 written complaints (40.4per cent) and 36 of the 314
oral complaints. (Oral complaints against the media for several months of Period
2 did not specify whether they were againstprint or electronicmedia.) The generic
matter of complaint varied from comments in editorials to cartoons, newspaper
articlesand racist and immigrant-inspiredjokes.
Thelarge numberof complaintsagainstthe media andthe 90per cent increase
in complaints in Period 2 over Period I do not necessarily mean that the media is

The Media- ShapingSocialOpinionand Attitude
The Press Council maintains that ethnoceutrismand racial vilificationresult from
deep-seated prejudices learned in childhood and does not accept the proposition
35 See Annexe A for textsof Article 19 of the ICCPRandof theUDHR.
36 See DaniloTurk's& LouisJoinet's discussionof theinternationalstandardsinPart11of this volume.

37 APe Submissionon Racial Vilification,supra note 3D,at para.14.
38 Id.

39 Id. at para. 6.

40 KLaster,"A Justified Omission?",14 LegalServiceBulletin258 (1989). A recent example of media
reportingwhich generatedconsiderablepublicawarenessof contemporaryAustralianracism,was
the ABC television documentary Cop It Sweet (telecast. March1992). A number ,?fpress articles
followed. For example,"NationalDisgrace:theugly faces of Austrahanracism",SyaneyMorning
Herald, 13 Mar.19Y2.
41 e Harbaum,"TheSocial Impactofhnmigration:A FEeeA View",5BIR Bulletin 9,10 (December

1991).

42 APe Submissionon Racial Vilification,supra note 30, atpara.6.

responsible for committing the most or most serious offences. There clearly are
other possible explanations.
First, as with the Neighbour Disputes data, relevant information concerning
the final disposition of these complaintswas not available,so it is difficultto assess
whether these complaints against the media were of legal substance,and if so, the
severity of the racial vilification.
Second, while these figures represent the number of written complaints
lodged, there maybe multiplecomplaintsagainstthe samepublicationor broadcast,
so thatthe actualnumberof offensivepublicationsmaybe less than the totalnumber
of complaints.
Third, the data does not account for the prevailing social environment in
which the complaints against the media were made. For instance, the ADB notes
that during the outbreak of hostilities in the Persian Gulf in early 1991, which
attracted extensive media coverage, there was an increase in tensions between
Jewish and Arab communities in NSW and a coincident increase in written and
verbal complaints of racial vilification.
What the currently available data do indicate is that the media are major
perpetrators of racially vilifying public acts, and that they consequently constitute
an obvious target for further education regarding compliance with the racial
vilificationlaw. Althoughthe ADBpublishesa fact sheet specificallyfor the media,
this provides only superficial guidance. It may be that the most cost-effective
allocation of the ADB's education resources would be to educate the media as to
their social, moral and now legal obligation to refrain from promoting negative
stereotypesand inflamingprejudice,and to contributeto buildingpositive attitudes
about different minority communities.
Media Self-Regulation

Despite the objections raised by free speech lobbyists against the 1989 racial
vilification law, there is so far no evidence of any inhibitory effect of the law on
the media. This is due in part to the fact that there were, and remain, several media
programme standards and codes of ethics which predate the racial vilification law
that similarly call for restraint in publishing material which may give rise to
negative racial or religious stereotypes,prejudice or vilification.
Although some of the media's own regulations (such as the APC Guidelines)
are advisory in nature and have no enforcement provisions, the breach of other
standards (such as the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal (ABT) standards) may
have considerable constraining impact, for instance, the removal by the ABT of a
radio or television station's licence to broadcast. Where a breach of the rules
regarding the publication of racially inflammatory statements has been found to
occur, as in cases involving Australian radio broadcasters Ron C.\1'eyand John
Laws, the ABT has taken steps to reprimand their offensive action. 3
The intention of the press and broadcasting standards is clearly the same as
the racial vilification law - both the law and the media standards aim to promote
responsiblejournalism - and both reflect two fundamentalprinciples - that the right
to freedom of expression is not absolute and, that "all citizens have a right to a
dignified and peaceful existence free from racial harassment and vilification".44
43 See discussion by KittyEggerking in the precedingessay.

The di~ferenc~ is ~t the racial vilificationlaw providespotentiallymorepowerful
remediesand ISapphcable to all membersof theNSW communitywhomakepublic
statementsand not just to the media.

LEGISLATINGAGAINSTRACISM- WHATVALUE?
Although the Press Council accepts that some action is required to combat racial
vilification in society, it argues that a legislative response is inappropriate,given
that the nature of the problem is one whose resolution involves attitudinal and
cultural change. In support of this proposition, the Press Council has relied upo~
argumentspropounded by the former Chief Justice of Australia, Sir Harry Gibbs4
andan Americancivillibertarian, Franklyn S Haiman.46 In essence,theirrespective
argu~ents are that virtues such as tolerance, decency and fairness, each of which
~ontn~~tes to a ~on-~acist society, are qualities which cannot be fostered by the
imposmonof legislative sanctionsbut rather require educationand encouragement
by example.
Placed in a proper perspective,both argumentshave merit. It is undoubtedly
true that, to some degree, the problems of racism in society are attributable to our
~ultural and social upbringing.Likewise,educationmust,and does,play a vital role
m encouraginga change of individual and social attitudes and thinking.However,
these arguments do not justify the failure to sanction racial vilification. The law
doesnot hold itself out to be a panacea for all the ills that have permeated societies
of all ages. It is only in tandem with educationand sanctions that we can hope to
reducethe inci?~nce of racial vilificationand incitementto racial hatred in society.
Indeed, It ISonly by virtue of the existence of the racial vilificationlaw that
organizations,.suchas the ADB and other authorities, are empowered to promote
comphance Withthe law through community education programmes, seminars,
and ~e pro~cti~n and distribution of w?tten information. Unfortunately,
WI!h0Utthis legal imprimatur, general community education and awareness campaigns now conducted by the ADB would not have the resources to operate.
Re.lyi~g upon resuI~ in other areas of the ADB's fperations, which have led
to a diminution of complaints and greater compliance," the ADB projects that the
process.ofcomplaint resolution under the racial vilificationlegislation(which lays
emphasiso.ned~ca~lOn and conciliation rather than punishment) will, in time, be
successful m bringing about changes in both behaviour and altitude of offenders
rarelyachieved by the imposition of penalties alone.48
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46 F S Haiman, Freedomof Speech (New York:NationalText Book Company,1976).
47 Anti-DiscriminationBoard,supranote 32.
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andtheir ~upp'orters in concreteactionsagainstthe racistscan truefeelings
of authenticity,mutuality and solidarityfind an anchorin the daily existence of the disempowered
membersof our communhy''.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
For a society of which it has been said that "racism is the most important single
component of Australian nationalism'r'", and one which today is moving towards
multicultural plurality at a determined pace, the initiative taken by the NSW
government in enacting the Racial Vilification Amendment is both timely and
appropriate.
While legislation alone cannot change deeply ingrained attitudes, the moral
force of the law can be used to create an environment where certain behaviour is
declared to be socially unacceptable. The emphasis upon resolution of a racial
vilification complaint by conciliation rather than by reliance upon punitive
measures is regarded as a preferable remedial treatment. This approach encourages
the educative and prophylactic aspects of the legislation to moderate social behaviour.
There is no evidence so far that free speech has been substantially circumscribed by the Racial Vilification Amendment. In relation to the media, given the
broad exceptions of Section 2OC(2), the impact of the law is reduced to curbing
only the most sensational or reprehensible forms of journalism. The empirical data
thus far collected suggests that the media are the chief perpetrators of racially
vilifying conduct. If, over time, this indication is verified, any restraint that the
racial vilification law may place upon the media would be soundly justified. The
relatively high incidence of complaints classified as arising from neighbour disputes should also be monitored, for at present this also appears a fertile ground for
racial vilification.
Although the racial vilification law has been in operation for over two years,
it is still somewhat premature to draw conclusions regarding the overall impact and
effectiveness of the amendments in reducing racial vilification. To date, there have
been no racial vilification complaints referred to the EOT or the Attorney-General.
If this record is maintained, it may be concluded that the law is taking its desired
effect. Alternatively, the process and preconditions to prove unlawful or serious
racial vilification may be too onerous. Again, only time and a close monitoring of
the complaints and dispositions will tell.
It would be ideal if one could identify specific criteria for objectively
measuring the impact and success of the Racial Vilification Amendment since its
introduction in October 1989. This is not possible for many reasons, not the least
of which is the lack of data on the incidence of racial vilification pre-Octobcr 1989.
However, in addition to providing a forum and opportunity for redress for victims
of racial vilification, one of the practical consequences of the racial vilification law
has been to provide institutions such as the ADB with a legitimate charter to monitor
the incidence of racial vilification. It is critically important that such bodies are
allocated the appropriate resources to do this and also to fulfil the NSW government's paramount legislative objective of community education.
Despite some apprehension as to the short term effectiveness of the racial
vilification law arising from the ambiguities in the drafting of Sections 20C and
20D, and the hedging restrictions in section 20C(2), both the spirit and substance
of the racial vilification law deserve support. The legislation tackles a difficult and

49 H McQueen,A NewBritannia(Melbourne:1970),42.

sensitive social problem, publicly condemning racial vilification as socially, and
now legally, intolerable.
On balance, the racial vilification law, consistent with our right to live a
peaceful existence with dignity, respect and equal opportunity, makes a positive
contribution to the betterment of muIticultural Australia. ltis hoped that, if the long
term focus on community education produces the desired result, the need for such
legislation in NSW and throughout Australia will, with time, diminish.

Chapter12
LEGALREGULATIONOF HATE PROPAGANDAIN CANADA
John Manwaring
INTRODUCTION:RACISMIN CANADA
Canada is often described as a peaceful, tolerant and moderate society. But this
description only captures part of the reality. The public and private discourse of
respect, tolerance and moderation is distorted by the static of considerable racism.
For all of its history, beginning with the first contacts of the colonial powers with
the native peoples of North America, Canada has also been shaped by bigotry,
prejudice and discrimination. The native peoples were deprived of their.lands and
herded, impoverished, on to reserves where they live in poverty on the margins of
society. Quebecois and francophones outside Quebec have long been treated as
second class citizens. Jews were denied access to housing, careers, education, clubs
and social life. The Canadian government turned its back on European Jews in their
hour of greatest need because of anti-Semitism on the part of politicians, government officials and powerful interest groups.
Black Canadians, who have lived in Canada since its inception, find they have
no place in its history. They too have been marginalized and impoverished. Asians
brought in to build the railways at the turn of the century found themselves the
target of discrimination tolerated as well as perpetrated by the government.
Japanese-Canadians, many of them Canadian by birth, were deprived of their
property and herded into camps during World War H. Recent arrivals are the target
of racist speech and discrimination because of their skin colour or religion.
Against this backdrop of government sanctioned and "genteel" racism, it is
not surprising that extreme forms .of racist ideology have found a fertile ground
even if only on the margins of society. Prior to the war, European fascism found
support in Canada. Since the war, similar groups regularly resurface in various
forms. Some are home-grown organizations; and some have links with extremist
right-wing groups in the United States and Europe. They are often set up as branches
or affiliates of foreign organizations. Sometimes, the foreign groups themselves try
to move into Canada.

ANTI-HATELEGISLATIONAND THE CANADIANCONSTITUTIONAL
STRUCTURE
Canada is a federal regime with governmental powers divided between the central
government and the provinces. All jurisdictions have human rights legislation of
general application dealing with discrimination on a wide variety of grounds
including race, religion, ethnic or national origin and sex. Several jurisdictions now
include sexual orientation as a prohibited ground of discrimination. The federal and
all provincial governments have adopted legislation specifically dealing with racist
speech and hate propaganda. At the time much of this legislation was adopted, it
was extremely difficult to challenge laws on the ground that they infringed
fundamental rights. Although fundamental rights such as freedom of speech were
considered of great importance, they were not of constitutional status. A major

change occurred in 1982 with the adoption of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms
as part of the Constitution Act, 1982.
The Charter embodies a tense compromise between classic individual rights
andfreedom~ on the one hand, and collective rights toequalitl and cultural identity
on the other. Section 1 sets forth a generalformula for balancing competing rights
and governmental interests. It reads:
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and
freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed
by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.
Section 2(b) guarantees freedom of expression in the following terms:
Everyone has the following fundamental freedoms:
(b) freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of the press and other media of communication.
The Charter has radically altered the constitutional framework within which
governments can use their legislative powers to attack racist speech and acts. As a
result of this constitutional reform, those accused of hatemongering can now
challenge both provincial and federal legislation. This means that the regulation of
racist speech and acts must be more carefully tailored to respect individual rights
than before 1982. The onus is now on government to justify its regulation of speech.

FEDERALCRIMINALLAWSAGAINSTHATEPROPAGANDA
In the late 1960s there was an upsurge in racist activity in Canada. This resulted in
considerable pressure on the federal government to criminalize hate propaganda.
The government named a strong committee to study the issue chaired by Maxwell
Cohen, then Dean of the Faculty of Law of McGill University, and including among
its members future Prime Minister Pierre-Elliot Trudeau and Mark McGuigan, who
became Justice Minister and later a judge of the Federal Court of Appeal.
The committee issued a report which found that existing law was inadequate
to deal with the problem of racist speech and recommended adoption of new
legislation. These recommendations proved controversial and provoked considerable debate. Much of the opposition was based on arguments stressing the importance of freedom of speech. A bill was introduced in 1969 by the newly elected
Liberal government and passed On 13 April 1970 after amendment. As a result, the
Criminal Code includes what is now Section 318 which ~rovides for a penalty of
up to five years' imprisonment for advocacy of genocide and Section 319 which
1 TheConstitution
Act. 1982wasenactedas ScheduleB to theCanadaAct 1982(U.K.)1982,c. 11.
2 Section 15 readsin relevantpart:(1) Everyindividualis equalbeforeandunderthe law andhasthe
nghtto the equalprotectionandequalbenefitof the law withoutdiscriminationand, in particular
without disCl?-mi~~tion basedon race,nationalor ethnicorigin,colour,religion,sex, age or mental
or physical disability.
3 Section 23 guarantees minoritylanguage educationalrights. Section27 reads:This Chartershall be
Interpreted 10 a mannerconsistent Withthe preservationand enhancementof the multicultural

heritageof Canadians.

4 Section 318\1) reads:"Everyone who advocatesor promotesgenocide is guilty of an indictable
offence and iable to imprisonmentfor a tenn not exceedingfive years."
Section318(2)definesgenocideto mean:
"anyof thefollowing actscommiuedwithintentto destroyinwholeorinpartanyidentifiablegroup.

namely,

(a)killingmembersof the group;or
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presumption of innocence. The Supreme Court of Canada, by narrow majorities,
upheld the constitutionality of Section 319(2).

The Offenceof FalseNews: R. v. Zunde/11
Ernst Zundel is a notorious Toronto-based extremist who is said to be "one of the
world's biggest purveyors of Nazi propaganda" .t2 He began distributing Holocaust
denial pamphlets during the 1970s. One such pamphlet was sent to all the members
Of the federal Parliament, Catholic priests in Quebec and Ontario, Protestant
ministers in Ontario, the Ontario media and to high school history teachers in
Ontario. This campaign of vilification provoked considerable anger especially
among victims of Nazi persecution living in Canada. Representatives of these
communities lobbied the Ontario government to lay charges under the hate propaganda provisions of the Criminal Code. The Attorney-General was reluctant to do
so believing that the cbances of successful prosecution were slim, and that a trial
would make a martyr of the accused and provide him with a platforrri for his views.
Frustrated by the government's refusal to act, the Canadian Holocaust Remembrance Association decided to take the initiative. Because prosecution under
section 319(2) requires the consent of the Attorney-General of the province, this
group decided to lay private charges under Section 181, which does not require the
Attorney-General's consent. In the face of considerable public pressure, the Crown
eventually took over the prosecution.
The trial was lengthy and received intensive media coverage in Canada and
considerable publicity throughout North America and Europe. Because truth is a
defence to the charge of false news, Zundel used the trial as an opportunity to
attempt to prove that the Holocaust had not happened. His lawyers called such
notorious anti-Semites as Robert Faurisson, The Crown called survivors of the
concentration camps to testify about their experiences. Expert historians were also
called as witnesses. The jury convicted Zundel of wilfully publishing a statement
that he knew to be false by publishing a pamphlet contesting the Holocaust. He was
acquitted of a second charge involving the publication of a pamphlet alleging an
international conspiracy to promote hatred against Muslims. Despite some concerns that the trial would provide Zundel with a platform for wider dissemination
of his views, research indicated that the trial did not result in either increased
13
sympathy for Zundel or increased anti-Semitism.
Zundel appealed against this conviction to the Ontario Court of Appeal which
allowed the appeal and ordered a new trial. The court rejected Zundel' s constitutional cballenge to Section 181 but agreed with his arguments that procedural
mistakes had been made at trial. 14

Moreover, the court held that the Crown, in order to prove the offence of
spreading false news, bad to show that the accused made an assertion of fact which
was capable of being false and that the person making the assertion knew that it
was false at the time of its publication. A conviction could not be based on a
statement of opinion (354). The Crown, however, did not have to prove actual harm;
the likelihood of harm would be sufficient.
These demanding requirements for conviction under Section 181were crucial
to the court's decision that it did not violate Section 2(b) of the Charter. The court
noted that the right to freedom of expression is not absolute, and that certain
well-defined and limited classes of speech, including obscenity, libel and knowmgly false statements are not constitutionally protected. Although some such
statements may be of some social value, their possible value is outweighed by
society's interest in order and morality. The court adopted the "residue" theory of
freedoms which holds that a freedom, as opposed to a right, is that unregulated area
which is left after it is determined what area is regulated. The court accordingly
concluded:
The nub of the offence in Section 177 [now Section 181] is the wilful
publication of assertions of a fact or facts which are false to the
knowledge of the person who publishes them, and which cause or are
likely to cause injury or mischief to the public interest. It is difficult to
see how such conduct would fall within any of the previously expressed
rationales for guaranteeing freedom of expression. Spreading falsehoods knowingly is the antithesis of seeking truth through the free
exchange of ideas. It would appear to have no social or moral value
which would merit constitutional protection. Nor would it aid the
working of parliamentary democracy or further self-fulfilment. In our
opinion an offence falling within the ambit of Section 177 lies within
the permissibly regulated area which is not constitutionally protected.
It does not come within the residue which c~mprises freedom of
expression guaranteed by s. 2(b) of the Charter.'
The court also held that Section 181 was valid under Section 1 of the Charter. The
~ourt considered that the objective of the section - racial and social harmony - was
Important and that Section 181 offered a reasonable means of deterring the spread
of false news.
This decision was rendered before the Supreme Court had rejected the
"residue" theory of freedom of expression in the Keegstra and Andrews cases
(discussed below). The Supreme Court in those cases concluded that the "residue"
theory could potentially justify excessive restrictions on freedom of expression. If
the Charter freedom is the residue that is left after regulation then all regulation
would be permissible and the Charter protection would be deprived of meaningful
content.

11 (1987)35 D.L.R. (4th) 338.

12 Globe and Mail, 15June1983.
13 See WeimanandWinn,Hate on Trial: TheZundelAffair,theMediaandPublic Opinionin Canada
(Oakville:MosaicPress. 1986).
14 The courtheld thatthe trialjudge haderredby preventingthedefencefromaskingpotentialjurors
questionsduringjury selectionrelatingto theirreligiousandmoralbeliefs;failingto directthejury
thatthe Crownhad to provethatZundelknewthatthe sl!ltementsin thepamphletrel~ti.ng tofac,ts
were false and not merely thathe displayedrecklessdisregardfor theirtruth;admitting certam
evidence s~ch as an Amencanmilitaryfilin narratedby anunidentifiedpersonwhidi relatedfactS
not indicatedby thefilm's images;andnot allowingZundelto introducevariousitemsof evidence,

includingbooks in the Germanlanguage,some photographsallegedlyshowingthatthe Holocaust
could not have happened.andmodels of the campsbuilton the basis of Robert Faurissoo'splans
which allegedly prove that there wereno gas chambersorthatthe campscouldnot havebeenused
to murdermillions of people.
15 35 D.L.R. (4th) at 364.
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WilfulPromotionof Hatred: R. v. Keegstra 16
The facts of the Keegstracase are unusual and very disturbing in that the accused
was a teacher as well as mayor of his community, and not simply a member of the
"lunatic fringe". The facts are summarized in the judgement of then Chief Justice
Dickson:
Mr. James Keegstra was a high school teacher in Eckville, Alberta from
the early 1970s until his dismissal in 1982. In 1984 Mr. Keegstra was
charged under section 319(2) [then section 281.2(2)] of the Criminal
Code with unlawfully promoting hatred against an identifiable group
by communicating anti-semitic statements to his students. He was
convicted in a trial before McKenzie 1. of the Alberta Court of Queen's
Bench.
Mr. Keegstra's teachings attributed various evil qualities to Jews.
He thus described Jews to his pupils as "treacherous", "subversive",

"sadistic","money-loving","powerhungry"and "childkillers".He
taught his classes that the Jewish people seek to destroy Christianity
and are responsible for depressions, anarchy, chaos, wars and revolution. According to Mr. Keegstra, Jews "created the Holocaust to gain
sympathy" and, in contrast to the open and honest Christians, were said
to be deceptive, secretive and inherently evil. Mr. Keegstra expected
his students to reproduce his teachings in class and on exams. If they
failed to do so, their marks suffered.
The defence made a preliminary application to quash the charges on grounds
including violations of Sections 2(b), lI(a), 1I(b) and lI(d) of the Charter. This
application was dismissed by the trial judge, Mr Justice Quigley, Noting that
freedom of expression is not absolute and does not include the wilful promotion of
hatred, he ruled that:
Section 281.2(2) [now section 319(2)] of the Code cannot rationally be
considered to be an infringement which "limits freedom 9f expression",
but on the contrary it is a safeguard which promotes it.t
In the alternative, he ruled that, if Section 319(2) did infringe freedom of expression, then it was a reasonable limitation and demonstrably justified in a free
and democratic society. Hate propaganda can cause harm to both targeted groups
and society in general, and the prevention of such harm is a valid objective.
Moreover, the law is consistent with both Canada's international obligations and
legislation in other free and democratic countries.
On appeal, the Alberta Court of Appeal accepted defence arguments that the
Criminal Code provisions violated both Section 2(b) and the right under Section
11(d) to be presumed innocent. The Court accordingly quashed Keegstra's conviction.
The Crown appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada, which allowed the
appeal in a sharply divided decision, with four judges upholding the hate provisions
of the Criminal Code and three dissenting. Chief Justice Dickson delivered the
majority judgement.

1I

On the issue of Section 2(b), Chief Justice Dickson reiterated the philosophy
of freedom of expression that the Court had developed in a number of cases, namely,
that Section 2(b) must be given a broad and liberal interpretation. It protects all
forms of expressive activity - political speech, artistic expression, indivi~ual
self:e~pression, intellectual search for truth and even commercial speech. I In
decI.d1Ogwhether there has been a violation of Section 2(b), it is necessary 10 use
a "bifurcated approach". First, the court must ask whether the activity of the person
~ontesting the government action falls within the protected Section 2(b) sphere. If
11does, then the court must determine if the purpose of the impugned government
~tion was to restrict freedom of expression. If it was, Section 2(b) has been
Violated. If the purpose was not to restrict expression, Section 2(b) would not be
violated unless the person contesting the government measure could demonstrate
that the effect of the measure was to restrict expression which "supports rather than
undermines the principles and values upon which freedom of expression is based."
Because Section 319(2) aims 10 restrict hate speech on the basis of its content, it
clearly infringes Section 2(b).
. In contrast to Section 2(b), Section 1requires a balancing of competing rights
and ~terests. Chief Justice Dickson noted that Section 1does not create a rigid and
technical test. Rather,the courts, when applying Section 1, must be guided by the
values and principles fundamental to a free and democratic society as embodied in,
but not limited to, the rights and freedoms expressed in the Charter. Furthermore,
the balancing must always be carried out in a specific factual context.
Mr Justice Dickson recalled the Oakes test, which requires the party, usually
the government, seeking to defend a measure which violates one of the Charter's
rights or freedoms, to convince the court that the impugued measure has an
objective of pres~ing and substantial concern and that the measure is proportionate
to that concern. I To establish that the measure is proportionate, the party must
show.that the measure is rationally related to the objective pursued, that it impairs
the nght or freedom to the least degree possible, and that the benefits of the
infringement outweigh the restrictive effects.
.
Al?plyingthe Oakes test, Justice Dickson found that the government objective
m enacting Section 319(2) is of substantial and pressing concern. Hate propaganda
causes considerable harm both to the targeted groups and to the fabric of society.
Canada had ratified the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Racial Discrimination and the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and thus had international obligations to prohibit hate propaganda. Sections
15 and 27.of the Charter show the great importance attached to equality, dignity
an? di~erslty. ~s a.result, there is, in this case, "a powerfully convincing legislative
objective .n to Justify some limit on freedom of expression."
Justice Dickson furthermore coucluded that Sectiou 319(2) is proportionate
to the l~gi~lativeobjective in enacting it. Hate propaganda has relatively little value.
There IS httle chance of its being proved true. It is inimical to the democratic
aspirations embodied in a political system which places a high value on freedom
18

t6 R. v. Koogstra,[t990l3 S.C.R. 697; reversing (1988) 60 Alta.L.R. (2d) I; reversing (1984) 19C.C.c.
(3d) 254.
17 (1984) 19 C.C.C. (3d) 254, 268.
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of speech. Protection of speech which promotes hate is not an integral part of the
democratic process.
There is a rational connection between Section 319(2) and the objective of
snppressing hate propaganda. While it is true that the effect of Section 319 is
impossible to measure with precision, suppressing hate propaganda is nonetheless
likely to reduce the harm to targeted groups and to society at large. The argument
that trials of hatemongers may legitimize hatred is not convincing.Members of the
targeted groups are likely to be vindicated and reassured by the use of the criminal
law to punish those who vilify them. Trials are a means whereby values important
to a free and democratic society are publicized and reinforced in the public
consciousness. The failure of German laws to stop the rise of Hitler is not proof to
the contrary; the causes of fascism in Germany were complex.
Moreover, Section 319(2) is carefully circumscribed in order to minimize
impairment of freedom of speech. The word "Wilfully"imposes a heavy burden of
proof on the Crown. This mental element requires more than mere negligence or
even recklessness as to result. It is only met where the accused subjectively intends
to promote hatred. In addition, the section excludes private conversation. The
requirement that the Crown need prove only the likelihood of harm rather than
actual harm is reasonable owing to the virtual impossibility of establishing actual
harm (short of a breach of the peace, addressed in Section 319(1)).
While the term "hatred" is somewhat vague, it is clear that it refers to only
the most intense form of antipathy. The defences found in Section 319(3) significantly reduce the danger of overbreadth and vagueness, and reflect Parliament's
particular interest in protecting all forms of possibly legitimate expression. Although government officials might be overzealous and arbitrary in applying the
section, the possibility of illegal police or government action cannot decide the
issue of constitutionality.The availability of other means of attacking racism does
not automatically preclude recourse to the criminal law. It is obvious that a
multitude of strategies must be used to rid society of hate propaganda and foster
more tolerant altitudes among Canadians.
In concluding that the benefits of Section 319(2) outweigh its restrictive
effects, Justice Dickson held that the infringement of expression in this case was
not extremely serious. On the one hand, the expressive activity was relatively
unimportant, the provision is narrowly drawn, and the impairment of individual
freedom was not of a highly serious nature. On the other hand, the objective of
promoting equality and dignity was of substantial importance.
Justice Dickson dealt only briefly with the Section l1(d) argument because
the arguments essentially were the same as those concerning Section 2(b). He held
that Section 11(d) was violated since Section 319(3)(a) places the onus of proof on
the accused to prove that his statements were true. However, this shifting of the
burden of proof is justified under Section 1 because of the importance of the
objective of Section 319(2) and the fact that the defence of truth is available even
if the expression is harmful, It would be difficult for the Crown to prove the falsity
of hate propaganda, and the defence only operates where the Crown has already
proved beyond a reasonable doubt an intent to promote hatred which causes harm,
A different allocationof theburdens ofproof would underminethe valid objectives
Section 319(2) seeks to promote.
In her dissenting opinion, Mme Justice McLaughlin, joined by two other
justices, does not disagree with the approachfollowed by the majority.Rather, she
disagrees with the majority's assessment of the maguitude of the harm caused by
hate propaganda and the impact of the Criminal Code's provisions on freedom of

expression. The dissenters deplore racism and hatemongering speech but do not
believe that principled distinctions can be drawn between such speech and forms
of le~itimate JX;llitic~ .expression which involve crude language and may be
premised on racist opmions.
Furthermore, Section 319(2) is overly broad and vague. The term "hatred"
~o~ers a wide ~~e of expression and is inherently subjective. The expression
w1U:ulpromouon ~oes not cure the section's overbreadth because legitimate
l spec:,chmay mclude statements which wilfully promote hatred against an
p,?liuc:a
Identifiable group. The defences do not narrow the ambit of the offence adequately because they do not contain any criteria for the evaluation of the reasonable~ess of ,~ffe~nt theori~s, political or otherwise, and the reference to the "public
mterest pr~V1des no guidance to ';hecourts.Thus, the chilling effect of the law may
be SUbstantial,and artists, SCientists,academics and others may curtail their expression for fear of prosecution.
The dissenters noted other means of attacking the problem of hate propaganda, such as human rights legislation, which would be less intrusive of freedom
ofeXJ?fession.Section 319presents a seriousthreat to freedomof expression,whose
putative benefits are outweighed by its likely detrimental effects both in chilling
free speech and providing a platform for bigots and racists.
.The di.ssentersreache~ a similar conclusion regarding Section 11(d)'s pres"?lPUonof innocence. Placing the burden on the accused of proving the truth of
his or her statements violates that presumption. Moreover, an accused who lacks
resources may be unable to mount an adequate defence. Proving the truth of a
statementmay be as difficult as proving its falsehood.The shiftingof the traditional
allocationof the. b~rden of proof ~m the Crown to the accused does not clearly
producea benefit m terms of reducing the spread of hatred or encouraging social
harmony.
. :ne 4-3 split on the Court in this case does not augur well for the clarity and
stability of the Court's jurisprudence. The subsequent resignations of the two
"progressive"judges, Chief Justice Dickson and MadamJustice Wilson exacerbate
thepossibility that the Court's rulings on the constitutionalityof the regulation of
hatefulspeech will change with the philosophic make-up of the court.

R. v. Andrew?!
TheSupreme Court issued its judgment in the Andrews case at the same time as
that ID Keegstra.The issues in this case were identical.The accused were members
ofa white supremacistorganizationknown as theNationalistParty of Canada.They
?clonged to the party's central committee responsible for publishing and distributmg the group's news sheet, the NationalistReporter. After a legal search of the
homes of the accused, 89 items were seized including copies of the Nationalist
Reporter,subscription lists and stickers with racist slogans.These items contained
assertionsof white superioritywithracist and anti-Semiticovertoneson issues such
as ~migration, "r.ace-mixing",and the Holocaust.The accusedwere charged under
Section 319(2) Withthe promotion of hatred and convicted at trial in 1985. Their
appeal to the Ontario Court of Appeal was rejected although the sentences were
20 ~J).t9ti~: g913l3. S.C.R. 870; dismissing the appeal from (1988) 65 O.R (2<1)161,43 C.C.C.
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reduced. The accusedappealedto the SupremeCourt.The SupremeCourtrejected
the appeal for the reasons given in the Keegstra case.
The Canadian Human Rights Act

The CanadianHumanRightsActis limitedin its applicationto undertakingswithin
areas of federaljurisdiction,includingthe federalcivil service'2{ederally
reguJ:ited
banks telecommunicationsandinter-provincialtransportation. The Actprohibits
discriminationon grounds of "race, religion, sex, national or ethnic origin, age,
marital status, family status, disability or conviction for an offence for wh~c? a
pardonhas ~en granted"in, amongstothermatters,employmentand theprovision
of services.
The Act grants a person who has been the target of discrimin~tion the right
to file a complaint with the Canadian Human Rights Commission. 3 Complaints
may also be initiated by the Commission itself.24 I~ the complainant or ~e
Commission has reasonable grounds for believing that a person or agency IS
engaging or has engaged in a discriminatoryractice in violation of the Act, the
Commission will investigate the complaint. If the investigator assigned to the
case determinesthat the complaintappearsto be well-founded,a report ISmadeto
that effect.
On receipt of the report, the Commission has a number of options. It can
approveany settlementreached duringthe investigation.If it is to be approved,the
settlement must remedy the discrimination,compensatethe complainantfor any
prejudice such as lost wages,and, if possible,educate the discriminatorto correct
his or her behaviour. If no settlement was reached during th~ investigation,the
Commissioncan refer the case to one of its staff conciliators.
If conciliation fails and the person violating the Act refuses to correct the
discrynination,the Commissioncan refer the complaintto an independentTri~u
nal,z A complaint cannot be referred to a Tribunal unless the party or parties
alleged to have violated the Act have been given notice of the complaint and
informed of the evidencewhich will constitutethe basis of the decisionto namea
Tribunal. The party or parties must be given an opportunity to respond. If the
Commission decides to refer the complaint to a Tribunal, the la~ter will hold2i
hearing.There is a possibilityof an appeal to a three memberReviewTnbunal.
The Tribunal and the Review Tribunal are subject to judicial review of the
substanceof their decisionsas well as any proceduralmatters.
If there is a finding of a violationof the Act, the Tribunal can issue.a c~~
and desist order and require that the violatortake measuresto correctthe discrimi-
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nation and c?mpensate the.cO,?Plainant,z9If the violator refuses to respect the
order, the Tnbunal can file It Withthe federal court. On filing, the order becomes
theequivalentof a court order and the violatorcan be held in contemptif he or she
refusesto obey. The penalty for contemptmay be imposedonly after the violator
has been given the opportunityto show cause why he or she shouldnot be held in
contemptand has been found in a judicial proceedingto have disobeyedthe cease
and deslstorde~. '!'hemaxi'."umpenaltyisa $5,000fineoroneyear's imprisonment.
The provisions relating to hate propaganda in the CanadianHuman Rights
~ct concernthe use of «:lecommunicationsequipmentfor thepurposeof transmittinghatemessages.Section 13(1)prohibitstheuse of telecommunicationsfacilities
~ promote.halr1iJd
of any person or persons on the basis of a prohibitedground of

discrimination.

. T?e ~ohibited groundsare set out in Section2 of the Act,quotedabove.This
legislationISdesigned to prevent, in particular the use of the telephonesystem to
disseminatehate messages.
'
Conciliationprocedureswillbe irrelevantin thesekindsof cases. Inadvertent
broadca~ting.of racist messageswould seldombe the subject of a complaint. It is
hard to unagme a situationin which an individualor group would repeatedly use
telecommunicationsfacilitiesto communicatesuchmessageswithoutintendingto
do~. Thns, the Commissionwill almost inevitablybe forcedto issne a cease and
desistorder to put an end to the violationof the Act.
The Charter Challenge: Canada (Human Rights Commission) v.
Tay/or'

The defendantsin this case operateda recorded telephonemessageservice which
couldbe reachedby any memberof thepublic whodialledthenumber.TheHuman
~ghts Commi~sion i~vestigated this service over a two-yearperiod. During that
timeat least thirteendifferentmessageswere broadcastin this manner.They were
recordedby Taylor, the leaderof the WesternGuardParty,located in Toronto.The
messageswere changedfrom time but their basic themewas the same, namely,to
w~ the callers "?f the dangers of internationalfinance and internationalJewry
leadingthe W?r1~ mto,~f!' unemploymentand inflationand the collapseof world
valuesand principles, Jews were also accusedof perversion,lazinessand drug
use,:md ofbemg responsiblefor theinternationalspreadofcommunism.Thephone
servicewas promoted by the distributionof small cards with a maple leaf symbol
anda suggestionto call the number.
.
The defendantswere the object of a complaintinitiatedby the Commission
Itself.A tribunal was named to hear the complaint.The alleged violatorsdid not

21 S.C,1976-77, c. 33 as amended.

22 Id. at Section 2.

29 Id. at Section 53(2).

23 Id. at Section 40(1).

30 Section 13Q) reads:"Itis 8:discriminatory practice for a person or a group ofpersons acting in concert
to communicate teleJ?l:loDlcallyor to cause to be so communicated repeatedly in whole or in part
Wa~eans of the facilities of a. telecomrnunlcatlon undertaking within the legislative authority of
arllament,any matter that IS hkely to expose a ~rson or persons to hatred or oontempt by reason
°dfthe feet that that person or those persons are identifiable on the basis of a prohibited ground.of
sscnmmanon. "

24 Id. 01Section 40(3).
25 Id. at Section 43.
26 Id. at Section 47.
27 Id. at Section 44(3) and Sections 49 to 54.

28 Id. at Sections 55 and 56.

31 Canada (Human RighJs Commission) v, Taytor,[1990] 3 S.C.R. 892.

32 RCaseNO(!'9tg043)Itu98l,./.R.T.
and the W.G. Party v, Canada, in Human Rights Committee Annual
eport
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appear at the hearings. The tribunal found on the basis of the evidence gathered by
the Commission's investigative staff that the defendants had violated Section 13(1)
of the Act. A cease and desist order was issued. The order was filed in conformity
with the Act with the Federal Court of Appeal. No effort was made by the violators
to have the order set aside. They simply ignored it.
In 1980, the Commission applied to the Federal Court for an enforcement
order. The Court found the appellants in contempt, sentenced Taylor to one year's
imprisonment and fmed the Western Guard Party $5,000. The judge, however,
suspended the contempt order and the penalties imposed on the condition that the
appellants discontinue the message service. They did not. In June 1980, the judge
lifted the suspension of sentences. Taylor and the Party appealed. The Federal Court
of Appeal initially stayed the execution of sentences but, in February 1981,
dismissed the appeal. An application for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court was
denied. Taylor began serving his sentence in July 1981.
Taylor and the WG Party then submitted a communicatlon tp the Hnman
Rights Committee of the United Nations, alleging that their rights under Article 19
of the IIJ,\frnational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) had been
violated. The Committee found that "the opinions which Mr. T. seeks to disseminate through the telephone system clearly constitute the advocacy of racial or
religious hatred which Canada has an obligation under Article 20(2) of the Covenant to prohibit. ,,34 The Committee accordingly declared the communication
inadmissible.
After Taylor's release, the message service resmned. In 1983, the Commission applied once again to the Federal Court for a contempt order. In the
meantime the Charter had come into effect. Thus, the appellants chose to challenge
the validity of Section 13(1) in light of Section 2(b1 of the Charter. The Trial
Division of the Federal Court rejected the application 5, and the Federal Court of
Appeal denied the appeal. 36 Taylor and the Western Guard Party appealed to the
Supreme Court of Canada.
The appeal in the Taylor case raised issues similar to those raised in the
Keegstra and Andrews cases. The majority and dissenting judges of the Court
reiterated their reasoning given in detail in those cases and summarized above. The
conclusions are virtually identical. The majority found that Section 13(1) of the
Hmnan Rights Act violates Section 2(b) of the Charter but is justified under Section
I. The dissenting judges agreed that Section 2(b) is violated but disagreed with the
weighing of the competing factors in the Section I analysis.
The justices commented on three differences between Section 13(1) of the
Hmnan Rights Act and Section 319 of the Criminal Code in the determination of
proportionality. First, Section 13(1) does not include an intent requirement. Second,
it does not include the defence of truth set forth in Section 319(3). Finally, it applies
to private conversation. Counsel for the appellants and for intervening parties
contesting the constitutionality of the section argued that these differences were

33 See the discussionof this case by DaniloTurkandLouisJoinetinparagraph59 of theirchapterin
PartII of thiscollection.Thetextof Article19is reproducedin AnnexeA.

fatal to the constitutionality of Section 13(1), regardless of the result in the Keegstra
case, because they rendered the section overbroad and vague.
The majority rejected these arguments. It held that human rights legislation
is not designed to deal with intentions but focuses on effects. This is reasonable
because so much discrimination is systemic rather than individual and intentional.
If an intent requirement were imported into human rights legislation this would
defeat the remedial purpose of the legislation. Significantly, human rights legislation creates remedial procedures which do not carry the same stigma or impose the
same burdens as criminal proceedings. The aim is to compensate the victim and
correct the discrimination rather than to punish the violator. Thus, Section 13(1)
satisfies the minimal impairment branch of the Oakes test.
Moreover, the absence of a truth defence does not mean that the legislation
is overbroad. The majority in the Keegstracase did not say that the truth defence
was vital to its conclusion that the legislation was constitutional. The legitimacy of
a restriction upon a Charter right depends on the evil to be corrected, and there is
no reason in appropriate circumstances why prohibitions of truthful statements
cannot be justified under Section I. Just as the focus on remedying the effects of
discrimination justifies the lack of an intent requirement, so does it justify the
absence of a truth defence.
The fact that Section 13(1) applies to private telephone conversations does
not, in the opinion of the majority, make the section overbroad. The purpose of
these messages is to reach and persuade a sizeable section of the public. The use
of recorded phone messages is particularly effective because they attract impressionable individuals and feed them hate propaganda in a situation in which neither
they nor anyone else can question its content or challenge the speaker. This form
of communication of hatred is particularly insidious. The use of the word "repeatedly" in Section 13(1) means that the section only applies to a series of
messages or what can be characterized as "public, large-scale schemes for the
dissemination of hate propaganda". 37 The conversations may, in a technical sense,
be private but they are an integral part of a "public" activity.
The dissenters finds that the words "hatred" and "contempt" are vague and
lack any precise meaning in the absence of statutory definitions. The section
significantly impairs freedom of expression and the costs of its application outweigh its doubtful impact in reducing racism, prejudice and discrimination.

PROVINCIALHUMANRIGHTSLEGISLATION
The provinces have used their exclusive jurisdiction over property and civil
rights matters to legislate extensively in the field of human rights. Provincial hmnan
rights acts prohibit discrimination in areas such as housing, employment and the
provision of services on the basis of race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic
origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, marital status, family status,
handicap and receipt of public assistance. While procedures vary somewhat from
province to province, most provinces have created human rights commissions to
enforce legislation. These commissions have broad investigative powers, and
conciliation with a view to changing the discriminator's behaviour and compensat-

34 See W.G. Party v Canadasupra atnote 32. Thetextof Article20 is reproducedin AnnexeA.
35 (1984) 6 C.H.R.R. D/2595.
36 [198713 F.C. 593. 37 D.L.R. (4th) 577.

37 (1990) 3 S.C.R. 892 at 939.

ing the targeted individual is the typical and preferred approach. Only the recalcitrant offender will be brought before a tribunal.
All of the provincial human rights codes and acts prohibit one narrow
category of hate speech; namely, the publication or public display of "any notice,
sign, symbol, emblem or other similar representation" with intent to infringe, or to
incite infringement of, a fundamental right. The courts of Queen's Bench in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan have both ruled that these prohibitions are to be
construed very narrowly. 38 An employment or rental advertisement indicating that
only whites or Christians need apply would be unlawful as would use of Nazi or
other racist symbols. However, advocacy of racist or other hateful ideas would not
A few provinces have adopted legislation specifically addressing the issue of
hate propaganda. In 1981, British Columbia adopted the Civil Rights Protection
Act which makes the promotion of hatred on the basis of colour, race, religion,
ethnic origin or place of origin a tort actionable by the person, or by any mem~r
of the class of persons, against whom the conduct or communication was directed. 9
The person bringing the action does not need to prove damages; the court may
award exemplary damages. The damages may be awarded to the person bringing
the action or to foY person or organization which represents the interests of the
class of persons. 0 The commission of an act prohibited by the statute is also an
offence which makes the violator liable to a fine of not more than $2,000 or to
imprisonment for not more than six months. As of January 1992, there have been
no reported cases involving this legislation.
Manitoba has included a section dealing with group libel in its Defamation
41
Act. This section has greater drawbacks than the British Columbia statute. The
burden is placed on individual members of targeted groups to initiate the action.
The remedy is limited to an injunction and representative organizations do not have
standing to sue. There is no provision for damages. The cost of an application may
be high. The awarding of costs is seldom sufficient to cover the actual costs of such
proceedings. Not surprisingly, the section has seldom been used.
New Brunswick's Human Rights Code has been used to restrain the activities
of Malcolm Ross, the author of several books which argue that the Holocaust was
a fraud. Although Ross was a teacher, in contrast to the Keegstra case, there was
no evidence that he used the classroom to promote his anti-Semitic views. In 1989
after the local Jewish community failed to convince the provincial government to
prosecute Ross under Section 319(2) of the Federal Criminal Code, a parent laid a
complaint with the New Brunswick Human Rights Commission against the School
Board which employed Ross. It was alleged that the School Board was discriminating against students of Jewish background by continuing to employ Ross
because his presence as a leacher created an atroosphere of hatred in the schools.

38 WarrenandChapman~,,(1984) 11 D. L. R. (4th)474; Saskatchewan(HumanRightsCommission)v,
EngineeringStudents Society (1989)56 D. L. R. (4th) 604.
39 S.B.C., c. 12, Section 1.

40 Id. at Section 3(2).
41 R.S.M. 1987 c. D.20, Sec. 19(1) reads:"Thepublicationof a libel against a lace or religiouscreed
likely 10 exposepersonsbelongingto therace,orprofessingthe religious creed, to hatred,contempt
or ridicule,andtendingto raiseunrestor disorderamongthepeople, entitlesa personbelonging to
the raceor professing the religiouscreed,to sue for an injunction 10preventthe continuation and
circulationof the libel; andthe Courtof Queen's Benchmay entertaintheaction."

The Board of Inquiry appointed to consider the case concluded, in August
1991, that the School Board had violated the Human Rights Act since its continued
employment of Ross as a teacher was counterproductive to the creation of "a
discrimination-free environment". The Board of Inquiry accordingly ordered the
School Board to suspend Ross for eighteen months without pay and to try to find
him a non-teaching position during that period. If such a situation could not be
found, the School Board was to dismiss him. The School Board was ordered to
terminate Ross's employment immediately if he did not cease publishing antiSemitic materials. In addition, the New Brunswick Department of Education was
instructed to develop and promote multicultural education policies in schools and
to create a system of periodic appraisals of the overall quality of race relations in
42
the school environment. Ross filed an application for judicial review which was
heard by the trial court in the fall of 1991. The trial court upheld the decision of the
Board of Enquiry that there had been a violation of the Human Rights Act.
However, the court modified the remedial order to strike out the restriction on
Ross's right to publish his anti-Semitic views if he "continuedin the employ of the
school board in a non-teaching capacity. As of April 1992, an appeal from this
judgement was before the New Brunswick Court of Appeal.

CONCLUSION
The hate propaganda provisions of the Canadian Criminal Code and Human Rights
Act have survived constitutional challenges. This result is encouraging for those
who hope to see the federal and provincial governments more actively involved in
fighting the spread of virulent expressions of racist, sexist and religious hatred. For
many years, the hate propaganda laws appeared to be of little value: there were
virtually no prosecutions of hatemongers and prosecutors justified their reticence
to press charges by pointing to the dubious constitutionality of the hate speech laws
and the difficulty of proving the elements of the offences. Now, government
officials no longer are able to use doubts about the constitutionality of these
provisions to justify any failure to prosecute.
Another encouraging aspect of the recent cases is the importance judges have
attached to the detrimental impact of hate speech on its victims. The majority of
the justices of the Supreme Court weighed this harm heavily in upholding the
constitutionality of anti-hate propaganda provisions under Section I of the Charter.
This recognition of the reality of harm will likely serve as a precedent for similar
cases in the future.
However, the provisions of the Criminal Code are very demanding. While it
is not easy to satisfy all their requirements, any effort to amend these provisions to
facilitate prosecution entails the risk of renewed constitutional challenges. Given
the changing make-up of the Supreme Court, it is possible that the minority views
expressed in the Keegstra and Taylor dissents could now be shared by a new
majority. If this is true, the chances of amended hate provisions surviving a
constitutional challenge are reduced.
. The overview of provincial legislation in the previous section shows that,
while the provinces clearly have the power to take action against hate propaganda,
few have adopted legislation to do so. The few statutes which directly address the
42 Attis v, New Brunswick (School District l S} (1991) 121 N.B.R. (2nd) I; 15 C.H.R.R. D/339.

problem have proved of little value to targeted groups. They place a heavy burden
- both financial and psychological - on members of the targeted groups by privatizing the problem. One of the important functions of legislation in the realm of
hate is the expression of societal disapproval of racism and bigotry and collective
support for the targeted groups. Human rights legislation and criminal laws serve
this purpose better than do group libel statutes, which require private prosecution.
The human rights commissions, as community representatives, could use
their expertise and resources to reduce the amount of hate propaganda in circulation
and educate the general public about racism. If they did so, individuals and
representative organizations would be spared the financial and other burdens
entailed by legal action. Themore flexible procedures available under human rights
legislation including conciliation increase the possibility of speedy and adequate
remedies with less of the risk presented by criminal trials of making martyrs of the
hatemongers which may give their views greater credibility. Cases currently before
human rights tribunals indicate that the provincial commissions are beginning to
take their roles more seriously.

Chapter13
PRINCIPLES AND PERSPECTIVES ON HATE SPEECH, FREEDOM
OF EXPRESSION AND NON-DISCRIMINATION:
THE CANADIAN EXPERIENCE AS A CASE-STUDY IN
STRIKING A BALANCE

IrwinColler
In his speech to the Copenhagen Conference on the Human Dimension in June
1990, the then Foreign Minister of the former Soviet Union, Edouard Shevardnaze,
wamed about the "gathering storm" of racial incitement. It is perhaps not snrprising
then that the Concluding Document of the Copenhagen Conference contained the
most comprehensive mini-code to combat incitement to racial hatred, hostility, and
discrimination that has ever found expression in any international agreement, 1
As it happens, the two years since the Copenhagen Conference have witnessed a literal explosion of racial and religious incitement in democratic societies
in Europe, Canada, the United States, Latin America and Asia against vulnerable
minorities in their midst. The legal remedies invoked to combat such incitement
have been the object of constitutional challenges in regions around the world,
triggering a series of cause-celebresthis past year: the Le Pen case in France, the
Radio Islam case in Sweden, the Smirnov-Ostashvillicase in the former Soviet
Union, the Minnesota "CrossBurning" case in the United States, and the historic
trilogy in Canada - for which Keegstra2 is metaphor and message - to name but a
few.
Indeed, this article is'being written against the backdrop of the most celebrated
litigation involving hate speech, freedom of expression, and non-discrimination in
the history of Canadian jurisprudence. For in December 1989, three cases 3 involving freedom of expression and hate propaganda were joined for hearing challenges
to the constitutionality of Canada's anti-hate legislation as being an unconstitutional infringement of the freedom of expression guarantee of the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms.
In each of these cases, there were two central issues before the court, which
are likely to be the central concerns of any court in a democratic society called upon
to decide a racial incitement case: first, whether incitement to racial hatred is
protected expression; and, second, even assuming that racial incitement is prima
facie protected speech, whether it can nonetheless be subject to reasonable limitations, prescribed by law.
An appreciation of this incredible array of litigation reveals a little known but
compelling socio-legal phenomenon: that Canada has become an international

Documentof the: Copenhagen Meeting of the Conferenceon theHumanDimension of the CSCB,
Article40.4, reproducedin Annexe A. Admittedly,the Copenhagenformula is somewhatweaker
thantherelevantinternationalprovisionsinthatitprohibitsacts thatconstituteincitementto violence
ratherthanacts thatconstituteincitementto discrimination,hostilityor violence. But it also broke
new groundin severalrespects.See Chapter 7'by StephenRoth. As ThomasBuergenthalstated,the
Copenhagenmeeting represented"anew publicorderfor Europe".

2 R. v, Keegstra [1991J2 W.W.R.1 (S.C.C.),[1990J3 S.C.R.697.
3 R. \I. Keegstra;R \I. Andrews & Smith [1990] 3 S.C.R. 870; HumanRights Commission\I Tay/or
[199013 S.CR 892.

centre for racist/hate propaganda litigation in general, and Holocaust deniallitigation in particular.
The Canadian experience has generated one of the most compelling and
instructive sets of legal precedents respecting this "genre" of litigation in the world
for a variety of reasons. First, there exists a dynamic and dialectical encounter
between the rise in the publication of hate speech, on the one hand, and the
emergence in Canada of a comprehensive legal regime to combat it on the other,
coupled with a Rights Charter invoked by both the hatemongers and the victims.
Second, the Supreme Court of Canada has articulated a series of principles and
perspectives which may help to pour content into what First Amendment scholar
Fred Schauer has called the "multiple tests, rules and principles" reflecting "the
[extraordinary] diversity of communication experiences ...".4
What follows is a distillation of some of these interpretive principles and
perspectives which should be useful to advocates, activists, judges and scholars in
appreciating the considerations that ought to be factored into any analysis of hate
speech, freedom of expression and non-discrimination and, correspondingly, in
attempting to strike a balance.

1. "Chartering"Rights:The Constitutionalization
of Freedomof
Expression
The adoption by Canada of a Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1982
was regarded by the then Minister of Justice, Mark MacGuigan, now a judge of the
Federal Court of Canada, as the "most significant legal development in Canada in
the second half of the 20th century". The present Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of Canada, the Right Honourable Antonio Lamer, characterized the enactment of
the Charter as a "revolutionary" act parallel to the discoveries of Pasteur in science.
Section 1 sets forth the fundamental premise for balancing competing rights
and governmental interests:
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and
freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed
by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free society.
Section 2(b) guarantees "everyone ... freedom of thought, belief, opinion and
expression, including freedom of the press and other media of communication."
In the words of the Court, the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Charter,
such as freedom of expression, are to be given "a generous and liberal interpretation" as befits constitutionally entrenched rights. The Constitution, said the Court,
in its paraphrase of~aul Freund, "should not be read like a last will and testament,

expression was seen as an essential value of Canadian Parliamentary

democracy.f

In a word, freedom of expression was regarded as a "core" right even before the
advent of the Charter, a perspective that ought to be instructive for societies without
a constitutionally entrenched Bill of Rights.
What the Canadian experience demonstrates is that a constitutionally entrenched Charter of Rights invites "a more careful and generous study of the values
informing the freedom,"? and therefore commends itself to those concerned with a
more enhanced promotion and protection of human rights generally. Even in the
absence of a Charter, however, freedom of expression may well be treated as if it
were a constitutionally protected freedom.

2. The Scopeof Freedomof Expressionandthe "Purposive"Theory
of Interpretation
In the view of the Canadian Supreme Court, the proper approach to determining
the ambit of freedom of expression and the "pressing and substantial concerns" that
may authorize its limitation is a purposive one. In Keegstra, the Court reiterated
the three-pronged rationale for freedom of expression that it had earlier articulated:
(1) seeking and attaining truth is an inherently good activity;
(2) participation in social and political decision-making is to be fostered
and encouraged; and
(3) diversity in forms of individual self-fulfilment and human flourishing ought to be cultivated in a tolerant and welcoming environment for
the sake of both thosi who convey a meaning and those to whom a
meaning is conveyed.
Hatemongering, according to the majority of the Supreme Court constitutes an
assault on these very values and interests. First, hatemongering is not only incompatible with a "competitive marketplace of ideas which will enhance the search for
truth", b~t it represents the very antithesisof the search for truth in a marketplace
of ideas. Second, it is antithetical to participation in democratic self-govemment
and constitutes a "destructive assault" on that very government. 10 Third, it is utterly
incompatible with a claim to "personal growth and self-realization"; rather, it is
analogous to the claim that one is "fulfilled" by expressing oneself "violently"
Citing studies showing that victims of :fro.upvilification may suffer loss of self-esteem and experience self-abasemenr' , the Court found that incitement to racial
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lestit becomeone",

6 Keegslra, supra note 2, at 27.

This by no means suggests that the Canadian experience is irrelevant to
societies that do not have an entrenched Charter of Rights. As stated by the Supreme
Court;
[The notion] that freedom to express oneself openly and fully is of
crucial importance in a free and democratic society was recognized by
Canadian Courts prior to the enactment of the Charter; ... [fjreedom of

? Id,
8 Id. at 28.

9 Id., per Grange,lA., at 181-84.
10 R. v.ZUltfJel(987), 580R(2d) 129at 155-56,andquotedwithapprovalonthispointinR.v.Andrews
and S17Uth(1988) 28 O.A.C. 161, 10 the effect ihat "the wilful promotion of hatred is entkely
antith2ticalto our very systemof freedom"(emphasisadded).

11 See/rwin Toy LtdvA Go/Quebec [1989] 1 S.C:.R.927, 970.

4 FSchauer,BookReview,56 Univ. Chicago L. Rev. 397,410 (1989).
5 Hunter v Sou/ham [198412S.C.R. 145, 155.

12 See empirical data respectingthe harmto tar.z,etgroups as summarizedin Report 0/ Special
90mmlUee onHate Pro~ganda inCanada(1%b),211·215;findingsofthe OntarioCourtof Appe:al
mR v:AndrewsandSmtth, supranote 2. perCoI)', J.,at 171;andempiricaldatacitedin M Matsuda
"Public Responseto Victim's Search:Considenngthe Victim'sStory,"87 MichiganL. Rev. 2320
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hatred constitutes an assault on the potential for "self-realization" of the target group
and its members. It is not surprising, then, that the Court anchored its reasons for
judgement in the "catastrophic effects ofracism."t3

is the very antithesis of the values and principles underlying these rights and
freedoms. Accordingly, a reading of freedom of expression in the light of other
rights and freedoms supports an interpretation that hate speech lies outside the
ambit of protected expression.

3. Freedomof Expressionandthe "Contextual"Principle
A third principle, or building block as MIne Justice Bertha.Wi~son c~~cterized it,
is that of the "contextual" principle. The context of a case IS or cmctat importance,
and the validity of challenged legislation must be assessed in terms of its effects as
well as its purpose. Hate speech targeted against a disadvantage~ minority or other
vulnerable group will be treated differently than hate speech directed at a person
..
I
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In the matter of hatemongering - whether the mterpretive principle adopted
is the purposive or the contextual one - interpretations converge, and i?e J~~IClal
"balancing" outcome is struck in favour of the right of disadvantaged mmonues to
be protected against group vilifica~ion,. while maintaining an "expansive" and
"liberal" view of freedom of expression Itself as a core nght.

4. Freedomof Expressionin a Freeand DemocraticSociety
According to Supreme Court doctrine, the interpretation of freedom of expression
must involve not only resort to the purposive character of the Charter's freedom?f
expressio~ guarantee, but also "to the values and principles of a free ~d d~mocrauc
society".' Such principles, said the Court, are not only the genesis of ngh~s ~d
freedoms under the Charter generally, but also underlie freedom of expression m
particular. These values and principles include "respect for the inherent dignity of
the human person ... [and] respect for cultural and group identity.,,16Accordingly,
anti-hate legislation should be seen not as infringing upon free spee~h b~t as
promoting and protecting the values and principles of a free and democratic society.

5. Freedomof Expressionin the Lightof "OtherRightsand Freedams"
The Supreme Court has also determined that the principle of freedom of expression
must be interpreted in the light of other rights and freedoms sought to be protected
by a democracy like Canada. n The purpose, and often the effect, of hate speecrh'IS
to diminish, if not deny, the rights and freedoms of others. Indeed, hatemongenng
(1989).
13 Keegstra, supra note2, at 51.

14 See JusticeB Wilson "Buildingthe (barterEdifice:TheFirstTenYears,"Conferenalce
Paper.Tenth
Anniversaryof the Charter(Ottawa,April 1992), 6 (discussing hate speech, and so ~ntJon~ng
that for similarreasons theCourtbalancedfreedomofexpression considerations ID a case involving
adv~rtising directedat Childrendifferentlythanit did in otheradvertisingcases).

6. Freedomof Expression,the Principleof Equalityandthe HarmsBased"Rationale:Hate Propagandaas a DiscriminatoryPractice
As a corollary, if freedom of expression is to be interpreted in the light of other
rights and freedoms, a core associated right is that of equality. The purpose and
effect of racist hate speech, above all else, is to diminish or deny equality and dignity
to the target of the vilification. In the words of Professor Kathleen Mahoney:
In this trilogy of cases, the majority of the Supreme Court of Canada
articulated perspectives on freedom of expression that are more inclu-

sive thanexclusive,morecommunitarian
thanindividualistic,andmore
aware of the actual impacts of speech on the disadvantaged members
of society than has ever before been articulated in a freedom of expression case. The Court advanced an equality approach using a harmbased rationale to SUPR0rlthe regulation of hate propaganda as a
principle of inequality.
According to the Supreme Court, the concern of a democratic society with racist
speech is not "simply the product of its offensiveness, but stems from the very real
harm which itcauses".19 The harm is two-fold, and extends both to members of the
target group and to society as a whole:
Essentially, there are two sorts of injury caused by hate propaganda.
First, there is harm done to members of the target group. It is indisputable that the emotional damage caused by words may be of grave
psychological and social consequence .... The derision, hostility, and
abuse encouraged by hate propaganda have a severely negative impact
on the individual's sense of self-worth and acceptance .., . A second
harmful effect of hate propaganda which is of pressing and substantial
concern is its influence upon society at large .... [Tjhe threat to the
self-dignity of target group members is thus matched by the possibility
that prejudicial messages will gain some credence, with the attendant
result of discrimination, and perhaps even violence, against minority
groups,z°

7. Freedomof Expressionandthe Multi-culturalPrinciple
In the view of the court, freedom of expression, and limitations on that freedom
such as anti-hate legislation, must be interpreted in a manner that both preserves
and enhances Canada's multi-cultural heritage. The Court determined that anti-hate
legislation is not only necessary to protect the members £fthe target group, but also
"to prevent the destruction of a multi-cultural society". 1

15 Keegstra, supra note 2, at 34.

16 R. v, Oa"'3 (1986)24 C.C.C. (3d)321(S.C.C.) at346.
17 R.WD.s.V. v, DolphinDelivery Ltd {1986]2S.C.R. 573, 583 ("[t]hepurposeofjhe right or freedom
in question[freedomof expressioni IS to be soughtby referenceto ... the meanmg andpurposeof
the otherspecific rightsandfreedomswithwhich it is associated").

18 KMahoney,"Rv Keegstra: A Rationale for RegulatingPornography?"
37 McGill LawJournal242.
19 Keegstra,supra note 2, at 42.
20 Id. at43.

8. Freedomof Expressionin a ComparativePerspective
In determining whether incitement to racism is a protected form of expression,
resort may be had not only to the values and principles of a free and democratic
society such as Canada, but to the legislative experiences of other free and
democratic societies. An examination of the legislative experiences of other free
and democratic societies clearly and consistently sup~rts the position that racist
hate speech is not entitled to constitutional protection.

9. Freedomof Expression,Hate Propagandaand InternationalLaw
In the words of the Supr~me Court, international law may be regarded as "a relevant

and persuasive source" 3 for the interpretation of rights and freedoms under the
Charter. The Supreme Court noted that "no aspect of international human rights
has been given attention greater than that focused upon discrimination ,,24 and
furthermore accepted that "the CERD Convention and the ICCPR demonstrate that
the prohibition of hate-promoting expression is considered to be not only compatible with a signatory nation's g~antee of human rights, but is as well an
obligatory aspect of this guarantee".

10. Freedomof Expressionand the Principleof "AbhorrentSpeech"
It is important to distinguish between offensive political speech - which targets the
government, its institutions, and public officials - and abhorrent, racist speech
intended to promote hatred and contempt of vulnerable and disadvantaged minorities. The hatemongering at issue in Keegstra- and in analogous cases- can be
distingnished on principled grounds from le,rtimate political speech directed
against public offl£~als as in the Sullivan case 2 ,or against "the world at large" as
in the Cohen case . Prohibiting racist speech is not an instance of a government
legislating in its own self-interest regarding its political agenda, but an affirmative
responsibility of governments to protect the inherent human dignity and equal
standing of all its citizens.

CONCLUSION
These, then, constitute the principles respecting freedom of expression, hate speech
and non-discrimination as articulated by the Supreme Court of Canada in the recent
historic trilogy of cases symbolized by Keegstra.Butan appreciation, orinvocation,

21 Id.
22 See, e-s-,
Committeeon the Eliminationof Racial Discriminati~" Positive MeasuresDesigned /0
EradicateAll/ncitement 10,and Acts of, Racial Discrimination\uN 1986).
23 Slaight CommunicationsInc. 1JDavidson [1989]1 S.C.R.1038,1056-1057.
24 Keegstra, supra note 2, at 45.

25 Id.• ,47.
26 New York Times v, Sullivan, 376 V.S. 254 (1%4).
27 Cohen v. California, 403 D.S. 15 (1971).

of these principles or ~actors need not be limited to the Canadian jurisdiction only.
Rather, Just as Canadian courts, and counsel appearing before them, have drawn
up?n principles grounded in comparative and international perspectives to help
stnke a balance, so too may courts and counsel of other free and democratic
societies - and those aspiring to become ones - draw upon the Canadian experience.
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SOURCESOF INTER·ETHNICDISCORDTHROUGHOUT
THE FORMERSOVIET UNION,
Yuri SChmidtand Tanya Smith

by a legitimatepolitical and legal system.Althoughthe authoritiesnow in power
claim to want to prevent ethnic and racial hatred, in practice this aim is rarely
pursued.
This paper does not attemptto be comprehensive.Rather, it describessome
of the common characteristicsof the inter-ethnicproblems, discusses the laws
which continue to govern inter-ethnicstrife and examines how these laws have
been applied in practice.

INTRODUCTION

Inter-ethnicproblemsthroughoutthe Commonwealthof IndependentStatest today
are unprecedented,acute and complex.Examinationof such problems yields no
satisfactorysolutionsand revealsdifficultiesin the currentconsiderationof these
problems by the courts.
In 1991,the newspaperMoscowNews investigatedemergingconflictsin 76
"hotspots"in the SovietUnion.Theseconflictswerefuelledbyprioradministrative
divisions of territory and current attempts to take control away' from central
authority. Conflictsinvolving local territorialdisputescontinue to grow, and are
penetratingvariousstructuresof the governmentsandarmedforces.In themajority
of regionsthere hasbeen increasingevidenceof varyingdegreesof anti-Semitism
and anti-Russianfeeling.
One does not need to search long for the reasons for the escalation of
inter-ethnichostility.Socialorder in the formerSovietUnion,like the existenceof
the Communistregime, was supportedby terror, with the purpose and effect of
suppressingrightsandfreedomsof individualcitizensas wellasentirenationalities.
The nationalitypoliciesof Bolshevismaimedto overcomeinter-ethnicdifferences
by forcibly obliteratingthem and by prohibitingfreedomof culture,religion and
even linguisticself-expression.
The Communistregime not only destroyedthe most prominent and active
representativesof different nationalities,but carried out a widespreadpolicy of
genocideand massiveextra-judicialrepression.Numerousnationalitieswere subjected to forceddeportation,a policypursuedin orderto punishthosewhomStalin
considered"guilty".Banishedfromtheirhomelands,thesenationalitieswereforced
to assimilatein an attemptto destroytheir nationaland ethnic identities.
The destruction of ethnic identity was further promoted by the arbitrary
changeof the administrativeterritorialstructure,the redrawingof bordersbetween
republicsand of regionalborderswithinrepublicsand the destructionor reorganizationof autonomousethnic communities.
In recent years some of the former CommunistParty nomenklaturahave
changedtheir strategyand, rather than tryingto preventthe growthof movements
fornational autonomy,seeminsteadto welcomeor evenpromoteinter-ethnicstrife
in the hope of preservingtheir own powers.They have used methodswhich have
created tensionin inter-ethnicrelationsand whichdisplayjealousy,and suspicion
of, and disrespectfor, the rights of citizensof other nationalities.
The downfall of the totalitarian regime has lifted the lid on suppressed
inter-ethnicconflict.However,thepast systemof controlhasnot yet beenreplaced
Throughoutthis paper.the terms "SovietUnion"and "Soviet"are used when referringto events
whichoccurredorconditionswhichexistedbeforethedissolutionof theUnionin December1991,
and the terms "Commonwealthof IndependentStates" and "Commonwealth" are used when
discussing events andsituationsafterfonnationof the Commonwealth.

INTER-ETHNICPROBLEMS
NationalitiesResidingin Their NativeTerritories

In several former Soviet republics such as Moldova (Moldavia)and the Baltics
(Estonia,Latvia andLithuania),the traditionalnationalitiesstilllive in their native
territories.However,for severalyears,peoplein theseareas have felt the effect of
forced Russification. The increasing per centage of ethnic Russians and other
newcomersin theserepublicshasplaced the nativepopulationsin dangerof being
transformedinto minoritiesin the lands of their birth, threateningthe loss of their
nationalcultures,traditionsand languages.
With thedeclineofCommunistPartyrepression,theseterritorialnationalities
soughttheir independenceas a meansof preservingtheir culturesand protecting
theirrights.The decisionof Lithuania,Latvia,andEstoniato leavethe Unionposed
a great threat to the Sovietcentre,and especiallyto the CommunistParty nomenklatura in these republics.The local nomenklaturarespondedby restrictingactivitiesrelatedto independence:thepromotionof ideasof nationalistrebirth,the use
of native languages and the granting of citizenship. They used their powers to
persuadethe public that independencemovementswere of a discriminatoryand
evenfascistnature,and to promoteinter-ethnictension.
DisplacedPopulations

Populationsthat were displacedduring the Stalinera have experiencedtwo major
problems.For many of them, there simplyhas been no place to which they could
return. Their ancestral homelandsare occupiedby other people, some of whom
werethemselvesdeportedfromotherregions.For example,the MeskitanTurksof
Georgia,forced to move to anotherpart of the SovietUnion,now have little hope
of returningto their native territory.
When members of nationality groups are able to return to their ancestral
homelandsfrequently,the local nomenklaturaplay on local residents' fears that
returningpopulationswill claim sovereigntyover their formerterritoriesand will
denytheresidentstheirrights.Suchis thecase,forexample,throughouttheCrimea.
Divisionof Populationsby Artificial Borders

Conflicts were also created by the construction of arbitrary borders and the
separationof ethnic and national groups into differentrepublics.Aspirationsfor
re-unionwere, and continueto be, restricted.The mostacuteproblemsof this type
areoccurringin Nagorno-KarabakhandOssetia,artificialbordersdividingpolitical
controlof the local populationshaveresultedin armedconflicts.

communweaun DJtnaepenaent states

ForcedUnionof DifferentEthnicPopulations
Inter-ethnic conflicts are the outcome not only of artificial division of nationalities
but also of the artificial uniou of different nationalities into a single political-administrative entity. This has happened through the deportation of peoples and the
forced assimilation of neighbouring populations. The worst situations have occurred not in those regions where there is a multi-ethnic society, but where two
distinct nationalities are controlled by one government.

RELEVANTLAWS
Racism, discrimination and incitement to national, racial and religious hatred were
prohibited in the constitutions and laws of the former Soviet Union and the fifteen
republics. These laws, for the most part and to the extent that they have not been
superseded, continue to be applied by the states of the Cpmmonwealth.
Article 34 of the 1977 Constitution of the Soviet Union declared that all
citizens were "equal before the law without distinction on grounds of origin, social
or property status, race or nationality, sex, education.Ianguage, attitude to religion,
type or nature of occupation, domicile or other circumstances." Article 36 reiterated
that "citizens ... of differing races and nationalities have equal rights" .In particular,
Article 36(3) provided:
Any direct or indirect limitation of the rights of citizens or establishment
of direct or indirect privileges on grounds of race or nationality, and any
advocacy of racial or national exclusiveness, hostility or contempt, are
punishable by law.
Article 52(1) prohibited "incitement of hostility or hatred on religious grounds",
and Article 64 declared that "11is the duty of every citizen of the USSR to respect
the national dignity of other citizens, and to strengthen the friendship of the nations
and nationalities of the multinational Soviet state."
The All-Union Act on Criminal Liability for State Crimes, implementing the
above constitutional provisions, was adopted in 1958 and amended in 1989. All of
the Soviet republics incorporated the Act into their criminal codes (differing only
in the numbers of the articles). Incitement to national or racial hatred was prohibited
by Article 11 of the Criminal Liability Act and by Article 74 of the Criminal Code
of the Russian Republic.
Both articles provided:
(1) Deliberate acts aimed at inciting national or racial hatred or
discord, the denigration of national honour and diguity, and any direct
or indirect limitation of the rights of, or the establishment of direct or
indirect privileges for, citizens on grounds of their race or nationality
shall be punishable by imprisonment for a period of up to three years
or a fine of up to 2000 roubles.
(2) The same acts, when accompanied by violence, deception or
threats, or when committed by officials, are punishable by imprisonment of up to five years or a fine of up to 5,000 roubles.
(3) Acts falling within parts I and 2 of this Article, when committed
by a group of persons or when involving loss of human life or other
grave consequences, are punishable by imprisonment of up to 10 years.
On 2 Apri11990, the Supreme Soviet of the USSR adopted a law entitled "On the
enhancement of the responsibility for encroachment on the national equality of
citizens and the violent encroachment of the integrity of the territory of the USSR".

The preamble explains that the law's purpose was to abolish acts of nationalist and
separatist associations which advocate discrimination against citizens on the basis
of na~on~lity. The law prohibits such associations, including political parties,
o~anlZatto~s and mass movements, which incite nationalist or racial hostility,
discord o.rdisrespect, or use for~e against ethnic, racial or religious groups. Those
who participate m such associations can be detained under administrative law for
~p to .15days or fined. up to 10,000 rubles. Criminal sanctions may be imposed for
public calls for the VIOlentoverthrow of the integrity of the territory of the USSR
and Soviet Republics".
In the authors' opinion, the Law of2 April 1990 places excessive restrictions
on ~e. right to. ~~ociation. Article 63~ of the Criminal Liability Act is less
restric.tive, prohibiting only the perpetration of a crime on the ground of national
or racial hatred or contempt. The 1990 law was passed in an effort to take steps to
address the increasing inter-ethnic tension at that time.

IMPLEMENTATIONOF LAWSPROHIBITINGRACISTSPEECH
CriminalLaw
During the long period of Soviet power, statistics on criminal activity were kept
secret. Now, although the prohibition on the publication of statistical data has been
removed, very little concrete data exists. For this reason, it is unclear how widely
laws corresponding to the Criminal Liability Act on incitement to national and
racial hatred (such as Article 74 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Republic)
were applied in the former Republics.
. The first part of Article 74, prohibiting non-violent acts aimed at provoking
ethnic or racial hatred, has not been enforced in practice. Words and nou-violent
acts. are .virtually never prosecuted. The law is applied almost exclusively in
conjunctionwith responsibility for other crimes, such as murder, rape or assault.
Prosecutions under Article 74 in connection with acts of violence include the
following e~amples. In 1~90, fifteen people were reportedly tried in Tadjikhistan
under the third part of Article 74 (group provocation of ethnic or racial hatred) for
a b~oody pogrom in Dushanbe, In Uzbekhistan, several people were convicted for
racially motivated violence in Fergana, Osh. 11has not been possible to learn
,,:h'?theranyone was tried under an analogous law in Azerbaijan following the mass
killings of Armenians in the cities of Sumgait, Baku and Gyndzh in 1990.
!orez Kolumbegov, the elected leader of the recently proclaimed Southern
Osseti~ Soviet ~emocmtic Republic (South Ossetia was formerly an enclave of
the Soviet Republic of Georgia), was charged with incitement of ethnic discord on
April 1991 in Thlisi, Georgia for acts relating to South Ossetia's declaration of
mdepe.nde~ce. These included making a statement at a rally that "the only good
~rgllln. IS a de~d Georgian", and the prevention of the celebration of Georgian
hnli~ys m Ossetia, Other charges against Kolumbegov included plotting murder,
carrying a concealed weapon and abuse of official authority. The case went to trial
before the Supreme Court of Georgia in October 1991 and was continued until
December. The Court never pronounced judgement and in January 1992 Kolumbegov was released as part of a general amnesty of political prisoners.
~ere is on~y one case known to have been decided solely under the first part
of Article 74. It mvolved Konstantin Smirnov-Ostashvili, one of the leaders of a
"nationalistic patriotic" group calledPamyat (Memory). In 1990, he was sentenced
to two years' imprisonment for his words and non-violent acts, which were found

?

to be degrading to the dignity of Jewish people, when he led the forceful disruption
of a meeting of a writers' organization called Aprel (April).2 Oddly, the charges
against Smimov-Ostashvili did not include responsibility for the violence at the
Aprel meeting. Even though Smirnov-Ostashvili admitted that Pumyat was an
anti-Semitic organization which calls for the "de-Zionization" of Soviet society and
for discrimination against Jews, no criminal or administrative proceedings have
been brought a!'fnst Pamyat under the third part of Article 74 or the USSR Law
of 2 April 1990.
Theconditions of the former Soviet society and government have resulted in
high social tension. There is an increasing tendency to hold people of other
nationalities accountable for economic and social problems. Because it is impossible to prosecute criminally every manifestation of racism, in order to maintain
the rule and force of law it is essential to prevent arbitrariness in its application.
This can be best accomplished, in the authors' opinion, by narrowing the prohibition against racist expression to the strict formulation of" systematic or maliciously
intended acts" instead of the current formulation of "intentional acts". The Soviet
situation differs from the situation in other countries (such as the United Kingdom
and the Netherlands) where the level of racist expression is lower and where,
accordingly, looser definitions of prohibited forms of hatred may be appropriate.

Civil Law
The right to bring civil proceedings to defend ethnic and personal dignity is
provided for in Article 7 of the Fundamental Civil Law of the USSR. In practice,
however, the courts have extended the right to honour and dignity only to individuals and not to ethnic groups. In the first few months of 1991, Moscow trial courts
declined to hear any of the more than ten cases brought by ethnic Chechins against
the magazine Glasnost, published by the Soviet Communist Party Central Committee. The petitioners asserted that an interview in Glasnostwith an anonymous
official from the Soviet Ministry of Internal Affairs, who discussed the activities
of the "Chechin mafia" in Moscow, insulted the ethnic dignity of Chechins. The
courts held that there was no right to redress for an ethnic group.

pro.grammes in January 1991, watched by approximately 70 million viewers, in
which Nevzorov comm~nted ,on the violent events in the Baltics. The complaint
char~ed th~t Nevzorov, m~enuonally used his popularity and talent to exacerbate
ethnic tensions and to incite people of Russian nationality to hatred and hostility
towards Lithuanians, Latvians and Estonians.

The Courts
The lack ~f independent, effective courts is a particularly serious threat to human
nghts dunng this time of increasing inter-ethnic tension. Article 6 of the CERD
Convention imposes a duty on states parties to provi~e competent courts which
provide effective protection from racial discrimination. In practice, this obligation
IS not fulfilled. Soviet courts have traditionally been dependent on the government
~d ~mmunist ~arty apparatus to such an extent that it has been virtually
unpossible to receive an impartial, fair determination by a Soviet court in any case
~nvol~mg parties of different nationalities. In such cases, Soviet courts have
invariably been pressured to make judgements based upon political issues that
cannot properly be decided in a court. Moreover, various declarations of independence and sovereignty at different governmental levels have left courts and
lawyers to struggle with unanswered questions concerning which laws apply and
what powers various courts have.

CONCLUSION
Tore.duce the inter-ethnic distrust and animosity which have built up over lifetimes
and, m some cases,.centuries, will require a great deal of time, public education and
go~ernment c?mm~truent to reversing the past policies of favouritism anddiscrimination, especially m education, employment, language, culture, government serVIC~ ~d 1'lace of residence. In addition, criminal and civil restraints on speech
~hlc? mClte.sha~ed as well as violence are necessary to address the most destruc~ve, Immediate unpacts of ethnic hostilities. Drafting appropriate laws and ensur109that they are enforc.ed with even-handedness and determination are among the
greatest challenges facing the states of the former Soviet Union today.

The Media
Racist expression in the media continues to be a severe, unresolved problem
throughout the states of the Commonwealth. The mass media's dissemination of
racist expression could be deemed to be made with malicious intent, particularly
in light of the existing social conditions and high ethnic tensions.
A group of City Council members and social activists in SI. Petersburg have
tried unsuccessfully to bring criminal charges under the first part of Article 74
against A. Nevzorov, the commentator on the widely popular television investigative news programme, 600 Seconds. Their complaint was based on a series of

2 Smimov-Ostashvilidiedin prisonin May 1991,reportedlyby suicide.
3 Pamyat's programmeincludes advocacy of prohibitions on Jews working in many areas of
governmentservice,being grantedhigher educationdegreesandworkingin academicinstitutions.
The extremistsin Pamyat have called for the directuse of force againstJews andpunishmentof
Jews by Pamyat members.

4 TheS~viet Unionwas a partyto theCERDConvention.TheRussianFederationandseveralother
repubhcshaveexpresslyacceptedtheSoviet Union's treatyobligationsinthefieldof humanrights.
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An additional safeguard against the expression of racist views is provided by
theySSR Law on the Press and Other Mass Information Media of 12 June 1990
which contams the following provision:
Article 5: Impennissibility of abuse of the freedom of speech
.The us.eof mass 1,nfonnation media n.to make propaganda for .n
racial, national or religious exclusivity or intolerance, to disseminate
porn?graphy, or.to incite the commission of other criminally punishable
acts ISnot permitted,
The use of the mass information media to interfere in citizens'
perso~allives. or infringe their honour and diguity is not permitted and
ISpunishable m accordance with the law. 2
The f~t'paragraph, prohibiting the use of mass infonnation media to promote racial
exclusivity ~d I~tolerance, is unambiguous. Whether the protection of citizens'
honour and dil~mty.' contained in the second paragraph, could be applied against
group defamation, ISless clear.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON ANTI-RACISM LAWS
IN THE FORMER SOVIET UNION

Stephen J Roth
THE COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES

It is too early to assess how far the independent member states of the new
Commonwealth (as well as the Baltic republics) will incorporate into their own
legislation the Soviet laws (discussed in these comments as well as in the preceding
contribution by Schmidt and Smith) which protect against racist and/or religious
incitement. Their legislation has not yet developed and is so far largely unknown.
It must be hoped that they will not permit their laws to fall below the Soviet
norms which existed at the time of the dissolution of the Union. This expectation
is particularly justified on account of the Declaration' of Human Rights and
Freedoms adopted in September 1991 which was part of the post-putschprocess
that led to the creation of the CIS and was endorsed by ten of the Republics (all
except Georgia and Moldavia).
FORMER SOVIET LAWS

LawsLimitingFreedomof Speech
As noted in the preceding essay by Schmidt and Smith, Article 11 of the All-Union
Criminal Liability Act, which prohibits incitement to national and racial hatred,
was amended in 1989. Some of the changes are welcome, particularly the addition
that when incitement is accompanied by violence or is committed by a "group of
persons" a more severe punishment is available. The outlawing of an "act" instead
of "propaganda and agitation", as in the previous version, also strengthens the law;
"act" obviously embraces more than propaganda and agitation. Furthermore, acts
defmed in Article 11 are now regarded as "Especially Dangerous Crimes Against
the State". However, the term "deliberate action" may turn out to make convictions
more difficult by demanding evidence of direct intent to arouse racial hostility or
dissention. While the earlier version included the requirement that the propaganda
or agitation be "for the purpose of arousing hostility", the addition of the word
"deliberate" seems to put even more emphasis on the guilty intent (mensrea).The
requirement of specific intent is a feature of many corresponding Western laws,
which often weakens their effectiveness.
Professor F J M Feldbrugge, an eminent expert on Soviet law, writes that,
where intent to arouse racial hostility or dissention was not proved, the offender
could only be convicted forinsults (under Article 131 of the Soviet Criminal Code)
or hooliganism (under Article 206)t. It is interesting to note that he thereby
proposed to invoke articles of the Criminal Code in the fight against racial hatred
which, in the pre-Gorbachev era, had been regularly used to suppress the dissident
freedom movement and its activists.
1 Encyclopaediaof Soviet Law. Vol. 2 (1973),571.

LawsCurtailingFreedomof Association
Untilrecently, the principal provision regarding freedom of association was Article
of the ~977 US~R. Constitution. which allowed such freedom "in accordance
With the ann of bml?mg Communism", a restrictive qualification, by now also
outda~e<!, and not the Ideal formula to curb racism. New provisions outlawing racist
assoc~ations hav~ been adopted in the ~oviet Law of 2 April 1990 (mentioned by
Sehmidt and Smith) and m a further Soviet Law on Public Association of9 October
1990. The seco.ndparagraph of Article 3 reads, in part:
The crea~on and activity of public associations whose purpose or modus
operandiISn. propaganda for war, violence and brutality, the incitement
of class ~nd also racial, .national and religious discord, and the
perpetra~l(:)fi of other
crimes punishable under criminal law
3
are prohIbited
Publi~ ass?ciati<;msmay be dissolved by a court "in the event of a public association
engaging m ~ctiOns which go beyond the purposes and tasks determined by its
statu~e~ or whlc~ br~ak the ~w .n" (Articl~ 22, in connection with Article 21). This
provIsion permns, m my View, the bannmg of organizations which disseminate
Ideas hased on racial hatred.

5~
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LawsCurtailingFreedomof Assembly
Freedom of asse~.bly is protected in Article 50 of the 1977 USSR Constitution.
Som.e.new provisions were adopted under perestroika. On 28 July 1988 the
Presidium of.the .Supreme Soviet of the USSR passed a decree "On the procedure
for the o~ganlzation 8?,~ co~duct of meetings, rallies, street marches and demonstrations m the USSR which made all assemblies subject to prior authorization
2

~u~r06fd'7f.R

(1990), No. 26, 492, Izvestiya, 21 June 1990, translationin BBC Monitor,

3

~lttOOi6}c17r.R

(1990), No. 42, 839, Pravda, 16 October 1990, translation in BBC Monitor,

4 Izvestiya,29 JUly1990, translationin BBC Monitor,SU/0219/B/1.
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by the authorities. However, the criteria for authorization are not spelled out, so
that it is entirely at the discretion of the authorities whether or not to allow an
assembly. The only guidance in this respect is provided by Article 50 of the 1977
Constitution, which guarantees freedom of assembly "in accordance wi~ ~e
interests of the people, and in order to strengthen and develop the SOCialist

system ... ,"

.

So far, the authorities' power to restrict meetings has been used only agamst
dissidents and democratic organizations; it could be used against meetings for a
hate-mongering purpose, like those organized by Pamyat, given that these hardly
are "in the interests of the people" or strengthen the socialist system. It may be
hoped that the Commonwealth states will adopt provisions which permit them to
restrict assemblies which are like to incite racial violence or hatred.

The Declarationof HumanRightsand Freedoms
On 5 September 1991, the Congress of the USSR People's Deputies adopted a
Declaration of Human Rights and Free~oms which, despite its designation as a
"Declaration" had the full force of law. (Its Article 2 states: "The provisions of
this Declaration are directly effective ... and are of a higher rank than ordinary
laws".) Its rapid adoption was undoubtedly the result of the atmosphere prevailing
.
after the defeat of the August putsch.
Professor Schweissfurth expresses the view that, although the Declaration
does not include a provision which expressly states that it is to be substituted for
the catalogue of rights and duties contained in the Soviet Constitution of 1977, it
must be regarded as replacing that catalogue; in ot~er words, that the ?eclaratio~
amounts to a revision of the Constitution and has a higher rank than ordinary laws.
Indeed, Schweissfurth regards the Declaration of such historic importance that he
calls it the Russian Declarationdes droits de l' homme?
On the issues of racist expression and racist organizations, the Declaration
has little to say - at least in an explicit form. It naturally includes among its human
rights catalogue "the right to the freedom of speech and to an unimpeded expression
of opinions and convictions and to their dissemination orally or in a written form"
(Article 6); the right to assembly (Article 8); and the right "to unite ... into public
organizations" (Article 9). As is usual in declarations of this type, the document
contains relatively few restriction clauses (which is a welcome relief from such
earlier restrictions on constitutionally guaranteed rights as "in the interest of society
or State" and "in order to strengthen and develop the socialist system"). The former
strong linkage in the Soviet Constitution between rights and duties also disappeared. The Declaration contains only a very general phrase: "Every person bears
constitutional duties, the discharge of which is essential for the normal development
of society" (Article 1(1)).

__
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However, the Declaration includes the following general limitations on
nghts:
The exercise of the rights by the citizens should not run counter to the
rights of other people. (Article 19(3).)
The execution of rights and freedoms is incompatible with actions
harmmg state and public security, public order, public health and moral
integrity [public morals], [and the protection of] human rights and
frecdoms. (Article 30.)
These provisions may be interpreted to permit restrictions on freedom of expression, association or assembly where necessary to prevent racist or religious

mcnemem,

APPLICABILITYOF INTERNATIONALLAW

~e S~viet Union rat.ified, and thus was bound by, international agreements
(m~luding the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Inter-

nati~nal Conventi~n on the Elimination ~f All Forms of Racial Discrimination) that
require states parties to adopt laws against hate-mongering, racist organizations.
Whe~er these treaties automatically became part of Soviet law is an unresolved
q?"stlOn. As Professor Butler states: "Few questions of law have engendered wider
differenc~ of opinion and approach in Soviet legal drctrine than the relationship
between mternational treaties and Soviet legislation".
Moreover, while some Fundamentals of Legislation on different subjects
(such ~ Public Education and Civil Legislation) contain the stipulation that
mternalion~ treaty provisions have priority over inconsistent domestic legislation,
such a rul~ ISrrussmg from the Fundamentals of Criminal Legislation. On the other
hand, Ar~cl~ 29 of the 1977 ~SSR Co.nstitution and corresponding provisions of
the constitutions of the republics provide that "relations of the USSR with other
states shall be built on the basis of good faith fulfilment of obligations arising from
generally recoguized principles and norms of international law and from international treaties concluded by the USSR".9
It is worthy of note that the Soviet Law on Public Association (discussed
above).stipulates (in Article 25) that "if any international treaty of the USSR
determines rules different to those contained in this law, the laws of the international
treaty apply". It is al~o significant that Article 1 of the Declaration of Human Rights
and Free.doms rea~fmns that all laws must be in conformity with the international
human nghts treaties by which the government was bound and by "international
n~rms" in general. Further international provisions (not legally binding but certainly representing a serious political commitment) were adopted in various documents produced by the CSCE process (discussed in Part IT of this book and
reproduced in Annexe A).

5 RussianText in VSNDVSSSSR (1991), No. 37, 1083, and in lzvestiya (I September 1991);the
translationusedin thisarticleis fromTASSrelease(6 September1991).A usefulcommentarytotl!e
Declarationhas been published by T Schweissfurth,"Maskaunach dem Putsch-Debakel: Die
Deklarationder Rechte und Freiheiten des Menschenvom 5 September1991"(Moscow afterthe
debacle of the putsch: the Declarationof the Rights and Preedoms of Men), 18 Europaeiscne
GrundrechJeZeitschrift. Nos. 18-20,409 (Nov. 1991).
6 Schweissfurth,supra, at 412.

8 WE Butler,Soviet Law, 2nd ed, (London:1988),397.

7 'ld.aI414.

9 See id.at 56. The wordingin Article29 is takenfromPrincipleX of the HelsinkiFinalAct.
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DENMARK: RACIST SNAKES IN THE DANISH PARADISE

LeneJohannessen
This arresting title was given to an article written by Jacques Blum, a cultural
anthropologist at the University of Copenhagen in the newspaper Alduet on 28
January 1985. The article warned about the rise of attacks on immigrants in
Denmark, and it began the process of awakening complacent Danish public opinion
to the new and growing phenomena in their country of racism, xenophobia and
violence directed against foreigners. The prime targets, as elsewhere, are immigrants and the alleged "mass influx" of refugees. In reality, less than three per cent
of the inhabitants of Denmark are foreigners, and many come from other Scandinavian or European countries. It is estimated that only about 100,000 people living
in Denmark come from non-European countries..
.
The media's concern to force a country justly proud of its liberal plural ethos
to accept that things had changed resulted in the prosecution of a television
journalist and editor in 1985 for aiding and abetting the dissemination of racist
speech. A DanmarksRadio television programme had broadcast an interview with
members of the Green Jackets, a skinhead youth gang, who made racist statements
on the air. The convicted journalist complained to the European Commission of
Human Rights in Strasbourg, citing his right to freedom of expression under Article
10 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). The case, which is
currently pending, directly raises the relationship between Article4 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD
Convention) and the ECHR's guarantee of freedom of expression, particularly the
rights of the media to report information and opinion of legitimate public interest,
however offensive.!

THE PENAL LAW ON RACIST SPEECH
Article 266b of the Danish Penal Code provides:
Any person who, publicly or with the intention of wider dissemination,
makes a statement or imparts other information by which a group of
people are threatened, insulted or degraded on account of their race,
colour, national or ethnic origin or religion shall be liable to a fine or to
imprisonment for any term not exceeding two years.
This offence was originally inserted in the Penal Code in 1939 in response to the
growing racism and anti-Semitism emanating from Hitler's Germany. In 1971 it
was amended to fulfil the requirements of Article 4 of the CERD Convention. The
Committee experts who proposed the draft offence were aware that the law could
reach a broad range of expression but considered that the principles of freedom of
expression should be balanced with the objective of widening the ambit ofprotection against racially discriminatory views:
[N]ecessary respect must be observed with regard to freedom of expression which should also be granted with regard to expressions
The texts of Art. 10 of the ECHR andArt.4 of theCERDConventionare setforthin Annexe A.

c?ncerning racial groups etc, and which Article 4 of the Convention
aims to protect, among other ways, by referring to the Universal
Declaration of Hnman Rights .... Furthermore, the above-mentioned
expressions :degrading co,!,~ents or treatment' must be interpreted in
a way m which less coarse incidents cannot be considered to fall within
the scope of the article. 2
The proposed offence, with certain amendments, was adopted by Parliament on 4
June 1971. Denmark ratified the CERD Convention on 4 December 1971.

CONSTITUTIONAL STANDARDS
No i~sue ~f compatibi1~ty with the constitutional protection of freedom of ex~resslOn an~es from Article 266b. The 1953 Danish Constitution includes proteclion of the nghtto freedom of expression. Article 77 declares:
All persons shall ~ entitled to publish their thoughts in print, in writing
and m speech provided that they may be held answerable in a court of
justice. Censorship and other preventive measures shall never again be
introduced,
Tmditi~nally, this provision has ~n interpreted as gnaranteeing only freedom
i'r<:>m.
pnor rest;31nt (formal protection) and not freedom from subsequent civil or
criminal ~an~lion (substantive protection). Thus, in principle, Parliament could
enact leglslaoon compatible with-the Constitution which severely curtailed freedom of expression, provided it did not involve prior restraint. However, there has
been a r~ent trend in the courts to uphold some substantive protection in matters
conce~mg th~ public interest eyen in cas~s involving controversial sneech and
expression which may be damaging to the nghts or reputations of others. 3

THE GREEN JACKETS CASE
There ha.vebee? relatiy~l~ few prosecutions under Article 266b. In the early 1980s
~ I~al right-wing politician was convicted for claiming in a public speech that
Immlgrant~ "bred like rats". However, the one case under the article, mentioned
above, which caused the greatest debate was the Green Jackets prosecution.
.
!n July 1985, Danish National Television iDanmarks Radio) broadcast an
interview With members of a group of youths, called the Green Jackets. In the
broadc~st, m~mbers of the Green Jackets expressed extreme views of a racist
nature, including support for the practice-ofeugenics.
The interviewer, Jens Olaf Jersild, with the approval of the editor of the
programme, Lasse Jensen, intended the programme to be an informative portrait of
the group, however unpleasant its views, in order to stimulate greater public
av.:areness of !he existence .of the group and the dangers it posed. In 1985 the
eX1~tence ~f VIOlentrac~sm m Denmark was unknown to the public at large, and
the journalists thus considered it to be a matter of public interest to have this group

2 BelaenkningNo 553/1969 om Forbudmod Racediskriminetlon, 34.

3 See Pressefrihed ogPersonJighedsret (Press Freedom and 111£Rights of the Individual)
1s Forlag, 1988): and the decision of the SupremeCourtin Ugeskrlftfor
(Copenhage(o:Gyldend!1
Relsvaesen 1989), section 399.
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Chapter 17
IN DEFENCE OF CIVILITY:
RACIAL INCITEMENT AND GROUP LIBEL IN FRENCH LAW
Roger Errera

France is one of the countries that has laws against racial incitement and group libel,
and uses them. The aim of this chapter is to explain how and why such statutes have
been adopted and accepted, what their content is, to what extent they are used by
civil rights associations and other groups, and how they are enforced by the state
and the courts. The chapter concludes with an assessment of the wider jurisprudential and social issues.
THREE PERIODS OF REFORM

The introduction of any reform into a given legal system is, per se, a valid subject
of inquiry. What is the origin of a reform? How and why is it one day accepted by
those who have the decision-making power, namely the government, Parliament
and the main political parties? Answers to these questions are important to an
understanding of how and why laws against racial incitement and group libel have
been progressively introduced in France since 1939. The political and social
situations and perceptions of the problem of racial incitement have played a vital
role; so too have purely legal factors, relating first to domestic and, more recently,
to international law. Discussion of this short history can be conveniently divided
into three periods: 1939, too little, too late; 1945-1972, the slow erosion of the legal
status quo; and 1972-1992, the era of fundamental reforms.
1939: Too Little, Too Late

Just as at the time of the Dreyfus Affair, t the mid- and late 1930s were a time when
racial incitement, group libel, xenophobia and, in particular, anti-Semitism, reached
extreme heights in France. The names of such "classic" authors of anti-Semitic
literature as Maurras, Celine, Rebatet, Brasillach and Daudet are familiar enough.
The extreme views of these writers, who advocated murder or mass disenfranchisement, are striking. Such feelings permeated French society and even emerged from
3
the pens of so-called "moderate" or "delicate" authors, such as Giraudoux.
A few months before the outbreak of World War II this situation brought a
legal response from the government; until then libel, both a tort and a crime under
French law, only protected individuals. Libel was, and continues to be, thus defined:
"Any public allegation of a fact which is an attack (une atteinte) on the honour or
on the reputation of a person."

Using the powers granted to it by a statute of 19 March 1939 the Daladier
government introduced an offence of group defamation into French law4 which
made the libel, wi~ intent to i?cit~ h.atredbet:"een ci~ens or inhabitants, of a group
of ~erson~ bel?ngmg, by their ongm, to a given race or religion punishable by a
period of unpnsonrnent of between one month and one year and a fine of between
500F (US$100) to 1O,OOOF.
The reform was too little and came too late. The wording of the statute did
not allow private parties to use it ~ffecti vely against racist and anti-Semitic authors.
The law was mfrequently used, and wa~ repealed by the Vichy Government as
soon as it came to power in August 1940. A few weeks later the first law directed
against the Jews was adopted.
1945-1972: The Slow Erosion of the Legal Status Quo

Afte~ ~orld War II and th~ reve~a~ons about the Nazi extermination camps, the
quasi-dIsappearance of anti-Semitism and racism was short-lived. By the early
1950s two trends could be discerned. First, the official anti-Semitisrn in the Soviet
Union and its satellites, exemplified by the Prague Trials of 1952 and the notorious
"Doctor's plot", found an echo in France. In addition, pro-Vichy elements felt freer
!'>speak.From 1967 onwards, in the context of the Arab-Israeli conflict, "anti-ZionISm"became a new dimension of anti-Sernitism, in France as elsewhere. The 1939
stat~te, which had been reinstated, was thus put to the test. The outcome was not a
posinve one, for several reasons.
Procedural Limitations. Locus standi was restricted under the 1939 statute. The
State Prosecutor could bring an action, but the ministers responsible and the
Parquet(the state prosecution service) showed little inclination in general to bring
proceedings. Indiv~d~als had no standing to initiate an action unless they were
named or an explicit reference was made to them in the allegedly libellous
statement. Associations also did not have standing, unless they could prove that
they had themselves been harmed or had suffered loss.
The Wordi~g. of the Statute. Group libel was an offence only if an author
mten?ed to mcrte hatred between groups. This was not easy to prove. Besides at
thatym.e ~ei~er discrimination on the grounds of race orreligion, nor incitem~t
to discrimination was an offence. Moreover, the protection afforded by the statute
ex~e~ded on!y to groups of persons belonging, by their origin, to a given race or
religion; national origin was excluded.

4 Decrel-/oi (delegatedlegislation) oE21 Apr. 1939.
1 The best recentbook on the Dreyfus case is J D Bredln's L'Affaire,(paris:1983).
2 See, e.g, R Schor, L'opinionfrancaise

el

les etrangers,1914-1939 (paris:1985).

3 See Pleins Pouvoir(Paris:1939), criticizingwhatevercan "conupta race"at 62; mentioning"the
Americanrace"at 63 and denouncing violently the laxityof Frenchimmigration policy duringthe
19308,adding:"Wefullyagree withHitlerin proclaiming thatapolicy achieves its higherfonn only
if it is a racialone",at76.

5 This seems to have been thefirstappearanceof theword"race"in a modernFrenchstatute.
6 For exadPle. ~e law was used against Darquier de Pellepojx and anotherjournalistwho were
lesJuifs (Paris:
sentence to a fine andtoapnson term. See MR Manus aoaR 0 Paxton Vich
1981,1?90ed.)\392;}3ngli~ ed.: Vichyfrance and the Jews (New York:198 .283. Dar uierd~
eIl!'JX'
slX, a rabid anti-Semlte, was appomtedGeneral Commissar for Jewish ffairs by P~tain in
942. entenced10 deathinabsentiaafter the war,he diedin Spain.

1

7 Statuteof 27 Aug. 1940.
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Interpretationbythe Courts.The courts seemed somewhatreluctant to enforce
fully the 1939statute and to grasp its scope and raisond' eire, as if such a law was,
in a way, alien to the main body of the law of the land. Many decisions construed
it so narrowly as to deprive it of any use.8 However, by the end of the 1960s,the
growing severity of some verdi~ts indicated a clearer awarenessof the issue and of
the uses of such an instrument.
1972-1992:The Era of FundamentalReforms
The origins of the 1972 reforms welI illustrate the interplay of domestic and
international, legal and non-legal factors in bringing about a change in the law. On
the domestic scene dissatisfactionwith the wording and the working of the extant
law was widespread. Civil rights associations and political parties were active in
the drafting of new texts. Another impetus was the emergenceand growth of racial
incitement against foreign workers, mainly in the form of allegations that they
posed a threat to security, public health and public expenditure.
_
The primary external factor was legal in nature: in 1971France ratified the
CERD Convention,1Owith certain reservations and declarations.u During the
debate in Parliament the governmentdeclared that French law was in fonformity
with the Convention, and that new legislation di1 not seem necessary. 2 This was
not so, as noted by the rapporteur in the Senate.I
States parties are bound by Article 2(1)(d) of the CERD Convention to
prohibit racial discrimination; they are also obliged by Article 4 to outlaw any
dissemination of ideas based on racial superiority or hatred and any incitement to
racial discrimination.They must also declare illegal and prohibit any organization
which incites racial discrimination.The meaning of discriminationunder Article
1(1)is wide, including discriminationon groundsof nationalorigin.On all of these
bases French law was not in compliance with the Convention.
Less than one year later Parliament passed the statute of 1 July 1972which,
in amended form, remains today the basis of currentFrench law on group libel and
racial incitement. The statute makes discrimination on ethnic, national, racial or
religious grounds an offence, whether committed against an individuall~ association or a company, unless there is a motif legitime (legitimatereason). The new
8 For example a Mr R. had been sued and convictedfor grouplibel for anti-Semitic writings.,The
lower court,'however, had omitted to say whether the aim of such writings had been the ope
mentionedin the statu~. Thecourtof appeal,~eld thatthe authorhad i.~vit~ thereaders to a "sound
distrustof Jews", considered as "foreigners. and was ill favourof antl-Semltism in the French
style" a "measuredandreasonableanti-Semiiism", with "fairandnecessarystatutes".Suchterms,
the co'urtadded,were an appealto "reason",not to passion. Besides, the authorhimself contrasted
his ideas to the "ignobleGermanracistpersecution".R. wasacquittedon theseverydubiousgrounds.
C. A. Paris,26 Mar. 1952, Roos Minlsterepublic, RecueilDalloz (1953),352.

9 In Nov. 1969 the editorof Le Charivariwas prosecutedby the State andorderedby a Pariscourt
to paY.a fine ~f 10 OCXJF
for publishing an outrageouslyanil-Semiticspecial issue in 1967. SeeLe
MoniJe,16 Oct. and6 Nov. 1967. In June 1969 the Pariscourt of appeal sentencedthe publisherand

the co-authorof an ami-Semitic "anti-Zionist"tractto a fine. See Le Mantle, 16 Nov. and7 Dec.

1968and27 June 1969,

10 Statute

of28 May 1971.

11 For the text of France's reservationconcerningArt.4 see Annexe B.
12 See!. O. Senat, sittingof 18 May 1971,441.

13 Id, at 439,

lawamends two other statutes:the 1901statuteon associationsand the 1881statute
on the p~es:>. U~der the statuteon associationsthe normpJprocedure for dissolving
an associauonmvolvesan application to the civil court. The 1972statute amends
the,1936 l~w (~e~ note 15)bypermitting the government to ban associationswhich
mc~te ~ disc~mm~tion, hatred or violence on the grounds mentioned above, or
which dissem.mateIdeas or theories tending to condone or encourage such acts.
~e mam thrust of the 1972reforms relates to the 1881statute on the press.
T,hreeunportamchanges were made. First, incitement to discrimination,hatred or
vlo!enceagainst a person or a group of persons on groundsof origin or because of
their belongmg or not bel~nging to a given ethnic group, nation, race or religion
was made an offence, punishable by up to one year's imprisonmentand/or a fine
~f 2,~F to 300,OOOF(Article 24 of the 1881 statute, as amended). For the first
tune mcitement could be prosecuted, irrespectiveof group libel.
S,ec~~d, t~~ scope of the old l~w was extended by the use of the words "not
belonging ~d. ethnic group or nation" and the definitionof group libel in Article
32(2) was simplified,
. Third, m,lesof procedure were made less stringent granting locus standi to
bnng ,proce~mgs, whether criminal or civil, to any association dedicated to
opposmg r~cls.m which ha.dbeen in legal exisience'" for at least five years at the
~te of t!'e mClde~t. If individuals are attacked, the association may proceed only
Withtheir perrmssron,17

1972-1992:Piecemeal Reformsor a ConsistentPattern?
Thestatutepassed in ,1972,hasbeen amendedseveral times,and additionalreforms
have ~en adopted, either by Parliament or through governmentdecisions. Before
assessmg th~e changes it is necessary to explain why the law has been amended
so ofte~ dunng th~ past 20 years. Two factors must be mentioned.
, FITst,~e ,ratificationby France of a number of international human rights
tre~ties contam,mg.c1ausesrelating - directlyor indirectly- to the issue of discriminauon and racial mcitement necessitated legal reforms. These treaties were the
European<;onventlOnon Human Rights (see Article 14); the InternationalCovenant on CIVIland Political Rights (see Articles 20 and 26); the International
Co~en~nt on Beo.nomicand SocialRights; the UNESCOConventionon Discrimination m ~uc~tlOn (~ee Articles 1-3); the Convention on the Elimination of All
Fonns of Discrirninanon against Women and the Convention on the Rights of the
Child.

14 PenalCode, Arts. 187-Iand 416.
15 Inaddit!o~ a s~tute of 10 Jan. 1936 empowersthe governmentto ban by decree rticular
s
of ass9cla.t1ons,
including those involved l.!linciting.armeddemonstratio~s In the str~, parami~
orgamzartons, assocla~lons directed .agamstthe integrity of the territoryof the Republic (/ e
separenar ones) or egamst the RepublIcanformof government.
' '.
16 }!;ded:rn: ~aw'than association exists legally, i.e, becomes a legalperson as Soonas its founders
e, ~ ar . lt~. e prefecture (local Stateauthonty).Sucha declarationiUcludesthe name of the
~Slcj~loni9gt ~ect Sod.
address, the by-laws an? tpenames of the presidentandfounders(statute
Y
on associetjcns). No oilier restncnons may be added This is a constltutlonally
protectedfreedom;see the Conseil constitutlonnels rulingof 17 July 1971,29.
17 SeeC
ode of CriminalProcedure,Art.2-1,andlegislationrelatingto the protectionof theenvironment
or 0 f consumers.
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Second, new reforms have been a res~onse to a.clear a:'d .un':'listakeabl
e
resurgence of public expressions of xenophobia, group IIbel,.racIalincitement
and
related pronouncements. Depending on circumstances, sltuatIOn.sand speaker
s, the
targets are either immigrants, especially those from North Africa and from
other

Africancountries,orJews.

.
Appearances thus are deceptive: although legislation has ~en adopted m
a
disorderly and piecemeal fashion, the.amen.d~en~s reflect a consistent respons
e to
the phenomenon of racism and anti-Semitism m France. From the 1972
law,
reforms have developed in four directions.
The standingof associationshas been extended.A statute ~f 10
January
1983permits associations legally in existence fo~ five ~""'"'!, and ~hl.ch campai
gn
on issues of war crimes or crimes against humanity, to institute c,-,mmalproc.e
edings against the perpetrators of such crimes, against those w~o ~mdlcate war
crimes
or collaboration crimes, or against perso~s who.defilelruddings or tombs.
They
also have locusstandi to bring actions for libel or insult, • A statute of 13 July
1990
gives certain associations, for ex~mple, th~se w?ic.h represent .the i~terest
s of
concentration camp inmates, the right to bring crun~nal proceedi~gs m
cases of
vindication of war crimes or crimes against humanity, or of denial of the
Nazi
genocide of the Jews.
.
.
.
A statute of3 January 1985gives associationswhich campaignag.mnstraclsm
the right to initiate proceedings i~ c.aseso.fh~micid~, violence or cr.im.m
aldamage
motivated by ethnic, racial or relIgIOUS
discrimination. SUC?ass~CIatlons are also
granted the right by this law to bring criminal proceedmgs m cases
of race
discrimination and related offences not only, as previously, ~ cases .of
racial
incitement. 19. In 1987 the same right was given to associauons dedicat
ed to
assistingvictims of discrimination,z°The stat?u:of 13July 1990, me~tIOned abov~,
also grants civil rights associations legally existing for five y~ars a nght.of
reply m
the press, as well as in the broadcast media, in cases of ?"oup libel, If the IIl~l
relates
to individual persons, the association may act only Withtheir agreement.
The scope of unlawfuldiscriminationhas been eX'p~nded. Un!aw.
ful
crimlnationnow covers sex discrimination. Clauses prohibitingeconormcd .di~
lscnmlnation on ethnic, racial or religious grounds have been strengthenedby th~
sta.tut,e
of7 June 1977. The possibility of proving a legitimate reason in cases of discrim
ination on the grounds of sex race or family situationin hiring or dismissal
has been
abolished by statutes of 13 J~ly 1983 and 30 July 1987.Discriminationagainst
any
legal person is now prohibited by a statute of 30 July 1987.
The wearing or public display of Nazi badges or e~blem.s has
.been
prohibited.The decree of 18 March 1988prohibits the public .wearmgor
display
of uniforms, badges or emblems recalling those worn or displayed either
by

ranee

members of organizations declared criminal pursuant to Article 9 of the Statute
of
the International Military Tribunal (IMT) contained in the 1945 London
Agreement, or by a person sentenced by a French or an international court for
having
committed crim~ against humanity within the meaning of the statute
of 26
December 1964. At the NUrembergTrials several organizations were
declared
~riminal: the ~orps of the Nazi party leaders, the SS, the SD and
the Gestapo,There
IS an exemption under the statute for films, shows
or exhibitions which involve
historicalpresentation.

New limitationson freedomof expressionhavebeenadded.To vindica
te
war c~es as distinct from crimes against humanity, has been an offence since

1951. The vindication of crimes against humanity was made an offence
by a
statute of 31 December 1987, which amends Article 24 paragraph 5, of the
1881
law on the press.
A new offence has been introduced by a statute of 13 July 1990: the
conte.s~tion of the existence of one or several crimes
against humanity. The
definition of such crimes is, again, that set forth in Article 6 of the Statute
of the
NUrembergagreement. Such crimes must have been committed in one of
the two
followingcontexts: either by members of organizations declared criminal pursuan
t
to Article 6 of the IMT Statute, in other words, those crimes against humani
ty
committedduring World War 11;or by a person declared guilty of such crimes
by
a French or an international court.
A statute of 16July 1949empowers the governmentto ban the public display
or sale to minors of publications which present a danger to young people
number of grounds, includingpornography and violence. In 1987the promot on a
ion of
discrimination or of racial hatred was made a new ground.24

IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE LAWOVERTHE PAST 20 YEARS
!w~nty years after the adoption of the statute of 1 July 1972, some
assessment
Its Impact may be ventured. It is necessary to remember, however, that, wherea of
sa
week may be a long time in politics, 20 years is a short time in law. One must
also
bearin mind that the 1972 statute has been extensively amended.
The laws described above, although adopted by differentpolitical majorit
ies
in Parliament between 1972 and 1990, now have cross-party acceptance.
None of
the.political parties represented in Parliament has ever advocated their repeal
or
theirrestncuon.Their political and social legitimacyis unassailable and the courts
havebeen aware of this fact.
'
. The existing legal ins~ments are implemented.Although one might perhaps
Wishfor more comprehensiveand consistent implementation, it must be
remembere?, howev~r,. that no law, especially a criminal law, is ever automa
tically
applied,A decisionmust always be taken either by the Parquet or by associations
to msututeproceedings. That decision is, in turn,influenced by a number of
factors,

18 Codeof CriminaP
l rocedure,Arts.2Aand 2-6.

t9 Id., Art. 2-t.
20 Id.
21 It shouldbe notedhere thatthe Frenchlaw on the pres~ has included
.since 1881, a rightof reply
wheneveranindividualor a legal-person has beenmenuonedor referred
to clearly.

22 Decreeof 18 Mar.1988, now Art.R,40-3 of thePenal Code.
,
23 Fora rareexample.:ofcase law, see the decisiomof the Cour de cassation
(criminalsection) relating
to Le Pen, Cass. cnm. 14 Jan. 1971, RecueilDa'lloz1971, 101.
24 Statuteof 31 Dec. 1987. amendingArt.14 of theStatuteof 1949.

including, the likelihood of securing a conviction, and various political consider-

ations.
As regards the case Jaw, we still lack a systematic and exhaustive study of all
relevant court decisions that would enable us to adopt firm conclusions on the policy
of the courts. A general impression suggests that cases are being decided more
quickly than before, an important factor in this type of case. Verdicts, which may
encompass both criminal penalties and an award of damages (decided by thesame
court in the course of the same action under French law) tend on the whole to be
more severe than previously. It is obvious that, with a few exceptions, the judges
are taking the 1972 law seriously.
The first case brought in the courts under the 1972 law illustrates how the
statute has been enforced. The case became a national and even an international
causecelebre. On 22 September 1972 the news bulletin URSS,published in Paris
by the information service of the Soviet Embassy, published an article entitled "The
school of obscurantism", signed by M Zandenerg. It started with a mention of the
massacre at Deir Yassin, a Palestinian village where in 1948 the population was
massacred by members of the Jewish Irgun and Stem groups, affirmed that the same
tragedy continued in the Occupied Territories, and added that Israeli schoolboys
were taught early to massacre Arabs. The author went on to discuss the "holy
writings" used in Israeli schools and the values taught there. The rest of the article,
purportedly an "exegesis" of the ShulhanAruh, in reality was no more and no less
than a rehash of the notorious Protocols of the Elders of Zion. These were a forgery
of the Tsarist secret police at the beginning of the century, and proclaimed that the
Jews were bound to dominate the world, to exploit and ultimately kill all other
people. This, the authorinsisted, was the only "moral" of the "Zionist society". Such
were the precepts taught to generations of Israelis. The last two sentences stated:
"These laws of Judaism are written in the regulations of the Israeli army; their
transgression is a breach of discipline. They constitute the very essence of the
Zionist State policy."
Two civil rights associations sued the editor of URSSfor group libel and racial
incitement. The hearings were highly interesting. The court rejected the argument
that the bulletin, as a publication of the Soviet Embassy, was protected by diplomatic immunity. The editor, a French communist, confessed publicly that he never
read the texts published in his bulletin. Nonetheless, he was convicted for group
libel and racial incitement. He was ordered to. pay two fines, to publish the
judgement in URSS and to pay the cost of its publication in six newspapers. The
lesson was not lost.
Prosecutions for racial incitement seem to be more frequent than those for
group libel. Civil rights associations have been very active in this field, using the
power given to them by the law to instigate prosecutions and to claim damages.
The grant of standing to private associations is a distinctive characteristic of the
French legal system.
C~victions tend to be eiter for racial incitement directed against foreign
workers or for anti-Semitism. Group libel actions have included proceedings
25 For examples of convictionssee Grenoble Cour d GP.ReI
(C.A.),9 July1973andGrenoble(Tribunal
de grande instance IT.G.I.»),18 Dec. 1973, Recueil Dalloz 1975,489; ParisT.G.I.,22 Peb. 1979,
Le Monde Feb.24,25 and2bandApr.3, 1979:ParisT.G.I.,12 Nov. 1980,Le Monde 16-17Nov.
1980. M Courtine.a well-known gastronomiccolumnist, in criticizingChinesecookingconunented
on the "excessivenwnberof Chinesepeople in France"and"theirinconsideratenaturalization"and
"bacillarproliferation"(avocabularyused by the Nazis half a centuryago). See also ParisT.G.I.,4

agai~st a store that sold dolls. representing the stereotyped Jew 27 and against the
publisher and author of an article attacking second generation immigrants?8 In an
unu~u.al case, Mgr Lefebvre, a forn.lerCatholic archbishop who had been suspended
~ divinis by the Pope was convicted and2~ntenCed for group libel and racial
mcitement agamst the Muslim community. Proceedings are often based on both
incit~ment to hatred or violence against a group as well as group libel, so that the
making of dear-cut distinctions between decisions is not always easy.
Acquittals are as interesting to study as convictions. Some result from the
very constraints of the law. For example, libel against an individual or a group is
defined m French Jaw as an allegation of fact which stains the honour or the
reputation of the person or group. In 1989 Jean-Marie Le Pen leader of the extreme
right-wing party, Front National, denounced, in Present, ~ extreme right-wing
newspaper, "lesgrandes internationates(big internationals) like the Jewish one"
who contribut~ to.the creation of an "anti-national mind". He was prudent enough
to add that this did not mean all Iniernationales nor all Jews. He was acquitted
regardless of however offensive his pronouncements might have been for international Jewish organizations?O
Other acquittals seem to rest on a minimalist construction of the 1972 law,
coupled with a misreading of the CERD Convention. An example is the case
brought against the editor of a right-wing monthly, Pour un ordrenouveau, who
:vas ~ued for inciting racial hatred. He had published an article violently attacking
~mlgrant workers, which referred to the "black ghettos", the "idle people looking
WIthhatred at the rare intruders with a white skin", "a sordid world", and "an army
of ultra-poor and underpaid mercenaries" whose only aim once in France was to
"fiJ~ t~eir ~ckets before returning to their country". The court acquitted him, in a
dec.lSlonwhich makes strange reading. The court noted, and deplored, thatdiscrimination, hatred and violence against immigrant workers are facts, "unfortunately".
The court quoted Articles I and 2 of the CERD Convention, but not Article 4, which
was the m~st relevant. It affirmed the importance of freedom of opinion and
expression ill France ~d concluded that anyone is free to publish a study on
imrrugrauon accompanied by his or her own conclusions, so long as he or she does
soi~ "good faith" and .w!thin the limits of the law. The court recognized that
opmionsmay vary on this Issue and decided that it was not the role of the courts to
be arbiters of such controversies. Although the court regretted the article' s "lack of
~~traint" and fou~d "formulations that may be thought to be excessive", it found
m it no appeal to VIOlenceagainst foreign workers and no incjlement to racial hatred
towards them. The court of appeal quashed the judgement.
July

1988,Le Mande, 8 June and7 July 1988.

26 See», e.g...Rennes T.G.I., June121975, Le Monde, 14 June1975;ParisT.G.I.,11 Dec. 1979 Droit
et Llb~rte,.J~n . .1~,80; T.G.I. Str~s~urg, 11 July 1978, Le Monde, 5 and12 July 1979 (Mr Ii/rig, an
early re~lSIomst, de~ounced In his newspaper,Eisa, the "mythof 6 million Jews killed by the
Germans); T.G.I.Pans, 28 Mar.1989, Le Monde, 14 Jan.1978 and2 and30 Mar 1979 upheldon
appeall LeMo.nde,.7June~980; T.~.I. Paris, 25.May1982,LeMonde, 27 May 1982(typic'alexample
of ~ll.Isrll;eh article.usmg claSSICanti-Jewish themes); see also Lyons C.A. 29 June 1989
(anti-Semitic declarationsof a maverickcatholicpriesl)~
27 See Le Mande,

14Feb. 1985.

28 See Le Montle, 4 May 1990.

29 Id., t4 July t990,,,,,d23 Mar. 1991.
30 ParisT.G.I.,31 May 1991, Le Monde, 21~22 and24 Apr.and9 June1991.

"Revisionism"

as a Form of Racial Incitement

In several countries (for example, Canada, France, the UK and the US) the denial
of the Nazi ~enocide of the Jews has been the subjectof innumerablebooks,essays
and articles. 2 Such writings are not only a perverse expression of anti-Semitism
but also an aggression against the dead, the survivors and society at large. Their
aim is the destruction of the dead's only "grave", that is, our memory, and the
erosion of all awarenessof thecrime itself.Suchan aggressionis not tobe tolerated.
Authors, editors and publishers of such material should not escape with impunity.
Four categories of legal instruments have been used in French law against
"revisionism
It.

Administrative restrictions. The statuteof I7 July 1949empowers theMinister
of the Interior to take the followingsteps against a publicationpresentinga danger
to young people because of its incitement to racial discrimination and hatred:
prohibition of sale to minors,prohibition of public display and prohibition of any
advertisement for such material. Action taken by the Minister must respect due
process and be based on reasq~ed grounds.These powers have already been used
against "revisionist" journals.

Civil proceedings. First, interlocutoryremedies may be sought. Under Article
809 of the Code of Civil Procedure, the president of the civil court may order in
refere
(interlocutoryproceedings)any steps that are necessaryto preventimminent
harm or to put a stop to a trouble manifestementillicite (a manifestly unlawful
wrongl. Such sweepingpowers are used by the courts to protect privacy and other
rights. 4
A recent example of their use took place in 1987. On the eve of the trial in
Lyons of Klaus Barbie, a former Gestapo official who was accused of crimes
againsthumanity,a new "revisionist"joumal,Annalesd'histoirerevisionniste,was
launched.A text on "Themythof theJew's extermination"containedthe following
sentence: "To doubt the historical reality of the exterminationof the Jews is not
only legitimate, it is a duty, for it is a duty to look for historicaltruth".A civil rights
association,theLICRA(Ligoe internationalecontrele racismeetl'anti -semitisme)
and four concentrationcamp inmates' associationsasked a court, in interlocutory
proceedings,to order the suspensionof the distributionof thejournal. The next day
the president of the Paris court ordered that all copies of thejournal be impounded
andits distributionbe suspended.Elevendayslaterin a seconddecisionhe affirmed
that the public exposure and distributionof such a journal, the only aim of which
was the negation of the Jews' massacre, amounted, in the circumstances, to a
31 Paris T.G.I.
Feb. 1974, Gaz. PaL, 6 June 1974, 21; The court of appeal quashed the judgement
974, Le Monde,19 June 1974.
on 17 June j23
32 For an excellent analysis of "revisionism" see P Vidal-Naquet, "Un Eichmann de papier: Anatomie
d'un mensonge," in Les Juijs, la memoire et le present (paris: 1981), 193.
33 Annales tI hlstoire revislanniste (three prohibitions, ministerial arrete of 2 July 1990; Revue
d histoirerivlsionniste (same measure, same date); Revision (decision of 14 June 1990).

34 See R Errera, "Recent developments in the French law of the press in comparison with Britain," in
D Kingsford-Smith and D Oliver, eds .• Economical with the Truth: the Law and the media in a
democratic society~ (Oxford: ESC Publishing Ltd, 1990),67. On refere proceedings see R Perrot,
lnstiuaionsjudiciaires, (paris, 1989 3rd 00.).

deliberate act against the victims of Nazism and all Jews in general. Such an act
was bound to be perceived and resented as a racial incitement and could cause
disorder and violent reactions. On p'ese grounds he temporarily prohibited the
distributionand sale of the journal.'
On 12 September 1987,Le Pen declared, in a radio interview,that the mass
gassing of the Jews was "a point of detail". In interlocutory proceedings the
Versailles court held that such a statement constituted a "manifestly unlawful
wrong" for survivors and their families and "an abuse of the exercise of freedom
of expression which, far from being an absolute one, has ... among its limits ...
respect for essential values which can equate, as is the case here, to the notion of
legitimateinterestprotectedby the law." Le Pen was laterorderedto pay more than
~OO'WOF in damages, a valid and appropriate conclusion to four years of litigation.
Second, a civil action for damages may be brought against authors and
exponentsof "revisionist"themes. One of the leading exponentsof "revisionism"
inFrance, RobertFaurisson,hasbeen successfullysued in this way.In 1978-79the
LICRA and several other associations launched a civil action against him, based
on what he had published in two Paris daily newspapers,Le Matin and Le Monde
(in the latter by using his right to reply). In French law the editor is legally
responsiblefor whatever is published in the newspaper.The Paris court, in a well
reasonedjudgement, distinguishedcarefully the role of the courts from that of the
historian;it emphasizedthatjudges are not and should not be historiansor rule on
disputes among historians. The latter are free to publish their views on whatever
subject, the court held, but if they do so, like anyone else, they are under a legal
responsibility.Faurisson said that the Jews' genocide,and the existenceof the gas
chambers, were "one and the same historical lie, which made possible a huge
politicaland fmancialswindle".In doing so, he failed, the court held, torespect the
obligationsof prudence,objectivity,circumspectionandintellectualneutrality.The
associationssuinghim, whoseaim was to opposeracismand toprotectthe memory
of concentrationcamr inmates,had suffereda moralwrong.Faurissonwas ordered
to pay compensation 7.
In 1989 an assistant professor at the Lyons III University named Notin
published in a journal an article containing virulent xenophobicand anti-Semitic
ramblings,includinga reiterationof "revisionist"theseson the gas chambers.38 As
well as being punished in disciplinaryproceedingsdescribedbelow, theParis civil
court,deciding an action brought by a civil rights aS~fiation, ordered him to pay
damages. An action for group libel, however,failed.
35 T.G.I.Paris, 14 and 25 May 1987, Amicale tI Auschwitz,et autres c. NMPP, Gaz. Pal, 1, 987 I 369.
36 Versailles C.A., 18 Mar. 1991,LePen c. UNADIF;Revuetrimestrielledesdroitsde I'homme(1991)
53. FOTa list of Le Pen's convictions on the grounds of racism and anti-Semitism see P A Taguiefr'
00., Face au racisme, I. Les moyens tI agir (Paris, 1991),235.
"
,
37 llCRA et autres'c. Faurisson, Paris TGI, 8 July 1981, Recueil Dalloz (1982), 59, note Edelman.
Noa,? Chomsky wrote the preface to the book in which Faurisson published his defence, supporting
Paurisson's absolute ti&ht to publish his views, See R Faurisson, Memoire en di,fensecontreceux
qui rn'accusentdefalsifier I' histoire:La questiondes chambree a gaz, J?fefaceby N Chomsky (Paris,
1980), See also N Chomsky, "The Faurisson affair: his right to say it" In TheNation, 28 Feb .1981.
38 B Notin, "Le role des mediate (sic) dens la vassalisation nationale: omnipotence ou impuissance,"
Economieet societe, serie "Hors eerie", (8,1989),117,121,123
and 128,
39 Paris T.G.I., 11 July 1990; Le Monde, 13 July 1990; confirmed on appeal, Paris C.A., 15 May 1991.

"Revisionism"in universities.This topic deserves a separate analysis.
What is
to be done when exponents of "revisionism" teach and study in univers
ities? (In
France, with the exception of a few Catholic universities, all universities
are state
institutions and staff members have the status of civil servants). Should
specific
steps be taken? The issue is linked with that of the nature and limits of academ
ic
freedom, and the responsibilities and powers of universities and, ulumate
ly, of the
government. There have been two recent incidents. On 15 June 1985,Roqnes,
an
agronomist,presented a universitydoctoral dissertationat the universityof
Nantes.
The snbject was "The confession of Kurt Gerstein: Comparative studies of
several
versions".40The real subject, Gerstein's manuscript being a pretext, was
a repetition of "revisionist" views. It emerged a few months later that a number
procedural rules and requirements had been knowingly violated by Roques of
and
those academics who had helped him. One of them was professor Riviere
, his
supervisor, a professor of medieval literature,
In spring 1986 the Roques case became public. On 28 May, M Devaquet,
the
Secretary of State for Higher Education and an academic himself, made
a strong
statement before the National Assembly. He denounced the "revisionist"
thesis,
declared that what the jury de these (the panel empowered to decide on the
merits
of the candidate) had done could not but reflect on all academics, announ
ced that
he had ordered an inquiry into the proceduralaspects of the case, and made
clear
that, however odious, the subject and content of a doctoral dissertation
were
not
the business of the Minister of Education.41
Two decisions were then taken by academic and government authorities.
First, on 30 July 1986, the Minister of Education suspended Professor Riviere
one year, using an old but still valid statute of 1880. This decision ~as upheld for
by
the Conseil d'Etat, France's supreme court for administrative law.4 At the
same
time, the actingpresident of Nantes Universityannulledthe presentationof
'Roques'
dissertation on the ground Sfgrave procedural irregularityand fraud. This
step was
also upheld by the courts.4 In its report on Nantes University, published
in 1991,
the National Committee in charge of assessingthe universitiesmentioned the
affair.
After the publication of Notin's article, mentioned above, the official subsidy
to thejournal was withdrawn;44the editorclaimed not to have seen the articleb
efore
it had been published and that it had been inserted with0gt his knowledge.
In a
circular herequested subscribersto tear it out of thejournal. 4 The UniversityBoar
d
condemned Notin's article. On 18 July 1986, the University Disciplinary
Board
decided to suspend Notin from all teaching and research activities for one
year and
withheld half of his salary. On appeal the national Board of discipline quashed
, on
15 March 1991, the decision on procedural grounds and instead deprived
Notin of
40 State doctoratesaredistinctfrom universityones;the latterare delivered
their own responsibilityand have traditionallyhadless standing.Gersteinby the universitiesunder
,a German officer anda
WItnessof gas chamberexecunons, wrotea reporton whathe saw. He committe
dsuicide while in
jail inParisin

1945.

41 l.O.A.N, 28 May 1986, Ist sitting, 1325. On the Roques scandalsee
J Tamerc "HenriRoques:
mention IreSbien," CERAC (June1986).
.
42 Conseild'Etat,Riviere, 7 Feb. 1990,27.
43 Id., Roques, 10 Feb. 1992.

44 Le Morode.18-19Feb. 1990.
45 Prof. Destanne de Bemis, declaration,Le Monde, 28-29 January1990.

promotion for two years. The University assigned him to documentary activitie
from the fall of 1991 onwards.
.
The lesson of these episodes, w!thoutprecedent in French academic historj
ISclear. l,twas expressed by the president of another Lyons university: academ
i
freedo'.".is no~ absolute and does not allow academics to profess, qua profess
or:
any opmion Withoutbeing answerable for it before their peers. It is for univers
itie
or.researc? i~stitutio.ns to take the necessary stepspromptly whenever the occasio
anses, This ISthe pnce to be paid for academic autonomy and freedom.46

Thecriminallaw. In 1990, as stated above, a new law made denial indeed
eve:
contestationof the Nazi genocide of the Jews an offence. Such a move was hod

unnecessary and unwise, ~nneces~ because Fre~ch law contains already
,a
shmyn, the relevant ~medies. Unwise because to dispute the existence of
a fact
albeit, the,wor~t o~fnmes, should not be made an offence, if only because
judge,
are ,not historians ,and because this cannot be the province of crimina
l law
Besides, a prosecuuon would offer an additional platform to "revisio
nists" t(
propound their views with impunity.
~e new law was tested in 1991. Faurisson was prosecu
ted by severa
a:'sOClllltOn~ forrepeating, in an interviewgiven in September 1990,his well-kn
owr
VIewsthat the myth of the gas chambers is a gredinerie [wicked act)"
and tha
there ~ "excellen~ grounds for not believing in this policy of exterminationo
f the
Jews.or m ~e magic gas chamber, and I will not be trotted around a gas chambe
r"
Faun~s~n intended, as defendant, to repeat his views in
court. Counsel for the
assOCllllt~~S asked the.courtto ~orbid him from doing so and
to exclude the public,
Both p~lttlOn~ were.rightly rejected. The court, after declaring the 1990
statute
com!:'ltble WIthArltcl~ 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights,
added
that . ~e necessary limits 10,fr~dom of expression include respect for the
memory
of Ylctuns and the total rejecuon of any racial discrimination, a discrim
ination
whlc.hwas one of the main foundations of Nazism." The court found him
guilty.
Faunsson ,,:as ordered to .pa~ a fine ~f 100,OOOF~ suspended for five years.
This
means ~at if he repeats his v~ews dunng that penod he will have to pay
the fine.
The editor of the monthly which had published the interview was ordered
to pay a
fi~e of 30,OOOF,
to pay ~O,?OOF in ~mages to ~ch of the 11 associations suing
himand the costs of'publicationof thejudgement m four daily newspapers(15
OOOF
each).
'

WHYLAWSAGAINSTRACIALINCITEMENTAND GROUPLIBEL
ARENECESSARY
The idea of having laws against racial incitement and group libel is, on the
whole,
a mth~r recent one, and it is by no means universally accepted. In some
Western
coun.mes the~ are ofte~ challenged as a matter of principle on the basis
of a
quasi-absolutist concepuon of freedom of expression In systems which adhere
to
such a conceptIon (most notably, the United States48) the laws mentioned
above
46 Prof.Cusin, "Revlslonnlsme' et Ilbertes academiques", Le Monde,17 May
1990.
47 See! D B.~e~i':l' "Ledroit,l~juge et l'historien," LeDebar,Nov. 1984:G
Kiejman ilL'histoiredevant
ses juges

,Jbld.; M Rebenoux.,"Legenocide.Je juge et l'historien," L' Hiitotre'(Nov.
1990), 92.
48 See referencesin the UnitedStates section of.the bibliography.

tend to be regarded as unconstitutional.It cannot be denied that the USA has
produced a profound and illuminatingliteratureon the foundationsof fre~~m of
speech and on its legal, political and social status; every scholar and pracuuon~r
elsewhereowes a debt to it. But this is not, at any rate, the systemthat prevails 10
most European countries today, for a number of historic,M'political and legal
reasons that are well known and cannot be developedhere.
Another, less principled,ground for rejecting such laws is scepticismabo?t
their effectiveness. Some critics of the laws say that "racism" and its public
expressionhave suchdeepunderlyingsocialandpsychologicalroots that thebelief
that they can be suppressed by legal means is, at best, illusory. Others use the
familiarargument,"Wheredo we drawthe line?",andemrthasizethe fact that such
provisionscan have a wider or a narrowerinterpretation. 0
I suggestthat laws againstracial incitementand libel are necessaryand that
they are useful for the followingreasons.First, suchlaws are neededto defendthe
basic civilityof our society.We shouldnotallowattacksagainsta personor a group
of persons on racial, ethnic, national or religious grounds. The history of ?ur
societies in the 20th century fully legitimizesthe use of legal instrumentsagainst
what is, and is meant to be, an aggression.
Suchan aggressionis two-fold.It is directed,first,againstcertainindividuals
or groups, causing psychological and moral harm and damaging individual or
collectivereputations.In other words it is an outrightattack on the rights of these
people and, ultimately,on their senseof identityand of participationin societyon
an equal footing with thosebelongingto the majorityculture.
..
.
Second,such an aggressionis directedagainstthe wholebody politic and its
social and moral fabric.This elementwas acceptedas early as 1939by the authors
of the first French law on group libel. The preamble of the 1939 statute declares
explicitlythat the creationof grouplibel as a tort and as an offenceis necessaryn?Jt
only to protect the groupsunderattackbut also "thewholenationalcollectiv,ity" .
A great American lawyer, Alexander Bickel, has forcefully expressed this fundamentalidea in a telling way:
There is such a thing as verbal violence,a kind of cursing assaulting
speech that amounts to almostphysical aggression,bullying that is no
less punishing because it is simulated.This sort of speech constitutes
an assault. More, and equally, important, it may create a climate, an
environmentin whichconductandactionsthat werenotpossiblebefore
become fOssible ... Where nothing is unspeakable,nothing is undoable.S

49 Fora generalstudyof freedomof expressionin W~stem countries see, e~.,.F Castberg,Freedomof
Speechin the West:A ComparativeStudy of PublicLaw tn France,the,unlted States and Germany
(Oslo andLondon:1960);R Errera,"TheFreedomof thePress:the United States, France,and~ther
Europeancountries" in L Henkin and A J Rosenthal, eds., Constinuionallsm and Rlghts. The
Influenceotthe Unjt~dStatesConstitU/ionAbroad (New York:1990);EBarendt,Freedom of Speech
(Oxford:1985);PLabav, ed., Press Laws inModern Democracies: A Comparative Approach (New
YorkandLondon: 1985).

A FINALASSESSMENT
Racist ideologiesand conduct,their nature and how to react to themhave been the
subjectof much discussionin France. A surveyof recent developmentsand of the
widercontext leads to the followingremarks:
1. There is, it seems,a markedrenewaland increaseof xenophobic,racist

and anti-Semitic expressions and writings, not only emanating from
extremist or maverick elements, but also from leaders of important
political movements.Onepoliticalparty, the FrontNational,has based
its propagandaon such themes.
2. Anti-Semitism,in additionto itsclassicthemes,has developedtwomore:
".
"anti-Zionism"and"revisionism
3. The main thrustof the persistentcampaignand agitationagainstforeign
workers and immigrants in general is based on certain identifiable
themes: the notion that France is being "invaded";that immigrantsare
a drain on resources in terms of allowances, welfare etc.; that their
children destroy the quality of the educationsystem; that immigrants
are the mainsourceof insecurityandunemployment;and that, if it does
not taksesome sort of action,France could lose its culturalidentityand
values 3.
4. The classicresponsesandargumentsof civil rightsassociationsseemto
have losttheireffectiveness.P A T~uieff isrightto highlightthe "crisis
of anti-racism"and of its rhetoric. Societyin the 1980sand 1990sis
more complexfor everybody,includingpoliticians,social workersand
civil rights activists.Hence the present malaise.
5. This being said, the role of legal instrumentsremainsa crucial one.We
need them as a vehicleby which societycan expressits valuesand the
limits of what it will tolerate. In order for such statutes to be adopted
there must exist a political will. International law and sound human
rights instrumentsmay be an importantdimension,especiallyin countries, like France, which have a "monist" legal system where, once
ratifiedandpublished,a treatytakesprecedenceover domesticstatutes.
More law does not always mean better law, however.Before adopting
new legislationit is necessaryto assesshow the existingarsenalis used
and to review the case law. The choicebetweencivil and criminallaw
also is important.Certain formsof behaviouror expressionshave to be
made offences,of course,but we shouldnot forgetthat civil law offers
more flexibility.

50 See, e.g., G Marshall,"PressFreedomandFree Speech Theory,"Public Law 40,56 (1992).

53 A Duraff?UfandG Guittonea"!t"Des mythes aux problemes: I'argumentationxencphobique pris,
au mot", m P A Taguieff, ed.,l'ace au racisme, I. Les moyens 4 agir (Paris: 1991), 127 el seq.

51 See text in 4 Dallozperiodique 19394.351.

54 "Lesmetamorphoses Ideologiques duracismeet lacrisede l'antiracisme," inFace au racisme supra

52 A M Blckel, TheMorality of Consent, (New Haven and London: 1975),72-73 (emphasisadded).
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6. The role of civil rights associations is a vital one: there are obvious limits
to what individuals or target groups mayor might be willing to do. The
same can be said of public authorities when deciding whether to bring
proceedings. Most of the case law described above ,:"ould si~I;1y not
have existed if French law had not empowered certam associauons to
bring civil and criminal proceedings.

Chapter 16
INCITEMENTTO NATIONALAND RACIAL HATRED: THE LEGAL
SITUATIONIN GERMANY
Rainer Hofmann
INTRODUCTION
Europe is presently experiencing a strong, and in many aspects frightening, revival
of openly nationalistic and xenophobic tendencies. This statement applies in
particular to many of the former socialist countries of Eastern Europe where,
subsequent to the collapse of socialist rule, conflicts between different nations have
arisen again, resulting in outbreaks of violence against members of minority groups
or even, in the case of what used to be Yugoslavia, outright war. Fortunately, such
developments of massive and widespread violence have not occurred as yet in
Western Europe.'
There is, however, quite a considerable increase in support for political parties
which call, with clearly racist undertones, for restrictions on further immigration
of aliens in general and asylum-seekers in particular, and which oppose measures
to improve the situation of existing alien populations.z Acts of violence against
aliens and asylum-seekers are reported with increasing frequency in Austria,
France, Germany and the United Kingdom. Reports of racist violence have even
come from societies once considered almost immune to violent xenophobia, such
as Sweden. These developments clearly pose a serious threat to the peacefulinternal
order of the societies concerned, and constitute gross and flagrant violations of basic
human rights and the fundamental principles of tolerance and pluralism upon which
Western democracies are founded.
Such developments raise with utmost urgency questions as to the legal and
political relationship between freedom of speech, an essential element of any
democratic constitutional order, and the need to protect the people who are targets
of violent acts instigated by incitement to national or racial hatred. This question
relates, moreover, to the fundamental problem as to whether and to what extent
provisions of criminal law penalizing racist speech should be enacted in order to
prevent the outbreak of violence against persons defined by their nationality or
ethnicity, and whether and to what extent such provisions, once enacted, prove to
be effective as regards the achievement of this aim.
A completely satisfactory answer to these questions, in particular the latter
one, presupposes the existence of pertinent in-depth studies, preferably performed
by experts in legal sociology. Since I am a constitutional lawyer and not a
sociologist, this report is confined to a descriptive analysis of the relevant provisions of the German Criminal Code, their implications under German constitutional
law and the relevant court practice. I do not assess Germany's compliance with its
Since violence inNorthern Irelandandthe SpanishBasqueCountryseemsto be characterizedby
acts of politicallymotivatedterrorism,these situationsshould,at least in the presentcontext,be
consideredas fundamentally different.
2 Examplesinclude the 1991 general elections in Belgium and Sweden...l
and the recent regional
electionsin FranceandtheGermanLiinder ofBaden-Warttemberg andSchleswig-Holstein.

obligations under various international human rights rreaticsr'rather, my examination is confined to Germany's internal legal order. I will not venture into any
evaluation as to whether the recent outbreaks of violence against asylum-seekers
throughout Germany could have been completely, or even partially, prevented if
there had been "tougher"anti-racistlegal provisions.Nor will I discuss whether the
wide media coverage of such acts of violence and the negative reaction of the
general public have had an unwelcomecounter-effect,as some commentatorshave
suggested, of encouraging even more violent acts against aliens and asylumseekers.
.
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND INCITEMENT TO NATIONAL AND
RACIAL HATRED IN GERMANY

There can be no doubt that freedom of opinion and speech constitutesan essential
element of any democratic society. On the other hand, it is equally obvious that
rights and freedomscan be, and in fact are, abused to the qetrimentof otherpersons
and their basic human rights. This explains why most constitutionsand all international hnman rights instruments provide for the possibility of lawfully restricting
freedom of speech."
The German experienceas regards the abuse of rights and freedomshas been
particularly traumatic; abuse of the right to free expression contributed considerably to the demise of the Weimar Republic, and human rights were totally
suppressedby the National Socialistregime. These experiences had a deep impact
upon the drafting of the Grundgesetz,the Constitutionof the Federal Republic of
Germany, and subsequent legislation. In particular, a fundamental aspect of the
German constitutional order is the concept of wehrhafte Demokratie (militant
democracy) which not only allowsfor but even demandslimitationson the exercise
of human rights by those persons who abuse such rights in order to destroy the
democratic order of the country.The notion of wehrhafteDemokrati"scan only be
understood if one takes into considerationGermany's recent history.
"Nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as implying for any ...
group or person any right to engage in any activity or perform any act aimed at the
destruction of any of the rights and freedomsrecognized herein .... "

3 For an e~ce~len~ discussionof GermanY.'sco!'1pF~ce with Art.4 of the InternationalConvention
on the Elimination of All Formsof Racial Discrimination, see Rudlger Wolfrum,"DasVerbal der
Rassendiskriminiemngim Spannungsfeld zwischen dem Schutz individuellerFreiheitsrechteund
derVerpflichtungdes einzelnenim Allgemeinlnteresse," (TheProhibitionof RacialDiscrimination
in the Area of Tension between the Protection of Individual Rights and the Obligation of the
Individual towards the Common Interest), in E Denninger et al., eds., Kritlk und Vertrauen:
FestschriftfUrPeter Schneider (1990). Prof.Wolfrumconcludesthat,by and large,Germanyhas
implementedits obligationsunderthe CERDConvention,butmoreas a resultof thepracticeof the
courtsthanthe activities of the legislature.id. at 525. Some lacunaeremain,suchas the failureto
prohibitthe exclusionof ethnicananationalgroupsfrompublic establishments. Id.

4 See, e.B..,Art. 19(3) andArt.20 of the ICCPR;Art. 10(2) of the ECHR;Art. 13 of the ACHR;and
Art. 9(l) of theACHPR,the texts of which arereproducedin Annexe A.
5 For this reason,this concept of a "militantdemocracy"is generallyconsideredto permitgreater
restrictionson individualrightsin the interestof protectingthe rightsof othersthanis permittedby
Article5(1) of the ICCPRwhich reads,in relevantpart:"Nothingin the presentCovenantmay be
interpreted as implyingfor any... grouporJX?rson
anyrightto engagein anyactivityorperformany
act aimedat the destructionof anyof lhe rights and freedoms recognizedherein
'n

."

Article 5 of the Grundgesetz; the provisionwhichprotectsfreedomof opinion
and expression, expresslypermits limitationof the right "by the provisions of the
general laws"," The "general laws" include the Criminal Code.
Article 9(2), Article21(2) and Article 18of the Grundgesetz go much further.
Article 9(2) outlaws associations whose activities aim to ufdermine the criminal
law, the constitutionalorder or internationalunderstanding. However,contrary tc
what might be deduced from its actual wording, this provision is generally construed not to outlaw per se associationswhich conduct such activitiesbut rather tc
authorize administrativedecisions outlawing these associations.The relevant provisionsstipulatingthe legal conditionsfor suchdecisionsandregulatingprocedural
~uestions, including means of recourse to administrative tri~unals, are to be found
m the Yereinsgesetz (Act on Associations)of 5 August 1964. Accordingto Section
3 of this law, the decision to outlaw such an association is to be taken by the
BundesministerdesInnern (FederalMinister of the Interior)and to be publishedir
theBundesanzeiger. Financial assets and other propertiesof such associationsmay
be seized and confiscated. Since 1964, there have been only 12 such decisions
eightconcerning extremeright-winggroupsand fourconcerningextremeleft-wing
groups. It should be added that, according to prevailing opinion, the competeni
ministerof the interior acts within a marginof appreciationwhen deciding whether
to outlawan association.
Under Article 21(2) of the Grundgesetz political parties may be declarer
unconstitutionalby the Federal ConstitutionalCourt if theirobjectives include the
obstruction or abolition of the democratic order.9 The power to institute suet
proceedingsbefore the Federal ConstitutionalCourt is vested with the Bundestas
(FederalParliam~?t), the Bundesrat.(Federal CounciVdwhich represents t!'e Governmentsof theLander, and the Federal Government. The Federal Constitutiona
Courtmay also order that all assets and propertiesof suchpoliticalparties be seizec
and confiscated.tt The organs competent to institute such proceedings operate
withina marginof appreciationindecidingwhetherto takesucha step.In the 1950s
6 Art.5 reads:
"(1)Everyone shallhavethe rightto freelyexpressanddisseminatehis opinionby speech writin]
andpictures and to freely informhimselffrom generallyaccessible sources.Freedomof the pres:
and freedom of reportmgby means of broadcastsand films are guaranteed.There shall De ne
censorship.
(2) These rights are limited by the provisionsof the general laws, the provisionsof law for the
protectlOnof youth,andby the rightto inviolabilityof personal honour.
(3) ArtandSCience,researchandteaching,shallbe free.Freedomof teaching shallnot absolvefron
loyalty to theConstitution."
Translationpublishedby thePress andInformationOfficeof theFederalGovernment(Bonn:1987)
or activitiesof which conflict with criminal laws 0
7 Art:9(2) reads: "Associations, the pUlJ>oses
which are directed against the constitutional orderortheconceptof internationalunderstandingan
prohibited."
'

8 Bund.esgesetzblattI, 593 (1964), as subsequentlyamended.

9 Art.~1 (2) rew;ls:"Partieswhich,by reasonof theiraimsorthebehaviourof theiradherents,seek t4
Impairorabolishthefree democratic basic order or to endanger the existenceof theFederalRepubll
of Germany,shallbe unconstItutional.
TheFederalConstitutionalCourtshalldecideonthequestior
of unconstirutlonallry."

10 See Section 13 No.) of the BundesverfassungsgerichJsgesetz
(Act on the FederalConstitutiona
Court),In the wordingof 12 Dec. 1985.,in connection with Section 43 BundesgesetsblattI 32'
(t989).
,.
11 Id. Further~gulation.s in.this contextareto be found in Sections 32 and 33 of the Parteiengeset
(Act on Political Parties) m the wordingof3 Mar..1989.
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it was generally considered that snchwlitical parties should be outlawed. Thus, in
1952 the Sozialistische Reichspartei
(generally perceived as a successor to th~
National Socialist Party) and in 1956 the Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands'
were declared unconstitutional. In contrast, the opinion prevailing since the mid1960s, when the Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands and the Deutsche
Kommunistische Partei were founded, is that extremist parties should be countered
politically rather than banned by a decision of the Federal Constitutional Court.
Article 18 of the Grundgesetzdeclares that individuals who abuse the exercise
of their basic human rights, including freedom ?f expression, "in order to combat
the free democratic order", forfeit those rights. 4 Again, such a decision is to be
taken exclusively by the Federal Constitutional Court in a proceeding which may
be instituted by the Federal Parliament, the Federal Government or a Land Government. This provision has, however, been of minor practical relevance. Only two
proceedings have been instituted under this article, the first one in 1960 against the
former president of the Sozialistische Reichspartei, Otto-Ernst Remer, and the
second one in 1974 against Dr Gerhard Frey, a known right-wing publisher. Both
cases were dismissed by the Federal Constitutional Court r!,"ause neither individual was found to be a threat to the democratic order. Given the historical
background to the drafting of the Grundgesetz,it is evident that these articles were
intended to give a solid anti-fascist foundation to the new Federal Republic.
Subsequent practice, notably influenced by the "Cold War", reveals, however, a
broader anti-totalitarian aim directed against both left-wing and right-wing extrem-

ism.
Among Germany's numerous legal provisions limiting human rights in
general and freedom of speech in particular, the Criminal Code contains several
provisions which effectively restrict racist speech. The provisions, their constitutional implications and relevant court practice are discussed in the following
sections.

The PertinentProvisionsof the GermanCriminalCode
The pertinent provisions of the Strafgesetzbucb (German Criminal Code) are
Articles 130 and 131, both of which constitute serious crimes against "public
peace", and Article 185 which makes punishable "insult" or offences against
personal honour.

Article 130. Article 130 replaced a provision of the Criminal Code of the German
Empire which penalized breaches of the public peace by incitement to class

hatred. t6 The new version was adopted in 1960 as a legislative reaction to a wave
of desecration of synagogues and cemeteries in 1959 and 1960. These events
brought about a radical change in the legislative atmosphere and swept aw,y all
arguments that such specific legislation was neither necessary nor desirable. t The
motivation behind the new version of Article 130 was the appreciation that,
although the courts in most cases were able to impose punishment under the
prevailing law, that law did not "strike at the core of th~ evil ... that is, the attack
on humanity, human dignity, and general public peace." 8 Thus, rather than being
concerned exclusively with the protection of private or group honour, safeguarded
by the provisions concerning Beleidigung (criminal libel) in Article 185, the new
versioy of Article 130 aims to promote the public interest in safeguarding public
peace. 9
The key notion of Article 130 is the concept of Menschenwiirde(human
dignity), enshrined in Article 1(1) of the Grundgesetzas a fundamental principle
of the German Constitutional order. 20 Prohibited are attacks on human dignity
which are likely to breach the public peace, committed in the form of acts of
particular gravity against parts of the population. 21 The proscribed acts consist of:
(I) incitement to hatred, which is described as "stirring up enmity in an

invasivemanner,beyondmererejectionorcontempt";
(2) provocation to violent or arbitrary acts, described as "acts of violence
or lawlessness against personal freedom "; and
(3) insult, ridicule and defamation, which must amount to more than "mere
expression of disrespect" or "disparaging assertions, the tmth or untruth
of which cannot be proven". 22
The concept of an attack on human dignity presupposes an attack "on the core area
of the victim's personality, a denial of the victim's right to life as an equal in the
community" or a person's treatment as an inferior which has the effect of excluding
him or her from the protection of the constitution".23 It should be stressed,
16 Art. 130 reads:"Whosoeverattacksthe humandignity of others in a manner liable to disturbthe
publicfleace by:
1. Incitinghatredagainsta certainpartof thepopulation,
2. incitingto violent orarbitraryactsagainstsuchpartof thepopulation,or
3. insulting,maliciouslyridiculingor defamingsuchpart,
shallbepunished by a termof imprisonmentof not less thanthreemonthsandnot exceedingfive
years."(Author's translation.)
17 See, inparticular, Von Bubnoff,"Commenta,ry
on Article130 StGB",inStrafgesetzbuch,Leipziger
Kommentar (10th ed. 1988), Vol. IV; Scliafheutle, Das Seehste Strafrechtsiinderungsgesetz,
Juristenzeitung15 (1960),470 etseq.; Wolfmm,supranote3, at521-23.Foranexcellentpresentation
in English,see-E Stein)"HistoryAgainstFree Speech: TheNew GermanLawAgainsttheAuschwitz
Mich.L. Rev. 277, 282 {1986).
- andOther- Lies,"8;:1
18 Schafheutle,supra note 17, at 471.

12 Judgement of 23 Oct. 1952, Bwuksverfassungsgerichtsentscheidungen(BVerfGE)(Decisions of
theFederalConstitutionalCourt)Vol.t,! et seq.
13 Judgementof 17 Aug. 1956, BVerfGEVol. 5, 85 et seq.

14 Art.18reads:"Whoeverabusesfreedomof expressionoropinion inP.2rticular.
freedomof thepress
Art. 5(1», freedom of teaching (Art. 5(3), freedom of assembly (A.rt.8)1freedom of association
Art. 9) rivacyof posts and telecommunication (Art.lO),property (Art.fq.) orthe rightto a lum
Art. 19&))in orderto combatthefree democraticbasicorder,shallforfeitthesebasic rights~uch
orfeitureandthe extentthereofshall be pronouncedby theFederalConstitutionalCourt.

i

15 See Judgementof 25 July 1960, BVerfGEVol. 11,282 et seq. ~emer case); andJudgementof2
July 1974, BVerfGEVol. 38, 23 et seq. (fre)' case). Presently,Dr Prey is presidentof the Deutsche
Volksunion,an extremistright-wingpoliticalpartywhich, inthe regionalelectionsof5 April 1992
in Schleswig-Holstein, obtained morethan6 percentof the votes.
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19 This is a well-established interpretationin German jurisprudence and doctrine. See, e.g., Von
Bubnoff, supra note 17, at No. 1; and Lackner, "Commentaryon Article 130 StGB", in
Strafgesetzbuch(18thed. 1989),648 et seq. , withfurtherreferences.
20 Art.1(1)provides:"Thedignityof man shallbe inviolable."
21 It shouldbe mentionedthatthis notionnot only includesGermancitizens belonging to an ethnic,
linguistic, racial, religious or social minority,but also aliens residingin Gennany such as, e.g.,
migrantworkers;see Von Buhnoff,supra note 17, at No. 3 et seq. andLackner,supra note 19, at
No. 2, bothwith furtherreferences.
22 Stein, supra note 17, at284.

23 See, Von Buhnoff, supra note 17, at No. 4; and Lackner,supra note 19, at 3; bothwith further
references.

moreover, that Article 130 applies not only to attacks on human dignity which in
fact breach or threaten the public peace but also to attacks which might result in a
sense of threat among persons belonging to the particular group under attack, on
the one hand, or in an increase in an existing predisposition to commit such attacks
among those p<Jrsonslikely to be incited to acts of verbal or physical violence, on
the other hand. 24
Article 131. Article 131 was introduced ~o the Criminal Code in 1973 as part of
the Fourth Law to Reform the Penal Code. It penalizes the dissemination, display
and production of depictions "of violence against people in a cruel or otherwise
inhuman manner" with the intent to glorify or seek to minimize the cruelty or to
incite racial hatred. Reports on contemporary events or history are expressly
exempted from punishment by Article 131(3). Violations are punishable by up to
one year's imprisonment or a fine. The objective of Article 131 is the maintenance
of social harmony to which incitement to racial hatred is considered to pose a
serious threat.
••
Article 131 was introduced because the government was of the view that
Article 130 did not adequately implement Article 4 of the International Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (which entered into force
for the Federal Republic of Germany on 15 June 1969), notwithstanding the fact
that many scholars considered that racially motivated acts were punishable under
other provisions of the Criminal Code.
Prosecutions under Article 131 are comparatively rare. This might be explained by the fact that large parts of the German legal communitl 6 in the field of
criminal law consider this provision, due to its rather vague wording, problematic
with respect to the fundamental principle of Besti"'!fjtheitsgrundsatz(legal certainty) enshrined in Article 103(2) of the Grundgesetz? On the other hand it should
be emphasized that German legal doctrine unanimously holds that publications of
an anti-Semitic character are prime examples of "writings" in the sense of Article
131,28 notwithstanding that there is some discussion as to whether the sale of
"classical anti-Semitic works" sWh as books by Chamberlain or Gobineau, would
be prohibited by this provision?

Article 185. Article 185 has been part of the Criminal Code since 1875. It makes
punishable an offence against personal honour. 30 According to Article 192, proof
of the truth of a statement is no defence under Article 185 "when the insult arises
from the manner in which the assertion was made or disseminated or from the
circumstances in which it was made".
Until 1945, the Reichsgericht(German Supreme Court) consistently refused
to apply Article 185 to insults against Jew~ as a group. This approach changed in
1949. In the leading decision on this matrer, t the Federal Supreme Court confirmed
that the Jewish citizens of the Federal Republic of Germany have become "at least
since the special legislation of the National Socialist Stltte ... a sharply demarcated
group" who consequently may be insulted as a group? So far, there have been no
decisions of the Federal Supreme Court extendin~the applicability of Article 185
to other racially or ethnically determined groups.
Subsequent to a sharp increase in extremist right-wing activities including,
in particular, the publication of pseudo-scientific writings attempting to prove that
there had been no concentration camps and that the number of Jews and other
people murdered in those camps had been grossly exaggerated (the so-called
"Auschwitz-lie"), legislative attempts to deal with these writings were initiated in
the early 1980s. The main legal problem to be solved arose from the wording of
Article 194 of the StraJgesetzbuchwhich required a private petition to initiate
prosecution under Articl~ 185. After a lengthy and rather animated debate in the
media and in Parliament, 4 the 21st Law Modifying the Criminal Law finally came
into effect on 1 August 1985.35
The new law eliminates the need for a private petition for prosecutions in
cases where the insult was made in a document which was publicly disseminated
or accessible, or in an assembly, or in broadcasting, if the insulted individual is a
member of a group which was persecuted under the National Socialist or another
violent and arbitrary dominance, and if that group is at the time of the act a part of
thepopulation of the Federal Republic of Germany?6 The new wording of Article
29 Id. at No. 26.
30 ArL 185 reads; "Insult shall be punished by a term of imprisonment of up to one year or by a fine,
an~, if the insult is committed by a physical act, by a term of imprisonment of up to two years or by
a flne."

24 See Van Bubnoff, supra note 17, at No. 5, with further references.
25 Art. 131 of StGB reads: "(1) Whosoever ·1. disseminates, 2. publicly exhibits, posts, demonstrates,
or otherwise makes accessible, 3. offers or makes available or accessible to a person below the age
of eighteen, or 4. produces, procures, sUfplies, keeps in stock: offers, advertises, recommends,
undertakes to import into, or export out 0 , the territory in whicn this law applies, in order to use
them, or pieces derived from them, in the manner indicated in numbers 1 to 3 above, or to enable
others to do so, writings, sound or picture recordings, illustrations or representations which show
acts of violence against people in a cruel or otherwise inhuman manner and this in order to glorify
or to seek to minimize the cruelty of such acts of violence or to incite racial hatred, shall be punished
by a term of imprisonment of up to one year or by a fine. (2) Whosoever disseminates, by radio
broadcasts, such representations as indicated in sub-paragraph 1 will be penalized in like manner.
(3) Sub-paragraphs (1) and (2) do not apply when the act is in the service of reporting on current
events or history. (4)Sub-~aragraph (1)3 is not to be applied if done by the legal guardian of the
person involved. "(Author s translation.)

26 See, e-g- Van Bubnoff, supra note 17, at No l.
27 This principle requires that penal laws are to be worded in such a clear and unambiguous way as 10
exclude, to the extent possible, any doubt as to whether a certain behaviour falls under a given penal
provision.
28 See Von Bubnoff, supra note 17, at No, 19,

31 Judgement of 18 Sept. 1975, Bunde~gerichtsho!in Zivilsachen (BGHZ), (the Official Collection of
Decisions of the' Federal Supreme Court in Pnvate Law Matters) Vol. ,5, 160 et seq. It should be
stressed that in the case in question the proceedings were founded under a provision of the German
Civil Code, seeking compensation for the tort of defamation, This decision confirmed and clarified
the previous jurisprudence of the Federal Supreme Court's Criminal Law Panels, i~rticular the
decisions of 28 Feb. 1958, Entscheidungen"desBundes erichtshos in Stra sachen GHSt the
in
01. 11,
et
Official Collection of Decisions of the Federal Supreme
seq.; and the decision of 21 Apr. 1961, BGHSt Vol. 16,49 et seq.

~ourt ~minal ~~tters)

'do~

32 See Stein, supra note 17, at 301-03.
33 See LacknerJ"supra note 19, Commentary on Article 185 StGB, YorbemerkungNo.2, wilh further
references. Compare the application of Arts. 130 and 131 to various ethnic, national and social
groups, including Gypsies, black students, and migrant workers. See injra,notes 51~52.

34 See Stein, supra note 17, at 305 et seq,
35 21 Strafrechssdnderungsgesetzin Bundesgesettblau I, 965 (1985).
36 Art. 194 now reads:
"(1) Prosecution for insult shall be instituted only upon petition. When the act is committed by
disseminating or by making publicly accessible a writing (Article 11, paragraph 3), or in an assembly
or by means of a broadcasiing, a petition is not required, if the insulted person was.persecuted as a
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194 has met with considerable criticism from German criminal lawyers for being
too vague. ~~~ers have also criticized the req?iremeut that the perso¥ insulted
must be an individual who was personally a vicnm of such persecution. 7
Implementation
of the Provisions of the Strafgesetzbuch. Articles 130
and 131 have been of limited importance for the actual work of the Gennan courts.
In 1982 only 12 per cent of prosecutions against right-wing extremists took place
under these provisions. Forty-four per cent of prosecutions were brought under
Articles 86 and 86a of the Criminal Code for the dissemination of propaganda and
the use of emblems of anti-constitutional organizations; 32.5 per cent of charges
were brought for violations of articles of the Criminal Code connected with
violence. The remaining 11.5 per cent of prosecutions were divided between
convictions for criminal defamation under Article 185 and for condemnation of the
President of the Federal Republic, the State, its symbols and constitutional organs
under Article 90.
It is perhaps worthy of note that there has been no i;"balance in prosecution
of left and right-wing activities. For instance, in 1987, 1,855 prosecutions related
to left-wing extremism and 1,447 cases to right-wing extremism.
The Prohibition

of Racist Speech

as a Problem of Constitutional

Law

To penalize certain cases of public speech and publications due to their racial
connotations obviously raises problems under constitutional law with regard to the
guarantee of freedom of expression. As mentioned above, the particular German
experience of abuse of such rights as the rights to freedom of expression and
association resulted in the introduction into the Grundgesetzof a provision allowing
rights to be limited "by the general laws". For foreign lawyers, in particular those
familiar with the jurisprudence of the United States Supreme Court concerning
freedom of speech, it might be surprising that there has in fact been very little
scholarly discussion as to the compatibility of Articles 130, 131 and 185 of the
Strafgesetzbucb with Article 5(l).and 5(2) of the Grundgesetz, Generally speaking,
German constitutional and criminal lawyers share the opinion that acts by private
persons likely to incite racial hatred are not protected by the right to freedom of
speech.

member of a group under the National Socialist or another violent and arbitrary dominance, if the
group is a part of the population and if the insult is connected with such persecution. However there
sh,all be no .prose,cuUon ex officio if the injured person opposes it. The opposition may ~ot be
WIthdrawn. If the mjured person dies, the right of petition and of opposition passes to the next of kin
as specified in Article 77. paragraph 2.
(2) If the memory of a deceased person is disparaged, the next of kin as specified in Article 77,
paragraph 2 shall have the nght to lodge a petition. If the act is committed by disseminating or l?Y
makmg publicly accessible a writing (~rticl~ 11, paragraph 3), or in an assembly or by means of a
broadcastl~g, a ~tlt~~ ISnot required, if the Insulted P;ersonwas persecuted as a member of a group
under NatJo~al.SoClahst or another Violent and arbitrary doml!1ance and the disparagement IS
connected WI!:hIt: However, there shall be no pro~ecUllon ex offiCIOif the person entitled to lodge a
petition opposes It. The opposmon may not be Withdrawn."

37 See Lackner, supra note 19, Commentary on Article 194 StGB No. 2, with further references. For a
thorough discussion of the new law see Stein, supra note 17, at 314 et seq., and Kohler "Zur Frage
der Strafberkeirdes Leu8I'!~s von V?lker:mordtaten",/'feueluristische Wochenschrift.,'101.38,2389
(l9~5), et seq.; Ostendcrf Im Streit: Die Strafrechtllche Verfolgung der 'Auschwltzliige''',Neue
Iuristlscne Wochenschrift.,Vol. 38, 1062 (1985), et seq. and Vogelgesang, "Die Neuregelung zur
sogenannten 'AuschwitZlUge' -Beitrag zur Bewahigung der Vergangenheit oder 'Widerliche
Atifrechnung'1", Neue Juristische WochenschriftVol. 38,2388 (1985), et seq.

Obviously, this general statement does not mean that there are no legal
problems as to whether a specific conviction under Articles 130, 131 or 185 will
be constitutional, bearing in mind that, according to the established jurisprudence
~fthe Federal Constitutional Court, in situations where human rights conflict, these
nghts have to be balanced in such a way as to permit only those limitations which
are necessary to protect the core of the conflicting rights. Moreover, this jurisprudence can only be understood in the light of Article 19(2) of the Grundgesetz
which expressly prohibits violations of the Wesensgehalt (basic core) of a given
human right. 38
Under German constitutional law, the power to declare a law in breach of the
Grundgesetz and therefore null and void, is vested exclusively with the Federal
Constitutional Court. So far, this Court has not been called upon to decide whether
Articles 130, 131 or 185 are unconstitutional as such. Nor is such a development
to be expected. From a more practical point of view, however, cases may arise in
which the Court is called on to decide whether the application of these provisions
in a specific.case amounts to a violation of the speaker's or author's constitutionally
protected nght to freedom of expression. The Court would have jurisdiction
because, under German constitutional law, any person who alleges that his or her
human rights have been violated by public authority is entitled to file a Yerfassungs~~schwerde (constitutional complaint) with the Federal Constitutional
Court.
It is perhaps surprising that there has been only one reported case in which
the Federal Constitutional Court was in fact faced with such a challenge. In the
cas~, th~ applica~t ?ad been found guilty of an attack on human dignity in
CO~Juncllon WIth mcuement to race hatred by carrying, at a public event, a sign
which read:
I, a donkey, still believe that Jews were "gassed" in German concentration camps. I, a donkey, believe the "gassing" lies and want to pay, pay,
pay to Israel. I, a donkey, still believe the propaganda lies of the
"victors"

.40

In a preliminary proceeding, the screening committee of the Federal Constitutional
Court rejected the application on the ground that it had no prospect of success, since
the mterpretationand application of Articles 130 and 131 by the competent courts
did not disclose any violation of basic rights."! The Court also rejected the
allegation that the lower courts had violated the applicant's human rights by
disregarding his offers of "evidence". The Court held:
The applicant, who does not deal even with the numerous,generally
accessible sources about the mass destruction of the Jews, not to speak
of trying to reach an independent opinion through a thorough consider-

38 Art. 19(2) reads: "In no case may the essential content of a basic right be encroached upon."

39 See Art. 93(1). No.4aofth~ Gr.undgesetz~hich reads: "TheFederal Constitutional Court shall decide;
-: on complaints of constl!UtlOnality, which ml!-ybe entered by any person who claims that one of
his baSICrights or .one of hISright.s under P.8ra$raph (4).of Article 20, under Article 33,38, 101. 103
or 104;ba.s been violated by public authority. As to UlIS tOPiCsee, e.g'l OelIers-Frahm "Review of
ConstltutlO~ahty of Legal Norma and Acts of Public Authorities m the Federal Republic of
Gennany," m Bemhardt & Beyerhin, eds., Reportson GermanPublic Law andPublicInternational
Law (1986). 49 et seq.
40 For a discussion, see Stein, supra note 17, at 287.
41 Decision of 27 Apr. 1982, reported in 35 Neue JurtstiscneWochenschrift1803 (1982).

--- ------."
ation, is not impaired either in his right to a hearing nor to an effective
protection of law when the courts judge this mass destruction to be
commonly known and consid.f:r irrelevant the mere offering of the
names of individual witnesses. 2
If the courts competent to decide criminal matters consider the question of constitutionality at all, they usually declare that defendants accused under Articles 130 and
131 are not in a position
invoke the guarantee of freedom of speech in Article
5(1) of the Grundgeselz. 4 Although this could be challenged as incorrect from a
strictly constitutional law point of view on the ground that such defendants have
claims under the limitation clause of Article 5(2) the criminal courts have consistently assumed the constitutionality of Articles 130 and 131.
Another problem to be mentioned in this context concerns the relationship
between Articles 130 and 131 and Article 5(3) of the Grundgesetzwhich provides
that "Art and science, resear§h and teaching, shall be free.,,44Prevailing legal
opinion, shared by the courts," regards incitement to racial hatred as, by definition,
beyond the scope of what might be considered to be alt, science, research or
teaching within the meaning of Article 5(3). This approach is based upon the
argument that, since the fundamental aim of the Grundgesetzis the protection of
human dignity, art, science, research and teaching may not violate human diguity.
It goes without4eaying that this approach could raise considerable problems if
applied strictly.

If

The Pertinent Practice of the Courts
Courts dealing with charges brought under Articles 130 and 131 will usually have
to decide upon the following issues: What is an attack on human diguity? When is
an act likely to breach public peace? What constitutes incitement to race hatred?
Which groups of persons are to be considered a race for purposes of Article 131,
or a "part of the population" for purposes of Article 130?
In what might be considered the leading case in this context, the Bundesgerichlshoj(Federal S.w'reme Court) in 1981 developed its definition ofan "attack
on human diguity" . In that case, the defendant was charged with distributing a
pamphlet which denied the occurrence of the Holocaust in particularly vile language, and suggested that the Jews had tortured and blackmailed others to give false
testimony. The trial court convicted the pamphleteer of a violation of Article 131
but not of the more serious charge under Article 130. The Federal Supreme Court
upheld the conviction under Article 131 and ruled that Article 130 had also been

42 This translation is taken from Stein, supra note 17, at 287.
43 For references see, e.g., Stein, supra note 17, at 288.

44 See supra note 5. for full text of Article 5(3).
45 For references see Von Bubnoff, supra note 17, at No. 26.
46 For instance, Shakespeare's treatment of Shylock could remove the Merchant of Venice from the
category of "art". Ariother problem which has not yet been dealt with by German courts concerns
the legal standing of anti-Semitic publications of doubtful scholarly foundation, such as the works
of Chamberlain or Gobmeau, or the large number of older publications which present "scientific"
evidence of the inferiority of people of colour.
47 Judgement of 14 J~n. 1981, B9HSt, reported in NeueZeitschriftjUrStrafreciu (1981), at 258; for a
diSCUSSIon
m English, see Stem, supra note 17, at 291-92.

violated. The Court confirmed that an "attack on human dignity" exists only if it is
directed against the unverzichtbarkern (unrenounceable core) of the personality of
another person~against him as a human being, and only if it denies his value as a
human being. 4 Such an attack had heen committed in this case because the
pamphlet "was apt to provoke an emotional, hostile stance toward the Jews." The
argument that Jews in Germany should not reasonably feel threatened by such a
pamphlet was not considered relevant.
The Court furthermore ruled that Jews form a race for purposes of Article
131, although based upon reasoning which reflects a greater interest in genetic
characteristics than is found in the jurisprudence of many other European countries.
The Court declared that the concept of race hatred
proceeds from merely an approximate anthropological classification of
humanity into human races, that is, according to common hereditary,
predominantly physical characteristics, as a starting point for a theory
pursuant to which biological diversity of the "races" is supposed to be
the cause of their relative superiority or inferiority and corresponding
different value. The emotionally heightened hostility of the provocation
against the Jews is one of the phenomena of the incitement to race hatred
which the lawmaker wanted to include in article 131.49
The notion "parts of the population" found in Article 130 has been interpreted by
German courts so as to include German citizens belonging to an ethnic,linguistic,
racial, religious or social minority,50 and also to aliens residing in Germany.51
As to the question of the conditions under which an act is to be considered
likely to br~~ch public peace, the Federal Supreme Court held in its decision of21
April 1961 that the act in question does not in fact need to breach public peace
or to constitute an imminent and concrete threat to public peace. Itis sufficient if
there are objective grounds for believing that the publication will shatter confidence
in legal security, even ifthi~ is felt only by that part of the population against which
the publication is directed. 3
Although trial court opinions are generally not published, trial courts have
heen inclined to acquit defendants of charges of anti-Semitism under Articles 130
and 131 while state appellate courts and the Federal Supreme Court have tended to

48 This definition is firmly established in German jurisprudence. See Van Bubnoff, supra note 17, at
No.4; and Lackner; supra note 19, at No. 3.; both with further references.
49 Translation taken from Stein, supra' note 17t,at 292. This definition is well-accepted in German
doctrine. See, Van Bubnoff,supra ncte.I'I, at NO. 18 andLackner, supra note 19, at No. 3, both with
further references.
50 Jews are. considered to fonn a "part of the population" for purposes of Art. 130, see BGHSt
(EmscheidungendesBundesgericfilshofsin StraJ~achen, the Official Collection of Decisions of the
Federal Supreme Court in Criminal Matters) Vol. 21, at 371 and Vol. 31, at 226), as are Gypsies,
see Oberlandesgericht Karlsruhe, reported in 39 NeueJuristischeWochenschrift1276 (1986).
51 For instance, black students are protected b):'Art. 130, see Oberlandesgericht Hamburg, reported in
28 NeueJurtstischeWochenschiiftl 088 (1975), as are migrant workers, see OberlandesgriCht Celle,
reported in 23 Neue Juristische Wochenschrift2257 (1970». In contrast to the protection afforded
10these groups against incitement 10hatred, there are lacunae in the law which have permiued the
barring of such groups as blacks and Turks from restaurants and other public establishments. See
Wolfrurn, supra note 3, at 525.

52 BGHSt Vat. 16, 49 et seq.: for a discussion in English, see Stein, supra note 17, at 293.
53 This principle is well accepted in German doctrine. See Van Bubnoff, supra note 17, at No. 5~ and
Lackiier, supra note 19, atNo. 4; both with further references.
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reverse the acquittals. One commentator has speculated about this pattern of
judicial interaction:
For one thing,trialjudges are generallyof a youngergeneration,without
oppressive memories and - understandably - without a sense of personal guilt. Lacking extensive experience, they may feel less confident
in handing down convictions for a distinctly political crime. Perhaps
they also are more in tune with local attitudes than the higher-level
judiciary, and are less responsiveto the uationalpolicy thathasreflected
both the recent historical experience and a sensitivity to international
considerations.54
CONCLUSION

In the author's opinion, Articles 130 and 131 of the Strafgesetzbuch,which make
punishable racist speech and incitement to racial hatred, constitute anacceptable
attempt to strikea fair balancebetween the state's obligation,resultingfrom Article
1(1)of the Grundgesetz,toprotect humandignity,andits obligation,resultingfrom
Article 5 of the Grundgesetz, to protect freedom of speech. Obviously, this
statement does not mean that the practice of German courts in interpreting and
applying these provisions of the Criminal Code in specific cases does not call for
critique. However, it is submitted that the jurisprudence of the Federal Supreme
Court appears largely satisfactory.
In this author's opinion, it would be to overestimate the role of the courts if
the recent, and increasing,cases of violenceagainst non-Germans,and in particular
asylum-seekers,in Germanywere to be taken as proof of the failure of thejudiciary
or of the laws. Obviously,it remains to be seen what the reaction of the courts will
be and whether poli~e and prosecuting authorities will act as promptly and efficiently as necessary. 5 Thus, notwithstandingthe undoubted importance of criminallaw in the fight against racial hatred, it seems as if profound changes in the
political climate with regard to aliens in general and asylum-seekersin particular
are of even greater significance. Substantial parts of the German political establishment and public opinion,although unequivocallycondemningacts of violence,
openly promote the idea that "something has to be done against the abuse of the
right to asylum" and that "Germanyis not a country of immigration".As long as
such public statements continue, and are not met with equally forceful statements
about the need to respect the human dignity of all those withinGermany's borders,
it is hardly surprising that certain parts of the population,although still very small,
are attracted by groups which aggressively proclaim nationalistic and neo-Nazi
ideologies.

Chapter19
ADVOCACY OF NATIONAL, RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS HATRED:
THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE

VenkatEswaran
Incitement to religious and communal hatred has been an issue of considerable
concern in India over the years. Most recently, in 1991 it captured headlines
following a spate of well-publicized violent clashes, mostly - but by no means
exclusively- between Hindus and Muslims,in differentparts of the country. These
clashes, which have claimed thousands oflives, have been seen by many as a real
and growing threat to the survival of the nation itself as a cohesive,secular entity.'
Whatever the reasons for this upsurgein violence - and they are too numerous
and far too complex to be discussed in the present paper - there can be no denying
that it hasbegun to call in question India's oft-repeatedclaim to be one of a handful
of polities in the world which has managed to accommodatean incredibly diverse
mix of ethnic, religious, linguistic and cultural backgrounds in its population
withoutcompromisingits commitmentto a liberal,pluralistic form of government.
The legitimacy of that claim cannot of course be disputed as even a cursory glance
at some basic statistics will show: the burgeoning population, currently estimated
at some 863 million, consists of at least six majorreligiousgroups2,manyof which
are further divided into dozens of sub-groups;this population is spread over some
25statesand seven "unionterritories"whichtogetheroccupyan areaof3.29 million
sq.km.;as well as the 15officially recognized languages, some 1,652dialects are
spoken in the country.
Given this enormous diversity - and concomitanttensions that are inevitable
in a society, large parts of which have been rigidly stratifiedby the infamous caste
system - the job of the Indian lawmaker has not been an easy one. Even during
Britishtimes, legislatorshad to walk a tightropein containingcommunaland other
pressureswithin the frameworkof a basically free society - a taskwhich confronted
the founding fathers of the republic with added urgency soon after independence.
The lessons of the Partition - which saw the worst communal violence in the
subcontinent's history, claimingan estimated 600,000 lives - had to be reconciled
with the founding fathers' avowed commitment to a democratic form of government in which the citizens would enjoy all the traditional freedoms, including
freedomof expression and assembly. This central objective informed the labours
of the Constituent Assembly which set out to draft India's Constitutionin 1947.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL POSITION

It is 'generally agreed that the drafters of the Indian Constitution succeeded in
strikinga fair balance between freedomof speech and the containmentofits abuse
54 Stein, supra note 17, at 299.

55 Accordingto areportin SuddeutscheZeltung of 5 Dec. 1991at7, inthefirsttrialagainstparticipants
of the riotsdirectedagainstRomanianasylum-seekersin the city of Hoyerswerda(S,axony)on 21

Sept. 1991, the Kreisgerichl Bauuen sentenced a person to a term of 15 montha' impnsonmenl.(nol
suspended) for a breach of ArL 125a of the StGB (SchwererLandfrlluJensbruchl-,
an especially

aggravatedbreachof thepeace) in conjunctionwith abreachof Art. 130 of the StGn.

By contrast,advocacyof national andracialhatredarenot contentiousissues in India.As such this
pa~r will not attemptto addressthose issues butwill confineitselfto a discussionof the problems
ansing from the advocacyof religious,communalandcaste-basedhatred.

2 Hindus ~ 82.64%'Muslims- 11.35%;Christians- 2.43%;Sikhs- 1.96%;Buddhists- 0.71%;and
Jams - 9.48%. The remaining 0.43% of the populationincludes other religious groups, e.g.;

ZoroastnansandJews.

by legally acceptable means. They accomplished this by including in the chapter
on Fundamental Rights (India's Bill of Rights) a clause (Article 19(1)(a», which
stated simply that "All citizens shall have the freedom of speech and expression,"
and then qualifying that right with a subsequent clause which reads as follows:
Nothing in sub-clause (a) in clause (I) shall affect the operation of any
existing law, or prevent the State from making any law, in so far as such
law imposes reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred by the said sub-clause in the interest of the security of the State,
friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or morality,
or in re1ftion to contempt of Court, defamation or incitement to an
offence.
Most people found this formula unexceptional. However, when the constitutional
drafters, in a clear expression of their belief that even freedom of speech must yield
to public order, included a provision (Article 22) in the same chapter allowing for
preventive detention, several voices of dissent were heard. In the event, those voices
were overruled by the majority who felt, in the words of'one leading constitutional
expert, that doctrinaire logic must be tempered with ~ little practical wisdom if a
Bill of Rights is not be converted into a "suicide pact". The indiscriminate manner
in which preventive detention powers have sometimes been used in the four decades
that have followed has, not surprisingly, led several commentators to question the
wisdom of that approach.
However that may be, once the parameters of free speech were set by the
Constitution, it fell on the Supreme Court and the 17 High Courts in succeeding
years to perform the delicate task of determining how far specific statutory
provisions - and executive action taken under them - were in conformity with those
parameters. The case law that has followed is indicative of a generally sound and
consistent approach on the part of the courts.

FREESPEECHAND INCITEMENT:THE STATUTORYPROVISIONS
Criminal Law in India has existed in a comprehensively codified form since 1860
when the Indian Penal Code was enacted by the colonial Legislative Council.
Recognized largely as the handiwork of Lord Macaulay, the Code has undergone
remarkably few changes over the decades and is considered just as effective in
dealing with crimes today as it was over a century and a quarter ago. Its provisions
have been supplemented by the Code of Criminal Procedure, first enacted in 1898
and substantially revised in 1973.
There are five major provisions in the Penal Code which affect freedom of
expression and incitement to hatred and discrimination on grounds, among others,
of religion, race, langnage and caste. The first of these, Section 153A, makes it an
offence, inter alia, for any person to promote or attempt to promote, whether by
the use of words (spoken or written) or by signs or by other visible representations,
"disharmony or feelings of enmity, hatred or ill-will between different religious,

racial, language or regional groups or castes or communities." The offence is
punishable with imprisonment for up to three years or with a fine or with both.
A related provision, Section 153B, proscribes the making or publishing of
imputations or assertions which:
(a) imply that "any class of persons cannot, by reason of their being
members of any religious, racial, language or regional group or caste or
community, bear true faith and allegiance to the Constitution of India
as by law established or uphold the sovereignty and integrity of India";
or
(b) suggest that "any class of persons shall, by reason of their being
members of any religious, racial, language or regional group or caste or
community, be denied or deprived of their rights as citizens ofIndia":
or
(c) cause or are likely to cause "disharmony or feelings of enmity or
hatred or ill-will between such members and other persons".
These offences are also punishable with imprisonment for up to three years or with
a fine or both. An amendment introduced in 1969 provided for enhanced punishments - imprisonment for up to five years with or without a fine - if the offences
under Sections 153A or 153B are committed in a place of worship.
In a catena of decisions handed down both before and after independence, the
courts have held that the essence of the offence under Section 153A is malicious
intention. Such intention can be gathered either from the offending words themselves or from extraneous evidence. In ascertaining intention, the offending article
must be read as a whole, and such circumstances attending the publication as, for
example, the class of readers for whom the article is primarily intended and the
state of feelings between th~ different classes or communities at the relevant time
must be taken into account.
A degree of latitude must be given for bona fide expressions of criticism. If
the words complained of are couched in temperate, dignified and restrained
language, and do not have a tendency to insult the feelings or convicti,pns, however
deeply held, of any section of the people, no offence is committed. Similarly, it
would be an abuse of Section 153A to seek to punish or proscribe products of
serious historical research even if some of the facts unearthed a; a result of such
research were unpalatable to followers of a particular religion. Finally, for an
offence to be established under this section, the words complained of must be aimed
at a well-defined and readily ascertainable group having some permanence or
8
stability and sufficiently numerous and widespread to be designated a class.
Another provision which punishes incitement is Section 295A of the Penal
Code. This section makes it an offence for anyone "with deliberate and malicious
intention of outraging the religious feelings of any class of citizens of India" to

5 State of Bihar v. Ghu/am Sarwar. All IndiaReporter(1965) Patna,393: Gopa/ Vinayak Godse,
CriminalLaw Journal(1971) Bombay,324; Baburao Patel v. TheState, Alllridia Reporter(1980)

SupremeCourt,763.

6 TheState v. Ganpat Vasudeo Behere, Criminal:LawReview (1978) Maharashtra,178.
3 Article ~9(2). The originalversionof-Article19(2)only includedlaws that related to "libel,slander,
defamation,contempt of Courtor any matterwhich offends against decency or morality or which
underminesthe securityof, or tends to overthrow.the Stale,"
4 H M Seervai, in Constitutional Law cflndla, 3rd00., Vel. 1 (Tripathi:Bombay),492.

7 Varsha Publications (P) Ltd., CriminalLawJournal(1983) BombaY,1446;State of Uttar Pradesh
v, Lalai Singh Yadav, All IndiaReporter(1977) SupremeCourt,202.
8 Parker J. in Charles Mascarenhas CriminalAppeal No. 431 of 1932, decidedon 15 Sept. 1932,
BombayHigh Court(unreported).
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insult or attempt to insult the religion or religious beliefs of that class whether by
words (written or spoken) or by signs or by other visible representations.
The offence is punishable with imprisonment for np to three years or with a
fine or wit~ both. Introdnced in 1927 to undo the effects of a Lahore High Court
judgement which held that Section 153A could not be nsed to punish attacks
against deceased religions leaders like the Prophet Mohammed, however scurrilous
and in bad taste such attacks might be, its constitutional validity was tested in a
landmark case in 1957. 10 In that case, it was argued that insults to the religion or
religious beliefs of a class of citizens may not always or necessarily lead to public
disorder and therefore a law making such insults punishable could not be described
to be in the interest of public order as defined in Article 19(2) of the Constitotion.
The Supreme Court rejected the argument, holding that the section, in so far as it
sought to penalize certain activities which had a tendency to cause public disorder,
was a law which imposed "reasonable restrictions" within the meaning of Article
19(2).
As with Section 153A, the courts have held that malicious intent for an
offence under Section 295A can be inferred from the circumstances surrounding
the publication of the offending words. ll Rational criticism made in good faith,
even if it has a tendency to wound the feelings of some followers of a particular
religion, is not punishable especially 'if the object of such criticism is to facilitate
social reform by administering a shock to the followers of the religion. The courts
have often stressed that it is not so much the matterof discourse as the mannerof
it which is crucial in determining whether an offence has been committed under
Section 295A. The offending words should therefore be such as will be regarded
by any reasonable person as grossly offensive, provocative and maliciously and
deliberately intended to outrage the feelinp of any class of citizens. 12 Truth is not
a defence to a charge under this section. I
A much wider provision of law aimed at protecting religious sensitivities is
contained in Section 298 of the Penal Code which makes it an offence for any person
"with the deliberate intention of wounding the religious feelings of any [other]
person" to utter any word or make any sound or gesture in the hearing or sight of
that other person or to place any object in the sight of such person. Conviction for
this offence can lead to imprisonment for up to one year. As can be seen, this section
is only concerned with spoken words and as such cannot be used to punish words
published in written form. It was intended, according to its authors, primarily to
prevent intentional insults being proffered in the course of religious discussion. In
order for an offence to be established under the section, it must be proved that the
wor1~ complained of were uttered not in the heat of debate but with premeditation. Most of the reported case law under this section seems to relate to such forms
of insult as placing the carcass of a cow (held sacred by the Hindus) in a public

9 Raj Paul. A!llndia Reponer (1927)Lahore, 590.
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place rather than to insults contained in speech. Despite its potential for abuse, the
section has not generated much controversy.
The fifth provision in the Penal Code which deals with incitement and free
speech is Section 505. Clause (2) of this section reads as follows:
Whoever makes, publishes or circulates any statement or report containing rumour or alarming news with intent to create or promote, or
which is likely to create or promote, on grounds of religion, race, place
of birth, residence, language, caste or community or any other ground
whatsoever, feelings of enmity, hatred or ill-will between different
religious, racial, langnage or regional groups or castes or communities,
shall be punished with imprisonment which may extend to three years,
or with fine, or with both.
If the offence is committed in any place of worship, the offender may be subjected
to an enhanced punishment of imprisonment for up to five years, with or without

a fine. The section does, however,make an exceptionfor statements,rumoursor
reports made by a person who, having reasonable grounds to believe them to be
true, makes or publishes them in good faith.
In a judgement delivered in 1962, the Supreme Court rejected a challenge to
this section's constitutional validity by holding that the restrictions imposed by it
were in the interest of public order and therefore within the ambit of permissible
legislative interference with the guarantee of free speech contained in Article
19(1)(a).15 Judicial dicta have, however, stressed the need for this section to be
construed strictly in favour of the accused. As declared in a 1959 decision, unless
the words complained of amounted to "incitement tp, an offence", their authors
could be held guilty of an offence under Section 505. 6.
The aforementioned provisions of the Penal Code are, as noted earlier,
supplemented by law contained in the Code of Criminal Procedure. Section 95 of
this Code, for instance, allows the forfeiture by the state of publications suspected
of containing matter proscribed by Sections 153A, 153B and 295A. For a forfeiture
order to be valid, however, the /l&vernment is obliged to state the grounds of its
opinion clearly and exhaustively.
As well as prohibitions contained in the Penal Code against religious or
communal hate speech, Indian Electoral Laws also come down with a heavy hand
against the use of such speech. Under Section 124(5) of the Representation of the
People Act 1951, for instance, it is an offence for any candidate or his representative
to make a "systematic appeal to vote or refrain from voting on grounds of caste,
race, community or religion" or to use or appeal to religious and national symbols,
such as the national flag, for furthering the candidate's electoral prospects. A
challenge to this provision was turned down by the Supreme Court in 1954 on the
basis that it did not constitute an unreasonable restriction on the right conferred by
Article 19(1)(a).18
Yet another provision of the law which needs to be noted in the present
context is Section 11 of the Customs Act 1962. Clause (I) of that section allows

10 RamjiLal Modi v. State ofUttar Pradesh, All IndiaReporter(1957) SupremeCourt,620.
11 P Ramaswamy,2 CriminalLawJournalof India (1962), 146.

15 Kedar NathSingn v, State of Binar, All IndiaReporter(1962) SupremeCourt,955.

12 ShivRam, CriminalLawJournalof India(1955),337.

16 KalicharanMohapatra v, SrinivasSahu,CriminalLawJournalof India(1960),497

13 Henry Rodrtgues,2 CriminalLaw Journalof India(1962), 564.

17 NandKishoreSingh v. State of Bihar, All IndiaReporter(1986)Patna,98.

14 Narayan Das, IndianLaw Reports,CuttackSeries(1952), 199.

18 JamunaPrasad v.Lachchi Ram, All IndiaReporter(1954) SupremeCourt,686.

the governmentto makean order prohibitingeitherabsolutelyor conditionallythe
or export of goods (including books and other publications) on being
satisfiedthat It ISnecessaryto do so for any of thepurposesspecifiedin clause (2).
Among the purposes specified in the latter clause are: the maintenance of the
securi~y of India, the maintenance of public order and standards of decency or
morality,the fulfilmentof obligationsunder the Charterof the United Nationsfor
the maintenanceof internationalpeace and security,the preventionof disseminati<,>n
of documents containing any matter which is likely prejudicially to affect
friendlyrelations with any foreign State or is derogatoryto nationalprestige, and
an:,;otherpurpose conduciveto theinterestof thegeneralpublic (emphasisadded).
Tillslaw bec3!1.'e,
the focusof ~ttention recentlywhenit wasused effectivelyto ban
SalmanRushdie s controversialnovel The SatanicVerses.
. The state is also empoweredto ban certainorganizations,includingorganiz~tions that may ~ en.gagedin espousingextremistreligious views. Such a power
IS us~all.y contained m laws that have as their stated objective the preventionof
public disorderor the preservationof nationalunityand'integrity,These lawshave
b~n. used to ban fundamentalistreligiousor communalorganizations
occ.aslO.nally
WhICh,m the opirnonof theauthorities,are engagedin "anti-national"or subversive
activities.In 1990,for instance,nearlya dozenIslamicgroupsweredeclaredillegal
under Jammu and Kashmir's CriminalLaw AmendmentAct 1983on the grounds
that they were building up "an atmosphere of subversion and terrorism" and
"challe~ging ~e sover~i~ty, integrity a~d unity of India",The groups includeda
women s SOCIalorgamzation and a public welfare trust engaged in running 157
schools in Kashmir.
. Finally, the CinematographAct 1952,whichprovidesfor prior-censorshipof
motion pictures, allows (through guidelines laid down under Section 5B) the
banning or restrictionof films whichin the opinionof the censorscontain "visuals
or words contemptuous of racial, religious or other groups" or which "promote
communal... attitudes".Thisprovisionof lawhas occasionallybeen consideredby
the courts.In a 1988case,for example,the SupremeCourtwas askedto adjudicate
on a plea to ban a highlyacclaimedTV serial Tamas, whichdealtwith the traumatic
ev.ents.surroundingthe pro-independencepartition ~f India, on the ground that it
mIg~t m.flamecommunal passions in the country. 9 The Court, after carefully
consideringvanous relevant factors, includingthe educativevalue of the mm, its
so~er tone and its fidelity to historical facts,refused to sanctionthe ban. In doing
so It affirmed the principle laid down in an earlier case that any apprehensionof
the outbreakof religious or communalviolencemustbejudged by the standardsof
"r~son~ble, strong-minded,firm and courageousmen, and not those of weak and
vacillatingminds,nor of thosewho smelldangerin every hostilepoint of view.,,20
Th~ Supr~me Cour~ adopteda similarview in a 1989case involvinga Tamil
q~\,suoned ~e wisdom ~f caste-basedreservationsin employfeature film WhIC.h
me~t and education, Reversing a state high court decision to deny the film a
certificate ~or unrestrictedexhibitionon the grounds that it might lead to violent
demonstrauonsby membersof the lowercasteswhosesentimentshadbeen hurtby

the film, the Court held that denial of a film certificatewould be tantamountto "a
surrenderto blackmail and intimidation".Freedom of expression, said the Court,
cannotbe held to ransom by an intolerantgroup of people. Any restrictionof free
speech "must be justified on the anvil of necessity and not [on] the quicksandof
convenienceorexpediency".
It is conceivablethat, with the proliferationof private video newsmagazines
whichoften addresssensitivecommunalissueswitha forthrightnessimpossibleon
state-controlledtelevision,questions touchingupon the effect of censorship guidelineson free speech may arise with increasingfrequencybefore the courts. The
constitutional v~lidity of pro-censorshipof films itself has been upheld by the
SupremeCourt. 2

19 Ramesb C. Dalal v, Union of India, All IndiaReporter(1988) SupremeCourt,775.

22 KhwajaAhmedAbbas v. Union of India,AlI.IndiaReporter(1971) SupremeCourt,481.

20 Vivian Bose 1. in Bhagwati CharanShukJav. Provincial Government, All IndiaReporter(1947)

23 Althoughpublic orderfalls within the State List in India's Constitution.criminal law, criminal
procedureandpreventivedetentionfor reasonsconnected inter alia withthe maintenanceof public
orderarematterscovered by the ConcurrentList.
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Nagpur,1.

21 S. Rangarajan v. P. JagjivanRam & Ors., JudgementsToday(1989) (2) SupremeCourt,70.

USE OF RESTRICTIVE PROVISIONS IN PRACTICE

The Indian government's record of the use of powers containedin the provisions
outlined above is a mixed one. Law enforcementofficials, at least in the years
immediatelyfol1owingindependence, were seen to show a healthy restraint in
invokingthesepowersand to confinetheiruse to the mostpressingcircumstances.
Recentyears have, however,seen a less discriminatingapproach.This is attributable in part to the increasingincidenceof communalviolenceand indeed to other
forms of tension nationwideeven as resourcesfor the law enforcementagencies
became more and more stretched.Equally importantly,there has been a marked
increasein political interferencein the administrationand greater exploitationof
religious,communaland caste-orientedfeelingsfor party political ends.
It needs to be stated of course that law ~~ order in India is the joint
responsibilityof the state and centralgovernments. Each state maintainsits own
police force, but the federal government reserves the right to deploy centrally
maintainedparamilitaryforces such as the Central ReservePolice Force (CRPF),
theCentral Industrial SecurityForce (CISF)and the Border SecurityForce (BSF)
aswellas the armyin certaincircumstances.There is a generalconsensusofopinion
thatrecentyearshaveseena markedincreaseintheuseof thearmyandparamilitary
forcesto deal withsituationsof civil unrest,oftenwithlessthansatisfactoryresults,
including infringements on freedom expression and peaceful assembly. An
example frequently cited by human rights groups is that of Kashmir where the
large-scaledeploymentoffederal troopshas been accompaniedby sweepingcurbs
on mediareporting.
To someextent, therefore,the unevennationalrecordof the use of restrictive
laws to curb incitement to religious and communal hatred is attributable to the
mannerin which those laws are implementedby the state governments,some of
whichhave been Seento behaveless responsiblythanothers.In the westernIndian
stateof Mabarashtra,for instance,therehavebeen quitea few disturbingexamples
ofthemisuseof suchlaws.In May 1989the Bombaypolicefileda complaintunder
Section505(2)of thePenalCodeagainstTheSundayObserverafterthatnewspaper
carriedan article which suggestedthat a centralinvestigationagencywas examin-
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ing possible links between one of the city's senior police officers and some Sikh
terrorists. Lawyers and human rights groups argued that, even if the story was
incorrect, the proper course of action to follow would have been for the officer
concerned to file a suit against the paper for defamation and, if he felt particularly
strongly, a criminal complaint as well (for under Indian law defamation is actionable both as a tort and as a crime). The resort to Section 505 was, they said, a clear
abuse of the law aimed at intimidating the media. The same state government has
also on several occasions used powers under Sections 153A or 295A to ban books
under pressure from parochially-minded groups even where the books in question
could not reasonably be considered to pose a threat to public order.
Another charge commonly levelled against state governments in general
concerns the alacrity with which they have resorted to preventive detention and
other "special" laws, ostensibly to prevent communal clashes, but in reality to curb
dissent. This is clearly delicate ground on which to tread, as shown, for example,
by events in Ayodhya which, in 1991 became the epicentre of a series of violent
clashes over the location of an ancient mosque. Although there is generalagreement
that the arrest of the leaders of that agitation in October 1991 was unobjectionable
given their inflammatory speeches and the real danger of large-scale violence
between Hindus and Muslims had the agitators been allowed to proceed unhampered, there is some truth to the charge that state governments have often been
indiscriminate in the use of preventive detention laws to incarcerate political
opponents and stifle dissent.
The state of Gujarat offers another good example. In 1990 no fewer than 5,292
cases were reportedly registered in the state under the Terrorist and Disruptive
Activities (Prevention) Act 1987 (TADA), many, if not most, of which were
concerned with communal skirmishes which could easily have been dealt with
under ordinary law. 24
In November 1990 the Punjab government used special legislation to detain
without charge some 500 men and women who were scheduled to attend a meeting
in the city of Anandpur to discuss peaceful political reform and the position of the
Sikh community. It is believed that many of the 15,000 to 20,000 persons reportedly
held under preventive detention or other special laws in Punjab at any given time
have been detained as a result of their peaceful and legitimate exercise of freedom
of expression.
As controversial as has been the use of preventive detention laws by state
governments, even more controversial has been their resort to curfew powers, often
to suppress dissent. Kashmir is an obvious example. Apart from the grave hardship
caused to residents of that state by round-the-clock curfews that have sometimes
continued for days, several allegations have surfaced pointing to the abuse of
curfew powers to prevent free speech. On 21 May 1990, for instance, police
reportedly started firing indiscriminately into a lO,ooO-strongprocession of people
who were accompanying the body of a prominent cleric through the streets of
Srinagar. No fewer than 47 mourners were killed and over 200 wounded. This
incident, as well as several others, was seen by human rights activists as indefensible, considering that there was neither any provocation nor any threat of imminent
danger from the assemblage who were merely exercising their right to dissent and
to assemble peaceably. It is a measure of the paranoia that characterizes the
24 India Today (t5 March t991).

government's response to the troubles in Jammu and Kashmir that Indian forces
were reported to have arrested a large number of people in the state simply for
listening to Ra~ Muzaffarabad broadcasting from Pakistan-occupied Kashmir in
February 1990.
A more serious charge that has been levelled against both central and state
governments is that they have, either through neglect, incompetence or deviousness, created the conditions in which communal violence thrives. Punjab provides
a classic example. Before the agitation that triggered the current turmoil in the state,
Hindus and Sikhs lived in perfect harmony. But when, by a combination of political
chicanery and persistent unresponsiveness to the legitimate demands of its people,
the Congress government of Mrs Indira Gandhi allowed the situation to develop
into a state of near civil war, relations between the two communities changed
dramatically. Mutual distrust became the order of the day, manifested in acts of
intercommunal violence. This provided the perfect excuse for the government to
impose ever increasing curbs on all freedoms, including the freedom of expression.
The Punjab example is an especially noteworthy one because, unlike the case of
Kashmir, the standard explanation of historical animosity between certain communities (e.g., Hindus and Muslims), trotted out by apologists for the government,
does not hold water.
Arguably, seldom has the culpability of the Indian government in abusing
laws restrictive of free speech under the pretext of containing religious hatred been
more evident than in New Delhi's decision of 5 October 1988 to ban The Satanic
Verses. The decision, contained in a notification under Section 11 of the Customs
Act, was taken soon after some self-appointed leaders of the Muslim community
(who, on their own admission, had not read the book) started a campaign demanding
such a ban. It was, in the words of one leading commentator, an "abject and
unthinking surrender ... to elements of intolerance and, worse, to phantoms of fear
about the outbreak of communal violence.,,26 The decision was taken without the
slightest regard to the principles of natural justice in that neither the author nor any
of the other affected parties were given an opportunity to present their views before
or after the ban was imposed.

PROPOSALSFOR REFORM
It would be naive to imagine that the ills outlined above are susceptible to an easy
solution. Many of the problems are so deeply rooted that nothing short of fundamental reform in social and economic policy can bring about meaningful results.
Attempts at tinkering with the laws, in the absence of such fundamental reform, are
doomed to failure, as the experienceof the past forty years has so amply illustrated.
That is not to argue, of course, that there is no scope for legal reform. Indeed,
a strong case can be made for narrowing the definition of some of the offences listed
in "anti-terrorist" laws such as the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities Act, which
have been criticized by most human rights groups as being too vaguely worded.
Similarly, stricter guidelines should be laid down for the use of force, especially
lethal force, by police and paramilitary forces and for the deployment of the army
25 Foreign BroadcastsInformationService, USA(6 Feb. 1990).

26 S J Sorabjee,"Ban:OD Rushdie's latestbook - A perniciousprecedent",Indian.Express(14 Oct.
1988).
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in crowd and riot control operations. These steps could go a long way towards
correcting some of the more common abuses, provided of course that care is taken
to achieve the right degree of precision in redrafting the laws and guidelines. As
problematic as is vagueness in criminal legislation, over-precision also can be
seriously counterproductive, leading as it does to a whole range of other, less
manageable, concerns.
Legal reform will have to be accompanied by a root-and-branch overhaul of
government policy and attitudes towards the security services. Few will deny that
morale in the police and some of the paramilitary forces has seen a sharp decline
over the years. As well as poor service conditions and increasingly unrealistic
expectations of their role in a rapidly changing society, police officers have been
subjected to growing political pressures in recent years. Recruitment policy too
must take its share of the blame, for one of the major complaints in recent years has
centred around the use of police and paramilitary forces drawn largely from certain
communities, usually the majority community, in dealing with sensitive communal
1987 of the
situations. A typical example is provided by the deployment in
predominantly Hindu Provincial Armed Constabulary (PAC) in the northern Indian
city of Meerut where large-scale violence had broken out between Hindus and
Muslims. On that occasion, members of the PAC allegedly committed mass
carnage, leaving scores of Muslim men, women and children dead. Even ifincidents
such as these are not premeditated, it would help enormously if the government
showed greater sensitivity to public perceptions by, for example, deploying forces
drawn from a wider range of communal backgrounds in sensitive situations.
Important as the above mentioned reforms are, their role is at best palliative.
A more honest approach to tackling the overall problem would focus on its root
causes, namely, widespread lack of civic consciousness engendered by mass
illiteracy and ignorance, and crippling poverty, which has all but sapped the basic
norms of civilized behaviour in Indian society. Neither of these ills can be cured
by "quick fixes"; both require imaginative long-term planning, considerable patience, and, above all, the political will to make unpopular decisions.
Education is an obvious priority. So far the noble constitutional goal of free
and compulsory education for all children up to the age of fourteen (set forth in
Article 45) has remained a distant dream. Even at the end of nearly half a century
of political independence, no more than 36.2 per cent of the population is literate.
Cynics have argued that the average Indian politician has a vested interest in
keeping the electorate illiterate. Whether or not one subscribes to that view, there
can be no denying that the record of successive governments in the matter of
education has been abysmal. Few factors have contributed as much to the destructive manipulation by politicians of public opinion and attitudes, especially in
sensitive areas like religion and caste, as widespread illiteracy.
As important as improving education, if not more so, is the eradication of
poverty. It may be tempting to underestimate, or even dismiss, the role of affluence
in combatting communal tensions, but there is ample evidence to suggest that
poverty and the lack of economic opportunity form the most important factors in
fomenting communal unrest. Successive Indian governments have ignored this
basic truth, with calamitous consequences. For all the strident socialist rhetoric that
has emanated from New Delhi and the state capitals over the years, India continues
to be one of the fifteen poorest nations in the world, with an annual per capita
income of less than US$ 200 and with more than half its population living below
a conservatively-defined poverty line. This, for a country endowed with a superabundance of natural and human resources, is unforgivable. While there can be
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room for debate about the relative merits of different economic systems to achieve
a fairer distribution of wealth in the population, there can be little argument about
the need to create that wealth in the first place. Unless the lot of the weakest section
of Indian society - and this includes most minority communities - is significantly
improved in the not too distant future, the prospects for peace and stability in the
country as a whole are very bleak indeed. The malaise gripping modem day India
was best summarized by a leading commentator thus: "We have too much government and too little administration; too many public servants and too little public
service; too many controls and too little welfare; too many laws and too little

justice.,,27
To highlight these shortcomings is not to belittle or ignore the substantial
success India has achieved in containing the various centrifugal forces that have
been at work for decades in this incredibly diverse society. Indeed, as the introductory paragraphs of this paper conceded, that success is remarkable, considering
India's generally close adherence to the basic norms of democratic pluralism.
Without detracting from the importance of that achievement, this paper has attempted to point out, however cursorily, that there are nonetheless several areas
which affect the realm of free speech where reforms are urgently needed if India is
to live up to its commitments in both domestic and international law.

27 N A Palkhivala, in We, the People (Bombay:StrandBookStaU,1984),5.

Chapter20
CRIMINALlZATION OF RACIAL INCITEMENT IN ISRAEL 1

EliezerLedermanand MalaTabory
Rabbi Meir Kahane, founder of the American Jewish Defense League (JDL),
emigrated to Israel in 1971 and succeeded in sharpening and aggravating anti-Arab
sentiments among his followers. He established a political-racial movement, Kach,
whose platform advocates the expulsion of Arabs from Israel and the reestablishment of a theocracy, to be run solely by Jewish religious law. Kahane expounded
these views in dozens of hooks, pamphlets, articles and posters, as well as in public
appearances, and gradually gained a degree of popular support for his extremis!
racial views, culminating in his election to the Knesset in 1974 as a one-man party.
This article will examine the political and legal responses to Kahane's racist
provocations.

LIMITING KACH PARTY ACTIVITIES
After his election to the Knesset, Kahane intensified his provocative public statements, calling for the persecution of the Arab residents of Israel. He also began a
series of visits to Arab communities with the stated aim of "persuading" the local
inhabitants to emigrate from Israel to some other, Arab, country. The police were
forced to intervene at times to quell the resulting confrontations between Kahane
and angry Arab villagers.
In response to Kahane's violent fanaticism, the Israeli government and the
Knesset adopted measures to limit Kahane's racial incitement on two complcmentary planes: internal parliamentary decisions to curtail Kahane' s use of Knessei
membership privileges, and external legislative acts to criminalize racial incitemeru
and to prevent the election of future racist parties. The Knesset's measures affectec
increasingly large and overlapping segments of the population in a pattern which
for analytical purposes, is easily analogized to the layers of a pyramid.

Deprivationof ParliamentaryPrivileges
CONTESTED PARTICIPATION IN KNESSET ELECTION
The Central Election Committee in 1984 refused to place the Kach party on the
ballot because it found that the "implementation of the party's principles would
constitute a threat to the maintenance of the democratic regime in Israel and is liable
to bring about the disintegration of the public order."
The Kach party appealed to the Israeli Supreme Court. The Court expressed
its aversion to the party's racist and anti-democratic principles, but unanimously
reversed the Central Election Committee and ordered the party's inclusion on the
3
ballot. The Court reasoned that because political rights, especially the right to vote
and be elected to office, are among the most basic rights, any infringement of them
must have an appropriate legal foundation. Since Israeli electoral laws at that time
did not disqualify a party's participation in elections because of its aims, tendencies
or members' views, the Court concluded that the Election Committee had exceeded
its authority in denying the Kach party's eligibility for the election."
This chapterwas adaptedby the editorfroman articleof the sametitle publishedin 24 StaniordJ.
lntl L. 55·84 (1987), with the permission of both authorsandthejournal.This versionis the sole
responsibilityof theeditor.
2 The Kach party_received 25,9(17voles - about 1.2 percent of the 2,073,321 votes cast in the 1984
elections. See Notice on Election Results in the Eleventh Knesset, 3082 Yalkut HaJ?irsumin
[Y.P.]
(GovernmentNotices) 3006 (2 Aug. 1984). [Ed. note:RabbiKahanewasmurderedm New Yorkin
December 1990.]
3 Neiman v. Chairmanof the CentralElectionComm.,39(2) Piskei Din [P.D.]225, 237 (ElectionApp.
1984) (PiskeiDin is the Israeli SupremeCourtreporter).Because of me importanceof me issue, a
SupremeCourtpanel of five justices heardthe case, ratherthanthe usualpanel of three.
4

The Court explicitly noted mat the party's principles contradict"me world of Judaism ... [and]
absolutely negate me basic tenets of individual and national morality, Israel's Declaration of
Independence,andthe foundationof contemporaryenlighteneddemocracies...".Id. at 302 (opinion
of Alon, J). Nonetheless,the Court determined that"sofatefulandfar-reachinga decision as denying
someone's right to be elected to the Knessetfor ideologicalmotivesmust be takenwith the approval
of the majority of the public. through the Legislator, and in accordance with clear limits and
definitionsset by the Legislature."Id. at 303 (opinion of Alon, J) (emphasisomitted);see also id. at
286 (opinion of Ben-Poral, DeputyCJ);id.at33D(opinionof Beisky.J); iil.at 321 (opinionof Barak, J).
Chief Justice Shamgar hadgreaterreservarions ccnceming legal limitations on therightto be elected,
even in the case of racistparties;He found that legitimizing the suppression of unpopularopinions

The pyramid's narrowest layer had a singularly personal character. In an interna
decision, the Knesset abrogated Kahane's parliamentary privilege of complen
freedom of movement; Kahane's status reverted to that of any ordinary citizen:
Relying on their broad power to preserve the peace, the police could now restric
Kahane from entering Arab towns and villages to espouse his platform, wheneve
the police considered this activity dangerous.
The Knesset also decided to deprive Kahane of his franking privileges. Tln
Knesset took this additional step after discovering that Kahane was abusing hi
privilege by sending letters to Israeli Arabs advising them to give up their rights a

citizensor to emigrate.

RestrictingParliamentaryActivity
The second pyramidal layer, another intemal administrative measure, widene
restrictions on all Knesset members, including Kahane. The Knesset amended it
procedural rntes to allow the Speaker to reject debate on any bill which is "racis
in its essence or denies the existence of the State of Israel as the State of the Jewis
people. ,,6
The Knesset passed this measure following another controversy over Kaham
Under Knesset procedure, a member may introduce a private bill for debate b
submitting it to the Speaker for approval. Kahane proposed two racist bills: the fir'
would have denied Israeli citizenship to all non-Jews, forbidden them from residin
in Jerusalem and rescinded their right to vote and their eligibility to hold publi
poses a greater threatto democracythan the threatposed by persons holding such opinions. F
reasonedthat"thosewho widenthecircle of bodies who wantto preventparticipationintheelector
process increase the impact of such legislation on the continuedexistence and fulfillment of 01
basic democraticconcepts."Id. at 278. The Chief Justicepreferredto confrontunpopularoplnior
ratherthanoutlaw them. Id. at 277-79.
5 For a protocol of the debate andvote againstKahane,see 100 Dlvrel Haknesset [D.H.] 885, 11
Knesset, 36th,mtg., 25 Dec. 1984.
6 Rules of Procedureof the Knesset Amend., § 134(C), 3271 Y.P. 772 (17 Nov. 1986).

office; the second sought to create separate pnblic beaches for Jews and non-Jews,
prevented non-Jews from residing in Jewish neighborhoods without the consent of
the Jewish residents and forbade Jews from marrying or having sexual relations
with non-Jews. The Knesset Speaker rejected these bills, which led Kahane to
appeal to the Supreme Court.
The Court overturned the Speaker's decision, holding that under existing
Knesset rules the Speaker and the Presidinm could not prevent debate on a bill
because of "a reservation, powerful as it may be, as to its political-social content,"
so long as the bill sought to implement the political aim for which that Knesset
7
member had been elected. However, the Justices did not rule out the possibility of
narrowing the power of individual Knesset members to "turn the legislative wheels"
by amending the Speakers' powers so as to restrict debate on such proposals'
Following political negotiations, the Knesset amended its rules and gave the
Speaker the authority to reject racist bills.

Limitingthe Possibilityof Re-election

the Penal Law to define racial incitement and the possession of racist material ,
criminal offenses punishable by three to five years' imprisonment.
Although the amendment to the Penal Law intends to advance and reinfon
Israel's democratic regime, the restriction of individual rights raises a number I
concerns. First, the criminal law may not be the proper means for regulating raci
behavior. Second, limiting freedom of expression causes uneasiness, especial
where the regulation takes the form of criminal sanctions. Furthermore, son
religious groups expressed reservations that the criminalization of racial inciteme
might cast shadows on certain religious writings and prayers.
The amendment emerged as a hard-fought compromise that diluted tl
original bill so much that some who had supported the initial draft cautioned again
the final version, and even Kahane, against whom the law was aimed, voted in fav
of it. Under these circumstances, one may question whether the act makes a re
contribution to existing legal structures combatting racism and whether it w
reinforce the desired norms ofbehavior.

THE PROVISIONSOF THE 1986 ENACTMENT
The third level of the pyramid, a formal legislative act, prevents racist parties from
standing for election to the Knesset. An overwhelming majority of the Knesset
voted in favor of amending the Basic Law to forbid a party from participating in
elections "if its aims or deeds, explicitly or implicitly deny the existence of the State
of Israel as the State of the Jewish people, deny the democratic character of the
State, orincite to racism."g
This act reaches farther than the administrative measures mentioned earlier.
First, on the practical level, while the previous measures were short-term responses
to pressing political problems, the Knesset's amendment of the Basic Law demonstrates its intention to find long-term solutions to racism. The amendment applies
to all potential candidates of present and future political parties, thus encompassing
more people than did previous measures which only affected elected officials.
Second, on the doctrinal level, the amendment shows the legislature's willingness
to restrict the right to be elected to office and the right to freedom of political
expression and association, which are fundamental in every democratic society.
The enactment of these restrictions into the Basic Law, a chapter ofIsrael' s future
constitution, indicates the legislature's concern over racism's social and ideological
destructiveness. Had the amendment been in force prior to the 1984 elections, the
Kach party would not even have been permitted to put forward a candidate list.

Extendingthe CriminalLaw Sphere
The fourth stratum, the pyramid's base, affects the entire population through the
criminalization of certain modes of racist behavior. lO In 1986 the Knesset amended

The new sections of the Penal Law provide:
144A.
In thisarticle- "Racism" meanspersecution,humiliation,vilification, the display of enmity, hostility, or violence, or the causing of
animosity towards a community or parts of the population, all by reason
of color or racial affiliation or national-ethnic origin;
"Publish" has the meaning assigned to this term in Section 2 and
includes (I) distribution or public presentation of written or printed
material, including drawings, pictures, photographs or images; (2)
words spoken at a public place or at a public gathering or that can be
heard in a public place; (3) radio and television broadcasts.
144B.
(a) A person who publishes anything with the purposes of stirring up
racism is liable to imprisonment for five years.
(b) For the purposes of this section, it shall be immaterial whether or
not the publication leads to racism and whether or not it is true.
144C.
(a) The publication of a correct and fair report of an action as referred
to in section 144B shall not be regarded as an offense under that section
provided that it is not done with the purpose of inciting to racism.
(b) The publication of a quotation from religious writings and prayer
books or the observance of a religious ritual shall not be regarded as an
offense under section 144B, provided that it is not done with the purpose
of bringing about racism.

7 Kahane v, Speaker of the Kneeset, 39(4) P.D. 85,93 (High et. 1984)(opinionof Barak,J).

8 Id. at 94.
9 Basic ~aw: The Knesset § 7A. amended in Basic Law: The Knesset Amend. No. 9 1155Sefer
Hahukim [S.H.] 196 (1985).
'

10 Penal Law Amend. No. 20,1191 S.H. 219 (1986).

144D.
A person who has in his possession, for distribution, a publication
prohibited by section 144B, with a view to stirring up racism, is liable
for imprisonment of one year, and the publication shall be forfeited.

144E.
An infonnation for an offense under this article shall ouly be filed
with the written consent of the Attorney General.

THE SCOPEOF THE 1986ENACTMENT
General
A preliminary examination of the wording of the uew legislation reveals its
restrictive nature and goals. In enacting the amendment, the Knesset did not intend,
as did the drafters of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Racial Discrimination (CERD Convention), to confront directly all forms of
racism. Rather, the Knesset sought to limit the struggle to a specifically defined
facet of the problem - racial incitement. The law creates two related offenses: a
prohibition against publishing material with the purpose ofinciting racism (Section
144B), and a prohibition against possession of any racist publication with intent to
distribute it so as to bring about racism (Section 144D).
•
The publishing and possession offenses belong to the category of criminal
offenses dealing with endangerment because of their preventive nature. Preventive
prohibitions transform modes of'behavior likely to cause the commission of serious
offenses into independent breaches of the criminal law. In the present case, although
the legislature primarily intended to prevent the possible negative influence of a
racist publication on its audience, the legislature determined that possession of
racist material with intent to distribute in itself constitutes a criminal offense.
Similarly, for the crime of incitement, it is immaterial whether or not publication
actually leads to racism. In short, racist behavior by listeners or readers and effect
on the public are not constituent elements of the crimes of racial incitement and
possession of racist material.

Enlargingthe Scopeof the Prohibition
The enactment prohibits the possession or dissemination of material with the
purpose of racial incitement; it does not make the perpetration of an actual racist
act into a criminal offense. However, combining the new enactment with general
principles of criminal law may expand the scope of liability for inciting racism. For
example, a person may incite racist behavior by persuading someone else to commit
ordinary offenses based on racism, such as assault of a racist character. Under the
law of complicity, if the person persuaded does commit the criminal act both the
inciter-persuader and the perpetrator-persuadee will bear responsibility as parties
to the assault. Moreover, nothing prevents liability from attaching to the inciterpersuader for any other offense committed by the persuadee, even if the offense
was "not committed in the way counselled or is not the offense counselled, so long
as the facts constituting the offense actually committed are a probable consequence
of carrying out the counsel." 11 Thus, liability for both the underlying offense and
any related crimes may ultimately fall on the inciter-persuader, in addition to his
newly enacted responsibility for uttering remarks that incite racism.

11 PenalLaw, 1977 § 29, L.S.I.(specialvolume) 16.

The combination of the new enactment and criminal conspiracy law furt!
expands liability for racial incitement. The Penal Law states that "[a] person w
conspires with another to effect an unlawful purpose [or] to effect a lawful purpc
by unlawful means" is liable to imprisonment for two years. An otherwise lawf
but undesirable, act perpetrated by one individual could become a conspiracy
two or more individuals agree to perpetrate it. The new enactment may place rac
conduct within the category of acts that one can conspire to commit. Therefo
although the new law does not criminalize the actual racist act, the state m
prosecute both the inciter and the perpetrator for their agreement to undertake t
act.

Effectivenessand Clarityof the Prohibitions
Notwithstanding possible expansion of an inciter's liability for underlying rac
conduct through general principles of criminal law, the legislature evidently want
to limit the new law's scope and usage. For example, realizing that abuse of t
new enactment could curtail both freedom of expression and association, d
legislature justifiably restricted prosecutions under the new law to those to whu
the Attorney General consents in writing. Similar written consent limitations a
included in other Israeli law. The legislature's inclusion of additional restrictio
in the law against racial incitement, however, may diminish the law's cffectivenes
or at least require reference to general principles of penal law for clarificatio
Moreover, the exceptions to racial incitement listed in Section 144C appe
unnecessary in view of the legislature's narrow definition of the prohibitioi
themselves.

Thedefinitionof racism.The new law's definition of racism (in Section 1441
raises two problems of degree: the definition includes only racist behavior again
groups, not against individuals; and the definition ignores the milder but mo
pervasive manifestations of racial discrimination. The problem of confining tl
definition of racism to behavior directed against "a community or parts of tl
population" may be illusory. The law could not be interpreted to allow raci
incitement against individuals because every racist act against an individual
conduct against a racial group. If the inciter directs a racist remark against It
individual because of the individual's association with a particular group, It
remark constitutes a racist act toward an entire community. Thus, the staternei
"Don't elect X because of his skin color Y" is equivalent for the law's purposes t
the statement "Don't elect penple with skin color Y," because the substitution of:
by any other individual community member will not change the intent of the fir,
statement. Both statements incite racist acts against a community, thereby fallin
within the law's reach.
The other problem is more troublesome. The law prohibits incitement of onl
the most overt and blatant forms of racism by defining racism as "pcrsecutior
humiliation, vilification, the display of hostility, enmity or violence, or the causin
of animosity" on the basis of race, color or national-ethnic origin. The definitio
ignores racism's less extreme and more widespread manifestations and may ex
elude instances of racist discrimination which arise in hiring practices, busines
dealings or in rendering services. Although common forms of discrimination ma
appear less acute, they constitute the core of the racial problems.
.
Incitement of severe discrimination against an individual based on his ethnf
origin, race or religion may result in humiliation or degradation of the individua
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and fall under the new law. For example, asking hotel owners to exclude members
of a certain race may constitute an offense within the law's definition of racism.
However, not every act of discriminatory incitement objectively involves the
humiliation or degradation of a community, and not every act of severe discrimination originates in a subjective purpose to humiliate or degrade a community.
Although asking landlords for preferential treatment for members of their own
religion because of a moral responsibility to their co-religionists discriminates
against members of other religions, such a statement might not violate the new law
because it neither carries with it the required objective act of degradation nor the
necessary subjective intent of inciting racism.
The new law's definition of racism is more restrictive than the definition of
racial discrimination in Article I of the CERD Convention. Along with other parties
to the Convention, Israel committed itself to "eliminat[e] racial discrimination in
all its forms," and defined racial discrimination to encompass "any distinction,
exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or
ethnic origin ...." The Convention's definition includes tlie subtle fomis of racial
discrimination that fall outside the scope of the new law. A comparison of the
international and Israeli definitions of racism, though, does not accurately reveal
the new law's restrictive nature because the definitions derive from different
contexts. While the Convention naturally sought to be all-inclusive and shaped its
definition accordingly, the drafters of the new enactment defmed racism for the
more limited purpose of determining modes ofbehavior which are severe enough
to warrant penal sanctions. Neither the Convention nor common sense require that
"racial discrimination in all its forms" be combatted through the imposition of
criminal liability.

The mens rea requirement.The mental element required for the offenses of
racial incitement and possession of racist materials demands careful examination.
The legislature defined the prohibition against incitement as "publish[ing] anything
with the purpose of inciting to racism" (Section 144B), and the prohibition of
possession as "possession, for distribution, [of] a publication ... with a view to
stirring up racism" (Section 144D). The expressions "with the purpose" and "with
a view" requires that a specific, high level of intent direct the act of publication or
possession.
A 1987 Supreme Court decision on Kahane's freedom of speech reveals
disagreements between the justices regarding the required mens rea for racial
incitement. In overturning the Israeli Broadcast Authority's refusal to broadcast
Kahane's views and activities unless they were "clearly newsworthy," 12 the Court
considered in dicta whether the Broadcast Authority may prospectively prevent
broadcast of a racist speech where the speech would be criminal under the new
enactment. Justice Barak found that the Broadcast Authority may exercise prior
restraint only where the racist speech creates a "near certainty of a real injury to the
public order".13 Although Justice Barak explicitly reserved opinion on whether the
broadcast of a racist speech would violate the new law, his overall analysis of the
issue and his reference to the defense of publishing "a correct and fair report of an
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action" indicates his belief that the Broadcast Authority would not commit an
offense by broadcasting such a speech 14. Justice Barak apparently believed that
knowledge that a racist speech will be broadcast does not constitute the necessary
mensrea for racial incitement; he would interpret the expression "purposely" to
include only direct intent.
Justice Bach, on the other hand, disagreed and made the distinction that in
broadcasting an edited report, instead of a live report, the Broadcast ~uthority
knowingly includes the racist statement and "makes itself an accomplice" t to racial
incitement. Justice Bach would find such knowledge sufficient to form the mens
rea for racial incitement and would preclude the defense of publishing "a correct
and fair report" because the defense is onl~ available for publications "not done
with the purpose of bringing about racism." 1 Thus, Justice Bach interprets the term
"with the purpose" to include indirect intent proven by the knowledge rule. Justice
Bach's broad interpretation of the term "purposely" does not suit the enactment's
explicit language as well as does Justice Barak's interpretation, however. By
concluding that knowledge is sufficient to prove purpose, Justice Bach's interpretation would siguificantly reduce a newspaper's or broadcaster's ability to report
racist incidents since most journalism is comprised of edited reports.
The high level of mens rea required by the new enactment seems less
problematic for possession of racist pnblications because the prosecutor can prove
the crime' s-mental basis by means of the factual presumption. After a thorough
factual investigation, courts may presume that the accused intended the natural
result of his acts because the expression "with a view to stirring up racism" is similar
to other terms that express the requirement of specific intent. Successful prosecution of the crime of racial incitement will be more difficult because of the necessity
to prove purpose to incite racism. The courts may not reject outright the possibility
of using the factual presumption to show purpose. However, since the requirement
of purpose for racial incitement is so unique and exacting, the courts will presumably use the utmost caution when invoking the factual presumption.
The substantive and evidentiary problems involved in analyzing and determining the existence of the mental state necessary for the crime of racial incitement
may create a substantial barrier to enforcement of the new enactment in the Israeli
judicial system.

RacistOrganizations
The new enactment does not explicitly mention racist organizations. The CERD
Convention mandates that siguatories shall "declare illegal and prohibit organizations, and also organized and all other propaganda activities, which promote and
incite racial discrimination, and shall recoguizeW,';ticipation in such organizations
or activities as an offence punishable by law." The Convention and Israeli law
differ in that the Convention prohibits both the existence of and participation in
racist organizations, while Israeli law only criminalizes the conduct of racial
14 Id. at 75.

12 Kahane v. Executiveof the BroadcastingAuthority,_41(3) Piskei Din255,H.C.399/85,slip op. at
3 (High Ct. July 27, 1987).

13 Id. slip op. at 54.

15 Id. at 75-77.

16 Id.
17 CERDConvention,Art.4(b).

incitement, not the racist organization itself. The new enactment apparently does
not prohibit the existence of a racist organization which neither disseminates
material with the intent to incite racism nor possesses such publications for
distribution to bring about racism. Moreover, the new law does not expressly
prohibit passive membership in an organization that incites racism.
Nevertheless, the difference between the Convention and the new enactment
is significantly smaller than exists in theory. A racist organization would encounter
tremendous difficulties receiving legal registration in Israel. The registration procedures for non-profit societies and for non-profit companies require a detailed
18
report of the society's goals in its instruments of incorporation. Israeli law
empowe'i)' registrars to refuse registration for any entity, "if any of its objects are
illegal.,,1 A request to incorporate an organization with the express purpose of
promoting racial incitement or for possession of racist material for distribution
would presumably be denied,z° Moreover, should the incorporation of such a
non-profit society or company somehow succeed, its unlawful purpose may serve
as a cause for its dissolution by court order, even if the association has not yet begnn
to implement its aims 2 1
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE NEW ENACTMENT TO THE
STRUGGLE AGAINST RACIAL INCITEMENT

defamation as the publication of anything which may lower an individual or group
in the estimation of others or expose them to hatred, contempt or ridicule. The
Defamation Law further prohibits publication that may bring a group into disrepute
because f},facts, conduct or qualities attributed to it or because of its origin or
religion. The Penal Law provisions against sedition provide a second category of
acts that covers aspects of racial incitement. The Penal Laws defines "sedition" as
any act that "promote[s] feelings of ill-will and enmity between different sections
of the population,,25and authorizes the Attorney General to prosecute anyone who
publishes, prints, imports, reproduces or possesses any publication of a seditious
nature. 26
On the public and political level, however, the new law has reinforced
anti-racist ideology and influenced modes of behavior through its normative
proscription against racism. As an educational-ideological tool of the legal system,
the criminal law seeks to steer individual actions so as to ensure society's continuity
and to safeguard its values, way of life and opportunities for development. If the
message against racism in the defamation and sedition laws was general and
obscured, the new law clarifies it explicitly with respect to racial incitement.
Non-legal social institutions, especially educational and informational institutions
that underline social trends, may see the new enactment as a symbol and banner,
despite its shortcomings on the doctrinal and practical levels.

The public and parliamentary debates that accompanied the new law's genesis
explain its cautious and restrictive character. The law's features render it more
effective against severe, direct and clear-cut cases of racial incitement than in
offering satisfactory solutions to more complex and ambiguous instances of racism.
Under these circumstances, the question arises whether the new enactment contributes significantly to the struggle against racism.
The contribution of the new enactment to the substantive law of racial
incitement is relatively modest.22 Long-standing provisions of the criminal law
concerning defamation and sedition addressed racial incitement against groups
prior to the new law's adoption. While the defamation and sedition laws were not
intended to deal exclusively with racism, their broad scope certainly encompasses
racial incitement; in practice, however, these laws have never been so applied.
The Defamation Law authorizes the Attorney General to bring a criminal
action for libel wher£: the publication is undertaken "with intent to injure" an
individual or a group. 3 The statute covers aspects of racial incitement by defining
18 See Amutot Law, 1980§ 2, 34 L.S.I. 239 (amutot are non-profit societies); CompaniesOrdinance
§5, 1983 L.S.I. 764 (newversion)(in Hebrew).
19 AmulotLaw, 1980§3, 34L.S.I.239; see also CompaniesOrdinance,1983§17.1983 L.S.I.761 (new
version)(in Hebrew).

20 Section 3 of the Amutol Law also forbidsregistrationof a non-profit society "if any of its objects
negatesthe existence ordemocraticcharacterofthe Stateof Israel."Amutol LawI 1980 §3. 34 L.S.I.
239.

21 Furthermore,if the organizationor its controllingofficers incite racismor possess racistmaterial,
their actions would constitute independentand separate offenses for themselves and for the
orgamzanon.

22 In this context,see Lemer,"IsraelAdoptsBadLaw AgainstRacism,"20 Patterns afPrejudice (Oct.
1986),52.
23 Defamation Law, 1965 §§4, 6,19 L.8.1. 254-55.

24 Id. at §1(1)-(2), (4), 19 L.8.1. 254.
25 Penal Law. 1977 § t36(4), 1..8.1. (special volwne) 45.

26 Id. at §§ 134(a)-(c). 't35, 1..8.1. 44-45.
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LEGISLATION AGAINST RACIST INCITEMENT IN ISRAEL:
A 1992 APPRAISAL
Joshua SChoffman

Almost seven years have passed since the IsraeliKnesset amendedthe Basic Law:
The Knesset (hereafter "KnessetBasicLaw") to preventracistparties fromparticipating in parliamentaryelections,and thelaw criminalizingracist incitementisnow
in its sixth year.' It seems appropriate at this time to assess these two laws and to
inquire whether they have achieved their stated objectives.
It is immediatelyobvions,uponreview of therecord, that the efficacyof each
of the two laws is widely disparate.While the election law achievedexactly what
it was meant to do, at least with regard to racist parties, lte racist incitement law
has not been used at all to combat racist speech.
RESTRICTIONS ON RACIST POLITICAL PARTIES

Section 7A of the Knesset Basic Law was amended in the wake of the election to
the Knesset ofMeir Kahane, leader of the overtly racist Kach party.2The attempt
by the Central Elections Committee in 1984 to disqualify Kach without specific
legislative authority, was thwarted by the Supreme Court, which accepted the
appealof Kach,along withtheappealof theDemocraticList forPeace(disqualified
on othergrounds).The 1985amendmentwas meant to supplythe missingstatutory
authority.
The first test of the new law came in 1988when the elections for the Twelfth
Knesset were held. The Central Elections Committeeruled, as it had in 1984, that
the Kachparty couldnotparticipatein theelection.Thistime,however,the decision
was groundedon Sections7A(2) and (3)of theKnessetBasicLaw whichdisqualify
the candidate list of any party whose aims or deeds includeincitementto racism or
the denial of the democratic characterof the State of Israel. Kach appealed to the
Supreme Court, and the appeal was rejected by a unanimousfive-judgepanel. The
Court's assessment of the racist nature of the Kach party was no different than it
had been four years earlier when the Courtroundlycondemnedtheracism inherent
in theKachplatform.Rather,thedecisionto upholdthedisqualificationof the party,
contraryto thepreviousdecisionin 1984,wasbased on the changein the law. Chief
Justice Shamgar, writing for the Court, held:
Our clear conclusion is that the [Kach]list was rightly disqualifiedby
the Central Elections Committee,since its publications,speeches,proposals and activitiesincludeboth racist incitementand the denial of the
democratic nature of the State, as stated in section 7A....
Its aims and actions are patently racist: systematic,inflammatory
actions along national-ethniclines which cause hatred and strife, the

call for violent denial of rights, systematic and wilful humiliation of
certain parts of the population,definedby nationalityand ethnic origin
and their degradation in ways that are frightfully similar to the worst
examples of what the Jewish people have experienced - all these are
enough, in light of the evidence presented to us, to justify the finding
of racist incitement?
The ban on racist parties brought with it a similar provision regarding candidate
lists which deny "the existence of the State of Israel as the State of the Jewish
People" (Section 7A(I) of the Knesset Basic Law). This served as the basis for
another attempt to disqualify the predominantlyArab DemocraticList for Peace
(DLP).This attemptfailed,but not by much.The CentralElectionsCommittee,one
dayafter its ruling on Kach,decidedby a vote of 20 to 19not to disqualifythe DLP
under Section 7A(I). Eleven of the dissenting membersappealed to the Supreme
Court. A sharply split Court dismissedthe appeal.4 Three justices on the panel of
five held that since the platform of the DLP calls for the creation of a Palestinian
statealongsidethe Stateof Israel,the appellantshad not met theburdenof showing,
by clear and convincingevidence,that the list crossed the line betweenlegitimate,
. thoughextremist,politicalviewsand thosethatunderminetheexistenceof the State
andwhichare groundsfor disqualification.One of thejustices in the majoritynoted
thathe reached this conclusionwith muchhesitation,and pointed out that sincethe
CentralElections Committeehad ruled in favourof the DLP, after seriousdeliberation,only the most weighty considerationsshould bring the Court to intervenein
that decision.5 It is not unlikely that if one vote on the Committeehad shifted to
the detriment of the DLP, the Supreme Court would have let that decision stand,
and the DLP, along with Kach, would have been prevented from standing for
election.
Section7A did, then,serve thepurposeof endingthe one-termtenureofMeir
Kahaneand his Kach Party and removing from Israel's Parliament the most overt
andrepugnantexpressionsof racism.Therewas,of course,a price tobe paid. Aside
fromthe objection that can be raised to any barrierswhich limit the representation
of part of the population, Section 7A, born of political compromise,included the
firstlegislativepronouncementthat Israel is the "Stateof the Jewish people." This
clauseseems to be more far-reachingthan the commonusage of the term "Jewish
State";ifIsrael is the Stateof the Jewishpeople,one can infer thatit is not the State
ofits non-Jewishcitizens.Thisprovisioncame verycloseto disqualifyingtheDLP,
in the name of "even-handedness",after the removal of Kach from the ballot.
It can also be argued that the banning of an overtly racist party helped
legitimizemore subtle forms of racism. Meir Kahane, the sole representative of
Kach in the Eleventh Knesset, was a pariah in the lawmaking body. His bills,
reminiscentof the notoriousNiirembergLaws, werenotput on theKnessetagenda.
Virtuallyall membersof the Knessetwalked out when Kahane took the floor, and
no major party would consider him an acceptable coalition partner. When Kach
was disqualified, a new party, Moledet, entered the Twelfth Knesset with two
members.Despite its platform which calls for the transfer of the Arab population

1 See theprecedingchapter byEliezerLedennanandMalaTaboryforan extensive discussion of these
laws andthe eventswhich led to theiradoption.

3 ElectionAppeal l/88, Neimanv, CentralElectionCommittee,42(4) Piskei Din 177at 197.

2 For th~ relevantlanguageof Section 7A as amended,see the text accompanyingnote 8 in the
preceding chapter.

4 ElectionAppeal2/88, Ben Shalomv. CentralElectionsCommittee,43(4) Piskei Din 221.
5 Id.at25l.

(the platform is careful to speak of "voluntary transfer" or transfer agreed upon
between Israel and Arab Slates),Moledet joined the ruling coalitiou and its leader
was appointed to be a Minster without Portfolio.
The next test of Section 7A is expected before the elections for the Thirteenth
Knesset in June 1992.The son of the assassinated Meir Kahane has announced that
he will head a list which will follow in the footstepsof Kach,called Koach (a word
meaning "power", and also an acronym in Hebrew for ''Kahane Hai" - Kahane
Lives). Lawyers for the "new" party are advisiug it concerning the drafting of the'
platform and the rhetoric of the party leaders, to ensure that the list does not run
afoul of Section 7A. It remains to be seen whether the CentralElections Committee
will "lift the veil" and view Koach as the alter ego of the Kach, and disqualify it for
the same reasons. Whichever decision is reached, the Supreme Court will almost
surely be called upon again to make the final determination.
While Section 7A of the Knesset Basic Law dealt only with the approval or
disapproval of candidate lists in Knesset elections, the Knesset recently took a
further step to ban racist parties alto%ether.On 8 March 1992, the Knessetpassed
the Political Parties Law, 5752-1992. Under this law, political parties must register
with the Registrar of Parties. Section 5 of the law slates:
5. A party will not be registered if there is in its aims or actions,
explicitly or implicitly, one of the following:
(I) the denial of the existence of the Slate of Israel as a Jewish and
democratic state;
(2) incitement to racism;
(3) a reasonable basis for the conclusion that it will serve as a cover for
illegal activity.
It is i~ter~sting to note that in the bill brought to the Knesset floor by the Law and
Constitution Committee, there were two versions of Section 5; one copied Section
7A of the ~esset Basic ~": exactly, while.the other left out incitement to racism
altogether. In the end, racist incitementwas mcludedas a groundfor not registering
a party, "Yhi.lethe problematic phrase "State of the Jewish people" was replaced by
the description oflsrael as a "Jewishand democraticState",achamcterization more
in line with the principles of the Israeli Declaration of Independence.
LAW AGAINST INCITING TO RACISM

In contrast to Section 7A of the Knesset Basic Law, Section 144B of the Penal Law,
which created the offelllceof "inciting to racism", has remained, for all intents and
purposes, a dead letter. A review of reported decisions and press reports, together
with an informal inquiry to the office of the Slate's Attorney,have failed to uncover
a single case in which charges were brought under Section 144B.It seems that there
has been only one case in which a person was convicted under that section, after
being charged with a more seriousoffence and entering a pleabargain. Remarkably,
tho~gh perhaps not surprisingly,the defendant was an Arab,accused of distributing
ann-government propaganda. Wa'i1Abd el-Gani Omri was arrested on 15 January
6

SeferHaHukim 5752 (1992), 190.

7

Hatsaot Hok (Draft Bills) 5752 (1992), ID6.

8 For the text of Section 144B, see the preceding chapter.

1991, on the eve of the Gulf War, for handing out leaflets in the Arab city of
Nazareth. The leaflets denounced the United Slates and Israel as its ally for
war-mongering against Iraq, and promised that the glorious nation of Iraq and the
Arab people would cut off the hand of the imperialists.The leaflets also ~cc~sed
the Israeli Mossad of infiltrating the PLO and killing leaders of that orgaruzanon,
Omri was charged with sedition and with expressing support for a terrorist organization. After two weeks ofpre-trial detention and several months of partial house
arrest, the defendant agreed to plead guilty to incitement to racism. The judge, in
imposing a sentence of six months of community service in lieu of imprisonment,
and a one year suspended sentence, wrote that the accused had crossed the line that
divides protected speech from incitement, particularly since the leaflets were
handed out at a time when war was imminent. The judge made no reference to
racism, however, and no attempt was made to make a co'!>nectionbetween the
leaflets and the offence to which the accused pleaded guilty.
ASSESSMENT OF ANTI-INCITEMENT LAW

The complete absence of prosecutions under Section 144B against the Jewish
raciststhat the law was intended to restrain, and the ironic utilizationof this sectior
in the prosecution of an Arab who distributed an anti-government harangue, ~m
telling.I would argue that this demonstratesnot a lack of resolveby the prosecutmg
authorities, but rather the shortcomings of the law itself, which was ill-advised
unnecessary and counterproductive. While the law as passed was poorly worded
evena more carefullydrafted law of this sort would not have siguificantly advancer
the goal of combating racism.
What the law against incitement did was to create the illusion of progress it
the campaign against racism, The energies of the progressive forces which wen
horrified by the rise of Kahanism were channelled to the advocacy of a law agains
racist speech. The law was passed by the Knesset with the knowledge that it wouk
not affect racist action, such as discrimination in housing and employment, whicl
is a seriousproblem in Israel today. A bill was introducedin the Knessetto provid
those who suffer from employment discrimination on the basis of race or nations
origin the same remedies afforded to those who are the victims of sex discrimina
tion.1DThough no siguificant objection to the bill has been raised, it has bee
languishing in committee for years, and the Twelfth Knesset adjourned withor
acting on it. Once the Knesset had been seen to strike a blow against Kahanisn
the every-day problems of discrimination could wait.
Trying to implement Section 144B would probably only have made matter
worse. Not only would prosecutions have given the racists an additional platfon
from which to air and defend their views, but it is quite likely that the courts woul
have given the law a narrow interpretation, on free speech grounds. An acquitu
of a charge of racist incitement would give the impressionof officiallegitimizatio
of the espoused views.
The efforts to fight racism shouldbe concentratedon racist and discriminator
actions and not on racist speech, no matter how objectionable.Legal action again
9 CriminalCase (Nazareth)19191,State of Israel \I. Omri,unpublisheddecision(23 May 1991).
10 TheAssociationfor Civil Rights in Israelwas active in draftingthe bill andcontinuesto urge i
adoption.
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Striking a Balance
racist speech cannot be expected to eradicate or diminish racism. In fact, the toning
down of racist rhetoric makes those ideas more acceptable to parts of the community
to whom the cruder forms of racist incitement are objectionable. This seems
especially true in Israel, where ideas and proposals which invite comparison to Nazi
ideology are condemned and rejected almost unanimously, while forms of racism
which speak not of racial inferiority but of political expediency can find receptive
audiences. Given the very limited effect, if any, of laws against racist speech, the
overriding principle of free speech should prevail.
It should be noted that the opinion expressed above is not that of the Israeli
human rights community as a whole. Most human rights activists and organizations
supported the bill against racist incitement and, while not all are pleased with the
version finally passed, they have not called for its repeal. The Association for Civil
Rights in Israel (ACRI), while continuing to emphasize the need to combat both
private and governmental discrimination (and itself drafting laws and bringing
lawsuits to do so), supported the bill. Although members and officials of the
organization were split on the issue, the majority felt that racist speech is not worthy
of constitutional protection and that the symbolic value of legislation against racist
incitement, showing the repudiation of those ideas u y the nation's supreme representative lawmaking body, was reason enough to enact the law.
An appraisal of the racist incitement law depends then on one's view of the
advisability of that law in the first place. Those who view its importance in terms
of its symbolic value may be satisfied that its purpose has been served, even if it
fell into disuse immediately upon its enactment. Those who opposed it to begin
with can point to its record of non-implementation as proof that it at best is
ineffectual and at worst could lend itself to abuse.

Chapter 22
LAWS AGAINST RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS HATRED IN LATIN
AMERICA: FOCUS ON ARGENTINA AND URUGUAY

Stephen J Roth
OVERVIEW

The countries of the Latin America sub-continent have been rather late in adoptin
legislation curbing incitement to racial hatred. In other parts of the world countrie
introduced such laws in the 1960s or 1970s 1, many as a result of the adoption c
the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimi
nation (CERD Convention) in 1965 and the International Covenant on Civil an
Political Rights (ICCPR) in 1966. In Latin America, the first laws expressl
directed against race hatred were passed in the 1980s.
The reasons for this different approach to the issue of racism and religiou
intolerance are manifold. One is that Latin America - partly because of its almo,
complete linguistic uniformity - has for a long time perceived itself as a monolithic
or at least a monocultural, society. This was never quite true; minorities - bot
religious and ethnic - existed, even if they did not have the decisive impact 0
society which they have had in Europe. But responsiveness to their needs was slo«
and notions like religious ecumenism and cultural pluralism came late. A secon
reason is that many groups which in Europe might have been treated as "minorities'
whether because of their lesser numbers or their non-dominant positions, in Lati
America were treated as "indigenous people", whose rights were approached i
different ways.2 Latin American states, being countries of immigration, wer
generally reluctant to accept the concept of "minorities" and adopted instead th
notion of a crisol de razas (melting pot). However, probably the most importar
reason for the delay is that civil liberties in general have been realized more slowl
in Latin America than in Europe, at least in the period since the founding of th
United Nations.
Brazil adopted legislation in 1985, Cuba in 1987, Argentina in 1988, an
Uruguay in 1989. Chile, Mexic~ and Venezuela have considered specific Iegisls
tiveproposals at different times. Following is a brief discussion of the laws again,
religious and race hatred in Argentina and Uruguay.
ARGENTINA

As part of the democratization of the country after the defeat of the military junu
the Argentine Republic adopted the following law on 3 August 1988:
Article 1. Whoever arbitrarily prevents, obstructs, restrains or in any
way undermines the full exercise on an equal basis of the fundamental
rights and prerogatives recognized by the National Constitution, will be
Forinstance,the UnitedKingdomintroducedracehatredlaws in 1965, Canadain 1966, German
in 1970 andFrancein 1972.
2 For a discussion of the current status of indigenous people see N Lemer, Group Rights aT.
Discrimination inInternational Law, 99-114 (1991).
3 Report by DaniloTurk andLouisJoiner, UN Doe. E/CNA/Sub.2/1991/9,
para.32, excerpted in Pa

nof this volume.
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obliged, at the request of the injured party, to desist from the discriminatory act or to cease carrying it out and to pay damages for the moral
and material prejudice caused.
This article is cousidered particularly to apply to discriminatory acts
or omissions carried out for such reasons as race, religion, nationality,

conviction,political or trade-unionopinion,sex, economicposition,
social status or physical characteristics.
Article 2. Auy offence punishable under the Penal Code or its by-laws
will be increased by a minimum of one third and a maximum of half of
the penal scale applicable to such offence if it is committed for the
persecution or because of the hatred of a race, religion or nationality,
or for the purpose of destroying in whole or in part any national, ethnic,
racial or religious group. In no case may the legal maximum for the type
of punishment in question be exceeded.
Article 3. Those who participate in an organisation or spread propaganda based on ideas or theories of superiority of one race or of a group
of persons of a particular religion, ethnic origin or colour for the purpose
of justifying or promoting racial orreligious discrimination in any form
will be punished by a prison term of one month to three years.
The same punishment will be incurred by anyone who in whatever
way encourages or incites to persecution or hatred of a person or group
o~ pe~ons for reasons of their race, religion, nationality or political
VIews.
The law deals both with discrimination (Article I) and with propagation of and
incitement to hatred (Article 3). An interesting feature of the law is Article 2, a
typical "enhancement clause" (providing for enhanced penalties for crimes motivated by hostility directed against a particular group). This type of provision is not
included in most European race laws but is becoming increasingly popular in the
United States where traditional forms of hate-speech l'!Pslation (curbing speech
based on the expression's content) are unconstitutional.
In an obvious reference to the Genocide Convention, the enhancement of
punishment for ordinary crimes applies in particular if they are committed "for the
purpose of destroying in whole or in part any national, ethnic, racial or religious

groupll.6

.

Article 3 is clearly basedon Article4 of the CERD Convention. It incorporates:
a) Article 4(a)'s prohibition against spreading "ideas based on racial
superiority or hatred" but, interestingly, adds ideas based on religious

superiority;
b) Article 4(b)' s prohibition against participating in organizations engaged
in suchactivities;
c) a prohibition against encouragement or incitement "to persecution or
hatred" - a formula that goes even beyond the wording of the CERD
Convention.
4 See S J Roth,"LegalDevelopments:Argentina,"22 Patterns of Prejudice 17-19 (No. 3, 1988).
5 See Ronna GreffSchneider'sdiscussionof UnitedStates statutesandjurisprudenceelsewherein
thisvolume.
6 Conventionon thePreventionandPunislunentof theCrimeof Genocide,1948 (78 D.N.T.S.277).

Contrary to many similar laws in other countries, these prohibitions are not made
dependent on the "intent" of the hatemonger, nor on the likely result of his action,
which tend to vitiate the force of many such laws elsewhere.
Though the CERD Convention clearly served as a model, a fundamental
divergence is the Argentine law's inclusion of religion among the grounds of
prohibited discrimination and hatemongering. This may reflect the iuflueuce of the
American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR) which prohibits "advocacy of
national, racial or religious hatred". Some drafting flaws, however, are evident in
the way the prohibited grounds change from article to article. Thus, "discrimination" for purposes of Article I applies particularly (but not exclusively) to race,
religion, nationality, conviction, opinion, sex, economic and social condition and
even physical characteristics. Article 3's clause on "incitement to persecution or
hatred" is limited to race, religion, nationality and political views. The grounds for
enhanced criminal penalties under Article 2 are restricted to race, religion and
nationality but, where an offence aims at genocide, "ethnic group" is added. Finally,
in regard to "theories of superiority" only race, religion, ethnic origin and colour
are mentioned.
This inconsistency is not easy to understand but it may in part be due to the
different wordings of the various international instruments from which some of the
formulas were obviously borrowed. Certain categories of discrimination like
"descent", which appears in the CERD Convention, or "language" and "social
origin" (clearly not the same as "social status" used in Article I) which are contained
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in the ICCPR, are absent. On
the other hand, this is probably the first law which explicitly prohibits discrimination on grounds of "trade-union opinion" or "physical characteristics" (though in
regard to the latter there exist labour laws which outlaw discrimination against
disabled people and even introduce affirmative action in their favour). Some of the
unusual categories included in the Argentine law may reflect the influence of the
ACHR which, in its first article, ensures protection against discrimination on
grounds, interalia, of "political or other opinion, national or social origin, economic
status, birth or any other social condition."
The adoption of the law was greatly expedited by the example of the Province
of Formosa. On 11 May 1988, the legislative body of that Province passed its own
anti-race hatred law (Law 741) and at the same time adopted Declaration 295 which
called on the Chamber of Deputies of the National Congress to adopt speedily the
federal anti-discrimination law.

URUGUAY?
Uruguay has constitutionally ensured the equality of all its citizens since the
republic's independence, from the first constitution of 1830 to subsequent constitutions of 1918,1934 and 1951, up to the present one promulgated in 1967.
Uruguay's Criminal Code includes a provision, Article 149, which makes
incitement to class hatred an offence against public order, punishable by a fine. The
term "class" has been interpreted as applying to any plurality of persons who have
a collective identity; consequently "class" in this context has been construed to
include racial groups. Furthermore, Article 6 of Decree-Law No. 10,279 of No-

7 This sectionis largelybasedon the author'sarticle,"LegalDevelopments:Uruguay,"23 Patterns
of Prejudice 40..42(No.2, 1989).

vember 1942 bans participation in racist organizations, making it an offence to
"promote,constitute,organizeor lead associations,entities,institutionsor groups
tending to promote or impose racial strife or hatred". Urugnay ratified the CERD
Convention by Law 13,670 of 1 July 1968.
Yet various sectors of the population, in particular the Jewish community,
were of the opinion that these laws did not sufficiently protect against racist
incitement. Thus, new provisions were introduced in December 1988 primarily at
the instigation of the Jewish community and passed as Law No. 16,048 on 6 June
1989 by a unanimous vote of the Chamber of Representatives. The law added
Articles 149.2 and 149.3 to the Criminal Code and amended Article 149 as follows:
Article 149 Instigation of disobedience of the Laws
Whoever publicly or by any means suitable for dissemination
instigates the disobedience of the laws shall be punished by a fine of29
to500UR.
Article 149.2 Incitement to hatred, contempt or violence against
specified persons
Whoever publicly or by any means suitable for dissemination incites
any person to hatred or contempt or any form of moral or physical
violence against one or more persons by reason of the colour of their
skin, their race, religion, or national or ethnic origin, shall be punished
by imprisonment of between three and eighteen months.
Article 149.3 Commission of acts of hatred, contempt or violence
against specified persons
Whoever commits acts of moral or physical violeuce, of hatred or
contempt against one or more persons by reason of the colour of their
skin, their race or national or ethnic origin, shall be punished by
imprisonment of between six and twenty-four months.
Like the Argentine law, the law of Urugnay goes further than the requirements of
the CERD Convention by including religion among the protected groups or
categories. The Uruguay law also follows the Argentine pattern in outlawing
"incitement to hatred" per se without reference to "intent" or "result".
In one respect -- by outlawing "acts ... of hatred or contempt" (Article 149.3)
-- the Urugnay law may extend further than virtually any other anti-racism law. The
term "acts" is not defined and, in this general formulation, appears to cover much
more than the acts defined in other laws, such as speech, literature, pictorial
representation or even "behaviour" (as in the British law) or "gestures" (as in the
Canadian law).
Another novel feature of the Uruguay law is its prohibition of "acts of moral
violence". It is thus one of the very few laws which expressly recognizes the pain
which members of an attacked group may suffer through the indignity of racist
words or acts.

Chapter23
INCITEMENT TO NATIONAL, RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS HATRED:
LEGISLATION AND PRACTICE IN THE NETHERLANDS

Ineke Boerefijn
INTRODUCTION

In the Netherlands, as in most West European countries, members of ethnic
minority groups are, generally speaking, disadvantaged. This holds true, inter alia,
in the labour market, in housing and in education. Despite the introduction of a
number of government policies to improve the situation, the problem remains.
Although various reasons can be given for this situation, discrimination
clearly is one factor. In this chapter, I focus on racial discrimination in relation to
freedom of expression and do not address the wider, and more fundamental, issue
of racial discrimination in general. In particular, I discuss the nature and effectiveness of the legal remedies which are available in the Netherlands against racist
speech.
It may be argned that the term "race" is in itself discriminatory. There is only
one human race and every distinction made on the basis of race is scientifically
inaccurate and morally unjust. However, it is a term generally accepted when
discussing discrimination issues. Accordingly, in this chapter I use the term "rafe"
(as do the Dutch courts) to refer to ethnic or national origin, colour or descent.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Article 1 of the Dutch Constitution includes a general prohibition of discrimination
and an obligation of equal treatment. However, it must be borne in mind that courts,
including the Supreme Court, may not rule legislation to be unconstitutional. That
limitation is remedied in part by the fact that courts may directly apply certain
provisions of international treaties, including anti-discrimination provisions in the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (lCCPR) and the International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD
Convention). Because the Netherlands does not have a comprehensive anti-discrimination act, international non-discrimination provisions are frequently invoked
before the courts. The Parliament is currently considering adoption of an Equal
Treatment Bill to elaborate the constitutional protection of non-discrimination.

CriminalLaw
Although there is not .yet a comprehensive anti-discrimination act or a single
judicial tribunal which concerns itself with complaints of discrimination, several
criminal provisions prohibit racist acts. These were enacted following the Netherland's ratification in 1971 of the CERD Convention.

A Dutchcourtsetforththis definitionof racein rejectinga defendant'sclaimthathe wasnot guilty
of racialdiscriminationsince the discriminationwas directedagainstTurksandthus was based on
nationalorigin,not race (SupremeCourt,1 July 1986, RR 86/87 No. 128).

Netherland
Section 137 of the Criminal Code, concerning "Crimes Against Public
Order",
provides in relevant part:
(c) Any person who, by means of the spoken or written word or pictorially,
deliberately gives public expression to views insulting to a group of
persons on account of their race, religion or conviction or sexual
preference, shall be liable to a term of imprisonment not exceeding one
year or to a fine not exceeding 10,000 Dutch guilders (US$5,550).
(d) Any person who, by means of the spoken or written word or pictorially,
deliberately and publicly incites to hatred of or discrimination against
other persons or to violence against persons or the property of others on
account of their race, religion or conviction or sexual preference, shall
be liable to a term of imprisonment not exceeding one year or to a fine
not exceeding 10,000 guilders.
(e)Any person who, for reasons other than the provision of factual infor-

mation:

,,'

(i) Makes public an utterance which he knows or has reasonable cause
to suspect is insulting to another group of persons on account of their
race, religion or conviction or sexual preference or which incites to
hatred of or discrimination against others or to violence against the
person or property of others on account of their race, religion or
conviction or sexual preference; or
(H) Distributes any object which he knows or has reasonable cause to
suspect contains such an utterance to anyone other than upon that
person's request, or has in his possession any such object with the
intention of distributing it or making it public, shall be liable to a term
of imprisonment not exceeding six months or to a fine not exceeding
5,000 guilders.
(f) Anyone who participates in, or provides financial or other materia
l
support for, activities directed towards discrimination against persons
on account of their race, religion, conviction, sex, or sexual preference,
shall be liable to a term of imprisonment not exceeding one year or a
fine not exceeding 5,000 guilders?
As far as incitement to discrimination or hatred is concerned, for purpose
s of
establishing guilt it is sufficient that the expression might have led
to such
behaviour; it is not necessary to prove that it actually occurred. It is the
nature of
the expression itself which is crucial, not the actual effect.

Civil Law
Apart from the Criminal Code provisions, no legislation has been adopted
which
specifically concerns racial discrimination. In situations which fall
outside the
scope of the Criminal Code, creative use' has been made of other provisio
ns, such
as Article 1401 of the Civil Code which deals with tort actions. The Civil
Code also
requires employers to behave as "good employers", which implies that
they should
not discriminate against employees. Under the Civil Code, dismissal
may not be
"manifestly unreasonable", which also implies a prohibition of discrim
ination.

APPLICATION OF THE CRIMINAL CODE

The Criminal and Supreme Courts have interpreted relevant provisio
ns of th
Criminal Code in a number of cases. The courts take as their starting point
the rigl
to freedom of expression. This freedom may be limited if the provisio
ns 0
prohibition of discrimination are violated. In a case in which the defence
stated tlu
conviction would infringe the defendant's right to freedom of expression,
the cow
stated that the right to freedom of expression could be limited, but only
insofar a
was necessary for the protection of the right of the groups mentioned to be
protecte
from insult. 3
An expression is considered to be insulting within the meaning of
th
Criminal Code if it is distressing and affects the honour and reputation of
the perso
concerned. Article 137(c) states that the expression must be insulting
towards
"group of persons" on account of their race. In practice, this has not
prevente
successful actions on behalf of individuals. The essence of the provision
is that th
individual is insulted because he or she belongs to a certain ethnic
group. Th
Supreme Court has considered that phrases such as "a German Jewess
- wh.
apparently has not been exterminated" and the "aggressive and fighting
Germa
Jewess" are phrases which, it would be clear to the average reader, are
insulting t<
the Jewish population as a whole. 4
In order to determine whether a phrase is insulting, the courts have looked
a
the context in which the language or images were placed. They have
considerei
the text as a whole, and any title and illustrations.
While the criminal law authorizes the banning of political parties, in practic
the government has been reluctant to do so. Thus, the racist agenda of
the Centn
Democrats, a right-wing party, has not been deemed sufficiently explicit
for it u
be prosecuted. The Centre Democrats have held one seat in the Second
Chambe
of Parliament for several years and have occupied seats on several
rnunicipa
councils. (Their influence, however, is negligible because their colleagu
es i,
Parliament and on the municipal councils tend to refuse to cooperate with
them.
Individual members of the party, nonetheless, are regularly prosecuted
and fined
For instance, several members were fined for using erroneous facts and
encou.ra
ging a negative view of ethnic minorities in criticizing the government's
polio;
towards foreigners and asylum-seekers.i
A CASE DEALT WITH BY BOTH THE CIVIL AND CRIMINAL
COURTS

On occasion, cases have been dealt with by both the civil and criminal courts. 11
one

case, a married couple, both evangelists, stated in their religious journal
tha
all Jews had condemned themselves because, according to the Bible,
some ex
claimed during the trial of Jesus: "his blood come upon us and our children
". BJ
this statement, according to the couple, "they have called upon them the
blood tha
has been shed by Jesus for their salvation" and "this judgment has haunted
therr
throughout the centuries, where they have been hated, persecuted, extingu
ished ir
3 Courtof Appeal, 10 Mar.1983,RR No. 43.

2 This text incorporates anunofficial translationof an amendmentto
the Code to include sexual
preferencewhichcameinto force on 1 Feb. 1992.

4 SupremeCourt,26 June 1984,RR No. 69.
5 AmsterdamCourtof Appeal, 10 Mar.1983.RRNo. 47.

a brutal way, in the Second World War 6 million Jews". On the basis of this
publication, both civil and criminal proceedings were initiated. The civil court of
first instance discussed the limitations on the right to manifest religious convictions:
Everyone has the right freely to choose his religion or belief, and
therewith freely to express his opinion, subject to his responsibility
under the law. This responsibility also implies respect for the constitutional right of others to be safeguarded against unlawful discrimination
on the ground of race or religion. Such discrimination occurs when
distinctions are made between Jews - merely on the ground of their
being Jewish - and non-Jews, in a defamatory, degrading, distressing or

intolerant.manner.P
The Supreme Court confirmed this judgement, stating:
The Court has, by putting first everyone's right to manifest his religion
or belief, rightly judged that the limits imposed on this freedom "subject
to everyone's responsibility before the law" also implies that the Civil
Code can impose restrictions on the way in which. this freedom -isused.
As far as Article 9 of the European Convention on Human Rights is
concel1jed, which is invoked by the couple, the same conclusion is
drawn.
In criminal proceedings it was also found that the boundaries of the right to freedom
of expression and religion had been crossed and that the statements, even though
manifesting religious belief, were insulting and unnecessarily distressing. The court
of first instance stated that, because of the seriously distressing character of the
accused's statements, the penalty of imprisonment should be imposed. The couple
should, however, be regarded as "offenders by conviction" who had not committed
the crime purposefully. The court, finding that the defendants had not intended to
commit a criminal act, did not impose a penalty.
In acquitting the couple outright, the Court of Appeal, in the first instance,
stated:
The limits on the right to freedom of religion would have been crossed
if the manifestation of religious belief had been insulting, and therefore
unnecessarily distressing. This cannot be said of their statements ....
It is unmistakable that the intention of the couple was absolutely
pure and in no way designed to be insulting while, for the reader of the
complete text of the publications, the conclusion is not obvious that the
writing has an anti-Semitic or racist character.t
Cassation followed because, according to the Public Prosecutoif the Court of
Appeal had given a wrong interpretation of the term "insulting". The Supreme
Court agreed:
It follows from the wording of Article 137(e) that the answer to the
question whether an expression was insulting to a group of people on
6

President of the Zwolle Court, 13 Sept. 1985, RR No. 103.

7

Supreme Court, 5 June 1987, RR 86/87 No. 155.

account of their race and/or religion depends on the nature of the
expression and not also upon the intention of the publisher. A statement
such as "all that happened to the Jews, including the persecution and
the murder of 6 million Jews by the Nazi-regime is their own fault", has
to qualify as insulting within the meaning of the Criminal Code,
whatever the reason(s) why the persons concerned are of the opinion
that it is all the fault of the Jews themselves. to
The case was then referred to another Court of Appeal, which decided that the
accused knew, or should have known, that the expressions made were insulting to
Jews on account of their race and/or religion and/or belief. In accordance with the
judgement given by the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal did not take into
account the intentions of the accused. However, it did consider intention in
determining the penalty. The Court ruled:
The acts committed by the accused are of such a serious nature that, in
principle, immediate imprisonment should be imposed.
For the following reasons, the court sees fit to impose a suspended
sentence of imprisonment. It if accepted by the Court that the accused
did not intend to insult Jews. I
The accused were sentenced to two months' imprisonment, suspended for two
years. The leniency of the sentence is all the more remarkable in light of the Court's
finding that:
After the publication of the journal under discussion, and having
received the complaints about the insulting nature of this publication,
they published a new issue of it, of a similarly insulting nature. Moreover, the accused in no way gives the impression that in manifesting her
belief she wanted to moderate the insulting character of the publication
by taking into account the feelings of Jews. 12

CRIMINAL LAW VERSUS CIVIL LAW
Criminal law outlaws certain types of racist speech and the dissemination of
material which contains racist views. Civil law remedies are also available. Although this system of dual liability may seem complicated and inefficient, it has
certain advantages. The criminal law is generally regarded as a remedy of last
resort. Criminal proceedings are time-consuming, and the persons who were the
targets of the racist speech have hardly any influence on the conduct of the trial.
The possibility of direct involvement may be a good reason to opt for civil instead
of criminal proceedings.
In addition to this more or less psychological aspect, there is also the issue of
the results of the proceedings. The outcome of civil and criminal proceedings will
not always be the same. Criminal courts are bound by the text of the Criminal Code,
which is, naturally, very strict, whereas civil courts may use various provisions of
the Civil Code, which are of a sufficiently general nature that the courts have ample
scope for interpretation. There have been a number of cases where a criminal court

8 Amhem Court of Appeal, 29 Sept. 1986, RR 86/87 No. 154.
9

Cassation is a form of appeal which examines only whether a .judicial decision comports with
constinnlonal orotherfundamental principles.Thesystemin theNetherlandsis in short,asfollows:
if the SupremeCourtdecides in cassationthata courtof appeal hasmadea wro~g decision thecase

is referredbackto a differentlyconstituted Court of Appealwhichdealswiththematter.TheSupreme
Courtdoes not itself renderthe final decision.

10 Supreme Court, 18 Oct. 1988, NI 1989,476.

11 LeeuwardenCourtof Appeal, 16 Mar.1989. NI 1989, 810.
12/d.

decided that no crime had been committed under Article 137 of the Criminal Code,
but where a civil court nevertheless decided that the action was illegal.
Civil proceedings provide the victim with the opportunity to obtain personal
relief. In civil cases, the court may fashion remedies as it thinks fit. It can, for
instance, order that there be no further dissemination of racist views, it may order
a fine (which it may suspend), and/or it may order compensation to the victim. Civil
verdicts, however, do not carry as strong a message of condemnation as do criminal
verdicts, particularly because, unlike in such countries as the United States, civil
awards are no more than nominal in the absence of physical or financial injury.
Figures show that very little use has been made of the Criminal Code
provisions. One of the reasons is that some victims prefer to seek civil remedies.
There are, however, various other factors which discourage victims from filing
criminal complaints. First, there is the problem of delay: up to two years may elapse
between the registration of a complaint and the actual hearing. Second, groups and
individuals who have lodged complaints with the police often feel that they receive
an inadequate response, and that their complaints are not taken seriously. Even
when the police respond, the Public Prosecutor may not. Third, many people who
are discriminated against do not know how to initiate criminal proceedings.
This situation has been improved somewhat in recent years by the establishment of local organizations to collect information on cases of discrimination
and to undertake action. Some of these groups have the authority to lodge complaints before the courts on their own behalf and/or on behalf of a victim. It is much
less daunting for a complainant to approach people involved in such a project than
to go to the police, and the project staff have the expertise to know the most effective
ways to seek:relief.
THE ATTITUDE OF THE DUTCH GOVERNMENT TOWARDS
PROHIBITING RACIST SPEECH

Both the right to equal treatment and the right to freedom of expression are
guaranteed by the Dutch Constitution, in Articles I and 7 respectively. These rights
are viewed as being of the same importance; no hierarchy has been established. The
government explained its approach to balancing these rights in its Eighth Periodic
Report to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD),
which monitors compliance with the Convention:
The principle of non-discrimination, freedom of expression and the
right to freedom of association and assembly are anchored in the
Netherlands Constitution as civil and political rights of equal validity.
They are not accorded different priorities. The same is true of all other
civil and political rights. The Constitution itself imposes no limitations
on the exercise of civil and political rights, although it does provide for
the possibility of imposing limitations on certain civil and political
rights via an Act of Parliament. In cases where civil and political rights
are found to be in conflict, they are weighed against each other within
the framework of Parliament's constitutional authority to impose limitations on them. In this way it is possible for the boundary between one
civil and political right and another to be laid down in law. The
government believes that this constitutional system guarantees a carefully balanced relationship between the exercise of one right and respect
for another.

In particular, freedom of expression, religion, belief, association and
assembly and the right to demonstrate are liable to conflict with the
prohibition of racial discrimination as provided for in the Convention.
The Netherlands government is of the opinion that the prohibition of
racial discrimination cannot be subordinated to other fundamental
freedoms. This view is reflected in Dutch legislation. Pursuant to the
prohibition of racial discrimination, the Dutch legislature has imposed
limitations on civil and political rights by prohibiting public expressions

of racistviews ....
It should be noted that the policy of the Netherlands government on
the elimination of racial discrimination is aimed at bringing about a
change in social attitudes, partly by means of publicity, with a view to
eliminating racial discrimination in both public and private spheres.
Finally, we would note that under the Dutch legal system, the
question of whether or not the exercise of one basic right has in fact
violated another basic right is a matter for the courts to decide. Thus, in
cases of racial discrimination the courts decide on a response under
criminal or civil law.
The failure of the Dutch government to take a principled stand prioritizing the riJ
to protection from discrimination over the right to freedom of expression is blan
by many as being one of the reasons why few complaints are lodged with the Put
Prosecutor. The mere adoption of provisions outlawing racist speech is insuffich
if it is not complemented by a clear policy of prosecution. Critics of the gove
ment's restrained and sometimes erratic prosecution policy contend that it fails
comply with the Netherlands' obligations under the CERD Convention.
CONCLUSION

Byratifying the ICCPR and the CERD Convention, the Dutch government accep
the obligation to adopt legislation which prohibits incitement to racial and religic
hatred and dissemination of racist speech. Naturally, this obligation is not fulfil
hy mere inclusion of a few provisions on racist speech in the Criminal Code. I
necessary that a policy be followed which gives effect in practice to the spirit
the statutory provisions. As a matter of policy more criminal proceedings shoi
be brought. The police and the Public Prosecutor should become more involv
with the problem of racist speech and should be in regular contact with 10
anti-discritnination groups to discuss the steps which need to be taken.

Chapter24
RACIAL HOSTILITY: THE SOUTH AFRICAN EXPERIENCE

Gilbert J Marcus
INTRODUCTION

During the heyday of apartheid, liberal South African academic lawyers argued
that "in a racially diverse sr:iety there is clearly a need for laws which prohibit
incitement to racial hatred". As apartheidnow approachesits demise, the African
National Congress (ANC) has declared its support for laws which prohibit the
incitement of racial hatred. The ANC's standpoint is neither new nor surprising.
The Freedom Charter,adoptedin 1955and for manyyears the cornerstoneof ANC
policy, whileguaranteeingto all "theirright to speak,to organize,to meet together,
to publish, to preach, to worship and educate their children"also provides that the
preaching and practice of national, race, or colour discrimination and contempt
shall be a punishable crime.2 In the ANC's Constitutional Guidelines similar
sentiments are expressed. Basic rights and freedoms such as "freedomof association, thought,worshipand the press"are guaranteed,but it is specificallyprovided
that "theadvocacyorpracticeof racism,fascism,Nazismor the incitementof ethnic
or regional exclusivenessshall be outlawed"?
The draft Bill of Rights published in 1990 by the ANC's Constitutional
Committee is the flearest pronouncement by the organization on the subject of
racial defamation. Article 4 of the Bill provides that "there shall be freedomof
thought, speech, expressionand opinion,includinga free press which shallrespect
theright of reply". However,paragraphs3 and 4 of Article 14specificallyenvisage
a derogation from these guarantees.They provide:
3. The State and all public and private bodies shall be under a duty to
prevent any form of incitementto racial, religiousor linguistichostility
and to dismantle all structures and do away with all practices that
compulsorily divide the population on grounds of race, colour, language, or creed.
4. With a view to achieving the above, the State may enact legislation
to prohibit the circulationor possessionof materialswhichinciteracial,
ethnic, religious, gender or linguistic hatred, which provoke violence,

or which insult, degrade, defame or encourage abuse of any racial,
ethnic, religious, gender or linguisticgroup.
The fundamental rights and freedoms contained in the Bill of Rights are to be
guaranteedby the courtsof law whichare to have thepower to declare inval;d "any
law or executive or administrativeAct" which violates the Bill of Rights. While
theBill ofRightsspecificallyenvisagestheright of theStatetoregulate "themanner
in which the fundamentalrights and freedomsshallbe exercised"and to limit such
~ghts in a manner "deemed necessary in an open and democratic society",6 it is
significantthat laws of the sort envisagedby Article 14will be immunefromattack
for violation of the guaranteeof freedomof expression.
. That th~ AJ:'C should envisage anti-incitementlaws is not surprising. The
historyof racism m SouthAfrica has left deep scars.The racial laws, togetherwith
thesecurityedi.ficewhich necessarilyhad to be constructedto maintainthe system,
have resulted m untold suffering, humiliation, degradation and death itself. As
AlbieSachs, member of the ANC ExecutiveCommittee,has stated:
One has to bearin mind that in South Africa the question of race has
played a crncial and terriblerole in the lives of people. So much insult
and indignity have been involved that it is an extremelysensitivearea
in which the issues go well beyond speech. They touch souls. The
defamationof the black population has been associated with conquest
and repression, murder, torture, tear-gassing and so on. To make a
provocativeand inflammatoryracial attack in a situationwhereIlfople
are ready to use violence goes beyond arguinga political vision.
What is perhaps more surprising is that South Africa has had laws aimed at
criminalizingthe fomentation of racial hostility for over 60 years. It is ironic that
suchlaws ~hou1d exist in a country where governmentpolicy and practice, more
thananythmgelse, have been responsiblefor inflamingracial passions.Strangely,
therefore,there appears to be a measure of consensusbetween the ANC and the
SouthAfrican governmenton the need to censor the propagationof racial hatred.
But in a democracy, laws facilitating censorshipreqnire careful scrntiny. Opponentsof such laws persuasivelyargue that they are open to shockingabuse and that
theadvantagesof free and open exchange of ideas are preferable to suppresslon.f
For those who hold such views, the South African experienceof the use of racial
hostilitylaws provides a graphicand chillingexampleof the abuse and intolerance
which und~rlies much of censorship. This paper does not address the cogent
argumentsm favour of such laws. It merely sets out to demonstrate that in the
absenceof sufficient safeguards,laws prohibitingthe propagationof raciai hatred
canbe employedas a formidableweapon of censorshipby a governmentbentupon
thestiflingof dissent

J Dugard, HumanRights and the SouthAfrican Legal Order (1978), 177. See a/so A S Malhews,
Law, Order and Liberty in South Africa (1971), 21[,
2 For a history of the Freedom Charter.see G J Marcus, The Freedom Charter: A Bluep'rintfora
Democratic SouthAfrJca.Centrefor Applied Legal Studies,OccasionalPaperNo. 9 (1985); andR
Sumer andJ Cronin, Thirty Years of the FreedomCharter (1986).

3 The Co.nstirotional
Guidelinesarereproducedin theRoad to Peace (ANe Department of Political
Education, 1990).The ~af!1e publicationcontainstheHarareDeclarationof August1989whichforms
the basis of the negotiationsbetween the ANC and the South AfricangovernmenLThe Harare
Decl~ration affirms the .rightof all pe0'fle :'10
form andjoin any political party of theirchoice,
provlded thatthis IS not ID furtherance0 racism".

4 A Bill ofRighlsfor A New SouthAfrica (Centrefor DevelopmentStudies,1990).

5 Article16.
6 Anicle 15(2).

7 A Sachs,"TheGentleRevengeat theEnd of Apartheid,"19/ndex on Censorship (No. 4, 1990),3.
8 See NadineStrossen's article,below. See a/so A Neier Delending My Enemy (1979)' A Borovy
WhenPreedoms Collide (1988); L Bollinger, The Tole;antSociety (1986).
'
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THE GENESIS OF THE RACIAL HOSTILITY LAWS

The first measuredealing with incitementtoracial hostilitywas introducedin 1927.
Section 29(1) of the Native AdministrationAct of 1927made it a criminaloffence
to ''[utter] any word or [do] any other act or thing whatever with intent to promote
any feeling of hostility between natives and Europeans".9
TIyoeeyears later the Riotous Assembliesand CriminalLaw AmendmentAct
of 1914 was amended by the Riotous Assemblies AmendmentAct of 193011in
order to provide for the prohibition of gatherings and publications which were
calculated to engender feelings of racial hostility. Existing powers to exclude
persons from particular areas upon convictionpursuant to Section 29 of the Native
A?rr'inistrationAct were extended,by the insertionof a new Section 1(12)into the
Riotous Assemblies and Criminal Law Amendment Act, to give the Minister a
power of exclusion in circumstanceswhere he concludesthat "anyperson is in any
way promoting feeli~gs "of hostility between the European [and non-European]
inhabitants of the Union . A person not born in South Africa who was convicted
of any of these newly created offences could be deem~ an undesirable inhabitant
of the Urtionby the Governor-Generaland deported.I
. In 195.0,the Suppression of Communism Act was passed.13 The principal
object of this act was to declare the Communist Party of South Africa to be an
unlawful organization. Section I of the Act defined communism,with subsection
(d) specifically designating communismas:
any doctrine or scheme...which aims at the encouragementof feelings
of hostility between the European and non-Europeanraces of the Union
the consequencesof which are calculated to further the achievementof
any object referred to in paragraph (a) [the establishmentof a despotic
system of govemment hased on the dictatorship of the proletariat] or
(b) [bringingabout any political, industrial,social or economic change
. within the Urtionby the promotion of disturbance or disorder].
S,:"uon 2 of the Act empowered the Governor-Generalto declare certain organizauons to be unlawful "without notice to the organization concemed" if he was
"satisfied", inter alia, that the organization engaged in activities which were
calculated to further the achievementof any of the objects referred to in Section I.
The Act also made provision for the compilation of a list of persons "who areor
ha-:ebeen office bearers, officers,membersor activ\,supportersof the orgartization
which has been declaredan unlawfulorganization". 4 By 1965it became a criminal
offence to print, publish or disseminateany speech, utterance, writing or statement
or any extract therefrom made or produced or purporting to have been made or

9 Act 38 of 1927.The title of the Act has changedover the yearsaccordingto theracialnomenclature
whichin
m vogue at any particular ume. The word "Native"in the title was replacedby "BanLU"
turnwas replacedby "Black".
10 AC127of

1914.

15

produced anywhere at any time by any person whose name appeared on the list.
In 1956,a new Riotous AssembliesAct was passed." According to the long
title,its object was among other things "to consolidate the laws relating to riotous
assembliesand the prohibition of the engenderingof feelings of hostility between
the European and the non-European inhabitants of the Union". All the provisions
containedin the 1914Act and the amendments introduced in 1930 were retained.
!'i0wever,certain additional featuresconcerning the control of racial hostility were
mtroduced.For example, once the Minister had prohibited any gathering, having
formed the opinion that there was reason to apprehend that feelings of hostility
wouldbe engendered between Europeans and any other section of inhabitants of
theUnion,persons who convened,presided at or addressedsuch a gatheringor who
wereinvolved in the printing, publishing or distribution of notices of the meeting
were gnilty of a criminal offence ¥nless they could satisfy the court that they had
no knowledge of the prohibition.1
18
In 1963 the Publications and EntertainmentsAct was passed. It contained
a prohibitionon the printing,publishing,manufacture,makingor productionof any
"undesirablepublication" which was defined to include, inter alia, "publications
which brought any section of the inhabitants of the Republic into ridicule or
contempt,were harmful to relations between any sectionsof the inhabitantsof the
Republic,or werewejudicial to the safetyof the State,the generalwelfare,or peace
~d goo~oorder".
Such publications could also be prohibited from being distributed. In 1974 the whole system of censorshipestablishedby the Publications
and Entertainments Act was entirely overhauled with the passing of the PublicationsAct.
The next developmentin the lfw relatingto racial hostilitycamein 1967with
the passing of the Terrorism Act? Section 2(1)(a) of the Act provided that any
personwho
withintent toendangerthe maintenanceoflaw andorderin theRepublic
... commits any act or attempts to commit, or conspires with any other
person to aid or procure the commission of or to commit, or incites,
commands, aids, advises, encourages or procures any other person to
commit any act ... shall be guilty of the offence of participation in
terroristicactivities.
Section2(2) created certain presumptions. It provided that, if in any prosecution
foran offence contemplatedin subsection(I)(a), it couldbe provedthat the accused
committedthe act alleged in the charge, and that the commission of such act had
or was likely to have had certain results, including "to cause, encourage or further
feelingsof hostility between the white and other inhabitantsof the Republic", the
accusedwould be presumed to have committedsuch an act with intent to endanger
15 Section11(R:)his of Act 44 of 1950 as amended 1?YSection g of Act 15 of 1954, Section 10 of Act
76 of 1962,"Section5 of Act 37 of 1963 andSection 15 of Act 8 of 1964.
16 Act 17 of 1956.

17 Section2(4).

11 Act 19 ofl930.

18 Act 26 of t963.

12 u; Section 1(16).

19 Id., Section5(1)(a) readwith Sections 1 and5(6).

13 Act 44 of

t950.

14 Id., Section 4(10).

20 td., Section 5(1)(.).
21 AC183ofl967.

the maintenance of law and order in the Republic, unless it was proved beyond
reasonable doubt that he did not intend such a result.
In 1974, adoption of Section 1 of the Second General Law Amendment ~ct
94 of 1974 extended the original prohibition contained in Section 29 of the Native
Administration Act to criminalize the uttering of words or the performance of acts
"with intent to cause or encourage or foment feelings of hostility between different
population groups of the Republic". Additionally, the penalties for violation of this
prohibition were increased.
The Internal Security Act of 1982, which revised and consolidated South
Africa's security laws, retained the substantive content of most of the existing laws
concerning racial hostility?2 The general prohibition on causing, encouraging, or
fomenting feelings of hostility between different population groups is found in
Section 62 of the Act. It is virtually identical to Section 1 of the Second General
Law Amendment Act of 1974. The newly created offence of "subversion" contained in Section 54(2) of the Act provides, inter alia, that any person who, with
intent to achieve the object of bringing about or promoting "any constitutional,
political, industrial, social or economic aim or change in theRepublic", causes,
encourages or foments feelings of hostility between different population groups or
attempts to do so, shall be guilty of the offence of subversion. The Minister is
authorized by Section 48(3) to prohibit gatherings in order to prevent the causing,
encouraging or fomenting of feelings of hostility between different population
groups.
Section 29 of the Native Administration Act of 1927 remains in force, and
the Publications Act of 1974 contains the same prohibitions which were contained
in the Publications and Entertainments Act of 1963.
The question of racial hostility, perhaps not surprisingly, found its way into
regulations promulgated pursuant to the various nationwide states of emergency
that were in force in South Africa between 1986 and 1991. The original definition
of "subversive statement" was defined to mean a statement which contains anything
which is calculated to have the effect or is likely to have the effect of "engendering
or aggravating feelings of hostility in the public or in any section of the public or
any person or categ09; of persons towards any section of the public or person or
category of persons." 3 Although the Natal Supreme <;s>urtfound this cla~s~ !Go
"unintelligible" and declared it void for vagueness, the Appellate DIVISIOn
effectively reversed the decision on the ground that, by virtue of the "ouster clause"
contained in the Public Safety Act 3 of 1953, the Natal Court had no power to
invaligate any regulation promulgated pursuaut to the Act ou grounds of vagueness. 2 Emergency regulations were promulgated in August 1987 which empowered the Minister of Home Affairs to close down newspapers temporarily and
authorized him to consider whether there had been a systematic or repeated
publishing of matter in a way which, in his opinion, had or was calculated to have
the effect:
22 Act 74 of 1982. The Act repealed, inter alia, most of the Riotous Assemblies Act of 195~ the
Suppressionof CommunismAct of 1950 andamendmentsthereto,the TerrorismAct of 196/ and
Section 1 ofthe Second GeneralLaw AmendmentAct of 1974.
23 Regulation l(viii)(d) of Proc. RI09, Government Gazette 10280 or

izJune 1986.

24 Metal & Allied WorkersUnionv. TheStatePresident, 1986(4)SA 358 (D) at 372 D-E.
25 See Staaispresidentv. United DemocraticFront, 1988 (4) SA 83d (A).

of stirring up or fomenting feelings of hatred or hostility in members of
the public towards a local authority or a security force, or towards
members or employees of a local authority or members of the security
force, %towards members of any population group or section of the
public.
THE RATIONALE FOR CENSORSHIP
The development of the laws relating to racial hostility was both logical
predictable. The logic is this: a category of speech to be banned is identi
offenders are prosecuted; publications containing the offensive material
banned; gatherings at which the offensive ideology may be propagated are
hibited; potential and past offenders are prohibited from ~aving th.eirwords qu
or disseminated in any form whatsoever; and organizaUons which stand fOJ
prohibited ideology are banned.
That this was all predictable emerges clearly from a reading of the parliar
tary debates in 1927. The Native Administration Bill was introduced to the U
Parliament by the then Prime Minister and Minister of Native Affairs, Ger
Hertzog. It was an attempt, among other things, to impose a uniform syster
black administration throughout South Africa. An examination of the parliamer
debates reveals that the proponents of the measure had several aims in mind.
The dominant theme of the debates was fear of the growing organizatio
the black working class. Clements Kadalie and his Industrial and Commei
Workers Union (ICWU) figured prominently in the speeches of most speake:
The mobilization of the working class and the articulation of opposition trJ
government were perceived to constitute a real threat to the white way of Iil

Stemmingthe spreadof suchnoxiousdoctrinewastobe achieved,interalia,b;
creationof the criminal0ftence offomentingfeelings of racial hostilitybetv
"nativesandEuropeans".
The perceived susceptibilit of black people to manipulation was anc
dominant theme in the debates. 36Certain speakers expressed concerns that
26 Regulation7A(1)(a)(iv) of Proc. R123, GovernmentGazelle 10880 of 28 August 1987, repeal
virtuallyidenticalterms in the subsequentdeclarationsof statesof emergency.
27 Blacktradeunionswere regardedas anathema10 the South African government for-decades.In
it was not until 1979 that black trade unions enjoyed legal recogmnon for the first ume.
emergenceof the ICWUin thetwentieswasa remarkable phenomenonwhose growthwas perc
to be a majorthreat to the rulingclass. See H Bradford,A Taste of Freedom(1988).
28 See the remarksof Mr Net, House of Assembly Debates,2 May 1927 Cols 3q30:3032: "Thr
an insidiousand poisonous propagandabased upon a gloomy hatred of the capitalistor !an.do
whichis artificiallybeing pumpedinto the nativesthroughthe most uncleanpipes of sociallsn
bolshevism.The spiritof lawlessness andcommunismis being eng:enderedthroughoutSouth A
amongstthe native races. The doctrinesof bolshevism and socialism find amongthe nativesa
rich soil. It is growingfarmore rapidlythanpeople realize."

29 This was not the only method envisaged by the Native AdministrationBill. In adltion,itfrol
a system of forced removalsof individualsandwhole tribesby Presidentialdecree.See.G Ma
"Section5 of the Black AdministrationAct: The Case of the Bahwena ba Magopa,"m C M1
andK 0 Regan, eds, No Place to Rest: ForcedRemovals andthe Law in SouthAfrica (1990).

30 See comments of Mr Swart, stating that blacks, like schoolchildren,were to be pro~cted
"dangerous"doctrinebecause "thementalityandunderstandingof the ordinarySouth Afncann
is not such thathe can distinguish between sensible and silly doctrine. The ordinaryn~tives 0
countrysidecannotlistento Kadalie Moti andothersandjudge for themselveswhatis right."B
ofAssemblyDebates, 2 May 1927. Col.
3011. See also similarcommentsof Mr Nicholls, Hou
AssemblyDebates, 24 June 1927, Col 5756.

ideology of men such as Kadalie would be used torgitate the blacks of South Africa
and unite them in opposition to the government? The broad powers conferred by
the proposed measures were seen as an ideal tool to repress these "agitators" and
their dangerous doctrines.
The debates did contain some opposing voices of reason. Mr Reyburn argued
that the creation of hostility was not a crime except when it leads to a breach of the
peace. He pointed out that "the creation of feelings of hostility is done ~very day:
probably some of the speeches delivered here today have done that.,,3 Mr Payn
pointed out that one must realize the cause of the unrest and deal with it; namely,
that "the blacks have no or~mized body to make their views felt and heard in this
House and in the country."
THE LAW IN PRACTICE

Prosecutionsfor FomentingRacialHostility
The implementation of Section 29 of the Native Admi~istration Actshowsjust how
pernicious a law it was. There are only 14reported cases dealing with prosecutions
under the Act and one case dealing with a prosecution in terms of the Second
General Law Amendment Act of 1974.The majority of these cases occurred within
five years of the promulgation of the Act. There were obviously many prosecutions
beyond those which are reported. Prosecutions for this offence are instituted in
magistrates' courts whose judgements are never reported. Only if a case reaches
the Supreme Court on appeal might it be reported, and then only if it establishesa
precedent or is for some other reason considered important.
For example, one case which was never reported was the prosecution of
Clements KadaIie for a speech threatening an ICWU campaign to burn passes. He
was acquitted. The Lyndenburg Branch Secretary of the ICWD, Abdul Mahomed,
was not so fortunate. He was convicted under the Act for a speech in which he
declared that blacks must "fight the government" and "get our freedom" and "expel
the white man from our land." For this he was not only fined 15 pounds but also
deported back to 4Yzibar.34
lnR. v. Mote, the indictment alleged that the accused had made a speech in
which he had said the following:
General Hertzog at the last parliament session passed a diabolical act
called the Native Administration Act. ... If the municipality or government are not going to give us more land or wages, we are going to revolt
against this so-called Christianity and hypocrisy. Today I cannot under-

31 See commentsof Dr van Broekhulzen: "Menaregoing aboutthe countrystirringupthenatives You
have meetings held everywhere. Kadalie calls die white man the enemy of the kafflr andhe'calls
thepass law the law of.slavery.... Not only hav~ we got the ~ativ~ agitator,but we havealso got the
dangerof the communist. ... The natrve as a child of natureIS being swayed by these men as easily,

stand General Hertzog.... In 1914 and 1919General Hertzog fought for
theDutch-speakingpeopleand todaytheyarebetteroff than we are ... The
ICWU have been preaching too long, this is the time we want to
accomplish things and not preaching. I was a fool that I did not let my
people rebel against the government. The day is coming when 1 am
going to march my forces against the government in revolt.
The indictment was challenged on the ground that it did not disclose an offence
The court ruled that, if the accused had indeed made the speech then he could b
guiltyof a crime, and so dismissed the challenge.
In R. v. RUlashe,36the accused had acted as an interpreter of the speech 0
one Mackay and was convicted under Section 29(1) of the Act. The translate'
speech was to the effect that "the Americans would arrive next month and the bi:
fight would begin, that no natives were to join the European forces". It went on t,
statethat "when the Americans take over South Africa all natives wouldbe release,
from dipping their cattle and paying taxes and that South Africa would be a fre
country as far as nativljSwere concerned". The conviction was upheld on appeal.
In R. v,Dumah,3 the first accused had made a speech in which he stated the
he had come to investigate certain matters in regard to slavery which
had been practised in the location at Memel in the past, and I will put a
stop to these practices without consideration for the party concerned.
The residents of the location had been sjambokked [whipped] by the
municipal employees and assisted by the police.
The second accused had made a speech in which he charged the town clerk (
wrongfullyrefusing permission to hold a meeting in the location and said that h
would hold a meeting without permission. He accused the town clerk of "robbin
peopleof the location for years". The indictment was dismissed on the grounds tlu
the words did not refer to the general body of Europeans but only to particuk
people.
In R. v, Brown,38the accused had made a speech in the following terms:
You remember how the natives were shot down under the Union Jack
at Bulhoek, Port Elizabeth, Bondelswartz rebellion, South West Africa,
and on the Rand in 1922.Excuse me cursing. To hell with King George
to hell with General Hertzog, to hell with General Smuts. We shall bury
the lot of parliamentarian parasites six feet under the.ground.
On appeal he was acquitted on the basis that he did not intend to promote hostilit
In R. v, Bunting,39 Sydney Bunting, a candidate in a general election f
membersof the House of Assembly,his wife and an interpreter were charged undi
the section.They were all members of the Communist Party. In his speech, the fir
accused stated, among other things, that
the property, land and machinery of the whole world became concentrated in the hands of a few property owners, while the great mass of
the people in every country were driven from the land. General Hertzog
said that if the natives were given equal rights in this country, then the

as the wind sways trees. These demagogues, as I call them, are doing a tremendous lot of harm.'

House of Assembly Debates, 29 Apr.1927, Col 2980.

32 House of Assembly Debates, 16 June1927, Col 5177.

36 1928 EDL 376.

33 House of Assembly Debates, 24 June1927, Col 5745.

37 1928 OPD 152.

34 Bradford,supra note27, at 149 and 175.

38 1929 CPD 221.

35 1928 OPD ISO.

39 1929 EDL
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whites would have to get out of the country. When that day came, the
whites would for the first time play a decent, useful, reasonable and
honourable part in the country. It was ridiculous to pretend that the
Communist Party was out to create hostile feeling between white and
black. One of their members the other day was brought before the court,
because a foolish reporter had made him say that whites must be driven
into the sea.
The accused was acquitted on the basis that this speech did not exceed
"the bounds
of criticism as to constitute an utterance intended to create a feeling
of hostility
between the native and European races. ,,40
James Thaele, a president of the Westrr. Cape Branch of the African Nationa
l
Congress, was also charged under the Act. During the course of a speech
Thaele
bad said such things as "we shall not have justice of the white man",
and "now we
are only used for kitchen boys and girls, and that after thousands of us
were killed";
"you are slaves and you do not know it". He went on to state:
We want the white man's authority to survey the land. This land belongs
to the aborigipal races, historically, fundamentally and formally. Watch
the white man. Do not hate or bite him, watch him. The white man
comes slow but sure, he pushes you down and when you are down he
is happy.
The court found that these words showed a hostile intention. In finding
the accused
guilty, the court made allowance "for the natural exuberance of the native
agitator
and politician". The court noted that "they are ratherinclined to speak
this way, ang
we bave to be careful injudging them, not to judge them by our own
standards".4
A fine of fifteen pounds to be paid in instalments was imposed and
in default of
payment, three months hard labour.
The accused in Diamond v. R.,43 was not charged with uttering any
words
with intent to promote feelings of hostility, but was alleged to have typed,
prepared,
published or distributed certain circulars in Zulu and addressed
these to the
organization of communists of South Africa in general. In the face
of the uncontradicted evidence of the accused that he was unable to speak, read or
write Zulu,
it was impossible to infer that he was involved in preparation of the
circular in
question. The precise contents of the circular do not appear from
the reported
judgement save that Judge Mathews observed that the circular
goes further than even unrestrained criticism of the government, its
officials and the laws specially affecting natives. It suggests unlawfu
l
agitation and invites the natives to whom it is addressed to resort
as
natives to acts which can only bring them in conflict with the Europeans. 44
The accused inR. v, Ncwangu,45was charged with distributing copies
ofa circular
headed: "Communist Party of South Africa, To the suffering or troubled
people on
40 Id. at 339.

4t R. v, Tha,l,. 1930CPD332.

the locations and farms". The document was described by Judge Lansdow
n as
the main a violent attack upon, and grossly inac~urate statement of
terms of
Native Service Contract Act No. 24 of 1932.,,4 Judge Mathews describe
d
document in greater detail:
It opens with a statement as to the coming into operation of the recently
enacted Native Service Contract Act. It proceeds to state that the effect
of such operation is that "thousands and thousands of natives working
on Dutch farmers' farms will be forced to sign a contract"; and
it
purports to state the effect of such a contract. It states also that the effect
of the native breaking the contract or of a failure on his part to comply
with his master's wishes when he has signed it is that his master may
tie him, or an inmate of his kraal, whether male or female, to a wagon
wheel and thrash any such contract breaker; further, that the contract
means lasting slavery and famine for the natives generally. The enforcement of the Act by the authorities is then foreshadowed in extremely
exaggerated and intemperate language, as resulting in the driving
of
natives from the lands on which they have lived and which they have
cultivated for years. The remedy suggested is concerted action by
natives in the form of refusal to sign an17
such contract, resistance
against arrest and a refusal to pay poll tax.
The sentence of six months' imprisonment with hard labour was confirm
ed.
.
The accused in R. v. Vanga,Q was sentenced to Six
man th"S nnpnsonn
with hard labour for disseminating "certain communist doctrines amongs
t nat
by distributing and circulating a certain pamphlet titled To the Transk
eianF
Peasantry".The pamphlet in question stated that the Communist Party of
S<
Africa suggested that committees of poor people should be formed to
conductt
campaigns on certain immediate demands, namely:
(a) For the confiscation of all land belonging to European landlords
and
rich farmers; for the abolition of reserves and territories, and the right
of natives to reside anywhere they wish; confiscation of cattle, implements, etc of European landlords and farmers and distribution among
native peasantry .. "
(b) Confiscation of all grain lying idle in stores, for free distribution among
the poor ....
The court found that the spreading of the doctrine of the "confiscation
of Euroj
cattle and implements, and the distribution thereof among the native
peasan
was calculated to provoke hostility between Enropean and native.
The C<
reduced the sentence to four months' imprisonment with hard labour.
In 1950, nearly twenty years after this baJ8h of cases, two further cases
v
reported: R. v. Nkatlo49 and R. v. Sutherland. In one, Nkatlo was
convictec
two counts of contravening the section arising out of speeches made
under
auspices of the African National Congress and the Communist Party.
He
46 Id. at 580-81.

42 Id. at 338.

47 Id. at 583-84.

43 1933NPD380.

481932EDL219.
49 1950(1)SA 26(C).
50 1950(4)SA 66(1).

44 Id. at 386.

45 1933NPD579.
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acquitted on appeal. In Sutherland,the manager and editor of the SundayExpress
as well as a cartoonist employed by the newspaper,were convicted for publishing
a cartoon which was described as follows:
The cartoon is headed "Won't You Come In?".... [T]he ceutral figure
is that of the Prime Minister, Or Malan. He is bowing to two natives
representing the Protectoratesand indicatinga portal on his right. He is
clearly extending the invitation to come iu. Within the portal, which
represents the Union, is depicted a European in the act of brutally
assaultinga native. Immediatelyto the rear of the European there is the
prone
of a native who has been either killed or rendered insensible.5figure
1
Judge Murray, iu acquilting the appellants, accepted ~2t the cartoon "was a
symbolic expression of opinion, not to be taken literally".
The next group of reported cases comes from the 1970s.In S. v. Kubheka,53
some pamphleteers were convicted for publishing statements which, accordingto
the magistrate, grouped together "so-called historical facts ... to create the impre~sion that the form a pattern of recurring acts of sadism committed by whit~~
agamst blacks".14The pamphleteers were acquitted on appeal. In S. v, Stngh,
several men were convicted for statements made at a meeting to commemorate
those who had died at Sharpeville. Judge Leon observed that "the language used
by the appellants was of such a nature that it would inevitablyhave aroused strong
feelings of hostility on the part of those to whom the remarks were addressed.The
speeches were not an attack on the governmentor the legislatureor the laws of the
country but were clearly aimed at the white race as a ~J'0le, and would be certain
to arouse feelings of hostility against the white man." Accordingly, the convictions were affirmed.
The case ofS. v. Mbiline,57is the only reported case of a prosecution under
Section 1 of the Second General Law Amendment Act of 1974.The charge arose
out of the distributiou of a pamphlet entitled Heroes of Yesterday,Martyrsof the
Struggle published by the Black Peoples Convention. It called upon people to
observe a week of mourning in commemorationof all those who had sacrificed
their lives for the struggle. Much of the pamphlet was devoted to the Sharpeville
uprisings and other incidents, including the events of 1976 in Soweto, in which
black people had been shot by the police. The appellantswere acquitted on appeal.
The pernicious impact of the statute was somewhatblunted by the attitudeof
the courts, which managed to mitigate some of the potentially harsh effects of the
law principal1y in three ways. First, the courts have held that the absence of
actual intent to promote feelings of hostility constitutes a complete
defence notwithstanding the fact that, objectivelyviewed, the words in question
5t Id. at 69 H.
52 Id. at 74 A.
53 1974 (3) SA 443(N).

54 Id. at 444 A.
55 1975 (I) SA 330 (N).
56 Id. at 338 H.
57 1978(3) SA !3I(E).

)

mayhave precisely that effect. Thus, in Bunting' s case,58 Judge Graham 0
served that:
before a personcan be foundto havecontravenedthe section,theremust
be proof that such utterance, etc, was accompanied with an intention
"to promote any feeling of hostility" between the two races. The
necessity of such a qualificationis obvious, for otherwiseno person,be
he politician, historian,pressman,or educationalist,could discuss matters of vital interest to both Natives and Europeans without risking a
prosecution. I~ is clear that [this] was not the intention of the
Legislature ... . 9
Secondly, the court distinguished between an attack upon an individual 01
partic~~ race and a,nattack upon.the.rac~as.a whole, holding that only the la!
fell within the ambit of the prohibition, Fmally, the courts recognized tha
?1easureof ltfilude must be allowed for freedomof expressionon mattersof pub
Importance.

BanningsUnderthe PublicationsAct of 1974
The system of censorship established by the PublicationsAct of 1974 is comp
hensivelydiscussedby Lene Johannessenelsewherein thisbook. I would,howev
like to add a few comments on the operation of the Publications Act and I
PublicationsAppeal Board (pAB). The PAB has had to grapple with the reality tl
race ISand has long been the central issue in South Africanpolitics. Its diffic
task has been to reconcile tolerance of relatively robust political debate with 1
sensitivitiesof the various."sections" of the community. The PAB, however, I
so~etimes sh?wn an inability to appreciateblack aspirationsfor a societyfree fn
racialoppressionor to grasp the extent towhich racialdiscriminationhasvictimiz
andhumiliated the black population.There is sometimesa tendencyon the part
thePAB to conflate an attack upon the political system with an incitement to rac
hostility.
A review of the decisions of the PAB ~yeals a dearthof cases in which ins
to the black population was truly an issue. Perhaps this is not surprising. T
politicalstructure of South Africais predicated upon a systemof racial oppressk
Insultto and degradation of black people is a natural and inevitable by-product
such a system. Reform initiatives by the government have not diffused rac
tensionswithin the country. Indeed, they have spawned a militant and vociferc
right-wing.In recent times South Africa has witnessedright-wingmarchesthrou
58 Supranote 39.
59 Id,at 332.S~milarly. inSutherland'scase,supranote 53,JusticeMurraystatedat71: "Anindivid
who bo~ fide believes that a certain state of affairs constitutes a social disease requiring drat
reform might well use languagew~ich was likely to inflamefeelings of hostilityon the part of
vlctlp1~ ~gamst the persons responsiblefor the stateof affairs.Neverihelessif there wasa reasona
possibility(not 1!ecessanlya probability)thathis objectwas intruththeameliorationof conditk
andthe eradication of wliathe honestlyconsideredto be an evil he wouldclearlynot have hi
shownto have hadas his purposethepromotionof hostility."
'
60 See, e.g., Brown,Nkatlo,SutherlandandSingh,supra notes38, 409, 50 and55, respectively.
61 See, e.g, Sutherlandcase,supra note 50.
62 As LeneJohannessenpointsout in note53 of thefollowingchapterdecisionsdealingwith satiri
reviews, such as Separate Development,;104/80 andAcademyAwardr, 67/81 werenot seriou
concernedwithprotectingblacksfromridiculeor contempt.
'

major cities at which the swastikahasbeen displayedand at whichvirulentlyracist
sentiments have been expressed. Right-wing literature is freely available and
although uot immune from the systemof censorship,has been allowedto flourish
with little hindrance.63

Closuresof NewspapersUnderEmergencyPowers
In August 1987the StatePresident,exercisinghis emergencypowers,promulgated
extensive new censorship measures.64 The purpose of these regulations was to
confer powers on the Minister of Home Affairs to deal with periodicals which
systematicallyor repeatedlypublished"subversivepropaganda"calculatedto have
various effects. Seven categoriesof effect were specificallymentionedincluding:
stirring up or fomenting feelings of hatred or hostility in members of
the public towards a local authority or a security force, or towards
members or employees of a local authority or members of a security
force, or towards members of any population group or section of the
public.65
•.
If the Minister formed such a view and in addition believed "that the effect of
publishing such matter could be to cause a threat to the safety of the public or to
the maintenanceof public order or [to]cause a delay in the terminationof the state
of emergency", he was authorized (after issuing a series of preliminary warnings
and adhering to other proceduralsafeguards)to order the closure of the periodical
for a period not exceeding three months at a time or he g,puldinsist that all future
publicationsbe vetted in advance by a specifiedperson. An order of prohibition
or the appointment of a censor had to be preceded by written notice stating the
grounds of the proposed action and affordingj¥terested parties an opportunity to
make representationsin connection therewith.
68
Severalnewspaperswere closed downpursuantto theseemergencypowers.
The closure of New Nation, a weekly newspaper with a predominantly black
readership, provides a case in point. Although the fomentation of racial hostility
was only one of the many factors which the Minister was authorized to take into
account, the exerciseof his powersdemonstratesthe extentto whichthe evaluation
of what constitutes "stirringup or fomentingfeelingsof hatred or hostility"can be
manipulated to silence what would ordinarily be regarded as legitimate and even
innocuouscriticism.69
63 Thefactthatright-wingattacksupontheblackpopulationhavenotbeenthesubjectof appealsbefore
the PAB does not mean thatsuch attackshave escapedthe attentionof the censorshipauthorities.
The weekly Government Gazelles, which list prohibitionsimposed by publicationscommittees,
includea numberof reportsof thebanningof right-wingliterature.
64 Proc. R123 Government Gazette 10880 of 28 August 1987. Similarregulationswere promulgated
in subsequentstatesof emergency.Regulationsmentionedinthissectionwerepublishedintheabove
issue of the Gazette.

65 Regulation

7A(1)(a).

66 Regulation7 A.

67 Regulation7A(4).
68 Publicationswhich were orderedto close underemergencypowers includedthe newspapersNew
Nation, The WeeJdyMail,South,and Grassroots.
69 For an overview of the closure of New Nation, see G J Mercus, "FanningRevolution,Unrestand
Violence: A Case Studyof Censorshipunderthe Emergency",2 HarvardHumanRights Yearbook
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An article which referred to the "occupation"by the South AfricanDefenc
Force of schools in the black townships was said to be an attempt "to stir up ,
fomentfeelings of hatred or hostility in members of the public towards a securii
force". A review of a play concerning a fanatical and racist former policeman ;
which it was suggested that there were people like him all over the country ar
"theyare just as twisted and dangerous", was consideredby the Minister to ha'
"theeffect of stirring up or fomenting hatred towardsa security force". A numb
of articles were objected to by the Minister on the basis that they containe
"derogative(sic) or negative statementswith regard to the police".
One such article stated that the treasurer of a trade union did not intend
report an incident of arson to the police becausepreviousreports of such inciden
had not resulted in any police investigation.An advertisementplaced by Cathol
workersin West Germany which urged "either the end of the system of detentic
for political reasons or that all detainees be put on an impartial trial instant
allowingthem access to a legal counsellorof their own choice" and in which th,
exhorted the government "to abolish torture throughout the country" was said
fomentfeelings of hatred towards the securityforces since it suggested "that the
is torture throughout the country" and was in addition "madewithout any facts
substantiateit". Another article was said to stir up or foment feelings of hatred,
hostilitytowards the SecurityForces "by inter alia referring to securityactions,
raids". Despite making extensive representations to the Minister in which tl
absurdityof his evaluation was pointed out, the newspaper was closed down f
three months.

CONCLUDINGOBSERVATIONS
Thereare severalimportantlessonstobe learnedfromthe SouthAfricanexpcrieru
of the laws relating to racial hostility.The selective prosecution of offenders at
thebanning of publicationsmust be understoodwithin the context of the undem
craticpoliticalstructuresin SouthAfrica.In such a system,the lawlackslegitime
andis often used as an instrument of repression.
It is evident from the parliamentarydebates that the original law preventii
the fomentationof racial hostility had nothing to do with a desire to ensure raci
equalityor to protect victims of racial abuse. It was intendedas a measureto stif
thegrowingoppositionby blacks to an oppressivesystem.Similarly,the system
censorshipoperates in a socio-politicalenvironment which tolerates and inde
fosters racial abuse. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the law enforceme
agencieshave chosennot only to turn a blind eye,but to pursue the victimsof insi
ratherthan the perpetrators.
The implementation of the law also highlights problems of definition 3l
interpretation.
Conceptssuchas "ridicule","contempt",
"harmfulness",and"he
tility" are potentially open-ended and susceptible to widely divergent interpret
tions. In giving meaningto such concepts,the politicalpreferencesand generalli
experiences of the adjudicators will inevitably have a profound influence. T
experienceof the censorship systemand particularlythe implementationof em,
gency powers illustrates how dangerous subjectivity can be in the exercise
power. In the case of the emergency regulations, the protean definitions coup!
125 (1989). Se also ZwelakheSisuJu:An Editor inPrison (London:ARTICLE19, 1988).
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with inadequate legal controls effectively conferred dictatorial powers upon the
Minister of Home Affairs, What was particularly chilling was the Minister's
assertion when the newpackage of emergency measureswas unveiled, that a system
of "scientific evaluation" would be employed to determine whether newspapers
were promoting violent revolution. This assessment was to be facilitatedby a panel
of experts whose names, with one exception, were kept secret7 0 In this way, an
attempt was made to give a veneer of respectability to a process which was
ultimately arbitrary.
In conclusion, it is perhaps worthwhile to contemplate how a significant
number of white South Africans have come to possess passionately held views
about the superiority of their race and the inferiority of all others. I would suggest
that the pervasive system of censorship in South Africa must carry a large measure
of responsibility for the fostering of such attitudes. By censorship I have not
included merely the banning of books but broader censorship practices such as the
compilation of school curricula, the selection and omission of news by government
controlled media, and the wide range of legal constraints on democratic activities.
It is measures such as these which have induced the fear and ignorance which are
invariably associated with racist attitudes.

rJ.J'

Chapter 25
SHOULD CENSORSHIP OF RACIST PUBLICATIONS HAVE A
PLACE IN THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA?
Lene Johannessen
INTRODUCTION

ThatSouth Africa has for more thanfour decades been ruled under an explicit po
ofracial separation is well known. The racist nature of apartheid has caused end
suffering,abuse and violations of the most basic humanrights. Nevertheless, S<
Africanlaw has, over the years, included numerous provisions aimed at preven
racial hostility, all of which appear to be race-neutral. All reported cases, howe
concern prosecutions of people on the left wing of the political spectrum.
frequent incidents of racial abuse directed towards individual blacks or black
general have not been the subject of prosecution.
The Publications Act 42 of 1974 contains provisions aimed at preventing
publication of anything which could be perceived as incitement to racial host
or which amounts to an expression of ridicule or contempt for a section of
population.These provisions also appear to be race-neutral. Closer scrutiny of t
application, however, reveals that they have been almost exclusively usei
prevent the airing of anti-apartheid views.
This paper outlines the application of the Publications Act with regao
publications with an allegedly racist content, on the basis of decisions taken by
Publications Appeal Board (hereafterreferred to as the PAH). PAB decisions
published by the Centre for Applied Legal Studies at the University of the 1
watersrand and are not generally accessible to the public at large. For the PUIl
of this paper, 92 decisions, from 1975 to 1989, involving allegedly racist publ
tions,have been examined.' Examples from these case studies will be follower
a discussion of the role of laws prohibiting incitement to racial hatred in preven
and suppressing racism and of whether there is a need for such provisions
post-apartheid South Africa,
THE PUBLICATIONS ACT, NO. 42 OF 1974

The Act is the successor to thePublications and Entertainments Act, No. 26 of 1
which, in its ten years of existence, was responsible for the prohibition of 8,
publications.2 Amendments to the Act were passed in 1977, 1978, 1979and 15
The Act covers publications, objects, films and public entertainments. Newspaj
publishedbJ members of the Newspaper Press Union are exempted from the A
provisions.

All references to decisions of the PAB in this work will be to the case number followed by the:
As most PAR decisions are very short, no reference will be made to page numbers.
2 House of Assembly Debates, Vol. 53, Cols. 64-65, August 13 1974.
70 See PretoriaNews. 3 Sept. 1987, and G J Marcus, "Fine Distinctions: Scientific Censorship and the
Courts," 4 South African Journal on Human RighJs 82 (1988).

3 Section 47(1). Such newspapers are subject to the disciplinary jurisdiction of the South Ai:
Media Council.

The Act contains a three-tier system of functions: (1) the Directorate is
responsible for administrative functions; (2) the Publications Committees make
initial decisions of "desirability" (that is, compatibility with the Act); and (3) the
PAB decides appeals from committee decisions.

The Directorate
The Directorate is composed of a director, deputy director and assistant directors
4
appointed by the Minister. Each member has a vote; a quorum consists of two
people, the chairperson exercising a casting vote. The Directorate is responsible for
facilitating the work of the committees. It decides on the number of committees it
deems are necessary (which may vary from time to time), assigns cases to the
committees and submits questions from them to panels of experts. Any "person"
may ~ubmit a ~ubl.icatio~ to the Directorate, and the Directorate ~ required to
submit the publication, WIthout delay, to the appropriate committee.

The PublicationsCommittees
The publications committees determine the desirability of publications submitted
to the~. Each committee is composed of a chairman and at least two other persons,"
Committee members must be, in the opinion of the Minister, fit to perform functions
entrusted llf'der the Act .by reason of their educational qualifications and
knowledge. The Act provides for the creation of Coloured and Indian Advisory
Committees but, noticeably, none for Africans. 8 These bodies serve to advise the
ordinary committees only concerning films exhibited to Coloured and Indian
persons. "Political" publications are dealt with by a special committee.
In the case of periodicals, if a committee deems an edition to be undesirable
and is of the opinion that subsequent editions are likely to be undesirable, it may
prohibit the distribution of all subsequent editions unless the periodical is published
under the authority of a special permit. 9 A committee is also empowered to prohibit
the possession by any ~rson of any publication which has been found to be
"raU;c~lly" undesirable.
Committee may also prohibit the importation, except on
auth,.mty of a perm.it issued by the director, of publications or objects which are
published by a specific publisher, or which deal with any specific subject, if it is of
the 0t:inion that SUCh.publications or objects are undesirable or are Iikfly to be
undesirable. A committee may, at any time, withdraw such prohibitions. t

Since the 1986 amendment of the Act, the committees have been empower
to impose conditions on the distribution of publications or objects which have I
been declared undesirable. 12
Not a great deal is known about the committees since their deliberations:
closed to the public, and the identities of their members are kept confidential.
their deliberations, committee members are not required to have regard to the ru
of justice designed to gnarantee a fair trial. 13 Furthermore, there are strong indi
tions that certain committees disregard, or pay insufficient attention to,
guidelines laid down by the PAB. Although committee decisions may be correc
by the PAB, this is an insufficient safeguard, given the relatively small numbei
publications that go to appeal.i" Once a committee has made a declaration
desirability, prohibited possession of a publication or found all future editn
undesirable, the Directorate, the person who submitted the publication to
committee or any person who has a direct financial interest, may appeal to the Pi
Statistics for the period 1976'1982 reveal that the general public accoun
for between 5 and 9 per cent of the submissions per annum; publishers accoun
for between 8 and 10 per cent~and police and customs officials together submit
between 78 and 84 per cent. 1
Since neither police nor customs officials have any interest in appeal
against such bannings, only the Directorate of Publications and persons with dh
fmancial interest in the publication are likely to do so, with the result that on]
small proportion of all banned publications are the subject of appeal.

ThePAB
The PAB consists of a minimum of seven members whose chairperson must h
some legal experience and who has a casting vote in addition to a delibera
vote. 16 The Chairperson may suspend a declaration, prohibitiou or decision I
the PAB has determined an appeal.
The PAB may either confirm or set aside c~mmittee decisions or may imj
conditions on the distribution of a publication.' Following an appeal to the P.
there is no further right of appeal. However IIthe Act provides for the reviev
1
previous decisions after a lapse of two years, thereby accommodating change
community standards and perceptions. There are several instances of publicat
initially found to be undesirable which were unbanned after re-submission tw
more years later.

12 PublicationsAmendmentAct, No. 60 of 1986, Section 15(8)(a).
4

Section 2(2)(a).

5

Sections 1O(1)(a) ..nd 11(1)(.).

6

Section 4(2).

14 See, L Silver, "Whoarethe Custodians?A CloserLookatPublicationsControl,"98 South A}
Law Journal (hereafter "SAL.J.") 105 (1981).

7

Section 5(2).

15 L Silver,"Trendsin Publications.Control:A StatisticalAnalysis,"100 SALJ. 520, 522 (198

13 See. S. Y. Moroney 1978 (4) SA 389 (a) al403.

8 Sections 6 and'7.

16 Section35 as amendedby thePublicationsAmendmentAct,No. 60 of 1986.

9 Section 9.

10 Section9(3).

17 Section23(5).Section23(5)(b)(ii)grantsthePABtheright"to imposein additionto thatcondition
conditions. The PAB has ruledthatit is indeedauthorizedto addconditionson appeal;set
SavageBeach (12 J1Ule1990),Days of.Thunder(10 September1990)andDelta ForceJl (67/1

11 Section 9(4).

18 Section15.

_ ,),)'i

_

The Publications Act provides for the appoinwent of a committee of experts
to advise the PAB in respect of its adjudications. 9 Prospective members of this
committee are designated by the Minister and should be experts in art, langu~e or
literature and suitable to advise the Appeal Board in respect of publications. The
PAB has increasingly made use of advisory opinions by committees of experts.

SECTION47(2) OF THE PUBLICATIONSACT
Publications are assessed according to a standard of undesirability as defined in the
Act. Section 47(2) of the Act provides:
For the purposes of this Act, any publication or object, film, public entertainment or intended public entertainment shall be deemed to be undesirable if it or any
part of it
(a) is indecent or obscene or is offensive or harmful to public morals;
(b) is blasphemous or is offensive to the religious convictions or feelings
of any section of the inhabitants of the Republic;
(c) brings any section of the inhabitants of the Republic into ridicule or
contempt;
(d) is harmful to the relations between any sections of the inhabitants of the
Republic;
(e) is prejudicial to the safety of the State, the general welfare or the peace
and good order;
(f) discloses with reference to any judicial proceedings (i) any matter which is indecent or obscene or is offensive or harmful to
public morals;
(ii) any indecent or obscene medical, surgical or physiological details
the disclosure of which is likely to be offensive or harmful to public
morals.
F?r the purpose of this paper, only (c) and (d) dealing with racist speech will be
discussed. However, a number of the cases discussed also involve (e), underlining
the fact that in the South African context race relations and politics invariably
overlap. The PAB, when it considers the interests that are violated in a political
work or the effect of such a work, frequently blurs the distinction between (d) and
(e). Consequently, these paragraphs are on occasion applied simultaneously. The
decision in Al Zahf Al Akhdar 55/81 is a good example:
It appears that although the publications are anti-Marxist, they nevertheless strongly support revolutionary socialism. They also reveal a
hostile attitude towards South Africa in so far as they support the
enemies who are at war with South Africa. The publications are also
strongly in favour of revolution by the masses. Some of them also
employ their strong rejection of racism as an instrument to polarise
blacks and whites and to foment animosity against white South Africans.
~ne o~ the few guidelines to interpretation of all provisions in the Act is provided
ID section 47(1), wltich states: "in the application of this Act the constant endeavour
of the population of the Republic of South Africa to uphold a Christian view of life

shall be recognized." Given the diversity of the cultural and religious backgrounds
of the various sections of the population in South Africa, this provision runs counter
to the views and values of a large proportion of the population.
Another clause, Section 47(4), states: "[i]n determining whether any publication ... is undesirable, no regard shall be had to the purpose of the person by whom
that matter was produced or distributed."
".
.."
The lack of guidelines, the vagueness of the term undesirability", an~ the
fact that other terms essential for interpretation of the section can be so widely
construed render Section 47(2) highly susceptible to abuse. Because of the section's
vagueness, the political and adjudicatory philosophy of the PAB Cha~an assumes
undue importance. The judgements of Mr Justice Snyman, frr~t Ch31~an of ~e
PAB, were viewed as draconian by human rights lawyers and journalists, and his
pronounced views on the role and function of art often angered artists and students
ofliteratore?1 In contrast, his successor, Professor J C W van Rooyen, who servee
from 1980-1990, attempted to lay down proper legal guidelines ~or th: adjudicatior
of publications, to some extent reducing the dange~ of the mtruslO~ of p.m:el)
subjective criteria. However, certain committees disregard or pay insufflcierr
attention to the guidelines laid down by the PAB.

Freedomof PoliticalExpression.
The PAB has expressed support for the right to freedom of exp~~ssi~n in genera
and to freedom of political criticism in particular. In a 1982 deClSI~n It referred tt
freedom of speech as "one of the cornerstones of our society"? The PAB ha
extended freedom of speech to the spherf of political comment, including commen
on the racial policies of South Africa. 3 The PAB has relied on Supreme Cour
cases to support its view that political criticism is permitted. For instance,. in Dli
Afrikaner the PAB relied on the following dictum of Ogilvie Thompson m S. v

ffrench-Beytag:

.

.

.

It is important to bearin mind throughout the present mqmry that not only I
the appellant not on trial for his political views, but also that the ~e~e expresslO~
even in somewhat intemperate terms, of views opposed to the prov~slOns of certan
existing legislation or to the policies of the governme~t relating ~. sel?ara~
development is not necessarily to be equated with the cnme of participation I'
24
terrorist activities created by the Act.

The Clearand PresentDangerDoctrine
The PAB claims to be guided by the "clear and present danger doctrine" formulate
by the United States Supreme Court. Under this doc~ne,.the government ~ay cur
subversive speech only if the words of the speaker, objectively Viewed,fse intcnde
or likely to produce imminent and serious violence or unlawful acts. The PAl
21 6 South African JournalonHUfMnRights (hereafter "SAJ R.R. ")426 (1990).
22 The Strugglejor Land, 178/82.
23 Se.e.,e-g-, A Chip ojGlassRuby,

28/83.

t9 Section 35A(I).

24 Die Afrikaner: 2/80 (quoting S. v.!french.Beytagh 1972 (3) SA 430 (A)).

20 Section 35B(3).

25 See Brandenburg v. Ohio 396 U.S. 444 (1969).
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has stated that for a finding of undesirabilitythere mustbe a clear threat to protected
interests.26According to one commentator;
The Publications Appeal Board, despite its claim, does not use this test
to guide its censorship decisions. Indeed it seems unaware that the
doctrine is given this interpretation.If South African use of the doctrine
has any American analogue at all, it is to those widely discredited "Cold
War" days when the clear and present danger doctrine was used to
suppress speech and imprison members of the Communist party.21 .n
[T]he Board's claimed reliance on the American clear and present
danger doctrine seems little more than pretence, an attempt to make
South African censor~~ip more palatable by linking it with American
standards of freedom.

The AbsoluteNecessityTest
According to the PAB, it presumes that the Publications Act was intended to
encroach upon freedom of speech no more than is "absolutely necessary". Thus, it
has interpreted subsections (c), (d) and (e) to require that publications which f,e to
be banned must be "offensive" and "revolting" and not merely "annoying".2 The
question which the PAB addresses therefore "is not whether a book, etc. is
necessary but whether prohibiting it is necessary (essential).,,30A publication
which may cause a slight strain in relations between different groups but would not
pose a serious threat to public order thus would not be prohibited under paragraphs
(c) or (d).31

"Or Any Part": A ContextualApproach
Section 47(2) provides that a publication may be found undesirable if any part of
it is found undesirable. The PAB, however, has interpreted this provision narrowly
and thus has ruled that "when a publication is to be judged it must ... be judged as
a whole and ... isolated words or passages should not be read out of context.,,32

"Sectionof the Inhabitants"
According to the PAB a "section of the inhabitants" for purposes of subparagraphs (c) and (d) is a substantial number of people who, as a result of an inherent
characteristic or characteristics, regard themselves ~s a distinctive community
and are accepted as such by the rest of the community. 3

The PAB has repeatedly invoked the dictum of Justice Steyn in BUreI
Uitgewers (edms) Bpk v. Raad van Beheer oor Publikasies to determine that I
criticismof whites, especial1yof Afrikaners,brings a work within the ambit of~t1
(c) and (d).34The black comftlunityalso forms a "section of the inhabitants",3 It
does the Jewish community. The clause, however, does not pro~~t the interest
of individuals even if they are leaders of a particular community. The PAB ha
ruled, for instance, that politicians are not protected as a section of the community
With regard to the derogatory references to politicians, the Board has
come to the conclusion that they do not fall within the ambit of its
functions. The Publications Act protects the interests of the community
as a whole or of sections of the community. Although the community
or sections of it can, in some cases, be brought into contempt through
individuals, this is not the case in the present matter.38
Nor do the police form a section of the inhabitants within the meaning of Sectioi
47(2)(c).39A religious community may be considereda "sectionof the inhabitants
for purposes both of subBaragraphs (b) (regarding blasphemy) and (c) (regardin
"ridiculeor contempt")."

Subparagraph(c): "Ridiculeor Contempt"
The PAB has ruled that ordinary scorn or political criticism does not suffice t,
warranta finding of undesirability.t' The concept of "ridicule and contempt" fo
purposes of subparagraph (c) is applied when one group only is belittled. Whe:
two groups are ridiculed, the resulting insult may foment animosity or hostilit
between "sections of the inhabitants", particularly in creating racial hostilit
betweenblacks and whites. Publications which address more than one group thu
usuallyare addressed under subparagraph (d).42
During Professor van Rooyen's chairmanshipof the PAB from 1980throug
1990, the PAB overturned a significant number of committee decisionsrulin
publicationsundesirable under subparagraph(c). Because committee decisions ar
notpublishedit is difficult to assess the percentage of cases which were overturne
on appeal but it seems fair to say that the committees failed to apply many of th
guidelinesset forth by the PAB during that period. In several PAB decisions, th

33 TotalFreedom.72n6. See also, VanRooyen, supra note31, at90.
34 BUTenUitgewers (edms)Bpk v. Raad van Beheer oar Publikasies 1975 (1) SA 379 (c) at 423 B-(
See alsoArticles of Faith, 15/83.
35 See,It's a Boy, 159/82.

26 Mapatsula, 110/88.
27 See, e.g., Dennls v. United States, 314 V.S. 252 (1941).
28 MM Cheh, "Systemsand Slo~ans: The AmericanClear and PresentDangerDoctrine end South
AfricanPublicationsControl,'2 SAJ R.R. 30 (1986).

36 $48,000Reward, 200/82.

31 Pace, 191/83;
FamousDeadMon. 181/86;
Head Office,11/86.
38 AcademyAwards, 67/81.

39 StoreUp theAnger, 101/80.See also, TheDawn Comes Twice, 144n6.

29 E.g.,Heartland,43/82,annexe pp. 26-21.

40 Deathof A Princess, 50/80.

30 Id.
31 JeW van Rooyen, Censorship in SouthAfrica (Jura & Co. Ltd., 1987),99.

41 Heartland43/83,quotingS. v,Tanteli, 1975 (2) (SA)772 (I), 774 (E): "Itmust,however,be observe
thatthe word"insult"does not in this contextbearits ordinarymeaning, butis used witha narro
meaningof degrading,humiliatingor ignominous."
'

32 SASPUNational, 105/83.

42 See, e.g.,AcademyAwards, 67/81; A Separate Development,-I04/80;TheGrassisSinging,103/8

PAB has quoted a committee's reasoning,thusmakingclear thecommittee's failure
to apply the appropriate tests.
For instance, in Head Office,71/86, the committee ordered the excision from
a film of a photograph of Inkhatha leader, Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi:
The use of the photograph in a context such as this would in the South
African context he offensive to a great many people. Buthelezi is the
leader of the Zulu people, with which the majority of them identify.
Although he isn't named in the film and is indicated as the leader of a
mythicalpeople, the committeeis of the opinionthat theparody thefilm
proved could conceivablycause anger in the combustibleSouth African
situation. Furthermore, it comes very close to ridiculing a meaningful
section of the South African public by ridiculing its leader.
The PAB on the other hand found that:
the photograph in question is shown only fleetingly and it is obviously
not meant as an attack on the Zulu people. Even if one regards it as a
jibe at blacks, the Boardis of the opinion that isis not sufficien t1ystrong
to warrant an intervention by the law.

Subparagraph(d): Harmfulto RelationsBetweenSections
For a work to fall within the ambit of subparagraph (d) the first issue that the PAB
considers is whether the publication leads or contributes to a violation of harmonious relations hetween sections of the inhabitants of the Republic. That questionis
~eci~~d in the light of the "probabilities"and the likely readership of the publication.
The PAB under Professor van Rooyen's leadership upheld principles of
freedom of expression and refused to declare undesirable under subparagraph (d)
publications and statements which called for change or protested government
actions. In the words of Professor van Rooyen:
Freedom of expression finds its roots in our common law and has heen
strengthened by Western democratic thinking during the last two centuries. The PAB has therefore held that since the term "harmfulness"in
s 47(2)(d) is rather vague it should he interpreted in the light of the
common law and obvious practical necessity, which makes the communication of grievances - political or otherwise - even though these
may he one-sided, the very lifeline of a heterogeneous, multiracial
society-in-transition such as our own .... The mere creation or strengthening of a point of view foreign to government policy or even the
creation of a feeling of discontent towards another sectionwould not he
sufficient for a finding of undesirability.The animosity generated must
he of such a nature that it is likely to erupt into or contribute towards
hostilities, thus affectin~ public order, the consideration of which
underlies this paragraph. 4
As was the case with decisions of undesirability made pursuant to subparagraph
(c), there similarly are wide differences in the way the committees and the PAB

haveappliedsubparagraph(d).For instance,in Cry Freedom,93/88, thePAB found
thatthe committee in question had mistaken its functions:
[I]ts concern in 'demonstrating that South Africa is politically mature,
unbiased and fair by allowing all points of view for public screening'
is, of course, commendable, but smacks of policy-making (para 3); the
same holds true in regard to para 7, where the committee implies that
the passing of the film might he regarded as a demonstration of the
seriousnessof 'all South Africans' about achievingpeacefulreform; see
also para 9 where greater' awareness' and 'improved race relations' are
cited in the committee's reasons. These are commendable goals, but
again, such considerations fall outside the ambit of the committee's
task, which is to determine whether the film is 'harmful' to race
relations.

TheLikelyReader
The van Rooyen Board's introductionof the concept of the likely reader as a factoi
in determiningthe undesirabilityor otherwise of a political work is one of the mos
noteworthy de~tures from the reasoning of the first PAB under J H Snyrnan's
chairmanship. From 1974 to 1978 the test appfied was whether or not a work
would influence the average, decent-minded person to revolutionary or lawless
conduct.The work's likely effect upon a substantialnumherofpersons in the Soutl
Africancommunity was also to he determined.Y'
According to the PAB under van Rooyen, in order to determine a work':
potentialeffect it is necessary to decide who wouldbe its likelyaudience, reasoning
thata work will have a greater effect if it likely to he read by a mass audiencerathe
thanby a circumscribed and sophisticated one. The extent of th~ likely audience i:
calculated, interalia, by the artistic or literary merit of a work. 7
The following decision illustrates how the PAB has used the concept of the
likelyreadership in deciding on undesirability under (d):
The sometimes violent attacks on whites in America could, no doubt,
he equated with an attack on whites in general and might conceivably
have a deleterious effect on race relations in South Africa, but only if
the book were to be read widely here. This is extremely unlikely. This
is not a book for the massesand it is almost certain to have an extremely
restricted readership consisting,for the most pall, of theologians,socio4S
· and ,per h aps, hiistonans,
.
Iogists
The nature of a work is another relevant factor in determining its likel:
audience, and thus in determining undesirability. Academic works, for example
because of their limited readership, are likely to he given a wider margin 0
appreciationthan T-shirts and pamphlets. The PAB has also stated that "audio-vis

45 See,A Chip of GlassRuby, 28/83; Die Afrikaner,42/80.
46 L Silver, A Guide to Political Censorship in South Africa (Centrefor AppliedLegal Studie
Witwatersrand
University,1984),63.

43 Staffrider,122/80;Learnand Teach, 41/82.

47 TheSupremeCourtauthorityfor this approachis to be foundin BurenUitgewers(edms)Bpk.,sup'
note34.
.

44 Van Rooyen, supra note 31,102-03. See also Pace, 191/83, and Heartland, 43/82

48 For My People, 22/86.

ual or §luditoryworks" are more likely to be found undesirable than the written
word.4
Halt All Apartheid Tours concerned a T-shirt bearing that logo, above the
imageof a black man lyingon hisbackwith outstretchedarmschainedtotheground
while a white and a black team play cricket on his chest. The PAB stated:
A shirt of this nature, carrying its message to everyonewith whom the
wearer comes into contact,musthave evengreatereffectthan a pamphlet The message remains that of discrimination by whites against
blacks and the blunt, almost brutal way in which it is represented will
... cause or height~Jl ill-feelings against whites amongst a substantial
number of blacks.
As mentioned above, a committee of experts may assist the PAB in its estimation
of the artistic or literary merit of a work.Since 1988there havebeen one black,one
coloured and one Indian memberof the PAB, but very few non-whitememberson
the committeesof experts. Thus, in the past, and to a lesser extent since 1988,the
determination of the probable effect of a publication upon its likely audience has
been made from a white perspective,notwithstandingthe fact th?t, in manycases,
the likely audienceof the publicationin questionhas been black. t As observedby
GilbertMarcus, such a process ensures"thatBlack writerswill inevitablybe placed
at a disadvantage by having their works assessed b~ people with an inadequate
understandingand appreciationof African literature. 2
The PAB has discussedto whatextent thepoliticalclimate,at any giventime,
should have an impact on its decisions.11has stated:
The problem is, however, that the interests which the Act seeks to
protect mightbe said tobe morevulnerableat certaintimesthan at other
times.The likelyreaderscouldforexamplebe moreproneto a particular
kind of reaction in a situationof war than they might be at other times.
The Board must, however, independentlycome to the conclusionthat
this is indeed the case, and it is not entitled simply to take judicial
cognisance of the fact that the State of Emergency has been declared
and that this necessarily makes particular interests vulnerable. An
allegation that certain interests are more vulnerable must be looked
upon with circumspection,and only after careful analysisand possibly
even evidence should a conclusionbe reached that these interests are
indeed more vulnerable.
In Roots 170/84,a majority of the PAB ruled the series to be undesirable,quoting
the "presentunrest in South Africa"as a factorwhichwas taken into consideration,
but noted that under differentcircumstancesit might arrive at a differentdecision.
In 1986, a committee endorsed the minority's view and passed the series on
re-submission.
no

SHOULDTHE NEW SOUTHAFRICABAN RACISTSPEECH?
Of the 92 cases studied for the purpose of this paper, very few can be inte~reted

as protectingthe rights and reputationsof the black majorityin SouthAfrica 3 and
onlya few cases discuss the protectionof the Muslim and Jewish communlttes.i"
Theabsenceof cases dealing withpublicationsfromprofessedracist organizations
suchas the Afikaner Weerstand Beweging (AWB) and the ConservativeParty, a!
wellas any publication arguing for the legitimacy of apartheid,is noticeable.11i!
arguedhere that any publicationin supportof a policy which precludessections01
a societyfromthepoliticalandeconomicsphereon thebasisof theirraceconstitutes
theultimate contemptfor these sections of society.
The vastbulk of decisionsdealingwith subparagraphs(c) and (d) concern the
publicationof thepoliticalgrievancesof peoplewho, fordecades,havebeendenier
basicpolitical and economicrights. The fact that in a numberof the cases the PAE
hasoverruleda decisionof undesirabilityby publicationscommitteesdoes not altei
the overall impression that, over the years,the provisions in the Publications Ac
have been used almost exclusively to censor or to try to censor anti-aparthek
publications.Thus, despite the wordingof the Act, theapplicationof theprovision:
cannotbe consideredto have been race-neutral.
As mentioned above, the PAB Chairperson's personality has, to a larg:
extent,determined the level of censorship under the Publications Act. Under VaJ
Rooyen,the PAB tried to introduce"reasonablecensorship",which led to a mon
lenientattitude towardsintellectualand/oracademicliterature.Accordingto Soutl
Africannovelist, Nadine Gordimer, this can merelybe seen as a realization that
in a country where the masses are neither book-literate nor have
libraries which would help them to become so, serious literature,
whether by black or white writers, at home or from abroad, and no
matter how potentially 'inflammatory', reaches only a section of the
population that already has contact with such influences. But the
principal reason for apparent leniency is that a vast proportion of the
masses is newspaper-literate,media-literate,and therefor~5the focus of
state informationand thoughtcontrol must be the media.
AnotherprominentSouthAfricannovelist,AndreBrink,states:"[I]twouldbe futi!
to argnethat there is a case for 'reasonable censorship'. This is nO~.fasuistry: it i
blatantlyfalse. Censorshipper se is unreasonableand pernicious."
It is also clear that the general climate concerningfreedomof expressionha
improvedmarkedly since the political reforms initiated in February 1990. In a
August 1990 interview in the Weekend Mail, the PAB's present chairman,Loui
Pienaar,said:
53 Idonotconsidercases like JobW'RSis, 3nS. A SeparateDevelopment,104/80andAcade~y Award
67/81 -- which bannedpublications on the groundsthatthey ridiculedblack people -- to be lrU
concernedwithprotecting~l.acks from ~i~ic!1le. Those workswould likely i?eperceived by m~~t'
theblackreaders notto be ridiculing or vilifying thembutmerelyto be satmzmg theliving conditior
of blackpeopleunderapartheid.
J

49 Heartland, 43/82 annexe.
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It is generally agreed by all concerned, media, lawyers, anti-censorship
groups and Pienaar himself that, at least for the time being, the days of
heavy-handed political censorship are over. Little more than a month
ago, the unheard of happened: the Directorate of Publications, which
for years has religiously issued lists of banned publications each Friday,
had nothing to issue.
In the past three months, only one political publication has been
brought to the attention of the Appeal Board - a Pan Africanist Congress
pamphlet which was passed without further ado. 57
More recently a number of previously banned publications have been unbanned.
What was considered undesirable, sometimes even radically undesirable, not long
ago can now be freely published, distributed and possessed, without a comma being
altered in the statute book. This change in stance does not reflect a sudden change
in attitudes among the population in general, but is confirmation that race-neutral
provisions like (c), (d) and (e) can be interpreted in a fundamentally different way
depending on the current political inclinations of the government.
Is it possible to draft provisions of this kind in a form which would avoid
making a future democratic South Africa vulnerable to the arbitrary abuse of
censorship, of allegedly racist publications, by any government?
How would "racist" speech be defined? When would words be "likely" to
cause racial hostility? Would we analyze the likelihood of racial hostility according
to the perspective of a "reasonably prudent person", or from the subjective views
of the targeted groups, whoever they may be at any given time? Do we really want
the government deciding which words are offensive and which are not, especially
when their own interests may be affected? As difficult as it is to tolerate racist
expressions, one must be realistic in assessing the difficulty involved in regulating
such behaviour. In the words of Professor R George Wright:
If a suitable definition of racist speech can be settled upon, the problems
of interpreting and applying the legal standard to concrete situations
begins. One possible approach, of course, is that of a continuing
censorship bureaucracy. In the end, history teach~~ us that the 'boundaries of the forbidden' cannot reliably be drawn.
John Dugard writes that "[i]n a racially diverse ~ciety there is clearly a need for
laws which prohibit incitement to racial hatred." 9 However, he acknowledges the
difficulties inherent in such laws:
However desirable such laws may be there is always the danger that
they will be used mainly against blacks who express themselves forcefully about legitimate political and socio-economic grievances rather
than against whites who cause feelings of racial hostility by racially
abusive comments.
As recognized by the PAB and the South African courts, race issues and politics
substantially overlap in South Africa. As a result, even valid political dialogue in
South Africa involves questions of race. Regulation of "racist" speech and publications would, therefore, inevitably chill political debate within the country.

Assuming any regulation could be narrowly drafted, and even assuming .itw.asfairl
applied (dubious assumptions, not least in the light of ~e way th~ Pubhca~ons A(
has been applied over the years), it is argued that regulation of racist speeC?~. SOUl
Africa would compromise the nation's attempt to ac.hievedem?Cracy. Critlc~sm t
black citizens against a "white" government would mherently mvolve q,;,esllon~ ,
race, as would criticism by whites against a "black" government. Regulations whie
even narrowly regulated comments creating "hatred" between the races could I
used to persecute bona fide political comment.
.
This scenario need not inevitably occur. Perhaps a future democratic gover
ment will have learned the bitter lessons of the past and will not repeat the mistak
of their former oppressors under a different guise. However, we cannot merely hOI
and trust that future governments will pursue democratic ends by democral
means We have to eusure a legal framework which can guarantee fundament
rights,'like freedom of expression, independently of the personalit~es of thOS~
power at any given time. This, it is argued, is not achieved bypreservmg or crea~l
censorship legislation which allows for potentially dracon~an abuse. As ~adi
Gordimer said, in a recent interview in the Weekend Mall, on the question
abolition of present censorship provisions:
.
As you will see
Definitely [the censorship legislation should go]
from the Gazette every week, little fiction is banned. So the government
isn't taking any notice of writers .... But the fact is that the laws are
there. I hope we in COSAWand the cultural sections of the ANC and
the other liberation movements will be alert to this because, who knows,
it just may be that the laws will be I~ft on the statute b?ok<\oAndthere
they will be, just waiting to be used m a new South Africa.
. . .
A case for censorship of racist speech could be made if such .censor~hlp did..m fa
eliminate the effects of racist attitudes. However, the evil manifested m rac
speech is not the sight or sound of the words themselves b';'t ~e racist ~ttitu<
which underlie them. It is highly doubtful whether censorship ISan efficient"
of curbing and preventing racial hatred. The problem lies .inracist ~tti.tudes, noi
their free communication. I have yet to see a survey which convmcmgly pro'
that racist attitudes can be reduced by censorship.6t
Denise Meyerson writes on the subject of intolerance and prohibition of rar
views:
Finally, there is Marcuse' s argument for intolerance, namely that tole~
ance of that which is evil serves the cause of oppression .... Marcuse s
view ... overlooks the costs of intolerance. First, to drive an evil ~iew
underground can actually increase its streng!?; whereas to debate It o'.'t
in the open is more likely to bring home ItS abhorrent nature. It IS
precisely those on the left, who, after all, be~e~e. there is a truth about
the awfulness of racism who should be optimistic about the power of
debate and argument to demonstrate that truth. They came to their views
on
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by reason, and since they do not believe themselves to be intellectually
superior, should trust in reason rather than the police force as the better
weapon against falsehood. Secondly, it is only too easy for censorship
laws to be put to different uses from those originally intended and if we
are happy for them to be deployed in one way, we make it much easier
for them to be deployed in other, more frightening, ways later. And a
final consideration here is that, to the extent that racial animosities will
continue to plague us, it is better to let them be played out at the level
of words rather than to bottle them up, thereby not only increasing their
virulence, but also making more likely a more dangerous kind of
discharge. Forced, as we are, to weigh up evils here, wegrould therefore
conclude that tolerance is more beneficial than costly.
Racist or non-racist publications may incite violence, and provisions to restrict such
publication and prosecute the authors can rightfully form part of a state's legislation. Thus, a commitruentto free expression does not preclude a government from
combatting racial hostility and violence within narrowly applied. time, place and
manner restrictions. Blanket prohibitions on racist speech would, however, almost
inevitably be over-inclusive and act as a restraint on political dialogue. Consequently, there seems little justification for formulating pre-emptive censorship
restrictions exclusively aimed at allegedly racist publications.
If, however, a decision is made to adopt provisions similar to those in the
Publications Act, it is crucial that an explicit public interest defence be incorporated
in order to exempt legitimate political expressions and media coverage of
race-related issues, and thus secure the free flow of information and ideas. A public
interest defence would protect the airing or reporting of legitimate political views,
however deplorable or offensive such views might appear to be to some members
of society. A public interest defence protecting the expression oflegitimate political
views would not, however, apply to the advocacy of violence, racial or otherwise.
The risk of restricting legitimate political debate thus would be substantially
reduced.

context, where race-related issues overlap so substantially with political issues in
general.
Lastly, there is no proof that censorship does, in fact, prevent the spread of
racist attitudes. Adolf Hitler was banned in 1925 by the Government of Bavaria,
but this did not prevent him from pursuing his anti-Semitic objectives.
These points refute the argument that non-regulation of racist speech provides
a platform for racists. A primary concern should not be the racist's individual rights
and freedoms but, rather, to try to find the best way to secure a basis for democratic
development. The reality of racism must be approached in a constructive way rather
than by merely imposing rigid censorship in the unsupported belief that it can cure
the effect of racist attitudes.
On this basis it is a matter of concern to note that the ANC's draft Bill of
Rights, although guaranteeing the right to freedom of expression and informati0gj
includes a wide-ranging provision allowing the state to restrict racist speech.
Although this provision, in seeking to combat racial discrimination, pursues a
legitimate aim, it leaves great room for abuse and could permit the censorship 01
anypublications which could be considered insulting to a racial or a religious group.
In conclusion, I quote the words of John De J. Pemberton:
Just as Clemenceau advises that war is too important to leave to the
generals, so decisions may start from the belief that race tensions are
too serious to leave to law enforcement officers. Despite the enormous
risks inherent in uninhibited speech about racial, ethnic and religious
groups, the rigt:s inherent in suppressing such speech are ultimately
much greater.

Conclusion
The above discussion raises four points which cast serious doubt on whether
continued censorship of allegedly racist publications will well serve a post-apartheid South Africa aiming to eliminate racist attitudes.
First, it has been shown how unequally the provisions in the Publications Act
have been applied in the past, despite their apparently race-neutral wording and
despite Professor van Rooyen' s struggle to develop a jurisprudence of "reasonable
censorship", recognizing freedom of expression as a fundamental right.
Second, it is argued that there is an inherent risk of similar abuse and unequal
application of the provisions in the future, due to the difficulty of drafting narrow
provisions and of drawing the line between acceptable and unacceptable expression.
Third, it is contended that provisions which regulate racist speech would
inevitably restrict political dialogue. This is especially true in the South African
63 Article4 andArticle 14 of thedraftANC Bill of Rights.
62 6 SA.J.HR. 397 (1990).

64 JPemberton,"CantheLawProvidea RemedyforRaceDefamationin theUnitedStates?".14N.r L
Forum48 (1968).
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Chapter26

unreasonably, can and will be perceived as a direct threat to a tenuous public order
Inherent in the notion of public order in the Sri Lankan scenario of virtual ethni
civil war (between the majority Sinhalese government forces and militant minorit
Tamils, generally limited to the north and east of the country) is the suppression c
militant minority aspirations, which are seen by the majority most emphatically a
an assault on that very "public order" . Furthermore, Sri Lanka has only recentl
overcome a bloody Maoist insurgency in the South, led by an organization, the JVJ
UanathaYimukihiPeramuna),whose rights to political participation and freedor
of expression had previously been proscribed by the government.
In this scenario, the government claims that suppression of the militar
expression of minority aspirations is necessary for the preservation of "publi
order". The security forces of the Sinhala-dominated state engage in a militar
campaign against the Tamil militant group, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelan
(LTlE); the state must justify the war effort while purporting to seek a politics
and democratic solution to the conflict. Opposition political groups and parties ar
vociferously critical of the state, alleging that it is granting concessions to the Tami
people; the birth of several Sinhala rights organizations in the past months is bu
one manifestation of this trend. The minority communities, Tamil and Muslim
direct their energies to the creation of groups and organizations that will protec
and preserve their identity, which they see as beiag under attack by both the stan
and non-state entities.
Thus, in the context of Sri Lanka's ethnic and social divisions, the right te
dissent, the most fundamental democratic right, is as precious as it is under attack

INCITEMENTTO INTER-ETHNICHATREDIN SRI LANKA
SunilaAbeyesekeraand KennethL Cain
INTRODUCTION
The theoretical parameters of the debate over freedom of expression generally, and
"hate speech" specifically, are familiar, and indeed have formed an important
chapter in the jurisprudence of liberalism. Analysis is traditionally bounded on the
o~e h~nd by the notion ~at liberty is best guaranteed when society is exposed to a
diversity of competing Ideas, and that restraint of free expression deprives a free
body politic of the debate that is, ultimately, its life's blood. On the other hand,
society is obligated to ensure its own survival and free expression must at the
margins, be curtailed to ensure social order; in its classic formulation, liberty must
concede to restraints in order to protect the very freedom guaranteed.
The challenge, of course, is to draw the line - to define the threshold at which
!he fundamental freedom must be compromised, on the one hand, by society's
mtere~t in order and stability and, on the other, by the rights of individuals,
especially those who belong to a disfavoured minority, to be physically secure and
free from intimidation and harassment. Specifically, when do words exit the
catego'!' of expression and enter the restricted category of, for example, incitement?
There IS no dearth of learned attempts to articulate just such a threshold. Justice
Holmes' formulation is one of the most frequently quoted:
The question in every case is whether the words used are used in such
circumstances and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present
danger that they will bring about the substantive evils that Congress has
a right to prevent. 1

THE CONTEXTOF THE DEBATEIN SRI LANKA
Limitationson Expressionin the Interestof PublicOrder
In a ~ociety ~uch as Sri L~ka the context of this dilemma, often quite literally a
question of life and death, ISof a substantially different character than the context
of stability and security which produced the classic Anglo-American formulations.
Indeed, as Lord Sumner himself understood:
The words, as well as the acts, which tend to endanger society differ
from ~me ~o time [and, we would add, from place to place] in proportion
as society 18 stable or insecure in fact, or is believed by its members to
be open to assault.
In the unstable, violent and repressive context of Sri Lankan society, the question
ISprofound and its appropriate resolution crucial to Sri Lanka's future. Freedom of
expression is meaningless unless it includes the freedom to challenge and indeed
to provoke .. ~e right merely to agree and to conform is an empty freedom.
However, It ISJust such challenges and provocations that in a divided society, not
1 Schenck v. UnitedStates, 249 V.S. 47, 52 (1919).

TheNeedto Safeguardthe Rightsof VulnerableMinorities

I

A second, even more complex and volatile tension exists between the need te
guarantee freedom of expression and the need to safeguard the interests of minoritj
ethnic and religious communities. It is of crucial importance to understand thl
manner in which this tension has been "resolved" in Sri Lanka: on the one hand
the state enjoys unfettered discretion to restrict expression which it determines i
likely to inflame inter-ethnic tensions or violence; on the other hand, the govern
ment selectively invokes free expression values in order to justify its tolerance 0
provocative and unambiguously racist speech by militantly chauvinistic element
among the Sinhalese majority.
In the past fifteen years, we have witnessed the polarization of the Sri Lanka,
community on ethnic and religious lines. Given the militarlzation of the ethnic
conflict into a virtual civil war in the past seven years, the question of freedom 0
expression, and the safety of vulnerable minorities, has become a crucial variabk
in the complex, contemporary, political constellation. The growing hostility be
tween different ethnic and religious groups living on the island has led to justifiabk
fears that unrestricted freedom of expression of the majority is enabling chauvinist
and those who would incite armed conflict to disseminate propaganda that negate:
the principles of pluralism and directly threatens several minority communities.

Incitementof HatredAgainstMinorities
The above themes are illustrated by the hostile tone of press reports in the leading
dailies that surfaced in February 1992, primarily in response to proposals for ,
resolution of the conflict put forward by Mr S Thondaman, a senior Cabine
Minister in the present government and a trade union leader among the Tami

Article 15(2) of the same chapter, however, broadly empowers the goverrunent to
apply limits on the exercise of this freedom:
The exercise and operation of the Fundamental Right declared and
recognized by Article l4(1)(a) shall be subject to such restrictions as
may be prescribed by law in the interest of racial and religious harmony
or in relation to ... incitement to an offence.
The restrictions set forth in Article 15(2) are broader than those permitted by the
lCCPR which states that fundamental rights may be restricted only if necessary to
promote specific interests which are enumerated very clearly in the Covenant.
Indeed, as the Sri Lankan Supreme Court stated in 1982:
the operation and exercise of the right to freedom of speech are made
subject to restrictions oflaw not qualified by any test of reasonableness.
Neither the validity nor the reasonableness of the law imposing restrictions is open to question. 2
A number of Emergency Regulations have been issued under the broad authority
conferred by Article 15(2). For example, Article 14(1) of the Emergency Regulations prohibits publication of any material which, in the view of a "competent

workers in the plantation sector. Responses to the proposals were couched in
language that was hostile not only to Mr Thondaman as an individual (and as a
Tamil) but also to the Tamil community in general. Statements of a Sinhala-Buddhist exclusivist nature triggered fears that an escalation of anti-Tamil sentiments
could des~oy not only all prospects for peace or devolution of power but, as has
happened m the past, could threaten the very physical safety of Tamils throughont
the country. Press reports of the various responses to the Thondaman proposals
tended to portray the ethnic conflict as a military struggle between the state and the
~TfE which could only be resolved militarily, rather than as a manifestation of
justifiable demands of the TamiI minority for equal rights. Those who hold such
~iews are engaged in an ?ngoing campaign of vilification of groups and organizations, both local and foreign, that are supportive of a peace process which includes
a ceasefire, negotiations and devolution of power to the minority communities.
For example, a headline in the Sinhala daily newspaper, Divayina,which is
probably the largest circulation daily in the country, said on 25 February of this
y~, '~The onl~ solution t<;'
the question ofTamil extremism is war." The next day
Divayina published an article which included this analysis: "What we have in the
north and east today is a Tamil racist uprising. It uses terrorist tactics. Their
demands are racistan~ anti-Sinhala," In a frontal assault on pluralism, the Divayina
?f 20 Feb~ary headlm.ed a report on a public meeting thus: "It is a grave error to
Identify this country which hasa Buddhist heritage as multi-religious or multi-ethnic."
These exa,mples of ~e Sinhala press advocating war as the only possihle
means of resolving the ethnic conflict and promoting the idea of Sinhala-Buddhist
exclu~ivity illustrate the complexities of developing an appropriate threshold of
restramt on hate speech. These widely disseminated views must be understood in
the context of war in the north and east and the profound vulnerability of minorities
in the rest of the country.

authority"
•

GovernmentSelectivityin EnforcingAnti·lncitementLaws
The rights of alJ Sri Lankans, but most acutely of minorities, are constantly under
attack~n the grounds of "security" and "national interest", often motivated by logic
exemplified by the above quoted passages of Divayina.Clearly, a convincing case
cO?ld ~ made for the theo~etical justification of restricting speech that incites racial
anlmosl:y, such as that which appears almost daily in the mainstream Sinhala press.
In practice, howe~er, the.state ~ses its restrictive powers selectively, and majority
preJ~dlces are. Widely dissemmated, while minority expression is dramatically
restricted, particularly under the guise of "national security" emergency legislation.
There.fore, any theoretical justification for restraint of racist speech immediately
lo~es ItSforce m the face of the practical realities of utter and profound lack of good
froth on the part of the government in enforcing the anti-censorship laws. The Sri
Lankan government;s unwillingness to undertake to protect all of its citizens, the
trag~d~ of our society, on the one hand undermines legitimate principles of
restrictions on hate-speech, and on the other hand permits majority-inspired incitement to be widely disseminated.

"
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would or might be prejudicial to the interests of national security or the
preservation of public order or the maintenance of supplies and services
essential to the life of the community or of matters inciting or encouraging persons to mutiny, riot or civil commotion or to commit breach
of any law.
Section 120 of the Sri Lankan Penal Code provides as foIlows:
Whoever by words, either spoken or intended to be read ... excites or
attempts to excite feelings of disaffection to the President or to the
Government of the Republic, or excites or attempts to excite hatred to
or contempt of the administration of justice ... or attempts to raise
discontent or disaffection amongst the people of Sri Lanka, or to
promote feelings of ill will and hostility between different classes of
such people, shall be punished with simple imprisonment which may
extend to two years.
Emergency Regulation 26 expands the already restrictive language of Section 120
and broadens the scope of criminalized speech to the point that, in effect, dissent
is outlawed. These comprehensive and draconian regulations are supplemented by
a catch-all provision, 26(g), the overbreadth of which speaks for itself:
Any [expression is an offence if the competent authorities determine
that it] excites or attempts to excite or incite the inhabitants of Sri Lanka
or any section, class or group of them to do or omit to do any act or
thing which constitutes a breach of any Emergency Regulation.
Furthermore, Regulation 26 intensifies the penalty for an offence to "rigorous
imprisonment which shaIl not extend to more than 20 years."
Emergency Regulations have been in effect virtually continuously for 20
years, during, which time the edifice of Sri Lankan civil liberties has crumbled
before the ubiquitous powers of the "competent authorities", The Supreme Court
has conspired in this tragic degeneration.

THE LAWAND ITS APPLICATION
Article l4(I)(a) of the Fundamental Rights chapter of the Sri Lankan Constitution
provides: "Every citizen is entitled to the freedom of SPeechincluding publication."

2 Malalgoda v. Attorney General. (1982)2 SLR777.

In the caseof Visvalingam v.Liyanage, the competentauthority,actingunder
the powers of the Emergency Regulations,ordered the closure of a Tamil newspaper, the SaturdayReview, whichhadcarriedstorieshighlightingallegedbrutality
by the SriLankanpolice andarmy.The competentauthorityarguedthattheclosure
was reasonablebecause:
The SaturdayReview is blatantly communalisticand constantlyhighlighted grievances and injustices committed against the Tamil community whichwere capableof arousingcommunalfeelingsamongthis
communityand encouragedconductprejudicialto the maintenanceof
public order and security.
The government'srationalefor closingthenewspaperillustratestheextentto which
dissent has been restrictedin Sri Lanka.If highlightinggrievancesand injusticesis
a cause for closinga newspaper,it is difficultto imaginewhat meaningfulformof
dissenting speech would fall outside the reach of the competent authority. In
upholdingthe constitutionalityof the SaturdayReview's closure,JudgeSozawrote:
[A]t times when ethnic hatreds are mounung.curbs are necessary. At
times of grave national emergency headline exposure of Army and
Police atrocities will not help the cause of peace andpublic security.It
cancausedeepresentment.fanpassion,provokedefiance.It cansetoff
a chainreactionof violence,and violencebegetsviolence.It happened
before our very eyes. (Emphasisadded.)
These very words,thoughjustifyingrestrictionof free speech,in fact wellstatethe
process by which tensionis heightenedwhena basic speechright, suchas publishing an oppositionnewspaper,is restricted.Anger and frustrationare surelybetter
expressed on the pages of a newsweeklythan on the streetsor in thejungle.

THE DILEMMA
In theory, the notion of providingsubstantialrestrictionson therecognizedrightof
free speechis not necessarilypernicious.In a volatilesociety,in which vulnerable
minoritiescan and havebeen brutalizedby zealousopponents,a policy of vigilant
regulationof hate speechis not,primafacie, meritless,In morestabledemocracies,
laws and practices which allow unrestricted freedom of expression involve far
lesserrisks of creatingan environmentin whichviolenceis likelyto eruptsuddenly.
In this sense,a stable democracycan "afford"a highlyexpansive int~rpretation of
the freedom, such as that propoundedin this volumeby the ACLU, becausethe
threat that violence will ignite is in fact quite low. In contrast,it is clear that in Sri
Lanka hate speech does indeed pose a substantialrisk of instigatingvery real and
very bloody upheaval.
However,whilebroad powersto restrictfreedoms,suchas thoseprovidedby
Article 15(2),may be theoreticallyjustifiable,in practice,in the case of Sri Lanka,
thesepowersultimatelydefeatthe statedpurposeofprotectingpublicorder.Overly
broad censorship of dissenting, provocative, challenging and even hate-filled
expressionin fact merely inflames the very passions and hatreds which soughta
noo-violentoutlet in the censored speech.
In other words, granting unfettereddiscretion to the authorities to promote
"harmony"is ultimatelymore destabilizingthan the hate speech itself.Inevitably,
3 See the Aa..U's policy statementinPartIV andalso thechapterby Nadine Strossenin PartIII.

the very freedom to dissent will be prohibited and, in an unstable and violent
society,censorship of dissent will only beget more instabilityand violence. It is
axiomaticin our jurisprudencethat freedomof speechdoes not extend to the right
to yell "fire" in a crowded theatre and thereby instigate a panic. But what if the
authoritiesdistortthat unassailablylegitimatelimitationto prevent,for example,a
wholeclass of suspected"potentialinstigators"from enteringthe theatreat all? In
thenameof promotingcalm inside the theatre,have not the authoritiesguaranteed
upheavalon the street outside?
OUR POSITION

Our position is not an abstract, civil libertarian view; indeed we recognize the
theoreticaljustificationfor restraints on hate speechin a tense and violent society
wheremembersof a minority group are in constantdangerof physicalattack and
deprivationof other rights. However,we have found that regulationof speech, in
the unfetteredhands of the "competentauthority",particularly when empowered
bysweepingEmergencyRegulationsand motivatedby a majoritybias, ultimately
defeatsthe stated regulatory purpose of protectingpublic order. In these circumstances, therefore, we believe that only hate speech which clearly incites to
imminentillegal action can justifiably be restricted.Dissent and indeed hate will
eventuallybe expressed; sadly, in Sri Lanka, we have witnessed far too much
evidencethat censoringhate frompublic discourseonly banishesit to moredeadly
fora.
We therefore would define these two categories of speech as "incitement"
and thus as forms of discourse to be prohibited: (I) advocacy of group hatred
calculatedor likely to result in violenceagainst a minoritygroup or calculatedor
likely to result in an escalation of the threat of violence; and (2) advocacy of a
solutionto the ethnicproblemwhichincludesthe destructionor eliminationin any
formor manner of the distinct identityof a minoritygroup.
It is incumbent upon the legislature to ensure that the above forms of
expression,and only the above or similarly described forms of expression, are
prohibited.Prohibitionof such speechis necessaryto ensurethat hasicprotections
areextendedto all citizens.
CONCLUSION

Sri Lanka has a long history of violence directed at minorities.In an unhappy,
recurringcycle, minority demands for the realizationof aspirationssuch as languageparity, federalism,constitutionalrecognitionand a secular state have been
receivedwithrage and violencefrombelligerentelementswithinthe majority.The
majority characterizes these outbursts, which punctuate post-independenceSri
Lankanhistory, as natural and understandable,iflamentable responsesto "provocative"minorityaspirations.The minorities' demandsfor protectionand recognition as distinct entities are denounced,in the rhetoric of the rejectionist element
withinthe majority,as an offence to the majorityand indeed an affront calculated
to inflamecommunalpassions.Thisrhetoricnot onlyrationalizesandexcusesmob
violencebut, even more insidiously,it attributesthe blame to the victims.
Thus, members of the minorityperceive the state's failure to restrict speech
whichinciteshatredagainstthemas adenialby the stateofthe minority'slegitimate
grouprights. That is, legislativeinaction, in these circumstances,symbolizesthe
state's unwillingnessto protect the minority's mostbasic rights to physical safety

and, afortiori, the utter denial of more abstract collective identity rights. Legislative
inaction in restricting speech which incites the mob, or indeed which merely implies
that the mob is at liberty to form and to take action, tragically, can be and has been
a death sentence for vulnerable minorities.
Achieving the balance, the tension of which has been manifest throughout
this discussion, between protecting the victims of hate speech and permitting a
legitimate fornm for dissent and the expression of grievances is the profoundly
difficult challenge which confronts all human rights activists committed both to
equality rights and to the right to freedom of expression.

Chapter27
THE UNITED KINGDOM'S COMPLIANCE WITH ARTICLE 4 OF THE
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL
FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

JoannaOyediran
INTRODUCTION
The United Kingdom has a number of laws which place restrictions on racisi
speech. As a signatory to the International Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD Convention) the UK is, according te
Article 4, under an obligation to enact such legislation. This paper aims firstly te
discuss the extent of British compliance with Article 4, and secondly to asses>
whether the British government has arrived at an appropriate balance between the
need to act against racism and the protection of other interests, such as freedom ol
expression and freedom of association.
The British government ratified the CERD Convention in 1969. It has since
submitted 11 reports describing how it has implemented the Convention to the
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD). The Committee
is composed of 18 experts charged with monitoring compliance with the Convention. Over the years many members of CERD have criticized the UK and claimed
that it has failed to implement Article 4 fully.
The UK' s position on legislation to restrict racist speech and organizations
stands half-way between that of the United States and that of the rest of Europe.
The traditional US position, with its strong commitment to freedom of speech, only
regards restrictions in this area as legitimate if they guard against a likely breach
of the peace, while British law will restrict racist speech ifit is likely to stir up racial
hatred on the grounds that racial hatred can, in the long term, lead to a breakdown
in public order. But, in contrast to France, Italy and Austria, the UK does not go so
far as to criminalize the expression of views which "merely" insult or vilify racial
groups, except in certain very limited contexts. The UK's policy aims to protect
the rights of everyone to express opinions, no matter how repuguant they may be,
as long as they do not lead to violence. The proscription of racist organizations,
required by Article 4(b) ofCERD, has never seriously been on the British government's agenda.

GOVERNMENT ACTION IN PROSCRIBING RACIST SPEECH
The seriousness of verbal attacks on racial and ethnic minorities has in fact been
recoguized by the common law for centuries. However, its main concern has not
been the direct impact of such attacks upon members of minority groups, but the
possibility that such attacks would provoke disorder. The prevention of disorder
has remained the predominant justification for legal restrictions on racist speech
up to the present day.
The common law offence of seditious libel regarded such speech as a threat
to the security of the state, penalizing "an intention ... to raise discontent or
disaffection among Her Majesty's subjects, or to promote feelings of ill-will and
hostility between different classes of such subjects".' However it was generally
accepted that an intent to incite violence had to be proved in order to secure a

conviction. In 1947 a man who published a newspaper article attacking British Jews
and suggesting that violence might be necessary to make them feel responsible
towards the country in which they lived, was acquitted of seditious libel, presumably because the jury found no intent to provoke violence.f Other common law
offences, such as public mischief and criminal libel, have not proved particularly
satisfactory in prompting action against racist speech? Nor does the civil law m!e
it possible for members of an ethnic or racial group to sue for libel as a group.
Section 5 of the Public Order Act 1936 (now Section 4 of the Public Order
Act 1986), enacted in part in response to the activities of the British Union of
Fascists, marks the first parliamentary attempt to deal with racist speech. It makes
the use of threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour with intent to
provoke a breach of the peace or whereby a breach of the peace is likely to be
occasioned a criminal offence. S Conviction for this offence may be punished by a
fine of up to UK£2,000 (US$3,600) or by imprisonment for up to six months. In
1963 this provision was used to prosecute Colin Jordan for an anti-Semitic speech
at a public meeting which was followed by violence. 6 He appealed against conviction arguing that his speech would not have received a violent reaction from a
reasonable audience and that only a reaction from this type of audience should be
the test for the likelihood of causing a breach of peace. His appeal was rejected and
his conviction upheld, the Divisional Court pronouncing that Jordan must take his
audience as he found them, reasonable or not. But Section 5 could not be used
against speech unlikely to cause an immediate breach of the peace. And, since it
was directed against any type of speech threatening the peace, it did not condemn
racist speech per se.

Incitementto Racial Hatred
England,ScotlandandWales.The first piece oflegislation which tried to tackle
the problem of racist speech in particular was Section 6 of the Race Relations Act
1965, which made "incitement to racial hatred" illegal if the accused intended to
incite racial hatred, if the language used was threatening, abusive or insulting and
if the language used was actually likely to stir up racial hatred. The provision was
so hedged with restrictions, in deference to freedom of speech, that Lord Scarman
described it as "an embarrassment to the police" in his report on the Red Lion Squar9
Disorders, which grew out of confrontations between racist and anti-racist groups.
In several cases, it had proved difficult for the prosecution to demonstrate beyond
reasonable doubt that the accused intended to incite racial hatred. 8

1 J F Stephen, Digest a/Criminal Law (1883), Art. 93.
2 R. Y. Caunt (1947) Times, 18 November,C Cr a (CrownCriminalCourt).Reference 10 law reports
in The Times or The Independent indicates that no report has been digested in the official or
commercially producedlaw reports.

In 1976 a revised offence was inserted as Section 5A into the Public On
Act 1936 by Section 70 of the new Race Relations Act, reaffirming the traditio
British view that the problem of racist speech is primarily one of public ore
Section 70 abolished the requirement to prove intent to incite racial hatred. Inste
it became sufficient for the prosecution to show that racial hatred was likely to
stirred up in all the circumstances.
Following the overhaul of the Public Order Act in 1986, the offence
of the new Act created t
incitement to racial hatred was again reformed. Part
separate crimes of incitement to racial hatred, one by using written material and
other by using words or behaviour. A new offence of possession of racia
inflammatory material was introduced in order to bring within the reach of the I
those who produced racist publications but did not actually distribute them. 1
law was extended to cover recordings, and broadcasting and cable authorities, w
the exception of the BBC and IBA. For the first time an arrest power was given
the police. Section 164 of the Broadcasting Act 1990 removed the exemptions
the BBC and the IBA. Conviction on indictment (in the Crown Court) is punishal
by a maximum of two years' imprisonment or an unlimited fine or both. Sumrru
conviction (in a magistrates' court) can be punished by up to six months' imprisc
ment or a fine of up to £2,000 ($3,600).
Despite this history of reform many of the weaknesses of the 1965 law s
remain. "Hatred" is an extremely vague word to be included in legislation a
suggests a very high level of emotion. Moreover, it is difficult to prove that hair
is likely to be stirred up. Its inclusion in the legislation has had unintend
consequences. In 1978 two men were prosecuted for making grossly offensi
speeches in which they referred to black people as "wogs", "coons", "niggers" a
"black bastards".9 They argued in their defence that sympathy rather than hatr
was likely to be stirred up, so insulting were the speeches made. The jury acquiu
them. The alternative requirement ofintent to incite racial hatred may not solve tl
problem either. A defendant would still be free to argue that racist comments we
said as a joke rather than with intent to encourage hatred.
The requirement that the language used be threatening, abusive and insulti
is also problematic since it effectively excludes from the ambit of the law statemer
phrased in moderate language. Members of the Racial Preservation Society we
prosecuted for publishing articles in their journal SouthernNews which argued
favour of the racial superiority of white people, the repatriation of black people w
the dangers of miscegenation,lO They were acquitted, probably because the ju
did not find the tone of the articles to be threatening, abusive or insulting.
The prosecution now must show either that an intent to incite racial hatn
existed or that it was likely to be stirred up. The former test has been reinstated
order to secure convictions against those who communicate their opinions
anti-racist organizations and other people unlikely to be stirred to racial hatred
to people who already hold such opinions. l1 However, this alternative r
quirement does not plug the legal loophole since the defendant may be able
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3 P M Leopold, "Incitement to Hatred- TheHistoryof a ControversialCriminalOffence,"Public Law

389,391(1982).

4 Knuppfer v, LondonExpressNewspaper Ltd. [1944] AC 116.

8 E.g., R. v.Hancock (1%8) Times, 29 March,C Cr Cl.

5 Leopold, supra note 3, at 392.

9 R. v. Read (1978) Times, 7 January,CCr CL

6 Jordan v. Burgoyne [1963] 2 QB 744.

10 R. v, Hancock;(1969) Times, 29 March,C Cr a.

7

11 P 'Ihomton, Public Order Law(1987), 64.

Cmnd.5919, para. 125.

argue successfully that he lacked such an intent, by arguing, for example, that he
only intended to intimidate members of an anti-racist organization.
Prosecution may still be brought only with the consent of the AttorneyGeneral, one justification for this being that the law should only "deal with the
major malefactor and not with the tiny unimportant man who uses offensive
language. ,,12The role of the Attomey-General has also been explained as serving
10 ensure that there are no prosecutions which would violate the right 10 freedom
of expression.l' However, this requirement raises the uns~tisfactory possibility of
decisions 10 prosecute being subject 10 political influence. 4 Ideally the question of
a possible infringement of the right 10 freedom of expression should be considered
by a ~?urtoflaw rather than a political officer like the Attorney-GeneraJ.Of course,
a British court would have no power to strike down a conviction which violated
freedom of expression. Once again, the inadequacies of a legal system which lacks
a charter of enforceable rights are exposed
Few prosecutions for incitement 10 racial hatred have been brought: since
1986 there have been only 18 prosecutions in England and Wales for incitement 10
racial hatred, according to the Special Casework Division of theCrown Prosecution
Service. From the beginning of 1986 to the end of 1990 the Commission for Racial
Equality received 494 complaints about printed material alone and recommended
.
, a Iarge discrepancy
'55 cases.15 There IS
prosecuti on m
between the number of
legitimate complaints made and prosecutions brought, suggesting that the law is
not being properly enforced. If it is not, Part III of the Public Order Act cannot be
expected 10 have the necessary deterrent effect. In 1990 the Home Affairs Committee of the House of Commons, in its report on racial violence and harassment
i~ the UK, pronounced itself dissatisfied with the British government's explanations for the small number of prosecutions under Part III and with its attempts 10
monitor how the legislation has worked.l''
Normally the Attorney-General receives the criticism for failing 10 enforce
the law. However, it is not only the Attorney-General who presents an institutional
hurdle 10 the prosecution of a case of incitement 10 racial hatred. A complaint 10
the. Attorney-General will be referred 10 the relevant local police station. That
stanon mayor may not be willing to investigate a complaint, depending upon many
factors, such as financial resources and level of commitrnentlOgood race relations.
If sufficient evidence is found the police may then refer the case 10 the Crown
Prosecution Service (CPS) which will decide whether 10 prosecute. The CPS is said
to be interested in prosecuting for incitement to racial hatred only if there is an 80
per cent chance of success. In contrast, in most criminal cases the CPS will proceed
with a prosecution if there is only a 50 per cent chance of a conviction. If the CPS
agrees 10 prosecute it will seek the consent of the Attorney-General. Given their

influentialrole in dealing with race hatred cases, the police and the CPS must share
someof the blame with the Attorney-Generalfor failure to enforce the law properly
Of the 18 prosecutions brought in England and Wales since 1986, accordin]
10 the Special Casework Division of the Crown Prosecution Service, 16resulted u
convictions.The majority of penalti,,? imposed were non-custodial.
Bound over 10 keep the peace I
2
Conditional discharge
2
Fine of £100 (US$180)
I
Fine of £400 (US$720)
6
Nine months suspended jail sentence
1
Eight months jail sentence, of which
six months suspended
1
Two months jail sentence
1
One year jail sentence
2
Given the lack of detail concerning most of these cases, the fact that sentencin
policy, especially in magistrates' courts, is greatly influenced by local factors, ar
the small number of prosecutions, itis not possible to detect any trends on the bas
of these punishments.
Despite thereforms of 1986,the offence ofincitement 10 racial hatredremair
a weak and ineffective provision. Proposals for anew, broader offence of exposir
members of racial minorities 10 hatred, ridicule or contempt, the suggestion of tl
Commission for Racial Equality, or for extending the offence so as 10 make tl
advocacy of discrimination and repatriation illegal, the suggestion of Ealir
Community Relations Council, were rejected in the Green Paper on the Publ
Order Act 1936 on the grounds that such legislation would criminalize the e
pressionof opinions regardless of the manner or circumstances in which they we
expressed, an unacceptable proposal in a democratic society.18

NorthernIreland. It should be noted that the legislation on incitement to hair'
which applies in Northern Ireland is somewhat broader. It is an offence 10 "arou
fear" as well as to stir up hatred, according to the Northern Ireland (Public Orde
Order 1987. It is an offence under the Order 10 stir up hatred or arouse fear agair
religious groups as well as against racial groups. Since the original legislation w
adopted in 1970, there has been only one qrosecution, for incitement 10 religio
hatred, and this resulted in an acquittal. 9 This seems remarkable given tl
Northern Ireland witnesses far more sectarian conflict than any other part of 1
UK.

12 D GT Williams,"RacialIncitementandPublicOrder,"CriminalLaw Review 320, 325 (1966).
13 P Gordon, Incitementto Racial Hatred (London:The Runnymede Trust,1982), 18.
14 W J Wolffe, "Valuesin Conflict:Incitementto Racial Hatredandthe Public OrderAct 1986 "Public
Law 85. 91 (1987).
•

17 A bind-overinvolves the paymentof 8 sum of money as a surety.thatthe defendantwill keeP.
peace.A bind-overcanbe breachedwithoutthecommissionof a subsequentoffence, if the deferic
fails to keep the peace during_8specified period. He may then have his suretyforfeited anc
re-sentencedfor his originaloffence.

15 This infonnationis containedin the AnnualReportsof the Commissionfor RacialEquality from
1986-1990.

18 Review of the Public OrderAct 1936 andRelatedLegislation(London:HMSO,1980),para.109
Cmnd.n91.

16 House of CommonsSelect Committeeon HomeAffairs FirstRefort cfthe Home AffairsCommittee
Session 1989~1990 ~ Racial Attacks and Harassment(London: 990), para.32.

19 See B Hadfield, "ThePreventionof Incitement10 Religious Hatred- An Article of Faith,'
NorthernIrelandLegal Quarterly 231-249 (1984).
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Section3 of the Football(Offences)Act 1991

Second, maintenance of public order is in the interests of all elements of
society,a more palatable justification to many people for restricting rights than
protectionof a perhapsunpopularminority.Troynahas criticizedthe Britishmedia
foremphasizingandcondemning:J11e
violenceof the NationalFrontrather than the
racistpolicieswhichit advocates. 4 The samecriticismcouldbe levelledat British
legislation,the mainconcernof whichis the maintenanceof public order:it has the
wrongemphasis,the politicallyeasy emphasis.Until veryrecentlythe law ignored
theharassmentenduredby black people who were targets of racist speech, which
existedregardlessof the presence of white people.
Draftersandbackers of anti-incitementlegislationassumedthatwhitepeople
formthe main target audienceof the racists and fascists.Howeverthere is a great
deal of evidence to suggest that racists and fascists are at least as interested in
targetingmembersof ethnicminorities.25Racist speechand literatureis employed
asa formof intimidation.It canbe a formof racialharassment,an abuseof theright
tofreedomof expressionwith the aim of intimidatingand restrictingtargetgroups
in the enjoymentof their rights. Racial harassmentin the workplace,in the home
and in the street may restrict members of target groups in their freedom of
movement,expression,associationandassembly,and in theirrightto practisetheir
religion.

Section 3 of the Football (Offences) Act 1991 makes it a crime to take part in
"chantingof an indecentor racialist nature"at a designatedfootballmatch.Racist
speech in this context means "matterwhich is threatening,abusive or insultingto
a personby reason of his colour,race, nationality(includingcitizenship)or ethnic
or national origins".Convictionunder Section 3 can result in a fine of up to £400
(US$720).This new offencewas justified by the governmenton the grounds that
indecent and racialist chanting in the noisy and volatile atmosphereof a football
match was a potential risk to public order?OSection 3 is more narrowly defined
than Section 5 of the Public Order Act 1986:it covers only indecent and racialist
speech. However, there is no need to prove that the chanting was likely to cause
harassment,alarm or distress.
The first case under Section 3 was againstPaul Phillip, a football supporter
whom the police had seen making monkey noises and singing racist songs. The
magistrates' court ruled that the prosecution had failed to prove a constituent
elementof the offence- thatPhilip hadbeen "chanting",definedbythe magistrates
as "repeated uttering of words or sentences in concert with at least one other
person".Theprosecutionhad offeredno evidencethat otherpeolllehadbeen acting
in concert with Phillip, and thereforethe charge was dismissed?l

Section5 of the Public Order Act 1986
Public Order as a Justificationfor LawsAgainst RacistSpeech
Britishlaws in general and race hatred laws in particulardo not addressthe impact
ofracist speech on the members of the vilifiedgroup. There have, however,been
tworecent initiatives.Section5 of the Public Order Act 1986states:
(I) A person is guilty of an offenceif he:
(a)uses threatening,abusiveor insultingwordsor behaviour,or disorderly
behaviour,or
(b) displaysanywriting,signor othervisiblerepresentationwhichis threatening, abusive or insulting,
withinthe hearing%sight of a personlikely tobe causedharassment,alarm
or distressthereby.
TheWhitePaper on thePublicOrderAct stated thatthisoffencewouldcriminalize
behaviourdirect~ against thosewho mightfeel vulnerable,includingmembers01
ethnicminorities. 7 Section5 dealswithan areanot squarelycoveredby theoffence
of incitementto racial hatred - namely verbal harassment. It should be noted that
this new offence is directed against offensive conduct in general, and not racist
conductin particular. Section 5 is highly controversialbecause its concern is noi
thatpublic order will be endangered, but that emotional distress will be caused,
Smithargues:

Part 1IIof the Public Order Act and Section 3 of the Football (Offences)Act, as
noted above, have been justified on the ground that theyare necessaryto maintain
pu~lic ~rde~. One c0I1.J~entato~ has m~de a sound arg~qlCnt that the wordingof the
legislation In Part 1IIIS inconsistentWIthsuchan aim. He points, for example,to
the criminalizationof speechesmade with intent to inciteracial hatred,regardless
of whether they could possibly have that effect, as unjustifiablein terms of public
order.He does not seek the completedismantlingof the legislation,butthinksthere
arebetterjustificationsthatcouldbe madefor it, suchas theneed to stopthecreation
of an atmosphereconducive to racially motivatedviolence.
It mightbe asked why protectionof public order has traditionallybeen such
a central justification for British legislation which restricts racist speech. First,
fighting betweengroups can underminethe authorityof the state. It is no accident
that the offence of sedition was passed down to us from a more autocratic age.
Seditiondeals only incidentallywith the impactof grouphatredon individualsand
communities;its main concernis the threatthat disharmonycausesto public order
and state security. The provisions on incitementto racial hatred similarly do not
recognizethepainandsufferingenduredbymembersofethnicminoritiesasworthy
of legislative action. Thornton speculates that offensive words and behaviourby
white people directed at black people would only constitutean offence under the
1986Act if theywerelikelytostirupracialhatredamongstotherwhitebystanders?3

24 B Troyna, "Reportingthe NationalFront:BritishValuesObserved,"in C Husband,ed., "Race"it,
Britain:Continuity and Change (London:OpenUniversityPress, 1982)259, 272-3.
25 See The Sunday Times, 6 March 1988 (reportingon how 30,000 copies of Holocaust News, ~
virulentlyanti-Semitic news-sheethadbeen sentto people with Jewishnames,handdeliveredit:

20 Hansard, Vo1189.col 732, 19 Apri11991.
21 Times,2 December1991.

Jewishcommunitiesandopenly soldin shoppingcentres).

22 Wolffe, supra note 14, at 94~95.

26 Thisoffence is .only triablesummarily.Convictioncanresultin a fine of up to £400.

23 Thomton, supra note 11, at 62-63.

27 Review of Public Order Law (London:HMSO, 1985),para.3.22. Cmnd. 9510.
"
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The victimsbeingweak,vulnerable,or simplylawabidingarenotlikely
as a result to resort to violence, however great the provocation by
threats, abuse or insults. Yet the experienceto which they have been
subjected is one of which it is proper for the criminal law to take
notice?8
The aim of Section5, to take actionagainst thosewho intimidatethe vulnerable,is
laudable.However,Section 5 can be, and already has been, used in very different
and much more controversialcontexts:to prosecutestudentswho tried to put upa
satiricalposter of the then Prime Minister,MargaretThatcher,demonstratorswho
ran onto a cricketpitch to protest againstcricketersplaying in South Africa,anda
demonstratoroutside Downing Street.29 Can any of these prosecutionsreally he
seen asan attempttoprotectthe weakandvulnerable?The loosewordingofSection
5 means that it can be abused.The protectionof legitimateconcernshasbeen used
as an excuse for enactingan unacceptably broad provision.
The Malicious Communications Act 1988 •

The Malicious CommunicationsAct 1988 is another recent piece of legislation
which tackles verbal racial harassment.When introducingthe bill in the Houseof
Commons,Andy Stewart M.P., said that such communicationshad been "a common weapon against our ethnic minorities, who have suffered the indignityof
receivinggrosslyoffensivearticles,suchas excremen~, throughthe letterbox, with
the explicitintentionofcausingdistressandanxiety.,,3 TheActmakesit anoffence
to send a letter or article which is threatening or contains a message which is
indecent or grossly offensive,or which is false, if the intentionof the senderis to
cause distress or anxiety. Cases can only be brought in the magistrates' courts.A
person convictedof this offenceis liable to a fine of up to £1,000 (US$I,800).ln
Scotland,which has a separateand very differentlegal system fromEnglandand
Wales, the commonlaw offenceof causinga breach of the peace has successfull!
been used to prosecuteindividualswho have sent racist materialto anti-racists.'
Exclusion Orders

Under Section3 of the ImmigrationAct 1971the HomeSecretaryhas a discretionary power to exclude aliens from the UK. This power has been used on several
occasions to prevent anti-Semitesand other racists from enteringthe UK. In 1986
the AmericanMuslim leaderof the Nationoflslarn, Louis Farrakha~ wellknown
for his anti-Semiticviews, was banned from entering the country," In 1990the
Home Secretarybarred ManfredRoeder, head of the extreme nationalistorganization German Citizen's Initiative,who had been invited to attend the annualrally

oftheBritishNationalparty.J3Anexclusionorderwasissuedin 1991againstFra
Leuchter,a leadingHolocaustrevisionist,in order to preventhim from speaking
a neo-Nazirally in London.J4
Racist Violence

Englishlaw does not specificallypenalizeracially motivatedviolence.The des
abilityof creating a new offence of racial harassmenthas been discussedrecen
because of concern about the growing number of racist attacks in the UK. 1
government's attitude is that existing remedies are sufficient. It believes tl
introducingsuch an offence would make the task of punishing attackers mr
difficult because the prosecution would have the additionfs burden of provi
beyondreasonabledoubt the racial motivationof the attack. The many states
the United States which have adopted "racialenhancementlaws", whereproof
the racial motivation of anftttack attracts a greater penalty, have not, howev
experiencedsuch problems. 6 The British governmenthas, instead, instructed I
policeto investigatecaseswhereevidenceexiststhatan attackis raciallymotivai
witha view to obtainingevidencefor prosecutionfor a more serious9ffence,St
as assaultoccasioningactual bodily harm or a public order offence.3
THE OBLIGATION OF ARTICLE 4(B) OF THE CERD CONVENTION
TO PROSCRIBE RACIST ORGANIZATIONS

There is no British legislation specificallydirected against racist organizatio
Sections I and 2 of the Public Order Act 1936were, however,passed in part
restrictthe activities of the fascist organizationsof the 1930s.Section I make,
an offence for a person to wear a political uniformin a public place and secti
2(1)(b)makesit an offence to organizeor train people so that they can be used
thedisplayofforce in furtheranceof a politicalobject.Neithersectionseeksto 1
organizations.Section I hrs been used to prosecuteuniformedfascists and me
hersoftheKu KluxKlan.3 A convictionwassecuredunderSection2(1)(b)agai
ColinJordanandI~hn Tyndall,prominentextremeright-wingactivists,for train
a neo-Nazi force. SectionsI and2 are neutrallywordedandare not aimedagai
racistorganizationsper se, but against the types of behaviour in which they l(
to indulge.
In severalof its periodicreports to CERD the BritishGovernmenthas m:
statementsof which the followingis illustrative:
33TheIndependent,6 Octoberl990.
34 No. 198 Searchlight, December1991.

28 A TH Smith, OffencesagainstPublic Order (1987), 118.

29 R. 'V. Marylebone Justices ex parte Gatting and another (1990), The Independent, 19 January;
McMahonandanotherv. D ,PF. (1988), Times, 18 January.See a/so P Tbornton, Decade afDecline:
Civil liberties in the ThatcherYears (London:TheCivilLibertiesTrust,1989),37.
30 Hansard, H.C., Vo1127, 001607, 12 February1988.

35 HomeOffice,Racial Attacks and Harassment:TheGovernmentReply to the ThirdRepon fron
HomeAffairs CommitteeSession 1985-86(1986),409.
36 See discussionof US enhancementlaws by Ronna Greff Schneider,elsewherein PartIII of
collection.

37 Tenth Periodic R~l!ort of the United Kingdom to the Commiuee on the Elimination of Ra
Discrimination,UN Doe. CERD/C/I72.Add.ll (1988),
para. 35(vi).

31 See No. 194 Searchlight, 6 September1991.

38R. v. Wood (1937) Sol. 10. 108;Times, 8 October

32 Times, 17 January1986.

39 R. v, Jordan and Tyndall [1%3] CriminalLawReview 124.

1965, CCA.

Successive United Kingdom governments have taken the view that
provided they are within the law, people should have the right to form
political organisations and that this right should be denied only in
exceptional circumstances.Legal prescription,is therefore,confined to
organisations avowedly dedicated to terrorism and the violent overthrow of the State (in practice organisationsconnected with Northern
lreland).40
The activities of racist groups are not consideredto be an exceptionalcircumstance
justifying proscription, even when they cause disorder. In its 1980 review of the
Public Order Act 1936,the governmentrefused to consider banning the National
Front or the Socialist Workers' Party despite the levyl of the disorder that had
resulted from clashes between them in the late 1970s.4
Proscription of organizationsis restricted to those that are allegedly terrorist,
according to the British govcrnment.Y The government's distinction between
measures to be taken against racist organizationsand measures to be taken against
groups that the British governmentregards as terrorist may at first seem right and
proper, but a second look shows the issues involved to be substantiallysimilar.An
estitnated 70,000 racist incidents occur in the UK each year. A substantialnumber
of these are instigated by members of racist and fascist organizations in order to
terrorizemembers of minority groups. Are the activities of organizationslike the
British NationalParty so differentfrom thoseof organizationsproscribedunderthe
Prevention of Terrorism(TemporaryProvisions)Act (PT A)and underthe Northern
Ireland (EmergencyProvisions) Act?
It has never been the British government's view that proscription actuaIly
prevents terrorism. In his review of the PTA 1974 Lord Jellicoe explained that
proscription "enshrines in legislation public aversion to organizations which use
and espouse violence as a means to a political end.',43Jellicoe sympathized with
those who saw proscriptionas an unjustifiableviolationof humanrights but argued
against legalization on the grounds that this would make the government appear
lenient towards the organizationsthen banned under the PTA. He also felt that the
ban on displays of support for proscribed organizationswas necessary in order to
prevent the violence and disorder that he thought such activities would provoke.
When introducing the Prevention of Terrorism Bill Lord Jenkins stated his belief
"thatthepublic shouldno longerhave to endurethe affrontof publicdemonstrations
in support of that body [theIRA]".44
Looking at these statements, three mainjustifications by the British government for banning terroristorganizationsbecome evident:proscriptionis firstlyseen
as symbolically expressingofficial condemnationof terrorism;secondly,it is seen
as a way of suppressing views deemed extremely offensive to the general public;
and thirdly it is regarded as a necessarymeasure to prevent the violentreaction that
40 UK Reportto CERD.supra note 37, atpara.36.

expressionof such views mightprovoke.Proscriptionof racist organizationscoul
be justified on similar grounds:racism is also an extremelyoffensiveidea which
is important to condemn officially, and history, from the Battle of Cable Street i
the 1930sto the Red Lion Square Disordersof the 1970s,powerfullydemonstrate
that racist speech can provoke a violent backlash. The British government hs
argued against proscription of racist organizations on the ground that it would t
anti-democratic.But many commentatorshave demonstratedhow the proscriptic
of terrorist organizations has stifled democratic activity. Liberty, a broad-base
civil liberties organization, records that Provisional Sinn Fein and Clann r
L'hEireann, the political wings of the banned ProvisionalIRA and the offi~ial JRj
restrictedtheirlegitimatepoliticalactivitiesafter thepassing of thePTA.4 Nor ea
the government argue that it is only using an anti-democraticmeans to counter a
anti-democraticactivity, namely terrorism. It has been shown that British Iegisl:
tion has not preventedviolence,but rather hassucceededonlyin restrictingpolitic,
debate,the type of activity which a democracy normally seeks to protect.
The British government's refusal to ban racist organizationsundermines i
arguments for banning terrorist organizations. The primary targets of terrori
organizationsare the stateand its agents.Theprimarytargetsof racist organizatior
aremembersof minoritygroups. In its willingnesstoproscribeterroristgroups,b.
not racist groups, the British government is sending a message that it will adoj
draconianpowers to campaign against organizationswhich oppose the state, h.
will not place the same restrictions upon groups which campaign against tl:
presencein the UK of black people, Jews and other minorities,often those peopl
whohave the least power to protect themselves.
THE UNITED KINGDOM'S COMPLIANCE WITH ARTICLE 4 OF THE
CERD CONVENTION

l

Although the UK has been heavily criticized by many members of CERD for i
lackof compliancewith Article4, the UK hasdone very littleto adapt its legislatic
inresponse to such criticism. In the declaration which it submitted when it signe
the CERD Convention, the UK interpreted Article4:
as requiring a party to the Convention to adopt further legislative
measures in the field covered by sub-paragraphs(a), (b) and (c) of the
Articleonly in so far as it may considerwith dueregard to theprinciples
embodied in the UniversalDeclarationof HumanRights and the rights
expresslyset forth in Article 5 of theConvention...that somelegislative
addition or variation of existing law and practice in those fields is
necessary for the attainment of the end specified in the earlier part of
Article 4.46
It should be noted that this statement was an interpretative declaration and not
reservationintended to limit formallythe extent of the UK's obligations.While fr
he UK clearly is right that it must show "dueregard" to the principles embodiedi

41 Review of the PublicOrderAct 1936 andRelatedLegislation(London:HMSO, 1980), 11. Cmnd.

7891.

42 See Sections27-29 NorthernIreland(EmergencyProvisions)Act 1991andSections 1-3Prevention
of Terrorism(TemporaryProvisions)Act 1989.

43 Review of the Operationo/the Preventionof'Ierrorism (TemporaryProvisions)Act 1976 (London:
HMSO. 1983),80.Cmnd. 8803.

44 Hansard, 27 November1974.

45 C Scorer,S Spencer andP Hewitt, The New Prevention cf Terrorlsm Act: The Casefor Repe
(London:NationalCouncilfor Civil Liberties,1985), 15.
46 Reprintedin Committeeon the Eliminationof RacialDiscrimination,Positive MeasuresDesign.
to EradicateA/llncitement la, and Acts of, RacialDiscrimination(Geneva:UnitedNations, 198~
para.126.

the Universal Declaration, its claim that it has full discretion in determining what
measures are necessary to fulfil Article 4 of We CERD Convention has been
4
rejected by several members of the Committee. Their interpretation must surely
be correct. Otherwise Article 4 would be merely hortatory and would impose no
binding obligations whatsoever, an interpretation which has been emphatically
48
rejected by most experts in the field.
Article 4(a) demands that dissemination of ideas based on racial superiority
and hatred, or incitement to discrimination be made criminal offences. Many
members of CERD have expressed dissatisfaction with the UK's implementation
of subparagraph (a) because the British legislation on incitement attaches conditions to the offences created: the language used must be threatening, abusive and
insulting and must be likely to stir up racial hatred having regard to all the
circumstances. 49 The British government's position is that the conditions imposed
are essential if freedom of expression and the "with due regard" clause are to be
respected. For the Same reason, British law does not specifically penalize the
expression of ideas based on racial superiority or incitement to racial discrimination, unless such expression is likely to stir up racial hatred.
Article 4(a) also requires the criminalization of assistance to racist activities.
Members of CERD have indicated that the existence oflaws on secondary offences
is sufficient. Under British law a person can be prosecuted for aiding, abetting,
conspiring to or inciting incitement to racial hatred. Assistance to at least certain
types of racist activity is therefore illegal. Given the fact that the obligations
imposed by Article 4 are ambiguous because of the "with due regard" clause, it is
unclear whether the UK has gone far enough in the legislation which it has adopted.
Article 4 does not expressly require the type of legislation contained in the
Malicious Communications Act 1988 and Section 5 of the Public Order Act 1986
which is directed more against racial harassment than the propagation of racist
ideas. Indeed the British government did not mention these two new pieces of
legislation in its last report to CERD. Even if they are not strictly required by Article
4(a), they may be regarded as an attempt by the government to meet its general
obligations under Article 4.
The UK is also under a duty to ensure the proper enforcement of legislation
against dissemination of racist ideas and incitement to discrimination. As noted
above, much evidence exists that the provisions on incitement to racial hatred are
not being properly enforced. While the British government retains discretion to
prosecute, CERD' s decision in the Yilmaz-Do gan case suggests that such discretion
is not absolute, but mus~ be exercised with due consideration to the CERD
Convention's guarantees. 0 Given the large discrepancy between the number of
complaints received by the Attorney-General and the number of directions by him
to prosecute, one wonders if the duty to consider the CERD Convention is being
taken seriously.

47 30 D.N. GAOR Supp. No. 18, D.N. Doe.A/30/18 (1975), para. 144.

48 It shouldbe notedthatseveralotherslates,mostof themEuropean,havemadesimilarinterpretative
declarations.See thetexts of declarationsandreservationsin Annexe B.
49 33 D.N. GAORSupp. No. 18, D.N. Doe. A/33/18 (1978), para. 339,

50 Yilmaz-Dogan v, The Netherlands, 43 D.N. GAOR Supp. No. 18, D.N. Doe. A/43/18 (1988), Annex
IV.
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As far as racial violence is concerned, Britain possesses the necessary general
laws against violence and incitement to violence. CERD has indicated that, although not strictly required by the CERD Convention, legislation making racially
motivated violence a specific offence would be desirable. Britain has instead
adopted a policy that racially motivated violence should be treated as an aggravating factor, but not as a separate offence.
In assessing British compliance with Article 4 it must be born in mind that
this article must be implemented with "due regard to the principles embodied in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights". Racism is alive and well in the UK. As
mentioned above, an estimated 70,000 racist attacks take place every year. Increasing amounts of hate propaganda are becoming available. Given these factors,
narrow limitations upon racist speech and the activities of racist organizations seem
compatible with the Universal Declaration. Does British legislation go far enough
in complying with Article 4 in the restrictions it places upon racist activities?
Because the race hatred laws are so worded that convictions are difficult to obtain
even in serious cases of racial vilification, there has never been the possibility of a
committed attempt to enforce the laws properly. The fact that there have been only
18prosecutions for incitement to racial hatred between 1986 and the end of 1991
surely indicates a failure to implement Article 4(a) properly. Any reform of hate
speech laws must incorporate a change in emphasis in the legislation which
currently ignores the need to protect the human diguity of members of ethnic

minorities.
As far as Article 4(b)'s requirement that racist organizations be prohibited, it
is arguable that the "with due regard" clause abrogates the British government's
obligation to proscribe such organizations and otherwise restrict their activities
since, in the UK, it is unlikely that proscription would substantially contribute to
the elimination of racism.
Finding an appropriate balance between the right to freedom of speech and
the right to freedom of association on the one hand and the public interest in
eliminating racism and protecting human dignity on the other hand is not an easy
task. Successive British governments have avoided serious consideration of the
proper implementation of Article 4 when discussing reform of public order and
other types oflegislation which have implications for racist speech. This is reflected
in the majority of government documents dealing with this area, few of which even
refer to Article 4 or discuss how its obligations might be implemented. In contrast
to Canada, Australia and many other European countries, the whole issue of racist
speech has yet to be seriously debated in the UK.

CONCLUSION

Althoughthis paper focuses on the issue of racist speech, it must not be forgotten that
legalregulationof speechis onlyone weapon in the fightagaiostracism andbyno means
the most important. The CERD Convention similarly makes clear that criminal
penalties are only part of the package of obligations that states parties undertake;
international law experts stress that criminal penalties without measures to promote
non-discrimination in such fields as housing, education, employment and public
service are both inadequate under the Convention and are almost certainly doomed
to be ineffective. At the present time in the UK, racist violence and discrimination
undoubtedly is a more serious threat to black people and most other minority groups
than the propaganda activities of racists and fascists. Action against hate speech
shouldnot be abandoned but neither should it be overemphasized.
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Chapter 28
INCITEMENTTO RACIAL HATRED IN THE UNITE~ KINGDOM:
HAVE WE GOT THE LAW WE NEED?
Geoffrey Bindman

The resurgence of neo-Nazi ideas and the efforts of extremist groups throughout
Europe to foment racial hostility invite considerationof the legal means available
to confront these dangerousdevelopments.The European Commissionis embarking on such an examination following a report by members of the European
Parliament.The United Kingdom has one of the most sophisticatedbodies of law
among all European countries dealing with racial incitement.But how effectiveis
it? Is it a model which other countries should adopt?
THE CONCEPT

Incitement to racial hatred was made a criminal offence for the first time in the
Race Relations Act 1965.That Act also createdthe statutorytort of racialdiscrimination. Both wrongs imply hostile conduct aimed at members (or supposedmemo
bers) of particular racial groups but they are otherwisedistinct. The former, with
which this paper is concerned, seeks to restrain in the public interest conduct
tending to stimulate or increase hatred of such groups; the latter seeks to restrain
unequal treatruentof individualson racial grounds,and to provideredressfor those
who suffer from such treatruent.
CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PROCEEDINGS

The governmentat first proposedin the Bill whicheventuallybecame the 1965Act
that both racial incitement and racial discriminationshould be criminal offences.
However,it was persuaded to substitutea civil remedy for racial discriminationon
the basis of experience in the United States. Criminal laws prohibiting racial
discriminationhad been introducedthere as long ago as the 1860s,in the periodof
Reconstructionafter the Civil War. They fell into disuse because it was believed,
no doubt realistically, thatjuries would not convict. After the SecondWorld War,
the US government adopted new techniques, relying on a statutory commission
with the power to investigatecomplaintsand take civil proceedingswhere necessary. This approachseemedmoreappropriateand effectivefor discriminationcases,
which usually involve individual victims seeking redress and/or to stop discriminatory practices.
The same is not true of racial incitement,which threatenspublic order, and
for which criminal prosecutionremains the obvious remedy. It is well-establishe~
in Englishlaw thata civil actionmay not bebroughtfor incitementtoracialhatred.

An abridgedversionof this chapterwaspublishedin TheLaw Society's Gazette, No. 14,of 8 April

t992.

2 Thorn' v. BBC [19671t WLR tt04 (CA).

DEVELOPMENTOF THE LAW IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

The common law of seditious I~bel allowedprosecutionfor racial incitement only
when violence was threatened. The statutoryoffence created in Section 6 of the
RaceRelations Act 1965prohibited the use, with the intent to stir up racial hatred,
of "threatening, abusive or insulting" words or matter. Prosecutions could be
broughtonly by, or with the leave of, the Attorney-General.
The chief object of the law was to curb hostility to immigrants from the
Caribbeanand the Indian sub-continent.But there were few prosecutionsand even
someof those failed.4 Paradoxically, some ofthe successfulprosecutionswere of
blackpeople accusedof incitinghatredof whitepeople.Attorneys-Generalbecame
increasingly reluctant to authorize prosecutions because they feared that trials
would provide platforms for racists, who, if convicted, would claim martyrdom
and, if acquitted, would claim vindication.
In his "Reporton the Red Lion SquareDisordersof 15thJune 1974"(Cmnd.
5919),Lord Scarman said:
The statute law does, however,call for scrutiny.Section6 of the Race
Relations Act is merely an embarrassmentto the police. Hedged about
withrestrictions(proofof intent,requirementof the Attorney-General's
consent) it is unclear to the policemanon the street.The section needs
radicalamendmentto makeit an effectivesanction,particularly,I think,
in relation to its formulationon theintentto be provedbeforean offence
can be established.
In 1976,the requirement of intent was replaced by a requirementto prove merely
the likelihood that racial hatred would be stirred up. The offence was transferred
from the Race Relations Act to the Public Order Act. The need for the AttorneyGeneral's consent was retained.
THE PUBLIC ORDER ACT 1986

Yet there were still very few prosecutions.In 1986, on the introduction of a new
PublicOrder Act, the opportunitywas taken to restore the option of proving intent
as an alternativeto proving likelihood(Section 18(1)).
The scope of the law was extended in other ways. The offence can now be
committedin private as well as in publicplaces (Section 18(2)),thoughnot where
wordsare used or displayedonly in a dwellingand not audibleor visible outsideit
(Section 18(4)). Suspects may be arrested without warrant merely on reasonable
suspicion(Section 18(3)).Possessionof raciallyinflammatorymaterialwitha view
to publicatioo or distribution is prohibited (Section 23), and there are powers ol
entry and search for such material (Section 24). But the requirement of the
Attorney-General'sconsent has again been retained (Section27(1)).
Since the 1986Act came into force, the numberof prosecutionshas declinec
even further, notwithstandingan increase in Britain (as elsewhere in Europe) 01
3 SeeRv. Count,andA Lester& G Bindman,Race and Law (penguin,1972) 347 et seq,
4 SeeR v. Hancock(discussedin Lester& Bindman,supra note3, 370); see also R v. Briuon[1967
2 QB 51 (CA)).

neo-Nazi and extreme right-wing activity. There were only two prosecutions in
1988: one led to the conviction of a soapbox orator who received a suspended
sentence for a racist speech and for distributing racist literature; the other led to a
fine of £100 (US$175) for posting Nazi stickers on lamp-posts. More recently
prosecutions for such activities have been brought under the Town and Country
Planning (Control of Advertisements) Regulations 1989 which prohibit the display
of advertisements which are offensive and intimidating. However, an appeal against
the conviction of members of the British National Party for breach of these
regulations has recently succeeded.
When Black parliamentary prospective candidate, John Taylor, was chosen
by the Conservatives in Cheltenham in 1990, a local party member, Major GaIbraith, who opposed his selection, publicly described him as a "bloody nigger".
Galbraith was expelled from the local Conservative association and charged with
incitement to racial hatred. He died before the trial took place.
In 1991 four convictions under the racial incitement provisions of the Public
Order Act have been reported. Lady Birdwood, the SOyear old widow of a Second
World War Field Marshal, was convicted in October 1991 of distributing threatening, abusive or insulting material intended or likely to stir up racial hatred (Section
19). For many years the Jewish Board of Deputies and the Commission for Racial
Equality had been submitting her anti-Semitic publications (including a "blood
libel" leallet) to successive Attorneys-General urging prosecution. Until this occasion no prosecution against her had been authorized. She was discharged conditionally on good behaviour for six months. In another, somewhat bizarre, case the
Jewish manager of a shop selling Nazi memorabilia was convicted at Guildford
Crown Court and sentenced to two months' imprisonment.
On 4 October 1991, the Jewish Chroniclereported that for the first time there
had been a conviction under Section 23 of the Public Order Act for possession of
racially inflammatory material. Francis Walsh, aged 66, was convicted of possessing two placards bearing anti-Semitic slogans. He had been standing at the junction
of Bethnal Green Road and Brick Lane with about 10 others known to a police
witness as members of the British National Party. He was trying to sell the placards.
The Thames magistrates imposed no penalty for the first two offences but bound
him over to keep the peace for one year in the sum of £100, and fined him £10 for
obstructing the highway.
In August 1991 three supporters of the Ku K1ux K1an were convicted in
Edinburgh of possessing racially inflammatory recruiting material for their organization; and in June 1991 the home of a well-known leader of a neo-Nazi organization reportedly was raided and he was charged with possessing anti-Semitic
material.
WHY SO FEW PROSECUTIONS?
The reluctance of past Attorneys-General to launch proceedings for racial incitement has doubtless been influenced by concern about their political or social
consequences. But in October 1991, in his Sir George Bean Memorial Lecture to
the Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen, the then Attorney-General, Sir Patrick
Mayhew QC, asserted that decisions whether or not to prosecute were always taken
by him personally and only on evidential grounds. In the previous year's lecture,
Sir Peter Imbert, Commissioner of Metropolitan Police, had expressed a different
view: "It is not the law that is at fault. The law is adequate .... But on the

consideration of the law and the decision to prosecute we disagree [with tI
Attorney-General and the Director of Public Prosecutions]."
Sir Peter voiced a widely held opinion when he suggested that even now the
is undue reluctance to prosecute. His satisfaction with the law, however, is tl
optimistic: in spite of the attempt in the Public Order Act to strengthen
provisions, the legal outcome must remain uncertain in many cases where the fa'
would seem to justify conviction.
There are several other weaknesses. First, the offence of incitement
restricted to cases where words or material are "threatening, abusive or insulting
Subtle or superficially moderate expressions which may be just as likely to promc
racial hatred and ~erefore are arguably equally damaging are not caught by t
statutory language.
Second, the offence is concerned only with the "stirring up of hatred". E
the mischief targeted by the law may be achieved without the arousal of so extrer
an emotion, or indeed the hatred may already be felt by the audience. John Kingsl
Read, leader of the British Movement, was charged with an offence under Secti
6 of the 1965 Act when, following the stabbing to death of an Asian youth in 19~
he said at a public meeting "one down, a million to go". The judge directed tI
there was no evidence that Read intended to stir up hatred among an audience whi
largely consisted of his supporters. The Jewish Board of Deputies, in arecentrepo
has suggested that the words "ill will, or hostility or prejudice or contempt" shot
be substituted for "hatred".
A third weakness is the requirement of the Attorney-General's consent befe
a prosecution may be mounted. Undoubtedly this has restricted the number
prosecutions, both by limiting the power of the prosecuting authorities and 1
excluding private prosecutions. However, it should not be left to private individui
or organizations of ethnic minorities to take responsibility for enforcement of t
criminal law. In practice, few would be likely to do so. There is a case for allowii
private prosecutions simply as a means of persuading the Attorney-General to CID
out his duty with suitable vigour. Essentially, however, the responsibility is a pub
one.

Drafting changes could strengthen the law and might encourage its wider m
and the imposition of more meaningful penalties. But, with due deference to ~
Patrick, the lack of enthusiasm for this law in the government and the prosecutii
authorities is demonstrated by recent changes in policy. The current policy is plain
to confront racial incitement and racial violence wherever possible with laws n
explicitly linked to race. The use of Planning Regulations has been noted. Befo
the Public Order Act 1986, the Attorney-General used to consider complaints
racial incitement within his own office. Since it came into force, complaints a
referred to local police who report to the Crown Prosecution Service. Only if
prosecution under the racial incitement provisions is considered the only or be
option is the matter referred to the Attorney-General for his consent.
The Public Order Act did indeed create a new option: an offence which ID:
beprosecuted without the Attorney-General' sconsent. A person who uses threate
ing, abusive or insulting words or behaviour within the hearing or sight of a pera
likely to be caused harassment, alarm or distress thereby may, ifhe or she does n
cease such conduct following a police warning, be arrested without warrant aJ
5 Cozens v. Brutus [19731AC855.

convicted of the offence (Section 5). This charge is now used increasiugly to deal
with those who make racist speeches and distribute racist material, but the statistics
do not distinguish such cases.
Furthermore, racially abusive letters or telephone calls may be prosecuted
under the Malicious Communications Act 1988. Robert Relf (the only person ever
to go to jail for contempt following his refusal to obey an injunction under the Race
Relations Act 1968) was convicted in 1991 of sending racially offensive letters to
John Taylor, the Cheltenham Conservative candidate. He was fined £75.
Both Section 5 of the Public Order Act and the Malicious Communications
Act are summary offences, and the penalties are necessarily trivial. Incitement to
racial hatred may be tried on indictment. That does not guarantee severe penalties,
but at least there is the possibility of imprisonment for up to two years.

CONCLUSION
The series of attempts in the United Kingdom to create an effective legislative
framework in the hope of curtailing the spread 01'racist propaganda and the
activities of racist organizations has achieved little in practice. Enforcement doubtless has been inhibited by concerns about the right to freedom of speech. But it is
beyond argument that freedom of speech is not an unqualified human right; it yields,
for example, to the right not to be defamed. How much greater is the right of racial
minorities to be protected from vilification which denies their equal humanity?
Such a right is firmly placed in intemational human rights law. The United
Kingdom is bound by Article 4 of the International Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination and by Article 20 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights to legislate against racial incitement. Compliance with
these obligations requires not merely that laws should be in place but that they
should work. Indeed, it seems that compliance requires the scope as well as the
efficacy of the law to be enhanced: for example, to prohibit incitement of religious
hatred throughout the UK, which currently is prohibited only in Northern Ireland.
Plugging the law's loopholes would be a start, but would not suffice to make
the law an effective instrument in the absence of the political will to make it so. If
that will existed, it would be reflected not only in revised and strengthened
legislation, but also in much more vigorous investigation of complaints, restored
to the direct supervision of the Attorney-General, and in a greater readiness to
prosecute on indictment. Until our law has been made to work, it cannot be held
out as a useful model for the rest of Europe.

Chapter29
INCITEMENT TO HATRED: LESSONS FROM NORTHERN IRELAND

ThereseMurphy
INTRODUCTION
In TheObserverof 11 February 1990, Julie Flint, the paper's Beirut correspondent,
commented as follows alter a trip to Bradford:
'Rushdie' has joined the lexicon of classroom slang. White children
shout itonthe streets and scrawl it in the underpasses: 'Salman Rushdie
is our hero ... Rushdie rules'. Asian youngsters are stopped on the street
and asked: 'Have you seen Salman Rushdie? If you did, would you kill
him?' 'Rushdie, Rushdie' is a popular chant when Bradford City play
away from home.
Flint saw clearly how one man's name had become a taunt and a term of abuse or
insult used by one community of Britons against another. "Rushdie" stung more
deeply than any racial epithet. The abuse was not limited to verbal forms, nor was
it evident only in Bradford: "Kill a Muslim for Christmas" was painted on a tube
station wall in the latter half of 1989 while "Gas the Muslims" appeared elsewhere.
Rushdie's name was also invoked by others with a rather different motive a worthy one of seeking to shift the generally blinkered: terms of the debate. "Fight
racism, not Rushdie" became their rallying cry. It was a well-intentioned but
somewhat misdirected statement of concern. The bitter splintering which occurred
in Britain as a result of the Rushdie alfair did have roots in racism but, more
importantly, it also had roots in religious discrimination and hatred.
In 1991, the Commission for Racial Equality (CRE) acknowledged the
importance of religion in defining identity in a pluralistic Britain and placed it on
the Commission's public agenda:
[Flor many members of the ethnic minorities, their faith and their
personal identity through their faith, and the reaction of the rest of
society to that faith and to them as belonging to it are of the utmost
importance. Indeed, for many, identity through faith will be more
important from day to day than identity through national origins. t
Generally, however, Britain has failed to cope with religion as a defining feature
of identity in a pluralistic society. Equally, it has generally failed to reflect on the
appropriateness of a continued privileging of Christianity and, in particular, of the
Church of England. The 1986 Public Order Act's anti-hatred provisions are
concerned with racial hatred against persons defined by reference to colour, race,
nationality (including citizenship) or ethnic or national origins. Inciting religious
hatred against persons who define themselves by reference to religious belief merits
no condemnation in me Public Order Act. Instead, Britain has a discriminatory
blasphemy law which protects only Christianity, and which has tended to displace
sensible debate about the need for prohibitions on speech which incites hatred
against religious groups.

1 CRE,SecondReview of the Race RelationsAct 1976 (1991), 58.
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Problems are compouoded by the fact that Britaio's race relatioos legislatioo,
rather thao ackoowledging religious discrimioatioo aod eodeavouriog to tackle it
head-on, has preferred to subsume religioo into the category of ethoicity. This has
had the uofair result that Rastafariaos aod Muslims have beeo fouod to have 00
legal protectioo agaiost employmeot discrimioatioo, while Jews aod Sikhs have
such protectioo, the latter two groups having made successful claims to be treated
as racial groups defined by refereoce to ethoic origios for the purposes of the
legislatioo.
A key message of the Rushdie affair is that religious teosioos io Britaio will
cootioue to fester so loog as the law 00 hate speech fails to facilitate progress toward
a pluralistic society which is not ooly multi-racial aod multi-ethoic, but also
multi-faith. This is oot to suggest that a law which prohibits iocitemeot to religious
hatred would have applied to Rushdie, but rather to pick up 00 Simoo Lee's poiot
that a law against incitemeot to religious hatred might have "cootributed somethiog
positive" aod "dimioished cooflict aod dissatisfactioo" created by the fact that "both
the law aod the languageof the Rushdie debate" were "vitiated by the coocept of
blasphemy".z
•.
The commoo law crime of blasphemy is a hiodraoce, oot a help, in a
multi-faith Britaio. It is discrimioatory io applicatioo aod uocertaio io its scope aod
3
iroposes strict liability 00 the accused regardless of his or her intent, Its cootioued
existeoce hampers the developmeot of a coosistent norm which would offer equal
protection to members of religious aod racial, national or ethnic groups aod which
would appropriately balaoce freedom of expression with respect for digoity aod
security.
Without repeal or reform of the blasphemy law aod the introduction of
religious hatred legislation, Britain will continue to be in breach of its international
obligations uoder Article 20(2) of the International Covenant on Civil aod Political
Rights which provides that "aoy advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that
constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by
law." Furthermore, absence of a law prohibiting religious incitement detracts from
the United Kingdom's commitment under Article 9 of the European Convention
00 Humao Rights to eosure that persoos have the right to practise the religioo of
their choice. As the CRE has noted, it cannot be "aoy more acceptable to stir up
hatred against people because they are seen as Muslims than to do so because they
are seeo as Pakistanis. ,,4
The curreot situatioo is exacerbated by the fact that Northern Irelaod has a
law against incitement to religious hatred. Similarly, Northern Irelaod has unique
fair employment legislation which concerns itself with discrimination on the
grounds of religious belief or political opinion. Britain has neither of these but. as
indicated earlier, does have the blasphemy law aod all of its attendaot problems.
On the positive side, Britain has race discrimioation legislation, the 1976 Race
Relations Act, prohibiting discriroination in employment aod the provision of
services, legislation which is absent in Northern Irelaod. The overall result, when
the United Kingdom is considered as a whole, is a lamentable patchwork of

legislation showing little fidelity either to ioternational law requiremeots or to
fundamental principles of fairoess, tolerance and non-discrimioation.
NORTHERN IRELAND

As far back as 1969, Northern Irelaod recognized the need to acknowledge religion
in the hate speech debate. A joint communique of that year from the Westminster
aod Stormont governments accepted that "protection against the incitement of
hatred against any citizen 00 the grounds of religious belief' was a field in which
"effective action" was "fundamental ... to the creation of confidence". This political
will found expression in the Prevention of Incitement to Racial Hatred Act (Northem Ireland) 1970 which imposed penalties for threatening, abusive or insulting
matter or words, aod for the circulation of false statements or reports, which were
likely to stir up hatred against, or arouse fear of, aoy section of the public in
Northern Irelaod on grounds of religious belief, colour, race or ethnic or national
origins. The Act contained a requirement of subjective intent aod prosecutions
could ooly be brought by or with the coosent of the Attorney Geoeral.
The Northern Ireland Act's inclusion ofreligious belief is to be applauded.
Unfortuoately, the experience of the Northern Irish legislation in practice caonot
equally be recommended. The law does not work aod has not worked since its
inception. Academic commeotators have suggested that the 1970 Act was dr~fted
in such a way "as to render highly unlikely a successful prosecution uoder
aod
noted that "some cynics would claim that it was designed not to work". Their
interpretation parallels concerns expressed by the Attorney-General for Northern
Irelaod in 1971, in the course of an adjournment debate at Stormont on his refusal
to prosecute the writer of a scurrilous letter, that the terms of the Act made
prosecutions extremely difficult. The letter, sigoed "Loyal Resident" in the Mid
UlsterMail of November 1970, complained of the influx of Romao Catholics into
a village in Londonderry, referred to their employmeot as appeasement aod called
for a long overdue stand to be taken to prevent the character of a Protestant village
from being c¥anged such that "loved ones would turn over in their graves in the
churchyard". In the course of the Stormoot debate the Attorney-General was
accused of "partisao aotics" aod "scaodalous delayiog tactics", aod it was suggested
that "the whole community had become somewhat disenchanted" to find that the
Act had oot beeo invoked ooce io the seven or eight mooths it had been on the
statute book. The Attorney-Geoeral defended his refusal to prosecute aod called
f?r ao a~preciation of the A~t's ':precise scope", "that it has limitationi" and "that
difficulties oflegal proof are inevitably created by the language it uses". According
to the Attorney-General, there were "many difficult considerations in taking
prosecutions": the words published or used had to be threatening, abusive or
insulting; they had to be likely to stir up hatred or fear aod not simply distaste,
disgust, aoger or odium; the hatred or fear had to be stirred up not against an

f

5 B Hadfield,"ThePreventionof Incitementto ReligiousHatred- An Articleof Faith?"35 Northern
IrelandLaw Quarterly231,241 (1984).
2 S Lee, Th2Cost of FreeSpeech(Faber& Faber,l990), 87.

6 Lee, supra note 2, at 86.

3 LawCommissionReportNo. 145, OffencesAgainstReligionand Public Worship(1985).

7 He Dehs (NI), 001.1277,3 February 1971.

4 eRE, supra note I, at 60.

8 Id. at 001. 1283.
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individual or a number of persons but against a section of the public in Northern
Ireland; the hatred or fear had to be directed against people, not against a religious
denomination or a church or a society; and finally, "perhaps the most important
element of all, and in many cas~s the most difficult of proof', the intent to stir up
hatred or fear had to be proved.
The force of these concerns became clear a number of months later when
three people, one of whom was the chairman of the Shankill Defence Association,
John McKeague, were prosecuted for the publication of a song in a songbook titled
The OrangeLoyalist Songs 1971. The prosecution failed even though the defence
conceded that the words used were threatening and abusive. No further prosecutions were taken under the Act. This lack of prosecution cannot be attributed to the
absence in Northern Ireland of words or matter which might stir up hatred. It must
derive from another source. The Standing Advisory Commission on Human Rights
(SACHR), in reviewing the operation of the Act in its 1974-75 Annual Report,
queried whether "in the absence of prosecutions, the Act could be said to be
fulfIlling the purpose for which it was designed" given that there was "no absence
of inflammatory words, either spoken or written, calculated to stimulate hatreds,
fears and passions amongst the people of Northern Ireland". The Commission,
which was of the view that the Act "should be amended to ensure that it wiUbe an
effective instrument", suggested that the requirement of subjective intention should
be reviewed, given that "a prosecution should not be thwarted by the fear of being
unable to discharge the evidential burden in cases where the contested words have
clearly the effect of inciting hatred or arousing fear."
Northern Ireland's incitement legislation of 1970 has now evolved twice since
its adoption, first, into the Public Order (Northern Ireland) Order 1981 and, second,
into the Public Order (Northern Ireland) Order 1987. The 1981 amendment involved no change of substance; it merely incorporated and reordered the 1970 Act.
It was not until the legislation's second amendment in 1987 that any attention was
paid to SACHR's recommendation in its 1974-75 and 1976-77 annual reports that
the requirement of subjective intent should be modified. The 1987 Order follows
the racial hatred provisions of Britain's 1986 Public Order Act so that in Northern
Ireland the offence now applies not only if there was proof of an intent to stir up
hatred or arouse fear, but also if, having regard to all the circumstances, hatred was
likely to be stirred up or fear aroused.
The scope of the Northern Irish law was extended in other ways paralleling
the provisions of Britain's 1986 Public Order Act. The law now applies to publishing or distributing written material (Article 10); distributing, showing or playing a
recording (Article 11); broadcasting (Article 12); and possessing matter intended
or likely to stir up hatred or arouse fear (Article 13). The police are granted powers
to enter and search for such material (Article 14). Prosecutions may still only be
brought by or with the consent of the Attorney-General (Article 25). The groups
against which hatred is prohibited have been expanded. While the 1970 Act and
the 1981 Order protected "groups of persons in Northern Ireland defined by
reference to religious belief, colour, race, or ethnic or national origins" the 1987
Order protects, in addition, groups defined by reference to nationality (including
citizenship), a protection also included in Britain's 1986 Public Order Act.

The 1987 Order retains two aspects of the earlier Northern Irish legislation
not found in the British law: first, the concern in the Northern Ireland Order is not
only with acts intended or likely to stir up hatred but also with acts intended or
likely to arouse fear; and, second, the Northern Ireland Order protects groups
defined by reference to religious belief.
The 1987 Order can be said to have gone some distance towards meeting the
concerns of critics of the earlier legislation. It would be wrong, however, to assume
that it silenced such concerns. Civil liberties groups have recently voiced concerns
about the Order's ability to protect the travelling commuuity in Northern Ireland,
in light of the English Court of Appeal's 1989 ruling in Commissionfor Racial
Equalityv. Duuon, that gypsies are protected under the Race Relatious Act, but not
lravellers. In this regard, it is interesting to note that the Republic of Ireland, which
introduced incitement legislation as recently as 1989, opted for express protection
of the travelling community, defining prohibited hatred to be "hatred against a
group of persous in the State or elsewhere ou account of their race, colour,
nationality, religion, ethnic or national origins, membership of the travelling
community or sexual orientation." Concerns have also been expressed about the
absence in Northern Ireland of any race discrimination legislation. The greatest
concern, however, is that, despite all of the legislative changes, there have been no
prosecutions in Northern Ireland under the 1987 Order.
LESSONS FROM NORTHERN IRELAND

In the light of the overwhelming, and often singular, focus on prohibitions of race
hatred in anti-hate laws throughout Europe, the inclusion of religious hatred
undeniably is the most unusual feature of Northern Ireland's legislation. It is, in
addition, a commendable feature; incitement to religious hatred not only avoids the
problems we have come to associate with blasphemy, it also strikes an appropriate
balance (one which is endorsed by international law) between freedom of expression and the stirring up of hatred in a pluralistic society. Furthermore, it helps
to undercut the harmful assumption that race and gender are the only defining
features of identity in a pluralistic society.
There are other features of the Northern Ireland hatred law which deserve
highlighting as well. First, the reference to fear, in addition to the more common
hatred reference, is noteworthy. This reference merits some consideration given the
concerns which have been expressed about the term hatred, for instance, by the
CRE which has suggested the addition of "ridicule and contempt" to Britain's
Public Order Act. It might also be worth reflecting on the words used by Lord
Scarmau iu the GayNews case, albeit in support of an exteusiou of the blasphemy
law:
[I]n an increasingly plural society such as that of modern Britain it is
necessary not only to respect the differing religious beliefs, feelings and
practices of all but also to protect them from scurrility, vilification,

ridiculeand contempt."1O
A second feature of the Northern Ireland law is that its rather novel inclusion of
incitement to hatred on religious grouuds draws attention to whether there is a need
for even further grounds of protection. For example, it might usefully be questioned
10 R. v. Lemon [1979] AC 617, 658 (emphasis added).

9 Id. at cols. 1282-84.
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whether sexual orientation, gender and membership of the travelling community
merit consideration as new grounds for protection against incitement to hatred in
both Britain and Northern Ireland.
It would be foolish to assume that opting for an incitement to religious hatred
law would be a panacea. The lesson of Northern Ireland indicates that it is not.
Equally, opting for such a law would not be problem-free; indeed, there are a
number of problems, in addition to effective enforcement, which require consideration. First, there is the issue of how to define religion. What would seem to be
required is a definition which is sufficiently narrow to be meaningful yet sufficiently broad to avoid a bias against unpopular or untraditional religions. Arriving
at such a definition would not be easy. Equally, however, using the difficulties of
definition as a reason for inaction is a notoriously limp excuse. A second consideration is whether belief in general, rather than only religious belief, should be
protected from incitement to hatred. Third, there is the issue of whether. an
incitement to religious hatred provision needs to be supplemented by a provision
designed to cover outrage to religious feelings as recommended by the two
Commissioners who dissented from the Law Commissi?n's majority report on
Offences Against Religion and Public Worship in 1985. t Finally, the need for
effective complementary anti-discrimination legislation must be borne in mind. In
this regard, progress resulting from the innovative powers of the Fair Employment
Commission in Northern Ireland, including compulsory monitoring and affirmative
action measures where necessary as well as use of the government's economic .
strength to support good employment equality practice, should be kept under close
review by legislators contemplating the introduction of a religious hatred law.
All of this discussion about lessons from Northern Ireland cannot, of course,
avoid the reality that the Northern Ireland model has not worked in practice.
However, as the CRE has correctly noted: "there is a difference between the
principle of having a law, and the effectiveness of its enforcement, which may
depend basically on how judgement is exercised" .!2 And, after all, in the end the
responsibility for curbing religious hatred requires each individual citizen "in our
society of different races and of peoples of different faiths and of no faith, not
purposely to insult or outrage the religious feelings of others." 13

Chapter30
HATE SPEECH IN THE UNITED STATES:

RECENTLEGALDEVELOPMENTS
RonnaGreff Schneider
INTRODUCTION
The debate surrounding the propriety, legality and wisdom of regulating hate
speech has been heard in the United States on college campuses, in legislatures and
among policy makers and administrators in a variety of American institutions. The
debate is often reduced to the question whether American constitutional gnarantees
of equality found primarily in the Fourteenth (and also in the Thirteenth) Amendment! and c£nstitutional gnarantees of freedom of expression found in the First
Amendment are allies or antagonists. Despite a shared goal in eradicating hatred
and discrimination, civil rights advocates have found themselves on both sides of
the debate - as proponents of anti-hate speech provisions in the interests of equality''
and as critics of such potentially speech restrictive provisions.
The First Amendment's gnarantee of free speech has never been absolute.
Although the United States Supreme Court has characterized this freedom as a
"preferred right," it has always recognized that such a right can be overcome by a
compelling state interest and that some forms of speech, such as defamation,
fighting words, and obscenity, fall totally outside the protection of the First
Amendment.
The hate speech problem can involve expressive conduct as well as pure
speech. In V.S. v. 0' Brien,4 the Supreme Court articulated the test to be applied by
courts in determining the constitutionality of a governmental regulation which has
the effect of suppressing some forms of expression. If the governmental interest
lies in the suppression of free expression, then a heightened standard of scrutiny is
applied. If, however, the governmental interest is not related to the suppression of
free expression, a lower standard applies. This test entails a determination of
whether the statute: (1) lies within the constitutional power of the government; (2)
furthers an important or substantial governmental interest; and (3) imposes a
restriction no greater than is essential to further the underlying governmental
interest. Analysis involving the distinction between the expressive and non-expressive elements of certain conduct becomes particularly important with regard
to statutes prohibiting the wearing of masks or the burning of crosses.

~ FourteenthAmendmentprovides,in relevantpart:"[N]orshallany State deprive any person of
life, liberty.or property.withoutdue process of Jaw;nor deny to any personWithinits Jurisdiction

theequalprotectionofthe laws." See also NadineStrossen'schapter,below.

2 The First Amendment provides, in relevant part:"Congressshall makeno law ... abridging the
freedomof speech, or of the press;or the ri&litof thepeople peaceably to assemble, and to petition
theGovernmentfor a redressof grievances.'
11 See Law CommissionReport,supra note 3. andalso S Pculter, "TowardsLegislative Reformof the
Blasphemy andRacial HatredLaws,"PublicLaw 371, 378~9 (1991).

3 See RichardDelgado's chapter,below.

12 See CRE,supra note I, at 60.

4 391 D.S. 367 (1968). See also Texasv. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 403 (1989); us. v, Bichmann, 496
V.S. 310 (1990). Both of these cases involved the politically charged issue of flag burning.The
restrictionson such activity involved in both cases were held to be unconstitutional.

13 See Law CommissionReport, supra note 3, at 41.
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Questions have been raised in scholarly debate as to whether or not hate
speech spoken by members of minority or otherwise protected groups and directed
at persons who are members of majority or non-protected groups should be given
the same treatment as hate speech spoken by members of the majority group or of
non-protected groups directed at members of protected groups. Some have argued
that members of majority or dominant groups who fmd themselves targets of hate
speech do not suffer the harm, intimidation, fear, and ~crimination that members
of protected groups experience as targets of hate speech. Without the need for such
protection, limitations on speech need not be imposed. Critics of this approach to
the hate speech problem argue that it is itself a violation of equality principles, an
impermissible content-based or viewpoint-basedrestriction, and raises enormous
problems of definitions and enforcement. Neither the case law nor legislation has
addressed this particular issue.
LEGAL RESPONSES TO HATE SPEECH

.

.

In 1990, the Hate Crime Statistics Act became law.6 As its name indicates, it
requires the collection of certain data relating to the commission of hate crimes.
While the Act does not punish or even proscribe hate speech, its existence reflects
a national awareness of the growing problem of hate-related crimes. The Act is
designed to provide the empirical data necessary to develop effective policies and
responses to hate crime.
Although Congress has not responded with legislation which expressly
addresses the phenomenon of hate speech itself, federal civil rights laws have been
used to support criminal and civil actions for haterelated acts. For example, Section
24I of Title 18 of the D.S. Code makes it a federal crime to conspire to deprive a
person of constitutional or federal statutory rights.7 Section 1985(3)of Title 42 of
the US. Code enables a person to sue any persons who conspire to deprive him or
her of certain civil rights, including the equal protection of the laws or the equal
privileges and immunities under the law. Some federal statutes, such as the
Religious Vandalism Act and the Fair Housing Act, ar~ designed to punish or
provide compensation for specific forms of hate injuries. Others proscribe behaviour if committed under colour of official authority.9 These federal statutes,
however, do not proscribe various kinds of private violence motivated by racial or
ethnic animus,
Legal efforts by state governments to curtail hate speech have taken various
forms: (1) statutes which generally prohibit harassment that is designed to intimidate, coerce, or humiliate the victim; (2) ethnic or racial intimidation statutes,

includingpunishment enhancement statutes, that increase the penalty imposed for
various independently criminal behaviour solely because the behaviour is motivated by a particular animus towards a protected group;to (3) statutes which
prohibit certain acts identified with such animus such as cross burning or the
drawingof swastikas; (4) statutes which prohibit the intentional masking of one's
identity; (5) statutory or common law prohibitions against disturbing the peace,
whichmayor may not include characterizing hate speech as "fighting" words; (6)
statutoryor common law prohibitions against "fighting words" which encompass
hate speech separate and apart from any breach of the peace; (7) civil action for
defamation; (8) individual civil recovery in tort by characterizing the hate speech
as some type of tortious injury other than defamation such as the intentional
inflictionof emotional distress or assault; (9) criminal action for group defamation;
(10) statutes restricting hate speech in certain limited environments such as the
workplaceor the university;and (11) use oflicensing or public permit requirements
to deny public demonstrations or gatherings by persons using hate speech.
A majority of the states have passed some "!ration of one or more of the
kinds of legislation noted in the categories above. t However, the constitutional
validity of a number of these statutes has been challenged, primarily on the basis
that they are violative of the First Amendment's free speech guarantees, that they
constitutean invasion of privacy or associationalzights, that they are either vague
or overbroad in their prohibitions or both, or that they violate the equal protection
clauseof the Fourteenth Amendment in providing greater protection to victims of
certainbehaviour motivated by the racial or ethnic animus of the perpetrator than
they do for victims of the same behaviour motivated by other reasons. The equal
protection argument is used in this last context as a means of striking down
restrictionson speech rather than using equality arguments as a basis for justifying
infringementson free speech.
There have not been a large number of constitutional challenges and their
success, as discussed below, has been mixed. The US Supreme Court may soon
supplyspecific guidance i~ this area when it decides RA. V. v. St. Paul,Minnesota,
whichis discussed below. 2 Arguments were heard last December and a decision
is expected by July 1992.

10 Somejurisdictionshave enacteda single statutewhichreferencesotheroffences andprovidesfor
an increasedpenaltywhen the motivationinvolves ethnicor racialanimus. See, e.g., OhioRev.

5 See,e,g., Lawrence,"IfHe HollersLet HimGo:RegulatingRacistSpeechon Campus,"1990Duke
LJ. 431,450 n. 82.
6

Hate Crime Statistics Act Pub. L. 101-275. 104 Stat.140. 23 April 1990.

7 This statuteformed thebasis of the prosecutionin UnitedStates \I. Lee, 935 F.2d 952(8th CiT.1991),
discussedbelow intext accompanyingnotes 36-40.
8 Religious Vandalism Act, 18 V.S.C., §§ 24S(b) and 247 (988) (protectionfor those involved in
certam federallyprotectedactivities);Title IX of theFairHousingAct, 42 V.S.C. § 3631 (1982and

t988Supp.),

9 See, e.g., 18 V.S.C. §242 (1988) whichmakesit a federalcrime for thoseactingundercolourof law

wilfully deprivea person of federalconstitutionalandstatutoryri.,ghts,
privilegesor immunities.
A civil remedyfor such violationis providedunder42 V.S.C. §1983 (1988).

to

Code Ann.

§2927.12
(Baldwin t991);t8 Pa. Cons. Slat. §271O
(t989);Wi,.

Slat.

§939.645
(t988).

Otherjurisdictionsmake certainbehavioura crimeor a civil actionunderone provisionandthat
samebehavioura separatecrimeor causeof actionwhenmotivatedby racialor ethnicanimus.See,
e.g" Ill.Rev. Slat. ch. 38para. 12-71(1989);
Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 265§239(Law Co-op 1990);
Olda. Slat. Tit.

21§850(1990).

11 See Anti-DefamationLeagueof B 'nai B'rith, "HateCrimesStatutes:A Responseto Anti-Semitism,"

Anti-Defamation League of B'rai B'rilh Law Report (Spring/Swnmer1988), which lists these

provisions.Somejurisdictionshave enactedlegislationallowingcivil as well as criminalcauses of
action.See, e.$., IdahoCode 18-7902 (definesmaliciousharassment);IdahoCode 18-7903 (lists
criminaland civil penaltiesandactions).

12 No. 90-7675.Thecase was grantedcertiorarion 10June1991,11 S. 0. 2795. Thecase wasdecided
by the SupremeCourtof Minnesotaunder the name of In theMatter of the Welfare of RA. V., 464
N.W.2d507.

SUPREME COURT DECISIONS
In the US Supreme Court's only decision analyzing limits on hate speech in the
context of group defamation, Beauharnaisv. JIlinois,13decided in 1952, the Court
upheld the constitutionality of an llIinois criminal statute which prohibited the libel
of a class of citizens. The Court held that libellous, insulting, or fighting words are
not protected speech. While that decision has never been expressly overruled,
subsequent Supreme Court decisions extending greater protection to libellous
speech may cast doubt on the current validity of this decision. Some lower courts
bave also subsequently rejected the group libel concept. Nevertheless, some scholars have emphasized that Beauharnaishas never been overruled and continue 10
look to the decision and its reasoning as a basis for restricting racist speech.
Advocates of regulating hate speech also rely for support on the doctrine of
"fighting words." This doctrine was first articulated by the United States Supreme
v. New Hampshire.14The Court defined fighting words as
Court in C;:haplinskJ.
words which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate
bre~c~ of the peac~. ~ome scholars have argued, however, that suhsequent Court
decls~on~ hav~ so limited .the conc~pt of fighq~ words as to render it ineffective
as a Justification for restnctmg racist speech. They maintain that it is only the
second prong of the doctrine - inciting an immediate breach of the peace _ that
retains any kind of vitality.
Many years after Chaplinsky;in Brandenburgv, Ohio,16the Supreme Court
held that only speech which was "directed to inciting or producing imminent
la:vless action" and was "likely to incite or produce such action" could be proscnbed. Some argue that when hate speech targets a particular individual it may be
likely to give rise to such imminent lawless action.
Proponents of restricting hate speech argue that limitations on such speech
do ?ot interfere w.it? th~ ju~tifications advanced for free speech, including preservauon of and parncipauon m the democratic process, the achievement of a halance
between social stability and change, the ascertainment and furtherance of truth and
se.lf-expre.s~ion and self-fulfilment. They also argue that hate speech is not an'idea
Withcogmuve content protectable by the First Amendment. Although the Supreme
Court has held that the emouve content as well as the coguitive content of speech
is protected u~~er the First Amendment,17 it has addressed this issue only in the
context of political speech and obscenity, and not in the context of the equality
concerns presented by hate speech.
.
Add~tionally, at ~east s?me.critics argue that speech restrictions may be used
disproportionately against rmnonty speakers rather than in an effort to protect them
from hate speech and thus, as with all speech restrictions, "endanger principles of
13 343 U.S. 250 (1952).
14 315 U.S.568 (1942).

15 Nadine Strossen notes in her.chapterbelow that"theCourthas overturnedevery single conviction
It has,revlewed Since Chaplmskj." But see Delgado in the following chapter:and Mari Matsuda
"Public ResponsetoRacistSpeech:ConsideringtheVictim's Story,"87 Mich.'L.Rev. 2320 (1989):

equality as well as free speech." 18 This concern is eliminated if minority speakers
are not subject to the restrictions, a point vigorously debated by scholars, as noted
above.
Criticism of anti-hate speech provisions argue that the most effective way to
combat racist speech is to expose its evil by discussion and debate rather than by
suppression. More speech is more effective than less speech. Censorship will only
dtive the racism underground where it will be harder to eradicate. Advocates of
restrictions on hate speech respond that hate speech is intended to silence or
intimidate the targets of such speech rather than to invite their response or to engage
in debate. They point to social science theories about the origins of prejudice and
the effective means of controlling it, arguing that desirable behaviour can be shaped
by an understanding of what is or is not socially acceptable. Those proponents argue
that controlling the acts will ultimately control the undesired attitudes underlying
those acts. 19
HATE SPEECH ON CAMPUS
The hate speech debate has probably been the most vocal in the United States in
the university context. In addition to the approaches taken outside the walls of the
academy, several arguments have been raised tailored to the uniqueness of the
university environment. Both advocates and critics of anti-hate speech codes have
relied on the argument that the university is a special environment with special
responsibilities. Civil libertarians opposing regulation view the university as a
"bastion of freedom" whose function is to foster the free flow of ideas, even those
which are abhorrent, in the quest for truth and knowledge. On the other hand,
proponents of anti-hate-speech codes argue that the university has an obligation to
eradicate prejudice and discrimination and ensure that no member of its community
isdeprived of the right to equal educational opportunity. Hate speech, they contend,
causes real harm and real discrimination, preventing the targets of this form of
racism from availing themselves of the full value of the institution's education and
educational opportunity. Moreover, some commentators argue that the academic
institution itself has a responsibility towards potential victims of racial or ethnic
harassment or intimidation. 20
Additionally, proponents of university anti-harassment, anti-hate speech
codes argue that members of the university community, particularly in the classroom, are like a captive audience which thus gives the university greater latitude
in regulating speech which is directed at them inside the university. With the
realization that a university serves different functions depending upon which part
of the campus is involved, the University of Michigan attempted to zone its campus
for purposes of its anti-harassment code. Thus, certain speech was proscribed in
the classroom, for example, but not in the public areas between classroom buildings?l 'nDoe v. UniversityofMichigan,22one of only a handful of court decisions
18 See NadineStrossen's chapter,below.

19 See Matsuda,supra note 15. Seealso RichardDelgedo's chapter,below.

-16 395 U.S.144 (1~69). Thedefendant,a prominentmember of the Ku KluxKlan hadbeen convicted
llnder OhiO'S Criminal ~~dicalism statuteof making racistremarksat a Klan'rally.The Supreme
eourt reversedthe
convrcnon.

20 See RichardDelgado's chapter,below, citing DartmouthPresidentlames 0 Freedmanconcerning
his disputewiththe DarlmouJhReview.

17 See, e.g.,.Cohen v, California, 493 D.S. 15 (1971). See Smolla, "Rethinkingthe FirstAmendment
AssumptIOnsabout Racist andSexist Speech,"47 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 171 (1990).

21 TheUniversitypolicy zoned the school intothreeareas.The extentof regulationvarieddepending
uponthe locationof the behaviourin question. Thebroadestamountof speechprotectionexisted in
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scrutinizingthe constitutionalityof hate speechrestrictionsou universitycampuses,
the federal district court judge struck down the university's anti-harassmentcode.
The court reasoned that the university's regulationsand the manner in which they
had been implemeuted made the limitations vague and overbroad in scope. However, the court's holding does not necessarily preclude coustitutioual applicatiou
of such a zoning approachto the hate speechproblemiu someother factualcontext.
The extent of permissible regulation of speech might also depend upon
whether there is some privacy expectation on the part of the targeted person or
persons. Thus, restrictions may be permissible with regard to speech in residence
halls, where, as in one's home, the expectation of privacy is high?3 The proper
degree to which speech may be restricted might also be affected by the amountof
power the speaker has over the persou to whom the speech is addressed.Thus,even
many strong critics of limitations on hate speechrgue that a professor may not
make racist remarks to students in the classroom.2
Some university codes have limited their hate speech restrictions to epithets
directed at an individual target rather than words generally directed at a group,iu
an effort to fall within a more narrow definition-of"fightingwords" which would
more clo~ly align it with the conceptof preservingthepeace andpreventingviolent
reaction. . Others, however, have argued that the injury of a bias-motivatedinsult
is not just an individual one "but a collective one that the community may and
should address.,,26
In UMW Post, Inc. Board of Regents of University ojWisconsin University,
a federal district court held that the University of Wisconsin's rule prohibiting
students from directing discriminatory epithets at particular individuals with the
intent to de¥lean them and create a hostileeducational environmentwas vague and
overbroad. It further held that the proscribed epithets did not constitute "fighting
words". In rejecting the "fightingwords" characterization,the court reasoned that
the US Supreme Court had narrowed the meaning of that concept so as to include
only speech that "tends to incite an immediate breach of peace" which must thus
"naturallytend kO
provoke violentresentment" and must be "directedat the person
of the hearer.,,2
the public areas.Less speech protectionwas given in the academic centres, includingclassrooms.
Speech was given the least protectionin the residentialdormitories.
22 721 F. Supp. 852 (E.D. Mich. 1989).

23 Althoughthe issue was not presented10the courtin Doe, otherSupremeCourtdecisions lendsome
supportto the argument that targets of hate speech may be entitled to more protectionfrom such
speech when it is directedatthem in theprivacyof theirhome thanelsewhere. SeeFrisbyv. SchuJlz
487 V.S. 474 (1988).
24 See Nadine Strossen's chapter, below. See also R Schneider, "Sexual Harassmentin Higher
Education,"65 Tex,L. Rev. 525, 569 (1987).
25 See Coben v, California,403 V.S. 15, wherethe courtstatedthatthe wearingof a jacket bearingan
offensive expletive in a courthousewas constitutionallyprotectedspeech since the offensive words
were "nota directpersonalinsult"thatwas specifically directedat the particularhearer.

.c'

While the Wisconsin rule was designed to proscribe speech targeted at
particularindividual,the rule was not limited to epithetsthat incited the hearer.TI
court also refused to apply the limiting construction requested by the universit
The rule had been challenged on the basis of the federal as well as the sta
constitution.
AIl the remaining reported decisions involving the hate speech issue (
campushave similarly struck down litnitationson exp~ssion. In IOTA XI Chapt,
ojSigma Chi Fraternity v. George Mason University? a fraternity and two of i
memberschallenged the disciplinary action taken by the public universityagain
thefraternityas a result of the fraternity's participationin an "uglywoman"conte
whichwas held as part of a charity fund raiser. In the course of the contest, one I
the participants "dressed in black face, used pillows to represent breasts ID
buttocksand wore a black wig with curlers." Upon receiving a letter of complai
from student leaders that the contest was offensive "becauseit perpetuated raci
and sexual stereotypes", the university imposed sanctions on the fraternity. TI
fraternityand two of its members challengedthe sanctionsas a violationof theFiI
Amendment.
The federal district court agreed. It held that the university had not tried
regulatethe conduct of the fraternity,but the "expressivemessageconveyedby tl
skit which was perceived as offensive by several student groups." Citing tl
SupremeCourt's decision in Barnes v. Glen Theaters, Inc.,30 the court conclude
that the skit at issue involved "more than a kernel of expression,"thus entitling
toFirst Amendment protection. The court rejected the university's argument th
even if the activity is protected, the university had a compelling interest
restrictingit in orderto further its mission"to promotelearningthrough a cultural
diversestudent body ... , to eliminateracist and sexistbehaviour on campus ... ,
accomplishmaximal desegregationof its studentbody," and to preventthe "unde
min[ingof] the education of minority and women students".
In Levin v. Harleston 31, a tenured professor at the City College of Ci
Universityof New York, brought a civil action against college officials arguir
that his free speech and tenure rights had been violated when state colle]
administrators,because of the professor's controversial views regarding affirn
ative action and the relative intelligence of blacks and whites had (I) create
alternativeparallel class sections of the professor's classes although there had n
beenany studentcomplaintsfrom studentstaking the professor's class or proof th
the professor had acted unfairly or unprofessionallyin the classroom; (2) create
an ad hoc committee of faculty to investigate the professor's writings and publ
statementsoutside the classroom; and (3) had failed to adequatelyprotect again
disruptionsin the professor's classroomand disciplinethe studentsinvolvedin SUI
code in an effort to overcome the objectionsraisedby the court.Accordingto Pat Hodulnik,Seni
Legal Counsel for the University of Wisconsin, as of going to press, the Boardof Regents of 1
University has initiatedthe admmistrativerulemakingprocess necessaryto legally implementtl
new rule.

v« Alexandria

26 See Delgado, below.

29 CA No. 91-785-A (E.D.

v. New
27 774 F. Supp. 1162 (B.O. Wis. 1991). As alreadynoted, the SupremeCourtin CJuJplinsky
Hampshirehad establishedtwo parts.of the fighting words concept - the infliction of injuryor the
tendencyto incite an immediatebreachof the peace. The BoardofRegents apparentlybelieved that
the first halfof the fighting wordsdefinitioncontinuesto constituteprotectedspeech. Id. at 1170 n.

30 111 s. Q. 2456 (1991) (upholding an Indianalaw which preventedcertain establishmentsfrc
offeringpe:rfonnancesof totallynudedancing).StatedtheCourt:"'It is possible to find some kerr
of expression in almost every activity a person undertakes... but such a kernel is not sufficient
bringthe activity within the protectionoIthe First Amendment", quoting its previous decision
Dallas v. SlrangUn, 490 V.S. 19.25 (1989).

28 Id. Subsequentto thisdecision, the Universityof Wisconsin redraftedits anti-discriminatoryspeech

31 770 F. Supp. 895 (S.D.N.Y. 1991).

4.
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disruption. The professor maintained that the College's actions had damaged his
standing in the academic community and could foreclose professional opportunities. The federal district court agreed and enjoined the college from creating
the "shadow sections", from commencing disciplinary action against the professor
based on his protected expression of ideas and ordered the college to take reasonable steps to prevent the disruption of the professor's classes.
OTHER HATE SPEECH CASES

The case law dealing with hate speech outside the university setting has primarily
involved constitutional challenges to statutes prohibiting cross-burning, maskwearing, penalty enhancement provisions, general anti-harassment provisions and
the denial of permits for demonstrations.
Permits

The denial of a permit is viewed as a prior restraint which is highly disfavoured in
American law. A permit restriction based on the hate message of the demonstrators
could be seen as violating a basic premise of First Amendment jurisprudence .
content and viewpoint neutrality. The burden in upholding such a restraint is very
heavy. Permit requirements must be based on content neutral standards which are
not arbitrari1y left to the discretionary implementation of government officials.
Attempts to restrict marches by Nazis or the Ku K1uxK1anhave been struck down.
In Col/in v. Smith,32 a group of Nazis sought a permit to march in the town
of Skokie, Illinois, where a significant number of Jewish survivors of the Holocaust
lived. The town had passed an ordinance which proscribed demonstrations by
people wearing certain military-style clothing or uniforms. The federal Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit invalidated the ordinance on the ground that it was
content based since "[ajny shock effect...must be attributed to the content of the
ideas expressed." The trauma caused to Holocaust survivors on seeing Nazis
marching in their community could not justify the suppression of the symbolic
expression.
33
In Klu Klux Klan, etc. v, Martin Luther King Worshippers, the federal
district court of Tennessee invalidated parts of an anti-parade ordinance. The court
held that the city could not deny the K1anmembers who sought a parade permit
their constitutional rights to assembly and free speech by denying their parade
request outright. The court held, however, that the city could deny a permit on the
date when a permit for another demonstration had been grf-rted and that a high
school did not have to allow the Klan the use of its facilities. 4 Both the Collin and
KKK casesreasoned that in the context ofparades and demonstrationscertain masks

and disguises may constitute strong ~mbolic political expression that is afforc
protection by the First Amendment."
Cross Burning and Other Expressive Conduct

At least one lower federal court has upheld a statute which prohibits cross burn
and the posting of swastikas under certain circumstances. The Supreme Cour
expected to issue a decision in its first cross burning case by the end of 1992.1
constitutionality of such laws may depend on whether their proscriptions appl)
activityon one's own property, on someone else's property, or on public propel
Cross-burninghas been prosecuted under federal law as well as state and local I,
In V.S. v. Lee 36 a federal court of appeals rejected a constitutional challei
to a federal prosecution involving cross burning. The defendant built and burne
cross in a field adjacent to a racially mixed apartment complex. He was prosecu
under the federal statute which makes it a crime to conspire to injure or intimid
any citizen in the free exercise offederally guaranteed rights?7 The federal cc
of appeals hel~ that the statute as applied to the defendant did not violate the F
Amendment.3 The defendant had argued that the federal statute "punishes
expressive act of cross burning" and that it was overbroad because it "reachlec
substantial amount of constitutionally protected conduct." The defendant a
argued that the statute was vague because it did not give notice that cross burn
was a crime and used the vague term "intimidate".
The court rejected all of these arguments. The court held that the statute v
content neutral. Applying the 0' Brien test, the court found that the governmer
interest in regulating the behaviour was unrelated to the suppression of f
expressionas it did not prohibit a person from conspiring to bum a cross to corn
a message of hatred but prohibited such action only when there was the inten:
threaten or intimidate the targeted individuals from exercising their feders
guaranteed right to be free from racial discrimination in housing. The court a
heldthat the incidental restriction on free speech was no greater than was essen
to further the governmental interest in protecting the federally guaranteed righ
rent and occupy a dwelling without racial discrimination.
The court reasoned that the statute was not overbroad because it proscril
conduct only when done with the specific intent to threaten or intimidate anot
in the enjoyment of a federally guaranteed right. and noted the importance
restricting such speech where it is impossible or impracticable for the listener
viewer to avoid exposure to the speech. The court also rejected the vaguen
35 KKK, 735 F. Supp.at751, citing Collin, 578 F.2d at 1200.

36935F.2d 952(8thCi,. 1991).
37 18U.S.C. § 24t.
32 578F.2d tl97 (7thCir. 1978).
33 735F. Supp. 745(M.D.Tenn.1990).
34 See also NationalSocialist WhitePeople's Partyv, Ringers, 473 F.2d lOlD (4thCif. 1973) (school
authorities must allow Party access to school facilities m off-school hours (or meeting ~ to all

membersof the.rublic).But see NAACP\I, Thompson,648 F. Supp.195(D. Md. 198~) (federal
districtcourthel thatcountyzoningadministratormay be en/'oined fromissuingpermits forholding
public Ku Klux Klanrallieson privatepropertywhensuch fa lies wereopento generalpublicexcept
membersof particularracialandethnicgroups).
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38 Similarly,in a.s.v, Hayward, 772 F. Supp. 399 (D. Ill. 1991), a districtcourtin Illinois held
prosecutions for cross burning neara dwelling under 18 U.S.C. § 844(h)(l) (whichprohibitsthe
offire in connectionwith any activitywhichconstitutesa federalfelony) as well as under 42 U.~
§ 3631(b) (whichprohibitsthe use offorce orthreatofforce to interferewiththerightsohny pet
to purchaseoroccupy a dwellingbecauseof thatperson'srace)didnotviolatetheFirstAmendm
The court relied on the constitutionalanalysis used by the U.S. SupremeCourt in its two ret
decisions strikingdown limits on flag burning.The court in Hayward concludedthat expresr
conduct was involved, but that the statutes were content neutraland narrowlydrawn and
sufficiently'importantgovernmentinterestswere involved. See also a.s.v. Long, 935 F.2d 1~
1212(11thCi,. 1991).
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challenge. The term "intimidate" used in the statute was not vague because the te~,
viewed in the context of the statute, should be understood to mean "to engage m
conduct designed to interfere with a person's free exercise offederally guaranteed
rights ... [As such, that term] neither requires ordinary people to ~ifss at its meaning
nor does it encourage arbitrary or discriminatory enforcement."
A vigorous dissent in Lee, concluding that the statute criminalized protected
pure speech. It reasoned that the governmental interest involved was the right of
individuals to be free from threats of physical force and that the terms "threaten"
or "intimidate" did not necessarily include a threat of physical force. The dissent
hypothesized that the defendant could have threatened and intimidated the black
residents of the apartments by distributing pamphlets in the apartments which stated
the presence of "the Ku Klux Klan in the neighborhood, [that they] disliked black
people, and wanted them to move out." The dissent rejected the application of the
captive audience concept, noting that the cross burning did not even occur on the
apartment's own property. If the burning had occurred on apartment property, a
different result may have been required, making the facts more analogous to the
situation in Frisby v. Schultz. 40 In Frisby, the US Supreme Court had upheld a local
ordinance which banned picketing in a residential area which was targeted at a
single dwelling.
The opportunity to review the applicability of notions of privacy and the
captive audience concept to cross burning may present itself this term when the US
Supreme Court considers RAY. v. St. Paul, Minnesota. In RAY., the white
defendant, a boy of 17, had bumed a cross on the property of an African Ameri~an
family. He was charged with violating a St. Paul, Minnesota ordinance which
provides that
whoever places on public or private property a symbol, object, appellation, characterization or graffiti, including but not limited to, a burning
cross or Nazi swastika, which one knows or has reasonable grounds to

knowarousesanger,alarm,or resentmentin otherson thebasisof race,
color, creed, religion, or gender commits disorderly conduct ... .
.
The defendant challenged the constitutionality of the provision arguing that It
violated the First Amendment's guarantee of freedom of speech because the
ordinance punished protected as well as unprotected behaviour and was therefore
overbroad. The trial court dismissed the criminal charges on the ground that the
ordinance proscribed expressive conduct in violation of the First Amendment. The
city appealed and the Minnesota Supreme Court held that the ordinance was ?ot
substantially overbroad in its scope because it could be interpreted to proscn~e
expressive conduct which constituted "fighting words" or provocation to "imminent lawless action." The state court distinguished the US Supreme Court's decision
in Texas v. Johnson 41 which struck down a Texas statute prohibiting flag burning.
The Minnesota court reasoned that the Supreme Court in Johnson had held that an
individual could not be prosecuted for buming a flag under the Texas flag desecration statute on the mere assumption that every expression of a provocative idea
would incite lawlessness. In contrast to the invalid Texas statute, the Minnesota

ordinance did "not on its face assume that any cross burning, irrespective of th
particular context in which it occurs, is subject to prosecution." The Minnesol
Supreme Court, therefore, upheld the ordinance.

Masks
There are a number of different statutes prohibiting mask-wearing. These prohib
mask-wearing in different contexts, including while on public property, while 0
private property, while participating in a demonstration, while committing a crim
independent of any bias motivation or while wearing a mask with the intent t
coerce, intimidate, or threaten. The purposes underlying these statutes includ
combating the commission of crime, assisting in identifying the perpetrator, (
eradicating racial and ethnic intimidation. There are only a small number (
decisions involving racial or ethnic animus in the wearing of a mask.
In Hernandez v, Virginia,42 a state intermediate court held that the wearin
of a mask by a member of the Ku Klux Klan did not constitute expressive activit
under the First Amendment because the wearing of the mask itself did not conve
a "particularized messJl1'ethat would have been likely to have been understood b
those who viewed it." The court concluded that, even if the wearing of the Kla
mask were expressive conduct, the statutory prohibition on wearing the mask i
certain circumstances was constitutional as long as the statutory "purpose i
unrelated to the suppression of free expression." While the court acknowledged thl
the motive behind the statute's passage may have been to "unmask the Klan," th
court stated that the plain language of the statute "indicated no purpose to stifle th
Klan's freedom of expression ...[nor had there been] indiscriminate enforcementr
the statute against members of the Klan." According to the court, the justificatio
for the statute was to prevent
violence, crime and disorder by the unmasking of criminals .... The
incidental effect of preventing a Klansman
from wearing his 'full
costume' is minor when compared to the government's interest in
keeping communities safe and free from violence.
The court also rejected the defendant's arguments that he had been punishe
because of his unpopular views.
In an earlier decisi2n dealing with the constitutionality of a Georgia anti-mas
statute, State v. Miller, 4 the Supreme Court of Georgia similarly held that th
statute was not related to the suppression of constitutionally protected speech nc
was it vague or overbroad. The court noted that the statute was content-neutral an
its restriction was limited to threats and intimidation, neither of which wer
constitutionally protected. 45 The state had a compelling interest, indeed an "affirm
ative constitutional duty", to safeguard "the right of the people to exercise their civ

.n

42 406 S.E.2d 398 (18 June 1991).
43 Thecourtreasonedthat"[tjhe recorddoes not establish... thatthemaskis so identifiedwiththeK
Klux Klan thatit is a symbol of its Identity. The robeandthe hood may be such symbols,but tI1
maskis not.... Themaskaddsnothing,savefear andintimidation,to thesymbolicmessageexpresse
bythe wearingof the robeandthehood."

39 935 F.2d at 957.

44 398 S.E.2d 547 (Ga. 1990).

40 487 U.S. 474 (1988).

45 Id. at551. Thedissentingjustice arguedthatwhile thismay be a compellingstateinterest."there:
no close nexus betweenthemeansChosenandthepermissibleobjectivesof the statute... [andthur
the statuteis not narrowlyaimedat the permissible objectives."Id, at555.

41 491 U.S. 397, 403 (1989).

rights and to be free from violence and intimidation". The court construed the
language of the statute to "apply only to mask-wearing conduct when the maskwearer knows or reasonably should know that the conduct provokes a reasonable
apprehension of intimidation, threats or violence".46 The statute did not prevent
mask-wearing on private property. Recognizing that, "under certain circpmstances,
anonymity may be essential to the exercise of constitutional rights'" , the court
distinguished the defendant's action from non-threatening political mask-wearing
which was not proscribed under this statute. Previous decisions have established
the right of political protesters to wear masks. 4S
At least one state supreme court, however, has struck down a mask-wearing
statute. In Robinson v, State,49the Florida Supreme Court ruled that a state statute
which prohibited a person from wearing an identity-concealing mask while on
public property was overbroad as it could be applied to innocent activities. The
court refused to give a limiting construction to the statute. However, an intermediate
appellate court in Florida subsequent! y upheld the constitutionality of a different
statute which provided for penalty enhancemen~ if the offender wore a mask
concealing his identity while committing a crime. 0
.

.

PenaltyEnhancementStatutes
Although state courts have scrutinized various penalty enhancement statutes, they
have reached conflicting results and thus have provided no clear guidance as to the
kinds of provisions which are likely to be found constitutional. In State v. Beebe,51
an Oregon state intermediate appellate court upheld the constitutionality of a state
criminal racial intimidation statute which provided for a greater penalty for certain
unlawful conduct ifracially motivated. The defendant had challenged the enhanced
penalty for assault. The court, noting several other examples of penalty enhancement factors other than racial animus, held that there was a rational basis for the
distinction. The court reasoned that the legislature could legitimately determine that
there is a greater danger to society from assaultive conduct directed at a person
because of his race, religion ornational origin than thereis from such conduct under
other circumstances. This is because "[s]uch confrontations .n readily - and commonly do - escalate from individual conflicts to mass disturbances" which thus have
more serious consequences than those which are associated with assaults motivated
by other reasons. The court also rejected a First Amendment challenge to the s~tute
by concluding that the statute applied in this case to conduct and not speech. 2

However in State v, Harrington,53decided only days before the Be
decision, a different intermediate state court in Oregon struck down the sta
general harassment statute. The court examined both the state's general harassrr
statute and another subsection of the state racial intimidation statute involve,
Beebe, which imposed an enhanced penalty for harassment motivated by ra
animus. The court held that it was unnecessary to assess the constitutionality of
enhanced penalty statute because it concluded that the general harassment sta
upon which it was based was itself a violation of the state constitutional guarai
of freedom of expression. The court held that the general harassment provision
unconstitutional because it did not solely proscribe words which were intende
likely to provoke physic~ violence.
In State v.Bellamy, 4 the Connecticut state intermediate appellate court I
that the trial court erred in dismissing an information which charged the deferu
under a general harassment statute. The defendant had drawn swastikas on a si
used to record pump readings during his shift at a pump plant after an Ortho
Jew transferred to that shift. The court reasoned that a more fully developed fac
record was necessary in order to determine whether the swastikas were "figh
words" or whether they invaded the Jewishs'jomplainant's privacy interests bees
he could be viewed as a captive audience. 5
The Supreme Co~t of Washington upheld its state's general harassn
statute in State v, Smith. 6The case did not involve a racially or ethnically motiv,
crime. The statute was challenged on vagueness grounds. The court held, ci
Chap/in#'Y v, New Hampshire, that threats of harm to others are not protei
speech.
In People v, Dietze,58New York's highest state court invalidated New Yo
harassment statute which prohibits the use of "abusive" language with the inter
"harass" or "annoy" another person. The court held that the statute prohibited n
than "fighting words" and did not limit its application to an imminent breach ol
peace. The court refused to provide a limiting construction of the statute. Nei
racial nor ethnic animus was involved in Dietze;rather, the speaker verbally ab,
the victims with knowledge that they were mentally disabled.
Prior to Dietze, a New York trial court had upheld a state statute pIs0hibi
harassment motivated by ethnic or racial animus. In People.v. Grupe 9, a c
refused to dismiss the charges against a defendant who had been charged ,

to the amendedIntimidationLaw. Accord, State 'V. Martin 818 P.2d 1301, 109 Or. App. 48:

47 Id.

October 199t).
53 680P.2d 666(Or. App. 1984).
54 495A,2d724(Conn.App. t985).

48 See Ghatari v. Municipal Court, 87 CaI.App.3d255, 150 Cat.Rptr.813 (1979);Aryan v, Mackey,
462 F. Supp. 90 (N.D. Tex. 1978). Bothinvolvedpoliticalprotestsby Iranians.

55 For proceduralreasons.the court refusedto consider the defendant'sclaim that the statute
unconstitutional,vagueor overbroadin its scope.

49 393 So.2d 1076 (pIa. 1980). The statutewas amendedaftertheRobinsondecision. Thereareother
earlierdecisions ID otherjurisdictionsinvolvingthevalidityof anti-maskwearingstatuteswherethe
issue ofracial or ethnicanimuswas not involved. Some of these decisionsupholdthestatutesand
some invalidatethem.

56 State v. Smith, 759P.2d 372(1988).

46 Id. at552.

50 Fletcher Y. State, 472 So.2d 537 (Fla, App. 5 Dist. 1985).

5t 680P.2d tt

(Or.App.

t984).

52 In 1989. the Oregonstatutewas amended.In State 'V. Hendrix, 813 P.2d 115. 107 Or.App.734(19
June1991),a state intermediate appellatecourtrejectedfree speechas well asvaguenesschallenges
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57 See, ecg.,State 11.Brown. 748 P2d 276 (Wash.App. 1988).citingamong other cases, Chaplins
New Hampshire 315 U.S. 568. In Commonwealth \I. Duncan, the Pennsylvania Supreme(
rejecteda FirstAmendmentchallengeanduphelda defendant'sconvictionfor criminalsolicit
for lewd and non-politicalremarksmade to a female universitystudentin a universitydonni

363P.2d 803,239P. Sup. Cl. 539(1976).
5875 N.Y.2d 47,550N.Y.S.2d 595(Ct. App. 1989).
59 141Misc.Zd 6 (1988).
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strikinga person whileshoutingan anti-Semiticcomment The courtheld that since
the statuteregulated violentconductand not speech,the courtdid not need toreach
the First Amendment issue. The court reasoned that even if the defendant's
behaviourwere expressive,it wouldnot be entitledto First Amendmentprotection.
At best such a statementunderthecircumstanceswouldconstitute"fightingwords"
since an ethnic or racial insult shouted while striking the person who is the object
of that insult is likely to increase the chances of provoking a violent response.
Moreover, the court took judicial notice of the government's compelling interest
in penalizingbias-related violence,and concluded that that interest is unrelated to
the suppressionof free expression.The courtalsorejectedthedefendant's argument
~at his equal protection rights were violated because the penalty establishedfor
bias-motivatedharassment was greater than that establishedfor harassmentmotivated by otherreasons. The court concludedthat the state legislaturehad a rational
basis in drawingthat distinction.Dietze leavesthe validityof Grupein somedoubt
However, it may be argued that an imminentbreach of the peace is more likely if
the motivationis racial or ethnicbigotry than otherreasons, thusdistinguishingthe
statutory provision involved in Grupe from that in Dietze.
Conflictingopinionshavealsobeenrenderedby threeOhio stateintermediate
appellate courts which reviewed the Ohio ethnic intimidation statute. One court
upheld the statute and found that it was neithervague nor overbroad60 because the
defendant's racially motivated threats which were directed at specific individuals
"would likely cause a br~ch of the peace". Two other courts held that the statute
was vague and overbroad. t One of theseheld the statutedid not make clear whose
race, religion or ethnicity - "the victim, a passerby, a group of people from the
accused's past, the police, or anyone else" - was to be consideredin determining
~hether a violationhad occurred.The Ohio SupremeCourt hasjust heardargument
10 these cases, although it has not yet issued an opinionresolving the conflict.

(between the university and the targeted victim of the hate sIX;ech)and tort
rnterferenceof contract (betweenthe victim and the university).63
Limitationson bias-motivatedharassment,includingverbalharassment,I
alsobeen imposedby commonlaw and state ~d federal statutesin the workp
and in other specific contexts like housing.6 Thus, verbal harassment creai
hostile.env~~nment which constitutes discriminationunder various statutes
regulations,

CONCLUSION
Whatever the outcome of the US Supreme Court's decision in RA.v. v, St F
Minnesota, the increasing number of incidents motivated by racial and et
animusdemand a response. While eradicatingsuch hatred and discrimination
goal sharedby all civil rights advocates,the issue whether the free speech gua
tees of the First Amendmenthelp or hinder such solutionsawaits further expl
tionby the US Supreme Court.

Tort Law
Tort law may provide another mechanismfor respondingto hate speech, although
many of the same constitutionalissues that are posed above also pose problemsin
this area. While defamation is the tort action mostcommonlyused to seek redress
for racial or ethnic epithets, several scholars and a few courts have suggested that
hate speech may, in addition, constitote the intentional infliction of emotional
distress.62
Hate speech may also be viewed as an assault, at least when it creates a
reasonable apprehension that a battery, or offensive bodily contact, will occur.
O~er ~rtious actions havebeen suggestedby commentatorsfor hate speechin the
umversltycontext,suchas thetortiousinterferencewithadvantageousrelationships
60 State v, Wyant, No. 9O-CA-2,Courtof Appeals, DelawareCounty(Dec. 6,1990).

v.

61 ~We
May, Nos. 12239, 12259. and 12260, Courtof Ay)peatsMontgomety County (JuneZ7
Gundy, Frank:l,in
App. No. 9OAP-473 Apr. i6, 1991l (unreported). See also
. 1); Sta,tey. VG!"
C~ty .of~Jncmna.tl y. B!aCIC,
8 Ohio App.2d 143, 146-14 (1966) (invalIdatinga city ordinance
prohibitingthe distribution of pamphletscommunicatingreligious and racialhatredana
bigotry).
62 See, e.g., .Del~ad0l. "Words that Wound: A Tort Action for Racial Insults, E'pithets, and
Name-Callmg, 17 aarv. CR.·CL. Rev. 133 (1982). See also Wiggs v, Courshon, 355 F. Supp. 206
(~.D. Fla. 1973). The US Supreme Courthas held thatthe tortof mtentionalinfliction of emotional
distresscannotbe used to circumvent theconstitutionalobstaclesimposedin anactionfor defamation
broughtby a public figure. Hustler Magazine v, Falwell, 485 V.S. 46 (1988).

63 See Love, "DiscriminatorySpeech,"47 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 123 (1990).

64 E.g"

42D.S.C. § 363(1987and t988Supp.).

~~6:4 Ch:il Rights Act, 42 D.S.C-.§§ 2000e-2000e~17 (1982), whichis the n
federal statuteErohl.bltm...8
discrimination on the baSIS of sex race, religion, andnational orig
~e workplace; Mentor Savmgs v. VlIlSOlI, 477 V.S. 57 (1986~ (recognizing a cause of actionu
Title VU. for sexual harassment, including environmental sexual harassment); Robinso
Jacksanvilie Shipyard, lnc., 760 F. Supp. 1486. See also Title IX of the EducationalAmendrr
of 19721 2O.l!'s.C. §§ 1681~1~~ q982). First Amendmentlimitationsare only applicable v
~ta~ acuon IS involved. These limitations maynot, therefore.apply to the conduct of aprivateper
msntunon or employer.

65 See Title VII of the
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CAMPUS ANTIRACISM RULES: CONSTITUTIONAL NARRATIVES
IN COLLlSION 1

ill~g~iy-~~~g ';;-~;ksi~~i~iati~~~f;~tate anti-Klan law. The Citadel

pro

gated no new rule governing racial insult or hazing.

This article deals with some of the thorny issues such rules raise. '" The
problem may be framed in two ways - as a First or Fourteenth Amendment problem
- ~at are equall~ valid but lead to drastically different consequences. Yet, no a
pnori reason exists for declaring the problem "essentially" one of free speech or
protection of equality ....

2. DartmouthCollege- In February 1988, four members of TheDartmouthRe
a conservative weekly newspaper, confronted William S. Cole, a black prof
at the conclusion of his music history class. The newspaper had recently publ
a highly critical review of Cole's course. The confrontation turned into a she
and pushing match between the professor and Review members. Black stu
charged that the article and classroom incident were racially motivated; the R,
insisted that they were simply fair criticism of a professor's teaching abili
university panel found three staff members guilty of disorderly conduct, It
ment, and invasion of privacy for initiating and secretly recording the "vex:
exchange" with Cole. The event caused a heated exchange between the Revie
Dartmouth President James 0 Freedman, who criticized the newspaper for
soning ... the intellectual environment." Forits part, the Review charged Free
with censorship and reverse discrimination.
Racialtensionscontinuedto mount.Intwo laterissues,theReview corn
President Freedman, a Jew, with AdolfHitler. The college trustees condemn,
newspaper, but declared themselves powerless to impose punishment. SI
thereafter, a superior court judge ordered Dartmouth to reinstate two of the str
on the ground that a member of the disciplinary panel had been biased against
Two months later, a federal district judge dismissed the students' suit again
university. Like the Citadel, Dartmouth took no action to prohibit racial insu
invective....

I. THE CURRENT CONTROVERSY

4. Universityof California-Berkeley- An intoxicated fraternity member sh

RichardDelgado
INTRODUCTION

Over ~e past few years, ne~ly two hundred university and college campuses have
expenenced racial unrest senous or graphic enough to be reported in the press. Most
observe~s believe the increase in racial tension on the nation's campuses is real,
and not Just the product of better reporting or record keeping.
In response, a number of campuses have enacted student conduct rules
prohibiting slurs and disparaging remarks against persons on account of their
ethnicity, reli~i~n or sexual orientation. The University of Wisconsin rule, for
example, prohibits remarks that (i) are directed to an individual; (ii) demean based
on me~be~ship in a ra~ial, religious, or sexual group: (iii) are intended to demean;
~nd (I~) interfere WIth the victim's ability to take part in education or

mstruction....

Inc!dents of racism and other forms of bigotry have been proliferating on the
nanon 'socamp~ses. Some universities have done as little as possible or have focused
on specific episodes or perpetrators. Others have instituted broad-based reforms
ran~ng from curricular changes to adoption of student conduct rules penalizing
racist speech and acts.

A. MajorIncidentsand InstitutionalResponses
1. The Citadel - In October 1986, a black cadet was asleep in his room when he
was awakened by five intruders chanting his name. The invaders, clad in white
sh~ts and cone-shaped pillowcase masks, shouted obscenities and fled, leaving
behmd a charred cross made of newspaper. Five white cadets confessed. The
Citadel's president condemned the action but denied it reflected the racial climate
on campus. Shortly thereafter, the black cadet resigned from the academy because
of ?arass",'ent for having reported the incident, and filed an $800,000 civil rights
acnon aga'."~tthe school. College officials then issued a report absolving the school
of responsibilny and recommending only increased ethnic awareness classes for
Ed. note: This es.say is an abridged version of an article of the same title which appeared in
Northwestern f!mverslty Law ReVIew, Volume 85, Issue 2 (1991), 343-387 and is reprinted by
special permission of the Law School.
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obscenities and racial slurs at a group of black students as they passed 1
fraternity house; later, a campus radio disc jockey told black students to "ge
to Oakland" when they asked the station to play rap music. Members of a ga
lesbian group reported that an anonymous caller had left a message on its telel
recorder declaring "You should be taken out and gassed, like Hitler did wi
Jews." Berkeley responded to these and other events by instituting a campus
Diversity Awareness program, and the statewide system enacted a policy prc
ing "those personally abusive epithets which, when directly addressed I
ordinary person, are likely to provoke a violent reaction whether or not they ac
do so." The rule applies to words spoken on university property, at 0
university functions and events. Penalties range from reprimands to dismiss

5. StanfordUniversity- In fall 1988, a group of black and white students at SU
debated the racial ancestry of composer Ludwig von Beethoven. The black sn
correctly maintained that he was a mulatto; some of the white students den
Later, two of the white students defaced a poster of Beethoven by scribbling
face and adding stereotypically black facial features. The incident sparked a
confrontation between black and white students. Later, Stanford released an
student conduct code prohibiting words intended to harm or harass, "di
addressed" to a specific person, and conutining "words, pictures or symbo
are commonly understood to convey in a direct and visceral way, han
contempt" for a particular race or sex. The Stanford law faculty were divie
whether the new measure met First Amendment standards ....
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7. UniversityofMichigan: In January 1987,a group of black women meeting in a
lounge on the AnnArborcampusfound a stackof handbillsdeclaring"openhunting
season" on all blacks. A nineteen-year-oldwhite underclassmanadmitted to distributing them and was disciplined, a result many white students thought too severe.
A short time later, a disc jockey for the campus radio station encouraged listeners
to call the station and tell racist jokes on the air. Other students established a
computerized file which containedracist jokes, accessible through a password.
After these and other incidents, the Regeuts approveda new student conduct
code covering several categories of harassment. The policy, which purported to
balance free speech with the university's need to deter racist conduct, set varying
standards for different locations around the campus. With respect to conduct in
classroomsandother academicsettings,thepolicyprohibitedanyverbalor physical
behavior which (1) "stigmatizes or victimizes" any individual on the basis of
thirteen different cultural characteristics (including race, sex, ethnicity, and religion), and (2) threatens or interferes with the individual's university activities or
"creates an intimidating, hostile or demeaning,environment;' Sanctions ranged
from formal reprimands to expulsion.
A short time later, a graduate student represented by the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) sued Michigan on the ground that its policy violated the
First Amendment.A United StatesDistrict Court struck down the policy in August
1989, finding its provisions unconstitutionallyvague. The university replaced the
policy with one that bars slurs directed at specific individuals but exempts statements made during classroom discussion....
9. Summary- Racial incidentshave taken place at many campuses.A review of the
more celebrated incidents indicates that in several cases Michigan, Wisconsin,
Massachusetts,Berkeleyand Stanford- the incidentsled toenactmentof antiracism
rules. In others· Dartmouth, The Citadel, and Columbia- no rules were enacted.
There seems to be little correlationbetween the seriousnessor number of incidents
and the enacttnent of rules. Some universities have responded quickly to a small
number of incidents; others have ignored serious unrest or declared themselves
unable to act. Whether a campus ultimately adopts an antiracism rule or not, the
mere suggestion of suchrules generatescontroversy.The next subpartreviewsthat
controversy, focusing particularly on arguments against rules limiting racial
speech.
>

B. The Current Debate
In response to the rising number of racial incidents, nearly a dozen colleges and
universities have adopted student conduct codes or revised old ones to cope with
the new wave of unrest? These rules and policies have drawn fire from commentators ranging from political conservativesto First Amendmentabsolutists.

of free thought. Describingthe campus as "the locus of the freest expressioi
found anywhere," where the unpopulartruth may be "pursued- and imparte
impunity," Chester Finn [professor of education and public policy at V~
University]decries any effort to limit that freedom.Many contendthat anti-l
ment policies, even those aimed only at face-to-faceinsults, might chill aCI
exchange or teaching. Further, they argue that "chill" of expression operate
in one direction: Charles Kors [professor of history at the University of P,
vania]charges that at most campuses a white male can be insulted and disp
withrelative impunity.Minorityprotectorsoftenrespondby transferringthe
outsidethe realm of speech.Professor Martha Minow, for example, focuses
way racist insults stigmatize the victim, and draws a line between. ~r:eel
harassment.DarttnouthPresident James O. Freedmanresponded to cnticisn
attack on the Dartmoutb Review by describing the conflict not as a m,
"expression,"but as one of protecting academic diversity.

2.1n Loco Parentis.- Opponents of campus antiracismrules also charge t
rules represent a throwback to the days when colleges and universitiesfunc
in locoparentis? Professor Finn points out that although campuses have l
to regulate student sexualityand alcohol and drug consumption,they are ne
less anxious to prohibit offensive speech. Professor Minow, on the othei
pointsout that "neutralitydoes not mean no stateregulation.The stateis not
when it permits some private groups to wield power over others.,,4
3. Protecting the Vulnerable.- In his long-running battle with the Dar
Review,President Freedmanemphasizedthat an academic institutionhas a l
sibilitytoward the potential victim of racial harassmentand insult. Conser
reject this idea, arguing that speech cannot be bad merely because.it I
individualsto say bad things. Contraryviews are an inherentpart of an intel
community;persons who are "hurt by strong expr~ssions of disagreement
not in a university, but in a Trappist monastery." Other writers, howe~el
that the injury of a racist insult is not just an individual one, but a collective
that the community may, and should, address.
4.ThePoliticsof Tolerance. - Many writerswho question campusantiracis
maintainthat the new restrictions are motivated more by politics than the I
protectracial minorities.Robert M O'Neil [formerpresident and professor
at University of Virginia] views the question as whether "specialinterests"
overridefree speech protections.Otherssee the newpolicies as thinlyveiled
to privilege a liberal agenda, pointing out that higher education's tolera
scathing speech seems to vary with the ideology of the speaker. George
conservative columnist], for example, questions whether rules banning
offensiveto the right - "unpatriotic,irreligious or sexuallyexplicit express
would be graciously accepted by leftist endorsers of antiracism rules. 1

1. The Universityas "Bastionof Freedom." . A frequentargument against campus
antiracism rules is that they run counter to the ideal of the university as a bastion
3 The in loco parentis doctrineheld that colleges and universitiesoperatedas surrogat.
responsiblefor the healthandmoralwell-beingof students.

2 Institutionsthathave alreadyadoptedpolicies includeEmoryUniversity,theUniversitiesof Texas,
Wisconsin, California,Connecticut,Michigan,North Carolinaat Chapel Hill and Pennsylvania,
Bl'C!WD
University, Pennsylvania State University, Trinity College, Mt. Holyoke and Tufts
University .

4 Minow "LookingAheadto the 199Os,"KeynoteAddressto the NationalAssociationof
andUnIversitiesAttorneys Meeting (28 June 1989).
5 Washbum,"LiberalismVersusFree Speech",40 NationalReview 39 (1988).

Sowell labels antiracism rules as desperate attempts by liberals to cover up the
failures of affirmative action. Minority protectors respoud that protecting people
of color from disparaging treatment is a matter not of politics but human decency,
and is deeply rooted in our tradition of constitutionalequality.

5. A Better Way? - Some opponents of antiracismrules urge that "[m]orespeech,
not less, is the proper cure for offensive speech.,,6Jon Weiner [professorof history
at Universityof California at Irvine], for example, calls on universitiesto speak out
forcefully and frequently on why racist speech is objectionable. Others urge that
universities focus on underlying racist attitudes, rather than on their outward
manifestations,or address racism throughteaching and example.The soundnessof
these and related arguments is detailed later in this article.
11.INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

[Ed, note: This part, which discusses the international standards on racist speech
and the laws and practice of several countries,'has been deleted given that these
matters are discussed elsewhere in this volurne.]

Ill. CONSTITUTIONAL PARADIGMS

As mentionedearlier,campusantiracismrules canbe analyzed fromtwo directions.
One perspective puts speech at the center, and demands that proponents of antiracism rules justify the abridgement of that liberty;Another perspectiveputs equal
dignity at the center, and regards the speech-act as a violation. Proponents of the
latter view argue that the university has the power (perhaps the duty) to protect
vulnerable populations from racial abuse, and demand that the advocates of free
speech show why the interest in hurling invective should nevertheless prevail.
Typically, they cite some of the harms associated with racist speech detailed in the
preceding section. This Part analyzes both views: subpart A evaluates the freespeech claim, subpart B the equality arguments.

The United States Supreme Court has only on one occasion weigh'
speech against the equ!jl-protectionvalues endangered by race-hate spec
Beauharnais v. Illinois, the defendant was convicted under a statute proh
disseminationof materialspromotingracial or religioushatred. JusticeFranl
citing the "fighting words" doclrine of Chaplinskyv. New Hampshire,rul
libellous statements aimed at groups, like those aimed at individuals, fall e
FirstAmendmentprotection.Laterdecisions,notablyNew YorkTimes v, Sui
have increased protection for libellous speech, with the result that some COl
tators and courts have questioned whether Beauharnais today would be d
differently.Yet, Beauharnaishas never been overruled,and in the meantime
courtshave afforded redress in tort for racially or sexuallyinsultinglanguag
few finding any constitutional problem in doing so.9
Moreover,over the past century the courtshave carvedout or toleratedI
of "exceptions" to free speech. These exceptions include: speech used to
criminalconspiracyto or an ordinarycontract;11s~ech that disseminatesan (
secret;12speech that defames or libels someone; 3 speech that is obscene.'
pornography;15speech that creates a hosti/9 workplace;t6 speech that vio
trademark or plagiarizes another's words; speech that creates an imme
harmfulimpact or is tantamount to shouting fire in a crowded theatre;18"p,
offensive" speech directed at captive audiences or broadcast on the airwi
speechthat constitutes "fightingwords,,;20speech that disrespectsajudge.te
militaryofficer, or other !:J!thorityfigure;21speech used to defraud a consu
words used to fix prices; words ("stick 'em up - hand over the money") 1
7 343U.S. 250(1952).
8 376U.S. 254(1964).
9 See Delgado, "WordsthatWound:A TortAction forRacialInsults,EpithetsandName-t
17 Harv. Civil Rights & Civil LibertiesReview 133 (1982).
10 See 2urcher v. Stanford Daily, 436 D.S. 547 (1978).
11 Contractlawpenalizes,byattachingvariouspenaltiesandconsequencesto them,wordsof (
acceptance(suchas, "You'vegot a deal").

A. A First AmendmentView

12 Snepp v, UnitedStates,444 D.s.-507 (1988) (per curiam);UnitedStates v. Progresstve.lnc
Supp. 990(W.D. Wis. 1979).

The First Amendment appears to stand as a formidable barrier to campus rules
prohibiting group-disparaging speech. Designed to assure that debate on public
issues is "uninhibited,robust and wide open," theFirst Amendmentprotects speech
which we hate as much as that which we hold dear. Yet, racial insults implicate
powerful social interests in equality and equal personhood. When uttered on
university campuses, racial insults bring into play additionalconcerns. Few would
question that the university has strong, legitimate interests in (i) teaching students
and teachers to treat each otherrespectfully; (ii)protectingminority-groupstudents
from harassment;and (iii)protecting diversity,which could be impaired if students
of color become demoralizedand leave the university,or if parentsof minorityrace
decide to send their children elsewhere.

13 Beauharnais v, lllinois1 343 D.S. 250 (952); see Hiachinson v, Proxmire, 443 D.S. 111
Gertz v Robert Welch,me. 418 D.S. 323, 340 (1974).

6 Barringer, "CampusBattlePits Freedomof SpeechAgainstRacialSlurs,"New York Times, 1 (25
Apr. t989).
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14 Roth v. United States, 354 D.S. 476 (1957);see Mi//er v. California,413 D.S. 15 (1973).
15 New York v. Ferber, 458 D.S. 747 (1982).
16 Meritor Sav.Bank v, Vinson, l 06 S. Ct.2399 (1988);Rogers v. EEOC,454 F.2d 234 (5th. Ci
17 Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v Nation Enterprises, 471 D.S. 539 (1985); Zcc
Scripps-HowardBroadcasting c«, 433 D.S. 562 (1977).
18 Schenkv. United-States,249 D.S. 47, 52 (1919).
19 Lehman v. City a/Shaker Heights,418.D.S. 298 (1974);FCC v, Pacifica Foundation,438 1

(1978).

20 Chaplinskyv.New Hampshire, 315U.S. 568(1942).
21 ToledoNewsEt.!fJ.er
Co. v. UnitedStates, 247 D.S".40, 2 (1918);see Beth£lSchoolDlS,'t. v. Fra
S. Ct. 3159 (1988). For federal protection of inanimateobjects andsymbols,see 18 D.S.(
(4-Hclub symbol); 18U.S.C. § 711(Smokey theBear); 36U.S.C. §§ 170el seq(U.S. flag
22 Onfraud,see R Perkins& R Boyce, CriminalLaw (3rd00.1982),304-08,1048.
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communicate a crimi¥!lthreat;24 and untruthful or irrelevant speech given under
oath or during a trial.
At other times,the SupremeCourt has applieda two-tieredapproach,according to which "well-definedand narrowly limited classes of speech" are held to fall
outside First Amendmentprotection. See Chaplinskyv. New Hampshire,315 U.S.
568 (1948). Examples of such exceptions are obscenity, defamation and child
pornography. In either case, the Court weighs the societal interest sought to be
protected against the value of the speech within our system of free expression....
See Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971) (swear words printed on jacket
protected as form of expression); see also Goodingv. Wilson,405 U.S. 518 (1972)
(conviction of antiwar protester who shouted, "White son of a bitch, I'll kill you,"
to police officer at Army induction station under breach of peace statute reversed
as over-broad).
Much speech, then, is unprotected.The issues are whether the social interest
in reining in racially offensive speech is as great as that which gives rise to these
"exceptional" categories, and whether the use of racially offensive language has
speech value. Because no recent Supreme Court'decisiondirectly addresses these
issues, one might look to the underlying policies of our system of free expression
to understandhow the SupremeCourt mayrule if an appropriatecase comesbefore
it.
Our system of free expression serves a number of societal and individual
goals. Included are the personal fulfilment of the speaker; ascertainment of the
truth; participation in democratic decision-making; and achieving a balance between social stability and change. Applying these policies to the controversy
surrounding campus antimcism rules yields no clear result. Uttering racial slurs
may afford the racially troubled speaker some immediate relief, but hardly seems
essential to self-fulfilment in any ideal sense. Indeed, social science writers hold
that making racist remarks impairs, rather than promotes, the growth of the person
who makes them, by encouragingrigid, dichotomousthinkingand impeding moral
development. Moreover, such remarks serve little dialogic purpose; they do not
seek to connect the speaker and addressee in a community of shared ideals. They
divide, rather than unite.
Additionally, slurs contribute little to the discovery of truth. Classroom
discussion of racial matters and even the speech of a bigot aimed at proving the
superiority of the white race might move us closer to the truth. But one-on-one
insults do not. They neither state nor attack a proposition;they are like a slap in the
face. By the same token, racial insults do little to help reach broad social consensuses. Indeed, by demoralizing their victim they may actually reduce speech,
dialogue, and participation in political life. "More speech" is rarely a solution.
Epithets often strike suddenly,immobilizingtheirvictimandrendering her speech23 On punishmentof price-fixing,see L Sullivao,Antitrust (1977),29-30, 132-34.
24 On the variouscrimes of threat, see Perkins& Boyce, supra ncteZl , at 177-82, 448-52, 1113-15.
25 See, e.g., McCormick on Evidence (1984),544-48. The SupremeCourthas followed a numberof
analytical routes to arrive at the conclusion that certain lYJ>e..S
of speech should be considered
exceptions to first amendmentprotection.Some conespond 10JusticeHolmes's "clearandpresent

danger"test, accordingto which wordsmay be prohibitedif "usedin such circumstancesand... of
such a natureas to createa clearandJ?resentdangerthatthey will bringaboutthe substantiveevils
thatCongress has a rightto prevent. Schenck v, United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919); see also
Dennis v. United States, 341 V.S. 494 (1951) (modifyingtest to takeaccountof gravityof evil and
degreeof probability).

_ ?QO_

less.Often they are deliveredin cowardly,anonymousfashion - for example,in
form of a defaced poster or leaflet slipped under a student's door, or hurled b
groupagainst a singlevictim,renderingresponsefoolhardy.Nor do they help SII
a healthy balance between stability and social change. Racial epithets could
argued to relieve racial tension harmlessly and thus contribute to racial stabil
but this strained argument has been called into question by social science.
Yet racial epithets are speech, and as such we ought to protect them un
there is a very good reason for not doing so.26A recent~k by Kent Greenax
suggestsa frameworkfor assessinglaws against insults. Drawingon first ame
ment principles and case law, Greenawalt writes that the setting, the speak,
intention, the forum's interest, and the relationship between the speaker and
victimmust be considered. Moreover, abusive words (like kike, nigger, wop,
faggot) are punishable if spoken with intent, cause a harm subject to formula!
inclear legal language, and form a messageessentiallydevoidof ideas. Greenai
offers as an example of words that could be criminally punishable, "You SI
whore,"utteredby four men to a womanof colorat a bus slop, intendedto humil
her. He notes that such words can have long-term damaging effects on the vie
andhave little if any cognitivecontent;that whichthe words havemaybe expres
in other ways.
Under Greenawalt's test, narrowly drown nniversity guidelines penal"
racial slurs might withstand scrutiny.The universityforum has a strong interes
establishinga nonracist atmosphere. Moreover, most universityrules are aime
face-to-face remarks that are intentionally abusive. Most exclude classrc
speech,speeches to a crowd, and satire published in a campus newspaper.Ur
Greenawalt's nonabsolutistapproach,such rules might well be held constitutio

B. An EqualProtectionView
The First Amendment perspective yields no clear-cut result. Society has a str
interest in seeing that expression is as unfettered as possible, yet the kint
expression under consideration has no great social worth and can cause seri
harm. Unfortunately,looking at the problem of racist speech from the perspec
of the equality-protectingamendmentsyields no clearer result.
Equality and equal respect are highly valued principles in our systen
jurisprudence. Three constitutional provisions and a myriad of federal and s
statutesare aimed at protecting the rights of racial, religious,and sexual minori
10be free from discriminationin housing,education,jobs, and many other area
life.Moreover,universitieshave considerablepowerto enactregulationsprotec
minority interests. Yet the equality principle is not without limits. State agen
may not redress breaches by means that too broadly encroach on the right
whites, or on other constitutional principles. Rigorous rules of intent, causat
standing,and limiting relief circumscribewhat may be done. New causes of ac
are not lightly recognized; for example, the legal system has resisted effort!
feministsto have pornogmphydeemed a civil rights offense against women.
26 In general,theCourthasrejectedeffortsto restrictspeech basedon "sensibility"harms. See Rose
v, New York, 408 D.S. 901 (1972) (speakerrepeatedly said"motherfucking"
in speechbefores(

boardmeeting). Yet, recentcommentaryandthe approachsuggested in this subparturge the
injuryof racially disparagingspeech goes beyondsensibilityhanns.

27 K Greenawalt,Speech, Crimeand the Uses of lAnguage (1989).
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campus policies, presumably includiug equality, is also limited. Cases stemmiug
from efforts to regulate the wearing of armbands, what students may publish in the
school newspaper, or their freedom to gather in open areas for worship or speech
have shown that individual liberty will sometimes subordinate an institution's
interest in achieving its educational objectives - students do not abandon all their
constitutional rights at the schoolhouse door.
According to the author of a leading treatise on higher education law, rules
bridling racist speech will be found consti tutional if there is a local history of racial
disruption; if the rules are narrowly tailored to punish only face-to-face insults and
avoid encroaching on classroom and other protected speech; if they are consistently
and even-handedly applied; an~ if due protections such as the right to representation
and a fair hearing are present. 8 The author's guidelines seem plausible, but have
yet to be tested. One set of rules was promulgated, then withdrawn; another was
declared over-broad and subsequently redrafted. In several jurisdictions, the ACLU
has announced that it is monitoring developments and may file suit.
In the meantime, analgJlous authority continues to develop. In Bob Jones
University v. United States, the Supreme Court held that universities ma* not
discriminate in the name of religion. In UniversityofPennsylvaniav. EEOC, 0 the
Supreme Court held that a university's desire to protect confidential tenure files
did not insulate the university from review in connection with discrimination
investigations. Both cases imply that the anti-discrimination imperative will at
times prevail over other strong interests, such as freedom of religion or academic
freedom - and possibly speech?1
IV. RECONCILING THE FIRST AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS:
STIGMA PICTURES AND THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF REALITY

A. ClassSubordinationandthe Problemof ConcertedSpeech
As the analysis to this point has shown, neither the constitutional narrative of the
First, nor of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth, Amendments clearly prevails in
connection with campus antiracism rules. Judges must choose. The dilemma is
embedded in the nature of our system of law and politics: we want and fear both
equality and liberty. This part offers a solution to the problem of campus antiracism
rules based on a post-modern insight.. the speech by which society "constructs" a
stigma picture of minorities may be regulated consistently with the first amendment. Indeed, regulation may be necessary for full effectuation of the values of
equal personhood we hold equally dear.

28 Interviewwith Michael Olives on 4 Feb. 1990. Olivas is professorof law at the Universityof
Houston,Directorof the Instituteof HigherEducation,Law & Governanceandauthorof a leading
casebook,Higher Education Law (1989).
'
29 461 V.S. 574 (1983).
30 110 S. Ct577

(1990).

31 See also Marzelte v. McPhee, 294 F. Supp. 562, 563, 569 (E.D. Wis. 1968) (students invaded
universitypresident'soffice andmade "insulting,degradingandhumiliating"remarks'courtheld
such conduct subjectto sanction).
'
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- the essence of which is subordination of one people by another. The mechanism
of this subordination is a complex, interlocking series of acts, some physical, some
symbolic. Although the physical acts (like lynchings and cross burnings) are ofter
the most striking, the symbolic acts are the most insidious. By communicating anr
"constructing" a shared cultural image of the victim group as inferior, we enabk
ourselves to feel comfortable about the disparity in power and resources betweei
ourselves and the stigmatized group. Most civil rights law, of necessity, contribute:
to tltis stigmatization: the group is so vulnerable that it requires social help. Th,
shared picture also demobilizes the victims of discrimination, particularly th,
young. Indeed, social scientists have seen evidence of self-hatred and rejection 0
their own identity in children of color as early as age three.
The ubiquity and incessancy of harmful racial depiction are thus the SOurCI
of its virulence. Like water dripping on sandstone, it is a pervasive harm which onl:
the most hardy can resist. Yet the prevailing First Amendment paradigm predis
poses us to treat racist speech as an individual harm, as though we only had u
evaluate the effect of a single drop of water. This approach - corresponding tl
liberal, individualistic theories of self and society - systematically misperceives th,
experience of racism for both victim and perpetrator. This mistake is natural, an,
corresponds to one aspect of our natures - our individualistic selves. In this capacity
we want and need liberty. But we also exist in a social capacity; we need others t,
fulfill ourselves as beings. In this group aspect, we require inclusion, equality, ani
equal respect. Constitutional narratives of equal protection and prohibition 0
slavery - narratives that encourage us to form and embrace collectivity and equa
citizenship for all - reflect this second aspect of our existence.
When the tacit consent of a group begins to coordinate the exercise 0
individual rights so as seriously to jeopardize participation by a smaller group, th
"rights" nature of the first group's actions acquires a different character an
dimension. The exercise of an individual's right now poses a group harm and mm
be weighed against this qualitatively different type of threat.
Kent Greenawalt's recent book (mentioned above) has made a cautious mov
in this direction. Although generally a defense of free speech in its individus
aspect, his book also notes that speech is a primary means by which we construr
reality. Thus, a wealthy and well-regarded citizen who is victimized by a viciou
defamation is able to recover in tort. His social "picture," in which he has a propert
interest, has been damaged, and will require laborious reconstruction. It woul
require only slight extension of Greenawalt's observation to provide protectio
from racial slurs and hate-speech. Indeed, the rich man has the dominant "story
on his side; repairing the defamation's damage will be relatively easy.
Racist speech, by contrast, is not so readily repaired - it separates the victir
from the storytellers who alone have credibility. Not only does racist speech, b
placing all the credibility with the dominant group, strengthen the dominant store
it also works to disempower minority groups by crippling the effectiveness of the
speech in rebuttal. This situation makes free speech a powerful asset to the domina]
group, but a much less helpful one to subordinate groups - a result at odds, certainl
with market- theories of the First Amendment. Unless society is able to deal wit
tltis incongruity, the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments and our comple
system of civil rights statutes will be of little avail. At best, they will be able I
obtain redress for episodic, blatant acts of individual prejudice and bigotry. Th
redress will do little to address the source of the problem: the speech that create
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LlI,", ~UOHla·.vll'LWv tnar maxes me acts nuruui
10 the nrst place, and that renders
almost any other form of aid - social or legal - useless.

B. Implementingthe Insight
Could judges and legislators effectuate this article's suggestion that speech which
constructs a stigma-picture of a subordinate group stands on a different footing from
sporadic speech aimed at persons who are not disempowered? It might be argued
that all speech constructs the world to some extent, and that every speech act could
prove offensive to someone. Traditionalists find modem art troublesome, Republicans detest left-wing speech, and some men hate speech that constructs a sex-neutral world. Vet race - like gender and a few other characteristics - is different; our
entire history and culture bespeak this difference. Thus, judges easily could
differentiate speech which subordinates blacks, for example, from that which
disparages factory owners. Will they choose to do so? There is cause for doubt:
low-grade racism benefits the status quo. Moreover, our system's winners have a
stake in liberal, market- interpretations of law and politics - the seeming neutrality
and meritocratic nature of such interpretations reassure the decisionmakers that
their social position is deserved.
Still, resurgent racism on our nation's campuses is rapidly becoming a
national embarrassment. Almost daily, we are faced with headlines featuring some
of the ugliest forms of ethnic conflict and the spectre of virtually all-white
universities. The need to avoid these consequences may have the beneficial effect
of causing courts to reflect on, and tailor, constitutional doctrine. As Harry Kalven
pointed out twenty five years ago, it would not be the first time that insights born
of the cauldron of ra~ial justice yielded reforms that ultimately redounded to the
benefit of all society. 2

Chapter32
BALANCING THE RIGHTS TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION ANIJ
EQUALITY: A CIVIL LIBERTIES APPR<j>ACHTO HATE SPEECH C
CAMPUS

NadineStrossen
INTRODUCTION
Civil libertarians are committed to the eradication of racial discrimination and
promotion of free speech throughout society and have worked especially han
combat both discrimination and free speech restrictions in educational institutk
Educational institutions should be bastions of equal opportunity and unrestrk
exchange. Therefore, we find the upsurge of both campus racism and rcgulatioi
campus speech particularly disturbing, and we have undertaken efforts to COUl
both.
Because civil libertarians have learned that free speech is an indispenss
instrument for the promotion of other rights and freedoms - including racial equa
- we fear that regulating campus expression will ulldennine equality, as well as J
speech. Combating racial discrimination and protecting free speech should
viewed as mutually reinforcing, rather than antagonistic, goals. A dirninutior
society's commitment to racial equality is neither a necessary nor an appropr
price for protecting free speech. Those who frame the debate in terms of this n
dichotomy simply drive artificial wedges between would-be allies in what sho
be a common effort to promote civil rights and civil liberties.

SOME LIMITED FORMS OF CAMPUS HATE SPEECH MAY BE
SUBJECT TO REGULATION UNDER CURRENT CONSTITUTIONAL
DOCTRINE

CONCLUSION
This article began by pointing out a little-noticed indeterminacy in the way campus
antiracism rules are analyzed. Such rules may be seen either as posing a First
Amendment problem or falling within the ambit of the equality-protecting amendments. The survey of the experience of other nations in regulating hate speech and
the writings of social scientists on race and racism do not dispel this indeterminacy.
Each view is plausible; each corresponds to a deeply held narrative; each proceeds
from one' slife experiences; each is backed by constitutional case law and principle.
Each lays claim to the higher education imperative that our campuses reflect a
market-place of ideas.
The gap between the two approaches can be addressed by means of a
post-modem insight: racist speech is different because it is the means by which
society constructs a stigma-picture of disfavored groups. It is tacitly coordinated
by its speakers in a broad design, each act of which seems harmless, but which, in
combination with others, crushes the spirits of its victims while creating culture at
odds with our national values. Only by taking account of this group dimension can
we capture the full power of racially scathing speech - and make good our promises
of equal citizenship to those who have so long been denied its reality.
32 H Kalven, TheNegro and theFirstAmendment(1965).
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GeneralConstitutionalPrinciplesApplicableto RegulatingCampu
HateSpeech
Professor Lawrence sets up a "straw civil libertarian" who purportedly would aff
absoluteprotection to all racist speech - or at least "all racist speech that stops si
of physical violence." In fact, as evidenced by American Civil Liberties Un
(ACLU) policies, traditional civil libertarians do not take such an extreme positi
Indeed, there is much overlap between Professor Lawrence's position and tha
traditional civil libertarians. We all agree that some racist speech should
protected, and that some should not, although we draw the line between protcc
and unprotected racist.speech at somewhat different points along the constitutio
continuum.
1 Ed. note: This chapteris an abrid~ed version of an articletitled "RegulatingRacist Speed
Campus:A ModestProposal"pubhshedin 1990Duke Law Ioumal 484-568. The essayaddre
thevariousissues raisedby hate speechin ~eneral. andresponds to specific~ints madeby01~
Lawrence,professorof law at Staaford Uruversityin "IfHeHollersLet HimGo:RegulatmgR~
S~ech on Campus,"1990 Duke Law Journal 431, most of whichpointshave also beenmad!
RichardDelgado in theprecedingchapter.
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At the end of the spectrum where speech is constitutionally protected,
Professor Lawrence agrees with courts and traditional civil libertarians that the First
Amendment should protect racist speech in a Skokie-type context.' The essentials
of a Skokie-type setting are that the offensive speech occurs in a public place and
the event is announced in advance. Hence, the offensive speech can be either
avoided or countered by opposing speech. Traditional civil libertarians recognize
that this speech causes psychic pain. We nonetheless agree with the judicial rulings
in Skokie that this pain is a necessary price for a system of free expression, which
ultimately redounds to the benefit of racial and other minorities.
At the other end of the spectrum, where expression may be prohibited,
traditional civil libertarians agree with Professor Lawrence that the First Amendment should not necessarily protect targeted individual harassment just because it
happens to use the vehicle of speech. The ACLU maintains this non-absolutist
position, for example, with regard to sexually harassing speech on campus or in the
workplace. The ACLU recently adopted a policy that specifically addresses racist
harassment on campus, and it previously had adopted analogous policies concerning sexual harassment on campus and in the workplace. These earlier policies
recognize that unlawful sex discrimination can consist of words specifically directed to a particular individual- words that undermine the individual's continued
ability to function as a student or employee. For example, with regard to sexual
harassment on campus, ACLU policy provides:
College[ s] and universities should take those steps necessary to prevent
the abuse of power which occurs ... where a pattern and practice of
sexual conduct or sexually demeaning or derogatory comments is
directed at a specific student or gender and has definable consequences
for the student that demonstrably hinders her or his learning experience
as a student. This policy does not extend to verbal harassment that has
no ?ther eff'1t on its recipient than to create an unpleasant learning
environment.
These ACLU policies recognize that conduct that infringes on the right to equal
educational (or employment) opportunities, regardless of gender (or other invidious
classifications) should not be condoned simply because it includes expressive
elements.
To be sure, there is no clear boundary between speech that "demonstrably
hinders" a learning (or working) experience and speech that "creates an unpleasant
learning" (or working) environment. Accordingly, even civil libertarians who agree
that this is the appropriate line to draw between unprotected and protected speech
in the harassment context still would be expected to disagree about whether
particular speech fell on one side of this boundary or the other.
Specifically in the context of racist speech, theACLU has recognized that
otherwise punishable conduct should not be shielded simply because it relies in part
2

The reference is to an American neo-Nazi group's efforts, in 1977~78. to gain permission to
demonstrate in Skokle, Illinois, a community with a large Jewish population, including many
Holocaust survivors.For thejudicial opinions rejectingargumentsthat Skokie residentsshould be
otected from such personally odious expressions, see, Co/lin Y. Smith, 578 F,2d 1197, 1205~07
th Cir.), cen. denied, 439 D.S. 916 0978}; VilJageofSkokie v. National Socialist Parry, 69 I112d
,5,612-.18,373, N.E.2d 2h 23-25 (1978). Foranexcellent accountby the ACLU's thenExecutive
DIrectorof both the specinc Skokie controversx.and the general issues it raised, see A Neier,
DefendingMy Enemy:AmericanNazis, The Skakie Case, aridthe Risks of Freedom (1979).

~

3 ACW Policy Guide (rev. ed. 1990), at Policy No. 72.
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on words. Some examples were provided by former ACLU President Nom

Dorsen:
During the Skokie episode, the ACLU refused to defend a Nazi who
was prosecuted for offering a cash bounty for killing a Jew. The reward
linked the speech to action in an impermissible way. Nor would we
defend a Nazi (or anyone else) whose speech interfered with a Jewish

religiousservice,or who said,"There'sa Jew;let's get him.,,4
The foregoing ACLU positions are informed by established principles that gov
the protectibility of speech. Under these principles, spetch may be regulated i
is an essential element of violent or unlawful conduct, if it is likely to cause
immediate injury by its very utteranc 6 and if it is addressed to a "captive audiern
unable to avoid assaultive messages. It should be stressed that each of these critc
is ambiguous and difficult to apply in particular situations. Accordingly, the ACI
would insist that these exceptions to free speech be strictly construed and wo
probably find them to be satisfied only in rare factual circumstances. Neverthek
ACLU policies expressly recognize that if speech fits within these narn
parameters, then it could be regulable. 8
The captive audience concept in particular is an elusive and challenging (
to apply. Noting that we are "often 'captives' outside the sanctuary of the home,
subject to objectionable speech," the Court has rnled that, in public places, we be
the burden of averting our attention from expression we find offensiv
Otherwise, the Court explained, "a majorit1 [could] silence dissidents simply a
matter of personal predilections." 10 The Court has been less reluctant to apply 1
captive audience concept to private homes. However, the Court has held that ev
in the home, free speech values may outweigh privacy concerns, requiring indiv:
uals to receive certain unwanted communications.
The Court's application of the captive audience doctrine illustrates I
general notion that an important factor in determining the protection granted
speech is the place where it occurs. At one extreme, certain public places - such
public parks - have been deemed "public forums," where freedom of expressi

r,

4 N Dorsen, "IsTherea Right to Stop Offensive Speech? The Case of Nazis in.Skokie," in L Gos
00, Civil Liberties In Conflict (Londonand New York:Rourledge, 1988), 133-134.

5 Crimesandtortsthatmay consistprimarilyof wordsincludebribery,fraudandlibel. Sex-designs
advertisements for jobs or housing are also unprotected, as integral elements of proscril
discriminatory conduct.

6 This categoryis illustratedby Oliver Wendell Holmes' proverbialexample of "falselyshoutingj
in a theaterandcausing a panic". Schenck:v.UnitedStates, 249 U.S. 47,'"52(1919). This theorya

is invoked tojustify regulating"fightingwords"andgroupdefamation.Althoughthe ACLUhas
policy expressly addressingthefighting words doctrine, Itexplicitly rejec'tsgroupdefamationla
as inconsistent with the FirstAmendment.See ACLU Policy Guide,at Policy No 6(c).

7 See below, at text accompanyingnotes 9-10.
8 Regardingspeechthatis anessentialelement of unlawful conduct,theACLUPolicy Guide~ at Pol
No. 16, states that, "[T]hereis ... [a] need for the regulationof selling practices to minimize fra
decep.tlon1 andmisrepresentations... If the sale or transactionis one thatcan be validly regulated
prohibited, then oommunicationsthat are an integral part of such a sale or transactioncan
regulated."Regardin$ speech that can cause an immediate injuryby its very utterance,see ACJ
Policy Guide, at Policy No. 6 (acee~ limitations on expression that creates "clearand pres
danger"of immediateunlawfulaction; id. at Policy No. 37 (recognizingthat,understrictlylimi
circumstances)certain lawsuits may
broughtfor libel and invasion of privacy through spee
withoutviolating FirstAmendment).
9 Rowan v. United StatesPost OfficeDep' t, 397 U.S. 728, 738 (1970).

10 Cohenv. California, 403 D.S. 15,21 (1911).
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should be especially protected. At the other extreme, someprivate domains - s~ch
as residential buildings - have been deemed places where freedom of expression
should be subject to restriction in order to guard the occupants' privacy and
tranquillity. In between these two poles, certain public areas might be held not to
be public forums because the people who occupy them might be viewed as
"captive",

The Supreme Court has declared that within the academic environment
freedom of expressionshould receive heightenedprotection,and that "a universili
campus possesses many of the characteristics of a traditional public forum."
These conditionswould suggest that hate speech shouldreceive special protection
within the university community.Conversely,Professor Mari Matsuda argues that
equality guarantees and other principles that might weigh in favor of prohibiting
.
racist speech also are particularly important in the academic context.12
The appropriate analysis is more complex than either set of generalizations
assumes. In weighing the constitutional concerns of free speech, equality, and
privacy that hate speech regulations implicate, Ilecisionmakers must take into
account the particular contextwithin the universityin which the speech occurs.For
example, the Court's generalizations about the heightened protection due free
speech in the academic world certainly are applicable to some campus areas, such
as parks, malls, or other traditionalgatheringplaces. The generalizations,however,
may not be applicable to other areas, such as students' dormitory rooms. These
rooms constitute the students' homes. Accordingly,under establishedfree speech
tenets, students should have the right to avoid being exposed to others' expression
by seeking refuge in their rooms.
Some areas on campuspresent difficultproblems concerningthe appropriate
level of speech protection because they share characteristicsof both private homes
and public forums. For example, one could argue that hallways, common rooms,
and other common areas in dormitory buildings constitute extensions of the
individual students' rooms. On the other hand, one could argue that these common
areas constitute traditional gathering places and should be regarded as public
forums, open to expressiveactivitiesat least by all dormitoryresidents if not by the
broader community.Suchan argumentwouldderivegeneralsupportfrom Supreme
Court decisions that uphold the free speech rights of demonstrators in residential
neighborhoods on the theory that an individual resident's right of stopping "the
flow of information into [his or her] household"does not allow him to impedethe
flow of this same information to his neighbors.13 The Supreme Court, however,
recently declined to resolve the specific issue of whether university dormitories
constitute public forums for free speech purposes.l"
Even in the areas of the universityreserved for academic activities, suchas
classrooms,the calculus to determinethe level of speechprotection is compJex.On
the one hand, the classroom is the quintessential "marketplaceof ideas," which
11 Corneliusv, NAACPLeg~l Detense and Educ. Fund,473 V.S. 788, 803 (1985);see also Sweeney
v. New Hampshire, 354 V.S. 234, 250 (1957).
12

Mat~da.

"PublicResponseto RacistSpeech:Consideringthe Victim's Story," 87 MichiganLaw

Review 2320, 2370 (1989).

13 Organizationjora BetterAustin Y. Keefe, 402 V,S. 415, 420 (1971).

shouldbe open to the vigorous and robust exchange of even insulting or offensiwords, on the theory that such an exchange ultimately will benefit not only u
academiccommunity, but also the larger community, in its pursuit of knowledI
and understanding.
On the other hand, some minority students contend that in the long run, t1
academic dialogue might be stultified rather than stimulated by the inclusion
racist speech, They maintain that such speech not only interferes with equ
educationalopportunities,but also deters the exerciseof other freedoms, includii
those secured by the First Amendment. Professor Lawrence argues that, as
consequenceof hate speech, minority students are deprived of the opportunity
participatein the academic interchange,and that the exchange is impoverished1
theirexclusion. It mustbe emphasized,though,thatexpressionsubjecttoregulatk
on this rationale would have to be narrowly defined in order to protect the flow
ideasthat is vital to the academiccommunity.Thus, muchexpressionwouldrema
unregulated - expression which could be sufficiently upsetting to interfere wi
students' educational opportunities,
Another factor that might weigh in favor of imposing some regulations,
speech in class is that students arguably constitute a captive audience. Tt
characterizationis especially apt when the course is required and class attendan
is mandatory.Likewise, the case for regulationbecomes more compellingthe mo
power the racist speaker wields over the audience. For example, the law shou
afford students special protection from racist insults directed at them by thr
professors.
Even if various areas of a university are not classified as public forums,at
even if occupants of such areas are desiguated captive audiences, any spee
regulationsin these areas still would be invalid if they discriminated on the bas
of a speaker's viewpoint. Viewpoint-based discrimination constitutes the me
egregious form of censorship and almost always violates the First Amendmei
Accordingly,viewpoint discriminationis proscribed even in regulations that ~~
ern non-public forum property and regulations that protect captive audiences.
Many proposed or adopted campus hate speechregulationsconstituteunco
stitutionaldiscrimination against particular views, either as they are written or
they are applied. Professor Lawrence, for example, endorsed a variation on tl
Stanfordregulation that expressly would have excluded speech directed at "dorr
nant majority groups".
As the foregoing discussion illustrates, the question whether any particul
racist speech should be subject to regulation is a fact-specificinquiry. We cann
defineparticular words as inherently off limits, but rather we must examine eve
wordin the overall context in which it is uttered.

ParticularSpeech-LimitingDoctrinesPotentiallyApplicableto
CampusHate Speech
In addition to the foregoing general principles, Professor Lawrence and oth
proponentsof campus hate speech regulation invoke three specific doctrinesin ,
attempt to justify such rules: the fighting words doctrine; the tort of intention

14 SeeBoard of Trustees 1/. Fox, 492 V.S. 469. 473 n. 2 (1989).

15 Keyishian v. Board of Regems, 385 V.s. 589, 603 (1967).

16 See. e.g" V.S. v, Kokinda, 497 D.S.1lD
418 us. 298, 305 (1974).

s. Ct. 3115, 3121 (1990); Lehman v, Ci/y of Shaker Heigl

infliction of emotional distress; and the tort of group defamation. The Supreme
Court has recognized that each of these doctrines may well be inconsistent with
free speech principles. Therefore, these doctrines may not support any campus hate
speech restrictions whatsoever. In any event, they at most would support only
restrictions that are both narrowly drawn and narrowly applied.

Fighting Words
The fighting words doctrine is the principal model for the Stanford University code,
which Professor Lawrence supports. However, this doctrine provides a constitutionally shaky foundation for several reasons: it has been substantially limited in
scope and may no longer be good law; even if the Supreme Court were to apply a
narrowed version of the doctrine, such an application would threaten free speech
principles; and, as actually implemented, the fighting words doctrine suppresses
protectible speech and entails the inherent danger of discriminatory application to
speech by members of minority groups and dissidents,
_
Although the Court originally defined constitutionally regulable fighting
words in fairly broad terms in Chaplinsky v New Hampshire,17 subsequent decisions have narrowed the definition to such a point that the doctrine probably would
not apply to the campus racist speech that Professor Lawrence and others seek to
regulate. As originally formulated in Chaplinsky, the fighting words doctrine
excluded from First Amendment protection "insulting or 'fighting' words, those
which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach
of the peace.',18
In accordance with its narrow construction of constitutionally permissible
prohibitions upon "fighting words," the Court has overturned every single fighting
words conviction that it has reviewed since Chaplinsky, Accordingly, Supreme
Court Justices and constitutional scholars persuasively maintain that Chaplinsky's
fighting words doctrine is no longer good law.
More importantly, constitutional scholars have argued that this doctrine
should no longer be good law, for reasons that are particularly weighty in the
context of racial slurs. First, the asserted governmental interest in preventing a
breach of the peace is not logically furthered by this doctrine:
[I]t is fallacious to believe that personally abusive epithets, even if
addressed face-to-face to the object of the speaker's criticism, are likely
to arouse the ordinary law abiding person beyond mere anger to uncontrollable reflexive violence .... 19
Second, just as the alleged peace-preserving purpose does not rationally justify the
fighting words doctine in general, that rationale also fails to justify the fighting
words doctrine when applied to racial slurs in particular. Rather, the serious evil of
racial slurs consists of the ugliness of the ideas they express and the psychic injury
they cause to their addressees. Therefore, the fighting words doctrine does not
address and will not prevent the injuries caused by campus racist speech.

Third, this doctrine "makes a man a criminal simp!aJ because his neighbo
have no self-control and cannot refrain from violence."
In other contexts, tl
Court appropriately has refused to allow the addresses of speech to exercise sue

a "heckler'sveto.,,21
The fighting words doctrine is constitutionally flawed for the addition
reasons that it suppresses much protectible speech and that the protectible speec
of minority group members is particularly vulnerable. Professor Gard conclude.
based on a comprehensive survey of relevant court decisions, that, in the 10wI
courts, the fighting words doctrine "is almost uniformly invoked in a selective ar
discriminatory manner by law enforcement officials to punish trivial violations'
a con~tutionally impermissible interest in preventing criticism of official coi
duct." Even more disturbing is that the reported cases indicate that blacks Ol
often prosecuted and convicted for the use of fighting words?3 Thus, the record (
the actual implementation of the fighting words doctrine demonstrates that - as i
the case with all speech restrictions - it endangers principles of equality as well 1
free speech.

Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress
A committee report submitted to the President of the University of Texas recon
mends the common law tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress as a bas:
for regulating campus hate speech. 24 This doctrinal approach has a logical appe,
because it focuses on the type of harm potentially caused by racist speech thr
universities are most concemed with alleviating - namely, emotional or psyche
logical harm that interferes with studies. In contrast, the harm at which the fightin
words doctrine aims - potential violence by the addressee against the speaker - i
ofless concern to most universities.
Traditional civil libertarians caution that the intentional infliction of eme
tional distress theory should almost never apply to verbal harassment. A maje
problem with this approach is that
the innate vagueness of the interest in preventing emotional injury to
listeners suggests that any attempt at judicial enforcement will inevitably result in the imposition of judges' subjective linguistic preferences
on society, discrimination against ethnic and racial minorities, and
ultimately the misuse of the rationale to justig the censorship of the
ideological content of the speaker's message.

20 Z Chefee, Free Speech in the United States (1941), 151.
21 See, e.g., Gregory v. City ojChicago, 394 U.S. 111(1969).

22 Gard,supra note 19, at580.
23 See, e.g., Lewis v. City of New Orleans, 415 U.S. 130 (1974); Street v, New York, 394 U;S. 57
(1969);Bdwards v. SoUlIiCarolina.372 us, 229(1963).

17 315U.S. 568(1942).
18 Id. at 572.
19 Gard, "FightingWordsas Free Speech,"58 WashingtonU.Law Quarterly531, 580 (1980).

24 See Rep?rtof President'sAd Hoc Committeeon RacialHarassment,Universityof Texas (Nov. 2)

1989) (definingprohibited"racialharassment"as "extremeor outrageousacts or communication
thatareintended10harass,intimidate,or humiliatea studentor studentson accountof race, C010l
ornationaloriginandthatreasonablycause them10suffersevereemotionaldistress").

25 GaId,supra note 19, at578.

Again, as was true for the fighting words doctrine, there is a particular danger that
this speech restrictive doctrine will also be enforced to the detriment of the very
minority groups whom it is designed to protect.
The position that the intentional infliction of emotional distress tort should
virtually never apply to word:1l;recentlyreceived the Supreme Conrt's support in
Hustler Magazine v. Falwell. Chief Justice Rehnquist, writing for a unanimous
Court, reversed a jury verdict which had awarded damages to the nationally known
minister, Jerry Falwell, for the intentional infliction of emotional distress. The
Court held that a public figure may not "recover damages for emotional harm
caused by the publication of an.ad parody offensive to him, and doubtless gross
and repugnant in the eyes of most." The Conrt further ruled that public figures and
public officials may not recover for this tort unless they could show that the
publication contains a false statement offact which was made with "actual malice,"
i.e., with know ledge that the statement was false or with reckless disregard as to
whether or not it was false. In other words, the Court required public officials or
public figures who claim intentional infliction of emotional distress to satisfy the
same h1'lvy burden of proof it imposes upon such individuals who bring defamation
claims.
Although the specific Fa/well holding focused on public figure plaintiffs,
much of the Court's language indicated that, because of First Amendment concems,
it would strictly construe the intentional infliction of emotional distress tort in
general, even when pursued by non-public plaintiffs. For example, the Conrt said
that requiring a statement to be "outrageous" as a prerequisite for imposing liability
did not sufficiently protect First Amendment values. Because the "outrageousness"
of the challenged statement is a typical element of the tort the Court's indication
that it is constitutionally suspect has ramifications beyond the sphere of public
figure actions:
'Outrageousness' in the area of political and social discourse has an
inherent subjectiveness about it which would allow a jury to impose
liability on the basis of the jurors' tastes or views, or perhaps on the
basis of their dislike of a particular expression. An 'outrageousness'
standard thus runs afoul of our longstanding refusal to allow damages
to be awarded because the speech in question may have an adverse
emotional impact on the audience.2 8
For the reasons signalled by the unanimous Supreme Conrt in Fa/well, any cause
of action for intentional infliction of emotional distress that arises from words must
be narrowly framed and strictly applied in order to satisfy First Amendment
dictates.

only decision that expressly reviewed the issue, Beauharnaisv. Illinois,29u
a group libel statute against a First Amendment challenge. However, th:
decision was issued almost forty years ago, at a relatively early point in the C
developing free speech jurisprudence. Beauharnaisis widely assumed no ]
to be good law in light of the Court's subsequent speech-protective decisic
related issues, notably its holdings that strictly limit individual defamation a
so as not to chill free speech.
Statements that defame groups convey opinions or ideas on matters of]
concern, and therefore should be protected even if those statements also
reputations or feelings. The Supreme Court recently reaffirmedthis principle
context of an individual defamation action, in Milkovichv. LorainJournal(
In addition to flouting constitutional doctrine and free speech principles
sanctioning group defamation are ineffective in curbing the specific class e
speech that Professor Lawrence advocates restraining. Even Justice Frankf
opinion for the narrow Beauharnaismajority repeatedly expressed doubt abc
wisdom or efficacy of group libel laws. Justice Frankfurter stressed that the
upheld the I\linois law in question only because of judicial deference to tlu
legislature's judgment about the law's effectiveness.
The concept of defamation encompasses only false statements of fact tl
made without a good faith belief in their truth Therefore, any disparag
insulting statement would be immune from this doctrine, unless it were fac:
nature, demonstrably false in content, and made in bad faith. Members of mi
groups that are disparaged by an allegedly libelous statement would hardh
their reputations or psyches enhanced by a process in which the maker'
statement sought to prove his good faith belief in its truth, and they were rei
to demonstrate the absence thereof.
One additional problem with group defamation statutes as a model fo
sanctioning campus hate speech should be noted. As with the other speech-r
tive doctrines asserted to justify such rules, group defamation laws introdu
risk that rules will be enforced at the expense of the very minority groups s
to be protected. The Illinois statute upheld in Beauharnaisis illustrative. Ace
to a leading article on group libel laws, during the 1940s, the I\linois statute'
weapon for harassment of the Jehovah's Witnesse~," who were then "a mine
very much more in need of protection than most." I

Evena NarrowRegulationCouldHavea NegativeSymbolicImp
onConstitutionalValues

The group defamation concept has been thoroughly discredited.
First, group defamation regnlations are unconstitutional in terms of both
Supreme Court doctrine and free speech principles. To be sure, the Supreme Court's

Taking into account the constrainls imposed by free speech principles
doctrines potentially applicable 10 the regulation of campus hate speech, it
be possible - although difficult - to frame a rule that is sufficient! y nan
withstand a facial First Amendment challenge.
Even assuming that a regulation could be crafted with sufficient preci:
survive a facial constitutional challenge, several further problems would 11

26 485 D.S. 46 (1988).

29 343 D.S. 250 (1952).

27 See New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 V.S. 254 (1964).

30 497 D.S.-. 110 S. Ct. 2695 (1990)

28 Falwe1l485 V.S. at 55.

31 J Tennenhaus, "GroupLibel,"35 Comell Law Qunrterly261, 279~80 (1950).

GroupDefamation

which should give any university pause in evaluating whether to adopt such a rule.
First, because of the discretion entailed in enforcing any such rule, there is an
inevitable danger of arbitrary or discriminatory enforcement. Therefore, the rule's
implementation would have to be monitored to ensure that it did not exceed the
bounds of the regulations' terms or threaten content- and viewpoint-neutrality
principles.
Second, there is an inescapable risk that any hate speech regulation, no matter
how narrowly drawn, will chill speech beyond its literal scope. Members of the
university community may well err on the side of caution to avoid being charged
with a violation.
.
A third problem inherent in any campus hate speech policy is that such rules
constitute a precedent that can be used to restrict other types of speech. As the
Supreme Court has recognized, the long-range precedential impact of any challenged governmental action should be a factor in evaluating its lawfulness.
Further, in light of constitutional restraints, any campus hate speech policy
inevitably would apply to only a tiny fraction of all racist expression, and accordingly it wonld have only a symbolic impact. Therefore, in deciding whether to adopt
such a rule, universities must ask whether that symbolic impact is, on balance,
positive or negative in terms of constitutional values. On the one hand, some
advocates of hate speech regulations maintain that the regulations might play a
valuable symbolic role in reaffirming our societal commitment to racial equality
(although this is debatable). On the other hand, we must beware of even a symbolic
or perceived diminution of our impartial commitment to free speech. Even a
limitation that has a direct impact upon only a discrete category of speech may have
a much more pervasive indirect impact - by undermining the First Amendment's
moral legitimacy.
Recently, the Supreme Court ringingly affirmed the core principle that a
neutral commitment to free speech should trump competing symbolic Concerns. In
United States v. Eichman, which invalidated the Flag Protection Act of 1989, the
Court declared:
Government may create national symbols, promote them and encourage
their respectful treatment. But the Flag Protection Act goes well beyond
this by criminally proscribing expressive conduct because of its likely

communicativeimpact.
We are aware that desecration of the flag is deeply offensive to
many. But the same might be said, for example, of virulent ethnic and
religious epithets, vulgar repudiations of the draft, and scurrilous caricatures. 'If there is a bedrock principle underlying the First Amendment,
it is that the Government may not prohibit the expression of an idea
simply because society finds the idea itself offensive or disagreeable.'
Punishing desecration of the flag dilutes the very freedom that makes
this emblem so revered, and worth revering. 32

32 United States v. Bichman, 4% V.S. 310,110 S. Cl. 2404,2409-10 (1990).

PROHIBITING RACIST SPEECH WOULD NOT EFFECTIVELY
COUNTER, AND COULD EVEN AGGRAVATE, THE UNDERLYING
PROBLEM OF RACISM 33

CivilLibertariansShouldContinueto MakeCombatingRacisma
Priority
I do not think it is worth spending a great deal of time debating the fIn~ poi~1
specific rules or their particular applications to achieve what necesSll1'!lywil
only marginal differences in the amount of racist insults that can be sanctioned,
larger problems of racist attitudes and conduct - of which all these ,:"ords
symptoms - would remain. Those who share the dual goals o.f prom.otlO~ n
equality and protecting free speech must concentrate on countenng ra~laI discr
nation, rather than on defining the particular narrow subset of racist slurs
constitutionally might be regulable.
.
Although ACL U cases involving the Ku Klux Klan and other racist spea
often generate a disproportionate amount of publicity, they constitute only a
fraction of the ACLU's caseload. In the recent past, the ACLU has handled a
six cases a year advocating the free speech rights of white suprcmeclsts, .out
total of more than six thousand cases annually, and these white supremacistc
rarely consume significant resources. Moreover, the resources the ACLU I
expend to protect hatemongers' First Amendment rights are well-invested. 1
ultimately preserve not only civil liberties, but also our democratic system, fo
benefit of all. 34
The ACLU has devoted substantial resources to the struggle against rac
The ACLU backed the civil rights movement in its early years, working
lawyers from the National Association for the Advancement of Coloured Pe
(NAACP) to plan the attack on segregation. In 1931, the ACLU publishe~~
Justice, a comprehensive report on legalized racism. Altho~gh the ACLU nut
was not involved in the infamous Scottsboro cases - in which seven young t
men were convicted of raping two white women after sham trials before an a11-v
jury - an ACL U attorney argued and won the first of these cases to reacl
Supreme Court.
During World War 11, the ACLU sponsored a challenge to the segreg
draft and organized the Committee Against Racial Discrimination. In the IS
the ACLU successfully challenged state laws that made it a crime for a v
woman to bear a child she had conceived with a black father. In the 1960s
33 Some specificpoints made in this sectionandthe following one were previouslyincludedir
andStrossen, "TheReal ACLU,"2
and Feminism161 (1990).

rsur.t:

34 AryehNeier persuasively drewthis conclusionwith respectto the ACLU's defense of the Am
Nazi Party's rightIDdemonstratein Skokie:
. .
.
..
[W]henit was all over no one hadbeen ~rsuaded to JOm[theNaZIS].They haddlssemmat.e<
messageandit had been rejected.Whydid the Nazi.messagefall on such deaf ~rs? Revolutio
andadvocatesof destructionattractfollowers readilywhen the society they Wishto ovet;tum
try. ID provoke. till?govemmen~ Into
legitimacy.Understandingthis process, revolu.tionaries.
repressivemeasures.They rejoice,as the Amencan Nazis did, whentheirrights are denied to
they counton repressionto win them sympathizers..
.
.
In confrontingthe Nazis, however, American democracydid not jose, butpreservedIts ~eglt
.... Thejudges who devotedso muchattentionto the NaZIS,thepolice departments that paidso
overtime andthe AmericanCivil LibertiesUnion whichlost half a milltondollarsm memb
income a~ a consequenceof this defense, used theIrtimeandmoney well. They defeatedthe
bypreservingthe legitimacyof Americandemocracy.

ACLU provided funds and lawyers to defend civil rights activists, and since then
it has lobbied extensively for civil rights legislation.
The ACLU's Voting Rights Project has helped to empower black voters
throughout the southern United States, facilitating the election of hundreds of black
officials. The ACLU also maintains several other special "Projects" whose constituents or clients are predominantly black - for example, the National Prison Project,
the Capital Punishment Project, and the Children's Rights Project. For the past
several years, the ACLU's national legal department has focused on civil liberties
issues related to race and poverty. In addition, state and local-level branches of the
ACLU consistently allocate substantial resources to civil rights cases.
As indicated by both policy and action, the ACLU is committed to the
eradication of racial discrimination on campus as well 8$ insociety at large. For
example, ACL U leaders have corresponded and met with university officials to
recommend measures that universities could implement to combat campus racism,
consistent with both equality and free speech values. In the same vein, ACLU
officials have worked for the implementation of educational programs designed to
counter racist attitudes among college students, as well as younger students.
Additionally, ACLU representatives have participated in universities' deliberations
about whether to adopt anti-hate-speech rules, and if so, how to frame them.
Representatives of the ACLU also have organized investigations of racist incidents
at specific campuses, for purposes of advising university officials how to counter
those problems. Furthermore, ACLU officials have organized and participated
in protests of racist incidents, both on campus and more generally.

Punishing Racist Hate Speech Would Not Effectively Counter
Racism
This Article has emphasized the principled reasons, arising from First Amendment
theory, for concluding that racist speech should receive the same protection as other
offensive speech. This conclusion also is supported. by pragmatic or strategic
considerations concerning the efficacious pursuit of equality goals. Not only would
rules censoring racist speech fail to reduce racial bias, but they might even
undermine that goal.
First, there is no persuasive psychological evidence that punishment for
name-calling changes deeply held attitudes. To the contrary, psychological studies
show that censored speech becomes more appealing and persuasive to many
listeners merely by virtue of the censorship?5
Nor is there any empirical evidence, from the countries that do outlaw racist
speech, that censorship is an effective means to counter racism. For example, Great
Britain began to prohibit racist defamation in 1965. A quarter century later, this
law has had no discernible adverse impact on the National Front and otherneo-Nazi
groups active in Britain. As discussed above, it is impossible to draw narrow
regulations that precisely specify the particular words and contexts that should lead
to sanctions. Fact-bound determinations are required. For this reason, authorities
have great discretion in determining precisely which speakers and which words to

punish. Consequently, even vicious racist epithets have gone unpunished under tl
British law. Moreover, even if actual or threatened enforcement of the law h
deterred some overt racist insults, that enforcement has had no effect on mo
subtle, but nevertheless clear, signals of racism. Some observ~rs believe that racis
is even more pervasive in Britain than in the United States?

Banning Racist Speech Could Aggravate Racism
For several reasons banning the symptom of racist speech may compound tl
underlying problem of racism. Professor Lawrence sets up a false dichotomy whr
he urges us to balance equality goals against free speech goals. Just as he observ
that free speech concerns should be weighed on the pro-regulation, as well as tl
anti-regulation, side of the balance, he should recognize that equality concen
weigh on the anti-regulation, as well as the pro-regulation, side.
The first reason that laws censoring racist speech may undermine the goal,
combating racism flows from the discretion such laws inevitably vest in proseci
tors,judges and the otherindividuals who implement them. One ironic, even tragi
result of this discretion is that members of minority groups themselves - the vel
people whom the law is intended to protect- are likely targets of punishment. F,
example, among the first individuals ~rosecuted under the British Race Relatior
Act of 1965 were black powerleaders. 7 Their overtly racist messages undoubted]
expressed legitimate anger at real discrimination, yet the statute drew no such fin
lines, nor could any similar statute possibly do so. Rather than curbing speec
offensive to minorities, this British law instead has been regularly used to curb th
speech of blacks, trade unionists, and anti-nuclear activists. In perhaps the u1timat
imny, this statute, which was intended to restrain the neo-Nazi National Fron
instead has barred expression by the Anti-Nazi League.
The general lesson that rules banning hate speech will be used to punis
minority group members has proven true in the specific context of campus hat
speech regulations. In 1974, in a move aimed at the National Front, the Britis
National Union of Students (NUS) adopted a resolution that representatives c
"openly racist and fascist organizations" were to be prevented from speaking 0
college campuses "by whatever means necessary (including disruption of th
meeting).,,38 A substantial motivation for the rule had been to stem an increase il
campus anti-Semitism. Ironically, however, following the United Nations' cue
some British students deemed Zionism a form of racism beyond the bounds 0
permitted discussion. Accordingly, in 1975, British students invoked the NU~
resolution to disrupt speeches by Israelis and Zionists, including the Israeli ambas
sador to England. The intended target of the NUS resolution, the National Front

36 For example, speaking in 1988aOOul incidents of violence against blacks and Asians in London

Paul Boateng, one of die four minority members then in the 65{}.memberHouseof Commons, stated
"[This]violence is linked to the deeper patterns of prejudice in a society in which racist behavior i
more socially acceptable than in the United States .... The basic difference between the United State;
and Britain IS that no one in America questions the concept of the black American. In Britain, Wl
still have not won the argument of whether-it is possible to be black and British. Raines, "Loridor
Police Faulted as RacialAttacks Soar," New York Times, 24 March 1988, at AI, 001.1.
If

35 See Brock, "Erotic Materials: A Commodity Theory Analysis of Availability and Desirability," in
Technjca/Report of the u,s. Comm'n on Obscenity and Pornogrgphy 131, 132 (1971); Worchel &
Amold, "The Effects of Censorship and Attractiveness of the Censor on Attitudinal Change," 9
Journal of ExperimentalSocial Psychology 365 (1973).

37 See the discussions of British law by Joanna Oyediran and Geoffrey Bindman elsewhere in thi:
volume.
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38 A Neier, supra:note I, at 155-56.

applauded this result. However, the NUS itself became disenchantedby this and
other unintendedconsequences of its resolution and repealed it in 1977.
The British experience under its campus anti-hate speech rule parallels the
experience in the United States under the one such rule that has led to a judicial
decision. During the approximately one year that the University of Michiganrule
was in effect, there were more than twenty cases of whites charging blacks with
racist speech. More importantly, the only two instances in which the rule was
invoked to sanction racist speech (as opposed to sexist and other forms of hate
speech) involved the punishment of speech by or on behalf of black students.
Additionally, the only student who was subjected to a full-fledged disciplinary
hearing under the Michigan rule was a black student accused of homophobic and
sexist expression. In seeking clemency from the sanctions imposed followingthis
hearing, the student asserted he had been singled out because of his race and his
political views. Others who were punishedfor hate speech underthe Michiganrule
included several Jewish students accused of engaging in anti-Semitic expression
and an Asian-American student accused of making an anti-black comment. Likewise, the student who recently brought a lawsuit challenging.the University of
Connecticut's hate speech policy, under which she had been penalized for an
allegedly homophobicremark, was Asian-American.She claimed that, among the
other students who had engaged in similarexpression,she had been singledout for
punishment because of her ethnic background.
A secondreason why censorshipof racist.speechactually may subvert,rather
than promote, the goal of eradicatingracism is that such censorshipmeasuresoften
have the effect of glorifying racist speakers. Efforts at suppression result in racist
speakers receiving attention and publicity which they otherwise would not have
garnered. As previously noted, psychological studies reveal that whenever the
government attempts to censor speech, the censored speech - for that very reason
- becomes more appealing to many people. Still worse, when pitted against the
government, racist speakers may appear as martyrs or even heroes.
Advocates of hate speech regulations do not Seem to realize that their own
attempts to suppress speech increase public interest in the ideas they are tryingto
stamp out. Thus, Professor Lawrence wrongly suggests that the ACLU's defense
of hatemongers' free speech rights "makes heroes out of bigots"; in actuality,
experience demonstrates that it is the attempt to suppressracist speech that has this
effect, not the attempt to protect such speech.39
There is a third reason why laws that proscribe racist speech could well
underminegoals of reducing bigotry.As ProfessorLawrencerecognizes,given the
overridingimportance of free speech in our society, any speechregulation mustbe
narrowly drafted. Therefore, it can affect only the most blatant, crudest forms of
racism. The more subtle, and hence potentially more invidious, racist expressions
will survive.Virtuallyall wouldagree thatno law couldpossibly eliminateall racist
speech, let alone racism itself. If the marketplace of ideas cannot be trusted to
winnow out the hateful, then there is no reason to believe that censorship will do
so. The most it could possibly achieve would be to drive some racist thought and

expressionunderground,where it wouldbe moredifficulttorespond to such spee
and the underlying attitudes it expresses. The British experience coofirms It
prediction.
The positive effect of racist speech - in terms of making society aware of 3J
mobilizingits oppositionto theevils of racism - is illustratedby the waveof camp
racist incidents now under discussion. Ugly and abominable as these expressio
are,they undoubtedlyhave had the beneflcialresult of raisingpublic consciousne
about the underlying societal problem of racism. If these expressions had be,
chilledby virtue of universitysanctions,then it is doubtful that there would be su
widespread discussion on campuses, let alone more generally, about the re
problem of racism. Consequently, society would be less mobilized to attack It
problem.Past experience confirms that the public airing of racist and other fon
ofhate speechcatalyzes communalefforts to redress the bigotry that underlies sm
expressionand to stave off any discriminatoryconduct that might follow from i
Banning racist speech could undermine the goal of combating racism f
additionalreasons. Some black scholars and activists maintain that an anti-raci
speechpolicy may perpetuate a paternalistic view of minority groups, suggestii
that they are incapable of defending themselvesagainst biased expressions.Adc
tionally,an anti-hate speech policy stultifies the candid intergroup dialogue eo
cemingracism and other forms of bias that constitutesan essentialprecondition f
reducingdiscrimination.In a related vein, education,free discussion,and the airir
ofmisunderstandingsand failuresof sensitivityare morelikely topromote positiintergroup relations than are legal battles. The rules barring hate speech wi
continue to generate litigation and other forms of controversy that will exacerba
intergrouptensions. Finally..the censorship approach is diversionary. It makes
easier for communities to avoid coming to grips with less convenient and mo
expensive,but ultimately more meaningful, approaches for combating racial di
erimination.
MEANS CONSISTENT WITH THE FIRST AMENDMENT CAN
PROMOTE RACIAL EQUALITY MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN
CAN CENSORSHIP

The Supreme Court recently reaffirmed the time-honoredprinciple that the appn
priateresponse to speech conveying ideas that we reject or find offensive is not 1
censor sU8hspeech, but rather to exercise our own speech rights. In Texas
Johnson,4 the Court urged this counter-speechstrategyupon the many Americar
who are deeply offended by the burning of their country's flag; "The way 1
preserve the flag's special role is not to punish those who feel\"fferently aboi
these matters. It is to persuade them that they are wrong." In addition 1
persuasion, the types of private expressive conduct that could be invoked i
response to racist speech include censure and boycotts.
In the context of countering racism on campus, the strategy of increasin
speech,rather than decreasing it, not only would be consistent with First Amenr
mentprinciples, but also would be more effective in advancingequality goals. A

39 For example, when the AmericanNazi Partyfinally was allowed to march in Illinois in 1978,
following the government'sand Arui-DefamailonLeague's attemptsto preventthisdemonstration,
2000 onlookers watched the 20 Nazis demonstrate. Throughout the protracted litigation that the ,
Nazis predictably won, the case received extensive media attention all over the country. The event

probably would have received little if any attentionhad the Village of Skokie simply allowed the
Nazis to demonstratein the first place.
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40 491 U.S. 397 (1989).
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government agencies and officers, including state university officials, should
condemn slavery, de jure segregation, and other racist institutions that the government formerly supported. State university and other government officials also
should affirmatively endorse equality principles. Furthermore, these government
representatives should condemn racist ideas expressed by private speakers. In the
same vein, private individuals and groups should exercise their First Amendment
rights by speaking out against racism. Traditional civil libertarians have exercised
their own free speech rights in this fashion and also have defended the First
Amendment freedoms of others who have done so.
In addition to the preceding measures, which could be implemented on a
society-wide basis, other measures would be especially suited to the academic
setting. First, regardless of the legal limitations on rules barring hate speech,
universitiesshouldencouragemembersof their communitiesvoluntarilytorestrain
the form of their expressionin light of the feelingsand concernsof variousminority
groups. Universities could facilitate voluntary self-restraintby providing training
in communications,information about diverse cpltural perspectives, and other
education designed to promote intergroup understanding. Members of both minority and majority groups should be encouraged to be mutually respectful.
Individuals who violate these norms of civility should not be subject to any
disciplinary action, but instead should be counselled. These educational efforts
should be extended to members of the faculty and administration, as well as
students. Of course, universities must vigilantly ensure that even voluntary limits
on the mannerof academic discourse do not chill its content.
In addition to the foregoing measures, universities also should create forums
in which controversial race-related issues and ideas could be discussed in a candid
but constructive way. Another possibility would be for universities to encourage
students to receive education in the history of racism and the civil rights movement
in the United Statesand an exposure to the culture and traditionsof racial and ethnic
groups other than their own. Consistent with free speech tenets, these courses must
allow all faculty and students to express their own views and must not degenerate
into "reeducation
camps."

The proposed measures for eliminating racism on campus are consistent not
only with American constitutionalnorms offree speech and equality, but also with
internationallyrecognized humanrights.For example,article 26(2)of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights provides that individuals have a right to receive, and
states have an obligation to provide, education which "promote[s] understanding,
tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups."
lf universities adopt narrowly framed rules that regulate racist expression,
then these rules should constitute one element of a broader program that includes
the more positive, direct strategies outlined above. Many universities appear to be
responding constructively to the recent upsurge in campus hate speech incidents
by adopting some of the measures suggested here. This developmentdemonstrates
the positive impact of racist speech, in terms of galvanizing community efforts to
counter the underlying attitudes it expresses.
It is particularly important to devise anti-racism strategiesconsistent with the
First Amendmentbecauseracial and otherminoritygroups ultimatelyhavefar more
to lose than to gain through a weakened free speech guarantee. History has
demonstrated that minorities havebeen among the chief beneficiariesof a vigorous
free speech safeguard.
Professor Lawrence offers two rebuttals to the proposition that blacks are (on
balance) benefittedrather than hurtby a strong free speech guarantee.First, he notes

that "[t]he First Amendment coexisted with slavery". It is undeniable that, until '
Union won the Civil War, not only the First Amendment, but also all of
Constitution's provisions guaranteeingliberty, coexisted with the total negatior
libertythrough the institution of slavery. It also is true, however, that the free spe
guaranteesof the federal Constitution and some state constitutions allowed ab
tioniststo advocate the end of slavery. Further,although theFirst Amendment fr
its adoption provided theoreticalprotection against actions by the national gove
ment, it did not provide any protection whatsoever against speech restrictienacted by state or local governments until the 1930s, and in practice it was
enforcedjudicially until the latter half of the 20th century. Not until 1965 did
SupremeCourt initially exercise its power to invalidate unconstitutionalcongr
sional statutes in the First Amenthnent context.42
In short, although slavery coexisted with the theoretical guarantees enur
atedin the First Amendment, slavery did notcoexist with thejudicially enforcea
version of those guarantees that emerged fully only in the mid-1960s. We ne
can know how much more quickly and peacefully the anti-slavery forces mi
haveprevailed if free speech and press, as well as other rights, had beenjudicis
protectedagainst violations by all levels of government earlier in our history. T
robust freedoms of speech and press ultimately might have threatened slaver:
suggestedby southern states' passage oflaws limiting these freedoms, in an cf
to undermine the abolitionist cause.
The secondbasis for Professor Lawrence's lack of "faith in free speech as
mostimportantvehicle for liberation"is the notion that "equality[is]a precondit
to free speech." Professor Lawrence maintains that racism devalues the idea'
non-whites and of anti-racism in the marketplace of ideas. Like the econor
market, the ideological market sometimes works to improve society, but
always.Odious ideas, such as the idea of black inferiority, will not necessarily
drivenfrom the marketplace. Therefore, the marketplacerationale alone might
justify free speech for racist thoughts. But that rationale does not stand alone.
The civil libertarian and judicial defense of racist speech also is based on
knowledgethat censors have stifled the voices of oppressedpersons and groups
moreoften than those of their oppressors.Censorshiptraditionallyhas been the t
of people who seek to subordinateminorities, not those who seek to liberate th,
[11hecivil rights movement of the 1960s depended upon.free speech princip
Theseprinciples allowed protestors to carrytheir messages to audienceswho fo:
such messages highly offensive and threatening to their most deeply cherisl
views of themselves and their way of life. Equating civil rights activists v
Communists, subversives, and criminals, government officials mounted inqu
tions against the NAACP, seeking compulsory disclosure of its membership I
andendangering the members' jobs and lives. Only strongprinciples offree spe
and association could - and did - protect the drive for desegration. Martin Lut
King, Jr. wrote his historic letter from a Birmingham jail, but the Birmingh
parade ordinance that King and other demonstrators had violated eventually'
declared an unconstitutional invasion of their free speech rights. Moreover,
CivilRights Act of 1964, which these demonstratorschampioned,did become I
The more disruptive forms of protest, whichProfessor Lawrence credits v
having been more effective - such as marches, sit-ins, and kneel-ins - \\
42 SeeLamontv. Postmaster General, 381 D.S. 301 (1965).
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especially dependent on generous judicial constructions of the free speech guarantee. Notably, many of these protective interpretations initially had been formulated
in cases brought on behalf of anti-civil rights demonstrators. Similarly, the insulting
and often racist language that more militant black activists hurled at police officers
and other government officials also was protected under the same principles and
precedents. 43
The foregoing history does not prove conclusively that free speech is an
essential precondition for equality, as some respected political philosophers have
argued. But it does belie Professor Lawrence's theory that equality is an essential
precondition for free speech. Moreover, this history demonstrates the symbiotic
interrelationship between free speech and equality, which parallels the relationship
between civil liberties and civil rights more generally. Both sets of aims must be
pursued simultaneously because the pursuit of each aids the realization of the
other.
CONCLUSION
Some traditional civil libertarians may agree with Professor Lawrence that a
university rule banning a narrowly defined class of assaultive, harassing racist
expression might comport with First Amendment principles and make a symbolic
contribution to the racial equality mandated by the Fourteenth Amendment. However, Professor Lawrence and other members of the academic community who
advocate such steps must recognize that educators have a special responsibility to
avoid the danger posed by focusing on symbols that obscure the real underlying
issues. The recent exploitation of the American flag as a symbol of patriotism, to
distort the true nature of that concept, serves as a sobering reminder of this risk.
An exaggerated concern with racist speech creates a risk of elevating symbols
over substance in two problematic respects. First, it may divert our attention from
the causes of racism to its symptoms. Second, a focus on the hateful message
conveyed by particular speech may distort our view of fundamental neutral principles applicable to our system of free expression generally. We should not let the
racist veneer in which expression is cloaked obscure our recoguition of how
important free expression is and of how effectively it has advanced racial equality.

43 See, e.g., Brown v, Oklahoma, 408 D.S. 914 (1972) (theSupremeCourtreversedthe convictionof
a BlaCK Panther who had referred, during a political meeting, to specific policemen as
"mother-fucking fascist pig cops").
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PART IV: Policy Statements from Humai
Rights Organizations

Chapter33
ARTICLE 19
POLICY ON LAWS WHICH PROHIBIT INCITEMENT TO
HATRED OR DISCRIMINATION

ARTICLE 19, The International Centre Against Censorship, works to p
freedom of expression and to defend the victims of censorship around the
ARTICLE 19 takes its name and purpose from Article 19 of the Un
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) which states:
Everyone has the right tofreedom of opinion and expression; this rig}
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to see,
receive and impart information and ideas through any media an
regardless offrontiers.
ARTICLE 19 takes the international standards as its starting point and 1
promote the interpretation and application of those standards in a manner \\
consistent with their spirit and as protective of the right to freedom of exp
as possible.
POLICY STATEMENT ON INCITEMENT TO HATRED OR
DISCRIMINATION

I. The right to freedom of opinion and expression isa fundamental right,
which safeguards the exercise of all other rights, including the rights ~
equal treatment, security of:/'Je person and respect for the "inheren
dignity of the human person" . Because of the fundamental importanc
of this right, ARTICLE 19 opposes resrctions on expression base,
only on the offensiveness of the content.
2. In some circumstances - namely, when a person intends, or is likely b
his or her words, to incite hatred or discrimination - the interest of ths
person in expressing him- or herself may conflict with the rights c
others, including their rights to equal treatment and freedom fron
intimidation and violence.
3. ARTICLE 19 does not advocate or endorse restrictions on freedom c
expression in any circumstances. Nonetheless, it does not oppose rea
sonable restrictions which are necessary to prevent incitement to an ac
of imminent violence, hatred or discrimination on grounds, amon
others, of race, religion, colour, descent, or ethnic or national origin,
Therightis recognizedby Art.19 of the UDHR,Art.19 of the ICCPR.Art 10 of the EC:
13 of the ACHRandAn. 9 of the ACHPR,the texts of which arereproducedin Annexe A

2 See, e.g., firstandsecondpreambularparagraphs
of the ICCPR("recognizingthatthese [inal
rightsderivefrom the inherent dignity of the humanperson");see a/so, first preambularIII

andArt. 1 of the UDHR.

3 ARTICLE 19 recognizes that expression may be subject to reasonable time, place and
regulations in order,inter alia, to ensurethatpeople may avoidmaterialwhich they we

offensive. Any such restrictions,however,shouldnot interferewith the abilityof wining
or viewersto receivethe materialandshouldnot hamperthe impactof the message.

4 We recognizethatthe word "race",to the extentthatit suggestsbiological distinctions,i
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

~~ are n~t dispr~por?onate to the need to prevent the particular
incitement ill question.
In this context, "incitement"is understood 10mean instigationor encouragement which could reasonably lead directly to imminent, unlawful
action. Incitement is to be distinguished from mere advocacy which
may support or even call for the taking of unlawful action but in a
context where, or in such a manner that, unlawful action is unlikely to
be a direct result.
Incitement is also to be distinguished from expression which provokes a violent reaction by a hostile crowd (which ARTICLE 19
considers to be protected expression as long as the expression is not SO
provocative that a violent reaction would be justifiable under widelyaccepted principles of self-defence).6
Where expression which is protected is likely to provoke a hostile
reaction directly, and the authorities claim reasonably and in good faith
that they could not prevent injury if the expression were to occur,
ARTICLE 19 may not protest the government's decision to stop the
expression, having regard to all the relevant circumstances. ARTICLE
19 would, however, protest any efforts to penalize the speaker.
In this context, "violence" is understood to mean an actual or threatened
physical attack on a person or piece of property.
"Hatred" is understood 10 mean hostility, intimidation or harassment
which aims at the destruction or limitation of any fundamental right or
freedom?
"Discrimination" is understood to mean "any distinction, exclusion,
restriction or preference ... which has the purpose or effect of nullifying
or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life". 8
"Necessary" is understood to mean that there is compelling evidence
that no measures to prevent such conduct that are reasonably available

and less intrusive on freedom of expression would be likely 10 1
effective.
9. Governments are obliged to undertake effective measures to protect l
those within their borders, including immigrants and asylum-seeker
from violence, threats of violence and incitements to violence. Gover
ments are obliged to prosecute with equal determination all those wl
commit crimes of violence, intimidation and property destructio
regardless of the national or ethnic origin, colour or religion of tl
victim.
Governments are also obliged to take firm steps to eliminate di
crimination (including on grounds of colour, religion and national 31
ethnic origin) in all its forms (includingin the fieldsof economic, socii
cultural, civil and political rights) and to promote understanding amor
all groups by, among other means:
- not engaging in discrimination or hatred, or in incitement to discrim
nation or hatred, and punishing any government officials or employe
who do so;

- not supporting discrimination by any groups or persons;
- prohibiting discrimination in the private and public sectors, includin
in particular, in the fields of civil and criminaljustice, housing, educ
tion, employment and public affairs;
- undertaking programmes to promote true equality of opportunity:
access to housing, education, employment and public affairs;
- protecting and promoting linguistic, ethnic, cultural and religioi
rights.
10. ARTICLE 19believes that an effective response to vilifying expressic
requires a sustained commitment on the part of governments 10 suppo
programmes which promote equality of opportunity in education, en
ployment, housing and public affairs, and public education about tole
ance and pluralism.
THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

inapt and at worst offensive. We use it, however, because of its acceptance in bothcommon usage
and international law. ARTICLE 19 takes guidance from the CERD Convention's definitionof

"racialdiscrimination"10 meandiscriminationbasedon "race,colour,descent,ornationalor ethnic
origin".To thatlist we have expresslyaddedreligion.However,ourlist of distinctions is illustrative
andnot exhaustive;thuswe recognizethatprotectionagainstdiscriminationon othergrounds,such
as gender l.Uld.sexual preference, !Uayalso, in the limited circumstancesspecified In this policy
statemern.justlfy regulationof mcuement.
5 Thus.even whereARTICLE 19believes that a statementconstitutes an incitementto violence, hatred
O! discrimination it nonetheless may protest if it believes that the restriction imposed is
disproportionate.
6 For instance,a speakerwho says that,when he leaves the-platform,he plans to incitehis followers
to violence againstthe crowd,mayprovokeviolence againsthimself. Sucha violent reactionwould
be excusable undertraditionalnotions of anticipatedself-defence;the speaker'sprovocationthus
would not be protectedspeech.
7 This languageis modelled on Art.5 of the ICCPRwhichprovidesthat none of the rightsorfreedoms
recognized !1lthe Covenant "maybe interpreted as implyingfor any ... personany.right to ?lgage
ID any aCllvlry ... aimed at the destruction of anyof the nghts andfreedomsrecognizedhereinorat
their limitation to a greater extent than is provided for in the present COvenant"Similar
conflict-of-rights provisions areset forth in Art.29 of the UDHR, Art. 17 of the ECHR,Art.29(a)
of the ACHRand Arts.27 and28 of the ACHPR.
8 Art. 1 of the CERDConvention.
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Intemationallaw recognizes that theright to freedomof expression is a funds
right.9 It also recognizes that this right may legitimately be subject to rest
in certain narrowly defined circumstances. These include when necessar
democratic society) 10 insure respect for "the rights and reputations of otl
10protect public order. 0 In addition, Article 20 of the International Cove
Civil and Political Rights imposes on states the additional duty to prohit
9 Forinstance)the UDHR,in itspreamble,declaresthat"theadventof a worldin whichhum:
shall enjoy freedom of speech andbelief andfreedomfromfear andwanthas been procl
thehighestaspirationof the commonpeople".TheUN GeneralAssembly,atitsfirstsession,
that "Freedomof information is a fundamentalhuman right and ... the touchstoneof I
freedoms 10 which the United Nations is consecrated."GA resolution59(1), 14 Dec. I'
European Courtof HumanRights has stated that "Freedomof expression constitutes 01
essentialfoundationsof sucha [democratic] society, one of the basicconditionsfor its prol
for the developmentof every man."TheSunday Tunesv. UK. Judgementof 26 Apr. 1!>'79
10 Thesepermissible restrictionsareset forthin Art. 19(3)of the ICCPR,Art. 10(2) of the Et
Art.13(2) of the ACHR.Whileonly'Art. 10 expresslyrequiresthatany restrictionsbe nee
a democratic society, theotherstandardsaregenerallyinterpreted10incorporatesucha req
implicitly.
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advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to
discrimination, hostility or violence".
The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (the "CERD Convention"), of all the international instruments, is
the one that poses the most serious challenges to freedom of expression. Article 4
of the CERD Convention obliges states parties to make criminal "all dissemination
of ideas based on racial superiority or hatred [and] incitement to racial discrimination, ... and also any assistance to racist activities, including the financing thereof'.
This obligation is modified by the instruction that states parties are to take action
"with due regard to the principles embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights", understood to refer, in particular, to the rights to freedom of expression
and association. Despite the "with due regard clause", Article 4 remains controversial, and several states entered reservations or declarations concerning it when they
became party to the CERD Convention.!!

Chapter34
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) is a nationwide organization \\
more than 300,000 members. Founded in 1920 by Roger Baldwin, the ACLU nx
has 51 affiliates around the country. The ACLU's mission is to protect and exu
constitutional rights and civil liberties to all people within the borders of the Uni
States. It accomplishes its mission through litigation, legislative lobbying ,
public education. The ACLU handles in excess of 6,000 lawsuits every year act
the country, mostly through the efforts of its volunteer attorneys. It is the pre-emin
defender of individual rights in the US today.
Following are the ACLU's Policy Statement on Free Speech and Bias
College Campuses adopted in 1989 and excerpts from a draft ACLUBriefing Pa
on Hate Speech written by Franklyn Haiman, a Professor Emeritus in the Cc
munications Department of Northwestern University and a member of the AC
National Board. ACLU policy is also discussed by Nadine Strossen, cun
President of the ACLU, throughout her chapter and especially in the text accc
panying footnotes 2, 7 and 31.
POLICY STATEMENT ON FREE SPEECH AND BIAS ON COLLEGE
CAMPUSES

Preamble
The significant increase in reported incidents of racism and other forms ofbia
colleges and universities is a matter of profound concern to the American C
Liberties Union (ACLU). Some have proposed that racism, sexism, homophc
and other such biases on campus must be addressed in whole or in part
restrictions on speech. The alternative to such restrictions, it is said, is to per
such bias to go unremedied and to subject the targets of such bias to a loss of et
educational opportunity. The ACLU rejects both these alternatives and reaffi
its traditional and unequivocal commitment both to free speech and to et
opportunity.

Policy
I. Freedom of thought and expression are indispensable to the pursuit of know le
and the dialogue and dispute that characterize meaningful education. All meml
of the academic community have the right to hold and to express views that otl
may find repugnant, offensive, or emotionally distressing. The ACLU oppose:
campus regulations which interfere with the freedom of professors, students
administrators to teach, learn, discuss and debate or to express ideas, opinion
feelings in classroom, public or private discourse. t

11 The texts of the reservationsanddeclarationsare reproducedin Annexe B.

_ ':tl Q _

1 See,generally, ACLU Policies 60, 63, 65 and71.
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nasopposea ana win continueto opposeandchallengedisciplinary
codes that reach beyond permissible boundaries into the realm of protected speech
even when those codes are directed at the problem of bias on campus.2
'

(e) to establish new-student orientation programmes and continuing counselling programmes that enable students of different races, sexes, religions, and sexual orientation to leam to live with each other outside the
classroom;
(f) to review and, where appropriate, revise course offerings as well as
extracurricular programmes in order to recognize the contributions of
those whose art, music, literature and learning have been insufficiently
reflected in the curriculum of many American colleges and universities;
(g) to address the question of defacto segregation in dormitories and other
university facilities; and
(h) to take such other steps as are consistent with the goal of ensuring that
all students have an equal opportunity to do their best work and to
participate fully in campus life.

3. This policy does notprohibit colleges and universitiesfrom enacting discipli~
codes aimed at restricting acts of harassment, intimidationand invasion of privacy.
The fact that words may be used in connection with otherwise actionable conduct
doest not immunize such conduct from appropriate regulation," As always, however, great Caremust be taken to avoid applying such provisions over-broadly to
protected expression. The ACLU will continue to review such college codes and
their application in specific situations o~ a case-by-case basis under the principles
set forth in this policy and in Policy 72.
4. All. stu?e~ts have th~ right to participate fully in the educational process on a

non-dlscnml~tory b~SIS. Colleges 8?d universities have an affirmative obligation
to com~at racism,sexism,~?mophob18, and other forms of bias, and a responsibility
to provl~e equal opportunities through education. To address these responsibilities
and obligations, the ACLU advocates the following actions b)' colleges and
unrversiues:
(a) to utilize every opportunity to communicate through its administrators,
faculty and students Its commitment to the elimination of all forms of
bigotry on campus;
(b) ~ develop coml?rehensiveplans aimed at reducing prejudice, respond109pro!'1ptlyto incidents of bigotry and discriminatoryharassment,and
protectmg students from any further such incidents;
(c) to pursue vigorously efforts to attract enough minorities, women and
members of other historically disadvantagedgroups as students, faculty
members and administrators to alleviate isolation and to ensure real
integration and diversity in academic life;
(d) to offer and consider whether to require all students to take courses in
the history and meaning of prejudice, including racism, sexism and
other forms of invidious discrimination;6

2

EXCERPTSFROMA DRAFTACLU BRIEFINGPAPERON
HATE SPEECH

FranklynHaiman
If there be time to expose through discussion the falsehoods and
fallacies, to avert the evil by the processes of education, the remedy to
be applied is more speech, not enforced silence.
- Former US Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis

In recent years the United States has been experiencing a disturbing upsurge 0
incidents in which racist, sexist and anti-gay sentiments are being expressed b
words and symbols of hatred and by acts of violence against people and property
Even on our college and university campuses, supposedly enclaves of greate
enlightenment, instances of speech and action motivated by group hatred hav
erupted with alarming frequency.
Physical attacks on people, direct threats of violence, invasions of privat
space, and destruction or defacement of the property of others are, of course, an
shouldbe, punishable by the law. But the utterance of hate speech or the display c
hate symbols unaccompanied by violent actions or face-to-face intimidationraise
freedom of speech issues that First Amendment experts have debated for decade
and that many institutions of higher education are now struggling with as wel
Many of those who advocate that our colleges and universities should hav
disciplinary codes prohibiting such communicative behaviour, or even that thi
conduct should be made illegal by our legislatures and declared outside the bound
of First Amendment protection by the US Supreme Court, believe that they ar
advancing a new and more sensitive point of view that is required by nei
understandings of the harmful effects of such expression on its victims and of th
need to include and extend equality of opportunity to those who have bee
subordinated and effectively excluded from our society by group hatred.
But their position and their arguments are not really new. There wer
predominant legal scholars in the United States who urged, during the 1930s, thl
we should outlaw Nazi rhetoric. Most Western European democracies, in the er
followed by World War 11,did in fact make it illegal to incite racial, religious (
ethnic hatred by words or symbols, and those prohibitions are still in effect. Eve
the US Supreme Court, in a 1952 decision (Beauhamais v. Illinois), upheld a

The Aq..U to date has op~se4 over-broad ~tudent speech codes adopted by the Universily of
Connecticut,University of Michigan, University of W rsconsin andthe University of California.

3 Alt!tough"harassment", "intimidation", and"invasionof privacy" areimpreciseterms susceptible
o Impermissibly over-broad application, each term defines a type of conduct which is legally
proscribedm.many jurisdictions when directedat a specific individualor individualsand when
m'tent
ded tofrighten, coer~, or unreasonably harryor intrudeupon its target.Threateningtelephone
ea s to a m!norl!ystudents dormitory room,for example would be proscribableconductunderthe
term~ of thispolicy, Expressive behaviourwhich has no'othereffect than to createan unpleasant
learnmgenvrrcnment, however, wou,ldJ!ot.be the propersubjectof regulation.(See ACLU Policy
No. 72 on sexualandotherformsof discriminatory harassmenton campus.Seealso Policy No, 316.)

4

Forexample, intimidating telephonecalls, threatsof attack,extortionandblackmailareunprotected
formsof conductwhichIncludeanelementof verbalor writtenexpression.

5

In determiningwhether a university disciplinarycode impermissiblyrestrictsprotectedspeech, there
mustbe a searching analysis both of the languageof the code andthemannerin whichItis applied.
Manlufactors,whichareheavily fact-oriented, must be considered including time place patternof
con uct and,whererelevant,the existence of an authorityrelationshipbetweensPeaker~d target.

andprogrammesmustbe taught consistentwiththeprinciplesprescribedin ACLUPolicy
6 All c
No. 60urses
O.
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Striking a Balance
Illinois law to the same effect, which was laterremoved from the hooks by the state
legislature. On the other hand, as long ago as 1927, in a famous Supreme Court
opinion quoted ahove (Whitney v, California), Justice Louis Brandeis laid the
groundwork for what is now the prevailing legal view in this country - that, in the
absence of emergency circumstances where there is a likelihood of immediate
lawless action being incited by an act of communication (Brandenburg v. Ohio),
the remedy in a democratic society for "evil" speech is more and better speech.
The ACLU supports the Brandeis view of the First Amendment. The way for
a democratic and self-confident society to deal with bad ideas is to respond with
better ideas - exposing the darkness of lies and intolerance to the cleansing light of
day. Whether or not those who indulge in hate speech are intending to invite a
dialogue, that is what they should get.
There are several reasons why the suppression of hate speech is selfdefeating:
The first was well articulated long ago by John StuartMillin his famous essay
"On Liberty". Mill pointed out that commonly accepted beliefs, such as our nation's
commitment to racial and sexual equality, become mere prejudices if they never
have to be defended against challenges. We forget, and our children may never
know, the reasons for our beliefs. If, from time to time, we have to protect those
beliefs from attack, they will become refreshed and reinvigorated, and younger
generations who may not have been through the struggles to attain them will gain
a stronger understanding of their value. Just as unused muscles grow flabby, so
unchallenged minds become atrophied.
The second reason is that suppressing the overt expression of group hatreds
does not eliminate the attitudes that underlie it. Those who are clever enough to do
so will simply express their bigotry in more socially acceptable ways, avoiding the
letter of the law while violating its spirit. This is what happened with a racistjoumal
in England after passage of their 1965 Race Relations Act. The journal cleaned up
its act and increased its circulation. The David Dukes of our world will not be
stopped by banning only cmde expressions of group hatred.
For those who are not clever enough to mask their hatred in more refined
terms, suppressing the expression of their attitudes will only drive them underground. There they will fester, perhaps to explode in violence at a later time.
Meanwhile, we may think we have solved a dangerous problem that remains. An
unseen enemy is always more dangerous than one that is visible.
.
Suppression may also make martyrs of those who are suppressed, winning
them more publicity and sympathy than they deserve or would otherwise achieve.
The shoddy merchandise they peddle gains the attractiveness of forbidden fruit.
and people who would otherwise ignore it may seek it out because of curiosity or
a suspicion that speakers who so distress the powers that be must be saying
something terribly important.
Finally, the energy we devote to crafting and attempting to enforce prohibitions against hate speech distract us from the more important work of dealing with
the problems that give rise to the hatred that is expressed. That energy can be
directed much more fruitfully at attempting to eliminate, or at least reduce, the
inequalities, inequities, powerlessness, and ignorance which are the genesis of
feelings of hatred toward other groups of people.

Chapter 35
AMERICAN-ARAB RELATIONS COMMITTEE
STATEMENT ON ANTI-ARAB AND ANTI-MUSLIM ATTITUDES
IN THE UNITED STATES

The American-Arab Relations Committee (AARC), established in 1960, is
oldest American-Arab organization in North America. Its aim has been to impr
understanding between American and Arab peoples. The organization prim!
represents Arab intellectuals who have no ties to any governmnt, Arab or otherv
It presently reaches some 20,000 concerned members and supporters. The Nati:
Council on Islamic Affairs is a sister organization which reaches the Amer
Muslims and deals with the same educational and political issues as AARC.
The following statement reflects the viewpoint of the Board of Directors
Advisors of AARC.
HISTORIC BACKGROUND OF RACISM IN AMERICA

Racism is a part of American tradition. The first group which landed on these sh
considered the second group as intruders and the second group of immigr
considered the third group as foreigners and so on. Hence, prejudice against ot
(new arrivals, strangers and people of different races, religions, nationalities, '
went hand in hand with American expansion and progress.
Today, the Arabs and Muslims are the last group to appear on the Amer
scene. Accordingly, they are the subject of the traditional general prejudic:
addition, there are two special reasons for anti-Arab and anti-Muslim racism. I
there is a general Christian misunderstanding of Islam and prejudice agains
"heathens" (Muslims), lingering from the days of the Crusades. And second, I
is the strong Zionist anti-Arab and anti-Muslim position arising from the stru
for Palestine.
Today, Islam is the second largest religion in America, following Christia
with some 10 million adherents. Judaism has six million adherents in Americ
ARAB-AMERICAN POSITION ON FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND
RACISM

AARC is a civil liberties organization which is committed to freedom of SPI
including anti-Arab and anti-Muslim speech if based on "ignorance". But'
such anti-Arab and anti-Muslim speech is for "political" reasons in order to al
to fear, especially among fundamentalist Christian or Zionist groups, the)
speech becomes an instrument of racism which AARC has strongly denounc
Of course, freedom of speech should be used for political purposes, r
discuss poetry or the weather conditions. Yet, AARC "tolerates" antispeeches based on ignorance and finds anti-Arab speech used for political Pllf]
unacceptable. This apparent paradox is based on the fact that the appeal to !
prejudices at the expense of the Arabs is a racist act and therefore obnoxiou
unacceptable.

,

'il

I

ARAB AND MUSLIM VICTIMS OF RACISM
During and after the war on Iraq, Arab and Muslim Americans were subjected to
a great deal of racism and a greater deal of political torture, as the result of
"civilized" hate speech. There were several physical attacks on Arab and Muslim
establishments, including shops and mosques. Also, there were hundreds of abusive
telephone calls, some of them threatening to do this or that to the Arabs or calling
on the Arabs and Muslims "to go home to Araabi!"
Those were attacks and calls from uneducated, uncouth and ignorant Americans. But by far more hurtful was the "torture" poured on the Arabs and Muslims
by radio and television programmes 10 to 15 hours a day. The newspapers promoted
their share of misrepresentation, insulting the common sense of Arabs, Muslims
and other knowledgeable persons.
The use of "hate speech" is a sophisticated art in America. Hate speech may
be delivered in a highly "civilized" language, but urges hatred, incitement, hostility,
death and destruction to be inflicted on such peoples as those jn Panama, Grenada,
Libya, Iraq and elsewhere. This subtle form 'of racism inflicts "psychological
torture" upon defenceless people because of their "race", "culture", "nationality",

"religion",or "political"beliefs.
During the Gulf war, many Arab, Muslim and Third World scholars viewed
the crusade against Iraq as akin to the Fifth Crusades by the Christian West against
Islam. On 29 January 1992, President Bush told the National Religious Broadcasters that war on Iraq was based on the moral force of the teachings of Jesus Christ.
Muslim and Christian Americans objected to this abuse of Christianity by Bush for
his political goals.
CONCLUSION

It should be noted, however, that bad as the condition of the Arabs and Muslims
has been during and after the war on Iraq, there has been "progress" in America.
Looking back at America's history, its racist society has become a bit more tolerant
and open. Gradually and painfully, it is being admitted that America is no longer
an Anglo-Saxon or Judeo-Christian fiefdorn but a multi-racial society. More and
more Americans are recognizing that America is a Judeo-Christian-Islamic
country.
As a part of this process of change and with regard to American attitudes
towards the Arabs and Muslims, it is important to recall that during the Middle East
crises of 1956,1967, 1973 and 1983 the anti-Arab and anti-Muslim prejudices were
estimated to be 10 to 90 times greater than in 1991.
For example, in October 1973, AARC received on average 130 phone calls
a day related to the Middle East war. Some 90 percent of those calls were anti-Arab
and anti-Muslim, 6 or 7 per cent asked questions about Egypt, Suez Canal and
Israel, and 3 to 4 per cent were sympathetic to the Arab position.
By contrast, during the 1991 war, some 60 percent of the calls were inquiries
about Iraq, Kuwait, Saddam Hussein, and whether George Bush was defending
Israeli or American interests in the Gulf; 30 to 35 per cent expressed opposition to
Hussein's invasion of Kuwait and the American intervention in Iraq; and only
about 5 to 10 per cent expressed hostility against Arabs and Muslims. Thus, there
is a change from 90 to 10 per cent of calls being hostile. Of course, even one nasty
phone call is one too many

Recognizing the nature of America's racist society, one must view evt
an historical perspective. Americans will gradually accept the Arabs and Mt
as they have accepted other groups, reluctantly, before. As a result, Arabs, Mt
and other minorities and disadvantaged peoples will receive a better hearir
America will become a more open society.

Chapter36
ANTI-DEFAMATIONLEAGUEOF B'NAI B'RITH
Through its divisions on Civil Rights, Intergroup Relations, International Affairs
and Community Service, and its network of regional offices across the United States
and in Israel, the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) is a leader in the fight against
anti-Semitism, A civil rights and human relations organization founded almost 80
years ago by B 'nai B'rith, ADL works to build bridges of understanding and
~iendship among racial, religious and ethnic groups; employs research, fact-findmg, education and legal advocacy to search out and counter the toxic roots of
prejudice; confronts threats to the security of the Jewish community and to
democracy generally; and speaks out in support of the legitimate interests of the
State of Israel.

ADL STATEMENT:RESPONDINGTO BIGOTRYAND HATE SPEECH
When the Anti-Defamation League was founded, i~ creators pro~laimed that the
organization's goal would be "to stop, by appeals to reason and conscience, and if
necessary, by appeals to law, the defamation of the Jewish people. Its ultimate
purpose is to secure justice and fair treatment to all citizens alike and to put an end
forever to unjust and unfair discrimination against and ridicule of any sect or body

of citizens.
In keeping with this mandate, ADL has spearheaded efforts in the United
States to foster tolerance and mutual respect and to combat discrimination
prejudice and bigotry. ADL has created innovative "prejudice reduction" educa:
tional campaigns and curricula, and promoted model legislation responding to
criminal conduct motivated by hate.
. ~t the same time, the ADL does not support or promote laws seeking to
prohibit hate speech. Such laws would violate the First Amendment of the United
States Constitution, which protects speech unless it constitutes "fighting words" or
"incitement to imminent lawless action." ADL has always believed that the best
answer to "bad speech" is more speech, and that in the marketplace of ideas, the
?verwhe~ming maj~rity of Ameticans will see hate speech for what it is and reject
It. In this connecnon, ADL agrees with the views previously submitted to
ARTICLE 19 by Human Rights Watch and the ACLU.
Of course, ADL is aware of the harm hate speech can cause. At an ADL-sponsored conference on anti-Sernitism around the world held in 1991 ADL's National
Director, Abraham H Foxman, declared:
'
Forty-five years ago, when Auschwitz, Treblinka, Buchenwald, and
Sobibor were laid bare for the world to see, there was no longer any
question or doubt about what hate and bigotry and prejudice can do...
After the Shoah, I think most of us were convinced -- and with the birth
of Israel, we were reassured -- that anti-Semitism would begin to pass
into his~ory. But ironically, the further removed from Auschwitz, the
more virulent, the more active, the more threatening the virus of
anti-Semitism becomes .... [Ajnti-Semitism js on the increase... Even
more troubling is the intensity, the level of hate, of hurt, of damage, of
vandalism, even reaching murder, death and assassination ....
We in the Jewish tradition know the power of words. We know that
words can be as hurtful as grenades or bullets or Molotov cocktails. But
It
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we also know that silence can be just as deadly .... Our concern is that
decent people are no longer willing or able to stand up and say this is
immoral, this is un-Christian, this is unacceptable. Because only then
will we be able to keep the lid on anti-Semitism and bigotry.
ADL believes that the best answer to hate speech is not laws driving it undergrouru
but decent pecple speaking out, and society making such hatred unfashionable an
unacceptable. ADL also believes in the power of education, of confrontin
prejudice by teaching children and adults that differences should be celebrated, an
all will benefit.
In this spirit, ADL launched its award-winning A World of Differenc
campaign in Boston seven years ago. Since then, the programme has reached ter
of thousands of teachers, students and workers in schools, college campuses, an
workplaces across the United States, bearing the message that by working togeth,
and respecting each other, we can make the world a better place.

cnaprer 37
THE BOARDOF DEPUTIESOF BRITISHJEWS
STATEMENTON LAWS AGAINST INCITEMENTTO RACIALHAT
RED
The Board of Deputies of British Jews, founded in 1760,is the representativeb
ody
of the Jewish Community in Britain. It is an independentorganization,recog
nized
as the body to make official representations on behalf of the Jewish Commu
nityto
central and local government authorities and other appropriate bodies,
and is
consulted by the government on a range of issues of concern to the Commu
nity.
The Board has, on many occasions over the centuries, intervened on behalf
of
distressed communities in other countries. Deputies are elected by democr
atic
direct vote by their constituenciesto serve a three-yearterm of office. The majorit
y
of deputies represent synagogues or synagogal bodies, but in addition most
national, political, cultural and youth organizationsare represented.

INTRODUCTION

simplebelief that truth and fairness will prevail has too often been disprov
i
least in the short term.
The increase in racist material cannot therefore be ignored as the wo
fringegroups that can do no real damage.Both our collectivehistorical exper
andthe repeatedlyexpressedviewof the internationalcommunity,thatracial
h
and racist propaganda should be eradicated, impel us to confront the prol
Materialof thekind beingpublishedand distributedhas a serious potentialto(
racial and social disharmony and to influence attitudes in a manner harmfu
l
to society and to its ethnic minority groups.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Board has therefore proposed a number of recommendations design,
strengthenthe operation of the statutoryprovisions of the Public Order Act
(POA) and the Malicious Communications Act 1988 (MCA) and to add
a
offence of group libel.

PublicOrder Act 1965

Last December, the Board of Deputies voted overwhelminglyto support proposa
ls
to strengthenthe laws against incitementtoracial hatredin Britain. Thesela
ws seek
to deter the making of racially inflammatoryremarks and the distribution of
racist
literature, but they have not proved especially effective despite various improv
ements over the years. The Board's proposals are made in the face of a rising
tide
of racism, anti-Sernitismand anti-Semitic literature in this country.
Ourproposals showa proper concern for the right of free speech, and we look
for a clear signal that society will not now tolerate the evils caused by those
who
engage in racist and anti-Semitic behaviour.

BACKGROUND
There has been an upsurge in recent years in the amount of hate propaga
disseminated in Britain. There has also been a significant increase in nda
racial
harassment and attacks, as well as anti-Semiticincidents, throughout the country
.
Anti-Semiticand otherracistliterature hasbeen freelycirculated,its publish
ersand
distributorsseemingly emboldenedby the absence of prosecutionsand the apparen
t
impotence of the law to curb their activities. Of particular concern to the
Jewish
Communityis the wide disseminationof literature,some of it of a pseudo-scienti
fic
character, which denies the Holocaust.
Increasing disquiet has also been felt at the distribution, often within other
ethnic minoritycommunities,of materialwhich is virulentlyanti-Semiticbut
which
masquerades as an attack on the State of Israel or Zionism.
Although this anti-Semiticmaterial appears tobe emanatingfrom a relative
ly
small group of individualsand organizations,it is sufficientlysignificant to
cause
serious concern. History teaches us all too plainly how easily a climate of
hatred
and intolerance can be created, and the appalling consequenceswhich can
ensue.
Experience also teaches us that emotion can displacereason and that once the
seeds
of prejudice and intolerance are sown they can germinate in times of econom
ic
pressure or social stress with devastating effect. We must also be aware
of the
dangers that can be created by the skilful exploitation of racist propaga
nda. A
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1. "Racial hatred" is defined as "hatred against. groupof persons in
Great

Britain defined by reference to colour, race, nationality (including
citizenship) or ethnic or national origins" (Section 17,POA).
"Hatred"is a very strong and extreme emotion.This may explain at
least in part the reluctance to prosecute on occasionsor the unwillingness of juries to convict.We propose that the Act shouldcover "hatred,
hostility or contempt".

2. The Actrefers to "stirringup" ofracialhatred.Theverb"stirup" connotes
active instigation,fosteringor fomentingof hatred. We propose that the
law should not be confinedto the activestimulationof hatredbut should
also cover activities which involve the encouragement or advocacy of
racial hatred by means of speech, written material or conduct.
3. We recommend that the reference to material "which is threatening
abusive orinsulting" shouldbe deleted (Sections 18and 19).In ourview
all racist material should be caught, not merely that which is crudely
abusive or vulgarly insulting. Racist material should not escape that
legislation merely because it is expressed in ostensibly moderate or
rational terms.
4. We propose that the definition of "the publication or distribution to the
public or a section of the public" (Section 19(3» be extended by the
addition of the words "or any member of the public" in order to
overcome the restrictive effect of a court ruling that the distributionof
a racist leaflet to a Member of Parliament, who was at home with his
family, was not distribution to the public or a section of the public.
Adoption of thisproposal wouldremove an anomalyin the present law.
5. The Act requires that racial hatred is intended or that it "is likely to be
stirred up" having regard to all the circumstances.We consider that the
word "likely" poses a stringent test or standard and that if the distribu- 329-

tion of racist material is to be curbed, a less exacting test should be
imposed. We propose that it should be sufficient if it is reasonably
foreseeable that racial hatred may be stirred up, whether immediately
or at any time thereafter. The onus would be on the prosecution to prove
foreseeability of a serious risk that racial hatred could be provoked.
6. The police have powers to arrest any person who is reasonably suspe~ted
of committing an offence in relation to the use of words or behaviour
or the display of written material (Section 18(3)). There is no parallel
power in relation to the publication or distribution of written material
in Section 19. We recommend that a police officer should enjoy a
similar power in the context of Section 19. We see no reason to require
a police constable to watch whilst racist material is disseminated
without any power to intervene unless the distribution is likely to lead
to violence or a breach of the peace.
7. Section 18(2) provides that an offence may be committed in a "public
or private place", except that no offence is committed where the words
or behaviour are used, or the written material is displayed, "by a person
inside a dwelling and not heard or seen except by other persons iu that
or another dwelling". "Dwelling" is defined by Section 29 as meaning
"any structure or part of a structure occupied as a person's home or other
living accommodation (whether the occupation is separate or shared
with others) ...''. This would mean that if a person invited members of
the public to his or her house and then used racially inflammatory words
or displayed racially inflammatory material with the avowed intention
of fomenting racial hatred, he or she would not be committing an
offence. We do not consider there to be any valid distinction in principle
between a meeting in a private house to which the public is invited,
where racially inflammatory words are used, and a discussion in a public
place where such words are used in the presence or hearing of members
of the public.
We consider that the total repeal of this exception would constitute
an unacceptable invasion of privacy; rather, we recommend that this
exception should be retained only to the extent that there is no invitation
to the general public to attend a meeting on private premises.
8. Section 25 provides that where a person is convicted, interalia, of an
offence under Sections 18 or 19, the Court shall order the forfeiture of
any written materials or recordings produced to the Court to which the
offence relates. No forfeiture order is to take effect whilst appeals are
pending. Whilst this is a salutary power in relation to racist literature,
it does not go far enough to prevent the dissemination of that literature.
It would not, for example, prevent the reprinting and redistribution of
copies of the offending literature at a future date.
We recommend that, in addition to the power to order forfeiture, the
Court should have a power to order that no future copies of offending
materials or recordings be published or distributed by the convicted
person. We also recommend that this should extend to any materials
which are substantially similar to the forfeited materials. An order
restraining publication or distribution should, in our view, take effect
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pending an appeal. A prohibition against the reprinting and redistribution of the materials wiIl have the same effect as an injunction in a civil
case and breach should be punishable by imprisonment or a fine for
contempt of court if the prohibition order is not obeyed.
9. We recommend the repeal of the requirement that the Attorney-General's
consent be obtained before proceedings for an offence may be instituted
in England and Wales. The justification for this requirement has been
the need to ensure that prosecutions are not instituted which are either
oppressive or counter-productive. While we thus advocate that local
prosecutors should be able to initiate prosecutions on their own, we do
not consider that private prosecutions should be allowed because they
could be iIl-advised and brought with insufficient appreciation of the
threat to freedom of expression involved.

MaliciousCommunicationsAct 1988
1. Under the Malicious Communications Act 1988 an offence is committed by the sender of material or any article which is, inter alia,
indecent or grossly offensive.
In some cases it may be difficult to identify the sender of the material
and we propose that the printer or publisher of the material should be
liable in the same way as the sender unless the printer or publisher can
show that he or she was not aware (a) of the contents of the material or
(b) that it was to be sent to any person for the purpose of causing distress
or anxiety to that person.
2. The MCA refers to material which is "indecent or grossly offensive".
We recommend that the Act be amended to make it clear that these
words are not intended to relate only to material which is pornographic
and therefore indecent or grossly offensive in that sense only.
3. The MCA imposes only a fine. We consider that the alternative of
imprisonment would strengthen the Act and help to prevent the kind of
conduct which is prohibited. Whether or not the conduct warrants
imprisonment would be at the discretion of the court. A court may wish
to impose imprisonment when the sender has previously committed
offences under the MCA or when a particular offence is regarded as

very serious.
4. We consider that the improper purpose of the sender should not be limited
to causiog distress or anxiety, but should also include causing outrage
to the feelings of the recipient or to any other person to whom he or she
intended that it or its contents be communicated.
In our view, it is particularly offensive to force on persons in the
privacy of their own homes unwanted and unsolicited material of an
indecent, grossly offensive or threatening nature, or material which is
known or believed to be false in order to achieve some unworthy
purpose. In our view, the law should protect the public against the
gratuitous and unsolicited sending of highly offensive material with the
deliberate purpose of outraging the recipient'S feelings.
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1. We consider that the defamation of a racial group can be seriously
damaging and can have socially harmful and divisive consequences
both for the group maligned and for society as a whole. We accordingly
recommend the enactment of new legislation to protect members of a
racial group against vilification and denigration by reason of their
membership in such a group. We believe that the criminal law is more
likely to provide effective protection than the civil law, but we do not
exclude the possibility of re-examining civil remedies if criminal sanctions prove ineffective.

2. We suggest that a law should be drafted providing that any person who:
(a) uses words or publishes or distributes written or pictorial material
which vilifies members of a racial group to hatred, hostility or
contempt by reason of their belonging to such group,
(b) with the deliberate intention of vilifying, drreatening, abusing,
insulting or exposing members of that racial group to hatred, hostility
or contempt by reason of their belonging to such group,
commits a criminal offence.
3. We are not committed to any particular wording so long as the
formulation embodies the principle that the law should protect racial
groups against defamation and against the publication or distribution of
material, the deliberate purpose or intention of which is to denigrate,
abuse or vilify.
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COMMISSION FOR RACIAL EQUALITY
POLICY STATEMENT ON RACIST SPEECH

The Commission for Racial Equality is a statutory body in the UK derivin]
authority from the 1976 Race Relations Act. It carries a responsibility to wor
eliminate discrimination on the grounds of colour, race and nationality an
promote equality of opportunity and good relations between different racial gro
It has a further duty to keep the Act under review and must therefore be alert tc
changing context of its work which may call for amendment to the law.
Commission is in the process of framing proposals for change and has there
been considering whether the Act should be extended or parallel lcgisla
introduced together with enforcement machinery to cover religious discrimina
and incitement to hatred on religious grounds.
The Satanic Verses episode forced this matter on to the agenda. Peopl
Muslim faith continue to fee! aggrieved that what they experience as attack
their faith, their religious identity, cannot be restrained by law. They envy
protection against discrimination afforded to Jews and Sikhs, for instance, whc
recognized as discrete racial groups. The episode also highlighted the discrim
tory nature of the present blasphemy law in a multi-faith society in that it prot
the beliefs only of members of the established Church. The Commission ass
that the present position is not sustainable. Blasphemy should either be rernc
from the statute book or else extended to take account of a much wider rang
religious sensibilities. The task of framing legislation to protect all belief syst
from insult and ridicule may appear daunting. It requires a very sensitive appr
ation of diverse cultures and beliefs to set new boundaries to what can be tolers
But a society which seeks to respect the position of all its members has to stru
with that. Tolerance of hate speech in the name of freedom of expression offer
protection to the victims of racial or religious hatred.
In recent years there has developed a readier appreciation that hurt cause
attacks because of one's membership of a particular ethnic group or assault
what one holds most sacred should be recognized by offering legal protection
redress. But where to draw the line between robust challenge and gratuitous in
And should we distinguish between those organizations which are established
confident enough to withstand attack and those which need protection becaus
their minority position?
The present law against incitement to racial hatred is itself a recognition
freedom of speech cannot be absolute, although the law is justified on the grc
that it is needed to prevent threats to public order. Should our society be eqr
concerned about protecting people's religious feelings from the effect of u
strained abuse? Speech which expresses or advocates hatred of certain racial grr
is clearly an abuse of freedom of expression. It has a destabilizing effect on soc
and encourages a climate of divisiveness and discrimination in which n
violence is more likely to occur. And, apart from possible racial consequen
virulent literature and speeches may themselves represent intimidation and as!
from which vulnerable minorities in particular are entitled to be protected. I!
concept of group libel capable of being framed into practicable legislation?
plural society we have to find some way of reconciling freedom of expression'
a respect for beliefs and values which may differ from our own. Unless th
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achieved, groups and individuals will feel under threat and the stresses within
society, while not necessarily leading to public disorder, will be obvious. Finding
the proper balance requires the courts to assess very carefully the circumstances in
which alleged hate statements were made and whether their effect was to cause
distress to the victims and stir up antagonism between different groupings within
society. The requirement in Britain's present law to prove intent may over-restrict
the law's application in this area.
The Commission believes that law must play some part in all this. Law can
deal more easily with blatant expressions of hostility and discrimination, but it must
be more precisely and sensitively framed in order to restrain covert, insidious
attacks on people for what they are and for what they believe in. There is no
evidence to suggest that, without legal constraints, goodwill and a natural tolerance
will safeguard individual and group freedom. Laws against discrimination will not
in themselves create enlightened attitudes but they can protect people from the
consequences of others' discriminatory behaviour and have an important declaratory effect. They give a clear message about acceptable standards and, when
supported by sensible and informed promotion, will eventually establish boundaries within which most people feel comfortable.'
Discriminatory acts will be generated in a climate where people's prejudices
are reinforced by propaganda of hate and ridicule. There is a powerful argument
for preventing the public expression of such attitudes and with the increase of
communication and movement across national boundaries it becomes important to
establish some consistency between the laws and practices in different jurisdictions.

loinapler;j>:/
COMMITTEE ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
(THE NORTHERN IRELAND CIVIL LIBERTIES COUNCIL)

The Committee on the Administration of Justice (CAJ) is an independent civi
liberties organization formed in 1981 to work for "the highest standards in th'
administration of justice in Northern Ireland by examining the operation of th'
current system and promoting the discussion of alternatives." The CAJ is '
non-political, non-partisan organization having open membership for individual
and groups.
STATEMENT ON LAWS AGAINST HATE SPEECH IN NORTHERN
IRELAND

The legislation prohibiting hate speech in Northern Ireland is found in the Publi
Order (Northern Ireland) Order 1987 and is modelled largely on the Public Orde
Act 1986 which applies only in Great Britain.!
The first comment we wish to make is that the Northern Ireland Ordc
outlaws, inter alia, racial hate speech and thus appears to protect ethnic groups. :
seems to be an admission that there are, in Northern Ireland, such groups whos
identities require protection. However, the more comprehensive (though sti
significantly flawed) legislative protection forracial minorities, the Race Relation
Act 1976, does not apply in Northern Ireland. If the explanation for this "lapse" i
that there are insufficient numbers of ethnic persons in Northern Ireland to justif
the enactment of anti-race discrimination legislation then this is simply at odds wit
anti-racist speech laws that have been enacted for Northern Ireland.
The Committee on the Administration of Justice (CAJ) supports hate speec
laws and indeed its own proposed Bill of Rights for Northern Ireland appears t
2
allow for the promulgation and utilization of hate speech law. Article 9(1) of th
proposed Bill protects the right to free expression.
Every person has the right (subject to Art. 12) to freedom of expression.
This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and
impart information and ideas without interference.
Article 12 states:
The rights laid down in, inter alia, Art. 9 can be subject only to such
limits as are shown to be (a) absolutely necessary, (b) prescribed by law
and (c) manifestly justifiable in a free and democratic society.
The notes on the proposed Bill of Rights read:
Rather than include such a list (i.e.) of justifications for placing limits
on rights (e.g.) national security, public safety, the economic well-being
of the country, the prevention of disorder and crime, the prevention of
disclosure of information received in confidence or the protection of
health and morals, the CAJ prefers to focus attention on the requirement
that all limitations must be 'absolutely necessary' and 'manifestly

1 See chapter by Therese MurphyinPartIIIof thisbook.
2 "MakingRightsCount",CAJPamphletNo. 17 (Belfast:Oct. 1990).
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legislation,to lay down theprecise limitationsrequiredfor each of
the rights in question.
Hate speech is not defined for the purposes of the proposed Bill. The CAJ is
particularly concerned with racist and sectarian hate speech at the present time,
though consideration of the topic should not be confined to those examples.
Homophobicor gender-basedhate speech, for example,requires further consideration, and we feel thatthere shouldnot in principlebe anyobjectionto theextension
of the public order legislation to outlaw those types of hate speech or hate speech
directed against persons by virtue of disabilityor sexual orientation.
There are certain legislative issues with regard to hate speech legislationin
Northern Ireland that we would like to see addressed.
At present the consent of the Attorney-Generalis requiredbefore a prosecution can commence.TraditionallyAttorneys-Generalhave expressedreluctanceto
initiate such prosecutions. It is believed that the Attorney-Generalrequires 80 per
cent probability of conviction before proceeding with a prosecution? The CAJ
advocates the repeal of this requirement. As one author has suggested, "it is
undesirable to make the enforcementof the criminal law depend.onthe wishesof
a Governmentminister.n4
However,it may be that some measure of blame for the under-utilizationof
the legislationlies with the CrownProsecutionServiceor thelocalpoliceinvolved,
in that ultimately the Attorney-General will be relying on reports from these
sources.
In addition, the CAJ would wish to see an express inclusionof Travellersas
a groupwithin theprotectiveambitof the legislation.WhileTravellersare anethnic
group -they are Ireland's indigenousnomadicpopulationand thus should qualify
under the legislation - the legal position is by no means clear. The inclusion of
Travellersas a particularethnic groupto be protectedwouldclearup any confusion
and would have the advantageof indicatingto thepublic thatTravellersare indeed
an ethnic group in their own right and not merely a sub-groupof poverty, social
deviants or some elem~nt of the Irish nation displacedform the land as a result of
British rule in Ireland.
However,as an active civil libertiesgroup,the Committeeis aware that there
are severalseriousproblems with laws whichprohibit certainkinds of hate speech.
While the Committee is in favour of hate speech legislation, it has to be
pointed out that much of the discussion with regard to hate speech in Northern
Ireland, and indeed in the United Kingdom in general, is academic in that the
legislationis woefullyunder-utilized.There are, to thebest knowledgeof the CAJ,
no cases in whichpersons have been prosecutedunder the Public Order legislation
for inciting racial hatted in NorthernIreland. There are examples,though few and
tary

3 See chapterby JoannaQyediranin PartIIIof thisbook.Thismayaccountfor the factthatso few of
the complaintsreferredto the Attomey·Generalresultedin prosecutions.For example, in Great
Britainfrom 1976·81 therewere21.prosecutionsWIderSection5A of the PublicOrderAct 1936
althoughtheCommissionforRacialEqualityreferred43 cases to the Anomey-General in 1978,31
in 1979 andsimilarnumbersin thefollowingyears.
4 R Card,Public Order Law, (Butterworths1987), 116.
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5 It is a popularlyheld notionin Ireland- both NorthandSouth- thatTravellersare those persons

displacedfromtheirholdingsby eithertheGreatFamineof the 1840sortheCromwellianCampaign
in Irelandof the 17thcentury.
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thatthere have been no instances whenpersons have fallen foul of the legislation.
The difficulty with the legislationseems to lie with the prosecutingauthorities as
waspointed out above.
While academically one might have no great problem with the use of the
legislation,practically it is a very crude tool with which to combat discrimination
andachieve equality for minorities.
First, it only catches a smallproportionof hate speechand even then only the
moreextteme opinions fan foul of the legislation. As such it seems to perpetuate
thenotionthatracistor sectarianideasarethepreserveof theextremists.In addition
it focusesattentionaway frominstitutionalracism,a far greaterday-to-dayproblen:
in the lives of ethnic minorities.
Second,hate speech legislationis a negative affirmationof ethnicityin thai
it merely recognizes the existence of groups and their need for protection. The
Committeewishes to see identity acknowledgedin a more positive way througl
legislationwhichrespondsto the needsof groups.The existenceor implementatior
of hatespeech legislationwill not of itselfreduce the racial disadvantagesfacedb)
ethnicgroups in Northern Ireland for example.
Third, whileit is often statedthat one of thedrawbacksof implementingsuet
legislationis that prominence may be given to a handful of individuals,the CAJ
does not see that potentiality as a difficulty because the moral opprobrium of a
prosecution would counteract this. At any rate such an argument would even
prohibitreports in newspapersor academicjournals of the activitiesand ideas 01
thepurveyorsof hate speech.
There is, however, a greater and more real danger with institutingprosecutionsin that the group in question would bear the brunt of any backlash and the
white, sedentary, civil libertarians campaigning on its behalf would not suffer,
While utilization of a properly-amended hate speech law (by incorporating the
suggestionsabove) wouldbe a way of enforcing in thepublic mind the importance
of race and religion to the group in question, this must be weighed against the
potentialdanger posed to membersof that group.
The Committee feels then that the existence, re-enacttnent, amendment 01
implementationoflegislation outlawinghate speechwouldnot be a sole or indeec
evena majorplank in any CAt anti-racistor anti-sectariancampaign.The existence
andimplementationof such legislationis only peripheralto the needs and interests
of possible target groups here in NortheruIreland. This is even more evident witl
regardto ethnic groups when one considersthe absenceof anti-racediscrirninatior
legislationhere, and that the enacttnent of such legislationwould not necessarif
eradicateall aspects of racism,particularlyinstitutionalracism, towardsthe ethnir
minorities.
In sum,the CAJ's policyon hate speechis thatwewouldliketo see legislative
changesto render thelaw moreusefulbut even withthosechangesthenarrowfocu:
of hate speech legislationprohibits it frombeing a usefulanti-discriminationtool
While an amended Public Order (NI) Order would be declaratory of the State',
intentions towards ethnic groups and a recognition of the importance of the!
identityand their vulnerabilityin society,any suchlegislationshouldnotbe viewer
as a vital legislative device for ensuringequality for the groups concerned.
6 See ThereseMurphy, supra note 1.
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HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH
POLICY ON PROTECTION OF "HATE SPEECH"
Human Rights Watch, a US-based international human rights monitoring group
composed of Africa Watch, Americas Watch, Helsinki Watch, Middle East Watch,
and the Fund for Free Expression, monitors restrictions on expression, racial and
ethnic discrimination, and other violations of human rights around the world.
The following policy, adopted in 1991, is based on four key principles: (I) a
distinction between advocacy and action; (2) expression should never be punished
for its subject matter alone; (3) to punish speech, there must be a direct and
immediate connection to illegal action; and (4) any limitations on expression should
be the least restrictive available.
Human Rights Watch condemns all forms of discrimination on such arbitrary
grounds as nationality, race, gender or religion. In many countries, anti-discrimination efforts take the form of laws penalizing the communication of group batred
on these or other grounds.
Such laws are often justified on the grounds that they curb racial and ethnic
violence. But there is little evidence that they achieve their stated purpose and they
have often been subject to abuse. Many governments and other actors that encourage or exploit group tensions use "hate speech" laws as a pretext to advance a
separate political agenda or to enhance their own political power. In a number of
countries, the chief targets of "hate speech" laws have been minority rights activists
fighting discrimination by the same majority that administers the laws - or, as in
the case of South Africa, by the dominant minority.
Human Rights Watch believes that such laws raise serious freedom of
expression issues. We are mindful of the fact that international human rights law
provides different and conflicting standards in this area, and base our policy on a
strong commitment to freedom of expression as a core principle of human rights.
We believe that freedom of speech and equal protection of the laws are not
incompatible, but are, rather, mutually reinforcing rights.
We therefore view as suspect any action by governments to criminalize any
expression short of incitement to illegal action (as defined below) and consider any
law or prosecution that is not based on a strict interpretation of incitement to be
presumptively a violation of the right of free expression.
In evaluating "hate speech" laws and prosecutions to ensure that they do not
infringe on rights of freedom of expression, Human Rights Watch will take the
following factors into account:
1. Expression should never be punished for its subject matter or content
alone, no matter how offensive it may be to others.
2. Any restriction on the content of expression must be based on direct an4
immediate incitement of acts of violence, discrimination or hostility
against an individual or clearly defined group of persons in circumstances in which such violence, discrimination or hostility is imminent

ana auemanve measures to prevent sucn conduct are not reasonably
available. For this purpose, "violence" refers to physical attack; "discrimination" refers to the actual deprivation of a benefit to which
similarly situated people are entitled or the imposition of a penalty or
sanction not imposed on other similarly situated people; and "hostility"
refers to criminal harassment and criminal intimidation.
3. Reasonable limitations on the time, place and manner of expression shall
not be enforced so as to prevent the effective communication of any
information or point of view. The means chosen to implement such
limitations should be the least restrictive available to accomplish a
legitimate end unrelated to the content of the expression.
4. Abusive conduct may not be insulated from punisbment simply because
it may be accompanied by expression, nor may it be singled out for
punishment or punished more heavily because of the expression.
In some countries, government agencies and officials engage in verbal attack
racial and ethnic minorities. We strongly condemn such bebaviour by governm
To the extent that expression is controlled by the government as means of im
menting discriminatory official policy, we do not view it as protected by the
speech principles set forth above.

These arethe termsused in Article20 of the InternationalCovenanton Civil andPoliticalRights,
whichrequirestheparticipatingstatesto prohibit"anyadvocacyof national,racialorreligioushatred
thatconstitutesincitement to discrimination,hostilityorviolence."
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Chapter 41
JUSTICE, THE UK AFFILIATE OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION OF JURISTS
STATEMENT ON FREEDOM OF SPEECIj AND INCITEMENT TO
RACIAL HATRED

"Justice" is the British Section of the International Commission of Jurists, the aim
of which on a world-wide level is to foster respect for human rights through the
rule ofIaw. Drawn from all branches of the legal profession and including members
of the main political parties, it pursues the same objective within the United
Kingdom by a programme of research and publications, by drawing public attention
to current legislation bearing on the rule oflaw and, where necessary, to the need
for its amendment, by continuous review of the working of judicial proceedings
and administrative machinery and by demands,for the correction of miscarriages
of justice.

on expressions of racial hatred should be actively enforced with a
certain degree of restraint, as the enforcement may give the incitement an actual effect through publicity which would otherwise have
been lacking.
5. The reconciliation of freedom of expression with measures designed
to prevent the incitement of racial hatred depends on the decisions
made by officials on whom the responsibility rests for initiating
proceedings for incitement of racial hostility, and on judges who
ultimately have to decide whether, on halance, the restriction on
freedom of expression is justified. Although to some extent the
decisions made can be controlled by the ordinary process of judicial
appeal or by judicial review, it must be recognized that there will
remain an area of discretion which has to be left to the appreciation
of the decision-maker. It is therefore extremely important that all
such decision-makers should have the training and experience to
understand the respective importance of freedom of expression and
racial harmony in a democratic society.

1. As the present law of the United Kingdom has been discussed elsewhere
in this volume, this statement is confined to summarizing the issues of
principle and considerations of practice which are involved in reconciling the upholding of freedom of discussion with the avoidance of
incitement to racial hostility.
2. Justice, in its regard for human rights, attaches especial importance to
freedom of discussion. This is because it is not only a fundamental right
of the individual but also an essential requirement for the working of a
democratic society.
3. However, just as the freedom of expression of one individual is legitimately restricted by the law of defamation to protect the personality of
others in respect of their reputation, so too may freedom of expression
be curtailed where its effect is not to facilitate but rather to destroy the
harmony of that society.
4. Notwithstanding the foregoing qualifications, Justice attaches such
importance to the principle of freedom of expression in a democratic
society that it would insist that:
Ca)the burden of proof must remain on those who wish to impose a
restriction on freedom of expression to show that in the particular
circumstances there is on balance a greater danger to society from
the unfettered exercise of freedom of expression than from its restriction; and
(b) bearing in mind the sensitive character of race relations, which may
long remain on a seemingly harmonious footing until unpredictably
inflamed by a minor and seemingly innocuous incident, prohibitions

* Draftedby NormanS Marsh,Council-andExecutiveMemberof Justice.
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COMMENTARY - WHO WILL BENEFIT?

Chapter 42

LIBERTY (THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES)
STATEMENT ON FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND INCITEMENT
TO RACIAL HATRED

This Article ... would introduce a legally enforceable right to freedom of expressf
for the first time in the UK. Currently freedom of speech only exists as
enforceable right for MPs as laid down in the 1689 Bill of Rights ....

CONSULTATION POINT
Liberty is committed to the defence and extension of civil liberties in the United
Kingdom and to the rights and freedoms recognized in international law. Founded
in 1934 as the National Council for Civil Liberties, the group is a non-party political,
membership organization.
The following is an edited excerpt from A People's Charter, Liberty's Bill of
Rights, published in October 1991. This draft Bill of Rights is produced as a
consultation document, complete with questionnaire, and will be published in its
final form in 1993. It must therefore be read as an interim statement on the
organization's policy on freedom of expression, subject to revision following the
consultation period. Furthermore, as with all Bills of Rights, it is a statement of
general principles, rather than detailed policy, which seeks to set out the right to
freedom of expression and the legitimate grounds on which it could - but not
necessarily should - be limited. The explanatory footnotes have been added
especially for the purposes of clarifying this excerpt for publication in this book.

THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression. This right
shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas
of all kinds regardless of frontiers either orally, in writing orin print, in
the form of art, or through any media of their choice subject only to such
limits as are prescribed by law, strictly necessary and demonstrably
justified in a democratic society for the protection of individuals from
imminent physical harm or to prevent incitement to racial hatred, and
for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others as laid down in
this Bill ....

SOURCES
Clause I is drawn from Article 19(2) of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights which is similar to ... Article 10(1) of the European Convention on
Human Rights, but adds the right to "seek" information.' The limitations attached
to this Article are .., much narrower than in Article 19(3) of the Covenant or 10(2)
of the Convention. The inclusion of incitement to racial hatred is in line with
Britain's 1986 Public Order Act and is similar to Article 20(2) of the Covenant.
The inclusion of "protection against imminent physical harm" is similar to, although
the
tighter than, the "clear and present danger" test which has been used
American courts to limit the First Amendment's right to freedom of speech ....

...It is our intention to limit censorship to the minimum degree necessary to uphc
other fundamental civil rights .., . In contrast to the Convention and Covenai
materials which offend personal or public morality but which do not fall under 0
limiting criteria could not be banned under this formulation as there is no right
this Bill to be protected from offence on the grounds of taste or morals. The Loc
Government Act 1988, which forbids the promotion of "teaching in any maintain,
schools of the acceptability of homosexuality as a pretended family relationshi;
(Section 28), would, in all likelihood, fall foul of this Clause (and would probab
also be in breach of Article 14 concerning discrimination). Likewise, the powe
of customs officers to intercept "obscene or indecent" aructes- often used to b:
the import of literature directed at the lesbian or gay community - would alrno
certainly be curtailed by this Clause.
We have included only three grounds for restricting freedom of expressic
under this Bill. The reference to incitement to racial hatred .,. as a limitation c
freedom of expression reflects a widely accepted boundary to this right in huma
rights discourse. Under current law, the incitement legislation covers hatred on It
basis of national origin as well as race and colour (to include Jews, Sikhs an
Gypsies for example), but not religion. The Commission for Racial E!juality hs
proposed that the legislation be extended to cover religious groups. Britain'
blasphemy laws, which prohibit freedom of expression in relation to the Christia
religion (to be distinguished from Christians as a religious group), could b
challenged under Clause I (as well as Article 14, which prohibits discrirninatiot
as no other religion is protected by this law).
Protection of the rights and freedoms of others would provide grounds fc
arguing that confidential information relating to an individual's private life (
reputation ... could be exempt from freedom of expression. This would allow sorn
kind of libel law to remain in force (although the current one is in need of majc
reform).
Sexually explicit or violent material harmful to and aimed at children coul
likewise be curtailed under the obligation to protect children contained in Articl
13 of this Bill. Similar products aimed at adults would only be prohibited wher
the courts could be persuaded that this was strictly necessary to protect individual
from imminent physical harm. This could provide some protection for minoritie
not covered by the incitement laws, for example, Catholics or lesbians and gay!

bi

lawlessaction",Whileourlimitationon therightto freedomof expressioncovers "inuninentphysics
harm", which is only one categoryof lawless action.

2 Itis tighteronly inthe sensethatthe"clearandpresentdanger"testhasbeenheld to cover"imminent

3 We areassumingthattheterm"incitementto racialhatred"covers only those 8roupsaffectedby th
currentlaw. However, the Bill's limitation on the right to freedomof ex~sslOn IS phrasedin suo.
a way as not to rule out an extension of the scope of incitementto racial hatred in the future,fo
instance, to cover religious groups (anissue on which Libertyhas no policy at present).
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Thefull textsof Article 19 of the CovenantandArticle10of the Conventionareset forthin Annexe

A.

whilst being much tighter than the offenceof "disorderlyconduct" under the 1986
Public Order Act.
Considerable controversy surrounds whether what is called "hard core pornography" can lead to violence against women. Under our formulationthe courts
would have to be convinced - presumably on the basis of relevant research - that
thiswas the case beforelimitingfreedomof expressionon thesegrounds.Likewise,
the Government's ban on televisioninterviewswith members of Sinn Fein or the
UlsterDefenceAssociationcouldnot bejustified underourlimitationclauseunless
a direct correlationbetween theseand impendingphysicalharmagainstindividuals
could be shown (it would also have to be introducedby parliamentarylegislation,
unlike the current ban)."...

Chapter 43
THE ISLAMIC SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF
RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE
POLICY STATEMENT ON ISLAM AND HATE SPEECH

4 The broadcastingbanwas introducedby an Orderof the Home Secretarr,.We have some doubtas
10whetherthebanwouldmeettheinternationalinterpretation
of theterm 'prescribedby law"which
covers statutesandcommon law only.
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The Islamic Society for the Promotion of ReligiousTolerance was establis
1982as a specialist society, with membershiplimited to scholarsof any f~
none)who are committedto tolerance.AlthoughrepresentingBritishMuslir
not among its aims, the Society, through its work, has come to be regarded
voiceof the silent British Muslim majority.
Contrary to some impressionsofIslam, itis a religion of tolerance,fr,
of worship,freedom of expressionand, importantly,a religion of responsib
Islamrecognizes only one race: the humanrace. The Qur'an tells us I
humansare the descendantsof one man: Adam.That makes us all members
and the same family, the samerace. The differencesin colourand culture Wl
meantto be grounds for one-upmanshipor discrimination,but rather to be
a miracle of creation, that a great variety could arise from a single source.I
are using, or rather misusing, the very great blessing of variation as a ba
discrimination.This situationcould have arisen only throughignorance.
On the question of hate speech on the basis of religious differenc
Qur'anic positionis thatman is free to believe; unbelievershavea "divine
nottobelieve;believersshouldtreatunbelieversjustly andcompassionately,
astheydo not raise theirswordagainstthem;believersare not tocoerceunbel
intobelief but mustaccept that each is entitledto pursuehis own religion;bel
are not to mock or insult whateverunbelieversworshipor believe.Rather,'
theQur'an requires of believers is that, if unbelieversinsultor mock them c
beliefs,they should not sit withthe mockersuntilthemockerstalkaboutsom
else.
It is hate speech that gives freedom of expressiona bad name. Freed
expressionis a high ideal that can only be harmedby espousingor protectin
speech,for it would make this ideal lessrespectable.Freedomcan onlyoccu
moralhigh ground if it is not used oppressivelyor unjustly,and if it incorp
responsibility.
So, what do we do about hate speech in a multicultural,secular,demc
societysuch as this one of ours? What do we do about hate speechwhenprs
by the majority against a minoritycommunity,be it a racial,religiousor an)
identity-consciousgroup?
It is importantto note that it is not only membersof the majoritycomr
who indulge in hate speech. Members of minority communitiesdo so as v
onlyto answer back or reassert their right to personal integrity and respect.
We believe that the Islamic model is the most suitable one to deal w:
problem.Hate speech is not a prominent featureof life in a Muslimsociety ~
becausehate speech is characterizedas abhorrentby the religion itself and
culturethat is derivedfrom it. In a Muslimcountrylike Egypt,hate speecha
any minority race or religion is unlawful, yet it is not the power of the law
mostpotent but rather the power of the culture itself.
When we in the West finally reach a situationwhere hate speech is de
enough,and seen for the injusticethat it is, whenabhorrenceof hatespeechre
theinnermostsectorsof our cultureand when speakersof hate stopbeingclu
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defeated.Until then,we mustdo our best to combatit. But, whatis our best? In this
context,I believethatour salvationliesin education.A secondoption,less effective
in the long term, is legal redress.
Criminalprosecutionwhich can only be initiatedby the state constitutesno
more than lip service to the cause, a sanitizationof the problemwithouthavingto
do anythingabout it.
We believethat hatespeechmustbe decriminalized.Webelievethata person,
or a group, that has been aggrieved or injured by hate speech must be given the
opportunityto seekredressin a civil suitthroughthelegalsystem,in muchthe same
way as libel laws operate.Is not libel a form of hate speech?The prohibitivecosts
of such a courseof action, however,may act as an impedimenttojustice. I wonder
if thereis room, somehow,for redressto be obtainedwithoutsuchan impediment.
In the Islamicmodel,oneis urgedtorespondto hatespeechat differentlevels.
Not all Muslimsare full-fledgedMuslimswho can functionat the highestspiritual
level and,being a practicalreligion,Islam is operativeat lower spirituallevels too.
It is within the rights of a Muslimto answerback, but he does not have the right to
say anything that is not true. It is also within Itisrights to ask for, and be granted,
compensationfor injured feelings,to which Islam attachesa great deal of importance.
It is within the rights of the societyat large to punish hate speech on account
of its being a breach of the peace. But on the highest spiritual level a Muslimis
urged to ignore the ignorant, for that is how the practitioner of hate speechis
described in the Qur'an. For his patience,a Muslim believes that he will gain his
reward from his Lord. The prize for the believer is held to be far superior to any
recompensehe may obtain in this life. The prize for the society is also great.The
Muslim is even urged, on the same spiritual level, to return good for evil, andis
told that, by doing so, he may well change enmity into friendship.
Which way to choose must bejudged accordingto everyparticularsituation,
and what is chosen in the end must fulfil the fundamentalIslamicrequirementsof
justice and compassion.
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Chapter44
THE DECLARATORY VALUE OF LAWS AGAINST
RACIAL INCITEMENT

MichaelBanton
Earlyin 1991the CheltenhamConservativeAssociationadopted a black bar
as their candidate for the next parliamentary election. Some members
(
Associationprotested,andthedisputeattractedattentionin themassmedia.AJ
theletters sent to the Associationwas one from RobertRelf of Kent, a 66-ye:
man with a record for racial agitation who, fifteen years earlier, had beei
prisonedfor contemptof court whenhe refused to takedown a signadvertisir
housefor sale to whites only.Relf wrote to the Chairmanof the Association:
that black bastard Taylor is married to a white slut and has got a
half-castedaughter;perhapsyouapproveofEnglandbecominga nation
of half-breeds?... If I had my way all thosethat votedfor Taylor would
be hung by their bollocks outside the ConservativeParty headquarters
and left there to rot. ... You too would be hung up alongside the
nigger-lovingbastards.
Relfwas warned that he might be prosecutedunder either Section 18or 19
0
PublicOrder Act 1986,or underthe MaliciousCommunicationsAct 1988.H
,
beenprosecuted under the 1986Act, to securea convictionthe Crown would
had to have proved that Relf used words (Section 18) or distributed mate
(Section19)whichwerethreatening,abusiveor insulting,andthateitherhe the
intendedto stir up racial hatred or, having regard to all the circumstances,r
hatredwaslikely to be stirredup. The localCrownProsecutordecided toprose
under the 1988 Act, alleging that Relf sent "a letter which conveyed a mes
whichwas indecent and grossly offensive,with intent to cause distress or an;
10the recipient".There was thereforeno referenceto racial hatred.
Relf pleaded not guilty.He was quoted in the press (TheGuardian, 16 J
1991)as having said in court that after sending the letter "I did realize that it
a bit strong".The magistrates convictedhim, and, after hearing about his m
andhis record of previous offences,imposeda fine of £75. A prosecutionapp
tionfor costs was refused.As the maximumpenalty for the offence was a fir
£1,000or imprisonmentfor three months,Relf left the court maintainingtha
outcomeshowed that the magistratessympathizedwith his point of view.
Words which are threatening, abusive or insulting to members of a r:
group may form part of a civil action for racial discrimination (as when,
example,they are evidence that an employeehas been unfairly dismissed)."
suchwordsform part of a charge under the Public Order Act, it may be neces
10establishwhichpersons mightbe stirreduptoracialhatred.If thepersontowl
thewords are directed is often addressed in such terms, then, it mightbe arg
theyare unlikely to have any such effect. Apprehensionsabout the difflcul
tie
followingthis course may explain why Relf was prosecutedon the lesser chai
This essay will discuss ways in which different kinds of racially insul
speechmaybe interrelatedwith patternsof social interactionbetween mernbe
i
racialgroups.Beforestartingthisdiscussion,however,I willexplainwhy I cons
itadvisableto placerestrictionsonthefreedomof expression,especiallysince
SI
commentatorsmaintain that it is better in the long run if persons such as Ro
Relfare left free to express their opinions.
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SANCTIONING DEVIANCE
Member states of the United Nations have pledged themselves to promote respect
for human rights and fundamental freedoms without discrimination on the ground
of race. These rights are said to be inalienable, meaning that they may not be
abridged even by a democratic vote. According to one widely held view, these
rights precede the formation of governments. States legislate in different ways and
to different extents in order to protect such rights.
Those states, including the UK, which have adhered to the International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination must guarantee to everyone within their jurisdiction equality before the law, without distinction as to race, in the enjoyment of those human rights which are safeguarded by
the state's legal order. Acting with due regard to the principles embodied in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (that is to say, bearing in mind the need to
achieve a balance between conflicting rights, in particular, between non-discrimination on the one hand and freedom of expression and association on the other)
they must make any dissemination of ideas based on racial superiority or hatred,
or incitement to racial discrimination, an offence punishable by law. l Exercise of
the right to freedom of expression must not infringe people's enjoyment of other
rights.
The dissemination of ideas based on racial superiority can cause members of
racial majorities to withhold from members of racial minorities services to which
they are entitled, and it can inhibit members of minorities from demanding their
rights. Ideas can have this effect by influencing the attitudes and personalities of
people, and thereby influencing their behaviour, but the relationship between ideas

andbehaviouris one of interaction.Whileideascaninfluencebehaviour,behaviour
can influence ideas just as strongly. The prohibition, by law or custom, of certain
forms of behaviour can influence the way people think about possible behaviour,
as is exemplified in sayings like "out of sight, out of mind", and "when in Rome,
do as theRomans".
A model of all the variables relevant to the explanation of behaviour would
have to be extraordinarily complex. One of the main difficulties would be the need
to allow adequately for variations in the social contexts in which people express
opinions about members of ethnic groups other than their own. For example, hostile
speech about another ethnic group may be motivated by a speaker's desire to
identify him or herself with his or her own group, rather than be a predictor of his
or her actual behaviour in a encounter with someone who belongs to the group being
disparaged.
Some hostile speech is rooted in individual pathology. By expressing hatred
of a scapegoat group an individual may be able to alleviate some of his or her own
psychological problems. In Portrait of the Anti-Semiti, Jean-Paul Sartre portrayed
Cousin Jules' diatribes against the English as a means whereby the speaker gained
attention so that he could feel for a while as if he were someone who really counted
for something. In some circumstances, as in Nazi Germany, the scapegoating of a
minority can become a pathological characteristic of a significant section of an
entire society.

Racial discrimination sometimes shows pathological features or set
chological functions for disordered personalities. This is often eviden
speech. But most discrimination is socially normal in the same sense that
normal, a characteristic of all kinds of society. Everyone is capable of dis
tion of some sort, just as everyone who drives a motor car is capable of COl
a motoring offence. A collection of individuals becomes a society w
recoguize rules or norms for regulating their collective life. Whenever
rules there must be occasions on which individuals fail to observe them
result is deviant behaviour. Such behaviour is criminalized when it thre
public interest. For example, for a long time there was no law to limit the
of motor car drivers to drink alcohol before driving and, when a law was int
many drivers for some years did not regard driving with excess alcohol ar
wrong so long as no injury resulted. Now there is a better understandii
danger and standards have changed accordingly.
It has been said that over the centuries there has been less charu
conception of a person's duty to his or her neighbour than in the conceptio
is his or her neighbour. This draws attention to the way in which, because 01
in ways of life, the boundary between the public and private realms has bee
More and more kinds of activity that used to be considered private
regulated by public laws and standards. Laws governing the relations
employers and employees, and between landlords and tenants, provi
examples. So do the obligations placed on parents regarding their c
education. Just fifteen years ago, many people accustomed to smoking cc
that they were free to light up in any place in which it was not explicitly pr
Now they are more conscious that their smoking may impair the li
non-smokers; a boundary has moved. Something similar has happened wi
to racial discrimination, both in behaviour and in speech.
CHANGING RELATIONSHIPS

In the 1950s non-white people in Britain were seen as temporary visitors wl
be returning in due course to other countries within the Commonwealtl
mid-1960s official opinion accepted that black and Asian minorities hac
established and must be integrated into the life of the nation. Public opin
more slowly to perceive first blacks and then Asians as potential nei
Because most of the newcomers were oflow socio-economic status, native
reflected considerations of class as well as colour, but the rising generation
whites were 'quicker to accept new social patterns than were their elders.
Gallup Poll data show that the expression of social distance by whi
towards people of colour declined substantially over the period 1964 to I
percentage of respondents saying that they would accept coloured I
neighbours went up from 49 to 59 per cent; as friends from 49 to 78 pe
schoolmates of their children, from 54 to 78 per cent; as eo-workers from
per cent; as a principal or employer from 35 to 63 per~ent; as son-in-law,f
35 per cent; as daughter-in-law, from 16 to 37 per cent. It is important to
social distance towards minority residents was declining at the same

See Or:Partsch'sdiscussionof the obligationsimposed by the Race Conventionin Part11of this

collection.

2 Jean-PaulSartre,Portrait o/the Anti-Semite (London:SeekerandWarburg,1948).

3 M Banton, "PluralisticIgnoranceas a FactorinRacialAttitudes,"13New Community 18

and"Correctionto ProfessorBanton'sArticle,"14 New Community313 (1987).

hostility towards further non-white immigrationwas rising to the high plateau on
which it hasremained.
The law has played a part in this.When the HomeSecretary,James Callaghan,
introduced the 1968Race Relations Act he said that he attached great importance
to the declaratory nature of the provisions against discrimination.The bill was to
protect society; it was for the whole nation and not just for minority groups,"
Experience suggests that it has had the effect he envisaged, but this was not
appreciated at the time even by Lord Radcliffe, a much-respectedLord of Appeal
in Ordinary.In a lecture delivered in the followingyear, he describedthe 1968Act
as mistaken because "its substance is to try to outlaw certain types of motive or
intention if associatedwith certain typesof action." It was not limited to "situations
in which the moral issue is generally regarded as beyond debate .... I try to
distinguish in my mind between an act of discriminationand an act of preference,
and each time my attempt breaks down".5
Most of that part of the Act which he criticized was concernedwith employment, housing, advertisements, provision of services and trade unions. It did not
touch preferences in the private realm of the family. It recogriizedexceptions in
housing in "small premises", employment in establishments employing not more
than twenty-five persons or "for the purposes of a private household", and for the
making of "charitableinstruments".Preferencesin these more private settingswere
not rendered unlawful, but the extension of such preferences to the public realm
could properly trigger complaints and set in motion the arrangementsfor conciliation establishedby the Act.These continued untila revised Act waspassed in 1976.
It should be remembered that what made the 1968Act politically acceptable
were the findings of a research project that demonstrateda significantincidenceof
racial discriminationin employment,housingand other public services.Sincethen
there has been a great change in the public's conception of its own behaviour.In
1991an opinion poll posed the following question:
Some people say Britain is a racist society in which black and Asian
people have fewer opportunities than white people. Others say Britain
is a non-racistsociety in which people have equal opportunitiesregardless of race or ethnic background.Do you think Britain as a society is
very racist, fairly racist, fairly non-racistor completely non-racist?
Sixty-sevenper cent of whites considered Britain to be racist to some extent. The
proportion saying they would happily have people of a different race living next
door had risen to 62 percent.
The successive Race Relations Acts have prohibited the granting of preferences in employment,housing and other fieldsbecause suchpreferences conflict
with the societal policy of equalizing opportunityand can create dangerous social
divisions by transmitting inequalities to future generations. These acts have influenced public opinion in a manner comparable to the restrictions upon drinking
and driving. Many more people now accept that appointing others to jobs or
admitting them to housing are not matters of private preferenceand that in making
such decisions it is wrong to act on racial grounds. The duty that a person owesto
his or her neighbour is now accepted to a much greater extent than in 1968as a
duty owing irrespective of the other person's race or colour.

4 Hansard, Hof C, 763, col 55, 23 April 1%8.

5 LordRadcliffe,"ImmigrationandSettlement:SomeGeneralConsiderations,"11Race 35-51 (1969).

NORMS AND ATTITUDES
Rules are better observedwhen theyare observedvoluntarily.Courtsdo not pi
offenders so severely when the public has had little time to appreciate that a
of behaviour has become unlawful. In this way the law is used to encourag
growth of a social norm. Other factors can also come into play and, in the pr
case, cause people to believe that the norms they acknowledge in dealings
members of their own group should also apply in dealings with members of
groups. In Britain, whites have come to appreciate that members of mir
communities are not very different from themselves. Personal contact has
important, but so too has been what they have learned through the mass It
especially television.
The influenceof the massmediais at leasttwo-fold:it influencesthe vie'
or reader's own attitudes, and it conveys signals about opinions in the peer g
Law observance is one kind of norm observanceand most people are concern
keep in line with the expectations of those who are important to them. This I
to the importanceof another variable:people's perceptionsof others' attitude
expectations.
PluralisticIgnorance: People's Perceptionsof Others' Attitudes
In 1983Social and CommunityPlanning Research asked a sample of respon
"Wouldmost white people mind or not mind if a suitablyqualifiedperson of i
(black or West Indian) origin were appointed as their boss? and you persons
Similar questions were asked about having an Asian or West Indian as a rei
by marriage. For the four categories (Asian boss, black boss, Asian in-law, .
in-law) the percentages who thought other people would mind more than
wouldwere 41, 40,16 and 15respectively.The percentageswho thoughtthat
otherswould mind less than theywould were4, 3, 9 and 8 respectively.Theeo
between these two sets of figures is remarkable. Since similar findings have
reported from research in the United States, Germany and Sweden, then
phenomenonthat demands analysis. It is also of practical significance.A po'
party,like the Conservativesin Cheltenham,may wish to estimatehow many
theywill lose if they adopt a black candidate.The extent of any such loss (or
mayvary from one constituency (and party) to another.Estimatesof others' .
behaviourcan be important.
The tendency for people to overestimatethe extent to whichmembers 01
own group want to keep strangers at a distance is an example of what has
called pluralistic ignorance: an erroneous belief shared by two or more p
regardingthe ideas, sentimentsand actions of others. Two sources of this ki
error are recognized by those who research into public opinion: there are
people who do not like the strangers but do not wish to say so, and project
own feelings when estimating the views of their peers; and there are peoph
moreliberaldispositionwho fear that others are less well-disposedandprojec
fearswhen estimating the views of their peers".
Research in Germany has shown that in the 1950sand '60s the seconds
of pluralistic ignorance was the more important. After World War II there

6 J M Fields and H Schuman,"Public:Beliefs Aboutthe Beliefs of the Public,"40 Public C
Qua,'e,iy 427-48 (1976).
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Impactof the Mass Media

taboo on the expression of Nazi ideas which caused anti-Semites to underestimate theextent to whichotherssharedtheiropinions.In the winterof 1959-60there
was a series of attacks on Jewish cemeteries and synagogues. The Chancellor,
Konrad Adenauer, played down the significanceof these acts, attributingthem to
the foolishness of adolescents.The research showed that those respondents who
were themselves against Jews also belittled the acts, whereas those who were
critical of anti-Semitismwere more likely than others to assume that there was a
lot of popular support for such attacks.
Since then the taboo has been lifted. In a 1987 survey, 5.8 per cent of
respondents said they disliked Jews but 20 per cent believed that "many people
stand opposed to Jews". Those who were themselvesanti-Semiticwere more than
twice as likely as the unprejudicedto make this mistake? This suggests that they
were projecting their own hostilitywhen estimatingthe viewsof others. The press
report of a study of attitudes towardsforeign workers was headlined"Germansdo
not consider themselves hostile towards foreigners - it's just their fellowcountrymenr.f Whether surveys in France have found the same contrast is not
known, but it is interesting to note that a recent report that 42 per cent of French
people consider themselves"a little" racist should have been regarded as marking
"the end of a taboo".9
Mentionof attitudestowardsforeignresidentsin GermanyandFrance should
serve as a reminderof an importantfeatureof the constitutionaldimensionto group
relations. The non-white settlers in Britain have nearly all come from Commonwealth countriesand thereforeenjoyedBritishcitizenshipfrom the outset.Thisled
the British governmentto adoptpolicies of integrationearlier than otherEuropean
governments. Common citizenship has been important to the relative speed with
which the native population has accepted the newcomersas potential neighbours,
slow as thathas been whenseeneitherfromthestandpointof the minoritiesor when
measured against the standards of the Convention on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination.
Surveysconductedfor the Commissionfor Racial Equalityin 1975and 1981
found thattheproportionof whitesbelievingthatracialrelationsweregettingworse
increased by 65 percent; among West Indians and Asians three times as many
thoughtthat theywere gettingworsein 1981as hadgiventhisreplysix yearsearlier.
In surveys conducted in 1974and 1982the Policy StudiesInstituteasked a similar
question. The percentages of West Indians and Asians saying that life was now
worse for them rose from 16 and 18 respectivelyin 1974to 53 and 51 eight years
later but there was no blanket condemnationof white people or white institutions
as racially biased; the main reasons given for the deteriorationwere economic.In
the 1982survey respondents were asked whether they thought there was more or
less discriminationthan five years earlier. The percentagesreplying that there was
more were among whites, 39; among West Indians, 43; among Asians, 45. It is
interesting to note that all groups, but particularlywhites, were more optimisticin
judgements about the locality of which they had personal experience than about
the national scene for which they relied upon media images.

The tendency of survey respondentsto believe that members of the rnajorif
to maintaingreater social distance towards minority members than they do
selves,and that racial relations have become worse is not necessarilya proj
of eitherfeelings or fears. It couldbe an interpretationof social trends as pre
to them by the mass media.
.
.
Television producers and at least some newspaperjournalists may be
inclinedthan some others to see whiteprejudiceas a problemwhich,if uncb
is likely to cause increasing social conflict and economiccost in the future
thereforetry to persuade their audiencethat the matteris serious:to do so th,
their spotlights onto instances of conflict, prejudice and discriminatio.n;.tl
drawinga portrait of racial relations which looks worse than do the ~taUsUc;
onthe samesubject.Thismay be one reasonwhy so manypeoplebelieve thai
relationshave become worse. If, as the GallupPoll answers suggest,people
sentiments have become more positive, it would not be surprising for It
concludethat the decline must the fault of other people, that others' pre
mustbe greater than their own.1
It should also be remembered that the reporting of events oversea
influencepeople's ideas about events and possible trends in their own cou
Televisionreports of the black riots in United Statescities in 1967 ~e~e thoi
have influenced white British ideas about possible dangers m Britain, Wl
called "race relations" are perceived to have international as well as do
implications.

/If

Perceptionsof Racial Conflicts
The British urban disorders of 1981 and 1985 are sometimes thought tl
representedheightened racial conflict,but the comparison of historicalper
problematic. The second generation of New Commonwealth.settlers, esp
thoseof West Indian origin,expected a greaterdegreeof equality thanthe p
generation.Conflict may show that from a minority standpointprogress tt
equalityhas been too slow,rather than thatthere hasbeenno progress ~t all. ~
of thehistory of revolutionshave often conclude~ thatthey are mostlikely.tt
in periods of rising expectations when something happens to disappoint
expectations.
The apparent increase in racial violence in Britain has als? to be s~t 1
the appreciable increase in reported violent crime that started m the mid
while any reference to forms of speech must take account of the weaker
tabooson the use of obscenewordsthatbecameperceptibleshortlyafterward
on television and the ending of censorshipof dramaticperformancesby th
Chamberlain).Conflicts such as riots have both negative and positive fun
On the one hand there is injury and damage to property,persons and reput
on the other, there may be changes for the better in socialpolicies. Si~ilaJ
conflictover Rushdie's SatanicVerseshas had both negative and posiuve
quences,For instance,it has made non-Muslimsmore cons~ious of the signil
Muslimcitizens attach to their faith, and of the need for dialogue.

7 W Bergmann,"Anti-Jewish Attitudesin West Germany,"22 Patternsof Prejudice lSw21(1988).
10 NotethattheCommissionforRacialEqualityinterviews v.:erecompleted}lef~re!he firstof
riots.The surveyfindin~s are discussed in greaterdetail m M Benton, OptimismandPe
aboutRacialRelations,'22 Patterns of Prejudice3~ 13 (1988).

8 FrankfurterAl/gemeineZeitung, 7 December1985.

9 Commissionnationaledesdroitsde l'homme, as reportedin Le Monde, 22 March1991.
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SocialDesirability
Answersto surveyquestionsmayalsobe influencedby thesocialdesirabilityeffect.
A research worker planning a survey in Sweden thought that respondents might
feel shamefaced about reporting their prejudices because of a taboo on the expression of hostilitytowardsimmigrants.So whencertainpropositionswereput to
the sample (forinstance, "The mostimportantthingis to see that the country's own
people have jobs"), half were required to indicate orally the degree of their assent
or dissent,while half answeredin writing.Contraryto expectation,writtenanswers
displayed more tolerance than oral answers. Comparing this finding with other
evidence, the research worker concluded that at the time of his study there was in
Sweden a norm that people should express themselvesin ~ "tough" manner and
conceal any generous, tolerant or understandingsentiments. 1
Part of the social desirability effect may be an inclinationon the part of the
respondents to establish a bond with the interviewerby signallingsomethingthey
have in common as opposed to members of a stranger group. The statementsmay
express in-group solidarity rather than likely behaviour towards out-group members. In many circumstancespolitical,religious and racial issues are recognizedas
sensitive topics for conversation,and people are careful lest an incautiousremark
npsets relations.They allow for the possibilitythat just one person among a much
largernumbermay takeoffence,so thatextremeopinionshave a greatereffect than
their actualfrequencywouldpredict. If thelaw prohibitsracial abuseand incitement
to racial hatred,many peopleare less likely to speakin an abusivemanner.The law
channels the social desirability effect so that others have to worry less about the
possible reactions of bigots.
THE FUNCTIONS OF LAWS AGAINST RACIAL INCITEMENT

Changesin norms may be less importantthan changesin ideas about their applicability. In Robert Relf's letter there was a suggestionthat at all costs England must
not become a nation of "half-breeds"and that therefore different norms applied.
The anti-discriminationstatutes invalidateany claim thatrace and sex are grounds
for holdingthat general norms do not apply when there are differencesof race and
sex. Opinion surveys show that attitudes towardsintergroupcontactare often very
fluid and context-dependent.This means that leaders of opinioncan be influential
in fixing ideas about which are the right norms to follow in particular situations.
Zerbanoo Gifford,a British citizenborn in India but educatedin Britain,has
receutly describedthethreatsmadeto her whenshe stoodforParliamentas Alliance
candidate in Hertsmerein 1983and in HarrowEast in 1987:
Telephone threatswere followedby moredirect approaches;our house
was broken into and a death threat, classically composed from newsprint, left on my desk. On another occasion I was driving home from a
public meeting one night when a car tried to force me off the road.
Throughouttheseperiods there was a streamof anonymousphone calls
with threats against my family and home.... I was telephoned by an
articulate member of the NationalFront who calmly informedme that
my housewouldbe fire-bombedif! persistedin standingforParliament.
11 C wesun.Majoritet om Minoritet: En Stuaie i Etnisk Tolerans i BO-TatetsSverige (Stockholm:
Liberforlag, 1984), pp. 72-75.

I had no business seekingto represent the voters of Britain, since I was
foreign and unwantedhere.
The minority of personsresponsiblefor such threats seem to keep informed
what like-mindedpeople are doing. They learn what they can get away wit
canbe influencedby the prosecutionand convictionof those who send letter
as that sent by Robert Relf. The ordinary citizen, either victim or neighboi
do little if the authorities do not use their much greater powers. The PO'
prosecuteneeds to be used with care since a failed prosecution- like that b:
in 1987against four membersof theRacial PreservationSociety - can be cc
productive. The value of laws cannot be judged independentlyof the man
their enforcement. Nevertheless,it would seem that in recent years those n
sible for prosecutions have erred too much on the side of caution with the
that members of the public do not report incidentsthat could welljustify pr
tion.
CONCLUSION

This essay has attempted to show that the value of laws against racial inch
cannot be assessed in isolation from other measuresagainst racial discrimi
because the causes of racial hostility are highly interactive.Laws against
incitementhave been thought necessaryin order to prevent breaches of the
and to protect possible victims. They can also serve a third function,as ide
by the Home Secretary in 1968: that of declaring standards to be obsereveryoneliving in the country. If those standardswerefollowedthere wouk
breachesof the peace and no victims.

Chapter 45
GROUP LIBEL AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION:
THOUGHTS ON THE RUSHDIE AFFAIR
Bhikhu Parekh

!
!
j
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Among the different mechanisms upon which a civilization relies to preserve and
perpetuate itself, telling its complex history in the form ofa story is one of the most
common. Since civilizations vary greatly in their systems of values, conceptions of
man and society and social structures, they are amenable and grant cultural
legitimacy to different patterns of story-telling. In some, the community constitutes
the hero of the story, and its collective deeds form its content; in others, the pride
of place is assigned to privileged groups or individuals.
Although the history of European civilization has been told in different
stories, the most popular and influential stresses the heroic deeds of remarkable
individuals and centres around the themes of blasphemy, martyrdom, resurrection
and the triumph of good over evil after an initial setback. The story begins with
Socrates, widely accepted as the first uncompromising champion of critical reason
and independent thought. When accused, among other things, of impiety and
undermining the Athenian gods, he preferred death to the loss of intellectual
independence. He triumphed in his death and became the founder of the tradition
of free inquiry in general and philosophy in particular. Jesus of Nazareth, accused
of blasphemy by his own people and killed by the Romans at their instigation,
became the founder of a great religion. His small band ofiargely illiterate followers,
persecuted for refusing to honour Roman gods, eventually converted the mighty
Roman Empire. The story goes on in this vein weaving its narrative around such
defiant dissenters as Copernicus, Galileo, Martin Luther and Spinoza, all in one
form or another accused of, and in varying degrees persecuted for, alleged acts of
blasphemy. In each of these increasingly successful revolts against God or His
earthly representatives, the central figure incarnates and realizes one or another of
the cherished values of European civilization and supposedly takes mankind a step
further towards its ultimate goal. The community suppressing this is rarely if ever
judged right. Indeed it is almost always presented as reactionary, backward looking,
an enemy of truth. All progress in history is seen as a result of battles between
individual sources of light and communal sources of darkness.
Salman Rushdie's case beautifully fits into this story and apparently confirms
its central message. He too has been condemned to death for revolting against the
God of his people and has had to go into presumably permanent hiding. His case
also has several other features that add to its fascination. Rushdie's revolt was
inspired by the European tradition of independent thought and scepticism, a
tradition with a long record of hostility to his ancestral way of life. The people
placed in charge of executing the death sentence on him are those for whose dignity
and material interests he has a long record of fighting and whose current anger
deeply puzzles and pains him. If his ungrateful co-religionists were ever to succeed
in assuaging their murderous wrath, he would be the first western martyr in the
cause of literature. Rushdie thus stands at the centre of such large battles as those
between Christianity and Islam, secularism and fundamentalism, Europe and its
ex-colonies, the host society and its immigrants, the post and pre-modernists, art
and religion, and between scepticism and faith.

Not surprisingly, the Rushdie affair has given rise to several imj
questions of considerable theoretical interest. I propose to comment on two 01
COMMUNAL LIBEL

The first important issue raised by the Rushdie affair relates to the concept c
I shall call communal libel or defamation. In most societies, libel is an 01
Broadly speaking it consists in making public, untruthful and damaging re
about an individual that go beyond fair comment. Libel is an offence not so
because it causes pain to, or offends the feelings of, the individual concern
the damaging and untruthful remarks made in private do not constitute li
because they lower him in the eyes of others,damage his social standing am
his reputation.
An individual is not a free-floating atom but a member of a specific
munity, and his identity is at once both personal and social. His self-res]
therefore necessarily tied up with, and partly grounded in, the general resp
hiscommunity. To say that "all Jews are mean, unreliable, rapacious and s
is to implicate and demean everyone of them. Or to say that "all blacks are
stupid and sexy", or that "all Indians are effeminate, devious and liars" is to dl
every black man and every Indian. Such untrue and damaging remarks,
nurture and perpetuate perverse stereotypes, lower the social standing
communities involved, demean them in their own and others' eyes, and trea
less equally than the rest. In so far as they go beyond fair comment they arm
communal libel or defamation. Communal libel can cause deep moral inju
lead to such things as self-alienation, self-hatred and compensatory aggn
movingly described by black, Jewish and Asian writers. Human being
ontologically insecure and fail to develop the vital qualities of self-respec
confidence and a sense of their own worth if they are constantly insulted, ridi
subjected to snide innuendos, and made objects of crude jokes on the basis (
race, colour, gender nationality or social and economic background. To acci
protesting victims of being prickly, oversensitive or unable to share a good
is to betray a lack of elementary moral sensitivity. Ugly actions occur witl
framework of, and draw their legitimacy from, an ugly moral climate. The 1:
built up and sustained by, among other things, gratuitously offensive remark:
in itself perhaps good-humoured and tolerable but collectively devastatir
corrupting. A humane and sensitive society based on mutual respect ought
ways of discouraging them.
In several countries the concept of ethnic libel is incorporated in thei
systems. In 1989 the government of New South Wales in Australia passed
declaring unlawful acts which "incite hatred towards, serious contempt
serious ridicule of' persons and groups on the ground of their race. In so f
punishes incitement to "racial hatred" and not just racially discriminatory a
even the British Race Relations Act of 1976 is informed by a diluted vers
ethnic libel.
The law has its obvious limits and becomes counter-productive if enai
applied with excessive zeal. Its role is largely symbolic and education
affirming the community's collective disapproval of certain forms of utterai
both reassures the minorities and lays down norms of public debate made ef
by selective enforcements. Since the law can play only a limited part in ere.
humane and gentle society, we need to explore other ways. A powerfu
council along the lines recently proposed in Britain, non-punitive and decl:

laws laying down what mayor may not be said pnblicly bnt attaching no penalties,
and vigilant citizens' forums bringing to bear the organized pressure of enlightened
public opinion on those responsible for corrupting and lowering the level of public
discourse, indicate the direction in which we need to move.
The concept of communal libel does, of course, raise difficult questions, but
these are not unanswerable. The British Race Relations Act of 1976 and the
subsequent court cases show that ethnic groups can be defined without much
difficulty. Libel laws the world over have found reasonably satisfactory ways of
distinguishing between libel and legitimate and fair comment, and the distinction
can be applied with suitable modification to groups as well. We do, of course, need
to decide whether the protection against libel should be confmed to racial and ethnic
groups or extended to religious and even perhaps to other groups. If the Jews and
blacks are to be protected against vilifactory, degrading and provocative remarks,
what about the Muslims and even the capitalists? Although we cannot even begin
to answer these questions here, they are not as insuperable as they seem. The law
is concerned not to eliminate all injustices "lid inequalities, but only those that are
currently recognized to be unfair or oppressive, and is rightly selective. Again, it
could be argued that groups based on natural, unalterable, visible and easily
identifiable characteristics are qualitatively different from, and more vulnerable
than, those based on beliefs, interests, preferences, sentiments and social relations,
and therefore merit different treatment.

GROUNDS OF FREE SPEECH

I

The second important question raised by the Rushdie affair relates to the nature,
grounds and limits of free speech. Not only Rushdie and his supporters but also
almost the entire white community thought that Muslim demands involved unacceptable restraints on free speech and could not be conceded. Rushdie spoke for
them all when he said: 1
How is freedom gained? 11is taken: never given. To be free, you must
first assume your right to freedom. In writing The Satanic Verses, I
wrote from the assumption that I was, and am, a free man.
What is freedom of expression? Without the freedom to offend, it
ceases to exist. Without the freedom to challenge, even to satirise all
orthodoxies, including religious orthodoxies, it ceases to exist. Language and the imagination cannot be imprisoned, or art dies, and with
it, a little of what makes us human.
These and other remarks, which are typical of much present and past liberal writing
on the subject, make strange reading and highlight some of the limitations of the
liberal discourse on free speech. Rushdie reduces speech, a publicly orientated and
interpersonal act, to expression, a subjectivist and personal act, and shifts the focus
from a shared public realm to the individual's right or need to express himself. He
says, further, that he is free to offend others and satirize their deeply held beliefs
but does not explain why they should put up with the offence. His right to free
expression entails, and is made possible by, a corresponding obligation on them to

"InGoodFaith," TheIndependent(11Feb1990).InthislongarticleRushdieoffersa spiriteddefence
of TheSatanic Verses againstits Muslimcritics.See also thetwo repliesby MichaelDummettand
myself in TheIndependent(18 Feb 1990).

refrain from interfering with it and to suffer patiently whatever hurt his uti
mi~ht ~ause them. Rushdie does not explain why they should accept
obligation and how it serves their "human" interests. Again, he looks at the I
of free speech almost entirely from the standpoint of a writer. He assumes
writer's interests are morally paramount and what is good for him or her is
be. good for society as a whole. He is not alone in taking this view. V
universalizes the concerns and interests of a novelist, such earlier advocate
speech as Milton, Locke, J.S. Mill, Kant and Schelling universalized thos
poet, the philosopher, the scientist or the artist. They are all united in the be
intellectuals or men of ideas are the mora/leaders or vanguard of society, tl
ts go~d ~or them is eo ipso go?d for all, and that only a society conducive
pursuits IStruly human. All this mayor may not be true, but it needs to be
rather than uncritically assumed or asserted. In this area as in others lit
displays a deep and rarely acknowledged paternalist, even authoritarian i
Itassumesthatall t'civilized" and "sensible" menwantminimumrestraints
speech, and that those who do not are ignorant, barbarians, benighted and
be Ignored, suppressed,.mora~y blackmailed or politically manipulated ..
more, hardly any of the illustrious defenders of free speech appreciated the
fact that smce they earned their living by, and had a vested interest in, free
impartiality in this ma
they lacked the necessary measure of objectivity aJVl
could be guilty of exaggeration and bias.
That Rushdic's assertionof a writer'smore or less unrestrained1
express himself as he pleases runs into difficulties can be illustrated by a h~
tical example. Imagine a novelist writing about the tragic victims of Aus
Suppose he mocks and ridicules them, trivializes their suffering, and presen
as a despicable lot thoroughly deserving the mindless brutality inflicted 01
He creates scenes of collective debauchery, wife-swapping, incest and cannil
and presents .Jewish women as offering themselves and their young childrei
Nazi guards m return for a few more days of life. Not only the Jews but all
men an? .women would feel deeply outraged by such a "literary" work,
complaining that it takes unacceptable liberties with Jewish collective me
and insults th~ honour and integrity of the pathetically helpless victims. Sh
law ISa blunt mstrument and since we are rightly uneasy about giving gove:
the power to censor creative writing, we may not ask for such a work to be b
But we would be right to express our sense of outrage against it and our disap
of, and even contempt for, the author in the strongest possible terms. We
feel th~t he had misused his freedom, taken undue advantage of society's toll
and VIOlated the unspoken conventions regulating the exercise of his I
freedom. In other words, his freedom of expression has to be balanced agai
nghts of others to their individual and collective self-respect. The law's relu
to restrain him does not mean that he is at liberty to ignore the moral constra
good taste and respect for his fellow human beings.
.
Suppose the deeply hurt Jews mounted a strong protest against the hy
tical book and demanded that it be banned, in the same way that Muslims hav
agamst TheSatanic Verses.On what grounds would we feel justified in tellin
that although understandable, their demand is wrong and that they should pa
suffer the deep hurt and anguish caused by the book? Many of the trad
arguments are of little avail. The author cannot claim that he was pursuing tl
furthenng the cause of human progress. He cannot invoke the writer's ri
se/f-.expressionbecause the very basis and rationale of the right is in dispute
or hISdefenders were to say that his act was an isolated aberration which sho

put up with in the larger interest of human freedom,they would have a case
but not
a very strong one. Those affected, in this case the Jews, might ask why they
should
be asked to bear the moral and emotionalcost of preservingfreedomand how
they
can be sure that the book will not set a precedent and theiracquiescencenot
be used
against them in future. They might rejoin too that if society agreed that the
book
was offensive, it should at least express its collective disapprovalof it, even
if it is
not prepared to ban it.
All this is not to deny that free speech is one of the highest values, and thatit
can be adequatelydefended,merelythat the traditionalliberaldefence is not
wholly
satisfactory. It considers the question largely from the standpoint of intellec
tuals
and uncriticallyassumes that what is good for them is necessarilygood for
society
as a whole. This is not only philosophically suspect but also too elitist
and
paternalistto carry conviction in a democratic society,especiallyone in whichn
ot
just sizeable minorities but evidently the "moral" majority also feels intense
ly
protective about its deeply held beliefs, values andpractices, and demandsto
know
why it should put up with iconoclasticattacks on these by "irresponsible"intellec
tuals taking "perverse pride" in knocking establishedvalues, as a Catholic
bishop
put it at the height of the Rushdie controversy.The rise of the morally authori
tarian
New Right, and some of the recent restrictions on free speech imposed
by the
Thatcher government evidently with popular support, indicate the increas
ing
dissatisfaction with the traditionalcelebration of free speech. We can iIl afford
to
ignore these ominous signs.

Chapter 46
HATE SPEECH LAWS: DO THEY WORK?
Sandra Coliver

This chapter brings together information from the preceding chapters on
c
experiences,examines patterns oflaws and their enforcement and suggest
of the lessons which may be drawn from those experiences.
An underlying premise of this analysis is that words are powerful: tl
cause injury, often as hurtful as physical attack; they are a potent weap
bringing about change in society; they may for a time make fascism and
]
acceptable.But, equally, words, and other forms of expression - such as bo:
demonstrationsand public debate - form the best defence,at leastover time,a
intolerance,bigotry and ignorance. Where there is no time, and violence Ol
unlawfulaction appears likelyand unavoidableby othermeans,restraints on
~
maywell be necessary.
A conclusion of this analysis, illustrated drroughout, is that equalit
dignity rights, as well as free speech rights, are best advanced by the narrow
restrictionson hate speech.' In most countries, hate speech laws either have
usedto a substantial degree to suppress the rights of governmentcritics and
minoritiesor else have been used arbitrarilyor not at all. To the extent that th,
haveserved a beneficial purpose it hasbeen to improvethe toneof civility in
I
democracies.In those countries the laws do not seem to have improvedunde
i
conditionsof discrimination and hatred and, in some of the countries, may
justified inattention to those conditions.The possible benefits to be gainedb
)
laws simply do not seem to be justified by their high potential for abuse.

CONCLUSION

In justifying free speech, as well as the right to liberty and property, liberal
writers
have tended to concentrate on the beneficiaries, ignoring those who stand
little
chance of enjoying these rights, and who for the most part only bear their
corresponding burdens. We need to look at the question of free speech from
the
standpointof the communityrather than the intellectualand show if, how and
why
it is in its interest to allow maximumpossible freedom not only to the press
butalso
to its iconoclastic intellectuals.Many a liberal writer, includingJ.S. Mill, Constan
t
and de TocqueviIle,saw the need for this, but despaired of finding an answer
.Free
speech, they argued, was and will always remain an elite value constantly
threatened by and in need of vigorous political defence against the masses.In an
agefar
more democratic than theirs, such an authoritariandespairing answer will
not do.
Free speech in all its forms needs to be defended in democratic terms, that
is, in
terms of the vital moral and cultural interestsof the communityas a whole,
or else
it wiIl remain dangerously precarious.

CANADA, DENMARK, FRANCE, GERMANY, THE NETHERLAND
!
Laws which Aim to Protect Dignity and Promote CiVility

,

i
'.1

The experience of the use of hate speech laws in Canada, Denmark,
Fr
Germanyand the Netherlands is roughly similar in that they all have hate
SI
laws which are actively enforced and which are premised on the need to
pr
human dignity quite apart from any interest in safeguarding public orde
addition to having laws which are premised on public order concerns).All pn
forboth criminal and civil remedies.
As stated by Roger Errera, these laws provide "a vehicle by which so
canexpress its values and the limits of what it will tolerate." They are neede
defend the basic civility of our society." The injury of hate speech is seen
I
twofold."It is directed first against certain individualsor groups, causing psy
logical and moral harm .... Seconq, [it] is directed against the whole body
pc
and its social and moral fabric." The same two-fold injury was n~ted
bJ
CanadianSupreme Court as justifying Canada's bate propaganda law.
I use the term "hatespeech"as definedin theEditorialNoteto includelaws:
whichprohibits;
that is deeply otfenslve to or advocates hatred of a group or
a person based on that IX
identificationwitha groupon suchgroundsas "race"(alsoasdefined
10 theNote), ethnicity,na
originor religion.
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The Germanlaw whichprotects"acertainpart of thepopulation"from
on "humandignity" has been interpretedto apply to German citizensbelon
ethnic,linguistic,racial, religiousor socialminorities(suchas black studen
also to non-nationals residing in Germany (such as migrant workers). 1
serious offence of racial incitement has been construed to prohibit anti-;
speech. Germany's criminal libel law (art. 185),which does not admit In
defence but rather turns on the offensivenessof the manner in which an i
delivered,has been used almost exclusivelyon behalfof Jews since 1945aI
beforethen, the German Supreme Court consistentlyrefused to apply it to
againstthem.

Intent not Required
While the criminalincitement laws of Canadarequire either intent to incite hatred
or else the likelihoodof causinga breach of thepeace, France, Denmark,Germany
and the Netherlandseach have at least one law which permits criminalconviction
for hate speechregardlessof intentor likelihoodof breachingthepeace.Concerning
the Netherlands law, the Supreme Court stated, "whether an expression was
insulting to a group of people on account of their race and/or religion dependson
the nature of the expressionand not as well on the intentionof the one who makes
this public.,,4 An editor's convictionunderFrance's incitementand grouplibellaws
for a virulently anti-Semitic article which he claimed to have published without
reading illustrates the lack of a rigorous intent requirement.The Danish law also
does not require intentbut recentlywas amended to providethatjournalists,at least,
are not liable for statem~mts they publish of others unless it is proved that they
intended to cause insult. In 1990, a law was added to the French CriminalCode
which makes it an offence, regardless of intent, to deny or even contest the Nazi
genocide of the Jews.6
Article 130 of the German Penal Coile provides that anyone who incites
hatred against or maliciously ridicules "a certain part of the population" may be
subjected to up to five years' imprisonmentif his or her acts are likely to breach
thepeace.The conceptof breachingthepeace is muchbroader,however,thanunder
the UK or Canadian laws. The German law requires only that either the senseof
securityof the targetgroup is threatenedor thatthe existingpredispositionof others
to attack the target group is increased.

lessons to be learned

Members of Religious Groups Protected
The laws of Canada, Denmark,France and the Netherlandsall protect membersof
groupsdefinedby reference to theirreligionas wellas to themorecommongrounds
of race, ethnicity and national origin. The French incitement law extends its
protection to a person or a groupbecause of belonging or not belongingto a given
ethnic group,nationality,race orreligion. In practice,abouthalf of theprosecutions
under theFrench laws haveconcernedanti-Semitic speechand half haveconcerned
hate speech against migrant workers from Turkey, the Maghreb, and the rest of
Africa, but there has been at least one wide\t publicizedcase which resultedin a
conviction for hate speech against Muslims.

2 See Errera, Chapter 17, 156.
3 R. v, Keegstra [1991] 2 W.W.R. 1,43 (S.C.c.), quoted by Irwin Cotler in Chapter 13.

4 Judgement of 18 Oct 1988, NJ 1989,476, interpreting An. 137e of the Criminal Code, quoted in
Boerefijn, Chapter 22.
5

Denmark's law (Art. 266b of the Penal COIie) makes it a crime punishable by up to two years'
imprisonment to make a public statement by which "a group of people are threatened, insulted or
degraded on account of their race, colour, national or ethnic origin or religion". See Johannessen,
Chapter 15.

6

Errera suggests that he thinks the law is both unwise and unnecessary. See Chapter 17, 155.

7

Although anti-Semitic speech does not account for half of the most abusive incidents of hale speech,
the percentage of prosecutions overrepresents the occurrence because the cases involving
anti-Semitic hate speech are generally easier 10prove.
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Oneof the more interesting aspects of the laws in these conntries is that, aI
they are quite broadly worded, by and large they do not appear to ha'
seriouslyabused, that is, they do not appear to have been used againstgove
critics(at least not becauseof their criticism)or against membersof disadvs
minoritygroups. (Ileave asidethequestionof whetherfree speech advocates
endorse the prosecutions.) Denmark's conviction of a journalist and edi
broadcastingon television,withoutintent to cause insult,an interviewwith
doesappear to constitutean abusebut themedialawrecentlywasamendedi
to prevent such cases in the future. While hate speech laws are a sub
considerablecontroversy in Canada (wherethree of sevenjustices of the Si
Courtopined that the laws were unconstitutional),there seems to be wide s
for the hate speech laws in Denmark,France, Germanyand the Netherland
Having said that, and howeverobviousit maybe, the importanceof p
willtoprosecntefairly mustnotbe takenforgranted.Germany's criminallit
on the books since the late 19th century, was used to protect Germans liPrussian provinces, large landowners, Christian clerics, German office]
Prussiantroops, but not once, before 1945,did it provideprotectionfor Jev
A significant feature of the French systemis that non-governmental.
ationsdedicated to opposingracism may initiate criminal,as well as civil, ,
for hate speech. Mr Errera credits this unusuallypermissivestanding provi
beinga major reason for the laws' success. Most local prosecutors are ill-ir
to initiatehate speech prosecutions and thus there is scant concernabout 0'
lous or even selective prosecutions. In the event, the national prosecutior
orities may intercede to prevent an improper prosecution and do interc:
occasionto direct localprosecutorstoinitiateactions.Mostprosecutions,ho
areinitiatedby anti-racistorganizations.Theyare entitledto participatejoint
thepublicprosecutor's officein any criminalactionthey initiateand, if succ
thecourt is likely to award civil damages to them to cover their costs (in al
to ordering criminal fines). If there is an acquittal, they of course do not n
their costs, a procedure which appears to limit prosecutions to ones that!
frivolous.Canada, Germanyand the Netherlandsoffer more limited opport
for the involvementof private associationsin criminalprosecutions.
Another interesting feature of the French systemis that substantialer
finesand civil damage awards may be, and frequentlyare, ordered.Impriso
appearsto be reserved for repeat offenders;since entry into force of the 19'i
theredoes not appear to have been any cases of people who have been sen
to jail, although some French experts speculate that if M. Le Pen (convicte
and currentlyon probation) commits another offence he could well be the f
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rof rngnrypublicized hate
speech, may be ordered to pay for the cost of publishing the victim's reply
in leading
newspapers.
Advocates of the French system note that it combines various commen
dable
features. It includes criminal laws which make an emphatic stateme
nt of societal
condemnation of certain highly offensive language, yet the laws do
not appear to
be seriously misapplied and the threat of imprisonment is minimal except
perhaps
for repeat offenders. The system also offers the option of civil actions
which are
easier to prove and faster to complete. Remedies of high fines or damage
s act to
deter future similar conduct, compensate the victims and reinforce
society's opprobrium. Standing for private anti-racism associations has resulted in
responsible
enforcement of the laws. The Canadian, Danish, DUlChand German
systems share
some of these features.
The ultimate question - Are these laws effective? - is of course difficult
, and
on one level virtually impossible, to answer. Although racism, xenopho
bia and the
appeal of political parties that pander to those emotions are increasing
who can say
what the situation would be in the absence of the hate speech laws? A
~omprehens
ive compilation of civil and criminal actions and their outcomes, coupled
with a
sophisticated public opinion survey would undoubtedly yield interesti
ng information. At the anecdotal level, it can be remarked that, since his convicti
on, M Le
Pen's language has become more restrained and there seems to be less
acceptance
of th~ espousal by academics of revisionist theories. Nonetheless,
the free expression advocate cannot help but wonder what legitimate speech might be
subjected to .suppression and whether the growth in support for extreme
right-wing
parues might not be due m some small part to the notoriety they have received
from
cases against them.

GREATBRITAIN,NORTHERNIRELAND,ISRAELAND AUSTRALIA
LawsWhichAre LittleUsed
The criminal laws of Great Britain, Northern Ireland, Israel and
Australia are
premised on the interest in safeguarding public order and the recoguit
ion that hate
speech which vilifies a group, or a person because of identification
with a group,
poses a greater threat to public order than insults directed against an
individual for
his personal characteristics. All require the consent of the Artorne
y-Generalto
prosecute.
None have been used effectively. Despite the high level of sectarian
hatred
and violence in Northern Ireland, there has been only one prosecution for
incitement
to religious hatred - which resulted in acquittal - during the 21 years
of the law's
operation. In the six years since the enactment oflsrael's law, there has
been only
one conviction, and that was as a result of a plea bargain from sedition
charges.
There have been only 18 prosecutions in the UK since enactment of the
1986 racial
incitement law, of which 16 resulted in convictions. There have been
no prosecunons under the New South Wales racial incitement law, adopted in 1989.
. . ~e laws of Israel, Britain and New South Wales apply only
to groups
distinguished by race, ethnicity or national origin. Jews, Sikhs and'Rom
a (gypsies)
have been included within the protection of the UK law, but Muslims,
Zionists and
travellers have not. The Northern Ireland law protects, in addition groups
identified
by religion.
'

The UK racial incitement law, similar in its language to the Canadia
n I,
makes it an offence to use threatening, abusive or insulting words
or behavn
either with the intent of stirring up racial hatred or in circumstances where rac
hatred is likely to be stirred up (Sections 18 and 19 of the Public Order
Act 198
The Northern Ireland law makes it an offence to use threatening,
abusive
insulting words or matter which are likely to stir up hatred against, or
arouse f
of, a section of the population. The Israeli law (Section 144B of the
Penal LE
provides for imprisonment of up to five years for publishing anything
with
purpose of stirring up racism, regardless of whether it is true and
regardless
whether it leads to racism in fact, and provides for up to one year's impriso
nrru
for possession for distribution of a prohibited publication with intent
to stir
racism.
The UK also has two relevant summary offences (punishable by minor
fin'
which are aimed at general harassment, rather than at protecting racial
groups
particular. The verbal harassment law prohibits the use or display of
threatenii
abusive or insulting words within the hearing or sight of a person
"likely to
caused harassment, alarm or distress thereby" (Section 5, Public Order
Act 198,
The Malicious Communications Act prohibits the sending of a letter
or arti:
which is threatening or grossly offensive with intent to cause distress
or anxietj
The UK laws suffer from a number of defects. Of particular concern
is tl
the laws lend themselves to abuse. The 1965 racial incitement law,
actua
narrowerthan the 1986 law (in that it required both intent and likelihood of stirri
up hatred), was used during its first decade more effectively against
Black Pow
leaders than against white racists. Within the past four years, the general
harassme
law of 1986 has been used to prosecute students who tried to put up a poster
of th,
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, demonstrators who ran onto a cricket
pitch
protest against cricketers playing in South Africa, and a demonstrator
outside t
Prime Minister's office.
While protesting abusive enforcement, several human rights groups urge
tI1
the incitement law be strengthened on the ground that its demanding
requiremer
have resulted in inadequate prosecution and acquittals in outrageous cases(i
nclu
ing under the earlier 1965 law). Although the Commission for Racial
Equali
examined and recommended for prosecution 55 cases between 1986 and
1990, tl
Crown prosecuted only 14 cases during that period. Prosecutors seem more
incliru
to use non-race linked statutes where possible.
Penalties are problematic: on the one hand, in stark contrast to the
Frenr
precedent, fines have been low (up to £400); on the other hand, of 16 prosecu
tion
three have resulted in jail sentences (from two months to one year). The
light fin
have allowed some racists to claim virtual vindication; jail sentences
have allow,
others to protest loudly about scapcgoating, Moreover, civil actions
for raci
incitement may not be brought.

Lessonsto be Leamed
One lesson of the British and Israeli experiences is that hate speech laws
aimed,
protecting public order fail in two respects. On the one hand, they are
poor too
for deterring the types of speech that civil rights groups would most
like to SI;
proscribed, and on the other hand they are open to risk of abuse (and,
at least i
Britain's case, have been abused). Race neutral laws expressly linked
to It
likelihood of causing imminent lawless action would address both
concern
Freedom of expression as well as core equality and dignity rights
would ~
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promoted by adoption of such a law, especially if coupled with greater protection
for free speech rights generally and repealof theblasphemy,incitementand general
harassment laws.
A second lesson illustrated by the experience of both countries is that the
existence of incitement laws has distracted attention away from the need to enact
legislation which addresses root causes of discrimination. In Israel a bill to extend
the law which prohibits discrimination in employment and public services on the
basis of sex to discrimination on national, ethnic and religious grounds has languished in the Knesset for years. In Britain, members of minority groups remain
woefully underrepresented in government, the judiciary, the professions and in
crucial government departments such as the police. This situation prompted one of
the four minority members of the 650-member House of Commons in 1988 to
comment that racist behaviour is more socially acceptable in the UK than in the
US.8
A third lesson is dramaticallypresented by Israel's law which prohibitsracist
organizations from participating in elections for the Knesset. So long as Meir
Kahane, who espoused racist positionsin the crudest terms,representedthe extreme
right wing in the Knesset, he was shunned by his colleagues and marginalized
politically. A new racist party which uses more civil language is now gaining
greater acceptance. Similarly, there is opinion in Britain that the couching of racist
ideas in language which is immune from the racial incitement law has gamered
increased support for some of the racist groups.
The law of New South Wales provides an interestingprecedent in conciliation
procedures especially suitable for complaints against the mass media and less
serious incidents of racial incitement. A tribunal, whose orders are subject to
judicial enforcement, is authorized to order such remedies as publication of
apologies and retractions, payment of damages, and implementation of steps to
eliminate unlawful discrimination.

nons ana motivated by a majority bias, ultimately oeteats the stated
regulatory purpose of protecting public order. In these circumstances
therefore we believe that only hate speech which clearly incites to
imminent illegal action can justifiably be restricted. Dissent and indeed
hate will eventually be expressed; sadly, in Sri Lanka, we have witnessed far too much evidence that censoringhate from public discourse
only banishes it to more deadly fora.
South Africa presents a graphic study of a country which has come through or
'the most dehumanizing periods of repressive government policies premise
racism that the world has witnessed in recent decades. It was a period ma
initially,in the 1920s,by pervasive censorshipjustified by the interestin promc
inter-racialharmony, moderating to merely extensive censorshipby the 1970,
'80s.
The history of racism has left deep scars.As Albie Sachs,member of the )
Executive Committee, stated: "So much insult and indiguity have been invo
that ... the issues go well beyond speech. They touch souls. The defamation 0
blackpopulation has beeJ'associatedwith conquestand repression,murder, tor
tear-gassingand so on." For that reason, the fact that the ANC' s proposed Bi
Rightspermits penalties for hate speech is not surprising.Nonetheless,in a COt
whose history has been so disfigured by censorship it seems that rejection c
formsof regulation of speech based on the allegedoffensivenessof its contenta
would mark a strong break with the past.
INDIA
High Level of Inter-Communal Hatred and Violence

South Africa and Sri Lanka offer the most powerful examples in this book of the
abuse of hate speech laws to suppress the free speech and equality rights of
minorities or oppressed majorities.
The words of the two contributors from Sri Lanka, owing to the violenceand
hatred which continues to tear apart that country and the urgencyof the hate speech
dilemma, constitute a particularly compelling, even haunting, endorsement of
non-regulation of hate speech in situations of high inter-communal tensions.They
lament that in Sri Lanka hate speech poses a substantial risk of inciting very real
and very bloody violence. They accept in theory that in such a volatile societyin
which vulnerableminorities havebeen brutalized,vigilantregulation of hatespeech
may have merit. Nonetheless, theyembrace a strongfreedomof expressionposition
on strategic grounds. They conclude:
Regulation of speech, in the unfettered hands of the 'competent authority,' particularly when empowered by sweepingEmergency Regula-

India offers a remarkable example of a country with a strong cornmitrner
democratic principles and with a functioning, independent judiciary, face'
massive problems (many exacerbated by the central and state government:
inter-communaltensions, poverty and illiteracy.
India's laws prohibit hate expression against "any class of persons" by v
of theirbeing "membersof any religious,racial, languageor regional group or (
orcommunity".
India has five criminal laws which provide sentences of up to five yl
imprisonmentfor incitinginter-communalhatred withmaliciousintent.In addi
variousother laws prohibit hate speech in particular contexts.For instance, the
has authority to ban certain organizations in the interest of preventing pt
disorder or preserving national unity (used primarily against organizations w
promoteextremist religious views), and can subject films to prior censorship..
an offence for any candidate or party official to make a "systematicappeal to
or refrain from voting on grounds of caste, race, community or religion".
CustomsAct 1962 authorizes the government to prohibit the import or expo
goods,including books and other publications.
All of the above provisions are subject to the constitutionalprotection of
speechwhichrequires that any restrictions must be "inthe interestof', among (
grounds,preventing breaches of the peace. While "in the interest of' undenial

8 Paul Boateng, quoted in Strossen, supra Chapter 32, 307 note 36.

9 See G J Marcus,Chapter24, note7. quotingA Sachs.

SOUTH AFRICA AND SRI LANKA
Hate Speech Laws Used to Oppress Groups
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broader than "as necessary to", human rights campaigners by and large do not take
great issue with the implementation of these provisions by the central government.
However, abuses by some of the state governments occur all to often, and the central
government abuses the laws on occasion. For instance, Salman Rushdie's novel,
The Satanic Verses, was excluded from India by the Customs Act, without a full
judicial hearing, and the state government of Jammu and Kashmir was able to ban
summarily a women's social organization and a public welfare trust engaged in
running schools in Kashmir. In Maharashtra, the Bombay police pursued a complaint in 1989 under Section 502(2) of the Penal Code (rather than using the civil
or even criminal libel law) against a newspaper for an article which suggested links
between the police and Sikh terrorists. The same state government banned several
books which could not reasonably be considered threats to public order.
In contrast to this array of laws which are subject to a measure of judicial
constraint, various emergency and special measures are wide open to abuse. Thus,
if the central or a state government wishes to move quickly against hate speech, it
may easily resort to preventative detention, curfew laws and excessive use of force
to silence speakers and quell dissent, and other emergency laws to suppress
publications.
•.

Lessonsto be Learned
The fact that India's judiciary is independent (particularly at the higher levels) has
meant that certain of its hate speech laws which provide for adequate judicial review
have played an ameliorative role in limiting speech which might otherwise erupt
into violence while being mindful of the constitutional protection of freedom of
expression. The laws would be far more effective and less subject to abuse if they
authorized restrictions on hate speech (or were construed to do so in light of the
constitution's free speech guarantee) only where necessary to prevent an imminent
breach of the peace.
Clearly, the emergency measures are indefensiblyoverbroad. However, since
they are not subject to adequate judicial review (and their repeal is impractical to
contemplate), amendments would be of littIe value, as Venkat Eswaran points out,
in the absence of fundamental institutional, social and economic reforms. He
recommends major structural changes in the police and security forces and, even
more fundamentally, the adoption of programmes aimed at addressing widespread
problems of mass illiteracy, ignorance and poverty. Education and economic
development, he suggests, are the only strategies which have any chance of
reducing hatred, discrimination and violence among India's diverse communities.

THE FORMERSOVIETUNION
High Levelof Inter-CommunalTension;InadequatelyDeveloped
LegalSystem
The states of the former Soviet Union, like India, are racked by inter-communal
tensions which can and do flare up into violent confrontations. Also like India,
Russia's central government seeks to play a role in moderating disputes and limiting
violence. The comparison should not be advanced too far, however, because of
substantial dissimilarities, including in the degree to which India's and Russia's
central governments favour one side in a dispute.
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The other major difference of relevance is the Soviet Union's lack
functioning legal system, let alone an independent judiciary. As noted by
Schmidt and Tanya Smith, "Soviet courts have traditionally been dependent 0
government and Communist Party apparatus to such an extent that it has
virtually impossible to receive an impartial, fair determination by a Soviet COl
any case involving parties of different nationalities." Moreover, the status c
law itself is in disarray: various declarations of independence, new constitut
intra-Commonwealth treaties and acceptances of international treaty obliga
have left courts and lawyers to struggle with unanswered questions concernin
powers of the courts and the laws which apply.
An All-Union law of the former Soviet Union made it a crime punishab
up to three years' imprisonment to deliberately incite national or racial ham
discord or "any direct or indirect limitation of the rights of, or the establishme
direct or indirect privileges for citizens on grounds of their race or nationality"
law, however, is known to have been applied only once other than in conjun
with violent offences.
In light of the high level of intolerance, discrimination and violence \I
currently pervade the societies of the Commonwealth, Yuri Schmidt propo:
much more narrowly drawn criminal law which would prohibit only the repe
publication of statements maliciously intended to incite hatred between ,
munities. Because of the pervasiveness of racism, chauvinism and hate speec
suggests a narrowly drawn statute in order to minimize the potential for arbi
or selective enforcement.
Another risk of criminal prosecutions is their potential for making hem
those who are prosecuted, Some observers claim that this occurred in the
prosecution of Torez Kolumbegov, the elected leader of the recently proclai
Southern Ossetian Soviet Democratic Republic. They suggest that an admini
tive procedure might be preferable, which could result in such remedies as requ
the respondent to publish an apology and/or pay damages and, if the respor
~eld a position of civic responsibility, removing him from his post. An admini
live procedure would also be faster, an important consideration where part 0
interest in prosecuting is to demonstrate the ability of democratic institutioi
take effective action. Moreover, especially in light of the underdeveloped cond
oflaw throughout the Commonwealth and the tradition of bias in cases invol
parties of different nationalities, an administrative process would lessen the ri
serious abuse. Cases in which violence actually was incited could, and shouf
prosecuted.
States of the Commonwealth might also consider adopting some versk
the French procedure of authorizing certain organizations committed to comb;
racism to participate in administrative and/or criminal prosecutions. Sue
innovation would convey a strong message that people injured by inciteme
hatred had an effective mechanism by which their views would be taken
consideration.

THEUNITEDSTATES
Prohibitionof ImminentLawlessAction
The great contribution of the United States to the hate speech debate is not m,
the FITstAmendment but, more importantly, the extensive jurisprudence whic
Supreme Court has developed. Kevin Boyle, in his Overview Chapter,
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suggested at least two reasons for the United States' dramatically different approach
from that of Europe and the rest of the world: first, the US was born of dissent.and
has a tradition of suspicion of central government; second, the Anglo-Amencan
tradition of negative liberty, premised on the assumption that liberty is best
protected by the least regulation, is fundamentally different than the Roman Law
traditions of codification which have shaped European law. Regardless of these
differences, a number of lessons may be drawn from the US experiences which
may be applicable to other legal systems.
US law permits restrictions on hate speech only in such situations where the
speech is likely to lead directly to imminent lawless action and there are no o~er
available measures less intrusive on free speech rights which would be effective.
However, the law permits reasonable regulation of the time, place and manner of
expression so long as the regulation does not undermine the effectiveness of the
message. In particular, US jurisprudence includes the concept of the "captive
audience" which permits some regulation to prevent offensive speech from being
thrust upon people in their homes and other private areas. In public places, pe~ple
have the burden of averting their attention from expression they may find offensive.
US law prohibits insults directed at an individual whieh are intimidating or
threatening, and permits civil actions for insults directed at an individual in the
workplace which demonstrably hinder that person's ability to function as. ~
employee, such as in thecontext of race discriminationor sexualharassment.Civil
libertarians suggest that a similar approach is appropriate for campus hate speech:
face-to-face insults which demonstrably hinder a student's learning experience
should be actionable.
US jurisprudence is also unusual in its insistence that any regulation of
expression must be content neutral, The principled defence of cont~nt neUlTal~t?' IS
that freedom of expression is protected primarily to guarantee the nght ofpohtl~al
dissent; that core freedom would be threatened if the government could penalize
speech which insults groups the government has decided deserve protection. The
strategic defence of content neutrality is that there is no way to ensure that the
government, once granted the power, will only limit speech which has no legitimate
value.
Various episodes in US history underscore the important contribution of the
commitment to freedom of expression in promoting equality and dignity rights as
well as the rights of political protest and dissent. The civil rights movement of the
1950s and '60s was kept alive by court rulings (especially by the higher courts)
upholding the rights of protesters to march in the streets, sit-in at public buildings
and make speeches that were highly offensive to the white majority. Similarly,
offensive and often racist language used by some Black Power militants against the
police and other government officials was protected (in contrast, for instance, to
Britain, where Black Power militants were among the first to be prosecuted for race
hatred),
The campus hate speech debate has shown that bad speech can, over time, be
countered by good speech. Although the debate may appear to be a tempest in a
teapot, the fact that so much attention was devoted to the issue has borne results.
Now, three to four years after the first of the recent wave of these hate speech
incidents, their numbers are declining. Universities, realizing that restrictive disciplinary codes would probably not pass constitutional muster, instead turned their
attention to making more fundamental changes, such as requiring students who
engaged in hate speech to receive counselling about tolerance or to engage In
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communityservice, addingelective courses to the curriculumon the historic
cultures of minority groups, and holding public debates on campus.
The notorious Skokie case, which upheld the right of Nazis to mm
uniform through the streets of a neighbourhood inhabited by lewish surviv
the Holocaust, is regarded by some as an illustration of the excesses of the
Amendment. And yet, as pointed out by Aryeh Neier, "when it was all over n
had been persuaded to join [the Nazis]. They had disseminated their messag
it had been rejected." 0 Moreover, they had not been made mto heroes
residents of Skokie undeniably suffered injury, but an important fact of thf
was that the residents had notice and thus were able to leave their homes and
the most direct onslaught of insult. It was the same principle that protected the
of the Nazis to march in Skokie which enabled Martin Luther King, Jr. to ma
the white neighbourhoods of Birmingham, and countless other demonstrat
carry their message to the American public. What Skokie represents is the vi
of tolerance over intolerance.
Undeniably, the US commitment to free speech has resulted in a re,
commitment to laws which serve a primarily symbolic or educative functior
which may improve the civility of discourse. The US has made the dec
however, to place a higher value on free expression than on its symbols. l'
Supreme Court stated in striking down a statute which prohibited the desecr
of the US flag:
If there is a bedrock principle underlying the First Amendment, it is that
the Government may not prohibit the expression of an idea simply
because society finds the idea itself offensive or disagreeable. Punishing
desecration of the flag dilutes the very freedom that makes this emblem
so revered, and worth revering.'!
Certainly, the First Amendment neither inhibited slavery nor preventer
McCarthy era. But, as Nadine Strossen explains, the Amendment was only I
the strong constructions with which it is now associated in the mid- 1960s. JI
it is impossible to assess whether the hate speech laws in France have player
role in slowing the growing appeal of virulent xenophobia and racism, it is eq
impossible to know whether a different set of laws in the US would have I
greater or lesser protection for equal rights and political dissent. But, it is clea
intolerance and discrimination are no worse than in many parts of Europe anr
dissent is afforded greater protection in the US than anywhere else in the wo:

CONCLUSION
The flagrant abuse oflaws which restrict hate speech by the authorities at prec
those times when an even-handed approach to conflict is crucial provides the
troubling indictment of such laws. Thus, the laws in Sri Lanka and South A
have been used almost exclusively against the oppressed and politically we:
communities. In India, the hate speech laws have not come under widesj
criticism in part because the government may resort to emergency mea
whenever it wishes to take actions which the courts would likely find inconsi
with the constitution's free speech guarantee.
10 Quotedby Nadine Strossen in Chapter30, note 34.

11 US v. Eichman,496 D.S. 310.
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Selective or lax enforcement by the authorities, including in the UK, Israel
and the former Soviet Union, allows governments to compromise the right of
dissent and inevitably leads to disaffection and feelings of alienation among
minority groups. Such laws may also distract from the need for effective legislation
to promote non-discrimination; Israel is perhaps the most obvious example of a
country which has adopted a symbolic hate speech law, while it continues to neglect
enactment of a law to prohibit discrimination in employment and public services
on grounds of race, religion or national or ethnic origin.
The rise of racism and xenophobia throughout Europe, despite a variety of
laws restricting racist speech, calls into question the effectiveness of such laws in
the promotion of tolerance and non-discrimination. One worrying phenomenon is
the sanitized langnage now adopted to avoid prosecntion by prominent racists in
Britain, France, Israel and other countries, which may have the effect of making
their messages of hate more acceptable to a broader audience.
To the extent that a society is committed to having hate speech laws, civil and
administrative remedies accomplish most of the aims of criminal legislation withont the seriousness of attendant risks. Remedies such as publication of rights of
reply and retractions, as well as damages 10 cover the cost of suit, are far more
effective iu granting relief to injured parties and in promoting education than jail

sentences.
The US experience may be the most instructive for free speech advocates
grappling with the problem. While the campus context cannot be taken as representative of the wider society, education on campuses about tolerance combined
with robust debate and clear condemnation of hate speech have reduced the number
of hate speech incidents and are certainly more likely than. mere hate speech
restrictions to have an impact as well on the underlying prejudices.
As summed up by Dcnise Meyerson, a South African writer:
[A] final consideration is that, to the extent that racial animosities will
continue to plague us, it is better to let them be played out at the elvel
of words rather than to bottle them up, thereby not only increasing their
virulence, but also making more likely a more dangerous kind of
discharge. Forced, as we are, to weigh up evils here, we should therefore
conclude that tolerence.is more beneficial than costly.12
When dealing with racism and hate speech on the one hand, and restrictions on
freedom of expression on the other, we undeniably are weighing evils. Finding a
balance in each context is a delicate process to which there is no ideal solution that
satisfies all concerns. Nonetheless, the process of searching will undoubtedly bring
us closer to realizing the mutually reinforcing values of free speech and equality.

12 Quotedby L Johannessen,Chapter25, note 62.
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ANNEXES

ANNEXE A

INTERNATIONALSTANDARDS
Following are some of the most important provisions of international treatie
declarations concerning freedom of expression, religion, thought and op
non-discrimination, advocacy of hatred and balancing of rights, reproduced 1
according to the organization under whose auspices they were drafted (I
Nations, Organization of African Unity, Organization of American States, Cl
of Europe, European Community, Conference on Security and Cooperati
Europe) and by date of their adoption or entry into force. Owing to consider
of space we have not reproduced all of the relevant provisions, especially cm
ing the right to non-discrimination, the rights of minorities and rights rela
freedom of expression (such as the rights to freedom of assembly and assoc
and to participate in elections and public affairs). A greater number of prov
are reproduced from the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europ
from the other organizations primarily because the CSCE documents are J
widely available.

UNITED NATIONS
UNIVERSALDECLARATIONOF HUMAN RIGHTS
Adopted and proclaimed by General Assembly resolution 217 A (Ill) of 10 December

Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalie
rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom.justic
peace in the world,
Whereas ... the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy fre
of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed
highest aspiration of the common people,
Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recours,
last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that human rights s
be protected by the rule of law, ...
Now, therefore, the General Assembly proclaims this Universal Decla
of Human Rights as a common standard of achievement for all peoples a

nations....
Article 1
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. The
endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a
of brotherhood.

Article 2
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declar
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, reI
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other s

_
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Article 7
All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to
equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any
discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such
discrimination.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELlMINA IIUN ut' AL.!
FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

Article 18
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this
right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone
or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or
belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.

Consideringthat the Charter of the United N~tions is based on the pi
of the dignity and equality inherent in all human beings, and.that all Memb
have pledged themselves ... to promote and encourage universal respec!
observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, Without di
as to race, sex, language or religion ....
Consideringthat all hum~ beings a,re ~qu.al b.efore the ~w and a,re
to equal protection of the law agamst any discrimination and against any m
to discrimination.

Article 19
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
Article 29
2. In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be
subject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the
purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and
freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality,
public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.
3. These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the
purposes and principles of the United Nations.

I
I

Article 30
Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State,
group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at
the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.

CONVENTION ON THE PREVENTION AND PUNISHMENT OF THE
CRIME OF GENOCIDE
Approvedandopenedforsignature,ratificationoraccessionby GeneralAssemblyresolution
260 A (Ill) of December 1948. Entered into force 12 January 1951.

Article 1
The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide, whether committed in time of
peace or time of war, is a crime under intemationallaw which they undertake to
prevent and to punish.
Article 3
The following acts shall be punishable: ... (c) direct and public incitement to
commit genocide ....
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Adoptedandopenedforsignature,ratificationandaccession by GeneralAssembly n
2106 A (XX) of21 December 1965. Entered into force 4 January 1969.

The StatesParties to this Convention,

Article 1
. . " h II
I. In this Convention the term "racial discrimination s a mean,
distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colc
descent, or national or ethnic origin which ~as the purpose o~ effeci
nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exe.rclSe,on
equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedo~s '?the pol
cal, economic, social, cultural or any othe~ field of public life. . .
l
2. This Convention shall not apply to distinctions, exclusions..resbetnctl
or. preferences ra~e by a State Party to this Convention
tWI
citizens andnoncmzens,
. .
3. Nothing in this Convention may be interpret~ as a~fectll.ng l~~ny,
the legal provisions of States Parties conce~l~g nationa ity, ~1 ~~s
or naturalization, provided that such provisions do not discrimir
against any particular nationality.
Article 2
1. States Parties condemn racial discrimination and und~r~e ~o pm
by all appropriate means and without delaya policy of eliminating ra
discrimination in all its forms and prornoung understanding amon]
races, and, to this end:
.
c. Each State Party shall take effective measures ~o review govemn
tal, national and local policies, and to amend, rescind or nullIfy.any I
and regulations which have the effect of creating orperpetuaung ra
discrimination wherever it exists;
d. Each State Party shall prohibit and bring to an end, by all appropi
means, including legislation as required b~ cir.cumstances, racial
crimination by any persons, group or orgarnzauon ....
Article 4
.,
hi h
States Parties condemn all propaganda and all orgarnzations w IC
on ideas or theories of superiority of one race or grou~ of persons of ?m
ethnic origin, or which attempt tojustify or p~omote raclll.1~atred and diSCI
in any form, and undertake to adopt immediate and posiuvc measures d
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eradicateall incitementto, oractsof, suchdiscriminationand,to thisend,withd

ue

regard to the principles embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights
and the rights expressly set forth in article 5 of this Convention, inter
alia:
(a) Shall declare an offence punishable by law all dissemination ofideas
based
on racial superiority or hatred, incitement to racial discrimination,
as well as all
acts of violence or incitement to such acts against any race or group
of persons of
another colour or ethnic origin, and also the provision of any assistan
ce to racist
activities, including the financing thereof;
(b) Shall declare illegal and prohibit organizations, and also organize
d and
another propaganda activities, which promote and incite racial
discrimination, and
shall recognize participation in such organizations or activities as
an offence
punishable by law;
(c) Shall not permit public authorities or public institutions, national or
local,

to promoteor inciteracialdiscrimination.

I
,

Article 7
States Parties undertake to adopt immediate and effective measures,
particularly in the fields of teaching, education, culture and information, with
a view to
combating prejudices which lead to racial discrimination and to promoti
ng understanding, tolerance and friendship among nations and racial or ethnical
groups
n

••

INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHT
S
Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General
Assembly
resolution 2200 A (XXI) of 16 December 1966. Entered into force 23
March 1976.

The States Parties to the present Covenant,
Considering that, in accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter
of the United Nations, recognition of the inherent dignity and of the
equal and
inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation
of freedom,
justice and peace in the world,
Recognizing that these rights derive from the inherent dignity of the
human

person,
Agree upon the following articles:

Article 5
1. Nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as implying for any
State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or perform
any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedom
s
recognized herein or at their limitation to a greater extent than
is
provided for in the present Covenant.
Article 18
1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion. This right shall include freedom to have or to adopt a religion
or belief of his choice, and freedom, either individually orin community
with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief
in
worship, observance, practice and teaching.
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3. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs may be subject only
le
such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary to proteci
public safety, order, health, or morals or the fundamental rights anc
freedoms of others.
Article 19
I. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.
2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right
shall
include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas
01
all kinds, regardless offrontiers, either orally, in writing or in print,
in
the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.
3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article
carries with it special duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be
subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are
provided by law and are necessary:
(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;
(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre
public), or of public health or morals.
Article 20
I. Any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law.
2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that cons~t~
tes
incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited
bylaw.
Article 26
All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any disc?"
tion to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall
prohibi
discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protecti
on al
discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion
, po;
or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE PROTECTION OF
THE RIGHTS OF ALL MIGRANT WORKERS AND MEMBERS
OF
THEIR FAMILIES
Adopted andopenedforsignature,ratificationandaccession in Februar
y 1991. Not in
as of May 1992.
Article 13
1. Migrant workers and members of their families shall have the right to
hold opinions without interference.
2. Migrant workers and members of their families shall have the right
to
freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers
,
either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any
other media of his choice.
3. The exercise of the right provided for in paragraph 2 of the present article
carries with it special duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be

subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are
provided by law and are necessary:
(a) For respect of the rights or reputation of others;
(b) For the protection of the national security of the States concerned
or of public order (ordre public) or of public health or morals;
(c) For the purpose of preventing any propaganda for war;
(d) For the purpose of preventing any advocacy of national racial or
religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination', hostility
or VIOlence.

ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY
AFRICAN CHARTER ON HUMAN AND PEOPLES' RIGHTS
Adopted by the OAD on 27 June 1981. Entered into force 21 October 1986.

Article 8
Freedom of conscience, the profession and free practice of religion shall be
guaranteed. No one may, subject to law and order, be submitted to measures
restricting the exercise of these freedoms.
Article 9
1. Every individual shall have the right to receive information.
2. Every individual shall have the right to express and disseminate his
opinions within the law.
Article 27
1. Every individual shall have duties towards his family and society, the
State and other legally recognized communities and the international
community.
2. The rights and freedoms of each individual shall be exercised with due
regard to the rights of others, collective security, morality and common
interest.
Article 28
. Eve~ i;Idivid~al shall have ~e ~uty to respect and consider his fellow beings
WIthout disc;umnatlOn, and to maintain relations aimed at promoting, safeguarding
and reinforcing mutual respect and tolerance.

ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES
AMERICAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Adopted by the OAS on 22 November 1969. Entered into force 18 July 1978.

Article 1: Obligation to Respect Rights
1. The States Parties to this Convention undertake to respect the rights and
fr~d~ms recongized herein and to ensure to all persons subject to their
Ju;rsdtCllon the free and full exercise of those rights and frcedoms,
WIthout any discrimination for reasons of race, color, sex, language,

religion,politicalor otheropinion,nationalor social origin, economi
status,birth,or any othersocial condition....
Article 12: Freedom of Conscience and Religion
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of conscience and of religion. Thi
right includes freedom to maintainor to change one's religion or belief
and freedom to profess or disseminate one's religion or beliefs, eithe
individually or together with others, in public or in private
3. Freedom to manifest one's religion and beliefs may be subject only t
the limitations prescribed by law that are necessary to protect publi
safety, order, health, or morals, or the rights or freedoms of others ....

Article 13: Freedom of Thought and Expression
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought and expression. This rigt
includes freedom to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas c
all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing, in print, in th
form of art, or through any other medium of one's choice.
2. The exercise of the right provided for in the foregoing paragraph shal
not be subject to prior censorship but shall be subject to subsequen
imposition of liability, which shall be expressly established by law tl
the extent necessary in order to ensure:
(a) respect for the rights or reputations of others; or
(b) the protection of national security, public order, or public health 0
morals.
3. The right of expression may not be restricted by indirect methods 0
means, such as the abuse of government or private controls ove
newsprint, radio broadcasting frequencies, or equipment used in th,
dissemination of information, or by any other means tending to irnped

the communicationandcirculationof ideas andopinions.
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 2 above, public entertain
ments may be subject by law to prior censorship for the sole purpose 0
regulating access to them for the moral protection of childhood ani
adolescence.
5. Any propaganda for war and any advocacy of national, racial, 0
religious hatred that constitute incitements to lawless violence or to an:
other similar illegal action against any person or group of persons 01
any grounds including those of race, colour, religion, language, 0
national origin shall be considered as offences punishable by law.

Article 14: Right of Reply
1. Anyone injured by inaccurate or offensive statements or ideas dissemi
nated to the public in general by a legally regulated medium of corn
munication has the right to reply or to make a correction using the sam
communications outlet, under such conditions as the law may establish
2. The correction or reply shall not in any case remit other legalliabilitie
that may have been incurred.
3. For the effective protection of honor and reputation, every publisher ani
every newspaper, motion picture, radio, and television company, sbal
have a person responsible who is not protected by immunities or specia
privileges.

Article 24: Right to Equal Protection
All persons are equal before the law. Consequently, they are entitled,
without
discrimination, to equal protection of the law.
COUNCIL OF EUROPE
EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

(Conventionfor the Protectionof Human Rights and Fundamental Preedom
s)
Signed by ContractingStates of theCouncil of Europeon 4 November
1950. Entered into
force 3 September 1953.

Article 3
No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatmen
t or
punishment.
Article 9
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion
;
this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom
,
either alone or in community with others and in public or private,
to
manifest his religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and ob-

servance.

2. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject only
to
such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public
order, health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedom
s
of others.

Article 10
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include
freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and
ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This Article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensin
g
of broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises.
2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties
and
responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in
a
democratic society, in the interests of national security, territori
al
integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime,
for
the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation
or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received
in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of
the
judiciary.
Article 14
The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention
shall
be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race,
colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, associat
ion with
a national minority, property, birth or other status.

Article 17
.
.
Nothing in this Convention may be interpreted as Implym
g for. aJ
group or person any right to engage in any activity or perfo~m any act
~rr
destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth. herein or at their
1
to a greater extent than is provided for in the Convennon.
COUNCIL OF EUROPE CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY:
DRAFT MODEL LAW (1966)
Article 1
A person shall be guilty of an offence:
. . .
(a) if he publicly calls for orincites to hatred, [ntolerance, ~scnmmal
or violence against persons or grO?PS of ~rsons distmgUlshed
colour, race, ethnic or national origin, or religion;
(b) if he insults persons or groups of persons, holds them up to.conte!
or slanders them on account of the distinguishing particulari
mentioned in paragraph (a).
Article 2
.
.h
di trib
(a) A person shall be guilty of an offence If
he publis eS or s 1
written matter which is aimed at achieving the effects referred t<
Article 1.
(b) "Writtenmatter" includesany writing,sign orvisible representat
Article 4
. .
.
Organizations whose aims or activities fall within
the scope of Am
1 and 2 shall be prosecuted and/or prohibited.
Article 5
.
.I
.,.
(a) A person shall be guilty of an offence If
he public y uses msigm
organizations prohibited under Article 4.
.
(b) "Insignia" are, in particular, flags, badges, umforms, slogans
forms of salutes.
DECLARATION REGARDING INTOLERANCE· A THREAT TO
DEMOCRACY
Adopted by theCommitteeof Ministersof the Council of Europeon 14
May 198
Session.

The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe,.
.'
1. Convinced that tolerance and respect for th~ dignity and m~
equality of all human beings are the very baSISof a democratic
pluralistic society;
.
2. Profoundly disturbed by the resurgence of various f~rms of I.ntolera
3 Reaffirming its determination to safeguard the effective political d~r
. racy referred to in the Preamble to the Convention for the Protecuc
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedorns;

V. Agrees that member states will make every effort so thattheprinciples
enounced above prevail within other international orgamzaucns;

4. Recalling that human rights and fundamental freedoms are the very
foundation of justice and peace throughout the world;

5. Bearing in mind that the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights

VI. Appeals to all institutions, movements and associa~ons and to all ~Iitical
and social forces to contribute towards a sustained effort against the
threat to democracy represented by intolerance.

and Fundamental Freedoms has successfully afforded effective international protection, without discrimination, to everyone within the
jurisdiction of the Contracting States;
6. Recalling that, in accordance with the United Nations International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
and following the Committee of Ministers Resolution (68)30 of 31
October 1968, on measures to be taken against incitement to racial,
national and religious hatred, several member states have either adopted
new legislation or reinforced existing legislation against acts inspired
by racism;
7. Welcoming the adoption by the Consultative Assembly of Resolution
743 (1980) on "the need to combat resurgent fascist propaganda and its

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
DECLARATION ON RACISM AND XENOPHOBIA
European Council of the European Community. Maastricht, 11 December 1991

racistaspects";
8. Considering that the best way of countering all forms of intolerance is
to preserve and consolidate democratic institutions, to foster citizens'
confidence in those institutions and to encourage them to take an active
part in their operation;
9. Convinced of the vital part played by education and information in any
action against intolerance, whose origin frequently lies in ignorance,
source of incomprehension, hatred and even violence,
I. Vigorously condemns all forms ofintolerance, regardless of their origin,
inspiration or aims, and the acts of violence to which they give rise,
especially when human lives are at stake;

n. Rejects

all ideologies entailing contempt for the individual or a denial
of the intrinsic equality of all human beings;

nr.~olemnly recalls its unswerving attachment to the principles of plural isuc democracy and respect for human rights, the cornerstone of membership of the Council of Europe, as well as to the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms the essential
instrument in the effective exercise of these rights;
,
lV. Decides:
i, to rei?force efforts, at national and international levels, and particularly m the framework of the Council of Europe, to prevent the spread
of totalitarian and racist ideologies and to act effectively against all
forms of intolerance;
ii, to take, with tltis objective in mind, all appropriate measures and to
implement a programme of activities including, in particular, the
study of legal instruments applicable in the matter with a view to
their reinforcement where appropriate;
iii. to promote an awareness of the requirements of human rights
and the ensuing responsibilities in a democratic society, and to this
end, in addition to human rights education, to encourage the creation
in schools, from the primary level upwards, of a climate of active
understanding of and respect for the qualities and culture of others;
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i

i

The European Council notes with concern that "?anifestations of racism
xenophobia are steadily growing in Europe, both m the member States of
Community and elsewhere.
. . .
. .
.
.
The European Council stresses the undiminished validity of mternatu
obligations with regard to combating discrimination and racism to which
member States have committed themselves within the framework of the Un
Nations the Council of Europe and the CSCE.
The European Council recalls the Declaration agains~ racism and xenoph:
issued by the European Parliament, Council and CommISSIOnon 11 Ju~e 1986
reaffirming its Declaration issued in Dublin on 26 June 19~0, expresses Itsre~ul,
against racist sentiments and manifestations. T~ese m~lfestallons, Includl~g
pressions of prejudice and violence against foreign Immigrants and exploitatio
them, are.unacceptable.
.
The European Council expresses its conviction that respect fo~ hu.m~ dig
is essential to the Europe of the Community and that combating dlscn~InallC
all its forms is therefore vital to the European Commumty, as aco~mun~ty of SI
governed by the rule oflaw. The European Council therefore considers It neces
that the Governments and Parliaments of the member States should act clearly
unambiguously to counter the growth of sentiments and manifestations of ral
and xenophobia.
.,
.
The European Council asks Ministers and the CommISSIonto Increase
efforts to combat discrimination and xenophobia, and to strengthen the I
protection for third country nationals in the te~tories of the member States.
I..astly, the European Council notes that, m connecuon Wl~ the upheava
Eastern Europe, similar sentiments of intolerance and xenophobia are ~~lfe,
themselves in extreme forms of nationalism and ethnocentnsm. The polIc.les ~
Community and its member States towards the countries concerned WIll ID
discourage strongly such manifestations.
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CONFERENCE ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE
DOCUMENT OF THE COPENHAGEN MEETING OF THE
CONFERENCE ON THE HUMAN DIMENSION
5 to 29 June 1990
The repre~en~tives of the participating States of the Conference on Security and
Co-operation m Europe (CSCE), Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, the German Democratic Republic, the
Federal.Republic ?f Germany, Greece, the Holy See, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland,
Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, the Netherlands, Norway,
Pol.and, Portu~al, Romania, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the
Umo~ of SOVIetSocialist Republics, the United Kingdom, the United States of
America and Yugoslavia, met in Copenhagen from 5 to 29 June 1990 in accordance
with the provisions relating to the Conference on the Human Dimension of the
CSCE contained in the Concluding Document of the Vienna Follow-up Meeting
._
of the CSCE. n.
.
The participating States express their conviction that full respect for human
rights ~d fundamental freedoms and the development of societies based on
pluralistic ~emocracy and the rule of law are prerequisites for progress in setting
up the lasting order of peace, security, justice and co-operation that they seek to
establish in Europe ....
In order to strengthen respect for, and enjoyment of, human rights and
fundamental freedoms, to develop human contacts and to resolve issues of a related
humanitarian character, the participating States agree on the following ....
(9)

The participating States reaffirm that

(9.1) - everyone will have the right to freedom of expression including the
right to communication. This right will include freedom to hold opimons and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. The exercise of
this right may be subject only to such restrictions as are prescribed by
law and are consistent with international standards. In particular no
~mitation will be imposed on access to, and use of, means of reproducm~ documents of any kind, while respecting, however, rights relating
to intellectual property, including copyright.

(30) The participating States recognize that the questions relating to national
minorities can only be satisfactorily resolved in a democratic political
framework based on the rule of law, with a functioning independem
judiciary. This framework guarantees full respect for human rights anc
fundamental freedoms, equal rights and status for all citizens, the free
expression of all their legitimate interests and aspirations, politica
pluralism, social tolerance and the implementation of legal rules tha
place effective restraints on the abuse of governmental power.
They also recognize the important role of non-governmental organ
izations, including political parties, trade unions, human rights organ
izations and religious groups, in the promotion of tolerance, cultura
diversity and the resolution of questions relating to national minorities
They furtherreaffirm that respect for the rights of persons belonginj
to national minorities as part of universally recognized human rights i:
an essential factor for peace, justice, stability and democracy in th!
participating States.
(31) Persons belonging to national minorities have the right to exercise fullj
and effectively their human rights and fundamental freedoms withou
any discrimination and in full equality before the law....
(32) To belong to a national minority is a matter of a person's individua
choice and no disadvantage may arise from the exercise of such choice
Persons belonging to national minorities have the right freely te
express, preserve and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic or relig.
ious identity and to maintain and develop their culture in all its aspects
free of any attempts at assimilation against their will. ...
(33) The participating States will protect the ethnic, cultural, linguistic anr
religious identity of national minorities on their territory and crean
conditions for the promotion of that identity ....
(35) The participating States will respect the right of persons belonging u
national minorities to effective participation in public affairs, includin,
participation in the affairs relating to the protection and promotion 0
the identity of such minorities ..
n

'n

(24) The participating States will ensure that the exercise of all the human
rights an~ fundamental freedoms set out above will not be subject to
any restnctions except those which are provided by law and are consistent ~ith their obligations under international law, in particular the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and with their
international commitments, in particular the Universal Declaration of
Hu~~ Rights. Theserestrictions have the character of exceptions. The
participating States will ensure that these restrictions are not abused and
are not applied in an arbitrary manner, but in such a way that the
effective exercise of these rights is ensured.
Any restriction on rights and freedoms must in a democratic society, relate to one of the objectives of the applicable law and be strictly
proportionate to the aim of that law.
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(36) The participating States recognize the particular importance of increas
ing constructive co-operation among themselves on questions relatin,
to national minorities. Such co-operation seeks to promote mutua
understanding and confidence, friendly and good-neighbourly relations
international peace, security and justice ....
(37) None of these commitments may be interpreted as implying any rigt
to engage in any activity or perform any action in contravention of th
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, othe
obligations under international law or the provisions of the Final Ac
including the principle of territorial integrity of States.
(38) The participating States, in their efforts to protect and promote the right
of persons belonging to national minorities, will fully respect thei
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undertakings under existing human rights conventions and other relevant international instruments and consider adhering to the relevant
conventions, if they have not yet done so, including those providing for
a right of complaint by individuals ....
(40) The participating States clearly and unequivocally condemn totalitarianism, racial and ethnic hatred, anti-semitism, xenophobia and discrimination against anyone as well as persecution on religious and
ideological grounds. In this context, they also recognize the particular
problems of Roma (gypsies).
They declare their firm intention to intensify the efforts to combat
these phenomena in all their forms and therefore will
(40.1) - take effective measures, including the adoption, in conformity with
their constitutional systems and their international obligations, of
such laws as may be necessary, to provide protection against any acts
that constitute incitement to violence against persons'or groups based
on national, racial, ethnic or religious discrimination, hostility or
hatred, including anti-semitism;
(40.2) - commit themselves to take appropriate and proportionate measures
to protect persons or groups who may be subject to threats or acts of
discrimination, hostility or violence as a result of their racial, ethnic,
cultural, linguistic or religious identity, and to protect their property;
(40.3) - take effective measures, in conformity with their constitutional
systems, at the national, regional and local levels to promote understanding and tolerance, particularly in the fields of education, culture
and information;
(40.4) - endeavour to ensure that the objectives of education include special
attention to the problem of racial prejudice and hatred and to the
development of respect for different civilizations and cultures;
(40.5) - recognize the right of the individual to effective remedies and
endeavour to recognize, in conformity with national legislation, the
right of interested persons and groups to initiate and support complaints against acts of discrimination, including racist and xenophobic acts;
(40.6) - consider adhering, if they have not yet done so, to the international
instruments which address the problem of discrimination and ensure
full compliance with the obligations therein, including those relating
to the submission of periodic reports;
(40.7) - consider, also, accepting those international mechanisms which
allow States and individuals to bring communications relating to
discrimination before international bodies.

CHARTER OF PARIS FOR A NEW EUROPE
Paris, 21 November 1990

We affirm that the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity of national
minorities will be protected and that persons belonging to national minorities have
the right freely to express, preserve and develop that identity without any discrimination and in full equality before the law....

We express our determination to combat all forms of racial and ethnic
anti-semitism, xenophobia and discrimination against anyone as well as pc
tion on religious and ideological grounds.
.
..
We recognize that the issues of migrant workers and their families
residing in host countries have economic, cultural and social aspects as wel.l
human dimension. We reaffirm that the protecuon and promotion of their
as well as the implementation of relevant international obligations, is our Cl
concern.

REPORT OF THE CSCE MEETING OF EXPERTS ON NATIONAL
MINORITIES
Geneva, 19 July 1991

The representatives of Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyp
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, the t
Democratic Republic, the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, the He
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Mon:
Netherlands-European Community, Norway, Pola~d, Portu~al, R~m.an
Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the'Umo? of Soviet Soc13h.st
lies, the United Kingdom, the United States of Amenca and Yugoslavia
Geneva from 1 to 19 July 1991 in accordance with the relevant provision
Charter of Paris for a New Europe ....

VI.
The participating States, concerned by the proliferation of acts of racial, et!
religious hatred, anti-semitism, xenophobia and discrimin~tion, stress the
mination to condemn, on a continuing basis, such acts against anyone.
In this context they reaffirm their recognition of the particular prol
Roma (gypsies). Th~y are ready to undertake effecti~e measures in o.rde~ to
full equality of opportunity between persons belonging to Roma ?rdmarIly
in their State and the rest of the resident population, They WIll also en
research and studies regarding Roma and the particular problems they fac
They will take effective measures to prom.ote. tolerance, ~nders
equality of opportunity and good relations between individuals of differen
within their country.
..
Further, the participating States will take effective m~su;es, inclu
adoption, in conformity with their constitutional law and their lUte~a:lO
gations.rifthcy have not already done so, of la:vs that ,":ould pr~hlbIt ;
constitute incitement to violence based on national, racial, ethnic or I
discrimination, hostility or hatred, including anti-semitism, and policies te
such laws.
Moreover, in order to heighten public awarene~s of prejudice a.ndh
improve enforcement of laws against hate-related cnme and orherwise t<
efforts to address hatred and prejudice in society, they will make efforts tl
publish on a regular basis, and make available to the public, data ab~u~ e
their respective territories that are based on prejudice .as to race, ethnic Id
religion, including the guidelines used for the collection of such data. 11
should not contain any personal information.

They will consult and exchange views and information at the international
level, including at future meetings of the CSCE, on crimes that manifest evidence
of prejudice and hate.
DOCUMENT OF THE MOSCOW MEETING OF THE CONFERENCE
ON THE HUMAN DIMENSION
10 September to 4 October 1991

The representatives of the participating States of the Conference on Security and
Co-operation in Europe (CSCE), Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada,
Cyprus, the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, the Holy See, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, the Netherlands-European
Community, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, the USSR, the United Kingdom, the United States of America
and Yugoslavia met in Moscow from 10 September to 4 October 1991, in accordance with the provisions relating to the Conference on the Human Dimension of
the CSCE contained in the Concluding Document of the Vienna Follow-up Meeting
of the CSCE ....

incitement to violence based on national racial, ethnic or religiot
discrimination, hostility or hatred....
(42) The participating States:
. .
.
(42.1) _ atfirrn that human rights education IS fundamental and that. It
therefore essential that their citizens are educated on human righ
and fundamental freedoms and the commitrn~nt to respect sm
rights and freedoms in domestic legislation and international mstr
ments to which they may be parties.
.
.
(42.2) _ recognize that effective hnman rights educatIo.n con!"lb.utes
combating intolerance, religious, racial ~d ethmc. preJ~~lce ai
hatred, including against Roma, xenophobia and anti-semitism ...

(26) The participating States reaffirm the right to freedom of expression,
including the right to communication and the right of the media to
collect, report and disseminate information, news and opinion. Any
restriction in the exercise of this right will be prescribed by law and in
accordance with international standards....
(37) The participating States confirm the provisions and commitments of all
CSCE documents, in particular the Document of the Copenhagen
Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE,
concerning questions relating to national minorities and the rights of
persons belonging to them, and the Report of the Geneva CSCE
Meeting of Experts on National Minorities, and call for their full and
early implementation. They believe that, in particular, the use of the
new and expanded CSCE mechanisms and procedures will contribute
to further protection and promotion of the rights of persons belonging
to national minorities.
(38) The participating States recognize the need to ensure that the rights of
migrant workers and their families lawfully residing in the participating
States are respected and underline their right to express freely their
ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic characteristics. The exercise of
such rights may be subject to such restrictions as are prescribed by law
and are consistent with international standards.
(38.1) - They condemn all acts of discrimination on the ground of race,
colour and ethnic origin, intolerance and xenophobia against migrant
workers. They will, in conformity with domestic law and international obligations, take effective measures to promote tolerance,
understanding, equality of opportunity and respect for the fundamental human rights of migrant workers and adopt, if they have not
already done so, measures that would prohibit acts that constitute
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ANNEXE B
RESERVATIONS AND DECLARATIONS CONCERNING
RACIST SPEECH AND ADVOCACY OF
RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS HATRED
When ratifying, acceding to or signing the CERD Convention and the ICCPR,
several countries entered statements concerning the obligations to prohibit racist
speech set forth in Article 4 of the CERD Convention and advocacy of hatred on
national, racial or religious grounds set forth in Article 20(2) of the ICCPR.
Some countries entered reservations by which they expressly reserved the
right not to enact legislation to implement the articles. Others entered declarations
by which they set forth their understanding of the articles' obligations. Some
countries entered a reservation or declaration at the time of signing the treaty which
they confirmed upon ratification; others entered a reservation or declaration at the
time they ratified or acceded to the treaty. Of the countries which entered declarations or reservations at the time of signing, only the US has yet to ratify,
As of May 1992, 129 countries were parties to the CERD'Convention. Twelve
of those have entered a reservation or declaration expressly concerning Article 4.
Others, such as Guyana and Jamaica, have made sweeping declarations stating that
they do not consider the Convention to impose any obligations beyond the limits
set by their own constitutions. The US, upon signing the Convention, similarly
stated that it did not consider the Convention to require any action incompatible
with the US Constitution, in particular, its protection of free speech. Of the 12 which
expressly mentioned Article 4, five (Bahamas, Nepal, Papua New Guinea, Tonga,
UK) have stated that they consider Article 4 to require the adoption of further
legislation only in so far as they may consider "with due regard to the principles
embodied in the UDHR and the rights set forth in Article 5 of the Convention" that
further legislation is required for the achievement of the purpose set forth in the
first paragraph of Article 4, namely to "eradicate all incitement to, or acts of, such
discrimination". Malta made a similar statement that it would enact legislation only
where necessary to "bring to an end any act of racial discrimination". France went
so far as to declare that the principles of the UDHR and Article 5 of the Convention
release states parties from the obligation to enact legislation "incompatible with
the freedoms of opinion and expression and of peaceful assembly and association".
Three other countries mentioned the "with due regard" clause.
As of May 1992, 105 countries were parties to the ICCPR. Of those, 14 have
entered a reservation or declaration concerning Article 20, and of those, eight
limited their objections to paragraph I which requires states parties to prohibit
"propaganda for war". The six which made statements concerning paragraph 2 as
well are Australia, Belgium, Luxembourg, Malta, New Zealand and the United
Kingdom. The US, which is not yet a party to the ICCPR, has proposed a reservation
to the whole of Article 20. The US is expected to ratify in 1992.

DECLARATIONS AND RESERVATIONS TO THE INTERNATIOI
CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF
ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
As set forth in Status of International Instruments (New York: UN, 198~
confirmed in May 1992.

Australia
The Government of Australia ... declares that Australia is not at present in a p
specifically to treat as offences all the ~atters cove~d by article 4(a)
Convention. Acts of the kind there mentioned are punishable only to t!'e
provided by the existing criminal law dealin~ with.su~h m~tters as the .mam~
of public order, public mischief, assault, not, cnmmal libel, con~puacy ,
tempts. It is the intention of the Australian Government, at th~ first SUitablem
to seek from Parliament legislation specifically implementingthe terms of
4(a).

Austria
Article 4 of the International Convention on. the Elimina~on ?f All Fo
Discrimination provides that the measures specifically descn?e~ m subpara
(a) (b) and (c) shall be undertaken with due regard to the principles ernbo
the' Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the ~ghts expressly st;t f
article 5 of the Convention. The Republic of Austna therefore conside
through such measures the right to freedom of opinion and expr~ssion ,,!,d tt
to freedom of peaceful assembly and association ~ay not be Jeopll:'dlzed.
rights are laid down in articles 19 and 20 of the Universal Decl~Uon?f I
Rights; they were re-affirmed by the General Assembly of the UnIte~ Nation
it adopted articles 19 and 21 of the International Covenant on CIVIland P
Rights and are referred to in article 5(d) (viii) and (ix) of the present Conve

Bahamas
First, the Government of the Commonwealth c:f the Bahama~ :wishes to s
understanding of article 4 .... It interprets article 4 as requmng a party
Convention to adopt further legislative measures m the fields ~overe~ by SI
graphs (a), (b) and (c) of that article only in so far as it ~ay consld~r WIt?dU~
to the principles embodied in the Universal Declarat.lO.nset out m artI~le _
Convention (in particular the right to freedom of opmion and expression :
right of freedom of peaceful assembly and ~soc!ation) that s?me leg
addition to, or variation of existing law and practice m these fields IS.necess
the attainment of the ends specified in article 4 .... Acceptance of this Con.'
by the Commonwealth of the Bahamas does not imply the acceptance of ?bh
going beyond the constitutional limits nor th~ acceptance of anyobligat
introduce judicial process beyond those prescnbed under the Constitution,

Barbados
The Constitution prescribes judicial processes to be observed in. the e~en,
violation of any of these rights whether by the State or by a pnvate mdi
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Utt;. \-.U,IIVenU.On, aoes not imply the acceptanceof obligationsgoing
?,,~o?d the constitutional limits nor the acceptance of any obligations to introduce

judicial processes beyond those provided in the Constitution.
The Government of Barbados interprets article 4 of the said Convention as
requiring a patty to the Convention to enact measures in the fields covered by
subparagraph (a), (b) and (c) of that article only where it is considered that the need
arises to enact such legislation.

Belgium
In order to meet the requirements of article 4 of the International Convention of the
Elimination of All Form~ of Racial Discrimination, the Kingdom of Belgium will
take care to adapt Its legislatlon to the obligations it has assumed in becoming a
party to the said Convention.
, T?e Kingdom of Belgium nevertheless wishes to emphasize the importance
which It attaches to the fact that article 4 of the Convention provides that the
measures laid down in subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) should be adopted with due
regard to the principles embodie~ in the Universal Declaration' of Human Rights
and ~e nghts expressly set forth m article 5 of the Convention, The Kingdom of
Belgium the~efore c~nsiders that the obligations imposed by article 4 must be
reconciled WIth the nght to freedom of opinion and expression and the right to
fre~om of peaceful assembly and association, Those rights are proclaimed in
articles 19 and 20 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and have been
reaffirmed m articles 19 and 21 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. They ha~e also been stated in article 5, subparagraph (d)(viii) and (ix) of
the said Convention.
The Kingdom of Belgium also wishes to emphasize the importance which it
attaches to respect for the rights set forth in the Convention for the Protection of
Human. Rights ~d Fundamental~r~doms, especially in articles IO and I I dealing
respectively WIth freedom of opiruon and expression and freedom of peaceful
assembly and association,

Fiji
The government of Fiji ... interprets article 4 as requiring a party to the Convention
to adopt further legislative measures in the fields covered by supbaragraphs (a), (b)
an,d \e) of that ~ticl~ only in so far as it may consider with due regard to the
principles embodle? 10 t,he Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the rights
expre~s!y set forth 10 art~cle 5 of the Convention (in particular the right to freedom
of oplOl.on and expression and the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and
association) that Some legislative addition to or variation of existing law and
practice 10 those fields IS necessary for the attainment of the end specified in the
earlier part of article 4,

France

with the freedoms of opinion and expression and of peaceful assembly
association guaranteed by those texts.

Italy
(a) The positive measures, provided for in article 4 of the Convention and espec
described in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of that article, designed to eradicat
incitements to, or acts of, discrimination, are to be interpreted, as that ar
provides, "with due regard to the principles embodied in the Universal Declan
of Human Rights and the rights expressly set forth in article 5" of the Conven
Consequently, the obligations deriving from the aforementioned article 4 an
to jeopardize the right to freedom of opinion and expression and the right to free
of peaceful assembly and association, which are laid down in articles 19 and:
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Were reaffirmed by the Gel
Assembly of the United Nations when it adopted articles 19 and 2~ of
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and are referred to 10 ar
5(d)(viii) and (ix) of the Convention. In fact, the Italian Government, in confor
with the obligations resulting from Articles 55(c) and 56 of the Charter of the
Nations, remains faithful to the principle laid down in article 29(2) of the Univt
Declaration, which provides that "in the exercise of his rig~ts and freed'
everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are determmed by law se
for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freed
of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and
general welfare in a democratic society".

?,

Jamaica
The Constitution of Jamaica entrenches and guarantees to every person in Jam
the fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual irrespective of his rac
place of origin. The Constitution prescribes judicial processes to be observed i~
event of the violation of any of these rights whether by the State or by a pn
individual. Ratification of the Convention by Jamaica does not imply the ace
ance of obligations going beyond the constitutional limits nor the acceptanc
any obligation to introduce judicial processes beyond those prescribed undei
Constitution."

Malta
The Government of Malta wishes to state its understanding of certain articles ir
Convention .... It interprets article 4 as requiring a party to the Convention to a,
further measures in the fields covered by subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) of
article should it consider, with due regard to the principles embodied in
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the rights set forth in article 5 oJ
Convention, that the need arises to enact 'ad hoc' legislation, in addition D
variation of existing law and practice to bring to an end any act of racial discr
nation.

With regard to article 4, France wishes to make it clear that it interprets the reference
made ~erein to the Pz:inciples of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
to the nghts ,set ~orth 10 article ~ of the Convention as releasing the States parties
from the obligation to enact anti-discrimination legislation which is incompatible
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Nepal

UnitedKingdomof Great Britainand NorthernIreland

The C~nstitu~on of ~epal contains provisions for the protection of individual

Secondly, the United Kingdom wishes to state its understandingof certain ~ti
in the Convention. It interprets article 4 as requiring a party to the Conventic
adopt further legislative measures in the fields covered by subparagraphs (a)
and (c) of that article only in so far as it may consider with due regard te
principles embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the ri
expressly set forth in article 5 of the Convention (in particular the right to free
of opinion and expression and the right to freedom of peaceful assembly
association) that some legislative addition to or variation of existing law
practice in those fields is necessary for the attainment of the end specified i.
earlier part of article 4.

rights, mcludmg ,th~ nght to freedom of speech and expression, the right to form

umons ~d associanonsnot motivatedby party politics and the right to freedomof
professmg his/her own religion; and nothing in the Convention shall be deemed tn
require or to authorize legislation or other action by Nepal incompatible with the
provisions of the Constitutionof Nepal.
His Majesty's Government interprets article 4 of the said Convention as
requiring a party to the Conventionto adoptfurtherlegislativemeasuresin the fields
covered by subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) of that article only in so far as His
Majesty'~ Government may consider, with due regard to the principles embodied
m the,UmversalDeclarationof HumanRights, that some legislativeaddition to, or
vanauon of, eXI~l1,ng I~w and practicein thosefields is necessaryfor the attainment
?f the end specined m the earlier part of article 4. His Majesty's Government
mt.erpretsthe ~equirement in article 6 concerning 'reparation or satisfaction' as
bemg fulfilled if one or other of theseformsofredress is madeavailable:and further
i~teIJ?re,ts 'satisfaction' as including any form of redress effective to bring the
discriminatory conduct to an end,

Papua New Guinea

UnitedStates of America
Upon signature:
The Constitution of the United States contains provisions for the protei
of individual rights, such as the right of free speech, and nothingin the Convei
shall be deemed to require or to authorizelegislation or other action by the U
States of America incompatible with the provisions of the Constitution 0
United States of America,

The Government of Papua New Guinea interprets article 4 of the Convention as
requinng a party to the Conventionto adoptfurther legislativemeasuresin the areas
cove~ed by.subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) of that article only in so far as it may

consider WIthdue regard to the principles contained in the Universal Declaration
set o~t !n article 5 of the ~on~ention that some legislativeaddition to, or variation
of eXlsll~~ law and practice, ISnecessary to give effect to the provisions of article
4. ~ addition, the ConstitutionofPapua New Guineaguaranteescertain fundamental nghts ~d freedoms to all persons irrespectiveof their race and place of origin,
The Constitutionalso provide~ forjudicial protectionof these rights and freedoms.
Ac~ePt:mce of this Convention does not therefore indicate the acceptance of
obh~allons by the Government of Papua New Guinea which go beyond those
pr~vlded by ~e ,Constitution,nor does it indicate the acceptance of any obligation
to mtroducejudicial process beyond that provided by the Constitution.

Tonga

RESERVATIONSAND DECLARATIONSTO
THE INTERNATIONALCOVENANTON
CIVIL AND POLITICALRIGHTS
N. set forthin UNDoe.CCPR/C/2/Rev.2, 12 May 1989,andconfirmedin May 199:
Australia
Australia interprets the rights provided for by articles 19, 21 and 22 as cons
with article 20; accordingly,the Commonwealthand the constituentStates, tu
legislated with respect to the subject-matter of the article in matters of pm
concern in the interest of public order (ordre public), the right is reserved I
introduce any further legislativeprovision on these matters.

Belgium

~econdly, the ~ngdo,:", of Tonga wishesto stateits understandingof certainarticles
m the Convention, It mterprets article 4 as requiring a party to the Convention to
adopt further legis~ative mea,suresin the fields covered by subparagraphs (a), (b)
an.d (c) of that ~ticl~ only m so far as it may consider with due regard to the
principles embodle,ctm the Universal Declarationof Human Rights and the rights
expre~sly set forth m art~cle 5 of the Convention (in particular the right to freedom
of opimon and expression and the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and
assoc,Jall?n)that some .legislative addition to or variation of existing law and
practice m those fields ISnecessary for the attainment of the end specified in the
earlier part of article 4.
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6. The Belgian Government declares that it does not consider itself oblig~1
enact legislation in the field covered by article 20, paragraph 1, and that artu
as a whole shall be appliedtaking into account the rights to freedomof thougl
religion, freedom of opinion and freedom of assemblyand associationproch
in articles 18, 19 and 20 of the Universal Declaration of Human Right
reaffirmed in articles 18, 19,21 and 22 of the Covenant.

Denmark
3. Reservation is further made to article 20, paragraph I. This reservatior
accordance with the vote cast by Denmark in the sixteenth session of the Gi
Assembly of the United Nations in 1961 when the Danish delegation,referr
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me preceomg article concerning freedom of expression, voted against
the prohibition against propaganda for war."

Netherlands

Finland

The Kingdom of the Netherlands does not accept the obligation
set out u
provision [article 20, paragraph I] in the case of the Netherlands.

7. With respect to article 20, paragraph I, of the Covenant, Finland
declares that it
will not apply the provisions of this paragraph, this being compati
ble with the
standpoint Finland already expressed at the sixteenth session of the
United Nations
General Assembly by voting against the prohibition of propaganda
for war, on the
grounds that this might endanger the freedom of expression referred
in article 19
of the Covenant.

New Zealand
The Government of New Zealand, having legislated in the areas of
the adv:
of national and racial hatred and the exciting of hostility or ill will against
any i
of persons, and having regard to the right of freedom of speech, reserves
the
not to introduce further legislation with regard to article 20.

France

Norway

7. The Government of theRe public declares that the term "war", appearin
g in article
20, paragraph I, is to be understood to mean war in contravention of
international
law and considers, in any case, that French legislation in this matter
is adequate.

Subject to reservations ... to article 20, paragraph 1.

Iceland
5. Article 20, paragraph I, with reference to the fact that a prohibit
ion against
propaganda for war could limit the freedom of expression. This
reservation is
consistent with the position of Iceland at the General Assembly
at its sixteenth

session.

Ireland
Ireland accepts the principle in paragraph I of article 20 and impleme
nts it as far
as is practicable. Having regard to the difficulties in formulating a specific
offence
capable of adjudication at national level in such a form as to reflect
the general
principles of law recognized by the community of nations as well
as the right of
freedom of expression, Ireland reserves the right to postpone consider
ation of the
possibility of introducing some legislative addition to, or variation
of, exising law
until such time as it may consider that such is necessary for the attainme
nt of the
objective of paragraph I of article 20.

Sweden
Sweden reserves the right not to apply ... the provisions of article 20,
paragn
of the Covenant.

United Kingdomof Great Britain and NorthernIreland
The Government of the United Kingdom interprets article 20 con~iste
ntl~ wi
rights conferred by articles 19 and 21 of the Cov~nant and having
le~lslal
matters of practical concern in the interests ofpubhc order (ordre public)
re
the right not to introduce any further legislation. The United Kingdom
also re,
a similar right in regard to each of its dependent terntones.

United States
Reservation proposed by the Bush Administration ~n 1~91:
.
Article 20 does not authorize or require legIslatIon or other acuon
I
United States that would restrict the right of free speech and associat
ion pro
by the Constitution and laws of the United States.

Luxembourg
(d) The Government of Luxembourg declares that it does not
consider itself
I, and
that article 20 as a whole will be implemented taking into account
the rights to
freedom of thought, religion, opinion, assembly and association
laid down in
articles 18, 19 and 20 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and reaffirmed
in articles 18, 19,21 and 22 of the Covenant.
obliga~d to adopt legislation in the field covered by article
20, paragraph

Malta
The Government of Malta interprets article 20 consistently with the rights
conferred
by articles 19 and 21 of the Covenant, but reserves the right not to
introduce any
legislation for the purpose of implementing article 20.
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